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PREFACE

4

Those of us facing the assignment to write the
official history of the war in Vietnam see ahead
jungle, inundated rice paddies, and punji stakes,
but equipped with a liberal portion of chastened
optimism, we will find a path,
CHARLES B. MACDONALD

The CINCPAC Instruction 5000. 5B of 15 October 1969 requires the Commander, US Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (COMUSMACV) to submit an annual historical report that
furnishes a comprehensive understanding of the operations and problems faced by the command
during 1969. Additionally, the required report preserves the history of MACV and provides
insightful information regarding the activities, major decisions and directives, and other
significant ac corripli shmn-vtts occurring during the year.
As in prcyiout; years this report dvscribes COMUSMACV's actions in discharg~ing his
responsibilities. An e~ffort has been made to avoid treatmnirt of material thit is; properly the
(Fwction and rtesponsilhilty ot voi;~puonnt commanders. In tioti instancvrs such mtaterial has
beein included to establish the ecology in which COMUSMACV operatod.
To proivide continuity, this hisitory flusthe
same general organization of preceding
yearts. Tw~o Additional chapters are included to provide more eiffetivv prvoientatton of rtolat.ons
with the pretis And matters portatntng lo prisoner.%of wor, the latter subect becoining inicrvaiiingly important dviring the yeAr. Also several annirxro Are iticludedl whivih treat subjects
that WetV Elf majo)tr stnfvcedurtng
the yipar. In -ddAmong thrsv Annoxos Are, the rvdcploymient of thle 13t1 111f Div t-1 from IMVN, 0hV rol. tit the t_40 Dong Party, tho defense, of Firv
$kippoirt tisaie CROOK., the Ilentaidivral Agrvecuni, i.nd a i-hort hmtory of the advioory effort
from~ its teginning.

4

trhf h~fitory wia!A prepored under the popervtsottn of C,0,I. lobert J. IPArr tUSAI andi hisa
tauvcvisor as Commana Ilisitorlan. Cot. Albert M., Avvry (USA).
\Iomihwrs of the Military
111ptory It ranch tkho made sk;gniftanti vi ntril'utionbi toc luded tht. followaing hist4orkans: CO i4s
Wendell J.1 Ryan (17!1A) and Vnia-r I_. Starkrv WSAM; IAlts Karold A. Iltivtn (USMC). IPhilp M.
Vanmnwr WtSAF). GrkirgrI-3.II milton Jr. MSXIC). anwl Ciar-?v L. Mwor~, Jr. (USAF); CO)R
Lro P4. Il~rowo WS~N); MAJ Martha X. St~anton ltJMFi; LAJI) Micharel L. MNlci.lleni (VSN);
C! Ts Jorl It. Waltt WtSAI, Vvrs J. Mih amium mUSAF. And ltooert MI. Thornpson MtStA), asd S11 5
Itobert 3. Cvna %USA). 'this. team of hiptorialls Var. providedt -"aluabaiV al i.taoc from a trulyproeiioa~grisup of
pn~~lamer1-"onneI that in~ bmned: SPL Ililly It, Cole-mian WtSA);
TS(idst Lvownwot ý'reen IIViAF). Jailis 1%. Fokler (USAF). And Ifarolvi J. Jitmwr~oo (USAF);
MSii) )Xent L.
WNtrio~t)A)
awli Fred A. Magur (USA). YN41 Jamiza J. (4vtdpog iUSX). and SOT
Urmellind ala
WISX&C.).

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED
Finally, this history could not have been prepared without the enthusiastic cooperation and
assistance from all members of the MACV staff and the component staffs.
We are deeply

grateful for this support.
We hope that the 1969 MACV Command History is a meaningful contribution in charting the
path through the 'jungle, inundated rice paddies, and punji stakes."

ALBERT M. AVERY
Colonel, USA
Command Historian
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"Even more impressive, however, was the
growing evidence that, barring some unforeseen
crisis, 1969 would bring emphasis on certain
political objectives for which some military suc cc ss would be a necessary prelude, i. e., pacification ("nation building") and RVN\AF growth,
development, and modernization."

/
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1968 MACV Command History
(U) No unforeseen crisis occurred in 1969 and the year indeed was marked by successes
both military and in national development. This is not to say there were not setbacks or that
some programs failed to meet their goals for 1969. Nevertheless even the most skeptical
critic was forced however begrudgingly to admit there was clear evidence of significant progress in the attainment of US objectives for the Republic of Vietnam (RVN).
(U) The year 1969 marked the fourth year of major US Combat participation in RVN,
though it was a yeai of transition and changing focus of US activity. In spite of the changes the
one single static aspect of the war was its fundemental issue: The VC/NVA attempt forcibly to
extend Communist domination over the territory and people of RVN, on the one hand; and the
resolve of the people and Governnient of RVN (GVN) to determine their own future. on the
other.
(S) In the three years prior to 1969, the US had been preoccupied with successful milltarl
operations. Pacification had been, to a degree, left to GVN, and modernization and improvement to RVN combat power had not received equal emphasis and effort. The advisory effort of
the 1950s and early 1960s had become in reality US prosecution of the war. The transition,
then, was to turn the course toward "Vietnamization of the peace" and away from "Americanization of the war. " Early in the year, COMUSMACV announced a three-faceted goal for 1969;
combat operations to defcat the enemy and promote security, increased effort to improve and
""modernize the RVN's Armed Forces (PVNAF), and a further emphasis on pacification and
building th( inchoate republic into a viable state. Each facet of this "one war" goal was to, &ad
in fact did, receive equal atteution,

-

.

*

(U) T'he optimism that was prevalent at the end of 1968 for progress in the Paris talks was
to orove ill-fcundud as no headway whatever was made during 1969. While it could not be stated
ur equivocally that the anti-war movement in the US was responsible for the reluctance of the
NVN to negotiate, there was ample evIdence that the disproportionate attention gained by the
vocal miinority gave great comfort and certainly lent propaplnda support to the enemy. As
CC-SVN Resolution o an,, debriefing of the released US prisoners revealed, North Vietnamese
leaders labored und-r the dubious assumption that the American will would soon e broken as
the French had faltered in 1954. The enemy expected a precipitous withdrawal of V3 troops in
response to domestic pressures and a concomitant collapse of the GVN.
I November, President Nixon Akillfully reversed the momentum .f the "get-out-of-Vie•tnam-at-any-Cos", philosophy as he spoke to the wztion and the world, explaining hin policy of Vietnarnization which had
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been underway ýInce March. He called for The support of the "great sLi'-,-it majority" of Ainericans. This support was forthcoming and while the minority remained inerdinately vocal, it
spoke with much less authority. It was now evident that the US would disengage from combat in
RVN but it would not be at the call oi cacaphonous dissidents nor would it be directed by North
Vietnam or the Lao Dorg Party. It would be governed by prudent action on a carefully conceived
timetable and in consonance with the military situation and the developing strength of the R'VNAF.
While it was noted that 1969 did not end on the same note of optimism for fruitful negotiations at
the Paris Peace Conference as had the preceding year, it did not seem so necessary any longer.
There was an alternative.
(S) Although the three major ,oals of the "one war"t con!ýept were to be given equal attenticn
and priority, "the most important objective, the one with the highest payoff, was the pacificaticon
program." The success of paciti~atiori would dictate the degree of improvemnert necessary in
the RVNAF to transfer to them functions and responsibility, It would indirectly determine the
speed with which US forces woul~d be withdraw.xn.
(C) The Pacification Program cuuld only be desc- Ied as highly successful. Key territorial security made perhaps the greatest contribution in 1169. An example of th'a above was Operation SEA FLOAT which rebuilt the resettled old Nam Can City in An Xuyen Province and opened waterways that had been virtually left to the enemy in the past. So spectacular was the success that two more hamlete Tran Hung Dar: I ancl E.. sprung up in the in'mrodiate vicinity. Other
similar projects resulted
'tling or returrning, :o former villages one million refugees during the year. The inc reas,. i~n the RF/PF forcýes of 72, 000 nien and their being equipped with the
N416 rifle resulted in marked improvement of those forces.
Growth of the People's Self-Defense
Force (P-SDF) and the assumption of patrol duties by the VietInamese Navy greatly increased the
GYN presence in the countryside. That presence stimulated local participation in the cause and
was a source of positive psychological impact for the GVN while having a negative effect on the
morale of the enemy f)rceos. VillhgO itnd hamlet elections were hold throul-%out the year and at
year's ond over 90 petuent of the local governments had been duly elected. 71he Chieu liol program excetded plannod goals with more than 47, 000 ralliers.
(S), With the impositior, of tho 1 Nov 68 bombing halt it had been necessary to shift Interdiction of enemy troups 4xnd materiel from NVN to Laos and within the RVN Blorder. The Interdiction emphasit; tontinuud doaring 1969. In conjunction with the accelerated turn-over to VNN
programn and the redeleploymenit 4.of US forcos, the operation o4' the "brown water" Navy became
basically an interdiction fortee. Tht SEA LORDS forco abaorbod the men and craft which remainafter disostablishmient of the Mobile Riverine Force (CTF 117), and purely offensivv opotrations
of US ended in IV CTZ.. Ground combat operation4 were no longer the large multi-battalian

sweeps of thle preceding Years, as they were replaced by smaller unit actions in support of
p~cificatioti. Enonly high points wort.- both let; frequent and lessa @evert. primarily due to the
ouccess of into rdiý:tion ojperationm and contiant pressure applied against the enonmy and hitt lines
of eonwmunicatic~t Nowhere was he allowed sanctuary within the border* of IIVN. While enemy
activity varied in intet)-lty and IIIere wore! highpoints in F~ebruary. May, and July; thiro was no
offensive itimilar to the Tot attack~s of 1966. In 1969 the enemy had been pro-ompted. Ad a
aenkior MIACV Commainder stated, "!The B~attle of Hlue was fought this year (1969) in the A Shau
(Va)ioy)."
(C) On 8 June the Midway Ceatforenice was hoeld and upon completion of talks the RIVN and
US head.- of .otato announced the initial withdraival of US tiqopil. The option for flurther withdrawals was to be gearod to tht. lrprovernont and nmodernitation of the RVNAF. devolopments Wn
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Paris, and the status of enemny capabilities an~d -.ctivities. The first phase reduced US strength
by 25, 000, to include redeployment of th. 9th Div (-) and the 9th USMO Regimental Landing
Team. After completion of the first phase redeployment, the President announced, on 15 Sep,
the second phase reduction of 4-0, 500 authorized spaces. Included in Phave TI was the 3d Mar
Div (-) which was engaged in northern I CTZ along the DMZ. That phase was to be comple-ted
no later than 15 Dec. On that date, Phase 4 redeployment having been completed successfully,
the President directed a third phase reduction of 50, 000 spaces prior to 15 Apr 70.
(U) The President regarded "Vietnamization" as both a goal and a program to achieve that
goal at the earliest practical time. It contained the same three elements as the "one war"
concept: Improvement and Modernizatio-n of the RVNAF, Pacification, and Combat Operations.
The program's genesis can be traced to March, when following a SECDEF v.isit to RVN, the
President ordered a substantial increase in the training and equipment of RVNAF. In cooperation with the GVN a redeployment of -:onibat troops was begun. The timetable ,.-As not to be
announced and was dependent upon RVNAF strength, the level of enemy activity, and progress
which might be made in the talks at Paris.
(V) The three increrne-ats or phases of redeployment were s;.gni~cant measures of progress
of the Vietnamization program during the year. The RVNAF carried the battle to the enemy
with little deterioration in the Allied position, while simultaneously improving~ their own
potential.
(U) For the enemy, too, 1969 was a year of traýnsition. Having failed' to achicve success
in the large scale attacks oi 1968, he reverted to Phase 11 of guerrilla warfare concentrating on
economy of force operations. A resolution issued by the 9th Conference of the Central Office for
South Vietnam (COSVN), dated July 1969, was captured in October. It was probably the most
important sini'1o docurnent captured in the war, as it outlined the goneral course along which the
onemy wyould pursue the wvar. It reviewed "All aspects of the situation in our war theater in the
rocc At past," andi set forth the mission, direction, and mnajor operationzi to be conducted by
the , _NIVA. Tix, enemy's immediate mission was to win a decisive victory. A "threeot-pronged" attack was tdirected ag~ainst throo target areas. The war wapr to be prosecuted militarily,
politically, and throtigh foreigr policy against the fronts of: the cities and urban areas, the
junglo-axn%-mounta~n aroa. atid tho Niekong Delta.

*(U)

In illuding to their po~sitive achievement, COSV.N ;,remiaod that the US had been defeated At the conferonce, table And that tho President was under Attack by the people of the US who
demnanded an eand to tht, war in Vietnam. It wa~i Alleged that boing "ckfeated avid weakened, Whe
Americans have boun forced to dt-oacalato 41 a pausive position. " The greatest Allied wpkný.ies
was 4aid to be till -impasse In VS stratogy which was caught between internal coviffi-, if trn-''ps
werie not with-Irawn and colaptse of the GVN it thoy %vroredetployert. And while the VC /NVA
alludked to p'rdat vietorivs of thw ''Genoral Offeniwvc and Uprising, " tthe COiVN concludet0 that
they had not produceod m.%y'eAPLng iviolopmient of docisive lnikne
Their shortcomingS
they Imlieved to 1), a failureo to prortoto it ste~nag polid~cal 4.Arw, weaknogs In military pro!.4lyting.
anid the slow developno~ont. of gtterrilla wariare. Loade rghlp, was inurd to he faulty ýnt! lacing
rtmolt iton, 'rho CO8V4N resolutwon did not 11wontion the prtat losses k4 men and material whike.
had 'jecurrod over the proeaedng years4, the difficulties4 of replaicement and roioipply, nt:rJ dL1id t
mention the offects of paeification %nd Vianami~ation whi .h ware doing real cianiage to the
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(C) The year also had its difficulties. A small hamlet in Quang Ngai PI-ovrince became as
well knowvn as any world capital when stories broke of an alleged massacre at My Lai during

March 1968. Sufficitint evidence of irregularity in the operations in the May Lai area brought
initiation of courts martieal proceedings against several US personnel in on-scene command
positions. A high lnvel investigation panel -- the "Peers Group"-- wt.s directed by DA to determine the adequacy of khe investigations and reports which hnmediately fo.lowed the My Lai
incident and to dete-mine if there had been any suppression of the reports c,)ncerning the My
Lai incident. In addition, a careful re-examination of command guidance ana training procedures was conducted to discover what, if any, short-falls might have contributed to a breakdown
of moral leadership.
'C) "he "Green Bcret" case was another incident in which "here was nu satisfactory
conclusion. Eight men were charged with conspiracy and prernediated murder of an alleged
double agent. The Secretary of the Army ordered the charges dismissed to the complete satisfaction of almost no one; the accused believed they had been convicted by innuendo and irresoonsible reporting while those pressing for trial felt due process of iadw had not been obtained.

'

(U) There were riany ver.rees made by the US in continuing efforts to effect some detente
in the stalemate between tne adversaries. The bombing halt of 1 Nnv 613 had been the first
major stp anl w.ar onrty successful in that substantive talks followed. But any hope for success
slowly faded as the only concrete agret .-nents reached in Paris were the shape of the conference
table and the date upon which nc.ct to meet. In April, B-•Z raids in-zcuntry were curtailed as
a further dem,)nstratik. 4 of US willingness to 0'-eaclate the co;illct. No reciprocal action by
the other side was forthcoming. On 3 Sop, the NVN lerder, Ho Chi Minh, died and another
proposal wo diminish hostilitik i was extended bv the US in a tota) cescatioP of B-5Z bombing
raids ifur 36 hnurs. Once again the enemy declned to reciptocate in any manner. Two unilateral redeployments of US truops d~d littlz i! anythii g to change the enemy position. If any
shift was evident it was the apparent return to Phase HIguerrilla w1rfar,3 while awaiting the
complete unilateral wi~hdrawal of US atid Allied Forces. Thie sugglistion is supported by the
fact that while Free World losses diminished substantially, the infiltration of men and materials
wont on as extensive efforts were mtade by the erms,, to repair in.teldicttd supply routes from
the north and to construct new ones.
(C) In conclusion, the year brought optL-nisn, however gvl~rdod, that Vietnamization was
a possible and positive method to accomplish I'S and Allied objecties. Pacification madt
significant strides, security country-wide improved, anci o' the combat front#, whiae not marked by massive victories, there were certainl) no defeats of aigtilicance.
r. practically ev5ry
phaue of the "one war" concept, the succe(jso
were on t-e Allied side. Ihe enamv %.A# forced
to admit a degree of defeat, if only by his ackrowledgemr.t that b;e was requireu to revert to
Phase U guerrilla wariare.
(L) The President restattd US purpose and resolve in Mle 3 'Iov addrese
the world:

to the nation and

"I am sure thal, yoe can recognine fr~m what I
have caid tLat we tave only two cloices open j.. up
if we want to end the war.

j
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I can order an immediate, precipitate with-

drawal of all Americans from Vietnam without
regard to the effects of that action.
Or, we can persist in our search for a just
peace through a negotiated settlement if possible,
or through continued implementation of our plan
for Vietnamization if necessary, a plan in which
we will withdraw all of our forces from Vietnam
on a schedule in accordance with our program, as
the South Vietnamese become strong enough to
defend their own freedorn.
--

I have chosen the second course-.
It is not the easy way.
It is the right way.
(U)

At year's end the course was charted, and US forces were vigorously pursuing the

"right way."
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II

THE STRATEGY AND THE GOALS

US POLICY AND OBJECTIVES

S*

(C) The US gloLal objective could be stated as: "A free, independent community of nations,
living at peace with each other." Implicit in this objective has been a US belief that only by preventing the further spread of Communism would it be possible to prevent the formation of a large
power bloc which could break the global peace through additional "world wars. " This belief led
to the policy of containment of any Communist expansion by aggression or externally supported
subversion beyond the existing borders of countries having Communist governments, in areas
considered vital to our national interests.
(C)

T'his containment policy has been pursued through a strat';ýgy which included the comnflexible response, massive retaliation, and collective
security--that is, the development of a series of alliances and c omnmitmne nts. These strategic
components have been reinforced by declarations of the US intention both to resist the expansion
of Comnmunism and to develop the necessary free world capability to deter any attempt at Communist expansion.

'1 ponent concepts of credible deterrence,

(C) The Repkiblic of Vietnam (RVN) has become one of the primary military battlegrounds
for the Free World's conflict wvith overt and covert Communist aggression. The conmmitment in
IRVN was one of the most crucial and tainplox elements in the LIS curront effort to sustain its
present national strategy of containing Commnunist aggression.
(C) Present US intorests and objectives inl RVN reflect post World War 11 US political and
vecurity interests and objetvtveu in F.Asttrn Asia and the Pacific Region as a whole. These
interests and objectives wevrk related to the h anve of power i'1 the region, and woere reflected

by US rnomlwrship in SEATO And ANZUS. and by unlilatral treaties with Japan, South Korea,
N.Ationalist China, the )Philippilles. and Thailand. These trvaties; were vonsistent with those
Inte rests which led the US into the Rorean conflict, and have been the basis for continued US
presfence in Asia.

(C) Since the, late 1950s. externally ouppoirtod Commuinist stibversion andi aggredsion hlavo
vapitulimed on factors rontributing to internal Instability in ILVN Consequenttly, the indepenidence of tht 1IVN has; bvent jeopurdlaod and its developing social system has been disrupted, thus
treatening the distribution (ef poxwer in Southeast Asia (SEASIA), and ultimately all of Asia. The
fate of RVN wao one of weverial nmAjor variahlet; which impacted upon the maintenance of a "Ila nce of power favorable to US intoreato inl "atern Abia and the pacific.
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US STRATEGY FOR RVN

(S) The US strategy for the RVN was focused on assisting the government of Vietnam (GVN)
and its armed forces to defeat Communist subversion and aggression. This strategy embodied
military operations, and financial and advisory assistance to aid in creating the secure environment necessary for the success of political, economic, and socio -psyc ho logical national
development programs. Further, efforts had been made to encourage and assist the GVN progressively to assume greater responsibility for all aspects of building a free, independent, and
viable nation.
(5) This strategy was established at the Department of Defense - State Department level in
1966. Varied operational concepts to support this strategy were developed by the JGS and CINGPAC, with the primary emphasis on maintaining simultaneous pressure against the enemy's
disruptive and war-making capabilities, through three interrelated undertakings:
1. Destroy Viet Cong (VC) main forces and North Vietnamese Army (NVA) forces in
RVN or, force the NVA to withdraw and separate the VC main force units from the population by
providing a protective shield of containment through ground, air, and naval offensive operations
against the VC and NVA main forces, LOCs9, and into and within major base areas. (Until I Nov
68, NVN's war-moaking and war-supporting capability had been suibjected to varying degrees of
air and naval attacks in NVNI and air attacks in parts of Laos. This portion of the operational
concept was restricted to Laos after I Nov 68.,
Z. Lstablish a militarily stecure climate wvithin which GVN control can be extended.
consolidatod, and sustained. This thrust involved accelerating offensive operations against VC
provincial forces and guerrillas, with priority to eliminating or neoutralizing the enemy political
and niiiitary infrastructures, and simultaneously developing and maintaining suitably balanced
RVNA1F anti othe-r security forces that progressively were botter trained, balanced, equipped,
And Motivated.
3.
economic

*

Improve the. national drvoloptwont vfiort through inteograted security, political,
social, and psychological programs.

(S) Although all thrte (if theso strategic throst* had buven conducted simuoltaneously wvll into
196Ii, priority was, given tit ther first operational goal. The othrr M'o operational goals had rvceoived a relatively low priority tif efforts and reources.
N$ Thve first opiorational goal, particularly thr air anti naval atta%!k on NVýN, wa~s beplieved
by Pott' Analyqitz to hadve minluettvod the North VkV tetnaie s to Ag eec to nA~Otilate, anti tO Shift emlphasi% to political nctitvity. lHowvver, 0h, enemy's freedom ito operate across the 6ortivrs of
KVN fromtiat
sa iariv. 1 in Cambodiia, 1aoil, Anti NVNI prec ludrd c preater suvcces in providing
th1V degi red "Olivid of cnaiet.SkWIAff
I sM,.le
k00es had hveen lizhievetl, howwver, to pe rmit
,groater '71aaphasits on the %econd ope ratioixal 11ajilaIsttvr 1110'1068t.
This was r",11plifted by the
InC rq'Ated Itimpo inherent tit thr At k r Iv'r.!tJ I~at ifwcation Catnpaign whic h vuaitlinued trihi'ugh
I 9W]. ~tnipharsis on 1tVNAl improvemenctt znt roirwtl du rinie 11)(-3 4 inc Ceajws in M~NAV fort e
s"thictures andi turnocer stf rqtuipment Nefre teert
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(C) The "one war" concept promulgated by COMUSMACV in early 1969 recognized no such
thing as a separate war of big battalions, pacification, or war of territorial security. Under
this newer strategic concept, friendly forces were to carry the battle to the enemy simultaneously, in all areas of conflict, by strengthening cooperation between US commanders and advisors to the RVNAF on the one hand and US advisors to GVN province and district officials on
the other. The major aspects of the "one war" concept were pacification (including VC infrastructure (VCI) elimination), RVNAF modernization and improvement, and combat operations,
each to receive the highest priority, and each to be kept abreast of the others and moving forward at all times. In the employment of forces, all elements were to be brought together into a
single effort. Ground forces, tactical air, B-52s, Regional Force/Popular Force (RF/PF),
Provincial Reconnaissance Units (PRU), National Police Field Force (NPFF), Civilian Irregular
Defense Group (CIDG), and Rural Development (RD) Cadre attacked the VC/NVA units, main and
local forces, guerrillas, and the VCl across the broad spectrum of the conflict, to neutralize
the enemy's capabilities and offensive options.
(C) As a corollary to the "one war" concept, significant emphasis was given to the Accelerated Pacification Campaign (APC), November 1968 through January 1969. Recognizing that irasurgency would fail if cut off from popular support, the campaign sought to upgrade 1, 000
additional contested hamlets, bringing them into a relatively secure category, Denying the
enemy access to the population would deprive him of his mobility and make him divert combat
troops to logistical duties for which he would otherwise impress local laborers. Pacification
efforts continued throughout 1969 as the 1969 Pacification and Development Campaign began in
February where the 1968 APC left off. The first objective of the 1969 phase of pacification was
security of the RVN population. The Free World Military Assistance Forces (FWMAF) responses to enemy attempts at terrorizing of villages and to his attempts at disruption of the
Pacification Program were to be prompt and decisive and the punishment of the enemy so severe
that he would realize that any time he assaulted a hamlet, village, resettlement project, or
other community, or an RF/PF element, he would receive a massive counteraction from
friendly forces.
(TS) In August 1969, Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird promulgated an "Updated Statement of Mission of U.S. Forces in SEA". The text was as follows:The objective is to allow the people of the Republic of Vietnam (RVN) to determine their future
without outside interference. To that end. and as
directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. CINCPAC and
COMUSMACV should assist the Republic of Vietnlam
Armed Forces (RVNAF) to take over all Incre4sing
share of cornbat operation#. Tihe tactical goal of the
combat operations is to defeat the ,ubvet-sian and
aggression which is intended to deny se!f-determination to the RVN people. This overall mission encorpasses the following undertakings:
(a) Provide Iaxlnti
assistance il developing,
training, and equipping the RVNAF as.rapidly as
possible.
(h) Continue military support for accelerated
pacification, civic action and security programiis.
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(c) Conduc t military operations designed to
accelerate improvement in the RVNAF and to continue
to provide security for US Forces.
Id) Conduct military operations to reduce the
flow of materiel and manapower support for enemiy
forces in SVN.

(e) Mainta~in plans for a comprehensive air
and naval campaign in Vietnam.

GUIDANCE FOR PLANNING

(S) The strategy for the conduct of tile war was set forth annually by the GVN plans that
were prepared in coordination with MACV. Two documents, the 1969 Pacification and Development Plan and the Combined Canipaigzn PlIan (C:CP) 1969, AB 144, prescribed the 1969 btrategy.
Coordination with (,VN of the total effort in 1969 was effected by the newly Lfoan-ed Central Pacification and Development Council (CPUC), a cabinet commrittee with a full timle staUf of senior
military and civilian officials.

Pacification and De.velopment l tatý

(S) Tthe 196`1 Placification and Deverloptiwot P'lani was the first atwtempt by tho GNN to present
in a s'ingle documenlt the satrategy, concet~pts, prioritits, and ubjvectiocs to gutide the total GVN
pacification effort. Altho~ugh k unilateral CN',N plain, it was cosdrddirective in nature for UjS
ladVisOrs. Issued Oni 15 Dvee (18 Over the signaturea ot the Prime Minitevr and othsr ministers .0#
CPDGC memibers, the plati prov4tied gusidance to Atl nmitristls, setrvices,0
and t!Clt.Wlon On All
elemenvts of the PW9 camlpaign. It expre-ssed tas its has~ic theme t-he need for A t~velegW opirit
4nlong iall governnwnat forces 4a1d the pevojic to the achievement of mnaxinmum resultit. It defincd
19tA9 As tollow.,,
the eight primary obetvsfor
I. Under LAgenetral mantl~e of areai vieurity prrwidvd by the rogulAr ficrces, use local
seccurity forces, reaction focsad
police forces at the hamle-1t Anti 0tllAgc level to control and

Secure 90 porcent a.' the popu1attioft extend the national sovereignty throughout thez country.
Z. Elimi&nate

1,.000 VCI unider the PHIOENIX P'rogramu and c~ther jointi operatinon

con*-

clucted 6y poli0ýcand airmy units.
3. rit~blisb local governmentm in all village.4 throughýout the coun'rv; elet4. VillAgo
Arlministratlivc Coimmitice% anW hales-t Managing Iloardo at All tocured iha"1tet aLnd villages~;
and organize a large training program for village andi hamlet officials.
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4. Involve additional people in the People's Self-Defense organization to bring it up to
Z million mermbtrs a.ad arm 400, COO members for guard, sarveillance, and ?atrol duties.
5.

Rally 25, 000 returnees.

6. Decrease the number of refugees t o !,ss than one mil!ion and resettle at least
300, 000 persons.
7. Increase the information and propaganda effort by Lhe training and proper use of
Village Information Members and Harmlet Informnation Deputies.
8. Encourage the rural economy ai.d increase rice production from 5 million to 6
million tars.
(S) The rol-! of RVNAF in support of oacification was set forth in Annex I of the Plan in
language compatible to Annex B of AB 144. Other annexes performed a similar function for the
remaining seven objectives and prescribed Corps Tactical Zone (CTZ) and province plaxaAnV and
reporting procedures.
(S) The 1969 Pacification Plan went into effect on I Feb, iminediatel) after the completion
of the Accelerated Paciticatiox, Campaign. Corps commanders were given primazy action responsibility for its execution on the basis of prot.nce plans prepared undoýr Corps supervision
and reviewed at the Saigon level. T- focus and energize the effort, a set of intermediat, goals
was t.tstatished for accomplishment by 30 June. These goals deliberately were sat high to exact
rrrflimum effort.

The Combilled Campaign Plan

(S) The Combined Campaign Plan (GCP) 1969, AB 144, iseted on $0 Sep 63 was the single,
bilingual documeunt that provided basic guidance to the RVNAF and USIFWMAS's for the connuct
of military operatior-ý in RVN. The 1949 plan Inattgttrated several tecbnical changes Wnannual
campaign planning which enhtanced the atatw of RVNAF Joint General Stall (JO$S). First, they
.. repared the plan with MACV assistance, as compared with the predecessor annual t.xnpaign
plaits which wvre prepcired by MACV in cooperatitu with RVNA?,4
A
S.
SeconVd, US forles0 were
iocluded in the dofinlilon of FWMAF. Third, and mvost s~gn~iieant. the plan was sigted by tach
of the national comniaders of Allied armed forces in RVN.
(S) The assutptiona for the plan were basicallt unchmtged from 1 66 exrept iLr acknowiledging the peace ncgotiatione and asumting that there would be no major hticr-ase in FWM AY"
levels beyond existtin programs. There were two objectivesi stated.
1. To defiat VC(NVA forces. The related rasks were w conduct sustained, ;oordinated, and combined groond, sea. and air offensive opea•ations against eininy forces, base
areas, and logidtics ,vstem." and to conduct survoillar•te and vounserinfittration, ps)yýhuWgicai,
intell•gence, and cou
ntot-t lrigent1 e operations.
2, To extend GVN control in RVN. Related tasks were to secure townis, cititis political. economic and popuition centers, nvilitary bates and irstalLsUo", antu LOCI clear and
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secure areas undergoing pacification; idantify and eliminate VC1; develop self-defense (orces;
in population and resources control; and ccnduct civic actioa.

Sparticipate
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tS) The first objective and related tasks remained unchanged fro.n the previous campaign
plan, except for addee mention of naval air and coastal s3urveillance activities. The second oDjective and related tasks added the task of V(1 identification and elimination, and emphasized by
separate statemer-. that operations would be condt~cted to prfvent ersmy infiltration into the
fring.s of to-ns, cities, and areas adjacont to population centers. This latter task statement
appeared to be an attempt v:., influence those units providing security for towns, --it ies, population centers, and similar areas to employ a more dynamic approach to stcurity.
(S) A lit oi major goals %%asstated in the plan for use in establishing meastres of progress
for achieving the objectives. As compared with the 1968 CGP, the 1969 plan was ;oteworthy for
a '-reatly reduced and simptified list of goals which appeared more meaningful and were more
reasonably attainabte than w,. re some of the in~prosible ttall." or percentile goals of the 1968
plan.
(S) The concept of operations for the- basic plan was the applit'ation of resourcea to critical
priority areas (See Figure 11-1), while practicing -coaoinoy of force in other arena*. The forces
were employed in four interdependent roles:
1. Offensive- forces to conduct sustained operatk-ns aimed &t the destruction of VC/
NVA forces and base aceas in RVN.
. Border surveillance 4nd reacciti lorctt4 to -.pttratu alonpg te XiMZ and the Laotian
and Cantoodian border* and in coastal watrs, ;o derect )nd dtr,ý," ene&atiuy incursions into RVN.
3. City protection forves to vonduct v*pe'atioas ,mn tbt- fridnges ot cittic to prevent
enem"y infiltrate.rr from launching attavks and harass•n town*, provi"n'"al c:apitals, and eitis.
*,

Territorial becturity ior,cvs to support t•iw GVN pacification program in tdw

(S) Tie militziry effort wasi to mkintain as4d c'itend the arok wvithiti \ehh the love 0'
security wta adequoto to ptrmit d&struction tif the VCI, and oalnterrnptcd ltical,
ecvnonvc,

iS Thtis c-nctpt of opoeotion* it A•i 144 w-S ao
nliwtwct *baatgc
v
from thAt of the precedting
Aii 141. Liv inlvkrlsion of the? (irst Iwo r
thrariisr 'lrolvrt~iv# shiltiW ofcntnint
Ova.
nCotwas -1bandtoued. The emphasiw cflt city protetonýIr lo~rcv* \ts
now, arihd the statnentW %,%#
the
teýrritolrial aeCUrtiý t~rCteS wX'4k&t'cl-Jd t0 gth 04srike o01'Wit
Of 4OereIns
0uhacanigcn
c(pt nAturally was accompanieod hV, chAlnge

ift -1w t4pjPicatonof% fý(orce,

ch-algo tit intstroctltnts relatedI to tte %pP4C4WtNo of brc# by ARLVNt.

The mvost imporwtan

The All 144, in cnntrAvit to

I1l 143, dlirected A grAtllnai phase down of AKVS ba4ttalios In iiupport ol oa<.Ifivation inti ou
missions. These two funcilons were ýo tw peorlonwed bty RK.hT'F as their rmoon
nd'rtrv.
Th,. ;,thsr R.VNAV• roles were Affected. ttis trend was iio comanlpte acrord with the arta
.tgeurti
ty concept and was to continuo to rt crvtn 3nksb sit and ibplem•
"t•ation.
.scurity

iS) As f(o the r*WMAF., there was no functional separalion of responibiltibe t•.weeil
them and the LVNAP, li proparation for a time: whes the RVNAF
4
wv4-. a.suimle the entire
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responsibility, the Vietnamese regular forces were to participate within their capabilities in all
types of operations. This, too, was compatible with the area security concept and had to be
implemented. A technical change occurring in the instructions was the deletion of primary responsibilities for the US/FWMAFs and the substitution of FWMAF, who in coordination with
RVNAF were to be responsible for:
1.

Destroying the VC/NVA main forces, base areas, and resources.

2.

Operating along the DMZ ar.-. border areas to detect and destroy invading enemy

forces,
3. Assisting and reinforcing RVNAF as necessary in opening and securing LOCs, providing security for designated areas to include cities and selected pacification areas, and
protecting national resources.

CINCPAC STRATEGY

IS) Six goals had been established at the Honolulu Conference in Febroary 1966 af ebjectives for operations it RVN. These objectives formed the basis for the measur.ueow of
progress during 19t6.
(S) la Noeernber 196,. the CINCPAC milit.lry stratogy had be-.n developed for ýu4thvs.g
Auia (SEASIA) incloded an integratetd concept for the condvvct t). military opcrAtionw again•st NVN
and in RVN and Laos, flBasd upon this stratvgy. 10 gcals, toour of 'which were Out-of-.cuntry
goals, had beevn ilovelopod for the tteasut. enrwot t4 PVeo rocs tinting I%?,
IS) The 10 goals for l97 had bve-n modified b .vfrit'le
ch0owting prograanda•1kl to eatawiiii"
progres-ively highr otoal ,)ettvro
to b Achieved during 1%$.
Intiun,
LWcAo'o of
.nc rvesing etp'ath
lroclod toward reduic ag the XtI 4ý%d ntojtrnvlng
Ntircwtsstw
tirw in-vouentry
goa far 1146were:
ce-vahtattd ir
ri
hth goA
,141 for
and o
ew
goail addressing onemy ground Cttac'st or atttrasdUy .fir#re'gans opu~une~~r
ti
4 rd
areas, 4Mid bWe
.10P U40dd4. The 0b5 goal to redluve im~ports Into Nýt; wa.
-.teOtr

COM Ill NEDkV

RV)NW
S8'HRA tEOY

IS)(hCobiedCamopailo
C~Wttl~ths
bven pvrontolgars' on '10 lis k@6; it
provif~eti nitiAl guz *-wer
- kit - Cotdutt of oppratians by U
W)MAN aMd $VNAF Pt RVN.
Sthr CCP tictcribed the misskioo of RVXVnd%VWMAN rS' at. kt detst the V*C/8V.A fxtoorer

and a.sist the "GYN

in eltrnd aintrol

basic objectives and g-alt were:
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1.

To defeat the VC/NVA forces.

2.

To extend GVN control in RVN.

3. Organize, equip, modernize and employ the RVNAF to achieve a maximum state of
combat effectiveness.

"4. Inflict

more losses on the enemy than he can replace.

5. Increase the percent of the population and territory under GVN control through an
expanded pacification effort.
6. Reduce the ability of the enemy to c;,nduct ground attacks or attacks-by-fire against
population centers, economic areas, and bases.
7. Deny the maximum number of base area sanctuaries in RVN to the enemy by their
destruction or continuous neutralization.
8. Enhance the territorial security capability of the RF and PF by proper employment
and deployment, and by comrl : irg the planned force structure increase and modernization of
ecuipment.
9. Restore an" secure, to the greatest extent possible, the road, rail, and water lines
of communication.

IS)

10.

IncreaE? the efforts to neutralize the enemy infrastructure.

11.

Increase the number of Hoi Chanb in CY69 in each CTZ.

.2.

"I2aximize coordinated intelligence collection and counter-intelligence activities.

The concept of operations was that:

1. The resources of the RVNAF and FWMAF -. ould be applied to critical priority
areas, with economy of force being practiced in less essential areas. Forces could be employed in four interdependent roles:
First, offensive forces would conduct sustained operations aimed at the destruction
of VC/NVA forces and base areas in RVN.
Second, border surveillance and reaction forces would opernte along the DMZ and
the Laotiar and Cambodian borders and in coastal weterj, tcj detect and destroy enemy incursions into RVN.
Third, city protection forces wou.! conduct operations on the fringes of citls to
prevent enemy infiltrators from launching attacks azd harassing towno, provincial capitals, and
cities.
Fourth, territoilal security forces would provide support for the GVN pacification
program in the provinces.
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Z. The rnrititary effort woulJ seek to maint-ýin and extend the area within which the level
of security was~ adequate to permit the destruction of the VC1 and the uninterrupted progress of
political, ecoli~oinc, sociological, and p~y-chological prog.arns of the GVN. Once these programs were operative, the area was not to be abandoned.
(S)

The iollowing specific guidance w-as provided:
1. The sector is the prime ievel to prepare
.ýPpropriate military support plans for province pacification programs. These plans are designed to coordinate military and civilian activities of all militarý
forct s, cadres, and administrative authorities, including FWMIAF, if 4vailable, in order to achieve the
following objectives:
a. Destroy enemy forces and infrastructure,
deter terrorist and subversive actions to preserve
permanent svcurity in localities so that the pacification
program can progress in an impressive manner and
without inte rruption.
b. Support the administration in establishing
effective local political agencies which can meet the
people's wishes and mnotivate themn to pa rticipate in
their own government.
c. Support the administration in toeveloping
the local economy.
Z. Support activities for' paCifiC~tiUn mulst be
coatinuous, once sta rted, with emphas.is being givfon
to the geographic areas of precedence and good pacification resources. For these activities, the RVNAF,
with support from FWMAF, when required, have the
primary mission, of decstroying e~nemy main and local
forces and gi *r riljia forces. In those hamlets that
haivv bettn pacifted, the NationalI Police, supported by
the Popular F erevs, are reosponsiblo for maintaining
inte end orcder anu security, clest roying enemiy infrastructurv ind tlimlnating, c riminal elemevnts. In village,; whert- pacification iii undvrway, this rvesltponsibility
its assumed akso by W.) cadre gr~kips. Thc pooplo %vi11
participate in tile malnteminc e of ovdrr and sevcurity
drpendling On their own cablte.Although
the

NsAtilo'al Police are respongible fo-

maintaining Order

antl secisrity within haldttstro;ing
cvneny L.-fra_
struc ture and ci minating c ritnuta I emornnts in pee ifed
areas, tho 101N.-W mity be useid for th~is mission kkatre
tht Mitional Polict, are not yct capable or s~eurlty con-

ditionz, are not
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3. Coordinated military/civilian efforts to identify elements and members of infrastructure will be
intensified and followed up by rapid and incisive reaction to exploit intelligence. Milliary forces will participate in the attacks on the political VCI through
intelligence collection and will assist the police in
the exploitation phases.
4. 'lhe people are the greatest asset to the GVN
and gaining the active commitment of the people is
the GVN goal. During this campaign every effort will
be made to liberate people under enemy control and
to restore public security throughout RYN. Similarly,
the people are the greatest asset to the enemy and control of the people is the enemy's goal. With them, the
enemy has most of the ingredients for success: food,
supplies, money, manpower, concealment, and intelligence. During this campaign, selective efforts will
be made to deny these essential assets to the enemy.
5. The majority of the population and major
food-producing centers and other resources is within
an area designated by this plan as the area for priority of military oilensive operations. (Ed note: see
Figure 1l-1). The enemy will be destroyed or driven
from this area into sparsely populated food-scarce
areas to permit the GVN to protect the population,
control resources, and provide unrestricted use of
t•ie major lines of communications.
6. Special emphasis will be placed on the protection of provincial capitals and cities by:
a. Conducting military operations to destroy
enemry units and bases discovered in surrounding areas.
b. Conducting regular day and night patrols
and ambushes, including long range patrols and air
onlsi activities in surrounding areas to discover enemy movemlents -•-n troop concentrations.
Well-timed operations will be conducted to destroy the
enemy at a distance before they can infiltrate into
provincial capitals and cities.
c. Coordinating with the local authorities to
launch frequent aurprlse police oper~ations to destroy
underground enemy organizations, especially sapper
o rlaniVations, and to un- •ver enemy weapon caches.

:-!.j~
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d. Re-examining the locations of military
post systems to insure that posts are located at vital
points in surrounding areas where forzes operating
from them can control the enemy's avenues of approach.
e. Increasing intelligence activities and, in
particular, developing the people's intelligence net to
discover enemy rocket and mortar emplacements or
weapon and ammunition caches.
f. Preparing counterbattery lfans and using
heliborne reaction forces to destroy oi pursue the
enemy immediately.
7. 6ontinual emphasis will be pla,:ed on combined
operations based on the principles of cooperation, coordination, and .lose partnership at all echelons. Combined planning and reciprocal support, either direct or
general, will be effected wherever post;ible. Special
emphasis will be given to coordinated artillery and air
support plans and to combined intelligence and dissemination.
8. Systen.%atic neutralization of th, enemy's base
areas and capture or destruction of his installltions,
supplies, and caches will be pursued a ,gressivelv.
Priority of effort will be directed towards the neutralization of those base areas directly af.'ecting areas of
high population density, vital lines of ( ommunication,
strategic government centers, ano artas of economic
importance.
9.

Border and coastal defense a.,tivities will be

increased to discover and destroy an/ enemy personnel
and equipment infiltration into- the territory of the RVN.
Border and coastal defensive bases will be reexamined
and i-cated where control can be eiercixed on enemy
infiltration corridors, both overlard and by sea.

Long range r~connaissanre patrols will be conNight operations will he
emphasized to discovor and destroy the enemy.
10.

ducied to find the enemy.

I1.

The RVNAF', especially the Regional and Popu-

lar Forces, will be imlproved through force structure

revisions, personnel tnanagement improvements, logisti itvprovements, anl special training. Objectives are
to become effectivoe in pacifi.
cation tasks and for the Regional Forces gradually to
for tle Popular For•,ee

replace the Regu!ar Forces in support of pacification
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and when capable to assume full responsibility for
local and territorial security,

lZ. Combined RVNAF-FWMAF training will be
conducted and use will be made of the training centers
of RVNAF and FWMAF units, including mobile and
local training teams to increase the combat potential
of RVNAF and FWMAF.
(SI

The CCP prescribed execution by the following scheme of maneuver:

I CTZ. Military forces were to be committed primarily in offensive operations to destroy enemy forces in the area and those which might invade across the DMZ and Laotian
border. Operations were also to be conducted to destroy enemy bases, and to protect the areas
of Hue and Danang and the main LOCs, especially Routes 1 and 9. GVN pacification activities
were to concentrate on the populated coastal areas around Hue, Danang, and Quang Ngai, and
extend to other populated areas along QL-I as security conditions permitted.
II CTZ. Military forces were to operate to destroy enemy forces in the area and those
infiltrating across the Laotian and Cambodian borders. Emphasis was to be placed on protecting the populated coastal lowlands, plus the cities of Kontum, Pleiku, and Ban Me Thuot, keeping open the main LOC, and destroying enemy bases. The GVN pacification program was to
place initial emphasis on the populated coastal areas, and, as resources permit, be extended to
other populated areas in the CTZ.
III CTZ. Primary efforts were to be to destroy enemy forces in the area and those
infiltrating across the Cambodian border, to protect the vital Saigon/Gia Dinh areas, to keep
land and water LOCs open, and secure and to expand the area under GVN control, especially
stirrounding the Saigon/Gia Dinh area. Emphasis of GVN pacification activities was to be on
providing permanent GVN control in the highly populated areas and in the areas contiguous to
LOCs emanating from Saigon.
IV CTZ. Combat operations were to be conduvted to destroy the enemy and his bases.
water LOGs were to be cleared and defended, especially QL-4. Pacification efforts
were to be concentrated on areas of high population density and economic importance and areas
containing the vital land and water LOGs.

"Landand

OPE•RATIONA L GUIDANCE

(S) The principal operaitonal gu.danc for 1kVNAI-'/US/I-'WMA" vommandvrs was provided
by the annual CCP (during 1969, AB 144). The CCP, Al 144, wao vomplenuetd by the GVN
19t. Pacification and Developnrent Plan which, by viriut of COMUSMACV instructions, had been
made directi*.ve in nature to US advisory personnel, The gutdance conttained in thc CCP was
ampliied or modified by mniaagri4, when nucessary.
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(S) Operational guidance at the start of 1969 was established by a January MACV message
published after the Commanders' Conference, at MACV Hq, 11 Jan. Early 1969 operational
guidance was also based on MACV messages which had been sent in September and October 1968.
As 1969 began, commanders could take their guidance from the September message which
follows: 4
The manner in which all commanders have captured and demonstrated the spirit of the offensive is
extremely pleasing. You have kept after the enemy
relentlessly., never letting him relax, and accommodating him any time he wants to fight. The development of tactical concepts like 'Pile On' and others has
demonstrated the ability of US Fighting Forces to
devise methods and means for meeting any type enemy
or situation.
While tactical operadions are punishing the enemy,
there are some reports (covered in reference meeting)
to the effect that he is attempting to compensate for
his tactical losses by another approach through which
he hopes to gain a political victory despite his LAck of
success on the battlefield. Reports indicate that. the
enemy plans to capitali:'e on the old Ho Chi Minh adage
that 'You may kill my soldiers, but as iong as I have my
cadre, I'll win in the end. '
Indications are that the enemy is currently devoting
effort to expanding the VC cadre and infrastructure, and
may be forming new VC local battalions so that he will
be in position to take advantage of a situation that he
may try to bring about himself by asking for a ceC"e
fire. We can't afford to let the enemy succoed in carrying out such a plan. We must not, repeat. not, get
ourselvos into a position whore we can lose the war
strategically after having defeated the enemy on the
battle fiold.
Accordingly, each con'mandcr Ia requested to eopand hie spoiling und preemptive of',rationa, i.e., attacks
against eonem main and locAl forces, bame areas, infil.
tration routtg. LOC; to hn,-lude art ýnta'nsivo drive against
the VC infraotr,'.tinmr and pulitical apparatus aimed at
'Itiminating it ,' aet as rapidly as pousible. not suppress,
but eliminate, This drive will support and complement
an intensified 1-{U0ON(6 14OANG (PHOENIX) program
and will call for clote coordination with all elrmentn of
the OVN and US C•Vernment in-country. T'.ese instruc.
tions are in consonance with the overall campaign plait
for 1969. They do not change anV missions or goals. It
is an expansion of itttntsity across the board so that all
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military, paramilitary, and civilbear simultaneously against Jhe enFrom the disc-wssion at the comyou know what needs to be done.

The CG III MAF, CGs I and II FFORGEV, and SA IV
GTZ will spearhead this activity. They have access to
all chains of command through their dual-hatted positions
as commanders/senior advisors: i.e., to the ARVN chain
of command, and to the province, district, RF/PF, local
police, national police. CIDG, and all others through
their province, district, or other advisors. The concept
is that each sen.ior US commander, in conjunction with
ARVN corps commanders and province and district chiefs,
will cause continuous operations to be conducted which relentlessly screen the area until all the VC infrastructure
has been removed. Tactical elements are to assist primarily by a continuation of tactical operations, providing
area security. In the process tactical units may be used
as necessary to seal off areas for search, but not held on
static missions. Existing assets may be redeployed as
necessary in order to maximize the offensive role. The
actual screening of the population is to be done by those
who will be living among them, i. e., the RF/PF, police
forces, and any other appropriate RVN agencies, all fully
coordinated between the local US commander, ARVN commander or advisor, province and/or district chief and
their US advisors. In the III and IV Corps Tactical Zones
around Saigon, for example, friendly units are so deployed
that they support action to eliminate the VC infrastructure.
By elimination of the infrastructure from the cities, villages, and hamlets comprising the major population areas
of RVN, the enemy can be defeated on all fronts, (You
will be furnished information by this headquarters as to
areas to target in the attack on the political anti-infrastructure, aa well as objectives for the pacification campaign. ) With this intensive attack on the infrastructure and
the concurrent territorial ascurity that will be entailed, you
should be able to expand rapidly the other elements of pacification into these areas ir the manner and with the objectives
discussed at tht- refernnced meeting. Once his infrastructure
iA eliminated, and the other elemontis of pacification have
taken hold, it should be difficult for the VC to revive itself
within the climate of confidence that this accomplishment
ehould gonerate. Local police and Popular and Regional
Forcou should then be able to keep the woods cut out of
the garden.
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The situation is urgent. It is essential that we
get moving on this phase of operations. Bring it up
to and maintain it at, the tempo of our tactical operations. This concept has been discussed with the chief
of the RVNAF Joint General Staff who wholeheartedly
concurs. I'm looking forward to seeing the variety of
means your ingenuity and expertise will devise in
achieving the tempos and results desired in this area.
We should move out on this program with such rapidity
that by Tet 1969 the enemy will have nothing to celebrate.
Please forward a general outline of your plan to
me so as to arrive not later than 15 Oct 68, but do not
let this requirement delay your getting operations under
way.
This guidance was extended by the October 1968 message, as follows: 5

(S)

This guidance is an extension of that issued in
reference. There's more freedom of movement
throughout Vietnam today than there's been since the
start of the US buildup. Friendly units are operating
in areas in which they've never been before, e. g.&
the southern DMZ and western Quang Tri Province,.
Large caches have been confiscated in these areas.
The enemy logistics machinery is being exposed, his
caches seized, and his supply system disrupted. This
situation presents an opportunity for further offensive
operations which can destroy this machinery and have
a significant effect on the outcome of the war.
The enemy is compelled to act in certain ways
because he's c-itically dependent upon guerrillas and
the VC infrastructure for his existence and operations.
The enemy has no rear push supply system. He gets
his supplies stored along his axes of advance well
ahead of time. These axes have to be in and thrrigh
VC controlled areas. Once supplies are in forward
locations controlled by the VC, the enemr,
then advances
on his supplies. So far, he has not -.ttempted to Advance
his forces without these supplieo being in place. For
example, If he plans to attempt some action to counter
the Allied offensive&, he will begin by locating his
caches, moving in equipment, hospital supplies, and
food, lie will also makte provision for evac:uation of
him wounded and burial of his dead. Thes*t are things
that he's got to do in advance, because his dependence
on the VC makes his logistics system func-ton within
the constraints of that requirtertent. Moreover. even
a dedicated Communist soldier has to be given assurance,
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however illusory, that some provision is made for
taking care of the wounded.
Another point evident in the enemy's operational
pattern is his understanding that this is just one, repeat one, war. He knows there's no such thing as a
war of big battalions, a war of pacification, or a war
of territorial security. Friendly forces have got to
recognize and understand the one war concept and
carry the battle to the enemy, simultaneously, in all
the areas of conflict. In the employment of forces,
all elements are to be brought together in a single
plan--all assets brought to bear against the enemy in
every area, in accordance with the way the enemy does
his business. In the employment of ground forces,
TACAIR, B-54s, RF/PF, RD Cadres, and CIDG, all
are to be part of the plan aimed at the VC/NVA and the
VC infrastructure. All types of operations are to proceed simultaneously, aggressively, persistently, and
intelligently--plan solidly and execute vigorously, never
letting the momentum subside.
Assuming that the enemy is now planning a winterspring counter-offensive, it can be combatted successfully, if one determines the way the enemy will go
about it.
First, he will set his objectives. Second,
he will establish his axes of advance, all based on
areas in which guerrillas and VC infrastructure arc
strong, Third, hv will work with the VC infrastructure
and guerrillas to establish his supplies in depots or
caches,
Fourth, he will maneuver his main force units
to take advantage of the supplies, security, reconnaissance, aw'l guides provided by the guerrillas and VC
usc of
He will thereby make maiiun%
infrastructure.
the only manner i.A which he can move, i. e. , with the
hvip of goikrrlias and the VC infrastructure.
This
can be def•cted early, using relatively sm-all nurmbers
of perrainel. Simultaneously. the attack against enemy
base areas, supply point*, main and local forces, and
the VC infrastructure can continue unabated. Accordingly, all commanders at all •'heloons art requested to
place more emphasis and attention (ni how ttv enemly
cohducts hits business... how he operates, re•jiuistln
their AlkVN counterparts to do the samne. Thor, uti"lrting the knowledge thus gained, go after the •nermy's
machinery: cerack his engine block, drain hit oil, strip
hiv gttarti, break his fuel lines, rel"ove his _park plugs,
iandotherwise put hif engine btyond repair or rebuild.
We must destroy his local forces, guertrlllas, and
ltdrastructure.
By doing this he can be rcndered
incapable of undertaking any further major
uactions.
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(S) On 1 Jan, at the COMUSMACV Commander's Conference, friendly courses of action to
counter enemy options were discussed and additional operational guidance was developed. The
enemy capabilities and options were identified as:
1. Option # 1 - Multi-division attack from NVN through DMZ in an attempt to drive
south toward Quang Tri City and Hue.
2.

Option #2

3.

Option #3 - Multi-division drive from Cambodian sanctuaries against Saigon.

4.

Option #4 - Exercise Options #1, #2 and #3 simultaneously.

5.

Option #5 - Exercise Options #1, #Z and threaten #3.

6.

Option #6 - Exercise Options #1, #3 and threaten #2.

7.

Option #7 - Exercise Options #2,

8.

Option #8

-

Reinforce MR TTH forces with one division through La-'s for an attack

on Hue.

-

#3 and threaten #1.

Threaten any or all of the above.

(S) The friendly ..ourses of action were considered against the previously established area
priorities of: first priority to the western portion of III CTZ and the northcaist portion of IV CTZ
protecting Saigon; second priority to I CTZ from the DMZ southeast to northern Quang Ngai
Province; and third priority to the highland area of I1 CTZ. The result of the ':onference was
dev.telopnmvent of the additional Ist Quarter 1969 operatinal guidance for Operation STEEL
CABLE.
(S) Operutional ti•oidanev #1 was published in January.
operationa! guidance presented above and stated:

It referenced the threo sets of

The formal thrust of our operations and the atsinnnluh on which we are traveling kre correct. The most
imporiant objective, the one with the highest payoff,
It the 1O4q Pacificatian and Developm.nt Campaign.
Th1

nvonwntum genn ratid by the cturrenit A4cýcle rited

Pacif|iiation Canpaign has got to he maint•ainvd thru
196ý9 alovg with any tne.r actionsi that taket place. thve
rso"urtces currentily available to allied forces Are *4ui

tictenlt to meet aniy and all !hrets simu*ta,.oilv, proviadd our cards are played at the right tipleg and place.
Evury effort its to he madte to Iwsure the avctracy of
intelligence that will permit thi,.
We call esýpet that thew enery Wi Pll verate sonicv
type X4 strontg reaction aimtvd al discrvdltit.g the
0VN
caUseoheof kth tuccesa of tile Pacificatioi Campaign.
This could take the (orm of a main force ground attacV,
-a pactication fight at the vtllage and hamlet level, or
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a combination of the two.
we are to plan again.3t.

In any event, this is what

All Commanders are to:
a. Maintain the momentum of the pacification program and continue to expand it to the maximum
degree possible... let nothing interfere with this...
continue to make this a combined effort of Free World
Forces, RVNAF, Province and District Chiefs, RF, PF
CIDG, National Police Field Forces, Intelligence Centers, and all other GVN agencies. Everybody working
together at all times.
b. Integrate Psychological Operations into
all activities... Guidance in Psy Ops will come from
this headquarters.
e. Maintain cozstant pressure on the VC infrastructure, Liberation Committee, guerrillas, VC local
forces, and VC/NVA main forces,.. Stay on top of
them and smash every move they try to make... every
optior. they attempt to exercise.
Let's make this a hard driving, hard working Tet,
dedicated to peaceful Tets in the future.
(S) Operational Guidance k. was issued in February:
A recent incident involving 7rC harassment of
SVN citir-ens gives cause for coneidalrable concern.
A VC forco twice, on Nuccetioveodas, invaded a
resettlement hamlet and forced its adult inhabitants
to go to adjoining areas and work tor the. VC. There
t.
was 0 fmtMentfy reaction tv this aggrression until the
third or fourth day. Such a slow roaction to enetmy
initiatives is not to be tolerated !
Security must be provided to the SVN pfpulation,
Security is vital to pacification anti is the first objective of the 1969 PVefication and Dlevelopment Crmplagn.
It is the duty of every friendly armed formatlon to see
that neceAvsary security is provided. Operutlot•al gual0.
ance iht this area is a# follows.
a. Major force commander% are to ensure
that a systom is established whereby waults canf receive
ntnmcdiate FLASH notice of molestation of any villages.
haanets, uetttuments, or RF/PF elcments within their
AO.

Al
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b. Units are to maintain a reaction capability to defeat enemy attempts at disruption of the
Pacification Program. RVNAF will be encouraged
to play a major role in this program.
c. Responses are to be so prompt and decisive and the punishment of the enemy so severe that
he will realize that any time he assaults a hamlet,
village, resettlement project, or other community,
or an RF/PF element he will receive a massive response from friendly forces.
d. Commanders will insure that security of
villages and hamlets within each AO is given the highest
priority, and each village or hamlet is aware of the
friendly unit to be contacted when rectution force assistance is required.
e. This operational guidance will be innorporated in all Standard Operating Procedures for
support of the Pacification Program.
JGS has becn requested to issue similar instructionu through ARVN channels.
it is requested that this headquarters be informed
of re.sponsive operational procedures presently in being
or planned that meet tlxi objective.
IS) In aluImary, beginning-19t9 operational guidance emphasized the spirit of the ofhentnive
antid relentless attacks agaista the eremy. It recognised both the vnemy's political and mi.itary
threzts and advucutvd e1tpandetl spoiling aid pre.eniptive operatio.n against all types of enemy
Sorganiz.ations nikd faciwtive,
particular emphasis plaevd onl elimination of the VC infrapith
structurv. This guidnate rec~ogniAvd that there was just one war and the battle was to he tarriesi
to the anoffy, simultaneousy, in all areas of conflict, Fripndly forces were to be brought together it%a single plan agair,.t the meowor
in accordancew wvith the way he operateo.
i'Th 1%•.
goiidaticr diretV4l maintenance of the tnonwnt•um gainedtduring the Accelerated PacificatIon
Campaign tAP(C) through contiwued co-mbined effort of the Frey World Fort•e and 8VN, Pasycho.
logical warfare op;)r&Ylolt worl to be integrated wvith All actinitivs. Further, it rc-oniphiatlaed
mandatory, promtpt, and dvcisive re.ponoset by .oni'nanders to enemy harassment of RVN c.itiAets and elicIted punishmtnt tor the eonVey so 4ioverv that hk, wvtuld realia that his a(sulte P41tm
c.ntimoetltcs would ro',tudt int a m4asive resiponse from friondly farce,. Security mst be provided to thie RVN popalatikn andit was the first objcnive of the 1969 Paiction
and Developnent Campign.
IC) lrln,.g 1th early part o. tie year there vere intell4eoce indicators that the oenemy
would attisopt to redtw.e hts caws;altvte by eniplasizuig sapj trattacks in titu of conventional
assat-Ita. Althlvglh solh att-v*c'
.-wvee achieved otore than spat¥ty and utdependable results, the
potwntial of thit tactic wai grc:.i , and COMUSMACV publi•std the fol*owing guidance in July- 6

S

A,
-s-a-20

1. Sapper attacks continue to result in unacceptable casualties and damage to friendly installations.
These operations follow a clear pattern of careful and
detailed preparation to detect and exploit weaknesses
in installation defeinses.
Z. Review of successful sapper attacks against
installations reveals inadequate preparation of defensive positions, adherence to fixed routines, failure to
vary perimeter defenses or anti-intrusion devices,
failure to vary perimeter wire on a daily basig, and
improper tonduct of the defense. Defeat. of sappe Sttacks has resulted from well prepared defenses conducted by alhrt and well trained forces.
3.
apply,.

Prior operational guidance.... continue(s) to
Additional operational guidance is as follows-

a. Standard position defense principles and
techniques are valkd against sapper operations. US
forces will aggressively patrol outside the perimeter
to deny the sapper the time for detailed reconnaissance,
prnparation and infiltration, Barriers will be cQrrectly
Constructvd, covered by observation and fire. amd supplenented by anti-intrusion devices. Established rou.
tines will be #voided. Alertness of defending forces
and willingness to deviate from established patterns
are keys to the defeat of a .spper at~ck.
b. Regardless uf a unit's primary mission,
countvr-sappor measurtAr
wilt be used. Lotsatic, avia.
tion, &dtl *ngineer units prevsnt lucr4tive targets to
sapper#. Conmahdnrs wlt insure that tdequate oesources and emphasis are given to deaffndlug against
sappor attacka.
4. Conuranders Are requested to review thuir
defense* agaimt suppers, giving particular attention
to:
o.

PreparingI and ituproving bun~kers and

delunsive positions.
b.

COetructitnj &nd inopecting barriers,

C.

Pmpor OmPIattO@t of WOapon

d. Cotmductiig aigttot-ve et

""

amid twhoc

naisnu

I.

I4

]

f.

Exercising reaction plans.

g. Planning and coordinating illumination
and support~igp fires.
h.

Clearing fields of fire.

i.

'installing anti -in~trusion deviceýs.
.Conducting

counts

r-sapper

training.

(TS) The concept of "V*ietnaznization", w hich had first been ;: Ablically pronounced by RVN
President Thiso in his 31 Dec 68 speech, wast given additional impetus by SECDEF Lairdi's
August peornulgation of An "Up-.ited Statemenet of Missiar of 1US Forces in SEA" (The text at
the mission statement appears earliur in t~is chapter under "US Strategy for RVN'. ) In
November CO1MUSMACY instructe:d his commanders that the mrain thrust wits to be placed on
maintainng and expanding thie degree of security of the total population of the fINN. 9

MACJ5 ACTIVITIES

'SI Wn i~dition to tho prepw-tng awl vvamntotniag of contingenc~y pla~ns, MACJS ~oniduc~ttd a
1arge
0iuns
sudio4
Nt
On A wide vbriety of subjects. A vatalogue tit these studiva is; not within
thoe scop,ý of this hitstry. The otheor artas of major responsibility wereý past haisti~ides4 *r IDay planning. stratogic or long range0 ptlAnnitig and matttrs ptrtaining to stratcgy At the Paris

T-Day Planning
i$) A* wois khv cwan- 1011946. t-lMy planttiot., the planuing for 01oday tht hostillttt# 0%
RVNi terolinted, eýOr&srnrd a14reat antnmvdw of time and effort iii MACSS'ul 1%4.~
tSI In 3anuarvr thvwCINCPAC orcss D~am b~ate (STF1 LA) wasu stceuIypdatcd tio proavkitlh.
MA<V woith anv isnpa'ovd emeirgency Withdrawal ripab6tluy Oimdr Mantila4 Communniquie orý
1-Osy wtthdratval alcswtre.
hn, during Yvbrtaarv, the transiton troml thec SVALA automatte
'km
sytm to the Force and Mate riol {FAMRLP) automatic data ayvtein pAssed two
a. Phasing infurmiatuon wau Inceludod In the FAMOtU' for die first time.
b. The ihitial mdchine trflu of rAMWttP data WeOre 'eceied. Workt onl irnprnvlri the.
'Conmtlottws* a,1W acxurae.y opi the rnOMREP data contitiucti through the year, a-nd toi Septenitnr
the CINCPAC'. VAMREP was us%--- to puenvart inovetment tables for K~VSVOXE CARDINAL
(Phave 11 Keeprwnwfl
bis ationt iarkt.d the f~r*%owe ol PAMRKEP as; % eelynn
toot,
AftW. ithe Jwne pvesidenatal aflnbuncen-.et of tithirautat of additional troops., MACV cutmpr-nents
iis

were given 15 days to update personnel and materiel information in FAMREP. This updated
information, v hich reflected ornv those personnel and that equipment which would move as a
unit, was then used to prepare movement tables for the redeployment.
(S) A study was prepared in March to determine the desirability of moving the envisioned
residual Command/MAAGV Headquarters from Tan Son Nhut to Long Binh, Bien Hoa Province,
in the post hostilities period. The study concluded that the disadvantages of moving the headquarters to Long Binh outweighed the advantages. It recommended that no further consideration
be given to moving the Cornmand/MAAGV Headquarters to Long Binh and that appropriate plans
be modified to reflect tne location of the headquarters in Saigon. The study was approved by
COMUSMACV.

Support of Paris Talks

(S) Thrceighout the year MACJ5 continued to support the US negotiators at the Paris Talks.
The BAMBOO SERIES of messages which had begun in October 1968 continued. These joint
Embassy/MACV messages were the result of meetings between senior MACV officers and high
level Embassy personnel at which US proposals, counterproposals, and negotiating strategy
pertaining to Viýtnani negotiations in Paris were discussed.
(S) Over 140 fact s'ieets were prepared and/or updated for use by the US negotiating team.
These fact sheets covered key data on subjects in COMUSMACV's area of responsibility which
might be raised in the course of negotiations.
(S) In February a military working group composed of working level JGS/MACV military
planners was organized to examine the key negotiation issues and to racommend broad negotiating parameterr for approval at the Saigon corsultation meetings between ýhc RVN President
and the US Ambassador. The groap also exchanged views and provided detailed information to
the respective military representatives in Paris, and responded to a need Eo-r providing practical details tor implementing proposals generated by the Paris delegatior.
(S) MACV covtinued to provide certain additions and changes to the planned opening staternents at the plenary sessions in Paris. These recommendations were coordinated through the
US Embassy Political Sý-ction and sent to Paris.

Contingency Plans

(C) Contingency planning during 1969 Involved the devel-iprnent of operation plans (OPLANS)
as directed b7 COMUSMACV or higher headquarters and the updating of those OPLANS already
published. The status of MACV OPLANS as of 31 Dec o9 was:
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OP LANS
Short Title

Date

Changes

COMUSSEASIA OPLAN 1-69

28 Jan 69

CI/17 Jul 69

COMUSMACV/SEASIA OPLAN Z2-66

25 Aug 66

Cli10 Feb 67

COMUSMACV OPLAN 27-69

5 Jul 69

Cl/10 Oct 69

COMUSMACV OPLAN 32-64 (Phase II)

1 Jul 63

C3/15 May 64

COMUSSEASIA OPLAN 32-64 (Phases III & IV)

15 May 64

C7/10 Nov 67

COMUSSEASIA OPLAN 39-65

15 Jun 65

CZ/23 Jan 67

COMUSSEASIA OPLAN 41-69

12 Jun 68

01/14 Dec 68

COMUSMACV OPLAN 41-69

2Z May 68

C 1/25 Nov 68

COMUSSEASIA OPLAN 42-69

8 Jul 68

G3/8 Feb 69

COMUSMACV/COMUSSEASIA OPLAN 43-69

Z jul 69

C I/Z6 Sep 69

COMUSMACV OPLAN 5J60

I Sep 68

G3/16 Oct 69

COMUSMACV OPLAN 5J65

I Jun 69

C 1/27 Oct 69

COMUSMACV OPLAN 5J69

IZ MIvr 69

C2/5 Nov 69

Central Region SEATO Field Forces OPLAN 4/69

20 Jan 69

C 1/13 Jun 69

SEATO Field Forces Draft OPLAN 6/68
COMUSMACV Contingency Plan - ROKFV

5 Sep 68

Being Revised

Z2 Jun 68

COMUSMACV OPLAN 171-69

5 Jul 69

COMUSMACV OPLAN 183.69

10 Aug 69

COMUSMACV OPLAN 186-69

1 Nov 69

(TS) COMUSSZASIA OPLAN 1-69 (General War Plat%) providved for the conduct of unilateral
defensive and offensive operations in SEASIA It stipport of CINCPAC OPLAN 1-6? tGWP). The
plan called for defensive operations initially, a holding action as far forward as posuible, the
probability of early redeployment of US forces from SEASIA to oeder strategic PACOM locat.oii.
and Europe, and retention of airfields, port# and key LOC0

with 3 2/3 US Army divisions, and,

at least Initially. Z 1/3 US Marine dihisions In 1hailand, Laon, and RVN until the results of the
initial nuclear exchange and/or the advisability of withdrawing or augumentiiag forces w•ere
determined.
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(TS) COMUSMACV/COMUSSEASIA OPLAN zz-66 (Support of Internal Uprising and Revolution) provided military assistance in the event of revolutionary outbreaks in NVN. The plan,
which supported CINCPAC OPLAN 22-66, envisioned a 3-phase operation:
Phase I - Planning, training, intelligence,

]PSYWAR, covert, and overt activities.

Phase I - All measures short of direct US intervention.
Phase III - All measures including direct US intervention.
Military and paramilitary forces from RVN and active and passive groups from NVN would be
employed.
(TS) COMUSMACV OPLAN Z7-69 was a plan for the reinforcement of the ROK in the event
North Korea should attack South Korea. It involved Ihe redeployment of 3 1/3 Army divisions
and six AF tactical squadrons together with combat support and support elements to Korlea.
(TS) COMUSSEASIA OPLAN 32-64 was a 4-phase plai. for the defense of SEASIA under conditions ranging from a state of heightened tension thi.ough direct CHICOM intervention and supported CINCPAC OPLAN 32-64. Phase I was a state of heightened tension which had long since
been bypassed. Phase I1 envisioned subversive insurgency which had been more than implemented in RVN, but had not been implemented for TLailand. Phase III dealt with overt NVN intervention and Phase IV with overt CHICOM attack. The US had almost twice the forces in RVN
in 1969 that this oplan called for in Phase IV. The plan had been overtaken by events.
(TS) COMUSSEASIA OPLAN 39-65 supported CINCPAC OPLAN 39-65 and was a unilateral
US contingency plan for operations to deter, prevent, or cause cessation of CHICOM aggression.
The plan called for assigned forces to conduct limited warfare (pre-emptive offensive and counteroffensive by use of air, naval, and ground forces) against Communist China and NVN in the
defense of SEASIA.
(TS) COMUSMACV OPLAN 41-69 was a unilateral capabilities plan which provided for the
defense of RVN and Laos against limited (four to six division) CHICOM intervention in current
operatit.ns. This plan was based on the ground forces in RVN being reinforced with up to 17
divisions in 120 days and the availability of 29 tactical fighter squadrons, two Marine Air Wings,
one Marine Air Group, and nine attack aircraft carriers (CVA).
(TS) COMUSSEASIA OPIAN 41-69 was a unilateral capabilities plan which provided for dofence of mainland SEASIA against overt CHICOM intervention in current combat operations.
Priority was given to the defense of RVN and Thailand. The plan was based on the ground forces
in RVN being reinforced with up to 20 divisions in six months, and the availability of 37 AF tactical fighter squadrons, nine CVAa, two Marine Air Wings, and one Marine Air Group.
MTS) COMUSSEASIA OPLAN 42-69 was a unilateral plan to counter CHICOM intervention in
current combat operations in SEASJA by conducting extensive air and naval offensive operations
against mainland China and NVN to cause Communist China to cease its aggression. These
operations would be conducted concurrently with holding actions by land and air forces to contain
the invading forces and to protect the forward operating and logistic base complexes in SEASIA.
This plan was based on retention of thobe ground forces in HVN and the availability of 63 AF tactical fighter squadrons, 12 CVAs. two Marine Air Wings. and 80 B-52s.
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(TS) COMUSMAC.V/COMUSSEASIA OPLAN 43-69 provided for the redeployment of major
combat forces to Europe in the event of the outbreak of hostilities there. It involved the movement of 4 1/3 Army divisions, a Marine expeditionary brigade, 17 AF tactical fighter squadrons,
and combat support and support elements.
(S) COMUSMACV OPLAN 5J60 (Non-combatant Emergency and Evacuation) delineated tasks
and responsibilities of COMUSMACV and component and subordinate commanders for the care,
protection, and evacuation of US non-combatant personnel and designated aliens from the RVN.
(S) COMUSMACV OPLAN 5J65 (Evacuation of Selected Personnel and Equipment) was in
support of CINCPAC OPLAN ý5-66. This plan provided for the security and evacuation of
selected US military and civilian personnel who were concerned with the collection, production,
and dissemination of SIGINT/ELINT/COMSEC information and who were under duty and travel
restrictions.
(U) COMUSMACV OPLAN 5J69 was a plan for the redep)oyment phase of post hostilities
planning in RVN.
(TS) Central Region SEATO Field Forces (CRSFF) OPLAN 4-69 provided for the defense of
the Protocol States (Laos, Cambodia, RVN) and Thailand in case of attack by NVN or Comrnunist China. In 1967, the plan was used in the conduct of Exercise AURORA and in 1968 for
Exercise RAMASOON.
(TS) SEATO Field Forces (SFF) Draft OPLAN 6/68 was a requirements plan that provided
for the defense of the Protocol States (Cambodia, Laos, and RVN) against major aggression by
NVN armed forces with the aim of inflicting a quick and decisive defeat on those forces.
(TS) COMUSMACV Contingency Plan-ROKFV provided for the redeployment from RVN to
Korea of all ROKFV in the event of an outbreak or the threat of an outbreak of hostilities in
Korea.
(S) COMUSMACV OPLAN 171-69 was a contingency plan for the redeployment phase of post
hostilities planning in the RVN. The plan provided for the establishment of a MACV/MAAGV or
a US/FWMAF combat support force to remain in the RVN indefinitely. This plan superseded
COMUSMACV OPLAN R-Z, dated ZI Sep 68.
(S) COMUSMACV OPLAN 183-69 was a general plan for the reduction of US Forces in RVN
prior to the cessation of hostilities. The plan p'ovlded for the phased redeployment of forces
and materiel subsequent to the first Z5,000 forcc redeployment.
(S) COMUSMACV OPLAN 186-69 was a requirements plan based on a best estimate of
residual force requirements under a given set of aesumptions. The plan provided for US support
to RVNAF in operations against VC/NVA forces and for assisting the GVN in expanding control
and influence in RVN. The actual residual force could be considerably different than stated in
the basic plan based on enemy activity, the status of RVNAF, and the progress of pacification.
This plan was to be used as a point of departure for future planning. In particular, it was to be
used for coordinating the consolidation and disposition of bases and the planned phasedown to the

T-Day posture in COMUSMACV OPLAN 171-69.
(S) There were also more localized contingency plans. In support of either III MAF or 11
FFORCEV, the CC, I FFORCEV was to be prepared to deploy one infantry brigade of three
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battalions with combat and combat service support to include direct support artillery and genera
support aviation on 36-hour notice. This was designated Operation STEEL CABLE ALPHA.
Under Operation STEEL CABLE BRAVO the CG, I FFORCEV was to be prepared to deploy one
airborne infantry brigade of three battalions, similarly supported, on 36-hour notice. In either
case, movement was to be from airfields selected by the CGo, I FFORCEV to locations designate.
by the receiving force commander. The receiving force commanders were to be prepared to
assume OPCON of all, or any elements, of an infantry brigade and/or an airborne brigade from
I FFORCEV. On order to execute, they were to designate the location of arrival airfields for
the deployment of indicated units. The Commander, 7AF was tasked to provide the necessary
airlift on order to execute. The GO, Transportation Management Agency was tasked to receive
movement requirements and arrange air or surface transportation as required, and the GG,
USARV was tasked to support the move as required. 10

,

(S)

able: IIj

In support of II CTZ under Operation STEEL CABLE the following forces were avail1.

CG,

2.

CG, 23d Inf (Americal) Div was to provide two battalions from one brigade.

3.

CG, I FFORCEV was to provide one infantry brigade and/or one airborne brigade.

1st Mar Div was to provide one reinforced
infantry regiment.

Two ARG/SLFs were available only when authorized for re-insertions. Such authority would be
reque.sted, but employment of the SLFs was to be solely dependent upon the approval of the JCS,
and a readiness posture of 120 hours for RVN was prescribed.

POLITICS - INTERNAL

"•

(U) A republican form of government came to South Vietnam following an October 1955
referendum which offered the electorate a choice between the former Japanese puppet emperor,
Bao Dai, and a republic with Ngo Dinh Diem as chief of state. In the brief interval since then,
a workable, but still inchoate political process had evolved. During 1969 the precise relationships between, and the prerogatives of, the executive, legislative, and judiciary branches of the
government continued ill-defined. Successful prosecution of the defense against the Communist
aggression depended heavily on the capability of the leaders of the nation to find sufficient common
ground on which to base the huge effort which was being undertaken. The leaders involved were
not only the chief executive and the military, but also the working politicians, the religious
leaders, labor leaders, and influential individuals in essentially private life. The arena in
which COMUSMACV operated can only be appreciated within the context of political activity in
RVN during 1969. The following treatment exposes some of the more salient political currents
of the year,
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NFLSVN Relations

(S) Vice President Ky's 22 Dec 68 statement that the National Front for the Liberation of
South Vietnam (NFLSVN) was a reality with which the GVN had to and was willing to deal had
caused considerable surprise and confusion in Saigon. A number of public figures and newspapers had called immediately for clarification of the GVN stand, but there was no direct official
reference to Ky's remarks until 31 Dec when a Ministry of Information spokesman stated that
Ky had been erroneously quoted. "In fact, " the spokesman said, "VP Ky actually stated that 'we
can talk with members of the NFLSVN as members of an opposition group, and we will talk with
them only after all Communist troops have pulled out of the South. At that time, such a move
would be regarded as talks between the constitutional and legal government of RVN and an
opposition group"'.
(S) In speeches in Dalat and in An Xuyen Province in early January, President Thieu vigorously restated the GVN position that there would be no cession of territory and no dealings with
the NFLSVN as an equal. President Thieu also asserted in An Xuyen that the RVN would never
agree to "sit down and speak on an equal level" with NFLSVN representatives. In Dalat, he
reiterated this position.
(C) At a restricted question and answer session with foreign newsmen on 25 Mar, Thieu
explained that within the framework of a peace settlement, the GVN could not accept an NFLSVN
presence in the government, could not accept the formation of a Communist party "as such",
and would not allow the propagation of Communist doctrine.
(C) At a press conference in Saigon, 28 May, Nguyen Khac Thieu, Chairman of the Hue
City Council and a prominent lead( r ii past militant Buddhist struggle movements against the
GVN, strongly condemned the VC for mass murders of citizens of Hue during the 1968 Tet
attack. He concluded his conference by stating that the majority of people in Hue and Thua
Thien Province were convinced that it was impossible to live with the Communists. He added
that the people of Hue were opposed to the GVN, but if forced to choose between the GVN and the
Communists, they would choose the former.
(C) During a Z2 Jul speech, President Thieu said that the NFLSVN realized that once they
would agree to participate in elections it would take two years to organize themn, by which time
the GVN would be so strong the NVN forces would have to withdraw completely. At that time,
the Communists would not dare cheat in elections, because they would be under the watchful
eyes of foreign observers.
(U) At year's end, the official government stand remnained the same. No cession of territory would be contemnplated, and NVN - Peoples Revolutionary c;overnment (PRG) (formerly
NFLSVN) intercourse would be entertained only on the basis of a legal government dealing with
an opposition party.
Political Mobilization

(C) In early March President Thieu instructed GVN ministries to develop a program designed to assist In achieving political unity and bring about "political niobili,'.ation", The purpose of this program was clarified on 7 Apr when President Thieu publicly announced to the
/
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National Assembly his intention to participate actively in the mobilization of a broadly based,
pro-GVN political organization. Indications developed that such groups as "L'e Revolutionary Dai
Viet Party, the Nhan Xa Party, the Greater Solidarity Force, and the remnants of the Lien Minh
would join the President's group, and that the Progressive Nationalist Movement (which included
the Tan Dai Viet Party), the Unified VNQDD, the Movement for the Rena'.osance of the South and
several other mostly sudiste-oriented groups would be in opposition. (See ORGANIZATIONS OF
POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE IN RVN, this Chapter.) There were also sc. me ind cations that proAn Quang elements, including several Assembly members, would join with sudiste groups in the
opposition. On 14 Apr the National Salvation Front, led by Senator Tr.,n Van Don decided, to
withdraw from the Lien Minh.
(C) In a meeting with President Thieu on 5 May, representatives of the larger parties who
were prospective members of the pro-GVN front told the Presider. that they wanted the Front to
be composed only of the major parties, and questioned the principlI that Thieu should automatically be the leader of the Front. Thieu agreed to include only the larger parties and disclaimed
any intent to force his leadership on the Front. Thieu impressedq on the politicians that there
would be no talk of cabinet positions until they had formed a cohesive mr-jority in the National
Assembly and had demonstrated that they could work together in support of the government.
The Front was tentatively named the National Social Democratic Front (NSDF). Several of the
most important non-Communist opposition groups in RVN mot together on 15 and 22 Jun to discuss the establishment of some sort of organization. Most oa the groups represented had in the
past shown considerable electoral strength, and the participants showed keen awareness of the
need for nationalist parties to organize in order to face the imminent Communist political
challenge.
(U) By the end of the year, the membership of tht .,,arty wcs not yet stabilized. Factions
were stil) joining and leaving, and although the party manifested some tenuous evidence of
strength and cohesiveness. there remained much to be done In the way of consolidation.

Politics axid tl.e Budget

(S) In a 6 Jan vote, the Lower House failed to override Upper House (UH) cuts in the 1969
National Budget. Thus, the budget a: passel by the 1%i on Z6 Dec 68 went to the President for
further action. The 1969 budget stood at o.,er "'N IZ8 billion expenditures, and $VN 80 billion
in revenues.
(C) The National Aosembl- (NA) me, in joint bession 14 Jan to debate whether or not the
President had authority to propose amendments to the National Budget once it had been plassed
by the NA. The President hu.x requested thut the NA restore thef $VN 1. 3 billion which had been
cut from the budget by the Up.per House. Alter almost four hours of heated debate, the NA requested a Supreme Court rmling on the question. The Supreme Court decided 31 Jan that the
President might amend e;t executive portion of the, budget bill (the overwhelmingn part), but n3t
those portions affecting the NA. the Judiciary, nor. apparently, the Inspectorate.
(C) The lengthy coilrontation botween the Executive and 1.he NA over the 1969 National
Budget Intensified shartAy Z8 Feb w.aen President Thieu took the unexpected step of promulgating
the executive version of the budget, including his amendments. A 13 Jun Supreme Court docision determined that the President had acted improperly in promulgating the budget in those
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circumstances, and that the NA had also acted wrongly in failing to vote on the substance of the
matter. The Court said that presidential amendments to NA draft laws stood unless rejected by
an absolute majority (98) of the total membership of both houses. However, since the decision
was merely a constitutional interpretation and did not concern itself with the constitutionality of
any particular law, the 1969 National Budget would stand as promulgated by the president unless
further challenged.
(C) The Lower House in special session 23 Aug, completed action on executive amendments
to the 1969 budget. The LH sharply slashed GVN requests from $VN 21 billion to $VN 12 billion.
The Ministry of Defense suffered most. Its appropriations were cut by $VN 5 billion. Funding
for salary increases for civil servants and soldiers, on the other hand, was boosted by almost
$VN 2. 5 billion.

Troop Reductions

(S) In a year-end speech on 31 Dec 68, President Thieu had stated that in 1969 RVNAF
would be prepared to replace some Allied troops, and that RVN should gradually assume the
responsibility for defending itself.
(S) Vice President Ky said on 6 Jan that he expected NVN would withdraw its troops infiltrated into RVN because the battlefield was becoming more and more unfavorable to them. Ky
repeated his belief that if NVN should withdraw its troops the US would gradually do the same,
and that as soon as the security of RVN was guaranteed by an international military force, the
NFLSVN problem would become an internal issue which could easily be solved. Statements
relative to replacement of U, troops by RVNAF touched off waves of speculation that the figure
might be as high as 200,000. There was some uneasiness at the prospect of US troop withdrawals, but most observers did not ieenm particularly alarmed.
(C) President Nixon's 14 May speech was initially groeted by most Vietnamese observers
with satisfaction and relief at the president's strong reaffirmation that the US would not permit
any solutions to tOe confflict which did not allow the RVN people the right to dottrrnine their own

futu're.
(C) As the date for the departure of President Thiou for his 8 May meeting at Midway
with President Nikon drew near, dcclarations were passed by both houses of the ,A.
1
Thrue doclarations, mteat to asrce as support for President Thieu !n his meeting with Pretident Nixon•, rejected coalition and confirmed support of tho RVN Constitution. The two president, announcVd during their mteeting that it haod been decided to or,ler the itmmdiate redeploy
mont from RVN of a division equivalent of approximately 25, 000 men. The troop replacement
WAs to begin Within 30 days end to be
ho
mpletiod by the end of August. At the request of 47 deputie, thoe LI4 met W plenary s.nio•.n on 18 Jun to discuss the Midway meeting. Several deputies
criticized the president's au.iGnn, but in the and the most dramatic aetion that could Ouccessfully 4o earriedlwas
a docisiont to forward the minutes of the session to the president. Even this
mild o.epression of NA dlsplvasure required two rothds.of voting to obtain the minimum is voted
W
sand

necessary,
Mdra

(C) President Nixon'si 10 Jul visit to Saigon was interproted by the people of RY'N as a
UNoatUrio Of contlltnud US COUMitmtent to the GV;N and to Prosident Thieu.
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(C)

On 19 Sep as the first guest on a new TV interview program, President Thieu stressed
GVN would make no new peace initiative, and he said, "We are under no pressure, from
within or without, to make one -- especially from the US, as has been rumored."

"that the

(C) Newspaper reaction to the troop reduction was generally reserved and varied.
(U) The official attitude remained one of encouraging ARVN substitution for US and FWMAF
troops in an orderly manner. The popular attitude appeared to be one of resignation and quiet
optimism that "Vietnamization" could work.

Elections

(C) The first of four consecutive Sundays of village and hamlet elections was held 2 Mar.
Though there were few reports of direct VC intimidation, fear of VC reprisal caused many candidates to be reluctant to run and reduced the enthusiasm of the villagers for voting. Observers
reported that voters displayed a somewhat better understanding of voting procedures, and expressed more appreciation of their opportunity to elect local leaders than had been noted in
previous local elections. 1, II, and Ill Corps reported some political party activity in connection
with the elections. Nearly 90 percent turned out on 2 Mar to elect 624 village and 196 hamlet
officials. EighteeA elections were postponed for lack of candidates and two for unstated reasons.
The following Sunday, 9 Mar, elections were held in 563 harrlets and 193 villages. Once again
VC harassment was light and ineffective. On 16 Mar elections were held in 193 villages and 795
hamlets out of a total of 194 villages and 800 hamlets scheduled, with no report of VC interference. Similar results were obtained throughout the cycles of elections, and the end of the
year saw a large increase in the number of hamlets and villages with popularly elected officials.

ORGANIZATIONS OF POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE IN RVN

(U) The RVN political scene was extremely complex. in general, I CTZ was the most
politically active area. Saigon, and the provinces near it, plus cnastal II CTZ, also had active
political parties. Thle population of the Delta, traditionally, had shown little inte-rest in politlcs.
and the Gentral Highlands were in a special category because they were inhabited largely by
Montaguna rd groups.

(U) The following discussion lists the organixations of political significance in RVN in 1969.
Each group described is given 4 brief biogr* iical sketch and a numnber to facilitate eroso referencing.
Nloth English and Vietnamese names are given each organization as English translatio#ts may vary considerably.
The National Social Democratic Front and Ila M-mber Parties
I.

National Social Democ.rati. Front (Mat-Tran Quoc-Gia Dan-Chu Xa-Hoi) was a
parties which was inaugurated 15 May 69. This front was o.gani.ed by
President Thieu following his 7 Apr speech In which he announced he wmould organie a front
under his leadership. and called on the opposition to do the same. The parties in this front
follow:

"grouping of political
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2. Vietnamese Nationalist Party (Viet-Nam Quoc-Dan Dang), often called by its initials,
the VNQDD was founded in the late 19Z0s on the model of the Chinese Kaomintang, to oppose
French rule, and is the oldest nationalist party. It was broken up into many factions, three of
which were included in this list. The faction led by Vu Hong Khanh and including Pham Thai is
in the NSDF. Other VNQDD factions are described below (see Nos. 17 and 18).
3, Revolutionary Dai Viet Party (Dai-Viet Cach-Mang Dang, or RDV. Dai-Viet means
"Greater Vietnam"). Led by Ha Thuc Ky. this partj included Senators Nguyen Van Ngai and
Pham Nam Sach. There formerly was a Dai Viet Party, originally founded in the 1930's to
oppose French rule, which in 1964 split into the RDV and Tan Dai Viet (Tan means "new")
Parties (TDV described in No. 11).
4. Greater Solidarity Force (Luc Luong Dai Doan Ket or GSF), a party largely based
on Northern Catholic refugees who came south following the partitioning of Vietnam in 1954. It
was led by Senator Nguyen Gia Hien.
5. Vietnam Humanist Social Revolutionary Par•t (Vietnam Nhan Xa Cach Mang Dang,
usually called Nhan Xa for short). A predominantly Catholic party founded in 1968 and including
moderate elements from the late President Diemn'3 Can Lao Party. The chairman was Truong
Cong Cuu and other leading members were Ngo Xhac Tinh (Minister of Information), Le Trong
Quat (Vice Minister of Information), and Lower House Deputy Nguyen Dinh Ly.
6. Vietnarn Social Democratic Party (Viet-Narn Dan Chu Xa Hoi Dang). This predominately Hoa Hao party was led by Trinh Quoc Khanh. The party was one of several based on the
Hoa Hao religious sect (see No. 19).
7. NationalAlliance for bocial Revolution (Lien Minh Quoc 4ia Xa Hoi Cach Mang,
usua'ly called Lien Minh in English). This front was organrtiad in June 1968 by Nguyen Van
Huong, then Secretary General of the Presidency, and at that time included as its principal constituent elements the Free Demiocratic Force (.see No. 8), the Farmer-Worker Association
(see No. 9) and the National Salvation Front (see No. 14). In 1969 it includod only the first two
of these plus a number of smraller organiaation6 which arv not described in this listing,
& Free Denwtratic Force (Leet Luon. Tu Do lan Chu
onyvtimes transl4ted Deomo.
cratic Freedom Forre), Faotnded io the sprinrý of 1968, this pA.,ty wao 'oenwd by Niguyvn Van
}iuong, then Secretary GCneral at the Pr©oidency. Tho Chairman was Ngio Ung TaJ and the
Secretary General was Tran Thuo-ng Nhon. iloweer, on 43 May 6%, the party dhose a ne•
Chairman, Nguyen Vau Huong hin•.elf, w1ho thortluTh
be.bairn the Chai•man of CMi Lien Mine.
(No. 7).

9. Farmor-Wotker A-xocuAtion 0hlep Hvl Ctrng Nong), This asstoriio wat votablithed in Apri 1968 and was ceOMIoseid of the CVT (No. 24), plus a Hoa
4Ho elenwnt led ty Lv
Quang Uem tweo No. 15), who 1w.-anwl the Chiairman of tlh FWA, and a Cambodia. gro•p under
Son That Nguyes, !see No. 35). 11hQ FWA was ii the Lwtn Milih (No. 7).
Political Patties and Groupt .Not W the

)NSDF

10. Progru~l~e v.N.
al9a.t_| lo...*nt.t iP
) (tWhou Trio-Quoc
Ota CIA
liton). This
organlaation began to taIke shapp In 1168 but did not oukc its ipublti apicarAott until 20 Apr 69.
Its Chaimian was Profes.or Ngtyf Van Uong, fecto~r of the Nti"Il
tb•svitut* ot dnita
rati•n.n
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and its Secretary General -was Professor Nguyen Ngoc Huy, a member of the GVN Paris dulegation and also Secretary General of the Tan Dai Party (see No. 11). As of 5 Sep 69) the PNM had
formally inaugurated chapters in Saigon, ten provinces and three districts of Saigon. The PNM
published a daily newspaper (Cap Tien), and also a monthly with articles on political, economic,
and cultural subjects.
11. Tan Dai Viet LartX (Dang Tan Dai Viet., literally "New Greater Viet-Nani Party"),
one of the t wo parties formed when the Dai Viet Party split in 1964 (see No. 3). The leading
figure in this party when it was formed in 1964 was Nguyen Ton Hoan, who was a Deputy Prime
Minister in the cabinet of General, Nguyen Khanh. However, Hoan h~a.d been teaching Vietnamese
in Monterey, California for severp.1 years and the best~ known active perisonality in the Party was
its Secretary General Profersor Nguyen Ngoc Huy, who) was also Secretary General of the Progressive Nationalist Movement (see No. 10).
12. National Salvation YranL N'i~ (Mat Tran Nhan £)an Cuu Nguy Dan Toc), often -also
called in English the Peoples Front for N~tional Sai~aticr- 7,1i's frolt was eskablished 10 M~far
68, and was headee by Senator (former Lt. General) Tran Van Don. The secretary was former
Acting Prime Minister, Professor Nguyen Xuan Oarth, The NSF formerly was in the Lien Minh
(No. 7) but withdrew.
13. Frecdom Fighterq Association (H-iep HoIi Chieu S' Tu Do). Thi* organization,
basied largely'on veterans, was established by Seziator Tran Vaýn Don in 1967. Its platicrm was
a general statement favoring independence, sovereignty, democracy, social reform, and Unity
of various social forces and labor and religious organizations. The FFA was in Senator Doll's
National Stalvat.ion Front (No. 12). Th*! Saigon Chairmana of the FFA was retired Maj. ctn.
Phan- Van Deng, who was serving in the Cabinet as Minister for Vioterans Affairs but was not
officially 4 representative in the Cabinet of the FFA or of %heNSF.
14, Now Peoes Movemrent (Phong Trao Tati Dan). This politlical party was Orgallised
it- 41968 by formor Chief of State Vhan Fihac Skiu, who was also the head o~t one of the C~o Dali
religioos factions and who placed third in the 1968 PrcoidetizAl elections, Mr. Sukk~t cloustý%
asaociate
Varcufe sor Nguyvn "Thanh Vinh, a former mvembler of the Cot tituertt Assem~b~y 4r.4

a ViNQID who was not.ascae
11v~nSoo Now. ?,, 17,and 18).
IS,

viettnam

with any cf the VNQtDD factions de#rle

Fpe
orce (Lac Luoe'g Dan Toc Viet),

1sewhorv in thia

Thia otovistint watt presenitod

to the publtc at a cororuony 10 Jui
a~nt wag hoaded by )Ioa lfao politifcian Pliir n a Camt (See
No. 19). It invludod lahor leader Bui Luoug~ ,.Sot W. 11) and seovoral othier potivciant of v~irtous
itetenciv*. The ViNP-r had applivd for petisk
rom thv govtrvnnwnt to operate About Julie
1948. but this por tisslot had not yot boon granted,
14,

Mvrifor

theoeal

ofiet'ht South ( hong Trao Phut H-ung Mien Nami).

Tho Chatirmain waks Nguyen KhAe Tharhi and otler wveil known inom1-rs wer'e tor6nwr 1%i-ister of
You~~m Vo ULong Vrito and Lower H4auso M~pu'.y Ly Qul Chung. This party ternde~d to group young
touthern politie lans.

17. 'The Vltaisatoai'
arty, Sout. qi1 Lae'in Usua lly called thle southernl
VNQI)D, ViV
et
m Quoc Oanft Dang XU Okng Do Wion Nami). Led by fortmer Anti-Fronch (Viet
hlinl rotisfaince Otocral Ngoyos na
HOMP, thiw VWWO1 faction groiupod
ainioly pertotis%In ti
southern tkar Ot RVN. This tatstidn nwrged with'.he Xihanh 14a~tion (No. Z) trot. April to July
1969, Wiih Kblatth as Chi asirv of the joint org anistiou.
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18. Unified Vietnamese Nationalist Party usually called the Unified VNQDD (Viet Nam
Quoc Dan Dang Thong Nhat). This faction was formed in February 1969 and grouped several
smaller factions. Best known personalities in -itwere Secretary General Chu Tu Ky, Chairman
Nguyen Dinh Luong, Vice-Chairmnan Le Hung, and Phan Ngo, a member of the Saigon City Council, plus a number of Lower House Deputies. The strength of this faction was mainly in Central
Vietnamn. (Two other VNQDD factions are described At Nos. 2, 17.)
19.

Unified Social Democratic Part

(Dan Chu Xa Hoi Dang Thong Nhat).

The -!Ounde-r

of the Hoa Hao sect of Buddhism, Huynh Phu So. established the Social Democratic Par-ty in 1945

and was its first leader. When he was assassinated by the Viet Minh in 194?, the parts split into
several factions. In 1966 five Hoa Hao political leaders met and formed the Unified Social Democratic. Party. These five were Phan Ba Camr (See No. 15), Trinh Quoc Khanh (Sca' No. 6),
Truong Kim LCuu and the leaders of two Hoa Hao veterans organizations: Tra'i Dy Don and La..Thanh Nguyen (See No. 20). However, this u.nified organization broke up in 1967 when Xhanh
agreed to be-come Npguyen Van Thieu's Vice Presidential running-mate (Khanh was later replaced
by Nguyen Cao Ky). Thus in A969 the 1-ba Hao were represented in the political arena on the one
hand by the Social Democratic Party of Khanh, which was in the NSDF, and on the other hand by
the other four political leaders mentioned abov~e. It must bv made clear that these various H-oa
Hao factions in the Social Democratic Party, unified or otherwise, were political groups distinct
fromn the two factions con~tending for the leadership of thie Hoa Hat. religious organization (No.
20. Gitizgna Front o9f All I~elliousa
(Mat Tran Gong Dan Cae To" Ciao, also translated
as the All-Religions Citizens Front). This vrganizatior, fortned in '4966, grouped certain persanalities from the main religions of Vietnam. When first .formed it called on both the GYN avid
B~uddhists to make concessions to resolve the GVN- Buddhist conflict. And propoased that a new
government be tot up in consultation wdhl r-titlious, political, andl tabor proupn. The best lýnown
members during 1969 wera Northern CatbohW- Father Roanig Quynh, Thlch phap Tri 0 the Anl
Quang Buddhists (See No. ZZ), Gleneral L-s Van Tat of the Cao Wa, au4 Lam The-nh Oguytn {So
No. 19) representing the Hoa flee.
21.

ApinCoudtetoForma4 &_Natiorul Progrgaassj !orcte (L~uc

Tien Do) was announced on 4 Jun 69. Its Chairman waix Tra, Nstoc
4

L~eng..

44~ong Quoc Gia

a lawyer who wait Ow

vice presidential running mate of General Duont: Van Minh it%196? beforre their ticket wa-s di*41lowed. and who defended Truohg Dinh Dnu In 1961 when tho Witer wao ixi trial for advocatiri
talks with the NFLSVNt and coalition govtrnmont. The program of the N 1F istsuod olf 4 Jun.
called for &an meudiate ceate (ire, the establishment of a rcscoacilint~ry goveriuuont in ItVN to
pro'prar and hold elections to ttetfermine the future of Vietnam, a fortign polity ot (rimciuly valationt with all peact- loving nations, and the withdraw~al of all non4IIVN forces frctn RIVN ac~cording to win agreed tirnotable. During the tour*e of 1969. Uengý and a numbor of other tn'.ornboirs 0,
the NPV *ere questioviAd by police. News accounts often linekd tho N4PF with the An Quang Dk,!dhists (No. ZZ) but. An Quang R~ector Thich Thian No& publicly denied &oy caneection.
1oi~f-Politica& Groups of Political stniftanct

22. N44dhill- There were two principal factions amn-ng the Dvzddhist~,* tho Qouc Tu
and the An Quang (these names rtferred to tho pagodas in Saigon, which were the resptctl:v* hnadquarters of the two ftctaoas). The umderate (Quoo To Buddhists, headed by, Ibich Tam
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Chau, were mainly Northern Buddhist refugees plus the Cambodian, or Therevada, sc.ct of Buddhists. The An Quang Buddhists, often called the "militant" Buddhists, were strongest in central RVN but in general were respected by most of the Buddhists in R'VN in religious matters.
The best known An Quang leader was Thich Tri Quang, although in 1969 he held no offitial position in the An Quang hierarchy. Other leading militant Buddhists were Thich Thien Hoa, Rector
of the Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith (Vien Hoa Dan), and Thich Thien Minh,
Youth Commissioner of the Vien Hoa Dao and, in September 1969, in prison for three years for
having sheltered VC agents and draft dodgers at the Buddhist Youth Center on Cong Ly Street.
Minh• was released by presidential amnesty late in the year. Both factions in the past were
Joined in the Unified Buddhist Association (Giao Hoi Phat Giac, Thong Nhat), and since this term
was used by both factions it was of no assistance in vientifying who was who in Buddhist circles.
23, Catholic. The political aspect of Catholicism in RVN has been sufficiently described under Nos. 4 anS . above, dealing with the Greater Solidarity Force and the Nhan Xa.
24. Cao Dal. This religion, founded in 1919, was a combination of several of the leadin, religions of the world. It claimed about Z million followaeur in RVN, divided into several
factions. The largest by jar was the Way Ninth branch, of which the highest ranking leader was
Cac Huai Sang, with its impressive hioly See near Tay N:.nh City. Others of importance are the
Unified Cao Dai of Phan Khac Sun (see No. 14), the Ben Tre Cao Dai cente-rd in Kien Hea Province, and another group in Daiang. 'ho 'ray Ninh Cao Dai a few years ago established a conimittee catlcld the Secular Life Commission which had potentizl as a significant political force.
Thoete were various Can Dal personalities and smail parties on the political scene.

-4

25. HBo Hao. The Boa Hao religion was fonded bý Huytnh Ph So, who was illuminated
in 1939, gained Inany fol,.,wers to hi3 version of Buddhiso, and was aerastsiwAttd by the Viet
Minh in 1947, The Hoa 4iao political pgt'tieu have betn descrited atbove MNos. 6 and 7). For the
past. few y-arv thete had Also btee .ompetitionmor leaadershi .f the national Hoa Hao re.ligious
or#4nizAattcn.
One Central Lxocvtivo Coumittee was evl•ecti 10 Dec r57, with Luong Trong Tuong
as Cha trman anti Lp Quang L-t.; as Saignt |Rpresentative.
taern wa* ChairraAn of the FarmerWetrker A4ssociation (see N1o. 9) so thtn vomtnitwv-.
had o link with political pirtiv%, Another
Central LeCkutiVq Conitnittee had bWon electeod 6 Oct 68. This Committoe was htiaded hr" Nguyen
DPty 14tnh the First Depwiy Chaitman sgince the position of Chairoian w4a reservtd for the late
foulder,. )luyninh Pitj So, •ho the Boa 1-4lo bo•weve wi r*trwrn •ime d;a.
iluvoh Vat Nhtntm, a
long time I-ba I-lao leader living in S4igotn was the Sa;gon Ropreoeitatl•v of this faction. Both
Cnrnnl~iivs had admnnstratlvc Wuildings in Hoa !so Vilago in Chau Dolc Province, cowiodered
She hadp~aancrs of the rhligicp,
while the Tuotug faction controlled the Saigon office oi ;hc Hoa
"iao at 114 But Thi Cuan.
"uhaor tonios

calle

26.)jtuamessa(ontefduatai,,
ot Labor Itong Lien Dow% LAO cong ieNn',usually
CVI after its Ftovich natnal. The CVT W'At by fare the largest Vtetnanrese up.'n and wat

bheaded bý Traii Quor, Bun (Ptttldevti. and 'ran Hul QuCueon (fClteral SThretry). Te CVT was
iii theanr~ols
At;sug1ktiun (NO. ?11 Whiich *a* paLrtl Of the Ll-ýs Minh %Not~. 7) %whlch
was ak
mnnbor of pretoident Thiov'a Nati&l 'Social enocrg.t-•C FroMt (No. I). It* headsuartert wa# at.
14 LA Van boyet, Saigon.
V. ivanca Cufdeatohof
Industrial,&#dAgritcu titnI Workersi flbng l.4te Doatn
Conlg Nona Vist Nattr). This teetaly evstablishtd cotederaaaa had its headquartetr at 17 Ly.
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Thai To, Cholon, Saigon, and its President was Tran Sinh alias Cat Binh. The General Secretary was Le Van Thor, Its agricultural membership consisted of followers of the Buu Son Ky
-l;ong Buddhist sect.
28. Action Labor Force in South Vietnam (Luc Luong Hanh Dong Lao Dong Mien Nam).
This union mov:ement gxc':ped several independent unions, especially railway workers, under
the leadership of Chairman Nguyen Van Cuot. Cuot was also in the National Progressive Force
(No. 21). ALF headqu&-ters were at 133 Hai Ba Trung, Saigon.
29. Federation of Free Unions (Lien Hiep Nghiep Doan Tu Do). The president was
Nguyen Van Cua, and the office was at 551 Tran Hung Dao, Saigon. News accounts stated that
some cadres were arrested in 1969 on suspicion of relations with the VC.
30. Vietnamese Confederation of Trade Unions (Tong Lien Dean Lao Dong Viet Nam also called CSTV for its French name Confederation des Travaillours du Vietnam). This confederation had split into t-o factions: one under Phan Van Chi with headquarters at 7 Ly Thai
To. Saigon, and the other. led by Bui Van Thien, with its office at 123 Phan Van Tri, Saigon.
31. General Confederation it Free Trade Unions (Tong Cong Dean Tu Do, often called
CGSL for its French name, Confederation Generale des Syndicatd Libres). This group was
under the teadership of Bui Lutng, wh* was also a leader of the Vietnam Peoples Force (No.
15). Headqu~arters was ast 550 Tran Hung Dao, Saigon.
32. Southern Old Students Aisocýiation (Hni Lien Truon.). An alumni association of
graduates of the four French
e in ,VN.
Since universities had been only very recently
established in RVN, this alsociation tended to group the educated elite. In 1969 the chairman
was Nguyen Kien iang, editor of the daily THOI DAI MOI, who was consiiered a strong supporter of ex-Primw Mintsver Tran Van Hueng. The deputy c4airman wa• retired General Lain
Van Phat. and forner offictrs inctluded a wide range of political porsonalities.

33.

vivwtnaefse Vetermns Lesgion (Hota Cue Chien Si. skomettimes translated Vietnamest

Vettutrns Aseciahon). Thifs princlal RVIN vc.teras*organitzation ha4 boen founded in 14%6.
The Preisidont since 191s. IA. Con. -ithmXNati Choue, wvnt to Seoul as Ambassador in May
1%69. 4.ad tho Acting President was Swnator Lt Van Thong (i retirod Lt. Col.).

"Minority

Group Politica•s 1

34. Chteote. There was no1 particular plititc;al orfmht.ion bated •n the ethnic
Chinese eloemnt
in inVN. Some members of the NA and of the "aigon City Council' were of
Chinese ancewtry.
5. Ca•bodas.*
sti"nate# placed the sAumber of Cambodianotin ANN at roughly one
milion. tontentrated mainly in the eastern part o4 the Dteta and along tho Cambodian border.
For the at&t few 1earu thte prujnWP Cambodiau n.tional leadership had been provided by the
Veto"table Kim Sang on the relgionUs side ICatl-atlats were theortvada Buddhists) and Son 1thai
Nguyen for political c.hilrs, both leaders had thieir hn~kdqvrtaers irn the Ctnnareangse; Monastery Uin .aigton.
Howevyr, Jin March 1969. a conterence took plate in Can The at which -as
(crmnd &ýiorgatastion of 11 ntuku ca•lled 0te Supreme Ltadership Council Jim Dong tlAnh D[o
Tel owe) with Dat Dec
th PauO Of KiMn Glang Province as sertarya
General and oat Due: Thath
Peach 4Ba XuycmyProvince as 0Dputy Set rotary GCoaraL" This sew orgaititi•c appeared to
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be a rival of the Saigon group for national leadership of the Cambodians. The Saigon leadership
had its principal support in Vinh Binh Province, which wac the province with the heaviest Cambodian population, and the new leadership council appeared to have representation in most other
areas wihere Cambodians were living. 'The Cambodian Lower House member from Vinh Binh
Province supported the Saigon group, and the other five Cambodian Deputies supported the Can
Tho Council.
36. United Front for the Struggle of the Oppressed Races (Front Unifie de Lutte des
Races Opprimees, usually called FULRO). This Montagnard organization, originally separatist
but which had engaged in attempts to obtain the recognition of certain rights and privileges from
the GVN, was officially disbanded on 1 Feb 69. Its dissolution came about as the result of an
agreement in December 1968, between the GVN and Y Dhe Adrong, representing FULRO leader
Y Bham Enuol, by which the GVN agreed to FULRO demands for a flag; for the conversion of
FULRO armed forces into Regional Force companies; for the right to form political organizations, and, in more vagualy couched terms, a special Highiands Commissariat. When news of
this agreement reached FULRO leaders in exile in Mondulkiri Province, Cambodia, the majority
of FULRO armed forces and their dependents returned to RVN and were brought to the Ban Me
Thuot area ot Darlac Province. However, their leader, Y Bham Enuol, remAined imprisoned in
Cambodia under unexplained circumstances. Despite the disbanding of FULRO, there were indications that the movement continued to live on in the minds of many Montagnards.
37. South Vietnamese Highlands Ethnic Minorities Solidarity Movement (Phong Trao
Doan Ket Cac Sac Toc Thieu So Cao Nguyen Mien Nam Viet-Nam) (Short title: Ethnic Minorities
Solidaritv Movement - EMSM). Acting not only in consequence cf the GVN-FULRO agreement of
December 1968, but wi:i the encouragement and support of the GVN, Y Bling Buon, Krong Pang
and other former high-ranking FULRO leaders began the f3rmation of the EMSM in February
1969, and held its official inaugural ceremony. in Ban Me Thuot on 21-2Z Apr. The EMSM's
avowed aims were basically twofold: cooperation with the GVN in the fight against Communism,
and the continued pursuit of Montagnard aspirations through constitutional means, Y Bling was
the party's national chairnan. ExecuLive committees were fornmed in the seven provinces of the
Central Highlands, and recruitment was progress~n, in these pro,'inces and in others having a
Montagnard population.
The new Montagnard political party bad the support of several Montagnard Lower Hlouse Deputies.
38. Unified Bloc of Vietnamese Ethnic Mincrities (Khoi Doan Ket Dai, "hieu So Viet
Narn, or UBVEM).
ihis organization, headed by Senator Vong A Sang of the Chinc-e Nung tril-:
based in NVN, w.s established in March 1969, and included Senator Ksor Rot (:ý formcr FULRO
member, see No. 36), Deputy Thanh Giac from Binh Thuan Province, who was a Chain (a r'all
ethnic minority), Cambodian leader Son Thai Nguyen (see No. 35), und a number of other
Montagnard, Chain, and Cambodian personalities.
Gon-imanist Political Organizations
39. National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam (NFLSVN, or NLF for short;
Mat-Tran Dan-Toc Giai-Phong Mier-Nam).
Hanoi h-id announced in January 1961 that t•e
NFLSVN had been established on 20 Dec 60; its creation followed from a rmolution adopted by
the Third National Congress of the Lao Dong (North Vietnanise (:inrmunist) Party in September
1960, which called on the people of RVN to form a broad national united front directed against
the "US-Diem clique". Its Chairman was lawyer Nguye'n Huu The. The outensible components
of the NFLSVN incluoed some 19 "mass o,'ganizations" (Libratiin \Wlvn•w;:'s Assoctation,
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Patriotic and Democratic Journalists' Association, etc.); five religious organizations (Buddhists, Catholics, Hoa Hao, Gao Dai); two ethnic groups (Montagnards and Cambodian); and
three political parties: the People's Revolutionary Party, the Radical Socialist Party, and the
(new) Democratic Party.
40. People's Revolutionary Party (PRP: Nhan-Dan Cach-Mang Dang). The name was
given to a new party established by Marxists-Leninists of RVN, according to a Hanoi announcement of 1 Jan 62; PRP was simply a cover name for the southern branch of the Lao Dong Party.
41. Alliance of National, Democratic and Peace Forces (ANDPF: Lien-Minh Cac-LucLuong Dan-Toc, Dan-Chu va Hoa-Binh). Headed by lawyer Trinh Dinh Thao, this front organization was established by the Communists in 1968 to appeal to urban bourgeois elements who
wished to avoid direct association with the NFLSVN. It first appeared locally in Saigon, Hue,
and Quang Tri during the Tet offensive in February 1968, and then "went national" on 20 Apr 68.
Additional local branches had supposedly been established s ce that time in Danang and elsewhere.
42. The Provisional Revolutionary Government of the Republic of South Vietnam.
(PRGSVN or PRG for short; Chanh-Phu Lam-Thoi Cach-Mang Cong-Hoa Mien-Nam Viet-Nam).
Liberation Radio on 10 Jun u9, announced that the PRG had been formed at a congress of
people's representatives which took place on t, 7, and 8 Jun. The delegates at the meeting
represented the NFLSVN, the Alliance, the People's Liberation Armed Forces and "other patri.
otic organizations." Huynh Tan Phat, the NFLSNV's Secretary General, was selected as president and a number of officers cf the Alliance (No. 41) and the NFLSVN (No. 39) were named to
the PRG's cabinet and consultative 'ouncil. The 11(G thus combined the Alliance and Front into
one organization though both retained their separate identicies. The PRG also assumed the
"state" functions of the NFLSVN, and therefore the NFLS%'N representatives abroad were converted to PR( ambassadors and the NFLSVN Delegation to the Paris Talks represvnted the PRG.
The PRG appeared also to be developing a more formal public relationship than did the NFLSVN
with the "revolutionary administrations" that the Communists claimned to have created at the
local and provinv-ial level throughout Rl.'N since Tet, 1968. The Communist countries and a
nontbetr 01 non-0o1mttnist nations recognized the P RG as the government of South Vietnam.

POLITICS - EXTEIRNAL

•U) °he. I

rss;ion
~g
in |VN was not all fought in RVN.

9 battle" agla usI the Commiunist a

In L.aos, for eNample, the UJS-supported detern itton
of the R1,,0 to resist NVN's invasion kept
NVA troops octucpied which tould othvrwiýse have been brought to bear against ItVN. Other
nations, Iess dlervectI ý involved, ahso exerted pressures which influencv ed te arena in whichl
C(OMJISMAC V olv rated. A fe-w of the more pv rtinent international developnments are recorded in
the tveateiilt that follows,
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Relations with Cambodia

(S) The remaining US military detainee in Cambodia was evacuated 6 Jan under the eyes of
the French and Australian Ambassadors with no harassment from the Cambodians.
(C) At a press conference for the Western press in Phnom Penh on 6 Mar, Prince Sihanouk
gave what was interpreted as an open invitation to the US to bomb VC/NVA elements in Cambodian territory. Then at a 28 Mar press conference, he stated, "more and more, the Vietnamese
Communists are infiltrating Cambodia. " Sihanouk added that if the Vietnamese Communists
"continue their escalation", he would resign and turn over control to the army, which would then
decide if the country would "turn towards the US or permit the Communists to seize the country.
The Communists are playing a dangerous game for themselves and for us. "
(C) Seven meetings occurred during the week of 7-13 Apr between RVN district and provincial officials and Cambodian authorities at four points along the RVN-Cambodian frontier. Both
sides agreed to show restraint in an effort to reduce the number of border incidents. The most
encouraging indication drawn from the meetings was the willingness of Cambodian authorities to
take action against the VC in their territory.
(C) The Cambodian Ministry of Foreign Affairs announced 8 May, that East German and
NFLSVN representation in Phnom Penh had been raised to embassy level. An editorial in the
Hanoi party daily Nhan Dan extolled RVN-Cambodian solidarity and friendship and expressed
sincere thanks to Prince Sihanouk.
(C) Reports indicated that the Cambodian Army fielded a sizeable force in operations
against a VC/NVA base area in Cambodia opposite Pleiku Province in the central highlands. On
17 May, Prince Sihanouk confirmed these reports when he said, "I regret that our Viet Cong and
Viet Minh friends who have proclaimed respect for our frontiers... are also aiding and training
Khmer Reds... I will not protest (to the Communists) because it will be useless... the only way
is to defend ourselves." Sihanouk announced the capture of 10 "Viet Cong of North Vietnamese
origin, " armed with CHICOM weapons, saying it indicated tlie rebellion in the northeast was not
a peasant uprising.
(C) In a speech on 19 Jun, Prince Sihanouk said that VC forces were now present everywhere in Svay Rieng Province, which borders RVN. He said he had asked the NFLSVN to sign
a paper with a promise that the VC would withdraw from Cambodian territory as soon as possible. Sihanouk said, "Now the Viet Cong have signed, pledging strict respect for Khmer territory, saying their presence here has been due to the fact they had lost their way and promising
that once peace has been restored over there, they will no longer dare stay on Khmer territory
but will leave immediately. " He added, however, that he did not fully trust the written pledge.
(C) On 16 Jun Prince Sihanouk released two South Koreans who had been imprisoned in
Cambodia since the spring of 1968 on charges of espionage. The two Koreans had been captured
by VC In the RVN Delta city of My Tho during the 1968 Tet offensive. They had subsequently
escaped from the VC into Cambodia where they were arrested,
(C) Huynh Tan Phat, President of the NFLSVN's new Provisional Revolutionary Government completed an official 6-day visit to Cambodia on 5 Jul, after talks with Prince Sihanouk
and top elements of the RKG.
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(U) By the end of the year, renewed US - RKG diplomatic relations were fully operational,
the RKG was continuing token operations against the VC/NVA occupants of southwestern provinces of Cambodia, movement of VC/NVA arms and supplies through Cambodia was alternately
hindered and aided, RKG protests of alleged US-ARVN border violations continued to be largely
pro forma, and Prince Si.hanouk continued to maximize his options and seek a neutral status for
his kingdom.

Swedish Developments

(S) The GVN Foreign Ministry issued a communique 13 Jan regretting the Swedish decision
to establish diplomatic relations with NVN, stating that this decision did not help the meetings in
Paris and only reinforced the bellicose spirits of the Communist aggressors. The statement
also called for Swedish impartiality in accordance with its neutral status, and expressed the
GVN's desire for rapid normalization of diplomatic bonds between Sweden and the RVN.

French Developments

(C) On 11 Jan two French employees of the French-owned Terres Rouges Plantation Company and their Vietnamese chauffeur were shot to death in an isolated rubber plantation area.
Local GVN authorities claimed, citing statements by witnesses, that the men were killed by
Thai Army troops. Thai authorities claimed the men were killed by the VC. The local French
community, including the Consul General, was convinced that the Thais murdered the men for
alleged collaboration with the VC. One of the dead employees was the director of the Binh Son
estate, 30 km northeast of Saigon, which was recently closed by Thai troops on the grounds the
plantation was infested with VC troops.
(C) During a press conference on 11 Apr, President Thieu announced the RVN favored
friendly relations with all nations, specifically France and Cambodia. Concerning France, the
president said both countries had taken some actions showing good will and RVN was ready to
push forward if France agreed. Press reaction from Paris indicated the French government
was not willing to move forward at that time because of its policy of maintaining the status quo
during the Paris peace talks.

The Provisional Revolutionary Government

(C) According to Communist media, a "National Congress" was held 6-8 Jun, to establish
the "Provisional Revolutionary Government (PRG) of the Republic of South Vietnam". The meeting was reportedly organized by the NFLSVN and the Alliance of National, Democratic, and
Peace Forces. It allegedly included representatives of political parties, people's groups, and
religious and nationality organizations. The purpose of the new "government" was to unite and
mobilize the people, defeat the US, and overthrow the subservient puppet administration. Most
of the positions in the PRG were held by known members of the NFLSVN or Alliance. The PRO
was recognized promptly by all of the Communist states and by Yugoslavia, Algeria, Syria,
Congo (Brazzaville), South Yemen, the United Arab Republic, and Cambodia. (See Chapter III
for additional discussion of the PRG.)
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USSR - DRV

(C) The DRV delegation headed by Premier Pham Van Dong ended its visit to Moscow on 18
Oct. During its stay the delegation concluded an economic assistance agreement, as well as a
trade pact for the year 1970. Indications were that Soviet aid to NVN, programmed for 1970,
surpassed that of 1969. See Chapter III, THE ENEMY.

The Paris Peace Talks

(U) As 1968 drew to a close, political leaders predicted and the general public expected a
negotiated settlement of the Vietnam conflict in 1969. This optimistic view of the 1969 Paris
Talks was triggered by a series of events: the Nixon administration ushering out the Johnson
team with a subsequently inevitable change in US delegates to Paris; a halt in the US bombing of
NVN on I Nov; and the announcement on 26 Nov of the GVN's decision to participate in the Paris
negotiations. The atmosphere for the "new" Paris Talks was thus established and all parties
were expected to begin exploring every avenue for peace on a clean slate.
(U) Four independent delegations gathered in the Salle des Fetes of the Majestic Hotel. On
one side of the immense, circular table sat representatives of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) and National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam (NFLSVN), led by Xuan Thuy
and Tran Buu Kiem; while seated at the other side, representing RVN, were delegations froma
the GVN and US, headed by Pham Dang Lam and Henry Cabot Lodge.
(U) In essence, the dialogue of the weekly peace talks in 1969 reflected no visible change
from the 1968 meetins. The GVN delegation continued to assert its legitimacy and denounce
Communist aggression and atrocities, while the US, denying any military or neo.colonial ambitions in RVN, stated that the sole purpose of its involvement was to assure self-determination
for the people of RVN and uphold the US commitment resultant from the SEATO bloc. The
NFLSVN delegates echoed the DRV's preconditions for "meaningful" negotiations, which demanded the unconditional, immediate withdrawal of all US and satellite forces from RVN, and
claimed itself as the "voice" of the people. The DRV called for the immediate withdrawal of US
"aggressors", refused to recognize the Saigon "puppet" administration, and stated that the Vietnamese people would settle their domestic problems only when interfering forces from the US
departed.
(U) At the end of April 1969, even though the GVN and US had submitted the below listed
proposals, no reciprocal action had been taken by the Communist factions towards the combined
search for common ground upon which genuine negotiations could commence. In his State of the
Nation message delivered to a joint meeting of the National Assembly, as it opened its regular
spring session, President Thieu set forth six criteria for restoring peace, including:
1.

Cessation of aggression by the North,

2.

Withdrawal of all Northern personnel,

3.

Cessation of the use of Cambodia and Laos for subversion,
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4. Acceptance of people in the south who act democratically and in accordance with the
Constitution,
5.

Reunification of the two Vietnams by democratic means, and

6.

A system of international guarrantees and inspections so RVN would not be invaded

again.
President Thieu then took a major initiative for peace on II Jul when he challenged the Communists to accept free elections based essentially on the following principles:
1. All parties including the NFLSVN could participate if they renounced violence and
pledged to accept the results.
2. All parties including the NFLSVN could be represented in an Electoral Commission
which would ensure the fairness of the elections by assuring equal opportunities for campaigning
and by watching the polls and the counting of ballots.
3.

An international supervisory body would be established.

4.

The timetable and modalities of the elections could be discussed with the other side.

5. The GVN would abide by the results of the elections, whatever they might be, and
challenged the other side to declare the same. The president also renewed his offer of private
talks with the NFLSVN, without preconditions.
(U) The US position was clearly enunciated in President Nixon's address on 3 Nov when he
said, in part:
In a television speech on May 14, in a speech
before the United Nations, and on a number of other
occasions I set forth our peace proposals in great
detail. We have offered the complete withdrawal of
all outside forces within one year. We have proposed
a cease fire under international supervision. We have
offered free elections under international supervision
with the Communists participating in the organization
and conduct of the elections as an organized political
force. The Saigon government has pledged to accept
the result of the elections.
We have not put forth our proposals on a take-itor-leave-it basis. We have indicated that we are
willing to discuss the proposals that have been put forth
by the other side. We have declared that anyth?.ng is
negotiable except the right of the pvople of South Vietnamn to determine their own future. At the Paris Peace
Conference Ambassador Lodge has demonstrated our
flexibility and good faith in 40 public meetins.
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the time we launched our search for peace,

I recognized that we might not succeed in bringing an
end to the war through negotiation. I, therefore, put
into effect another plan to bring peace -- a plan which
will bring the war to an end regardless of what happens
on the negotiation front.
It is in line with a major shift in US foreign policy
which I described in my press conference at Guam on
July 25. Let me briefly explain what has been described
as the Nixon Doctrine -- a policy which not only will
help end the war in Vietnam but which is an essential
element of our program to prevent future Vietnams.
We Americans are a do-it-yourself-people -- we're
an impatient people. Instead of teaching someone else
to do a job, we like to do it ourselves and this trait has
been carried over into our foreign policy.
In Korea and again in Vietnam, the United States
furnished most of the money, most of the arms, and
most of the men to help the people of those countries
defend their freedom against Communist aggression.
Before any American troops were committed to
Vietnam, a leader of another Asian country expressed
this opinion to me when I was traveling in Asia as a
private citizen. "When you are trying to assist another
nation defend its freedom, U.S. policy should be to
help them fight the war but not to fight the war for therm.

Sguidelines

In Guam, I laid down these three principles as
for future American policy toward Asia:
1. The United States will keep all o( our
treaty commitments.
Z. We shall provide a shield i•f a nuclear
power threatens the freedom of a nation alliod with us
or of a nation whose survival we considetr vital to our
security.
3, In vases involving other types of aggression,
we shall furnish military and veconmic assistance when
requested in a5 , ordancv with our treaty on•nmitme nts.
But we shall look to the nationi direellt
threatened to
assume the primary responsibility of providing the manpower for its defense....
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The defense of freedom is everybody's business-not just America's business. And it is particularly
the responsibility of the people whose freedom is
threatened. In the previous administration, we
Americanized the war in Vietnam; in this administration, we are Vietnamizing the search for peace. The
policy of the previous administration not only resulted
in our assuming the primary responsibility for fighting the war but even more significantly did not adequately stress the goal of strengthening the South Vietnamese so that they could defend themselves when we
left.
The Vietnamization plan was launched following
Secretary Laird's visit to Vietnam in March. Under
the plan, I ordered a substantial increase in the
training and equipment of South Vietnamese forces.
*

*

*

*

*

Our air operations have been reduced by over
twenty percent.
We havn now begun to see the results of this
long overdue change in American policy in Vietnam.
After five years of Americans going into Vietnarn, we are finally bringing American men home...
The South Vietnamese have continued to gain In
strength. As a result they have been able to take over
combat responsibilities from our American troops...
(U) Aftvr mntwh.%v, poesuring and
pa@~da, the NF1SVN offered a 10-point plan at Paris
on 8 May, which was endorsed by the DRV. The salient points of the propesa., as presented by
the chief delegate of the NFLSVN, Trait Buu Klein, were as follows:
1. Respect the Vietnamese people's fundamental national rights as recognized by the
1954 Geneva Agreements on Vietnam.
Z. The United State* must unconditlonally withdraw froti RVN all US troops, military
personnel, arms, and war materiel of the other foreign countries of the US camp; liquidate all
US m-litary base* in RVN.
3. The question of the Vieto•"•se armed forces
namese parties among themselves.
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The people of RVN should settle their own affairs without foreign interference andI

establish a coalition government.
5. During the period intervening between the restoration of peace and the holding of
general elections, neither party should impose its political regime on the people of RVN.
b. RVN would carry out a foreign policy of peace and neutrality, and establish diplomatic, economic, and cultural relations with all countries with no political conditions attached.I

7. The re-unification of Vietnam would be achieved step by step, by peaceful means,
through discussions and agreement between the two zones without foreign interference and reach
agreement on the status of the DMZ.
8. RVN and NYN would refrain from joining any military alliance with foreign countries, not allow any foreign country to maintain military bases, troops, or personnel on their
respective soil, and not recognize the protection cf any country or military alliance or bloc.
9. To resolve the aftermath of the war the parties would negotiate the release of
soldiers captured in war and the US government must bear full responsibility for the losses and
devastations it caused to the Vietnamese people in both zones.
10. The parties should reach agreement on an international supervision about the withdrawal from RVN of troops, military personnel, armis, and war materiel of the US and the
other foreign countries of the American camp,
(U) In early June, Madamne Nguyen Thi Binh replaced Tran Buu Kiem as chief delegate for
the NFLSVN.
(U) On 10 Jun, th., NFL.SVN and DRV announced the formation of a "new" Political party in
RVN, to be reprisented at the peace neg-otiations - the PRG. The Conimuniet delegations
clainied this wa~s in resp-,nse to the "cries" of the people of RVN. The emergence of this party,
wvhich was dom-inattd by miembers of the PRP and t~he NFLSVN, tended to compliczte the Paris
peace efforts. The GVN became increasingly bitter with the Communist claimn that this was the
legitiniate RVN government. Both the US a nd OWN observed the entratnce of the new party as a
C.-mrnunist maneuver to "dig in their heels". With the vocal US anti-war demonstrations a
consideration for the Nixon administration, Hznoi considered time to be on its side.
(U) In the remraining mownths of 1969, thr. Paris, Tulks continued in their custtottary deadlock, with each party "rehathing" its proposalbs. After 39 fruitless sessions, Ambassador
[odge statod that the Conimunist delegations had done nothing but demnand unilateral actions by
the GVN and US and engage in vituptrative language; the Communists hadl ohown no desire- to
engage in genuine negotiatioits: the Paris meeting2 had served only as aLpropaganda forum and
not as a peace forum. The Communists retorted that sincia taking office, Presidcnt Nixon had

continued stepping up the wir of aggression in RVIN and ecroaching apon the sove reignty and
security of the DIM, while deiaying the discussions on (Acorrect settlement of the Vietnam
problem and completely obstructing the Paris conference.
(U) On 4 Dec. Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge resigned as the chief US delegate to tile
Parts peace talks. In Hs farewell negotiating speech, Ambassador Lodge stated that no progrevs had been made in the talks during 1969, lie furthter stated that despite Ameit ica's attempts
to engeage "in genuino discussions of both sides' proposals, the only concrete progress here is
agreeoftint on the shape of tile table."
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Msg (TS), JCS to CINCPAC, ZIZ233Z Aug 69, Subj: Statement of Mission of US Forces in
Southeast Asia (U).

Z.

Rpt (S-NOFORN), CINCPAC, Measurement of Progress IN SEASIA, 31 Mar 69 and 29 May
69, Gp-4.

3.

Combined Campaign Plan, 1969 (AB 144) (S), 30 Sep 68, Gp-4.

4.

Msg, 28710, 280629 Sep 68, COMUSMACV to CDR 7AF et al, Subj: Operational Guidance4th Quarter CY68 (U), Gp-4.

5.

Msg, 30430, 130955Z Oct 68, COMUSMACV to CDR 7AF, et al. Subj: Operational
Guidance (U), Gp-4.

b.

Meg (S), 3345, 170308Z Jan 69, COMUSMACV to CDR, 7AF, et al, Subj: Operational
Guidance - 1st Qtr CY69 (U), Gp-4.

7.

Msg (S), 76ZI, 061335Z Feb 69, COMUSMACV to CDR 7AF, et al, Subj: Operational
Guidance #2, Gp-4.

8.

Mag (C), COMUSMACV to Cdr 7th AF, et al.,
Techniques (U), Gp-4.

9.

Mbg (TS), JCS to CINCPAC, ZIZZ33Z Aug 69, Subjý Statement of Mission of US Forces in
Southeast Asia (U); Meg (C) COMUSMACV to Cdr 7th AF, et. al,, ZS10ZOZ Nov 69, Subj:
Operational Guidance Numnber 6; Both Gp-4.

10.

Meg (S), COMUSMACV to Cdr, 7th AF, et al., 151003Z Jan 69, Subj: Contingency Reinforcernent, Operation STEEL CABLE (U), Gp-4.

11.

Msg (S), CO. III MAF to XXIV CTZ,
Operation STEL CABLE (U), Gp-4.

210950Z Jul 69, Subj: Counter-Sapper

0ZO7,4Z Dec 69, Subj:
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CHAPTER III

"THE ENEMY

INTRODUCTION

(C) The Tet and post Tet offensives of 1968 had been the most significant development in
the war since the decisions by both sides to commit large numbers of ground troops. The leaders of NVN were posed with fundamental questions of policy in the aftermath of these paroxysms.
Ho Chi Minh, the founder of the Vietnamese Communist party, possibly contributed towards establishing the new policy, then suffered several serious heart attacks and died on 3 Sep leaving
a quadrumvirate of major leaders. The leaders had worked together harmoniously while Ho had
been present to mediate and guide them. With his passing, strains appeared between the two
primary figures, Le Duan and Truong Chinh. The North Vietnamese leaders responded to the
events of 1968 by formulating new strategy and tactics. Thus they advocated the more frequent
use of smaller unit tactics in the form of sapper attacks while maintaining the option of larger
•. -',

*.

...

unit actons. They ernphasizcd the importance of the political aspects of the war and rr.oved to
bolster their political appeal in the South by establishing a governmental structure. They prepar'ed for either protracted warfare or a cease fire. They tried to broaden their options in RVN,
however some of their options were temporarily preempted by the realities of the situation.
They emphasized the importance of controlling the rural areas and the Mekong Delta. They
enunciated their major demands at Paris, unconditional withdrawal of US troops and the formation of a coalition government which would not include the present leaders of RVN, and they
stuck to their demands throughout the year. NVA and VC soldiers and cadre suffered extreme
hardship on the battlefields of RVN and morale was lower than in previous years. At the close
of the year, the leaders of the North were posed with a choice of whether to fight a protracted
"waror to seek a cease fire and attempt to win the victory they sought through political means
up by the use and threat of force. The basic campaign plan for RVN, embodied In COSVN
backed
b•,
Resolution 9, aimed to blunt the US/GVN pacification program and to foil US attempts to Vietnamize the war.

THE ROLE OF NORTH VIETNAM

The Leadership of North Vietnam

The year 1969 saw the leadership of North Vietnam posed with four major policy
challenges. They had to work out their policy at the Par.s peace talks, develop their overall
(U)
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strategy in the wake of the 1968 offensives, respond to the policy developed by the new Nixon
administration, and learn to function without the leadership of the founder of the Vietnamese
Communist Party, Ho Chi Minh, who died in September.
(U) North Vietnam's position in the world political scene was highlighted during the first
quarter of 1969 by the commencement of the expanded Paris talks. Initial desires, expressed
from various quarters, for fast and fruitful results were soon dampened as the North Vietnamese maintained an, intransigent position. No major external change of policy was noted during
the first quarter of 1969; the North Vietnamese were uncomproiising and demanded that a settlement of the war be based on their Four Point and the National Front for th-i Liberation of
South Vietnam's (NFLSVN) Five Point peace proposals. In Hanoi during the first quarter of
1969. a serious policy reassessment was reaching a climax. The decisions which were reached
became known as the VC/NVA delegates at Paris enunciated their positions, as COSVN Resolution 9, embodying the themes of Lao Dong Party Resolution C passed in April, was captured,
and as NVN leaders made major speeches.
(U) In the second quarter of 1969, the four parties to the war enunciated their policy positions. The NFLSVN issued a "new" 10 Point peace proposal on 8 May; this solution greatly
resembled the Four and Five Point programs, with the addition of one point. The key issue
of the unconditional withdrawal of US and Allied forces remnained. The Democratic Republic of
Vietnam (DRV) was quick to publicly recognize the 10 Points and to acclaim the proposal as the
true and just plan for a settlement of the Vietnamese conflict. 1
(U) The Communists made another overt gesture to convince the world that they were
seriously seeking a peaceful and "just" solution to the war when the People's Revolutionary
Government (PRG) was established on 10 Jun. Again, the DRV held this move before the world
and emphasized that the PRO was the true representative of the people and that the PRO held
the key to peace; the US,its Allies, and the "puppet GVN" were viewed as obstacles to peace.
(S) Throughout June, July, and August, the North Vietnamese did not appear to waver in
their determination to achieve their often stated objective of unifying the north and south without outside intervention (this included their previous views on troops reductions, world opinion,
Vietnamization, etc). After the Midway Communique, it appeared that Hanoi had the impression
that the US was trying sincerely to get them (NVN) to reciprocate US military deescalatlon.
.NVN seemed to believe that the US was anxiously seeking ways to disengage from RVN. Basic
"NVN aims remained the same -- to inflict maximum casualties on US forces to affect US public
w
-a.
fllnwed developments in the US closely.

(U) Norman Fruchter, journalist photographer who accompanied a pacifist group to Hanoi
in August to accompany released US PWs, reported that DRV Premier Pham Van Dong took a
much harder line toward the US and appeared much more confident of NVN success than was the
case two years earlier. Pham appeared to be very skeptical of US policy, and he predicted a
hard struggle for the future with 1970 being "the year of fiercQ fighting. " Pham demanded unilateral US/Allied troop withdrawal, followed by a goner 1 election which would be supervised by
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a coalition government; he stated that suc.i an election would "exclude the Saigon clique".
mier Pham stressed reunification of Vietnam, but he did not specify a timetable. 4

Pre-

(U) The Communist position at Paris did not appear to have crystalized completely prior
to Ho Chi M~nh's death on 3 Sep. Some vestigial hopes for a breakthrough at Paris remained
and were fanned by an ambiguous statement by the Chief Hanoi delegate to the talks on 2 Sep.
However, after Ho died, and after North Vietnamese leaders had all gathered in Hanoi during
and after Hols funeral, they remained wedded for the rest of the year to the formula which they
had earlier stated.
(C) The basic components of the North Vietnamese peace formula, their basic objectives,
remained the unilateral withdrawal of US troops and the establishment of a coalition government which would not include President Thieu or Vice President Ky. Ho Chi Miuh had written
a letter, dated 25 Aug, in response to a letter to him from President Nixon. Because of Ho's
grave illness, the letter may have been written for him by the new leadership group. Although
there was some debate in the US about the degree of flexibility that may have been indicated in
the letter, and although thf letter was slightly less dogmatic than the usual NVN pronouncements
at Paris, the substance of the letter continued to assert that the. keys to peace were acceptance
of the 10 Points and the withdrawal of US troops from RVN. SECSTATE Rogers said later in the
year that 1f the Hanoi leadership did not intend the letter to be a rejection of the Presideat's
letter and if there was ariythingn it that the US had "overlooked", then "all they have to do is
pick up the phone and tell us".
(C) The fourth quarter of ;.969 provided a shakedown period for the new collegial leadership. Other major developments were the verbal encouragement given by the Hanoi leadership
to the anti-war moratoriums in the US, the sharp criticisms of the US Vietnamization policy,
and the sharp reaction against President Nixon's 3 Nov speech. Internally, the new leadership
moved to tighten the party's control and spoke of the need to concentrate on building socialism
in North Vietnam, One sign of the tightening wa4 praise of SWalin on the occasion of his 90t0
birthday. A ZI Dec NMan Dan editorial extolled the late dlctatcr's role in the Russian Revolutior.
the defeat of Hitler, "decimating" the Japanese Arm% and in the development of socialisrm, In
a departure from the practice of recott years, the article pictured Stalin as a" unparalleled exponent of Leninism and urg'd the. Viotnatne people to combing Staln's spirit of "persistent
struggle and valiant atack" with the teochinga of Ho Chi Minh.
(S) A rallter at the beginning of 1970 stated that ihe VC/NVA could odopt three courses
of action dependiag on developmonts on the battlefields of RVN. If the North Vietnamese were
victorious, they would try to force the US to make c n•
ii'aaincluding a coalition govor~mient.
If a protracted stalemate developed, the DRV and NFLSVN 'would make diplomatic efforts to gain
mutual conceosions which would end tht fighting but at the same t•m•e guarantoe 4 completoly independent and autonomous RVN and complete withdrawal of US troop••.
If the NVA and VC ot.r
fertd a series of defeats on the battlefield which put them at a oorintit tnilitary disadvantage,
then the dlplownatic strategy at the peace talks would be to prolong thex witil a favorable military postcre waas regaind. 7 A notebook tLelonging to NVA General Le Trung Tti,
CTminnding
General of the Tri.Thien-Hue Military Regtion indicated that Tin was called to Hanoi in May of
1969 to receive new instricttons onl the conduct of the war. Tin was instructed that a ceartefir
agreement miglit be signed at the end of 1969, and that in order to prepmre for tuch ,-n event.
Tin nreat immediately attempt to "seize control" of the 300. 000 civilians in the Tri-Thw-tea-Hur
-MR ai w0l as to ¢complete other essential rnilitary tasks. Tin wtas further direeted that after
the cease fire was signed, he should delay its implementation in order to. r; it the upper hand in
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the future "political struggle". 8 Perhaps the instructions to General Tin reflected expectations
by Hanoi's leaders in May that their objectives would be met. Periodically in 1969, there were
indications that the VC/NVA leaders might have been flirting with the idea of a cease fire, although never with relinquishing their overall goals. 9 However, at the end of 1969, it appeared
that the NVA leaders were preparing for a protracted war in RVN. The New Years Day, 1970,
editorial in Nhan Danasserted that the Vietnamese people would fight as long as there were US
troops in Vietnam. It also cited three major tasks for 1970; support of the war, increased production and building socialism in NVN. 10 The North Vietnamese leaders seemed to be convinced
at the end of 1969 that time was on their side, although they were worried about Vietnamization.1

The DRV's Policy and the Paris Conference

(U) On 18 Jan 69, the North Vietnamese delegation to the Paris talks held a press conference and stated that all sides had agreed upon the procedural issues surrounding commencement of peace negotiations. A DRV spokesman, Nguyen Than Le, proposed that the first plenary
session take place on 21 Jan. He also stated that the DRV would refer to the negotiations in
Paris at the "The Paris Conference on Vietnam. "12
(U) With procedural difficulties resolved, the first plenary session was held on 25 Jan.
North Vietnam's chief negotiator, Xuan Thuy, delivered the DRV's opening statement. Minister
Thuy immediately expounded the subjects that would become so familiar during subsequent meetings: the US was forced, unconditionally, to cease the bombing of NVN; the US was responsible
for delaying the commencement of peace negotiations; public opinion favored the DRV and the
NFLSVN; the US violated the Geneva Agreement -- not NVN; the GVN was a puppet administration; the DRV's Four Points and the NFISVN's Five Points established the. "correct" solution
for the conflict; all troopa had to be withdrawn from RVN; and the US did not want a peaceful
settlement to the war.
(U) Xuan Thuy's opening statement at the first session of the negotiations wax repotitous
the following are extracts from like otatement:
in many instan•e;•o
By the Minister XuAn Thuy, Chief of the Delegation
of the (Toverametot of the Dem'.ocratic Republic Of Viewtnam.,
at the Plenary Se0%ion of the Part# Conf•rence on VietINam
(January 2S. 1969)
1tcvtrnmnent wask forced tc) uowon~itonalIy
After the US
stop all bombardm•nt oin the entiret territory of the Democritit Republic of Vietnam. on Novembehr 2. 196$. the
Government of the Democratic Republic of Vi,-'naam, with
the conseot of the Central Commtittoe of the Snuth V•itnam
Natiotml Front for lboration. d4eclared Its readiness to
participate in a ronferlcett alurtd at find'ig a political
solution to the Vivtnaw problem.... 7his conference should
have opened on November A. 1168.. . . NBt the reprnsentativo s
of the United States and thte Saigon adminitstration used all
sorts of means to delay it.
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UNCLASSIFIED
Now, because of the Vietnamese people's struggle, the
demands of world public opinion, including the just and
peace-loving opinion in the United States, the plenary fourparty conference has at last been opened....
The purpose of the Paris four-party conference is to
find a political solution to the Vietnam problem on th-e
basis of respect for the Vietnamese people's fundamental
national rights, namely independence, sovereignty, unity
and territorial integrity, recognized by the 1954 Geneva
Agreements on Vietnam....
The US Government, disregarding its commitments
towards the 1954 Geneva Av,-ements on Vietnam, has
over the past 14 years and -. Ce been sabotaging these
agreements, intervening in and making aggression
against South Vietnam. It set up in South Vietnam a
separate artificial state and US - paid puppet administration to turn South Vietnam into a US neocolony and
military base and to perpetuate the partition of Vietnam....
The US agression is precisely the deep root and
immediate cause of the present serious situation in
Vietnam. Therefore, the correct political solution
of ihe Vietnamese problem must be based on the cessation
of the US "•gression and the respect of the Vietnamese
fundamental natioral rights.

4

In this spirit, on April 8. 1965, the Government of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam made
public its four-point stand as follows:
1. Recognition of the fundamental national rights
of the Vietnameso people: Peace. independence, sovereignty, unity and territorial integrity. According
to the Geneva Agreements, the US Government must
withdraw from South Vietnam all US troops, military
personnel and weapons of all kinds, dismantle all US
bases there rnd cancel its "military alliance" with
South Vietnam. According to the Geneva Agreement,
the US Government must stop its acts of war against
North Vietnam, completely couse all enc roachments
on the territory and infringements upon the sovereignty of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam.
Z. Pending the peaceful reunification of Vietnam,
and while Vietnam is still temporarily divided into
two .ones, the military provisions of the 1954 GCneva Agrvomenvi on Vietnam must strictly be respected: the two zones must refrain from joining any
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military alliance with foreign countries, there must
be no foreign bases, troops and military personnel on
their respective territory.
3. The internal affairs of South Vietnam must be
settled by the South Vietnamese people themselves in
accordance with the political program of the South Vietnam National Front for Liberation, without foreign interference.
4. The Peaceful reunification of Vietnam is to be
settled by the Vietnamese people in both zones, without foreign interference....
On November 3, 1968, the Central Committee of the
South Vietnam National Front for Liberation issued a
statement on a Five Point Political solution of the South
Vietnam problem which Mr. Tran Buu Kiem, Chief of
the South Vietnam National Front for Liberation delegation of the Paris Conference, has clearly recalled.
The Government of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam fully approves and unreservedly supports the
South Vietnamese National Front for the Liberations's
political program and its Five Point solution of the
South Vietnam problem....
While the United States speaks of "good will and peace",
it continues its reconnaissance flights over North Vietnam
and its bombing raids against many populated areas in Nghe
An, Ha Tinh. Quang Binh Provinces and the Vinh Linh Region. .... This shows that the United States has not fitted its
deeds to its words and does not really want a peaceful settlement of the Vietnam problem.
So long as the United States continues its aggression
in Vietnam, the 31 million Vietnamese, united as one man,
will go on fighting till total victory, implementing President
Ho Chi Minh's November 3, 1968, appeal: "To strengthen
our determination to fight and to win, to liberate the south,
to defend the north, and to advance towards the peaceful
reunification of the Fatherland. "14
(S) During February, the NVN line, as expressed by Xuan Thuy at Paris, visibly hardened in both tone and substance. Though the Communists did not change any of their well-known
demands, they did reassert their demand for "unconditional withdrawal" of Allied forces from
RVN. On 27 Feb aind 6 Mar, Minister Thuy launched unprecedented attacks on the Nixon administratlon, though not on the President personally. Thuy charged that ".... the present administration is more stubborn and perfidious than the previous one... " and that the policy of the
Nixon administration was "...the only obstacle to progress... 115
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(S) Although Hanoi continued publicly to exhibit a tough and unwavering attitude, the DRV
appeared to be leaning more and more toward secret negotiations by the end of March. On 27
March the US State Department made the following analysis of the situation:
Although the Vietnamese Communists continue to assert
that the US must negotiate directly with the NLF and that the
Republic o" Vietnam is a "puppet" regime, we believe the
Comnunists will ultimately be prepared to enter secret negotiations under some formula acceptable to the United States
and the GVi4....
Hanoi's attitude toward secret, negotiations contains some
ambivalent elements. Hanoi would like to start secret substantive negotiations because they serve North Vietnamese
negotiating tactics perfectly.... They enable Hanoi to offer
US private "understandings" while we make overt and observable military concessions. They also enable Hanoi
to back down prom untenable public positions without losing
"face".... 16
(U) On 7 Apr, President Nguyen Van Thieu issued a six-point proposal for a peaceful
settlement of the war in RVN. As was expected, his efforts were denounced by the DRV:
.... Nguyen Van Thieu, the head of the Saigon
Admir'.stration, put forwa:d the so-called six-point
peace program.... One wondtxs whether these six

points are different in any way from what the United
Stat,.s has been saying....
Some people say that the six-point program of
Saigoih stands for a withdrawal of troops in accordance with the October 1966 Manila Communique,
while Mr. Rogers speaks about a "iiutual withdrewal"
.... Naturally, all 6uch ways of posing the problem
are rejected by the Vietnamese people.
What is still more insolent, in Saigon's Six Points,
Nguyen Van Thieu demanded that the South Vietram
patriotic for es and the National Front for the Liberation lay down their ,veapons, dissolve, and submit to
the US - rigged-up puppet regime. The entire people
of Vietnam have condemned such an attilude. The
population of temporarily occupied areas in South Vietnam have more strongly demanded the overthrow of
3uch puppets to vet up a peace-cabinet which will seriously talk with the Front at the Paris Four-Party Conference.... 17
(S) By mid-April, Hanoi appeared to view the conflict in Vietnam as a stalemate; the DRV
had beer able to survive the bombing above the DMZ, and it had "compalled" the US to stop the
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bombing. The VC and NVA continued to control part of the countryside in RVN and the Communist forces had a degree of tactical initiative. As the stalemate developed and the war continued, Hanoi tended to focus its attention and its hopes for a favorable settlement more and
more on the US. Their objectives were to make the conflict seem unendingly costly, and unwinable for the US. Unsure of the continuing success of these tactics, Hanoi's approach to the
negotiations in Paris took a more moderate tone. Xuan Thuy dwelt less on the history of
"American agression" and began to focus on specific issues. His readiness to address specific
issues, rather than to expound upon general propaganda statements, pointed to Hanoi's desires
to project a more reasonable image, to influence the RVN political body -- making sure that
President Thieu's policies did not go unchallenged and unrefuted, and to attempt to gain political
concessions during the military lull that had begun. 18
(U) On 8 May, the NFLSVN submitted a "new" proposal for the solution of the war, the
NFLSVN's 10-Points (See the VCI Section of this Chapter for a complete discussion):
Proceeding from a desire to reach a political
solution with a view to ending the United States
imperialists' war of agression in South Vietnam
and helping restore peace in Vietnam ..........
The South Vietnam National Liberation Front sets
forth the principles and main content of an overall solution to the South Vietnam problem to help
restore peace in Vietnam.... 19
(U) An article in Nhan Dan, broadcast on 11 May, claimed that the NFLSVN's 10-Point
proposal "has the warm welcome and support of broad sections of the world public. " Furthermore, "the stand of the NFL conforms with.., the legitimate interests of the American people
.... Even the US Government has had to take a reserved attitude in the face of the NFL's just
stand and reasonable demands. . ." Evidently, Hanoi believed that the US Government, and even
more the US public, would be far more receptive to the NFLSVN's proposals than the GVN.
Hanoi used this occasion to stress the differences between US and GVN approaches to peace
and made a serious attempt to drive a wedge between the US and the GVN. Hanoi's public reaction to the 10-Point proposal was also devoted to furthering US popular discontent with the
war. 20
(U) Following the NFLSVN's announcement of their 10-Point program, President Nixon
published a new eight-point proposal. The DRV's reaction followed the customary pattern of
degrading the US proposal and constantly reiterating the "just" points of the NFLSVN's 10Points:
Nearly one month has elapsed since the South
Vietnamese National Front for the Liberation made
public its ten-point overall solution to the South
Vietnam problem. Ever since this solution was published, the Vietnamese people in both zones as well
as overseas Vietnamese-have unreservedly supported
it.
It must be pointed out straightaway thr.t the Front's
ten-point overall solution and Mr. Nixon's eight-point
program fundamentally differ from each other. .... The
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Front's overall solution is based on the principle of
respect fcr the Vietnamese People's fundamental
National Rights, whereas Mr. Nixon's... program
still comes under the scheme of "De-Americanizin£"
the war to... perpetuate the partition of Vietnam.
(S) During the summer, the North Vietnamese continued to assess the new administrations
policy. Rumors of a pending breakthrough at Paris appeared at various times in 19 6 9 . Z One
of these moments of anticipated breakthrough occurred after Xuan Thuy's comments of 2 Sep.
However, during the funeral period for Ho Chi Minh, North Vietnamese Prime Minister Pham
Van Dong reportedly stated to the Cambodian Chief of State, Prince Sihanoulh, that the Paris
negotiations were not likely to achieve a quick solution to the war without further US concessions. 23 In the last months of 1969, US representatives at Paris emphasized the mistreatment
of US PWs held by NVN and by the VC. The North Vietnamese response was that the PW issue
could be settled once their basic demands had been met. They also attacked various alleged
US/GVN actions in RVN. (See Chapter X, Prisoners of War, for further discussion of the
North Vietnamese views concerning US PWs). Hanoi's representatives reiterated their basic
demands; withdrawal of US troops, the establishment of a coalition government, and the demise
of the present South Vietnamese government. The US requested that the four parties return to
private talks. The US suggested that the GVN and the PRG and the US and Hanoi might fruitfully talk to each other. The NVN suggested that the US discuss the issue with the PRG. This
was an attempt to undercut the GVN and to divide the GVN and the US. The proposal was turned
down by the US. After the Chief US delegate, Amabassador Henry Cabot Lodge, had resigned,
the Chief North Vietnamese delegate stayed away and Hanoi's representatives said that the US
had downgraded the talks, which the US denied. Z4
(U) In response to a question whether the granting of an interview to a newsman by Xuan
Thuy reflected his desire to talk substantively, Secretary of State Rogers replied,
Well, I think that they are getting some benefits
from the talks. For example, they have ready access
to the American press. . that they wouldn't have if
they were in Hanoi. So from that standpoint they are
able to get across their point of view on a daily basis
which they couldn't otherwise do.
The Secretary of State added in response to another question:
. If they are serious about talking to us about
negotiating peaceful settlement why don't they discuss it in private session? Why is it necessary to
go out and talk to the press about it? We are perfectly willing to meet then- at any time and talk
about all phases of this war.Z5
(U)
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The talks wore stalematod at year's end.
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Reinterpretation of the Bombing Halt

(S) On 1 Nov 68, the US ceased the bombing of North Vietnam; NVN emphasized that this
action taken by the US was "unconditional".
The first sentence of the DRV's opening statement
at the first plenary session of the Paris talks is evidence of the importance Hanoi placed on
this "fact". This theme was echoed numerous times at the Paris talks and through the various
news media of NVN. By late April, Hanoi's public line on the tacit understandings which had
led to the total cessation of US bombing had developed clearly and authoritatively. Hanoi tied
the post-Tet attacks to stepped-up Allied military activity and argued that US actions, rather
than those of DRV, had violated terms set forth in the bombing halt agreement. Hanoi initially
claimed that the offensive was in reprisal for persistent US violations of the Tet cease-fire; it
then widened its field of attack and cited in particular the employment of B-52 strategic bombers.
Then, on 25 Feb, Radio Hanoi and Nhan Dan, the party newspaper, denied the existence of
secret US-DRV understandings which had limited Communist offensive activity:
The Americans have pretended that there was a
DRV-US agreement on the conditions for their cessation of the bombing of North Vietnam. The truth is
that the Americans themselves pledged to unconditionally stop the bombing and strafing throughout DRV
territory and agreed with the DRV to open a four-sided
conference to find a political solution to the Vietnam
problem. By continuing to encroach upon DRV sovereignty
and security, the Americans have violated their own
commitment. 26
(S) Hanoi's specific denial of any US-North Vietnamese understanding was particularly
striking. Following the bombing cessation, the enemy had consistently held that it was unconditlonal; however, Hanoi had not previously denied the existence of an understanding. The DRV's
previous failurv to deny preos reports, which claimed that an understanding existed, did lend
credence to those reports. It was surmised that Hanoi had viewed its concessions under the
bombing halt as short term in nature. Hanoi may have felt compelled to reintervret its obligations under the bombing halt In order to have full freedom of military tactics.
(S) Beyond expanding Its own range of military activities and the restriction of the US
actions, the new Hanoi line appeared to be designed to squash the almost universal public assumption that Hanoi had given up something to obtain a bombing halt. Hanoi may have wanted
to do this because the US had failed to deny press speculation concerning Communist concessions and later made public statements confirming the fact of reciprocity. By extension, Hanoi's
statements were aimed at reducing the logic and the likelihood of US retaliatory action. 27

NVN's Position on US Troop Reduction

(S) As stated in Point One of the DRV's Four Point solution to the war. the US was expected to withdraw unconditionally its military forces from RVN; this condition became the major
basis of cor.tention during 1969. On 12 Feb, a Nhan Dan "Comztmentator" article repeatedly
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called for the unconditional wvithdrawal of Allied forces. Xuan Thuy had implied this demand in
his formal presentation at Pa3ris dluring the first plenary session: he openly voiced this demand
at Paris on 13 Feb. Unconditional withdrawal had been an inferred North Vietnamese demand
since March 1965. These two instances represented the first time that the formula had appeared in explicit terms following the commencement of official negotations in Par-is. This change
of approach waý viewed as a possible repeat of Hanoi's pre-bombing halt approach; Hanoi had
persistently demanded an unconditional halt to US bombing. In the end of course, the bombing
halt was not unconditional - - that is, Hanoi privately accepted certain strictures on its military
activity. The conditions of the bombing halt, however, were never made public, and this may
be precisely the sort of arrangement that Hanoi sought on the troop withdrawal issue. in such
circumstances, Hanoi saw an opportunity to maintain publicly that the US withdrawal was unconditional and that the same time claim another "great victory of the Vietnamese people."
,S) A secret agreement might also have foreclosed the possibility of international supervision: thus, the Allied withdrawal would be open to public scrutiny, that of the Communist
force- would not. The US would have little meaningful effective recourse in the event of Communist renunciation or violation of the agreernent. In such a case, the US could postpone withdrawal, but Hlanoi believed that US public opinion would not allow this to happen.
(S) The dlemandl for unconditional withdrawal also was in harmony with the larger Comnmunist press campaign to identify the U.S as the "aggressor, waging war against the V'ietnamnese
people. ' As was the case with the propaganda before the bombing halt, the wvithdrawal line
pointed to the "'perfidy" and "obdu racy" of the US as the a gg resso r in making a cessation of its
a ggression contingent upon conditions or conce~ssions extra cted from~ the 'vi ctim of aggres -

(S) 1'ri)m Ft-'brun ry i nto' late A pril, there ,%ere no mat itir indications of a change in l-lanoij'S
attitud, toward the trtoo p vithdrawal demland: however, on 46t A pr, MiVnh
eotdysa
by a
ed that HIanoi wokuld not a c cept sevlectiveý \ithdrawals if the latter wereoropaid
satrengthening of ARVN forves. Kio made, remiarks \Ohtch suggested that Hanoi w\AK constide ring
the pricte it had ito pay for A coniplote U'S withdrawal. lie ztaid that thre (onmtuniqts would be
reaonaouble Zbolut the "tnw'unt oif time11 \0hich the, US could take, to withdraw its4 troop~s oncti a formal
A MOnnoupill 0 lt %ifinitentions to withd raw,ý them hid been announced. l1o said that 14tanoli Could not
at proatint ansawo t ques~titins tonve mning withdrawal tif itx t roo'pit (rkn
tho 4south, he idl anot
resteito 1Iznu~' s stonla rd a sset'tion th-it the OR\V had no troo~pg in thv louth, Thirl suggested thitt
the (WA' hadl reakched the point osf serioutily vongidoring thk- prkc tsf rvciprm:4l itroop withdirawals. 29
WU) Outwardly. 11anal ttid not devvtAte frotm its previouts stwnd oni the qurmitin
rotdictio ieInlVN. Du~ring the 1811h setion of the Part,%toAlk, the folIlowine ttmn

Tho tota;l andl tncoyidltional
tdaa
if US~
troopo -ind th-Are of othier foreigti c untrivix -4 the
US camip (romi South Vivtn~Awtl¶i' the kv'y problem~
bovauste so long1 4As thoise rtrolos tramplve the- toil
of Vietnam, the %vltoamtanee periple's fundaizmental
N'ational Rights Arte iWrmnged upon,. aarl the Sotith
Viietttvti-nook ))eope Aro donied the right to %ottle
~thomskelveg thoir internal affair* withoul foregn

intarerence...
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In his May 14, 1969 speech on the Vietnam problem, Mr. Nixon.... still insisted upon a "mutual troops
withdrawal", a most absurd demand that the Vietnamese
people will never accept and that we have repeatedly re30
jected at this conference table.
(C) Hanoi's chief negotiator at the Paris talks, Xuan Thuy, departed from the standard
Communist line on US troop withdrawals at a 2 Sep reception in PariF marking NVN's 24th
anniversary. Thuy maintained that complete withdrawal was a legitimate demand of the Vietnarnese people, but he added, "if Nixon withdraws a considerable number of troops rapidly,
wvell, we'll study this factor and we'll take it into account. '"31 This was again reminiscent of
the 1967-68 scenario concerning the DRV's US bombing halt/peace talks tandemt. First, through
intermediaries, it was intimated that a bombing halt would produce some undefined but "good"
results. Then in January 1967, Hanoi asserted that talks could begin if the bombing stopped.
It was not until late December that "could" was changed to "would" and arrangements for the
talks were completed. Thuy's pledg(e to "take into account" an acc-,leration of US withdrawals
was a semantic gambit of the same order, committing Hanoi to nothing while putting pressure
upon the US to take significant action and yet leaving Hanoi with an opening for further mov'ement.
depending on the US response. Thuy's vi.2,w strongly indicated that the Communists considered
the withdrawal question and a political setitle-nent as different sides of the same question. 3
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(U) At an East Berlin reception on Z5 Sep, NVN Ambassador Nguyen Viet Dung labeled US
troop withdrawals ais an insidious maneuver. The NVN AmbossF-ior said that the 35. 000 troops
to be withdrawn as a result of President Nixon's September announcement constituted a "rneaningless portion of over half million soldiers in South Vietnam. " Their withdrawal lie said, "cannot explain away th,ý fact that the US stubbornly stands for retention of half million American
soldiers in South Vietnam andi for prolongation of aggressive war. " lie asserted that President
Nixon's. statement or. RVN's right of self -dete rm-ination was also false since the US stubbornly
oppotsed v'reation of provisional vualititin government for carrying out of general free and dernocratie olections. The Ambazisador repeated Ho Chi Mnlih's atatement of 20 Jul which demanded
"not only withdrawal of -15, 000 or 250, 000 or 500, 000 men. but rather total, complete and unconditional withdrawal,'
(C)

The, loiadership if NVN responded basically in three ways to US troop withdrawals,

Whoen speaking for international c-ýrsumiption Anti sometimots whon speaking to thle

peotple of

NVIN, they s.harply vritivototl thu, withdrawalsi as beinit snall. for leavýing largo numbers of
US troop- in RVN and ats Another US move to prolfong the war. 34 when, spealting to the population o'f NVN.ind to their supportora in fihe Smuth, thejy claimed that the troop withdrawals
wore signift-itnt victory (or the VCMA When tipeaking ýo th it:Adro in campign plans and in
polivy dockmeints, they ofteti attempted to 4assess realistically the ini-1rct of US troop withdrawalt;
And to prodiivt the future course of US rodeployment.
(C) In tho latte r niontho of 1969. the Position o;f theo Hantii leader~hip was that they would
dfisc %isstat toriz relating to VS witlitr~wal if the VS agreed to with-Iraw comtpletoly within a
dritincrdfllip %pAn. Tlhi ?4was tlhe general jwosition that Xuan TIhuy' had *rnutciated on 2 Soep.

In art. interview in Dhevmbnr, Ptiam Van tDong was retorted as 'echoit.g staternants which had
bieen mado at theo Parls talks or 8 rec that 'diocuession ont datea for withdrawal American forces
andi forces of foreig±n couptriost belonging to American camnp on security problems connecetd with
withdlrawal" would be unidertaken if Ankericans announcid completo and unconditional w-ithdraw*1
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of forces within six: months. The North Vietnamese Premier also repeate(" the basic N'ýorth
Vietnamese contention that "American and World opinion... demands.. . rapid, complete, and
unconditional withdrawal of American forces".~
(S) There was a possibility that the North Vietnamese might suggest a longer period fov
complete US troop withdrawal. Cyrus Eaton had returned from a visit to Hanoi talking of an
18 month time span. However, a senior American diplomnat, who later had talked to Eaton at
Eaton's request, said that "eighteen months appears to be Eaton's idea". 36 The North Vietnamese seemed to be particularly anxious that all US troops leave. A visitor to. Hanoi said
that DRV officials had taken particular umbrage at a White House statement by the President's
press secretary early in December saying that zoo, 000 men will be left in R\;N after- troop
xxithdrawal. 37 Le Duc 'rho, a senior member of the DRV Politburo had indicated similar concerns earlier in the year. 38
(C) The US position was enunciated by the President in his 3 Nov speech when he said that
the US would withdraw completely from RVN within one year after 2ill sides had agreed to do
so.3
Vietnamization as Seen by Hanoi

(S) Directly related to the issue of US troop withdrawals was the US policy of Vietnamization
oi the war in RVN (See Chapters VI and VIID. Hanoi was very concerned with this aspect -of the
US war policy. Hanoi1 could not be sure how rapidly Vietnamization would proceed or how far.
On one hand, if the US chose to withdraw forces in small increments, the Communists -had to
view the future with serious doubts concerning the achievement of a decisive victory during
1969 or perhaps 1970. If the opposite occurred and the US decided to remove rapidly the majority or all of US troops from RVN, Hanoi could have seen V.etnarni-.ation through more, optimistic
eyes. In~ the c;,se of a slow withdrawal, Hanoi possibly would havo had to consider withdrawal
of some NVN troops to achieve spocific goals of a morc rapid US %ithdrawal. Rapid withdrawal,
for instance by late 1970 woaild have allowed Vanoi the option of avoiding any concessions.4.
(S) Tihe Clnirnunists also feared that US withdrawals
could calm US and world public opinion to the point whore
to enaint~ain, indefinitely, a significant US force in RVN.
Paris emphasirwd in the lato spring Hanoi's objection to,

under tho Vietnarnization prograrm
it would become potssible f(,. the US
Ono of the NYN representatives at
and fevar of, unilateral US troop with-

drawals, lie seeined concerned that a partial, unilateral pallouit would rftrwvt doniastic prissure onl President Nixon to end ,.ho wa-r, This would then perm-it the US to c'antinue fiighting with
a significant number of troops and still- be able to reinfortt; the RVNAF in order to replace
redetployed US troops. 4 1 At tho tsame timte, however, depending upon the pae-'ý and composition
of US withdrawal~s, Hanoi could see somle advant;%gee' in Vietnatilitationl in t-Irms of a red~4ced
Allied fis;tbng ..apability, a poss~ible oslow-down in (17N pacification offoru,, potential U.3-GVN
frictions over withdirawalst, and pesstblae weakening of (3VN stability and confidence.
18) Hanoi bad to consider tw. eftcrts of the US tc' ittreiugthan the~ RVNAI', espmacially' if US
com'bat forces were withdrawn slowly and subetantial US air and lngai~c support romainod indefinitely. Hanoi may riot have placed a very high eviluation on overall RVNAF capability, tut
1Hanoi could not very well asamer~ that it was only the US presence that was respo)nsible for the
fact, for exaniple, that ditring the 1968 Tot Offenalve nmaiy AIM, utilts fought well, despite having

1LAS.,

been caught off guard and in a state of partial readiness. That Hanoi's estimate of ARVN capability was higher than it appeared outwardly was suggested by the decision in 1964 -- when
GVN and ARVN strength was at a very low point and there was no US ground combat presence -~
that it was necessary to send NVA units south to administer the coup de grace. Thus, if during
the process of Vietnamization, the firepower and mobility of the RVNAF substantially improve,
it could, in Hanoi's eyes, become a formidable -- perhaps insurmountable - obstacle in the
path of victory. 42
(S) Hanoi reacted critically to President Nixon's 3 Nov speech asserting that it failed to
grapple with the basic issues which they defined as their basic demands. 43 A 14 Nov editorial
in Quan Doi Nhan Dan, North Vietnam's Army newspaper, launched one of Hanoi's strongest
and most direct propaganda attacks to date on the Vietnamization process. The recent upsurge
of activity in IV CTZ was tied directly to Vietnamization. The editorial made the usual exaggerated claims of Communist military success, although RVN Marines did suffer some large
losses in action in the U Minh Forest region. The editorial stated that the Delta had been looked upon as the key point in the Vietnamization plan. It asserted that if elite US Forces could
not defeat Communist forces, RVNAF would not b-a able to do it and Viemnamization would ultimately fail. From the outset of Vietnamization, the VC/NVA had frequently attacked the process, however this marked the first time that they had openly admitted a connection between
it and the level of military activity. The growing intensity of propaganda and military attacks
on Vietnamization revealed the increasing concern Hanoi felt over the process. It was unlikely
that Hanoi's leaders were fearful that RVNAF would soon be a match for their own army, although they might have felt concern that this could occur after a period of time. What Hanoi
probably feared most in 1969 was the slow disappearance of one of its most potent propaganda
weapons, the portrayal of the US as an aggressor. While one of Hanoi's basic purposes was
to achieve the total withdrawal of US forces, they did not wish to have the war assume the aspects of a Vietnamese versus Vietnamese struggle while there was any possibility that Saigon
would grow strong enough to stand alone. 44 One visitor to NVN said of the Hanoi leadership's
strong reaction against the Vietnamization idea, "They are afraid it will work, that they will
wind up with a stalemate". 45

The Effect of Ho Chi Minh

.,

Death

(S) The President of thc DRV, Ho Chi Minh, died of a heart attack at 0947 hours on 3 Sep
in Hanoi at the age of 79. He had been the father of the Communist Party in Vietnam. He had
combined communism and nationaiism. His death raised important questions concerning who
his successor or successors would be and what effect his death would have on Lhe donlestic and
international policies of the regime. Most observers agreed that He had not played an esse:ntial
role in day-to-day governmental affai.rs for a year or more but had served to mediate disputes
within the ruling circles in Hanoi. At his death, Ho had enormous statutre in th., Communist
world. A captured notebook not.d that Ho had fallen ill in April 69, that eminent doctors from
the Communist world had boen called in to treat him, that he had improved And even been able
to attend a Party meeting, but that his condition worsened in July and August when he sustainod
several heart attacks. 40 Therefore, _,%e niajor figures around He in the Hatioi hierarchy had
somne months to prepare themselves to .,isutne complete leadership. In addition the major
leaders had been corntributing to polic:y maki!n, decisions for nany years. The lhadership of the
DRV had been remarkably cohesive over a long period of time, beginning with the establishment
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of the Commnunist Party of Indochi-ia and continuing through the formation of the Lao Dong Party,
the successful prosecution of the war against France, and the creation of the government of
North Vietnam in 1954. Despite considerable quantities of outside aid during the previous four
years, Ho Chii Mmin's ruling circle was able to maintain its power position due more to its- own
tenacity and skill than to outside assistance. The questions which Ho's death posed were whether
the new leaders would continue to cooperate with each other, whether they could coatinue to
maintain their independence from China and Russia, whether their faction would continue to
maintain control in NVN in the absence of its revered and charismatic leader, what internal
policy they would develop, and most importantly what policy towards the war they would adopt.
(S) Ho Chi Mmih occupied a unique position in the party and government hierarchy at the
time of his death. Even though he was 79 years old, his ability to unify factions by delicately
balancing individiual aspirations and party goals made him the unquestioned leader. He was also
the best known Vietnamese figure and was a true national hero in the eyes of his people. As a
figuire above mere factionalism, Ho had been able to avoid the type of significant open disputes
ameng the members of the Politburo that had paralyzed other Commnunist states and often resulted in purges of dissidents. In addition, his stature ona his strategy had allowed NVN to
maintain a neutral position between the feuding giants of the Communist world, the Soviet Union
and Conumunist China. An example of his stature in the Communist world, and his sense of
havitng a role in it, came with Ho's appoal In his "Last Will" to Commumnist countries to stop
feuding and achieve unity. Ho's "Last Will" had summarized the political themes which he had
espoused throughout his life-, the importance of the unity of the North Vietnamese Communist
Party, the need of the party now that it was in power to follow "revolutionary morality", his
desire to persevere in the wazr in the Soukth. the dotiire to reunify North and) South Vietnam. and
his wish that ~'isnin"between Comrm-unist parties be ended.47
(S) At the beginning of 1969. thie lPolitburii and lesser lovols of govortnmental authority had
boont split in a number of ways. Firvit, there exicted an ideologieAl tiplt between those memnberst
who wore pro-Poking ant) thoise who were pro-Moscow. Howevor, tho courf.e which Hanoi hadl
followed in tho philosophicul eonfliizt \%as that of studied neutrality with iiomev attempts at pioneoriap an iniepondet courite in its own style.. Pblicly, Hanoi maintained strict neutrality and
aven refrained from au .nowlwtlging tho eoistltnee of the stplit. In general, for the North Viot.
nhmooe. Prragmdtisrn hAd takenprcdec ovor ideology. Tho US StAtia Oepakrttnnt had minimiae~d tho oirnificdnvo kit this oplit In Ito Aossteont of t1e pos~iblo Wffct# of No** death.
Lene~-trmpolirýcy hi~go tu~y or~eur tydt are
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successors will continue an independent course although this may be more difficult to 2co in his absence,
and will continue to enjoy moral and material support
of both major Coammunist p-wers. 48
(S) A second split reflec'ed disagreement between moderates and miiitants in foreign and
domestic policy matters. Disputes over methods and timing of policies had become more significant than ideological disputer. The militants, whose membership was corrpos d of both
civilians and military, were associated with stringent party control, imposition of domestic pi,..
grams frum above, and sometimes, efforts to unify North and South Vietnam. The moderates
generally favored an evolutionary and caoitious approach to the attainment of national goals.
Their strength had grown since 1965 with the influx of massive Soviet aid and concomitant Soviet
influenc '.
(S) The third cleavage in the ruling circles concerned conflicting beliefs in military strategy. A number of military leaders and some civilian leaders had advocated a quick, decisive
military victory as opposed to a p.otracted war. Apparently this groulp had been led by Le Duan,
Le Duc Tno and the Vietnarmese generals on the ground in or around RVN in 1967, led by General
Nguyen Chi Thanh. 49 The militants apparently had pers:aaded the Politburo and Giap to follow
this policy until post-Tet 1968 when the hope of a victory and popular uprising was clearly
crushed. The militants had also been weakened with the death of General Thanh in 1967 and his
replacement as head of COSVN by Pham 11Hung, supposedly a party moderate. Following Tet, the
policy reverted to control by the moderates, who advocated a slower pace in the RVN with efforts
to make gains at the negotiating table. The ascendancy of this group was marked by a speech
given by Truong Chinh in May 1968 .knd broadcast in Seplember 1968 which condemned "revisionism" of the Peoples' War doctrine. This indicated a reversal of Le Duan's militant position. In
1969, Giap had apparently become a mediator between the largely militant generals and the
largely civilian moderates. 50
(S) As a result of these conflicts, there had been three shifting factions in the North. The
first and dominant group, which included Ho and became headed by Le Duan, advocated a firm
pursuit of the war and placed lesser emphasis on dome ftic proble ns. The second faction, led
by Truong Chinh, favored the Peking notion of protracted war with small scale units and without
"conventional attacks. A third group, led by Foreign Minister Nguyen Duy Trinh, favored victory
at the negotiating tabie, using only limited guerrilla forces. The last group was considerably
weakened as a result of the "Hoang Minh Chinh Affair". More information about that affair
became available in 1969. 51
(C) Hoang Minh Chinh had been Director of the Nguyen Ai Quoc Pulitical School, the most
important political school in NVN, which trainod party, government, and military personnel.
Since 1963, Chinh and others had favored limiting the involvement in the South to the use of

political means rather than military intervention. Other North Vietnamese leaders had apparently tried to convin, a Chinh and others who hela the same views that they were wrong. The
issue came to a head ir 1967, one would guess over the decision to launch the maJor offensive in
the South which becamu the Tet offensive of 1968. The opposition group presented a position
paper to the Central Committee of the Party. Apparently the opposition closed its appeal with
a threat to take their argument to the people if its position was not recognized. Also, Chinh
apparently planned to send a letter directly to Central Con•.nittee memrbers. From September
1967 until early 1968, 00-300 cadre were arrested. Most were middle level cadre hut a small
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number had held significant positions. For instance, in addition to Chinh, the Chief of the NVN
Central Intelligence Organization and an army general had been arrested. Thus, a faction which
had opposed the war was silenced. 52 The decision to launch the 1968 offensive had political
reverberations both before and afterwards in Hanoi.

The Suc-cessors to Ho Chi M•inh

(S) The Party leaders who were considered as candidates to succed Ho were those immediately under him in the hierarchy. Like Ho, they were highly nationalized Communists who
wevýre dedicated to the eventual completion of the revolution to encompass the entire Vietnamese
nation, At the time of Ho's death, it was unclear exactly who, or what factions, would dominate
NVN.
The:e were indications that power in NVN would be shared by two or more individuals -as in the Soviet Union; however, there were four prime candidates for the position of leadership
left vacant by Ho Chi Minh's death. 53
I.
Le Duan. The most prominent of the leaders was Le Duan, 61 years old, First
Secretary of the Party who had held the number two position since 1957. He was generally considered to have been the architect of the strategy to "liberate the South" and to have established
the NFLSVN in RVN.
Since his elevation in 1960 to the post of First Secretary, he had frequently spoken with authority on Party matters (Duan was known as 'small President Ho"). A nationalist Communist, Duan was sometimes mentioned as a member of the pro-Soviet faction in Hanoi.
However, he had made pro-Chinese speeches and had followed the Chinese idelogical policy of
intensifying the revolutionary struggle in the South and condemning "revisonism".
He had
traveled to both Moscow and Peking to secure aid and to maintain good relations.
The weight
of evidence suggested that Le Duan and the dominant faction which he headed would take control
of the government and that a power striggle would take place.
This paramount group included
a najority of thi Politburo and was dedicated to the policies being pursued at the time of Ho Chi
Minh's doath. The continuation in power of the same group of men, who had labored for twenty
years as a unit, gave credence to the belief that little would change in the short run, 54

"2. Truong Chinh. Truong Chinh. 61 years old, was next in terms of party rank; he
Swas identified with the pro-Peking faction in the Politburo. Chinh had held the position of
Secretary-General of the party until 19S717 when his excesses in carrying out the agricultural
t
pro. ram had sparked a peas ant revolt. The post had been abolished in 1960 after lie
had hold it himsqlf for three years.
Chinh had served as Chairt-man of the Standing Committee
of the National Assembly since July 1960.
Beginning in 1965, Chinh registered a return to a
position of influence in the guidance of party affairs, Even with this revival of personal power,
Chinh was considered to be the most unpopular of the top Vietnamese leaders because of the uncomprotmising neverity of his methods and otitlook. Chinh's long-standing friendship with the
Minister of National Defnme, \Vo Nguyen '3iap, apparently deteriorated into a serious rivalry as
Giap emerg•et as a popular leader outsido the party, LIe Duan was another of Chinh's rivals.
There was apparently a good deal of manteuverin.• among those men, despitt. the facade of political unity that they presented publicly.5
A number of Trueng Chinh'.s thoughts enunciated over
the last "I5 years appenrod at part of the core of North Vietnam's 1969 reaassessment. In 1947
Chinh had argued for protra.cted war \xhen he stated. "All that they (proponents of quick military
victory) would achieve uould be the premature sacrifice of the bulk of our forces in a few adventurouiq battles; they would commit heroic but usess
suicide"',
li had predicted in 1947 that
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French military advantages would weaken and that her political problems would increase as the
war progressed. For Truong Chinh, the party took precedence over the military in an insurgency and was his primary focus. The party had to be indoctrinated; "We must pay particular attention tc the task of thought-building". The party was to lead and he asserted,
So many active workers and peasants, so many
youths fully devoted to the Revolution are ready to
accept all sacrifices! Have confidence in them, employ them boldly, guide them patiently, but do not
forget to control them. 56
a. According to Chinh, and to Communist doctrine in general, a political structure
was necessary to prepare the people for a "General uprising". These transitory bodies were
known as Revolutionary Committees (RCs). The halfway structure to the Communist seizure of
political power in Vietnam was called, until 1968, the People's Liberation Committee or Council
system (PLC). However, Chinh was not satisfied that the PLCs were successfully welding the
Party, military and people together. He was also flexible enough to recognize that the RC would
have to appeal to a broad political spectrum of people to be successful in the general offensive
against urban centers. The revised term, Revolutionary Committees, which appeared during
the enemy Tet-1968 offensive, attempted to provide a new approach to enlist the support of the
people as a whole. 57 The Provisional Revolutionary Government (PRG) established on 10 Jun
was an outgrowth of the RCs. 58
b. Chinh, the dogmatist, was flexible as far as choosing tactics which would aid the
Revolution. Thus he favored establishing fronts composed of as broad a political specturm
as possible in order to fight the 'immediate"enemy.
Through the Front, the party was to get
the support of the people because "guerrilla warfare must be the tactic of the people as a
whole, not of thermv alone. " He wrote:
The people are the eyes and ears of the army,
they feed and keep our soldiers. It is they who help
the army in sabotage and in battle. The people are
the water and our army the fish.
He favored negotiations if they helped advance his cause.
the use of revolutionary violence stating:

Truong Chinh also advocated strongly

It is absolutely necessary for the people's democratic dictatorship to use violence against counterrevolutionaries and ev.ploiters who refuse to 'ubmit
to reform. Ther.fore, we must pay continuous attention to consolidating the repressive appratus of the
people's democratic state, the people's army, the
people's police, the people's control institute, the
people's tribunal, and so forth.
One of his pronouncements was "for a new-born revolutionary power to be lenient with counterrevolutionaries is tantamount to committing suicide". 59
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3. Pham Van Dong. The third ranking member was Premier Pham Van Dong, also 61
years old, the Politburo member who traditionally provided the party's direction over the governmental machinery. Dong became Premier of NVN during September 1955 and was one of the
top-ranking members of the pro-Soviet faction in Hanoi. During the late 1950's, he was regarded as the most likely successor to Ho, his long time personal friend. In 1960, however, his
rank fell from second to fourth in the Politburo, removing him from the position of heir-apparent.
4. Vo Nguyen Giap. A fourth figure was General Vo Nguyen Giap, 57 years old; the
North's primary military strategist. He served as Vice Premier, Minister of National Defense,
Commander-in-Chief, and member of the Politburo. Giap generally was aligned with the moderate factions in the Politubro and was pro-Soviet in most cases. From 1965 to 1968, he apparently sided with the militant faction which advocated a rapid and forceful response to the US
military buildup in an attempt to obtain a stunning defeat similar to that at Dien Bien Phu. When
this policy failed during Tet of 1968, Giap returned to his moderate position between militant
generals and the less militant civilians. 60 Giap mentions five "comprehensive factors in victory" in his writings; the leadership of the Lao Dong Party, the mobilization of the enitre population, the organization and spirit of the "Heroic People's Army", the aid from the "brother
Socialist Republics", and the combination of political and military factors in the struggle. The
basic component of Giap's strategy was the long drawn out war to wear out his opponent on the
battlefield and at home recognizing the relative weakness of his forces when compared to those
of his opponents, France ;"id later the US. Giap calls this "Revolutionary War which relies on
the heroic spirit to triumph over modern weapons". The essence of the strategy was to accept
casualties in return for causing unacceptable losses to his opponents. 61
(C) At the time of Ho Chi Minh's death, it was generally accepted by most observers that
there would be no immediate benefits for the US resulting from a major shift in NVN war policy.
In announcing Ho's death, Hanoi explained that "in these days of grief... (it is time for)... all
party, armed forces and people to translate sorrow into revolutionary acts, strengthen solidarity, and channel all our will and forces into the great cause of fighting and defeating US
agressors... "62 The authoritative army newspaper Quan Doi Nhan Dan strongly reaffirmed
the party's leadership of the armed forces. A pledge to maintain "determination to fight and
win" included an uncommon promise "not to become disheartened -- no matter what the difficulties and hardships -- and never to become discouraged. ,63
(C) Hanoi's first authoritative statements on the post -- Ho Chi Minh leadership wore contained in an editiorial published jointly by Nhan Dan and hLocTap (Hoc Tap was the NVN theoretical party monthly). The editorial stated that:
President Ho left behind a collective of leadership
which he had taken great pains to build asid nurture, It
is a collective of his closest comrades in arms and most
outstanding disciples. It is a collective of revolutionary
fighters who have been tempered and tested in the long
and arduous revolutionary struggle. 64
(C) Thus, it appeared that the Politburo would continue to function as it did when Ho was
alive -- much like a board of directors. After the reading of Ho's will on 9 Sep, Le Duan
pledged the party and people to continue vigorous prosecution of the "Liberation Struggle. " Duan
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also said, "We swear we will forever carry aloft the banner of National Independence, resolve
to fight and to defeat the US aggressors, to liberate the South, defend the North to reunify the
country with a view to meeting his (Ho's) desire."
(C) Some strains in Hanoi's collective leadership showed through in the last quarter of
1969. Truong Chinh seemed to be gaining ground in his competition with Le Duan for the number one position. He seemed to have recovered completely from his downgrading in the 1 950s
after the peasant revolt against his harsh agrarian policy. At the same time, Le Duan's position seemed to have been weakened by the great losses suffered in the Tet offensives of 1968
which he had advocated. Some commentators remarked upon the fact that Hanoi's announcements
concerning celebrations of the " 5th anniversary of the North Vietnamese Army (NVA) in December failed to mention First Secretary Le Duan as in attendance. The State Department added
however that the "frequency of public appearances by North Vietnamese leaders has not been
66
conclusive indicator of their ranking or status".
(C) Public statements by Hanoi's leaders revealed the tensions as well as the policies
which were likely to be followed. As early as May 68, Truong Chinh had stated in a long speech,
commemorating the birthday of Marx, the themes which were to predominate in 1969 and which
implicitely disagreed with Le Duan. In September 1968, Hanoi Radio began broadcasting sections of the speech. In it, Chinh had stated that the Party had to turn towards "the ccnsolidation
... of the socialist economy" and in gene:al towards domestic concerns in order "...to consolidate the big rear of the resistance against US agression. . . ". He had also said, "We must
...grasp the motto of 'Long-drawn out fight and relying mainly on one's self"', 67 Chinh began
to specify his domestic targets in a speech on 6 Nov 68 which was published in the party daily,
Nhan Dan, on 29 and 30 Jan 69. He returned to the agricultural sphere and criticized a system
of land management which allowed for some individual initiative. North Vietnam had apparently discovered
' other Communist governments had discovered; that peasants are far xrore
productive when t.iey farm their own plots of land and when they are allowed individual initative
than they are when forced to work on collectives. However, Truong Chinh responded dogmatically, "The idea that any method of production that increases the social product is acceptable
is not the view of the working class and the Party"; rather "we must produce in accordance with
socialist colle:tivization". 6
On 19 Oct, Hanoi radio broadcast a speech made by Trucng Chinh
at the 15th anniversary celebration of Bao Anh Viet-Nam, the DRV's pictorial magazine distributed overseas. Chinh stressed at that meoting, "The press as a whole must thiroughly understand and reflect these two strategic revolutionary tasks in the content of propagenda: The
countrywide anti-US struggle and socialism-building in the North". In having this speech on a
minor occasion broadcast throughout NVN, the hard-line leader was telling the people that, in
his view at least, national priorities had changed. There would no longer be everything for the
frontline but a division of effort between the war and building up the economic and political
structure of North Viet-Nam. Such a course would bettor enable Hanoi to maintain a protracted
69
struggle in South Vietnam.
(U) A speech by t.e Duan broadcast in Hanoi on 31 Oct revealed signs of disagreements
among the leaders. Le Duan appealed for unity in the war effort, and at one point said:
If mutual love and ,,olidarity are to be built among
the people, they must exist within the party first.
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Solidarity does not mean that diverging views
are impossible. Between two comrades in the party
there can be diverging views. That is normal.
Once there is a divergence of views, it is necesThe
sary to discuss these views to reach unanimity.
collective working system must be firmly maintained.
It is inadvisable to adopt the opinion of one person and
To make progress and
force all others to follow it.
understand the truth, the party must engage in criticism and self-criticism. 70
(C) Finally, it was left to General Giap, in a lon- article apparently developed as part of
the celebration of the 25th anniversary of the NVA, to enunciate what seemed to be the position
of the Hanoi leadership towards the war at the close of 1969.
Giap's article, broadcast over
Hanoi radio and printed in Nhan Dan and Quang Doi Nha Dai, from 14-20 Dec, repeated some
themes which Giap had mentioned in earlier years. It called for protracted war, for coordination of forces, for using a small force to defeat a large force, for adequate political preparations, and for the exploitation of Allied political and military weaknesses. It was different
mainly in its emphases. He placed great stress on the importance of expanding and safeguarding
the rear areas and bases. He explicitly stated, "If we succeed in gaining mastery over the rural
areas, the revolution will acquire a firm basis for mobilizing human and material resources in
order to develop its forces for protracted combat". Another new emphasis was on "fluctuations
by leaps and bounds as the outcome either of our efforts, of the enemy's mistakes or of effective
conditions". This could be interpreted as an explanation for the recent lack of progress as well
as a suggestion that another leap might occur in the future. A third new emphasis was the notion
of "rational attacks". The article also placed emphasis on the need occasionally to be on the
defense "to insure that the majority of the forces are able to carry out the offense".
The notion
of "rational attacks" appeared to be a call for care in the commitment of forces; a decision to
maintain a credible force without taking undue casualties.
The thrust of the article was to
counter pacification, to maintain and strengther, the rear and base areas, to prepare for protracted war, and to build up the quality of the VC/NVA units with an emphasis on innovative
tactics. However, more ambitious efforts were not ignored as Giap called for strong attacks
and insisted that fighting a large force with a smaller one did not rcduce the need for medium
and big offensives. One note of caution in assessing Giap's article was that Giap made similar
statements about a ?Irotracted war in a September 1967 article which was followed by the Tet
Offensive of 1968.
(C) The views of Giap and o1 Truong Chinh appear to have formed the basis of COSVN Resolution 9 (See VC/NVA Strategy and Tactics Section of this Chapter). Neither Giap, Truong Chinh
nor COSVN Resolution 9 stated precisely when or where any new offensive would begin.
What
Giap did say was that "The big question in guiding the war is to know how to transform guerrilla
warfare into regular war at the correct time and correct place. . . ". The statements of the
Hanoi leaders and of the COSVN Resolution did give a general idea of future VC/NVA actions and
the regions on which offensive might focus. Developments in the latter months of 1969 were
consistent with these statements.
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Relations with the USSR

Introduction
(S) The DRV continued to require extensive aid from the USSR in 1969 and continued to receive it. Prior to Ho's death and afterwards, Hanoi's leaders carefully charted a neutral course
between the Soviet Union and China. In fact. after Ho's death, two issues upon which Hanoi's
leaders must have been unified were the need to continue to follow that neutral course and the
need to urge the USSR and China to avoid war. 72 Soviet views and actions relating to Vietnam
reflected the former's conception of her own national interest. Its major concerns were that
the Vietnam War not escalate to a point where it threatened to bring about a confrontation between the Soviet Union and the US and that neither China nor the US gained a firm toe hold in
Vietnam. Once the war began to deescalate in 1969, the Soviet Union appeared to treat it as
significant, but not one to her primary priorities which were the aftermath of the invasion of
Czechoslavakia and her conflict with Communist China, primarily the latter. 73 For a period
of time in 1969, it had appeared that the USSR and Communist China might have been drifting
towards open and large scale military conflict. However, after Premiers Kosygin and Chou Enlai met shortly after Ho Chi Minh's funeral, relations became characterized by controlled disagreement rather than by polemic and minor warfare, and negotiations to resolve the issues
between them opened in October. Ho Chi Minh's "Last Will" which had appealed for an end to
dissension in the Communist camp may have influenced these developments.
(S) One . lear trend in 1969 was the attempt of the Soviet Union to express her interests in
SEASIA. For instance, a Soviet destroyer arrived at Sihan,. %ville, Cambodia, on the first
Soviet naval visit to that country, although commercial vess" s had been calling there since
1963. 74 Concurrently, as the Soviet Union expressed her interest in Asia, various non-Communist countries such as India, Laos and possibly even Thailand began to look to the Soviet
Union as a possible counterweight to prevent
anticipated Chinese pressure. Laotian leaders greatly feared a Sino-Soviet aggreement. 75
(S) The USSR had helped in the negotiations which had resulted in the bombing halt. This
agreement had lessened Soviet fears of a confrontation with the US. It also had allowed the
Soviet Union to cut back on one of the very expensive items of aid to NVN, anti-aircraft weapi)ns
and ammunition, 76 Furthermore, the USSR probably would not object if a compromise agreement were reached as long as the agreement didn't give the US a "victory". A compromise
agreement would have the advantage for the USSR of allowing NVN to become stronger and therefore act as a stronger blocking force in relation to China. 77 Also, it would save the USSR
money. The main theme of a speech by Premier Kosygin on 15 Oct, in an exchange with Pham
Van Dong, was Soviet support of a political settlement of the war. Kosygin urged the US to accept the 10 Points. The American Embassy in Moscow thought Kcsygin's flirting with the idea
of a regional security pact for Asia might have been merely propaganda, however, would not
rule out an implication that Moscow envisioned the war receding and was focusing on a settlement in broad regional ramifications and potentialities. 78 Nevertheless, in 1969, the Soviet
Union was not going to go against North Vietnam's lead. As the US SECSTATE said, "Aside
from.., priority areas, the Soviets have seemed content for the uresent either to stand pat, as
on Vietnam and Laos, or simply to give the appearance of movement, largely by marching in
place". He continued saying that in relation to Vietnam and Laos, "they have shown no recent
signs of willingness to help". He added that "They probably now discount the danger of open
US-Soviet confrontation over Vietnam and may be relatively content with events as they are, so
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long as they do not move in the direction of facilitating an expansion of Chinese influence and
power. Meanwhile, Moscow continues to exploit the Vietnam issue... 79
(S) During 1968, NVN had again increased its dependence on Soviet economic, military,
and political support. The USSR and NVN had signed a new trade agreement on 25 Nov 68, and
both appeared to be formulating long range plans for close cooperation and support. 80 On I
Jan 69, Hanoi Radio reaffirmed that there was no wavering in the USSR's strong support of the
DRV:
The Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the
German Communist Party once again ,xpress their
solidarity with the heroic fight of the Vietnamese
people and support the stand of the DRVN Government
and that of the South Vietnam Front for Liberation and
resolutely demand that the US Government stop its aggression against the Vietnamese people. Thus says the
joint communique issued by the delegation of the Coinmunist Party of the Soviet Union and the German Com8 1
"munistParty on January 10 in Moscow.

One visitor to Hanoi returned stating that the Soviets had given the North Vietnamese about $1
billion worth of goods a year for the past four years, while the Communist Chinese had supplied
about $600 million a year over the same period. 82 Seaborne petroleum exports from Russia to
NVN were 370, 000 tons in 1969, 3 percent below the 1968 figure, but the bombing halt probably
allowed for greater efficiency. 83 The highest numbers of Soviet ships visited NVN at the turn of
1968-69 and at the end of 1969. Twenty seven Soviet ships arrived in NVN in December, the
highest ever. 84

The continued provision o.' 122mm rockets and explosives by the USSR to the VC/NVA

(S)

supported the hypothesis that the Soviets condoned if not encouraged the terrorism and indiscriminate attacks on RVN and its people. 85
(S) On 15 Oct 69, the USSR and the DRV signed a new aid agreement. Pham Van Don-*
called the results of the negotiation excellent and said that it showed the willingness of the Soviet
Union to strengthen its support and assistance. 86 NVN also signed a new agreement with Communist China after Ho's death. The details of the agreements were not known, but wvere thought
to be substantial. 87

..

USSR's Views on the Paris Talks
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reported a diacussiovn on
the ParM'Talks with the Soviet Foreign Office SEASLA Division Couselor Patorsky (phonetic).
Patorskv had opened the conversationa by reciting the customary stand of the Soviet official
position on Vietnam, including broad criticism of all aspects of US involvement and the usual
assertion that US troops had to be withdrawn from RVN before a peaceful solution could be found.
Patorsky claimed that the US was trying to transform the essence of the Vietnam problem from
a problem of aggressor versus victim to a problem of South Vietnam versus North Vietnam.
Patorsky was queried about a DRV-UtT mutual troop withdrawal; he replied that only NFLSVN
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forces e xisted in South Vietnam and ... when US decides to take certain military action, we can
reasonably assume that NLF will also take certain actions corresponding to US action."
Patorsky went ou to explain that the USSR had only noted one new development at Paris and that
was the idea of a peace cabinet in Saigon; he indicated 8that
a peace cabinet could possibly be the
8
road to a solution without a total US troop withdrawal.
(U) Periodically, Moscow radio reaffirmed its support of the NFLSVN and other DRysupported organizations; such was the case on 21 Apr when the following broadcast was transmitted in Vietnamese:
A year ago, a new organization was founded in
South Vietnam called the Alliance of National, Democratic, and Peace Forces of Vietnam. .. The fact that
this new patrotic organization has been zreated in
South Vietnam and that it supports the NFLSVN
stand once again proves that the South Vietnamese
people are more clearly united than ever and determined to defend their Fatherland....

•-.-

The Soviet Union, the other socialist countries
and all people of good will in the world support and
are aiding the heroic Vietnamese poeple. Our posiaon concerning the Vietnam problem is clearcut
and unchanged....
The present situation in Vietnam clearly shows
that the only way out of the aggressive war is negotiation, withdrawal of US troops from South Vietnam, and political settlement of the Vietnam problem Ln accordance with the aspirations and de.
"sires of the Vietnamese poeple. 89
Soviets Blame US for Offensive Action in RVN

(U) Following the same lines of the DRV and the NFLSVN, the USSR expressed the opinion
that the US was the cause of all fighting in RVN. An Izvestia commentary on 13 Jan stressed
that "... threat hangs over peace because of the US continuing to escalate.., the war against the
Vietnamese people. " Pravda followed suit on 14 Jan, possibly implied that the DRV-NFLSVN
was losing patience. and that the CHICOMS were gaining influence in SEASLA as a result of the
apparent lack of progress in the Paris negotiations. 9 0

,..would

"(U) With the VC/NVA attacks on 27-23 Feb, Soviet comments again pointed out that such
activity was the result of the US attitude, one news release stated that the "... US has no cause
to 'resent' attacks since the US was at fault for deadlock in talks ind for renewal of fighting as a
"resultof its own conduct of punitive operations". The article concluded that perhaps these blows
bring "... someone in Washington to his senses..." and finally end the hope of a US rnilitary victory in Vietnam. This press reaction was expected by lths US, however, it was noted
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that Pravda ventured no immediate comments on the new VC/NVA offensive and thereby indicated a desire to keep the Soviet profile low in RVN developments. 91
(U) Throughout March and April, official Soviet news agencies gave the war in RVN general
coverage and no major changes in approach were detected; however, on 6 May, Pravda published
an article entitled "Aggressor Suffers Louses" and devoted much attention to US casualty statistics -- indicating that the US had suffere-.. 104, 000 KIA in the first five weeks of the Post-Tet
Offensive. This shift in approach was viewed as a gesture of Soviet support for the DRV/NFLSVN efforts to impress the world with their ability to conduct vigorous and successful offensive
operations. It was also significant that this article came on the heels of Le Duc Tho's visit to
Moscow, which was followed on 8 May, by the NFLSVN's announc:'ment of its 10-Point solution
for the war. 92
(G) The NFLSVN published its 10-Point solution to the war on 8 May; in response, Pravda
published an article entitled "The Way Out of the Blind Alley". The article lauded the 10-Point
proposal as a new initiative that again showed the "profound gap" between the DRV/NFLSVN who
had come to the talks with good will and a serious desire for settlement, and the US, who used
the talks to camouflage aggressive plans. The Soviet Embassy's Second Secretary, Komarovsky
expanded the Soviet position on the 10-Point proposal. He emphasized that the program indicated a very flexible position on the part of the NFLSVN and that all parties to the Paris talks could
accept the program as a basis for negotiations. Komarovsky said that the Soviet Government
was consulted by the NFLSVN and NVN on all important policies and implied that this was true
with regards to the I0-Point program.
(C) Komarovsky did not explain the program point by point but did offer views on some of
the noints. Regarding Point Three, he said that NVN was unable to admit that they had troops
in RVN, but this point implied that such was the case. In Points Four and Five, he said that
the NFLSVN had not excluded important personages of the GVN from participation in a coalition
government. Komarovsky said that the "international supervision" referredl to in Point 10 was
very important. He stated that though the NFLSVN's official position called for unilateral US
withdrawal of troops, it actually expected a simultaneous withdrawal,
(C) Kornarovsky was questioned about the possibility of a Geneva-type conference to settle
the problem and he stated that without CPR participation any solution was meaningless. IN, .taid
that the Soviets were tryin} to influence the NVN position, but it was vory difficult due to the
Soviet-Chinese problem, 9I.

USSR Recognizes "Provisional Revolutionary Goyvenrmont of SVN"

(U) :
reported that on 13 Jun the NFTSVN repre-sntative Dur.g Quang Minh had bhoee
ruceived and tht USSR had officially
the Provisional Revolutionary -,wvernrnont
thogrdsed
(PRQ) of South Vietnam (Se- VC Infrirstructure Section of this 17hapter). Ptav'ha hailed the
formation of tht. PRG as a major stop in o0pening .'-JOw" prosAPcts for paceful set ioment of
war; one writer claimed that the "govorntimat" contrullod 4,/.ths of RVN torritory ,tw thuat tho
PRO(; was the 'true reprosentat~vo' of th, loplv, 94 Cu.•c•ci with its rerognitioe of the PIRO.
the Sov.iet Unioln missod few o|p•rtuities t, c6tw the unacceptability of the Thitu Govrn•,n,,.
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NVN Reaction to President Nixon's Visit to Rumania
(FOUO) Hanoi reacted strongly against the President's visit. Hanoi Valued the un'ty of the
Communist bloc in suppcrt of NVT' and valued the aid which she had received. Hanoi responded
as if she felt that the unity was threatened and criticized the Rumanians for inviting the President
while the war continued. 96
USSR Reaction to Ho Chi Minh's Death
(FOUO) The USSR sent a high level delegation heided by Premier Kosygin to Ho's funeral.
In the neriod following the death of the North Vietname'le leader, the Soviet Union showed every
sign ol'wishing to express full support of the ýxew leader-. In the latter months of 1969, the
Soviet TUnion followed the lead of North Vietnam in expre -sing opinion about the developing situ97
ation in RVN.
USSR Reaction to US Troop Withdrawals aaid Vietiarnization
(C) The Soviet U~.ion reacted negatively, at least in public, to US troop withdrawals.
Although it was clear that the Sovietk favored a deescalation of the war, Taseq cornmented on the
US announcement in September of a 35, 000 troop reduction that it was done to quiet Opposition1
in the US and to quiet demands Ina the world for a complete US withdrawal. 98, The Soviets had a
strong reaction agairast the 3 Nov speech of Preaidc-7-t Nixtnx. Soviet President Podgorny 84~d
timt the ipooch showed that "'sober approa ch to soluti. .n of thi s problem h-., nott yet prevailed.
in US7ruling circles '099 The Soviets expressed coucern that ViotnamrAntion mightt work. Tito
Aniarican Embassy in Moscow comtmented ait th." end of the year, "Sovietts continti to show
concern that the Vtetnomiratioa Policy improves the V,10jitpoition 'At I
and abroad, Awl that
the aduirdstration is pursuing that policy confidently unti resolutely.'
eho saviot Ugawn cvn.
tinuoxi to make propagandla use of tc~ons andi allaged actions of US troops in 11.VN.10

TO a

(S) Th* Sioviet Volon and other Socialist ctttntrles plannied to provide post w'ar toolstAnec to
NVN apArdlng to a source batted on rem~arkst made by a Sovi~et diplolmat. However the official
* %4- stat*4 thAt they could onlyv provide about 1/4 to 112 of what NVN wsao requestinp. VNVA -a4
exocieA to rely heav~ily tn l'rench and Japanose aid. 10- f'rencb Aid would have the added advxtg . 4 iving Hanoi so me additional r(ootti to nianeuve.' 4astwotn Riiusist and China. JO North
-VA,?A1aMe*t oIlfcials wvord ais~urktg the US.ft that thty would uitt post war aid efficietitly, The
*Soviet official thought tha; ethe NVN would probably use, thiA aid wisely, but he stated that the
S4$oviet

Ution

had

stionf m'enmores of aid wasteds through "ormaia naetiot by the North Korean*

alýto r the KogrO*f War, 0

YE'3

Summary
(C) In December, an American diplomat characterized the attitude of a Soviet diplomat,
Pavlov, by saying that Pavlov presented a carefully controlled and friendly exterior while persistently advancing the line that "11) progress at Paris depends upon US and 2) 'Vietnamization'
policy reveals lack tsincere' negotiating posture."1 105

Relations with Communist China

Introduction

(S) In 1969, Communist China irmproved relations with North Vietnam and, in spite of
intense enmity, softened its relations with the Soviet Union. As some Japanese experts on
China concluded, China seemed to have been in the process of moving away from its state of
"absence of diplomiacy.'1 106 Signs also appeared that China was beginning to slowly push outward and to express her influencej in Asia. One sign was extensive newv road building in Laos,
which China incidentally denied. 17Another sign was a number of reports of Chinese acting
as advisors to VC/NVA unite, in Cambodian base areas,.0 CH-ICOM diplomacy changed 61 the
closing mionths of 1969; in addition to improved relations with NVN and negotiations with Russia,
mcro normal relations wore established with Yugoslavia, Rumania and with Asi-Ar viighbors
such as; North Korea and Burma. 19However, the normalizing of diplomatic relations did nut
alter Chinials course of aiding and fomenting national revolutionary movements in Thailand, Lao-s
and Burma. 1 10 A US mission in Laos coordinated report of Decembe r 1969 stated. "Thailand
is to be a Chinese-dirvctod insurrection." l

The Dsag re(emont

(S) commstionit China's rolations with the DRV hAd dvteriorated soomewhAt during 196$ý
Poking~vs yeragv of tho Vietnamt War had virtually ceated durifig July of 1966, and thio trend
hAld not thavgtd hy the ontlof tho yeaar. The P'ey to tht worsening of relations had been the North
Vtiesen-vk doecision to At to 14aris. As 1469 began, it appeared that Pehing reg.arded Hanoi's
drift toward tie Soviet. Union as one of thk, primary reatons (or the W~l V' a ccptantce of a
oogti~Aw~d "peo
taey
One aign of the di~tianvo hotween 14anoi and Poking In 1966 was thgt
MmWnni had grer-tod thp invation of Caeeivhaas
a Inleact"k while Peking was mutch nior,joreervod in its rn",pofnse.
On 2 Jan bl. thc US conmulate lit, Hong Kong predicted that Hanoi's
d~aPcnde,)cc- on Poking wouild 4imioish and that divorgencie* betwren theml- would incroease at least
u'4 tiio Pekhing mAintainftt itA 'carry the war throuigh to ihe end'l jolicy.13
U)While Pen
ni;-bi
enl
Ued to preach that victurv in Vietpam Itould only he achieved by
'-Za rryL-g tho %raoZ through to the end, it apparently did oot ituterpert the 19,69 Tet Offensive,
'l-týnche4i O'n ZZ2-13 Feb, 41s Signalling a hatic change in Hanoils negotiating strategy aw.d return
biy ~4antA iot the Peking view.I coii
wtrast. i their extensive treattwantt rif the 19i-fi Tot Offensive,
1k- CH.OMr~os ndia
as of I Mar had nirade n~o como tit on the 19614 attacks. ~Hwever.

I

China allowed Soviet
there were limits to the degree of disagreement between China and NVN.
supplies destined for NVN to continue to flow thrj)u.h her- tccrit ory and quickly denied allegations
that she had stopped Soviet supplies. Soviet rail sbipnients to NVN through China even continued
during the Ussuri River Border clash between the Soviets and CI-ICOMS at Damansky (Chen Tao)
Contact between the leaders
Island in early 1969. 115 Chinese supplies continued to flow to NVN.
of the two countries continued. 116

Slightly Warmer Relations

(C) Gradually in the spring of 1969 China's attitude towards NVN th=.wed. In April, a
CI.ICOM Ninth Party Congress report deviated somewhat from Peking's Filent treatment of
Also, during the
the war and o.vpressed some support for the Vietnam "people's struggle".
petio,i 2.9-30 Apt-, I.e Duc Tho stopped in Peking and this event was reportd by the host media;
this was the first report of a visit by a member or a DRV/NFLSVN delegation since February.
Peking was careful, however, not to issue any statement that might indicate h:.t the CPR approved (if the Paris talks. 117 On 4 May, Peking broke its long silence on VC military activities
with a story based on NFI.SVN press rele-;ses, This report was followed on 88 May with an account of Ho Chi Minh's reception of NVA cadres. According to one newspaper. Ho stressed that
liberation, peace, and unification "can take place only after US (is) wholly and coinpletoly driven
I erhais- this
from Vietnam and (the) treacherous clique of Vietnamese traitors overthrown".
meeting was cited because of its similarity to Peking "carry the war through to t0.4 vn." thinking, for Poking had not changed it's attitudo on the solution to the war, Peking warned the
CHICOM nation to stay alert for a US-Soviet throat to worN1 revolution. Thiis w-arning probably
was not prompted by fears of imminont attack, but wa& designed, in part, to discredit the US
peace moves and to sh1ed urf\vorablc light on th, USSR just prior to the schedulod Mosc•w Conference,

118

Th.

Chineseo rocrgnited

the P1W1 in

howoVor they

did so hoeitetinglv

sinceo

the formtation of the PROG w•s tied to Hanoi's ne-gotiatiton strategy. 119 In gonoral, in the porirld
of cool relation, betweon China and NVN. the Chinves had revnxndod miiore wvarmly towards the
NZYl.SVN than tows.ards the, DRV. t ý 0 Anothor sign -S gradually i'mproxving reistions w.,- tha', the
NVN economic delegation. which madne a yohrly trip to C'onnnnnitt capitals to work out aid
arran•emletsi,
sttkpped (irs.t in Poking arrivingt on 17 Aug.,
Plting had tradmitipltutly boen the
first otolp on tOh trip until 196.q when it had been visitod last. M2! A strong de,,fenso by NVN of its
pfrtition uk Paris, which apwared 'in an editorial in NMan Dlan on Zf Augt. rny
havp further
smoothv.d the way towards a Chinese-North Vi1t-aese rapprtwhenvn*. I
Chinese c
rttilati",%n on indepeTdnde e 'ay, ± SIp.50j),were zlightly warmer than in
ht the Chipnse repatetd
W94.
their vi.w about the need to pursue the war to comjlete victory.

The C'tfect o0 No Chi Mitnhfl Death

(S0 A dramatic, rhange in relatiots o0curred1 %ith tn',1 deat1h. (thouJ tn-iei apeared in
11anoi oni 4 ep1. o.ne day after tiks's death. Frow. t1Mt pint on, relations betwen the two countrioe wercO much iwproved. Ste's death ant his "last Will" contrihuted towards bringing tho
cou.tntries together. Alco, North Vietnam had adoptod a po•s•tion at Paris and was nnt alterinu
it, which prohably appaled to Pekitn.m
In addition. Pe-kting' prin-.ary concernt was the XISSR.
Peking softetned its orppnitti,m to nc, tation in princijle, particularly after it twetan to negOtiatv

Ordvr S;',

.

with the Soviet Union. 12
However, this dlid not mean that China favored a compromise solution
to the 'war. On the contrary, signs were that Peking would attempt to support those leaders in
the North who favored fighting the war indefinitely. 125 Signs of China's slight relaxation of her
opposition to negotiation came when Chou En-Iai, in a speech during a visit of Pham Van Dong,
failed to include the usual Chinese comment about perservering in the military struggle. Pharn
Van Dung had made a speech pressing for a political solution to the war, albeit on Hanoi's terms,
and these references to a political solution to the war were carried withoult editing by the New
China Nlews Agency (NICNA). 126

Chinese Ecnornoic Aid to NVN

(C.)
Sep 69.

NVN and Communist China signed1 the 1970 'Economic Assistance" agreement on 26
The Chiinese continued in 1969 to lie a major supplier of arms and material to NVN. 127

Chinese Anti-US Proppganda

(0Curmumnit China continued throughout 1969 a general propaganda ~aaault on tho US,
comr~ itngOn the first U.S troop wvithdvawval atinouncortent as an "out-and-out fraud".,2
How-.
ever, an article in the 2$ Sep NCAltft "the inqireassiin ',. according to the P merican Consulate
in liony. KRong, that "Peking~ no lcniger consjdtiru VS1to be irtmediato danger to CH-ICOM sequritv"1ý
Tus reflectod 118 de'.escalation of the wvar in RVN. The article also probaibly refkO~ted
Chtnktke voncern about relations w.%ithi the Soviet Vnlc~n.

Sumnuir

() )ees.pnet
i
I
enied to rovkeal flanonl 'Indopontlenfee
t~f rormaylnIst China as
weUl asq tht, USSR~. Han~oi im~aki its oWrt declins,
ieiet
in tho War and flanoi's deciMtont; alectod the 0WkV.4 rolittiroitt with th , t-wo mt%j;Ar Cowwnvniuit powers tworo than did the

USSR and Chi"A

influtonce

chAnsia in the v-a

or Hao'

elu.Howeover,

the USSR and

China ditt ic~otintle toi provideo NVN the mntteria. vith which tw figtht dwt wor Anid Soviot and
ctilCOMl ttgt tivuarly 0HICOM) viows aend preosurvws undoubtodly had oarne Wafct. 130

(:enditiog hIt No~rth Viotparn

(S) F~iltw-InA thd hombtng halt oneI NeNv 68, theere w~a ovtdttene that Hanohi bern~paoerily
iitor to~ Hastoi at tho itkart oi Ifl
191 ooid thot there was Ate
"*V~tiov the Wir"i mtIturdo int Hanoi. Witot o feeting that the wa 1'bogan int 196511 wh~an the hoenbiang
and "ended int 196" with the bonibietg Wat.
A variety of ireporta indicated thAt
4X~w~nt4 a"Po-ick mood, ")n 0,

S(
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economic and morale problems had increased. The Swedish Ambassador to Peking visited Hanoi
in early 1969 and reported that the bombing halt had achieved certain effects that the bombing
itself had been unable to create; he stated that morale in Hanoi was "now significantly down",
and that the populace was afflicted with a "pervasive sense of disorganization". Newspaper
editorials and radio broadcasts from Hanoi tended to corroborate this information. Hoc Tp
the Party's theoretical journal, pointed to widespread popular di6affection with the war effort and
called upon party members to "permanently and continuously carry out the task of educating the
masses, so that they will correctly understand the new situation". With the need to support the
was in the south and to restore the economy of the north, the leadership of NVN followed a hard
line approach towards anyone who was not wholeheartedly supporting DRV policies. The hard
line was evidenced during the first quarter of 1969 by the launching of a "rectification" campaign;
editorials complained of shortfalls in production and pinpointed "loose management", poor
organization, and lax labor practices as the causes. "Individualism" fear of hardship, and
corruption within the party were also singled out for condemnation: .13ý
President Ho has rer.)mrrended that we heighten
our revolutionary ethics, to resolutely wipe otit individualism, and to strengthen our collective thoughts.
our spirit of solidarity, and our organizational and
disciplinary sense.... 133
Each Cadre, each Party member must place the
interests of the revolution, the Party, and the people
above everything. It if ntcessary, first of all, to
resolutely eliminate individualism, enhanme revolutionary ethics, improve collective idcology, the spirit of
unity, and the sense of organization and dis -ipline.... 1 34

The Ecoonomv

(SI At the beginning of 1969. industrial output was about 25 percent below the pro-bombinu
peak. and ugricultural ouput in 1968 was down 10 - 15 percent. 135 An upward swing in NVN's
oc-nomy had been observed followt ng the bWmbing halt and this trend continued during the first
quarter )f 1969, Manpower shortages led women to do jobt formerly done by men. A North
Vietnamese who came South said that there was no noticeable effect on production capabilities
*iWco seven to tan women waer hired to replace every five men who were drafted. 13bHowever,
pro:Aganda continued to refer to the necessity of upgrading the technical abilities of womenturned-workers and of Improving the 4dministration of "hundreds of thousands" of female laborers, suggesting that economic productivity had been affected by manpower shortages which
had perisihtd despite the bomoing halt. Another vinitor to NVN found little evidence of a severe
manpower shortage. 137 However, due to the manpower shortage, military units irticipa•od at
timest in heivy labor activities such as flood and typhoon control-dike building. 13
(S) Though the problems wore clearly serious enough to generate considerable Hanoi concern, they probably did not materially affect Hanoi's cvpacity to sustain tho DRV's military
and political strat•gies. Hanoi continued to get extensive matorial aid from abroad. 139
Industtial production had continued to improve, though not at the rate desired by Htaoi. The
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real lack of progress was in agricultural output The Communist domestic service constantly
reminded the people of the need to improve this area of production: 140
Considerable changes have taken place in the crop
cultivation structure: The density of food crops in the
total cultivated acreage has decreased; the density of industrial crops has increased, but at a low rate....
This year's State Plan requires agriculture to reach
higher norms in acreage, output, and production of a
number of crucial industrial plants.... The labor arrangement is not yet reasonable. When devoting themselves to
harvesting the tenth-month crop and preparing the fifthmonth crop, many cooperatives did not set aside an adequate number of laborers to cultivate industrial plants. 141
(S) NVN had to rely on imports for an adequate supply of staple food items. Prior to
September 1969, Communist China had clearly been the primary source of foodstuffs. After
September, the Soviet Union shipped more foodstuffs than did Communist China although the
year end figures showed that China had shipped 377 thousand metric tons of foodstuffs while
the Soviet Union had shipped 321 thousand metric tons. 142 Rationing had begun in 1960. 143
Although life had become easier since the bombing halt. 144 rationing was still imposed and
quality foods such as sugar, meat, milk, eggs and fish sauce were scarce. This scarcity was
reflected in prices on both the free and black markets foodstuffs cost up to six times the official prices. Since the people often failed to receive enough food to live on from the legal market, the black market was used extensively. 145 To relieve the scarcity of food, the DRV established goals and quotas on almost every type of production- "It is necessary to achieve these
three objectives- five tons of paddy per hectare on two-crop ricefields, two pigs per hectare,
and one person per hectare.... to meet the requirements of the people and armed forces and
to lead the anti-US struggle to victory. "-146
(C) The general response of the DRV as the months of 1969 passed was to talk of tightening
control in the party and of the party over the country. Truong Chinh and others spoke of building socialism and emphasised collectivism in agriculture. In the background, plans were made
for post war reconstruction; in the present, however, the economy remained seared to the
war. 147

Living Conditions

(C) A captured NVA soldier provided a vivid description of the living conditions in NVN.

An 8 hour work day was observed; office workers worked 4 112 hours mt the morning and 3 112
hours in the afternoon. Manual workers worked 8 hours straight and were replaced in shift&.
On Sundays, the workers were required to engage in military training. (Most of the workers
in NVN were organized into para-military units. )148 Every week. each worker was required
to attend two sessions of political training and two sessions of cultural training, these sessions
lasted trom 1800 hours to 2100 hours, Old workers who could not engage in military training
on Sundays were required to participate in labor duty, digging air raid shelters and gun
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emplacements. Wages were considered to be grossly inadequate. A married couple with two
children had to work continuously and still suffered hardships. 149
(S) One visitor to North Vietnam in 1969 said that NVN was "in ruins", that North Vietnam
had been set back 20 years by the bombing and that recovery hadn't yet occurred. He said,
"It's impossible to find the simplest items-buttons,
safety pins, paper, pens, wire and wool anywhere. A
friend of mine said the most valuable present he could
offer people when he left Hanoi was a ball-point pen.
You can't even find chalk for blackboards in the school
rooms". 150
A North Vietnamese who came to the South in 1969 added other details about life in NVN.

People

were forbidden to listen to foreign broadcasts. The sources of information about local nd
international events were the controlled radio and newspapers. People who spread rumors
which were contrary to the government provided information were lectured or punished. Medical care was good. To travel anywhere in NVN, one needed a travel permit. Hanoi was
divided into areas of approximately 800 to 1000 people called blocks. Within each block was
a security section directly subordinate to the government. Attempts to defect to the South were
severely punished. Mail service had worsened (Mail service between NVN and the troops in
the South was bad or non-existent- one of the US PWs released in 1969 had been told by an interpreter that he had not heard from his family in the North for five years. )l1l To add to
NVN's difficulties, floods and hemorrhagic and dengue fevers struck NVN in 1969.

LOCs

(S) Lines of conmmunication improvements and construction continued during 1969 to
include road, railroad and airfield construction and repair. In some aspects, LOCs were
better after construction and reconstruction were completed than they had been prior to the
bombing. 12 Additional roads were extended into Laos. Work continued on the construction
of the petroleum pipelines west and southwest of Vinh,, NVN's POL pipelines were the 4-inch
Soviet tactical field pipeline which was designed to be quickly repaired if bombed. These POL
lines were expected to greatly enhance NVN's highly dispersed POL storage system, improve
distribution to needed areas, and lessen requirements for motor transportation. At mid-yeoar,
one POL pipeline ran 145 miles through North Vietnam and 34 miles into Laos, and eCxpansion
undoubtedly continued in both countries.- 5 3 It required a truck one day to carry approximately
three metric tons of PUL from Vinh to the Mu Gin Pass, a distance of about 95 miles, The
pipeline could pump 1. 130 metric tons during the samne period. 154

1-

Material Aid

(S) Seaborne deliveries of foreign aid to North Vietnam contin- ed at a high level, as did
overland deliveries. 155 A Central Intelligence Agency Directorate of Intelligenee Nleinorandum
sumnarized trends itn foreign shipping to North Vietnam (aid and trade) in 1969. IS6
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(S) North Vietnam's seaborne foreign trade fell off in 1969 mainly because of a sharp reduction in coal exports. Total seaborne exports of 570,000 tons were the lowest since US bombing
began in 1965. Imports of nearly 1. 9 million tons were slightly below the record level of 1968,
with small declines registered in the imports of foodstuffs, fertilizer, petroleum, and general
and miscellaneous cargo.
(SI There were no known seaborne deliveries of combat arms or ammunition. However,
imports included the first known seaborne delivery of unidentified cargo, (800 tons) associated
with the Chief Engineering Directorate (GIU), the Soviet organization responsible for military
aid abroad. Although these cargoes were almost certainly for military use, their contents could
have included a wide range of items. Other changes in the pattern of deliveries included a tripling in seaborne imports of trucks to 4, 500, more than half from the Soviet Far East. In the
past, only small quantities of trucks had been loaded in this area. Finally, the USSR delivered
sporting arms and ammunition for the first time by sea.
(S) Imports from Communist countries, which accounted for 93 percent of total imports,
were marked by an 11 percent increase in deliveries from the USSR to a new high of 930,000
tons and by a 22 percent decrease in shipments from China to 543, 000 tons. Soviet imports were
highlighted by increased deliveries of foodstuffs and record deliveries of petroleum. There was
a significant increase in shipments from the Free World, reflecting large-scale fertilizer
deliveries from Japan. In terms of volume, Japan emerged as the major Free World exporter
to North Vietnam.
(S) During 1969, exports of apatite and cement, suspended prior to 1968 because of US
bombing, resumed. Moreover, for the first time a substantial quantity of rice (33,000 tons) was
exported to the Free World.

N-

(S) In the wake of declining trade with China and North Korea, foreign ship arrivals in North
Vietnam dropped during 1969 for the first time since 1966. Although Soviet arrivals reached a
record high in 1969, there was a sizable drop in Chinese and Free World arrivals. This overall
reduction in ship arrivals and increased berthing space fostered a considerable reduction In congestion at Haiphong, and in November, for the first time in nearly three years, it was virtually
eliminated. Average layover time for departing tiry cargo ships continued to decline in 1969.
and in December fell to a 32-month low of 14 days. The CIA Memorandum included a chart on
Cargoes in Thousand Metric Tons. 157 (See Table WU1..)

Loses In RVN
(U) The worst difficulty faeed by the population of NVN was the great loss of men who went
to the South and did not return,

North Vietnam Armed Forces

Strength
(8) The estimated strength of the NVN Armed Forces in NVN continued to reflect a high
level of mobilieAtion. At the end of the third quarter of 199. the total regular personnel ini
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1968
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1969
Precent

Cargo

Precent

Precent
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Total imports
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the Army, Navy, and Air Force numbered approximately 370, 500; 358, 000 in the Army, 2, 500
in the navy and 10, 000 in the air force (The figures did not include NVN forces in and around
the borders of RVN). The majority of the combat units in NVN were considered to be combat
effective and NVA units continued to be well equipped combat forces. The estimate of CHICOM
military strength in NVN was 5, 000. Prior to the bombing halt, it had been estimated that
there had been as many as 50, 000 Chinese in NVN. This figure declined gradually after the
bombing halt. Most of the Chinese remaining in NVN at the end of Septermber 1969 were believed to be in railway engineer and road building units. 158
(S) North Vietnam's major combat and combat support units, including those deployed in
Laos and RVN, consisted of 18 infantry divisions, one airborne infantry brigade, and 28 independent infantry regiments: an artillery command comprising 11 regiments, four independent artillery regiments, and an armored command of two regiments. Service and support elements included an air defense command controlling 89 AA regiments, eight independent engineer regiments, 35-40 independent SAM battalions, and 6 independent transportation groups or regiments.
Armed Public Security Forces had a strength of 16, 500 organized into one regiment and 30 separate battalions. The militia, comprised of part-time, lightly armed troops, had a strength
of about three million. In North Vietnam an estimated 80, 000-85, 000 members of the military
performed transportation and engineer, control and communication, and logistic support functions. Some 121, 000 NVA personnel were engaged in air defense. It was anticipated that the
overall strength of the NVA of 507. 700 (as of October and including forces in NVN, Laos, and in
and around RVN) would be reduced to approximately the 1966 level of 430,000 after withdrawa,1I

Conscription Policy and Practice

(C) NVA prisonera captured in Laos in early 1970 provided extensive information about
conscription practices in NVN throughout the 1960',. The prisoners stated that as of early
January 1970 the government uf North Vietnam was conscripting soldiers from "set three",
which was the class of recruits desgjgmted for conscription from 1968 to 1970. Seots one and
two had already been conscripted beginning in 1960. "Set one" was the conscription group for
the period 1960 to 1964 and had been limited to young men from 18 to 25 years of age. "Set
two" .overed the period from 1965 to 1967 and had included men from 17 to 30 years of age.
The present group for conscription, "sot three", included men from 16 to 35 years ol age.
(C) Since the beginning of 1968 the majority of men from 30 to 35 had been conscripted
without exception. Sixteen year old boys had not been conscripted overtly, but the government
encouraged Mtudents to volunteer and widely publicited such volunteers in all schools and
villages. This indirect pressure had been highly successful, especially in the countryside. As
of early JanuAry 1970, about 70 percent of rural 16 year olds ware in t' army. and about 55 or
60 percent of urban 16 year old#.
(C) In addition to Increasing the age limits for conscriptiot., the government began recalling
former officers under the age of 45 and #quad leaders and noncommissioned officers under the
age of IS to active duty for indefknite tours.

*

(C) Exemptionpe for reasons of family hardship had been drastically curtalled. The one
exemption which remained In Wefct provided that the only son of an elderly couple would be
stationed in NVN. An only child of a middle-aged couple was liable for service in LAoS or RVN.
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Exemption was not granted heads of families who were the sole means of support of their dependents. The state undertook to support the family.
(C) As of the end of 1969, about 90 percent of the new recruits were destined for service
in RVN, about five percent went to Laos and about 5 percent remained in North Vietnam. As
a result of fear of death on the part of the recruits, desertion rates were rising among recent
recruits and trainees. There were indications that North Vietnamese leaders were concerned
about the situation. Government policy in this regard was simply to return them to duty after
the first offense, to sent them to a "correction camp" if they deserted twice, and to imprison
them for three years at hard labot if they deserted three tim.s. Deserters who were former
government officials were sentenced to work on collective farms.
(C) As a result of
begun to assign women
on various committees
cent of the posts at the
levels. 160

the drain on the manpower resources 3f the country, the government had
to fill administrative posts as village and district chairmen and to serve
at the district level. In Nam Ha Province women filled about 10-Z0 perprovince level and 30-35 percent of the posts at the district and village
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NVN INFILTRATION AND RELATED ACTIVITY

Infiltration
Background

*

(C) Following the partitioning of Vietnam by a Demilitarized Zone (,DMZ), there had been a
flow of personnel in both directions as people regrouped to either the north or the south. The
French had tailied somr.e 130, 000 persons regrouping north, of which approximately 80, 000 were
military personnel, the vast majority being of ethnic central and south Vietnamese and Mvontagnard origin. These regroupees were settled in the north on various agricultural and work sites
or served in the military. The proposed cou:-trywide ýnorth and south) referendum was never
held and when insurgency activity began in the south~, the regroupees began to infiltrate back into
RYN. At first they had appeared amnong refuge-s entering RVN, then small groups of less than
100 were infiltrated through the mountains and jungles. By the early 1960's, large groups of
personnel averaging '100-300 men were tntering RVN either through the DMZ or through Laos.
This trend continued umntil the latter part of '964 when the pool of regroupees was all but
*exhausted. Starting in 1965. NVA combat units also began to infiltrate as replacement groups
and tactical units; both contained an ethnic majority of North Vietnamese.
(C) The infiltration routes also shifted with timte and circumstances. During the late
19501a, groups had moved directly through the DMZ. However, as the size of the groups
Increased, a more secure route had been established that cut across the western half of the
DMZ, ente-red Laos, and then reentered RVN. The bombing of NVN forced several changes in
the movemn~vt pattern. Groups began to leave NYN much farther north crossing over the Truang.
Sort Mouoitzkn R~ange i:nto Laos, then down a corridor that extended parallel to the RVN frontier.
theiawo iniwo Cambtu%* fromn where they entered the southern part of RVN. With the cessation of
the bon*-ing tif the north on I Nov 68, travel through NVIN becameo somewhat easier and groups
*were tratioportid by rail, truck, or bariz. Also. the old route across the western edge of the
DIMZ &Aninto La~o. was again activated.

()A# oflI Nov 68. there wmi no. evidence of any infiltration groups moving south in NVN.
About 15,000 morn were beievtd to h~a', lwiau enroute vin Laos .antl Cagilwdta, all Of uh1Oni ihaold
hokve arrivvd in AVN1 prior to 31 Doe 66- D~uring September and October, tes* than 6, 000 men
had entered tht infiltration pipeline. Duiring the OetoberDecombet' period, the toemy had
* su11tainetl a not lo.#s of 16,700 mon based on gains of 36, 500 and losses of 51, 200. Only 11L C.TZ
showe.d A net gain for the three. monthi poriod, primarily due to intiltration of over 18,0)00 men.
Although infiltrattlon and recruitineoik were substantial In I CTZ. combat losses of 19.,000 Men
created a large deicit of r"anpower. :Although losses sustained bvy the enemy In Novemiber and
0*9ocrober wtvv Appr(Wmateby 04041, the lower level of infiltration in Decembeor caused a large

negative

ainothortfort, thte kenemy closed the year tc

Uwr* lost*# were doubling $0each su~cctssiv#
Z
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with a declining manpower situa-
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(8t Not 10-y cniu
. infittrato substantial number. of troops into RYN in 1969.
It ai etimte
tat ppoiftatly103,10
V troops completed teJournkty it
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the yeaik The figure was far lower than the estimated Z35, 000 personnel that the leaders of
6
NVN had sent into RVN during the offensives of 1968 (See Figure III- I . 4However, the figure
was somewhat higher than the estimated average of approximately 8, 000 men per month infiltrated in 1966 and 1967. The infiltration figures of 1969 resembled those of 1966 and 1967 far
more than those of 1968 (See Figure rn-i1). Infiltration into RYN tended to be seasonal with
many more men infiltrated in the first eight months of the year than in the last four. Enemy
strength declined in 1969. Some thought that the NVA might attempt to increase their infiltration rate dramatically in the Last months of 1969. 1t.thoush Infiltration increased, the anticiWhat did occur was an extensiv3 increase
pated surge comparable to 196E failed t0 develop.
in the flow of supplies flown the pipeline towards the end of the year.
Confirmed Infiltration
(C) The Combined Intelligence Command, Vietnam (CXCV) provided a mortbly report of
NYN infiltration Into RVN (Seti Table 111-2). Infiltration data was listed under two categories.
The accepted category included (1) confirmed -- th'ose perasi'e Iewhose presence in RVN was
established by two sources (PW/returnees or captured documents) from the unlt/gro'lp or a
combination thereof and (Z) probable -- those personnel wh-ose presence in RVI4 was established
by ove source from the unit/group and supported by other probable evidence. The second
category, possible, included personnel who might have been irk RYN based on reports ~ivaluated
as possibly true, even though no PW, returnee, or documents were available to verity the
reports. CXCV also had additional data gathered (torn various sources, but which was too
inconclusive to be placed on Tablti U1ISZ. CXCV'e report traced infiltration back to October 1963,
Since the information was bated on collateral information, it was# always changing and being up..
dated ats information about Infiltration groups became known. Trends in Infiltration were able
to be drawn from the figures. 166
Infiltration Routes ansi Destinations
(S) Approximately 4? percent of the 1969 Infiltration was assigned to the COSVN iva -167
Infiltration of personnel and material into RVN was accomplished a-cross the DIMZ.,-through
Laos- and Camibodia Into [NN, by an interchangiaeble uste of main road#, a nct~ts of tesils and
Inland waterways, and to a very inlitor deagro, by various sea routes. (Fort a discussIlon of
attempt. to Infiltrate by sea, see tChapter S. MARKET TIMt. For mnaps ot infltration routes
into RVN wee $!#%ire l1.1. and Mao the 1*48 MACV Commmad History, pages ST and 58. Also.

set Chapter 5, Figure V-17, Table lii.. show, the Ott. *and provlucus to w~blch NVA personnet who Infiltrated frow. January 1968 until June 1969 ware#sent in RtVtL) The 'CICV tdwe
based on the sante criterta as Table rn1-2 above. Routes femployedl tolinflltnieO Into tacit were
believed to be Routes 137, IA, 101. l0t, 1036 antd,, to smetc extent, j103 pi"us numerous t1rails.
Primary routes within Laos wenvt generally parallel to tttajot -roads. For thoset people who
enttered Laos in the Batt Karat fins area, nwavntnt was alon# trait. which paswe.ý West andj
South of Tehepono. This corridor Joined another coming from the OUt in the -AcinkiW of the

Juncti~on of

R&outes

92

and 9U. From there the #%its flow was south, parattaling Routes 142 And

96, %vqsto'ý the jrnction of Rotautvs 96/110 and ttath into CiaibodIa. £ýastensh branches passed
through base arvas and then enttred 1YM. The Initial int~liratuo routjts thiroogh Camibodia and
fubr
hn of Intdividuals
prituarily the Intfiltratiion of established NVA untits frorwa Ill Cfl
arriving 4rosn NVN, Alktmugh individual NVA fillers catinedU* to be sees to. thet Delt.

INFILTRATION
(ESTIMATED MONTHLY TOTALS OF ARRIVALS IN SVN)
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INFILTRATION ROUTES INTO RVN
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Infiltration Breakdown
#Gps

Province

#Infiltrators

of Total Infil

% of CTZ Infl

I CTZ

Quang Tri
Thua Thien
Quang Nam
Quang Tin
Quang Ngai
Unk Loc

37
13
42
1
15
13
z21

Z7, 315
4,084
21,382
480
8,205
9,503
70,519

14.5
&.2
11.3
.3
4.3
4.7
37.3

38.7
5.8
30.3
.7
11.6
12.9

35
Z3

Z5,801
9,786
2,350
1,377

13.7
5.2
1. z
.7
.4
.3
.2
.1
.1
4.8
26.9

50.8
19.3
4.6
2.7
1.7
1.3
.5
1.0
.3
17.8

Z.6

7.5
2.7

IIGTZ
Kontum
Binh Dinh
Pleiku
Phu Yen
Darlac
Khanh Hop
Quang Duc
Tuyen Duc
Ninh Thuan
Unk Lo:c

b

3
3
2
1
1
1
2z
QI-7

94i4
250
500
160
9,092
50,810

11 CTZ
Phuoc Long
Binh Long
Tay Ninh
Binh Duong
Hau Nghia
Gia Dinh
Bien Hoa
Long An
unk LoL

T6-9

4,896
1,750
31,425
a.660
1,850
2,804
1,375
Z,023
1
65,400

1
2
I
4

600
570
800
1,970

12
3
77
8
5
8
3
4
45

.9
16.7?48.0
1.4
1.0
1.5
.7
1.a
8.8
34.8

4.0
2.8
4,3
2.1
3.1
25.5

IV CTZ
KMen T"aong
Dinh Tuong
Unk Loc

30.5
28.9
40.6

,3
.3
.4
1.0

TotaM groups 38?
Total Lnfit 188,699 i*nce JaUn 1968 thru June 1969
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Composition of Infiltration Groups and the Journey
(S) CICV estimated that the average infiltration group consisted of approximately 500 men
in 1969. CINCPAC estimated that the North Vietnamese who arrived in the RVN represented a
cross section of all types of NVA personnel and probably included not only combat and combat
support units and replacernents, but also some administrative service and poiiticai personnel.
NVA personnel infiltrating into RVN received an average of three months training and had an
average age of 1i-19 years. However, sapper training required six months or more training.
Also, as older men were drafted, they required a longer period of conditioning. 169 The journey
to RVN was arduous. A significant number of troops became sick with malaria along the way.

North Vietnamese Policy
(S' Infilt.ation intý. RVN in 1969 reflected decisions probably taken by the Hanoi leaders in
the winter and spring of 1968-69. CICV concluded that the decision to reduce infiltration from
the extremely high figures of 1968 were made by NVN leaders in February 1969 and that
decisions to intensify infiltration again were made in early November 1969. The CICV assesssent was based on climatic conditions, training cycles and political-military tactors. Infiltration historically had been planned to coincide with the dry season along the Ho Chi Minh trail,
October to May. The monsoon and dry seasons were reversed i, NVN so the best time for
training in the North was during the dry season from May to October, such that groups could be
placed in the infiltration pipeline from October to January. Under optimum conditions, planning
therefore was compl.ted by June of each year, however training could always be speeded up with
new men rapidly called up and sent south. (NVN did not have a set number of draft calls per
year.) Indications were that this had occurred in 1968 when men were sent south in the largest
numbers of the war to replace the losses of the Tet and May offensives. Infiltration in 1969 was
charraterized by a sharp decline from mid-March to October and a rise in November (See
Figure III-1). CICV concluded that both changes had been the product of calculated decisions
arrived at in Hanoi. CICV hypothesized that the decision which they thought had been arrived at
in Hanoi in February or early March had reflected the desire of NVN leaders to allow the new
administration in the US to develop Its new policy while NVN followed a policy which could be
interpreted as a willingness to scale down the war. A series of high level meetings were held
in Hanoi in April and May, including the NVA Commanding General of MR Tri-Thien-Hue and
possibly others from the South. The meetings apparently concentrated on logistics and personnel problems; General Tin from MR TTH was apparently told not to expect aid from Increased
infiltration. CICV speculated that the second decision to Increase the rate of infiltration in
November was made after President Nixon's 3 Nov speech, although preliminary discussions
t
had probably occurred after Ho Chi Mnh
hs
death in September, 170
(S) The overall infiltration rate of NVN troops in 1969 was consistent with the North Vietnamese leadership's strategy of attempting to broaden its options.
(S) The number of men infiltrated into RVN In 1969 permitted the NVN leadership to follow
Clap's strategy of combining large scale guerrilla warfare with resort to large unit attacks when
the opportunities presented themnselves. Significant offensive activity could be latnched but the
VC/NVA probably lacked the capalility to sustain an offensit:e as they did during the Tot and
May offensives of 1968. 171 One North Vietnamese diplomat, when asked In December about
reporta of large numbers of infiltrators into the RVN, denied the reports saying that the number
of troops necessary to carry out recent attackv had been In place ever since the bombing halt,
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He added that US bombing in Laos had serious impact on transportation lines and had brought
difficulties in the movement of troops and supplies. He concluded, however, that North Vietnam had enough troops in Laos and RVN to carry out large scale offensives. 172

)

Laos

Introductic n
(S) Events in Laos in 1969 could be separated into developments relating to infiltration of
men and supplies down the Ho Chi Minh Trail into RVN and military and political developments
throughout the rest of Laos.

Infiltration Through Laos
(S) North Vietnam continued to pour supplies down the Ho Chi Minh Trail. There had been
a high level of truik activity ir Laos in December 1968 although it was slightly lower than in
Deqernber 1967. !'nen., truck activity increased sharply in January 1969, was at a record high
in March, and then declined until in June sensors showed truck traffic had fallen to 10 percent of
'he aveý-aga for the first quarter 1969. Truck sightings dropped 73 percent between 1 May and
30 Jun compared to 65 percen. and 56 percent for the same periods in 1967 and 1968 respectively. The combinatf.n of the effect- of interdiction plur the rainy season reduced traffic
extensively.
(irtually no cross bor& r traffic waR observed at the Mu Gia and Ban Karai Passes
during the summer. The respply effort that "id occur sought to bypass the Laotian route struc.
ture and focussed on -he DMZ area. In August, the flow of traffic remained low, but sipns
appeared that the NVA was stockpiling supplies ýn the vicinity of the major passes. In September, the supply buildup at the passes inside ILorth Vietnam continued. In October, NVN road
repair crews worked extensively along the entire system. Input of supplies into STEEL TIGER
rose from !our trucks per day in September t- 19 per day in October. A greater than fourfold
increase in vehicle detections occurred from October to Novomber and the pattern continued in
December. The Ban Karai Pass was he :vily used in both months. 173 December sensor detections were up 100 percent ovez December 1968. At year's end, the NVA was engaged in a mujor
logistic operation. In addition to repair of existinb facilities, construction of new roads wus
noted. It was estimated that 40 per.cent more supplier were introduced into the Laotian parhandle in the last quarter 1969 than in the equivalent perlod of 1968. The AA threat in Laos
increased during 1969 along LOCs and generally thioughout Laos (See Ch.,pter 5). 174

Political and Military Developments
(S) Military devclopments in Laos were ctaract rized in 1969 by an alteration In the
previous pattern of the war. Traditionally, the struggle in Laos had followed a rather preumlýtable pattern. During the dry sensor (Octobt.r to May for most of the country), the lnsurgej.ts
tended to have the initiative, launching limited offensives to seize tactically Important positions
and to replenish their food stocks. Tle Royal Laotian Goveonmout (RLOG) forces had the advantage during the wet season because of the greater mobility- attowed by their superior military
equipment, including US air support. 175 Within the fiamework of relative terrl' irial stability
resulting from the alternating cycle of conquest and retreat, the RLG had naade some limited
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gains in 1966 and 1967 while NVA/Pathet Lao (PL) pressure had been felt throughout the
country in 1968. 176 In the 1968-69 dry season offensive, the NVA/PL made gains. However,
they also launched an attack during the wet season instead of following the seasonal pattern of
limiting activity to minor skirmishes. NVA/PL units captured Moung Soui (See Figure 111-3) in
June. 7 However, the NVA/PL had apparently outrun their supply lines. 178 During the summer,
Laotian government troops, primarily the Meo guerrillas led by General Vang Pao and royalist
troops, launched an offensive with US air support named "About Face" which took back the
Plaine Des Jarres for the first time since 1964. Large caches of supplies were captured. 179
Then, as the year drew towards a close, the North Vietnamese began an extensive supply and
troop buildup in Laos. The North Vietnamese 316th Div, which had been in Laos for years, was
reinforced by the 312th NVA Div and elements of three other regiments. 180
(S) The forces facing each other in Laos towards the end of the year consisted of an estimated 71, 000 NVA (as of 1 Nov 69), and an estimated 31, 500 PL on one side and a 30, 000 man
Forces Armees Royales (FAR), 3,000 members of the Forces Armees Neutralist (FAN), and
18,000 Meo tribesman on the other. 181
(S) Souvanna Phouma, the Laotian Neutralist Premier, wanted to restore the situation that
had been established by the Geneva Accords of 1962, which had established a tripartite coalition
government of "rightists", "neutralists", and the PL/Neo Lao Hak Sak or Lao Patriotic Front
"leftists". The NLHS had left the government shortly after the agreement had been signed, but
Souvanna Phouma symbolically left their chairs empty at Cabinet meetings and appealed to NLHS
Cabinet members to return. The country was divided into two spheres with the PL controlling
northern areas of the country and the largely mountainous regions along the Vietnamese border
and the government controlling the southern and western tiers of the country and the majority of
the population centers, 182
(S) NLHS policy aimed at Improving the Communist political position and achieving dominance on the Laotian political scene and in the Cabinet.

(

(S) North Vietnamese policy motives could only be conjectured. Perhaps, Hanoi's leaders
wanted to strengthen NVN's position prior to any possible bargaining at Paris, One source
stated that the leaders in Hanoi wanted to prove to the US and international public opinion that
the Vietnamese problem was insolvable. 1,3 The North Vietnamese may have wanted to ensure
that the Pathet Lao controlled extensive areas of Laos. Another aim may have been to attempt
to divide the US war effort between RVN and Laos. Perhaps developments In Laos reflected
some agreement between NVN and China concerning spheresof influence in that country. NVN
may have hoped to force a situation where a new coalition government would be formed in which
neutralists favorable to the Laotian Commuunists would ba placed in the eenterf the 1_.w pohJti
cal spectrum and Souvanna Phouma would be placed in the farthest right position. This would
exclude the rightists from government representation and give the NLHS dominance. 184 North
Vietnam may also have wanted to build up morale through victories In Laos at a time when the
war in RVN had become more difficult. One North Vietnamese policy objective which was clear
was the desire to keep Laotian troops away from the Ho Chi Minh Trail complex. In Southern
Laos, the NVA followed a traditional strategy of trying to keep government forces occupi,3d il
Western Laos, away from the trail in the east. 185
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The Chinese Road
(S) In 1969 the Chinese Communists had as many as 6,000 men in Laos engaged in road
construction.86 In the early 1960's, Laotian officials had agreed to allow China to build several
roads into Laos. Building roads in Laos often meant primarily improving roads rather than
constructing them from nothing. Thus a road from Meng La in China's Yunnan Province to Ban
Botene in Laos was completed in 1962 and a road from Meng La to Phong Sally was started in
1962 and completed in 1963. In 1968, the Chinese had started improving and constructing roads
again in Laos and in 1969 they turned to extensive construction. Laotian officials did not sanction this development but were powerless to stop it. The stretch of road between Ban Botene
and Moung Sai was started during November 1968 and completed in January 1969; the construction averaged approximately 1. 4 km per day, mostly over rugged terrain. 8? Once the road had
reached Moung Sai, it began to be extended both northeast towards Dien Bien Phu and southwest
towards the villages of Moung Houn and Pak Beng and towards Thailand down the Beng River
valley. From 1968 to 1969 the road was completed from Dien Bien Phu to Moung Khoua and
from Moung Sai to Moung La. From September 1969 to December 1969 improvement of the
stretch between Moung Sai and Moung Houn was begun and survey traces were observed along
the entire stretch of potential roadway. Although the terrain was less rugged than the Ban
Botene to Moung Sai stretchthe rate of construction was lower. 188 Some signs of survey tra,;es
also appeared between Moung Houn and Pak Beng. (See Figure 111-3 for the locations of the
villages and the Chinese road). The road served as an expression of Chinese influence towards
the south. China's motivation could only be conjectured. A December Mission Report from the
American Embassy in Vientiane stated that the Thai insurrection was to be under Chinese
influence. 189 The Chinese road may have been primarily aimed at allowing China to aid the Thai
insurrection. China may have viewed the road in general terms rather than with specific goals
in mind; as a means of extending her influence into SEASIA depending on what China chose to do
In the future. The road also may have been directed in response to Soviet initiatives in SEASIA
and to Soviet influence in Hanoi. 190

Selected Comments on Laos
(S) Ambassador Sullivan. Upon his departure from the position of US Ambassador to Laos.
on 18 March 1969, Ambaisador Sullivan made the following remarks concerning the situation in
Laos:
As I leave laos, I wish I could say that I am
leaving it In much better condition than I found it in
1964. Unfortunately, that Is far from true, There
have been some improvements-iln political stability,
in the spread of economic benefits, and in the provi.
sion of social services. But the fundamental, overriding problem of the war has not. repeat not, bWen
resolved. Until it is, the survival of Laos as a
sovereign and independent nation remains in peril.
The war is a vicious cycle. So long as i.1 contnues, the country must maintain a large military
establishment. So long as the country must maintain
a large military estlbUshment, the budget will remain
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hopelessly out of balance and revenues will never
suffice to permit economic independence or progressive development.
While this same military establishment is the
prime instrument for defending the country and has
done better than we expected, it has also built up
institutionalized privileged, corruption, and lawevasion, which, in turn, alienate the villagers from
the government which the military represents.
Therefore, while intended to defend the Central
Government and advance its interests, the military
end by corrupting its rule and corroding its prestige.
Thus the enemy, merely by posing a threat by the
government, succeeds in weakening the authority of
that government.
The Lao had genuinely hoped, when the Paris
negotiations began, that peace would be restored in
Southeast Asia before the current dry season. They
felt grievously deceived when this hope was dashed
and had little stomach for the fight this year. Hence,
they gave up more terrain this season than was truly
taken from them by force of arms. It remains to be
seen how much more will be lost in the six or seven
weeks which remain in the dry season.
But no matter what situation we find when the
rains come, I think we should be under no, repeat
no, illusions as to the future. The Lao have suffered
enormously under all these years of war. Among the
Moo, for example, practically an entire generation
of fighting men has been wiped out. It is pitiful to see
their units so heavily manned by young boys of 14 and
15 years of age.
In fact, it is, in my Judgment, a miracle that the
Lao have fought so sturdily for so long and that the
fabric of their primitive society has not totally collapsed prior to this time. They have been held to.
gether by spit and straw, aid, encouragement, and
hope.
But all this is drawing to a close. If the North
Vietnamese push as heavily next dry season as they
have this year, and if they abandon their political re.
straints, I doubt that LAos could suecessfully weather
another offensive without losing some vital'area oat
its territory and leadership. Therefore, In my view,
the period between now and next November is critical. 191
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(C) Secretary of State Rogers. Following is a portion of Secretary of State Roger s statement presented in a closed session of a SEATO meeting held on 20 May 1969:
... There are reasons to be disturbed about the
present situation in Laos. Since November the North
Vietnamese have overrun a number of guerrilla outposts in Northeast Laos and seized a strategic district
capital in the south. Their current dry-season operations include intensified activities in three areas: terrorism, including the assassinations of five Frenchmen
working in an agricultural school, five Thai technicians
working on Mekong Projects, and one American in the
International Volunteer Service, to say nothing of the
scores of Lao who also lost their lives in this way; the
interdiction of Route 13 in several places; and the
establishment under North Vietnamese leadership, of
their country base area mainly in Southwest Laos but
spilling over into Cambodia and Thailand.

Another disturbing development is the building of
a 50-mile road from the Yunan Border into northern
Laos by the Communist Chinese construction workers.
... The military pressures against Laos seem
increasingly serious in the light of the strain on the
human and material resources of this small country.
But despite tacticas advances, and with the exception
of occasional terror attacks, the areas of military
activity still remain those which were under Pathet
Lao influence or in contest at the time of agreement
on the 1962 Accords...

(My

government continues to believe that the prob.
lm of Laos can best be resolved by full Implement&tion of the 1962 Geneva Agreements. We strongly
support Prime Minister Souvanna Phoun-a in his efforts
in this connection.
We are making It clear in our conversation& in
compliance with the Geneva Agreements by
withdrawing their troops from Laos--Cambodia-..as
well--is an essential element for a lasting settlement
in Southeast Asia... 192
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Enemy Activity - Cambodia

Introduction
(S) Prince Norodom Sihanouk, the Cambodian Chief of State, consistently pursued one
major goal: the survival of Cambodia as an independent sovereign state. To achieve that goal,
he always strove to maximize his options. 193 His tactics in 1969 included tacking to and fro
between the VC/NVA and the US. Three primary factors influenced the paths he charted in 1969:
1. The VC/NVA were not winning the war and the struggle had becomt. much longer
than originally anticipated.
2. Allied military success had caused the development of large enclaves, permanently
garrisoned and over which Cambodia had limited or no sovereignty.
3. Sihanouk and the Cambodian government feared the indigenous Communist insurgency in Cambodia and the aid which the VC, NVN and Communist China gave to it and might
give to it in the future. 194

General
(S) During 1968 and 1969, Cambodia was plagued by economic, political, and military difficulties. Cambodian territory had continued to be used by Vietnamese Communist forces as
infiltration routes, logistic bases, troop sanctuaries, and secure main supply routes (See Figure
111-4). 195 But, a number of actions were taken by Sihanouk indicating that he had not abandoned
the idea of resuming relations with the US--In his own way. An increasing number of reports
were received during the year involving the movement of large quantities uf arms, ammunition,
foodstuffs, and other supplies through Cambodia to VC/NVA units In RVN. Many of these
reports indicated that several governmental and military officials were implicated in this traffic.
Other evidence revealed that a considerable expansion of enemy storage and support facilities
took place within the country. 196 The importance of Cambodia to the Vietnamese Communist
e~fort In RVN was stressed by a 29 May 1ý69 debriefing of the Commanding General, Delta
Military Assistance Command, and Senior Advisor, IV CTZ, which covered the period 15 Jan 68
to I Jun 69, It was emphasized that "Our pacification efforts are doomed to failure unless we
can do a better job of shutting off the flow of supplies and personnel from Cambodia". 197

,Logistical Developments
(S) In 1966, with the U.S. Navy's MARKET TIME operations effectively preventing most
seaborne infiltration of munitions and supplies Into the coastal areas of RVN (See Chapter 5),
the Commnunists had begun developing an extensive munitions logisttc system in Cambodia.
(S) Concurrent with the increased effectiveness of MARKET TIME, the Cambodian port of
Sihanoukville began receiving Increased shipments. Since OLtobtr '1966, 15 CIUCOM and Soviet
ships were suspected of having unloaded munitions at that port. Based on many reports from
agents In Cambodia, it was estimated that these CHICOM and Soviet ships had delivered over
17,000 tons of arms and munitions to Sihanoukville. The shipments ostensibly were made
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pursuant to military aid agreements with Conmunist China and the Soviet Union, and supposedly, were for use by the Cambodian armed forces. However, the Cambodian requirements for
arms and ammunition during the same period was estimated to have been 4, 600 tons, far below
the amount imported. The estimated VC/NVA munitions requirements in InI and IV CTZs during
the period was approximately 11,s000 tons, which when added to the Cambodian needs,
approached the cumulative total of the munitions received at Sihanoukville.
(S) Also significant was the ccrrelation between major arms shipments to Cambodia and the
VC /NVA offensives and high points in RVN. Prior to the 1968 Tet offensive, aLnost 4, 000 tons
of ordnance were detected being delivered to Sihanoukville. Before the May 1968 offensive,
approximately 3, 000 tons were delivered, and the enemy's third offensive during August and
September 1963 was preceded by Z, 000 tons of munitions, which were off-loaacd in August.
(S) In 1969, a shipment of nearly 4, 800 tons of munitions to 111hanoukville in January was
followed by the February and March post-Tet offensive. Similarly, the May and June high
points were preceded by a shipment of almost 2, 000 tons in March. The high points of August
and September were preceded by a shipment of nearly 1,000 tons In July. Thus, shipments of
munitions arriving in Cambodia provided a clue to the timing of enemy offensives and high points
in the Cambodian border areas of RVN (See Figure M-.5). 198
(S) The Machim Bophea and Hak Ly trucking firms in Cambodia had been frequently mentioned in reports as the major participants in the movement of arms and ammaunition from
Sihanoukville to the RYN border. The firm of Machim Bophea wan~ hnown to have had an existing
capital of $30, 000 in 1964. The company claimed gross prolits of nearly 1. 5 million dollar$ in
1967, which probably meant the company increaised Its net worth to approximately $715, 000.-a
growth of a, 500 percent in three years. The other trucking firm, liak Ly, appeared to be
owned outright by the NFLSVN and funded by the CHICOM Embassy In Phnom Penh. 1 9 9 It -was
thought that the Hak Ly Transportation Company was the center of VC/NVA logistical effort In
Cambodia. The firm's main office, major truck depot, and maintenance facility were in Phnorn
Penh. Branch offices were said to have been In Stung Treng and Kratie and may also have been

in Kompong Chain, Svay Rieng, and other major towns (See Figure 111-4), With their headquarters in Phnomn Penh, Hak L.y officials were Able to negotiate readily with thr government,
the VC, and representatives of Communist Bloc countries.
(S) Since late 1967s the Halt Ly Compaaiy reportedly had been transporting weapons, inunitions, food, medical supplies, POL. and other critical item3 to the VC/NVA along the RVN
border. Arms, munitions, and, in the more recent past, rice) had been delivered by Comumunist
owned ships through the Port of Sihanoukvitle. The port was usually closed when an arma shipinent arrived, and unloading was accomplished by or under the supervisioni of Cam~bodiank Army
(FARK) personnel. ZI)0
(S) After leaving Sihanoukville, the munitions were transportted by Halt Ly and 5sibcontrac.
tore (the Machim flophea Co. Was frequently subcontracted) w~ teixporary storage artas; Cambodikn Army arms depots, at Kompong Speu and Lovek, at In some c~ases, to Phnomn Penh itself
(See Figure 111.4). At these points, the armsi aild Ommunition destined for the VC AM~ NVA
apparently were separated and transported during nighttimne hour; ever Cambodian LOCs in
Convoys to KOinPong Chafrn, Kratia, Stung 1Treag.* anti Siom Pangi Mimot, Snoui. and Monelolkiril
andi to Svay Rioug Metc F~igure 111-4). In ihot border regions. the VC/NVA had devol~ped 13
tmaor areas and storage coniplexca. which served a. trans shipment points for munitions arriving
from the Cambodian ordnanco dtpots. The supplies were turnea over. to the VC or their agents ~
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at locations near the border or in Communist-controlled areas, In the IV CTL aret of RVN, it
appeared that many of the arms shipments were made by boat along the numerous canals and
tributaries of the Mekong River
The same type of transpcrtation was used in northeastern
Cambodia, where arms were trucked to Stung Treng and from there transported by noat, usually
Cambodian Army river craft, up navigable rivers to transfer points iear VC and NVA base
camps. In the central areas of Cambodia--the "Parrot's Beak", Tay Ninh and points farther
north--thy cargo was apparently trucked directly to the VC and NVA base camp transshipment
points. Z01 In northeRastern Cambodia, a logistical route which served the B-3 front and the central highlands in northernt!1 CTZ had been described by a rallier In August 1968 as a pack
bicycle route extending south from the tri-border area. This route serried the Tonlt Srepok,
the branches of which were used to ftirther the flow of supplies into Pleiku and Darlac Provinces.
The ralliors specified two points, one on the Tonie San, and the other on the Tonle Srepok,
which served as transshipment points for supplies arriving by truck and sampans from Stung
Treng to the west. Another important logistical rout, was located north of Stung Treng, on the
Tonle Kong River. Fuel and foodstuffs, principally rice, had been reported moving north to
lAos as early as December 1965. Four reports mentioned the movement of ordnance to Laos
via this supply channel. On ZI r'eb 69, a wooden case bhing of.-loaded from a FARK truck at
Sim Pang was reported to have broken open revealinK the contents to be AK 47s. The cargo
was probably beig .takon across southern !Aos on Route I I -- to VC/NVA forces operating in
the RVN and in the Laotian panhandle Ie.e Figure IU-4). aOa
(S) -•ak Ly used various procedurve to concei the nature of it* activities, In order to
Attract mlpinimum attention, convoys often co*sisted of small numtlbrs of trucks. All cargo was
vt'.tly covere and oecurvd to prevent discloisure of the contvant.
Hak hy convoys also appoared
to hWave right-of-way 4nd wo re not vuW.ct to inspection at rPthe r military or policae checkpoints.
Didicatiotns wero that the Caibotdian Y'illitary and c.ivii•an officials involved received substanttal
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VC/NVA Relations

(S) During the first quarter of 1969, there were growing indications that Prince Sihanouk
was becoming concerned over the presence of VC/NVA forces on Cambodian soil and the threat
to Cambodian independence which these forces represented. During this time several instances
of armed confrontation between FARK and VC/NVA forces occurred. In a press conference on
6 Mar, Sihanouk, for the first time in over a year. raised the issue of VC/NVA presence in
Cambodia; he cited specific areas which were occupied by these forces:
But how many Viet Cong and Viet Minh have
infiltrated. One must go to count them, but one does
not want to. What about certain areas occupied by
them? Our Army, which (words indistinct, ED)
cannot go...
If you look at a map, near Mondolkiri. .. there
is "-t (Nam Lean) and there are plenty of Viet Cong
and Viet Minh there. If you go up to Ratanakiri you
viAl see Laban Siek. Further north is Ro Khanh,...
let us stop there, it is full (of Viet Cong and Viet
Minh, Prince laughs -- ED). 206
(S) The Gambodian Government continued to apply pressi-re against the VC/NVA and, by
June, some local Cambodian officials in the border areas had gone so far as to contact their
RVN countcrparts to discuss ways in which they could cooperate against the VC. An increased
numbrr of armed clashes between FARK and VC/NVA troops occurred in April and May after a
smaller number of clashes had occurred earlier in the year.207 The change in the Cambodian
attitude was partly the result of heavier fighting along the border and the extent to which the
Com~aunist troops had made increasing use of their bases in the southern half of Cambodia.
One NVA prisoner reportedly told interrogators that "newly" infiltrated NVA troops were the
cause of much of the tension. He said that the VC cadre, who had operated in Cambodia for
many years, were on better terms with the Cambodians. Problems had arisen because the
Communists had been taking increasing kibert (;s by expanding bases into new areas and building
new fortifications; these liberties had upset understandings reached long before with local Cambodian officials. The Cambodians also believed that the Communists were supporting local
rebels,
(S) The increasing willingness of local Cambodian forces to act on long-standing instructions to limit Communist activities was almost certainly a reflection of Phnom Penh's preoccupation with the problem of the Communist presence. Cambodian news media began describing
VC violations of the border in greater detail, and NFLSVN representatives were maneuvered
into admitting publicly that such inciuents had occurred. By applying pressures of this kind on
the Communists, while at the same time moving toward resumption of relations with the US,
Prince Sihanouk was again trying to atiueve goals by political rianeuvering that could not be
gained by military measures.
(S) For their part, the Communists were trying to maintain as cordial relations with the
Cambodians as possible. The Cambodian actions did not seriously threaten Communist bases in
Cambodia in the sense that the Cambodian army lacked sufficient numbers forcibly to evict the
the VC/NVA and Sihanouk recognized that fact. Sihanouk, however did have one trump card;
the VC/NVA need for supplies and piaticularly munitions. Z08
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The Gommunist Influeice
(S) The Communists appear to have pl'yed a significant role in bringing about Cambodia's
apparent policy change. The enemy's continued use of the Cambodian border was a major :ontribl, ting factor. VC/NVA dependence upon, and control of, the border region created serious
concern over the territorial integrity cf Cambodia. It also raised the risk that the war would
spill over into Cambodian territory. Communist involvement in Cambodian internal problems

(CHlICOM as well as VC/NVA) also prompted Phnom Penh's actions.

Sihanork often indicated

that he regarded Communist support to the Cambodian rebels as a threat to hW 3 sovereignty.
(S) The growing number of armed incidents which occurred between VC/NVA and FARK
troops was certainly a factor in Cambodia's attitude. One particularly displeasing episode was
described bv Prince Sihbnouk during a 28 Mar press conference. He explained that the VC had
attacked and overrun a Cambodian police post. This attack occurred on the anniversary of
Sihanouk's personal political party, the Sangkum.
(S) Cambodia was also deeply disturbed by events transpiring in Laos. In the past, Cambodia had actively engaged in attempting to preserve the neutralit*o of Laos; the 1961 Geneva
Conference was initiated by Princ,. Sihanouk. Consequently, despite the vocal support the
Prince gave to the PL leader, Souphanouvong, Communist successes in southern Laos gave
Sihanouk grounds for reflection. The fall of the Bolovens Plateau would have vastly improved
Communist access to his country. Thus, the enemy may have brought Siha-iouk to the realiza.
tion that the VC/NVA were no more tolerant of "neutralism" than othar courses of action, no
matter how broadly that term was defined.

!JS/GVN Influence
(S) Allied prestures for a change in Cambodian foreign policy were considerably different
from those of the Communists. Such pressure, however, did appear to have a considerable
impact. A principal source of US/GVN pressure wae the threat of hot-pursuit or cross-border
operations directed against VC/NVA installations in the border regions.
(S) Perhaps as important as the threat of violence was the prospect., with improved USCambodian relations, of US economic aid. Cambodia's chronic difficulties were among
Sihanouk's most sevc:e domestic problems. Significant aid assistance would have reduced some
of Cambodia's economic strains, The US had cut off aid to Cambodia in 1963; following this
aid had been unobtainable in equivalent amoants from other sources.
(8) Imnroved relations with the US further produced a declaration of recognition and
respect for %...ambodialsborders -. a point which had been pursued by Prince Sihanouk since
July of 1967. Finally. Cambodia was aware that improved contacts with the US would probably
produce better relations between Cambodia, Thailand, and the RVN. Among other benefits.
this would free considerable numbers of FAlU( troops from the Thai border for -duty In VC/NVA
controlled areas. -109
(U) Agreement waw reached to resume diplomatic relations between the US and Cambodia
in June and formal relations were resumed In August.
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.Cambodian Embargo on Shipment of Supplies to the VC/NVA
(S) As relations with the US improved in the spring and as the VC/NVA post Tet offensives
failed to reveal increased VC/NVA power, Sihanoik moved to cut off the flow of supplies through
Cambodia. Either in April or early May, Carnbodia cut off the flow of munitions and other supplies to the VC/NVA by placing an embargo on the transshipment of arms from the supply depots
at Kompong Speu and Lovek. The stoppage applied to the whole system. One report indicated
that Sihanouk had stopped the flow of supplies to the northeastern part of the country because
they were going to the PL in Laos who were aiding the Khmer Rouge insurgency in Cambodia.
A report stated that the VC in Mondolkiri Province lacked enough rice. A VC colonel said that
Cambodia had suspended shipments even though FARK and the VC had an agreement which was
supposed to run for another two years. Negotiations between the Cambodians and the VC/NVA
commenced and the President of the PRG Huy~ih-Tan-Phat, visited Phnom Penh on 30 Jun. 210

The End of the Embargo
(S) The embargo lasted until mid-September. Sihanouk journeyed to Hanoi in September to
attend the funeral of Ho Chi Minh. While he was there, a meeting was arranged, apparently b
Chou En-lai, between Sihanouk and VC and NVA leaders, from which an agreement ensued.
It was speculat.4 that the arrangement to release the arms was the product of a quid pro quo
arrangement whereby the VC/NVA were:
1.

To confine their activities to specified enclaves whose boundaries would not be

contiguous with the border in order not to invite US/ARVN intrusion or fire.
2.

To stop aiding the Khmer Rouge and Khmer Loeu insurgents.

3.

To stop harassing the local Cambodian population.

On his return from Hanoi, Sihanouk said:
Pham Van Dong promised me a great deal.
If he does not keep his prornises 100 percent, then
70 percent or even 30 percent it, better than nothing...
(Pham Van Dong) said that he would even stop supporting the enemies in (our) country... 2Z1
A trade agreement with the PRG was signed on 25 Sep for the trade of nzon-military goods. 213
Thils agreement plus Sihanouk's move to dissolve the 'Aternatlonal Control Commission (ICC) in
October can be seen as aspects of Sihanouk's attempt* to maintain good relations with Communist China, NVN and the PRG. 214

Developments Ptturlng the Last Quarter

f"

(S) Developments throughout the remainder of 1969 were" highlighted by continued Cambodian attempts to combat Khmer Rouge insurgent# and VC/NVA units in Cambodia, a series of
bor ýe- I-ctdento betwren Cambodians a- d the US, and the resumption of the flow of supplies
inclu.:w. e, munitions to the VC/NVA through Canbodia.
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(S) FARK efforts were primarily designed to re-establish Cambodian sovereignty in areas
which the VC/NVA were willing to vacate, to impede further infiltration, and to restrict VC/
NVA activities to specified enclaves. Associated with these FARK actions were attempts to
eliminate insurgent activity which occurred in generally the same areas in which the VC/NVA
operated. The fact that insurgents were generally shot while VC/NVA PWs were usually returned to the PRG Embassy in Phnom Penh was evidence of the different objectives of the Cambodian government towards each group. 215 The worst US Cambodian border incident occurred
at Dak Dam (See the discussion of the Dak Dam incident under "Rules of Engagement, Chapter
2).
(S) Sihanouk responded to the overall situation at year's end with a pessimistic assessment.
On 15 Dec, Sihanouk made the following statement referencing the Dak Dam incident of midNovember, "Who triggered the Dak Dam incident? It was the Viet Cong who fired at the Americans from our territory. When the Americans got hit, they became angry and bombed us. Then
the Viet Cong and the Viet Minh fled, and only Khmer inhabitants were left to become victims.
That is the whole story". Sihanouk went on to say "If we rupture diplomatic relations with (the
Americans) then we will have to do the same thing with the Viet Minh and the Viet Cong,
because they still continue to commit aggression against our territory even after we established
diplomatic relations with them". A more significant statement expressing the fear of Communist intent toward Cambodia as well as his pessimistic assessment of the overall situation was
an editorial by Sihanouk which appeared in two separate government publications. In reference
to the attitudes of the Chinese and Vietnamese Communists toward Cambodia, Sihanouk stated
"No matter how popular the government and Sangkum are in Cambodia, we will always be classified in the category of reactionary regimes and leaders which are enemies of the people and
must be overthrown. Therefore, New China, Socialist Vietnam, and other Communist powers
will be neither able nor willing to help us in respect to settling the problems of the Khmer Red's
Rebellion and the Viet Cong and Viet Minh infiltration and occupation of our territory. This as
everybody knows, is because the Communists' special policy Is to promote, by all possible
means, the communization of countries which are not yet their ideological brothers even though
these countries have been officially qualified as friends". He continued "If the Vietnam war...
drags on for long, the future will be rather gloomy since we are caught between the hammer and
the anvil. Pressures will probably build up on and within our unfortunate country, making It
impossible for it to maintain its neutrality..." Z16
(S) It was reported that 3,000 tons of arms and ammunition and 5, 000 tons of rice were
delivered from Cambodia to VC/NVA forces in and adjacent to RVN between mid-November and
the end of December 1969. 2l7
(S) As the year ended. Sihanouk still faced military, political, and economic problems.
continued the most complex balancing act in SEASIA and perhaps In the world.

He

(U) In general in 1969. the interdiction of men and supplies into III and IV CTZs from Cambodia was made more difficult by US and RVNAF interdiction of LOCu from Cambodia to RVN
(See Chapter 5, SEA LORDS).
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THE VIETNAMESE COMMUNIST INFRASTRUCTURE

Leadership

Introduction
(C) The Vietnamese Communist Infrastructure (VCI) was the political and administrative
organization through which the Vietnamese Communist Party controlled or sought to control the
people of RVN. This "shadow government" was operated by thousands of well-trained, dedicated

VCI cadre who sought to control and then to organize all facets of the South Vietnamese people's

..

lives toward full support of the insurgency. In areas under Communist control, the infrastructure acted as a civil government; in contested and GVN-controlled areas, it directed a program
of intense propaganda mixed with terrorism, aimed at undermining the GVN's authority. The
organization of this government took the form o.f the "panty control" structure used by Communists all over the world. It consisted of a front organization appearing to have control and an
administrative unit backed by the local Communist party which contained the true leaders but
which remained in the background.

....

(U) The VCI, a much misunderstood term, became better defined during 1969. The discusdescribes the VCI as a political entity. The VCI as a person was defined by the functions he performed in the enemy organization as outlined in "The Current Breakout of VCI Executive and Significant Cadres" published by the RVN on 17 Dec 68, and revised on I Jan 70. The
primary revision placed all Communist Party Members, or probationary members, in category
A status, requiring a two year jail sentence when apprehended. Guerrilla leaders at the village
and hamlet level were redefined as VC1. 218

• "..
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ut(C)
In February of 1967& administrative services first had appeared as a category of enemy
"units
In the N(ACV Order of Battle Hasting,. although the concept of administrative services could
be traced to 1962. Prior to 1962. control of Communist efforts in Vietnam had been vested in
two regional committees of the Communist Party, the Interregion V Committee in the northern
part of RVN, and the Nam Bo Interzone Committee in the southern areas. Also during 1962, the
Communist Party in the RVN was renamed the People's Revolutionary Party (PRP). This semantic change was to promote the facade of an indigenous political movement in the south, and
to appeal to a broader spectrum of people. The Central Office for South Vietnam (COSVN) was
created in the Nam Bo 1:4terzone, which became the enemy theater level military- political headquarters in charge of the insurgency in those provinces of the RVN south of, and mxcluding,
Darlac and Khanh Hoa Provinces. (See 1967 MACV Command History, p. 15). 219
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(C) Overall control of Communist activities in RVN came from NVN. whose military guidance. supplies, and NVA units kept the war going. Hanoi acted through the PRP. and administrative control of Communist operations was vested in four agencies. COSVN was charged with
directing activities in the southern portion of RVN including GVN III and IV CTZs. The TriThien-Hue (TTH) MRl was responsible for the extreme northern portion of RVN to include Quang
Tri and Thua Thien Provi.nces. The B-3 Front was respontible for activities in the highlands of
RVN and operated In conjunction with MR S. MR S controlled the activities in the central and
coastal areas of IMV.
COSVN informed the other three agencies of Its activities and coordinated
* porutins of "lutual intarost.

.
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The People's Revolutionary Part,
(C) The Party Executive Committee was the principal party management organ of the
People's Revolutionary Party (PRP). It was responsible for all Communist military and political
activity at each echelon down to village level. The committee was composed of a secretary, deputy secretary (or secretaries), and members who were usually chiefs of important functional
sections. The conu-nittee secretary was normally the senior member of the Current Affairs
Committee at his echelon. The province level Committee Secretary also served as a member of
the Region Party Committee.
(C) The Central Executive Committee met periodically to make broad policy decisions. The
Region Party Committee interpreted the broad COSVN policy decisions in terms of regional dif..
ferences or special requirements, passing somewhat modified or mission-,type directives to provinces for action. The Province Committee formulated specific directives for implementing
COSVN policies. The District Committee translated these directives, which in turn were executed by the Village Committee. (For a detailed discussion of the PRP, see pp. 6Z- 69 of the
1968 MACV Command History).
The Central Office of South Vietnam
(C) The most important position in the Communist power structure in RVN was held by the
COSVN.
(S) The key to COSVN's mission was its place within the Communist system. It wals simultaneously the Central Committee of the PRP and a regional committee of the NVN Communist
Party. This promoted the facade of a separate southern party and its top level headquarters,
when in fact, the top men in COSVN were either full or alternate members of the NN CGommunist party Central Committee. ZZO
,

• •• ",•

(C) COSVN issued broad mission type directives as well as specific orders which limited
freedom of action for all subordinates. As an administrative agency, COSVN's functions were
similar to those of a national government providing administrative sw'pport to subordinate elements. This support included training cadre for lower echelons of the VCI. producing propaganda, disseminating information, and coordinating operations. (See p. 64, 1968 MACV ComnmandHistory for organization Chart). The COSVN headquarters was N-elieved to be located
across the Cambodian border to the north of GVN Tay Ninh Province. 4Z
(C) A VC retu rnee,
freported that he had served for over eight years as a
member of a security o|esNWl
esponUlle for the security o# COSVN headquarters and drew a
sketch of the COSVN complex (See rigure M11-6). •
National Front (or the Liberation of South Vietlam
(C) The National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam (NFLSVN) was the VC organizational contact with the masses of people, both in-country and world-wide. Thus. though there
was some representation in the form of a central committee at each echelon, the Front had
operational units only at village/hamlet and the national levels, where its contacts were made.
Designed to put every Vietnamese -tihaen in touch with the "true revolution of the oppressed
masses", the Front organited associations for all categories ot people; thus. it created the inpression that it represented "the people.
Actually, the trout had absolutely no authority
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independent of the PRP. It merely acted in the Party's name in an attempt to legitimize the
Party's activities. A former NVN intelligence officer who rallied to the GVN asserted that he
had heard information in 1967 to the effect that the head of the NFLSVN, Nguyen Huu Tho, had
become disenchanted because COSVN and the Lao Dong Party controlled everything leaving the
NFIFSVN leaders as figureheads used to appeal to intellectuals and the members of the middle
classes in RVN. In addition, Tho was alleged to have objected to the sending of cadres from the
North to hold important positions in the South. 2Z3 This theme became significan•t in 1969.
(C)

There were thirteen identified "associations" established by the NFLSVN:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Liberation Youth Association
Liberation Women's Association
Liberation Peasant (Farmer's) Association
The Liberation Workers' Association
South Vietnam Patriotic Buddhists' Association
Western Highlands People's Autonomy Movement
South Vietnam Liberation Psywar Entertainment Association
South Vietnam Patriotic Teachers' Association
South Vietnam Patriotic Journalist Association
Former Resistance Members' Association
Central War Invalids' and Heroes' Association
Afro-Asian People's Solidarity Association
Liberation Laborers' Association

(C) All of these associations attempted to involve the particular occupations, religious,
ethnic, or solidarity groups as indicated by their titles. Discussion of four ot the associations
cited above follows:
1. The most important popular front organization was the Liberation Farmers' Association. Its members included the village and hamlet community leaders and all of the male
population not involved in the Youth Association. The Farmers Association Executive Committee was responsible for directing most of the community development and production work.
At hamlet level, the committee chairman could have been the NFISVN chairman as wall as the
Civilian Proselyting Section Chief. He responded to the order3 of the village Party Secretary
which could call him to perform any duty from persuading people to pay their VC taxes to gatherIng forced labor for duty as porters.

)

2. As the second most important mass organizatlon, the Liberation Youth Association
sought to convert young people to Communism and supplied the manpower pool form which most
laborers, guerrillas, and Party members were drawn. Members could be as old as 35 year#,
and any "good element" below that ago of either sex was eligible for membership. The youth
aided the Party in all aspectst: onstrueting combat villages, prose#lyting, propagavsdtuing, carrying ammunition, persuading people to pay taxes, holding themselves up for emulation by the
people, or by actual combat,
3.
nation. Its
The women
VC troops,

The 'Aberation Women's Association was the third most important NFISVN organimembership was open to all women who were not 1h the Liberation Youth Association.
produced NPISVN flags. sharpened spikes, prepared food and shelter for transient
and participated in face-to-face struggles with IAVN authorities, These struggles
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took the form of a near- riot if they were well organized, and they were mounted to demand such
things as a decrease in rice prices, release of a politically sensitive prisoner, or abolition of
conscription.
4. The Liberation Workers' Association was formed to provide a vehicle for crganizing
city and rural workers who were not farmers or youth. Duties of the executive committee were
ostensibly to establish labor unions, organize labor struggle movements, and create labor unrest. Efforts to accomplish these goals were weak and only sporadically successful. 224
Other Political Organizations
(S) The Alliance of National Democratic and Peace Forces (ANDPF) had been established by
the VC during the 1968 Tet Offensive; it was supposed to have been an alternative to both the Sai-

(

gon government and the NFLSVN and to have served as a unifying body to replace the NFLSVN in
conjunction with elected People's Councils and the eventual formulation of a coalition government.
(See pp. 75, 76, 1968 MACV Command History). The Alliance had been formed to gain support
in the cities; to attract dissident students, GVN officials, and intellectuals to whom the NFISVN
was a discredited and unacceptable political organization. It was thought that non-Communists
inthe cities would be attracted to the interim goal of a democratic and neutralist coalition government. The VC/NVA had expected the Tot Offensive of 1968 to be greeted by a popular revolution. The ANDPF was to have been a part of the process. When the "alliance" fronts were
formed and announced, they failed to get the anticipated popular support. In 1969, at the founding of the PRG, it was announced that the new government had been formed at a "National Congress" representing the NFLSVN, the ANDPF and other political, religious and nationality
groups throughout RVN. Some ANDPF figures became members of the PRO and the PRO Advisory Council, however, the positions which they hold were less significant than those held by
members of the NFLSVN. At year's end, the ANDPF was still in existence somewhere near or
at COSVN Headquarters. The leadership of the VC probably still hoped that the Alliance would
be useful for propaganda purposes and that it might still gain some support for the VC. However,
the ANDPF's first year and a half had been much less spectacular than many observers had expected when it had first been created. On 19 Feb 69, a DIA intelligence estimate summarized
its existence in this manner: "The year-old Alliance of National Democratic and Peace Forces
in South Vietnam was and is a failure." Nothing occurred in 1969 to alter the aasosument. US
(C) People's Liberation Councils and their executive bodies, People's liberation Comiettees, which had been implemented by the Comunists in the IIVN in various forms since 1963,
turned up under a new name in 1968. The Revolutionary Committee (RC) was t* take the place of
the Party and military directed committees and councils. These new committees were to consist of "elected" reprementatives of the people, or NFISVN association representatives. Emtphasis was placed on the formation of RC* at village level, and by February 1969 Communist
propaganda claimod administrative control over large segments of ItVNI# population through the
establishment of 1, Z8? RC*. By Communist reckoni"g, this represented the final step on the
takeover of villages and haoleot.
Tley were designed to bridge the gap between covert and
overt VC1 government. Z6

S

(C) Following more propagandistic fanfare that claimed district and provincial level lC8
had become effective, the Communtsts announced formation it the Provisional Revolutionary
Covernment (PRO3) on 10 Jun 69. The overall Communist national objective was the formation ot
a provisional coalition government in which the PRO forces would play the major role while the
iRC* would lay the groundwork for futurt
electlons. The claimed eCs were ainounced to have
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sent representatives to congresses which selected PRG officials. The purpose was to indicate
legitimacy of Communist claims that the PRG was the de facto government of RVN. 227
(C) The actual situation had not changed under the new apparatus. Enemy military capabilities steadily diminished during 1969, and increasing numbers of VCI were neutralized. The
population over which the Communists had control declined to the extent that low indigenous manpower recruitment further increased the ratio of NVA troops to local enemy troops. External
logistics for food became a necessity to sustain enemy military forces. The VCI began to be reinforced with the NVA. As 1969 ended there was every indication that the Communists were attempting to salvage a basic insurgency, rather than finalize a military and political victory. 2Z8
(C) RCs did function in areas of RVN controlled by the VC/NVA. MACJZ estimated that
total PCs increased from 1, 002 in March 1969 to 1, 220 in January 1970. The monthly increase
rate of RCs for the first six months of 1969 was 33, however, after June the rate was nine RCs
per month. These figures revealed decreasing ability of the VCI to extend further its influence
even though Party directives continued to exhort added effort to form RCs. Since the formation
of the PRG, the number of villages in which R~s operated overtly, on a daily basis, had dropped
from 578 in June to 554 in December. In IV CTZ, 20. 1 percent of the populatil'n was exposed to
RCs with medium to high influence. 229
(U)

The data cited above was based on estimates and "could not be reliably confirmed by

documents, interrogations, and situation reports". Z30
-Paris Conferenc<i on the War in Vietnam
(U) Due to the obvious relationship between the NFLSVN and the DRV, a separate discussion
of the NFISVN's position in Paris will not be included as such. Certain highlights have been included, however, because they ostensibly originated with the VC.
(FOUO) As with the DRV delegation to Paris, the NFLSVN held a press conference on 17
Jan 69 to ":make clear" certaln points prior to the opening session of the Paris Conference. The
NFLSVN's representative, Tran Heal Nam began by saying that the conference could have been
started two months prior if it had not been for the "bad will" of the US and "sabotage" on the part
of the Saigon Administration. Nam went on to add.
The US Imperialist akggression which has been
continued for the last 14 years, violated the 19S4
Geneva Accord@, and the rights of the people of
South Vietnam. The people of South Vietnam are
on with the world tot wanting a stop to tWei aggres-

*ion.
The NL. It participating in tomorrow's eonferonce as an independent antd equal negotiator. As
leadera of the People's war of reslatancoe and authentic reptesentatives of the people, and as an organisation fully qualift" to manage all problems cofcerninfg
South Vietnaam, the NLF has delintd Us position to Its
statemernt oh November 3, 1. .1
.366
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(FOUO) During the same press conference, in answer to a question, Nam provided a reiteration of the NFLSVN's Five Points and thereby established the boundaries within which the Front
intended to negotiate during 1969:

&

...
the U.S. must stop its aggression in SVN,
withdraw all its troops and those of its satellites and
all its war equipment from SVN. It must eliminate
U.S. military bases in SVN and let the people of
SVN settle their own problems according to the polidcal program of the NI.F without foreign interference.
There must be set up a national democratic union government; free general elections must be held with a
view to the eventual reunification of the country. 332

,all
'

*,

(C) Following the opening of the Paris talks on Z5 Jan 69, the NFLSVN's first major
"change" in political strategy came on 8 May with the announcemvient of the "10-Point proposal
for the solution of the conflict in Vietnam." The 10 Points follow:

POINT I
To respect the Vietnamese people's fundamental national rights, i.e. independence, sovereignty, unity and territorial integrity, as recognized by the 1954 Geneva agreements on Vietnam.
POINT U1
The United States Government must withdraw from South Vietnam all United States troops,
military personnel, arms and war materiel of the other foreign countries of the United States
camrp without posing any condition whatsoever; liquidate all United States military bases in South
Vietnam. renouitce all oncroachmonts en the sovortignty, territory. and security of South Vietnam and the Democratic Ropubttlic of Vieitnam.

"The Viotnamete People's rightt.p .'ght for the defense of their fatherland is the sacred, InalenWable right to self-d•fense of ait peopleg. The question of the VietInamese armed forces in
South Vietnam shall be setolved by the Vietiame-e parties among themselves.

7T
Tho people of South Viettnam shall settle themnselves their own attains without foreirn jinterferenco.

Tbey sAl dAeidv t1hen#,e~

s. the po.ititcol. regim

of S•outh Vietnam through free and

demowerati~c gonerailt1,clions: a Constituent lAssembly will he set kip, a Comisthwtiltl worked4 out~
and a.:oatitio, tnverautmiant
""ttloa of all socild gtratA.

'
""

.tsou•t•-Vetuam installed, reflocting national c"Word 4nd the broad

The provi•ionAl oa.ition ovx.rttnw.t it. to have
OW
tasoks; (A) To Implemetit the
Areeomcn& t* be cncluditd on the W0iihdrawat of the t rops of the Uonitd State. and t he other (or.

0 cewitrids W th Amera

amp. (8)

Toachiev* national coward, and a b
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social strata, political forces, nationalities, religious communities and all persons, no matter)
what their political beliefs and their past may be, provided they stand for peace, independence
and neutrality. (C) To achieve broad democ ratic f reedoms - f reedom of speech, f reedomn of the
press, freedom of assembly, freedom of belief, freedom to form political parties and organizations, freedom to demonstrate, etc.; to set free those persons jailed on political backgrounds; to
prohibit all acts of terror, reprisal and discrimination against people baying collaborated with
either side, and who are now in the country or abroad, as provided for in the 1954 Geneva agreement on Vietnam. (D) To heal the war wounds, restore and develop the economy, to restore the
normal life of the people and to improve the living conditions of the laboring pe~ople. (E) To hold
free and democratic general elections in the whole of South Vietnam with a view to achieving the
South Vietnam people's right to self- determination, in accordance with the content of point 4
mentioned above.
POINT VI
South Vietnam will carry out a foreign policy of peace and neutrality. To carry out a policy
of good neighborly relations with the Kingdom of Cambodia on the basis of respect for her independence. sovereignty, neutrality and territorial integrity within her present borders; to carry
out a policy of good neighborly relations with the Kiingdomn of Laos on the basis of respect for the
1962 Geneva agreem~ents on Laos. To establish diplomatic, economic and cultural relations with
all countries, irrespective of political and social regime, including the United States, in accordance with the five principles of peacefvd coexistence: Mutual respect for independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity, nonaggression, noninterference in internal affairs, equality and
mutual benefit, peaceful coexistence, to accept economic and technical aid with no political con-

ditions attached from any country.
POINT VII
The reunl~c-tior. of Vietnam will be achieved atop by step, by peaceful ine~ans, through discussions and agreement between the two zones, without foreign interference. Pending the peaceful reunification of Vietnam, the two zones shall re- establish normal relations in all fielda on
thQ basisk of mutual roopect. The military demarcation line between the two rones, at the 17th
parallel, as provided for by the 1954 Geneva agceamrnts, Is only of a provisional character and
does not iconatitulto In any way a political or territorial boundary. The two &onces shall reach
agremnt on th4' ftatUý Of thet 40emnlltaritetl *one, and work out zuodilities, for movements across
the provisionalimilltary diemarcaItio line.
POINT V111
As provided for in the 19S4 Geneva agreements on Vietnam, the two zones, North and South
Yvaxatui,
shal! nitodrt .tto retrain from Joining any military alliancea with foreign countrids,
not alkow N4yripogi country to maintain military bases, troops and military personnel on their
respective SoCl, '41d fot reoagni** the protection of any country or mtilitary. alliance or bloc.

To -,**6tvo the aito..,ath of the war-, (A) The parties will migotiato tho release of soldier#
aptuted io. war. ~tB) Tho Untited Stat*# govoihment must bear full responsibility (or the laio~s.s
M'dvt~a~iasit has caused to the Vietnmbese peopla in both too#s.

Wet See ,uZ'T
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POINT X
The parties shall reach agreement on an international supervIsion about the withdrawal from
South Vietnam of the troops, military pe~rsonnel, arms and war materiel of the United States and
the other foreign countries of the American camp. The principles and content of the over-all
solution expounded above for-n an integrated whole. On the basis of these principles and content,
the parties shall reach understanding to the effect of concluding agreements on the above-mentioned questions with a view to ending the war in South Vietnam, and contributing to restore
peace hi Vietnam.
Hanoi and VC Liberation radio gave the 10-Points extensive coverage, calling it extremely important and asserting that it offered a fair and reasonable basis for an honorable solution to the
war. Tn general, the Communist media did not claim that the proposal covered any new ground
but emphasized its comprehensive approach and 'he concrete guidelines it set forth. According
to the various broadcasts, a solution depended on US willingness to withdraw its fore-we and to
abandon its "aggression"~. One. of the major poi~ts stressed that withdrawal did not have to' 4e
mutual, because the Vietnamese were entitled to fight aggression anywhere in their country. Z3
(C) A directive captured on 19 May, published by the T20 Current Affairs P~arty rCorn'rittee.
provided instruction for the dissemination of the 10-Point peace program. The directive explained that by 30 May, all subordinates should have studied the 10- Points and that by 5 Jun, all
local 6vivlians should have been acquainted with It. Emphasis was tW have been placed on the
second point of tht~ formula and on the efforts to be displayed by all VC personnel during the 1969
Summer Campaign. A sintilar directive published by "Namn Truong" provided clarificat~on and
guidelines relating to the 10- Points:
This formula represents a new mova in out diplomatic offensive, and Its esoence i3 basically sirmilar
to the NFIAVNI* political platform and the five-point
statement. It truly reflect# our staxdflast standpoint

an principle matters, eopocially those which guarantee
independence, *overoigtnty. rouniifkation, ew'nploeto

withdrawal of U.S. and satellite- itoap, dismantfalmont of bases, aud the settlemmet of Internal affairs
by the South Vietintmoo themselvea witlwut foreigr.
Interventtion. 23

(C) Ott the evo of the Midway Conference, hold btweeon Prosident. Nixon and RYN Prositont
Thien on 8 Juan, Convntmitt statement# at the aOth plenary ~soonl of te Mirte tWks were coufined largojy to adteaks on the US position oh muotual troop withdrawal and to ropetition it eloroets of the NVI.SVN program for settlement. The NWLSIVN spoikesnian declared thtIS stater"nt, fan mutuatl troop withdrawals "conceal pe rffIivus maneuveralk au~d were
uothing but
empty word#*~
*(8)

Followu4. the concluoion of the c iforonce und, the publicAtioh &f
aewleniets, tht. Viet.ham#** Co mniunists r'aaeted with predletable harshness. The
I~cnei flintitdd US iroop
Witbdrawals was deseettaed by a NYN spt4*afnian In Pal'ahsAt a tvenniptio of play attung" antd
"acrude fairca. 11A repromatal-We of the N.1SYN Oxpli,%n*A that the conferoenee was 40ly a ý,prop~asada Otanstewvr itentded to colt" the dewmukls of h Ameie4cax peopic &and. mtislad world

4
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opiion.
Te NLSN'sLibratonpress agency underscored what the Communists saw as the
major obstacle in the announced agreements of the Midway Conference; in a 9 Jun broadcast, it
charged that further wvithdrawals of US troops would be contingent on the ability of RVNAF forces
to replace US units, prngress -in the Paris talks, and the level of combat. This line reiterated a
lorig standing Communist fear that a mutual withdrawal of forces, coupled with stronger RVNAF
would le-ave the Communist military and political apparatus overly exposed. The withdrawal announicement was probably r~o surprise to Hanoi, for there were indications that the Communists
foresaw a limited unilateral US troop reduction. Beginning in early May, NVN propaganda organ~s had explained that any unilateral US withdrawal would not be the result of an improved
RYNAF military capability, buxt would reflect a US defeat. Thus, the rationale wvas prepared for
a Commun-st declaration similar to the one made following the I Nov 68 bombing halt-- that it
was a move forced on the US by NVN action. 235
The Formation. Leadership and Functioning of the PRO
(C) According to Radio Hanoi and the NI'LSVN radio, on 23 May an NFLSVN delegation
headed by Nguyen Huu The, President of the Presidium of the NFLSVN Central Committee, and
the People's Alliance delegation, headed by Thriah Dinh Thao, Chairman of' the ANDPF Central
Commint~ee, discussd and decided to hold a National Representatives Congress for the establishmo~nt of a South Vietnam Provisional Rvevlutionary Government (PUG). On the basis of this docision, 88 representatives from "all political parties, people's groups, and religious and nationality organizations" hold a "National Cong-ress" between 6 and 8 Jun; according to the Commnunists. this meeting was also attenided by "72 guests of honor". .- .This
congress "elected" merribers of the PRG and an advisory council to be placed under Its control.
(C) The formation of the PUG in the RVN viarked the first Communist attempt to create an
organination de~signiod to iadminister South Vietnam and was the culmination of a leng-thy period of
organinatiopal activity. Commi~unist dominatiou of the new organitation was clearly evident at this
Point- EstAblHmen10tt Of th11PRO wA* Varried out at a time when political Struggle In RVN were
ox-tweted to 6-como Moro hitnbusc, acainst a hackground of the facts that the Paris conference
was entering into its "govond round". contering on the NFiSVN'* tO-Poiuts and the US $-Point
pr~oposal, and reductio" of US forces

to ho carried out unilaterally. This wars Also considered to

be tho NFLSVN's consoolidation of its own orgapitatioia to counter solIdification of political forces
by thw GVN: thi~s included the C}VN'* seatlishmout of the "Mitional W ocratic Socialist Front".
(C) As top the qoals of 1he NFLOVN. one of the prim-ary desires was to raise theo status of
the Vietnamoee cofflmuolst# at toast to the same love! as that of the GVN,- lo other words, 1n

order t.) ?kvid boing, regtard*4 meroly as One ofithe Vaious forcos within RVN, the NFLSVN
probably was attemptingt to gala recognition as a#e of the two major torces#and th"s becOnw the
equaivalent to the GVN. 136
(S) The structure ot tho PRO~ was similar to that of a ui

inn

oenet

andi It was

thorfore tmarbedly differvot from the NFL5V~'s argavdgatiota. According tw tho VC Liboirttiou
Radio. the P110 *.Is to cons~st of a toal of IS lwemboro including a itairman thte# vbto-ichairM#4n- 4100 o aded vWnistrioa, Vto most Important ministerial jpesition. werie tivfense, (OttI on
a'fti rs# itaterlor. and eoo~ Io~l
(8) With this orgari-xatattu, ib- "H OaloImed to roprosent virtually All o$ tlio people of OVIN;
it did not, however, nnahe atty atfort to eonceoal the pretktwto ant dominatwo of long time. Cotouisotisa lin thte rcabiut positiout. hiographic inkformation idotietliedIt at N.LS-VX Centril
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Committee members, including five who were members of the NFLSVN Central Committee's
Presidium or Secretariat: Huynh Tan Phat, Phung Van Cung, Tran Nam Trung, Tran Buu Kiemn,
and Ung Ngoc Ky. Additionally, four PRG cabinet members were active NFLSVN members although they did not sit on the NFLSVN Central Committee. Thus, 16 of the 25 cabinet positions
in the PRG went to members of the NFLSVN. Five cabinet officers were ANDPF members. Two
cabinet members had not been identified: Vice Minister of Economy-Finance, Nguyen Van Trieu,
and Vice Minister of Information and Culture, Lu Khoi. 237

J

.

(S) Three of the members had no known position in the Front or the ANDPF but were nevertheless prominently identified with the Communist cause:
1. Vice Minister of Defense: Dong Van Cong was Deputy Commander of the COSVN,
held the rank of Major General, and was commander of VC Military Region (MR) 3.
2. Vice Minister of Defense: Nguyen Chanh was reported as a possible member of the
Current Affairs Section of the Military Affairs Section of VC Sub-Region (SR) 2.
3. Vice Minister of Health, Social Welfare, and War Disabled: Ho Van Hue was Chief
of COSVN Medical Staff and was a Deputy Chief of the Medical Department until he infiltrated
south in 1963 or 1964: he is possibly the older brother of Ho Thu, Deputy Secretary of the
NFLSVN. 238
(S) Completing the list of the upper echelons of the PRG was Tran Nam Trung who was identified as the Minister of Defense. Trung was a cover name for the VC or NVA general who controlled VC forces at a particular period of time. Either MG Tran Phi or LTG Tran Van Tra was
the incumbent at the time of the announcement of the PRG's formation. Trung was also listed as
a Vice Chairman of the NFLSVN's Central Committee Presidium and Chairman of its Military
Affairs Committee.
(S) In addition to the cabinet ports, there were 13 members of the PRG's Advisory Council.
For the most part, this body was made up of lesser known individuals except for Advisory
Council Chairman Nguyen Huu The, head of the NFLSVN. Four of the Council members were
also members of the NFLSVN's Central Committee and six were Alliance members. Hyuuh Van
Tel And Nguyen Cao Phuong wore not members of either organization, Tei was, however, Identified a• a member of the DRV's National Assembly and a member of the DRV's Fatherland
Front. Z39
(C) The interrelationship between various offices in RVN and NVN it shown in Table
111-4. 240
(C) Liberation Radio claimed that the PRO was "an organ endowed with dhe right to deal
with foreign affairs; establish diplomatic, economic, and cultural relations: and to solve the
Vietnam problem in accordance with the Front's 10 points." Thus, the PRO was ostensibly empoweroJ to perform normal government functions. Among the first acts of the new government
was the adoption of 14 articles ranging from the selection of a national flag (that of the NFLSVN)
to a #tatement on foreign policy. In answer to a question, Tran Buts KMeoi had this to say about
the PRM.
The NLF is the organizer and the leader of the
South Vietnamese pepulation In its resistance auainst
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30 KEY LEADERS IN THE SOUTH
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NAME

PRINCIPAL JOB(S)

0Z

>

2

<

(*North Vietnamese)

x X X

*Pham Hung

X

Secy, PO, CO-COSVN&SVNLA,
Former NVA Dep Premier
ist Dep Secy-COSVN
P
2d DepSecy- COSVN
CC
CO-COSVN&MR5. Former 1st Dep
CC
NVN Min Def
CC
Chief, Civ Proselyt Sec-COSVN, Chmr
MAC & V Chmn Pres-NFLSVN Min
Def-PRG
Alt CC
1st Dep CO-SVNLA. 4th Dep C/S ef
NVA Mbr, Cent M. I. Cmtr of NVN
.........
Dep PO-COSVN, Mbr, Cent Mil Cmte
Alt CC
I of NVN
CC?
Unknown
Poss CO-SR6 LA
Chief, Fin & Econ Sec-COSVN
CC?
Secy-SR6
__
AFCC
AltX
3d Dep CO-SVNLA. Mbr, Cent Mil
Crate of NVN
CC
4th Dep CO SVNLA
CC?
5th Dep CO-SVNLA In chg of Guer
Base Area - COSVN
Dep Ch. Security Sec - COSVN
Dep Ch. Org See- COSVN
Poss Secy - MR6
Pose Secy - MR6
S04ry - MRZ
Secy - MR3
Sucy - MRTTH
CC?
2d Dep, CO - SVNL-A
Chnm, Presldium-NFLSVN
Chmn, Advi#ory Council to PRO
P, CC

"___
*

,

X X

.
.
Muoi Ut .
Hai Van
*LTG Hoang Van Thai
*LTG Tran Luong

X
XX
X X X
I
X X
X x

*LTG Tran Van Tra

X X X

X

X
I
X

X X X

*MG Tran Do

I
Ba Huong
Nguyen Van Kiet
Hai
Xe Ngua
0
Tran Bach Dang
*MG Le Trong Tan

X X
X X
xX
X X
X
X
X

*MG Hoan Duc Anh

X

Mrs Nguyen Thi Dinh
Tam Than
Cao Dong Chiem
Le Lu Nhiem
MG Tran Le
BO Nguyen Minh Chau
Le Man
Muoi Bung
4LTG Le Trung Chuang
,LTG Nguyen Hau Xuyeis
Nguyen Huu Tho

X

-

OHuynh Tan Phat

; (

X
X X

. XCh.
x

X
X
X.
X
x
X
X

-Mbr

X
-

X X

....

X X

NtuqynT•itn
XX
Dung Van) Cong
x
O1ran Rtu_ kemrn .
.
.
X X
Nguyen Chanh
x
Tran Van Du
1
1/P - Politburo
CC - Central Committee
CEC - Central Exceutive Committede
CAC - Ctrrent Affairs Committee

CC?

-

V Chmn, Presidium NFLSVN, ChmiPRO
Min For Aff-PRG

CO-COSVN&CO-MR3, VM lnDcfPRG
ln of.Chtnn's Off-PRO
......
Mbr CAC or MAC-SRZ
Ch,, Mil Provelyt Set-COSVN
MAC - Military Affairs Committee
CC? - Posvible Covert Mbr, Central Comm
XI- lAlt CC - Alternate Mbr, Central Comm
*

.

CC? '
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American aggression and for national salvation. During the Congress of Representatives of the people of
South Vietnam, the NLF agreed to transfer to the
PRG all functions of the State in both domestic and
foreign policies. These functions have been carried
out by the Front itself by the past nine years. From
now on, the NLF pledges to continue to rally the SVN
population around the PRG to bring to final victory
the struggle undertaken to set up an independcnt,
democratic, peaceful and neutral South Vietnam...

'

...
The NLF will continue with the job of mobilizing and rallying the South Vietnamece population in
support of the PRG according to the decision of the
NFL taken in the framework of the Congress of Representatives of the South Vietnamese population. 241

--

(S) The formation of the PRG capped a lengthy period of organizational work by the Com
munists to set up a government to rival the GVN. At the twentieth meeting of the expanded Paris
peace talks on 5 Jun, VC spokesman Tran Hoai Nam disclosed that "contacts are in the process
of beginning" between the NFLSVN and other groups, specifically for the purpose of forming a
provisional coalition government in RVN without the consent or participation of the GVN. This,
coupled with the Liberation Radio accounts of the PRG's formation, left no room for doubt that
no real representative election could have been undertaken. This was simply a step in a series
of related developments extending back to the creation of "autonomous" administrative committees at village level in 1964. January 1968 had seen a revival of emphasis in this approach
which resulted in the creation of revolutionary committees and councils in hundreds of villages
in RVN; by the end of 1968, the Communists were claiming that provisional governments had
established at the province and district level. The next logical stop was the claim that a provisional government had boon established at the national level as wvell.
(S) All responsibilities for foreign affairs were transferred from the NFLSVN to the PRO.
The PRO immediately oought to gain International recognition. PRO representatives travelled
widely seeking and achieving some success. The PRO received full diplomatic recognition from
13 Communist countries (Albania, Bulgaria, Communist China, Cuba,- Caechos lavakia, East
Germany, Hungary, Outer Mongolia, North Korea, Poland, Rumania, the USSR, and Yugoslavia)
and from 10 non-Communist countries (Algeria, Cambodia, Congo (Brazzaville), Iraq, Mali,
Mauritania, Southern Yemen, Sudan, %;yria, and the United Arab Republic. North Vietnam established a "special relationship" with the. PRGO, but withheld full diplomatic recognition so as not to
legitimize the concept of a separate governmint in the South. The PRO also signed a trade agreement with Cambodia on 25 Sep (See section of this chapter concerning Cambodia). Because
of its strategic location in relation to RVN, relations with Cambodia was the most important
diplomatic task of the PRO with the exception of the Paris talks. 242
(U) At PAris, the PRG followed the same course as the NFISVN .,ad followed and generally
enunciated the same policy as the DRY, emphasizing the 10-Poi:nts, particularly US withdrawal,
and the formation of a coalition govornmelit. Madame Nguyen Thl Binh, the PRO Forvign Ministor; the Chief PRO delegate at the Parts talks, and other delegates and spokesmen, used the
platform at Paris to castigate US actions and alleged actions in RVN. The one sign of possible
PRO flexibility at Paris came in tihe fall when Madame Binh briefly indicated that the PRO might
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be interested in talking to Big Minh about a coalition government.
with PRG views favoring the formation of a coalition government.

This was consistent, however,

"(S) With the formulation of the PRG, the Communists advanced a formal claim to a share of
the national power in RVN. What benefit the PRG would have for the Communists could be seen
in the prospective functions that the new organization would fulfill at all levels. None of the
various Communist front organizations in RVN functioned as a governing bodyý however, the
series of revolutionary committees and councils which had sprung up in 1968 were well suited
for a variety of administrative roles that the PRG claimed to have, including conducting elections. With the establishment of the PRG, the VC had established a party (PRP), a potential government (PRG) and a Front (NFLSVN). 243 In addition, the VC hoped to create regional local
support for the PRG through the RC's and expended great efforts in that direction in 1969. The
"goalof the PRG domestic and foreign policies was its own dissolution and its replacement by a
Communist-dominated coalition government in the RVN. 244
(S) The Communists conceivably did not really expect that they would achieve a rapid political settlement of the war on their own terms and they therefore had to prepare for a longer
struggle. This interpretation would suggest that the Communists intended to maintain their uncompromising position toward the GVN and their opposition to any political settlement that did
not begin with a "coalition government" to replace the GVN. With the formulation of the PRG,
the VC could claim to have a framework for alternatives which could be viewed as concessions
on their part. Thus they would have made "concessions" of allowing certain non-Communist
figures to become members of the PRG, thus transforming it into a peace cabinet or a provisional "coalition" government. The PRG created the appearance of greater political strength from
which to negotiate at some future date. 245 In addition, even if there was a cease fire, and there
were numerous indications that the VC at least considered the possibility, the PRG and the RCIs
were planned to be an important part of VC maneuvers during the period succeeding a cease fire
announcement.
VCI Strength
(C) In 1969, VCI strength decreased to an estimated 76, 398 due to losses suffered in battle,
incurred through decisions of VCI to rally, and resulting from the Ph.
afani Program. The
primary targets of the Phung B
Program were those VCI serving at district level and above
and those serving in RCa, Current Affairs Committees, Finance-Economy Sections, and Security Sections at all echelons. 246 (The Phun0 Hoang Program is discussed in Chapter VIII) CORDS
emphasized the role of the PhZun Hoan program in neutralizing members of the VCI, 247 while
JZ stressed the significance of battlefield attrition. 248 Of the total neutralizations of 19, 534 In
1969, 4, 229 cerved in positions at district and higher level. The neutralizations in the priority
elements totaled 9, 394. The total number of primary target neutralizations was 11, 675. This
consisted of the 9,394 serving in priority elements and the Z, 281 other VCI who were from dietrict level or higher. (See Table W1-5). 249

!.

(C) VCI strength decreased about 4, 700 during the past year and there were clear indications that due to this attrition, VCI personnel had less experience and training than 4 year
ago. 250 However, In spite of recruiting difficulties, strength trends of the latter part of 1969
indicated that the VCI maintained a strong regenerative capability. 251 See Table 111-6 for VCI
strengths for each CTZ and province as of 15 Jan 70. 252 (For a map of VC Provimnes, See page
63 of the 1968 MACV Command History.)
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JANUARY ESTIMATE OF
INFRASTRUCTURE STRENGTHS BY PROVINCE*

VC

I CTZ
QUANG TRI
THUA THIEN
QUANG NAM
QUANG TIN
QUANG NGAI

PROVINCE
TOTAL
1419
2282
6339
5750
4551

IDENTIFIED
914
1254
3902
3490
2503

VARIANCE
IDENTIFIED
MINUS
BEST ESTIM.ATE) PLUS
33
94
505
94
285
1028
194
88
2437
182
184
ZZ60
66
233
2048

*

HUE
DANANG

-

CTZ TOTALS

20, 341

Il CTZ
KONTUM
BINH DINH
PLEIKU
PHU BON
PHU YEN
DARLAC
KHANH HOA
NINH THUAN
TUYEN DUC
QUANG DUC
LAM DONG
BINH THUAN
CAM RANH

520
4595
601
208
1794
ZM17
645
698
43i
393
218
.155
36

DALIAT

Z0

CTZ TOTALS

14.6?6

III CTZ
BINH TUY
LONG KHANH
PHUOC LONG
BINH LONG
BINH DUONG

176
441
473
267
889
748
TAY N?4H
980
HAU NGW'A
836
DIEN HOA
374
PHUOC Tt.jY
"64
4
LONG A
fl
CIA D4l'd
1MR
VUNG TAU
SAIGON ICHOLON t1O0
CTZ TOTAL

7,649

12, 063
196
3074
Z34
86
1053
1034
Z74
470
201
Z56
196
1556
9

884

569

3Z4
1521
367
1z2
741
1139
371
228
230
137
Z2
599
2?

241
200
158
251
362
191
5
a5
160
1%9
400
270

37
76
33
1
41
123
142
259
17
31
7
49

6,005

2,392

8,278

*

32,17

8.671
.115
a3l
208
11
Sa5

419
719
548
.111
896
463
13

71
183
242
169
96

61
204
265
74
364
329
Z61
288
261
468
370
,,5

816

265

17
15
5
13
43

219
20z
224
141
125

7
a5
33
7

**

*4

.

-

4,5$02

STABLE

1,43?

3,147

191
(CONTINUED)

111.6,
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PROVINCE
TOTAL
IV CTZ
GO CONG
KIEN TUONG
KIEN PHONG

IDENTIFIED

VARIANCE
IDENTIFIED
MINU.S
(BEST ESTIMATE) PLUS

397
538
1113

403
322
539

7
167
90

DINH TUONG

4123

2663

1460

495

58

KMEN BOA
VINH BINH
AN GIANG

3807
6057
1277

1945
3551
309

1862
2506
968

250
382
673

107
239
141

VINH LONG

2922

1998

924

33

77

KIEN GIANG

1129

570

559

86

58

CHUONG THIEN

1845

1107

738

41

Z08

PHONG DINH

1932

1189

743

259

66

BA XUYEN
AN XUYEN

1449
2440

954
1094

495
1346

120
145

37
199

BAC LIEU
CIIAU DOC
SA DEC

1048
710
581

565
4Z8
405

483
282
176

103
155
219

56
52
5

32, 632

18, 86

13.806

3,225

1,439

75. 298

44,062

31, Z36

8,438

3,015

CTZ TOTAL
RVN TOTAL
COSVN TOTAL

TOTAL

1,100

)

76,398

4t This etimte lncludkv GVN autonomous*ities.

Ieporting is now under study and inortnAtion ot provently available.
R
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The.Role of the VCI
(C) The VCI occupied a central role in COSVN's strategy for the war in RVN. COSVN's
primary goal was political dominance in RVN. To achieve it, COSVN advocated VCI use of both
political and military tactics; tactics of persuasion and tactics of force.

*

VCI Attempt toProvide Services
*

~(C) The VCI attempted to establish itself as the legitimate government of lRVN. (In fact the
desire to portray itself as the legitimate government of RVN was a very significant motivating
factor behind much of the military strategy employed in 1969 in that the VC sought to capture a
major provincial city in order to use it as a capital. ) The infrastructure attempted to provide
people in areas which it controlled with the services that a government would provide. For instance, a MACV profile of VC province Kien Hoa statedIn an effort to provide services comparable to
the GVN, the VC in Kien Hoa Province have established a large network of schools which appear to
be very active and well coordinated. The teachers
are well qualified and have attended colleges in
either North or South Vietnam. All civilian teachers
are members of a Party cell subordinate to the Education Subsection. This is indicative of the highly
organized VCI structure in Kien Ho. Province. The
VC have also established farming cooperatives and

hospital facilities for the local populace In this area.
These attempts to offer public services comparable
to those of the GVN are not now to Kien Hoa and are
likely to expand in 1970. 253

Also, the VC h&%d a civil health system subordinate to the political infrastructure and separate
from the military medical apparatus. The best estimate of the number of persons involved in
* the civic health effort was 5, 000 to 10, 000. Several hundred of these individuals were doctors
and personnel who had received at least some formal medical training. However, the majority
of civil health personntl were litter bearers, orderlies. cooks, and other unskilled laborers. 2 5 4
The program vmphasixe~d loval lalf-help and provided -extensive, training of civilians. The scctioma provided medical aid to all echelons of the VC/NVA military structure and to the civilian
population. ass
(C) "Captured modleal supplied and medical personnel have confirmed that the enemy providooi civil health functions. however, there have alto been reports that both medical and educa-t
tion services were limitted to Party membtrs And families. 11256 At the same time, MACJZ said,
"Althoogh civilians vonatituto a significant portion of the patients. the VC are unable to mustor
the, resources nece'ssary for adequate care of all civilians living under their control. "IS Epidoffils In NVN during 1969.revealed that in contested areas brought tinder GVN control during
the year, the VC1 had provided very little substautive social services. 258 In summary. although
the VC were able to provide services io areas which they contrpled, it became' harder or ImpossWib
to provide them in contested areas. In all likelihoodi, those services wore of necessity discontiaued to manty areas during the yeor.
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(C) Another aspect of VC political persuasion was the effort to appeal to the different religious groups in RVN. These activities wcrc oftcn prosclyting and propaganda activities and
sometimes took the form of military pressure. The VC urged the cadre not to show any religious discrimination and to respect the beliefs of the people. Efforts to undermine organized religions were to come only after power had been achieved. The VC attempted to infiltrate agents
into the religious groups, although there were indications that they had not been very successful. 259 For instance there had been some penetration of the membership of the An Quang Buddhists, but no controlling influence had been gained over the leadership.260 The VC attempted
to win over the leaders of religious groups or to separate the leaders and the religious groups
from support of the Thieu government. Sometimes individuals or groups were offered important
positions in VC fronts or in future governments. The VC exploited factionalism within the religious groups. Those such as Buddhists and Hoa Hao attempted to maintain their independence
from both the GVN and the VC. 261
VCI Use of Force
(C) In addition to the use of the "carrot" was the use of the "stick. ,"262 The VC used force
extensively. The VC/NVA advocated killing their enemies and their enemies were often broadly
defined as government supporters and members of classes other than the poor. The worst example of VC/NVA extermination of its enemies occurred at Hue in 1968 and was disclosed in
1969. Several VC/NVA after action reports or. Hue lauded the 1968 killing of "three thousand
reactionaries" as an accomplishment of the offensive, Z63 The theory behind such actions could
be found among the writings of Truong Chinh (See NVN Leadership Section of this Chapter), although it was not known which level of authority ordered the killings at Hue. In 1969, there were
reports that "black lists" or censuses of supporters of the government and of other categories of
people were being drawn up in preparation for future coalition elections and for the elimination
of opponents. 264 However, there were other reports in which cadre argued that the undisciplined
extensive use of force alienated people. Other policy guidance advocated "thought reform" rather
than death for opponents. A major NVN figure abroad asserted that no bloodbath would follow a
US withdrawal. "15 From the evidence which appeared In 1969, it could be conjectured that VC/
NVA leaders would be divided on the Issue of the extent of executions to be carried out if the VC/
NVA gained control of RVN with some leaders advocating extensive executions while others
might Bettle for extensive "thought reform."
(C) The VC1 were extremely important components of the VC/NVA military effort In RVN.
The VCI was responsible for providing funds, obtained primarily through extortion and taxation
from the populace, food, anti other supplies to the military units, collecting intelligence related
to Allied plans and personalities, targeting GVN officials for assassination, undermining the
GVN and the RVNAF military units, and gaining poptlar support for the Communist insurgency
in the South. Enemy military units in the South were dependent for their survival upon the support of the VCl and of Local For-te units, 266 In addition to above functions, the VCl served 4s
guides to military units. One NVA PW said that "Without the Local Force (LF) units in SVN the
NVA Is useless."67
(C) COSVN planned for a possible cease fire As wel%as for prolonged war in 1969. NVA
General Le Trung Tin, Commanding General of the MR TTiI had been told in Hanoi in May that
he should plan ahead In case a cease fire was signed by the end of. the year. VC plans (or that
eventuality included plans for heightened political activity plus the cohtinuod us* of "ilitary tactics. One plan Included the formation of a police force which was to jerve the function of protecting VC cadre and also was to fulfill some of the traditional functions (socret police functions)
of the VCiNVA security sections. Z68
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(C) One significant VCI tactic which would be relevant if the war continued or if there was a
cease fire was the attempt to get the cadre to obtain legal status. This would provide the cadre
with legal cover and woudi preserve the infrastructure in the major urban centers. a69

Morale
Introduction
(C) Perhaps thermost irmportant concerns of the VCI in 1969 came in the area of morale.
The overall deveiopnmntsM in the war in 1969 adversely affected the morale of the VC cadre and
VC/NVA soldiers and COSVN Resolution 9 launched an tll out &,fortto bolster cadre and overall
morale, Allied military p.-esvkxr~u c~n the V'C/NVA., high rwnmbe~r& of caaualties, food, and other
shortages caused by AlliedA pc~issuirc,, the hasrn of pop-t1ation suppc~rt caused by a number of factors including a reaction against harsher VC/N'VA tactics, increased extortion, and higher taxation rates adopted because of shortages of supplies and food, Ho Chii Minh's death, the increasing "credibility gap" between what infiltrating troops were told about conditions in RVN by political officers who said that they would receive w,,irm greetings from the people in EVNl and who
minimi~zed the danger and the extraordinary hardships which exiated for the VC/NVA soldiers in
RVN, the fear of death, the longing (or home, a~nd the desire for peace all c~ontributed to a weakening of morale. Z?O0 From the VCI's standpoint, one tAf the worst xnanifestiations of the declined
morale was the soaring Chieu &ilo rate. Hot Chanli often endangered the security of VC/NVA
units and they often led Allied units to caches of sorely needed supplies.
Desertion
(C) Enemy docum-ents distinguishod betwve~n simple desertion and defection. According to
enemy terminology, a deserter left his unit, but 4t defector changed allegiance, It wus noted
that many deserters did not rally to the OVN, but returned to their home areas or sometim'es
joined another unit.
(C) The majority of NVA desertion. occurred prior to arrival in RVN, Approximately 7
percent of all infiltrating troops deserted before arriving in IAVN andI the total attrition rate was
IS percent Including death, disease, and returning cadres a# well as desertions. The NVA dosertion rato In RVN was almost certainly low,:r although information was sketchy. Desertion
generally occurred only among the lower EM (PVT. PFC). Desertion occurred usually in the
traininig area and while the unit was en route to RVN thro~ugh IN.N. The rate appeared to drop to
about t- 3 percent fin an infantry unit that infiltrated as a unit. A returnee commented that VC
*were more likely to desert or rally than NVA in RV.N because home wast so far away for the NVA
soldietr, a.4d it he deserted or rallied the ehafces of over being able to return home were
(C) Un the past, deserters who returned or who were picked up usually had not been punished
for the first offeanse and had been returned to their units. Pnilshment might follow a second or
third offense,, However, there were indications that moire- stringen poice were being followed
lIn 1969. Onte rallier stated that 10 mean who had atwompted'to diesert had been shot. A guerrilla
who rallied said he had seen the bodies of twoa men who hadbnshtwe he eyhdbe car
tured after deserting and had refused to return tO their Walt. 1Zf
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Efforts to Improve Morale
(C) Since the decline in VC/NVA morale was caused primarily by the results of Allied Military operations and the US/GVN pacification program, in one sense, the central facets of VC/
NVA military strategy, with its increasing focus on the pacification and Vietnamization programs, were designed to improve VC/NVA morale, The GVN Cbieu Hjoj program had been a
cause of VC/NVA morale problems. To combat it, the Communists made attempts to infiltrate
the Chicta Hal Program. One basic response of the Party to morale problems was to intensify
indoctrination campaigns. The prescription for the party itself and for the cadre was a tightening up of control and reindoctrination. There were reports of cadre purges in I CTZ. Cadre requiring "purification" included those who questioned PRP policy, those who had a history of GVN
association or had relatives working for the GYN, and those who had a high level of education or
were from the middle or upper classes. In Quang Ngai Province, 13 VC political officers were
purged and converted to regular military status. In Quang Nam Province, three cadre were reported to have been executed and 20 more a rrested and taken to the mountains on 1lZ Aug. It
'WAS hypcthesized that as the VCI approached a possible phase of intense political activity,
"doubters" were being removed fromn the organization. 273 However, rather than tadre purges,
intensive propaganda sessions were~ the norm. Efforts were also mado to stop cadre and soldiers from listening to Saigon radio programs and to the BBC. The reading of Chieu Mfel leafletsJ
was strictly forbidden. 274
Ass ssLýme t
(C) MACJZ assessed the significance of lessened popular support for the VC-.
Despite these ind~cations that the population is
giving less support to the VC movoment, it must not
be asseumed that the Viet Coug akro defeated or are
ahout to be deoeated. Theo VC rstill have* susaotial
numbf-rs of peopiq, who ag~tively w~ voluntarily tmppert them, It also cannot be assurned that the po-ople
havv shiftod their support In favor of the CiVN. The
VNhAs rnade promises (if Wrtfr. progrý-~ i h
past, but it has done little to impisment 'thost progvrams. As a result,, many people have little more
confidence in the QVN thin they do in the Viet Cong.
These people appoear to hive adoptcd a "wait arad
see" attitude and seem to have withhold support from
either aide, romainina uncommitted uptil. ono side
or the other domonstrate3 the capabilitr of r-Wr
for their welfare,. Z75
(S.) 'The enemy was fully aware of his morale protilem and a~dopted carroctiw" ni'i~itox that
were, at least 14%partf, successful. Ills sUccess in soviep this problem was ho.t .,vi;'"plfied by

the (act that he cobtinued to field tortes composed QoJllahly motivated. well ind-...trizwtod. cooragoous (although sometimes ill-irmnest) soldiers."
'There
niatosi
1%t
9#9 howevor,
that moeralff problems and the cycleofo fattor* which producedt them, were more tertbi.s than0 ever
b efore and tht Combat eifctivetaose Was lessened in somet knakatlgftr
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Recruit ment

Introduction
(S) The VC/NVA faced severe manpower problems in 1969. In part at least, they were responsible for one of the most significant developments of the year. the movement of larger nutmbers of NVA fillers into the Delta and the movement of the first wholly NVA units into the Delta.
A rallier provided insight into these recruiting problems when he said that VC recruitment had
failed because eligible personnel had been moved into GVN-secure areas and that the enemy had
unable to force youths to join the VC. Of those who did join, many subsequently deserted because of the hardships. Thus the VG carne to rely on NVA replacements in a region in which
they earlier had been able to fill VC units and send recruits to iM CTZ. Z77
ecruitmenS Figures
(S) In-country recruitment and conscription were estimated to have averaged 7, 000 personnel per month for 1966 and 3, 500 personnel p,)r month for 1967. During 1968, in-country recruitment averaged more than 5,700 per month for a total of 6.8, 900 for the year. Estimated recruitment during the first 9 months of 1969 :;.teadily decreased from the high of 7, 400 reported
in February to less than 4. 000 in September. The recruitment and conscription figure In RVN
during the fourth quarter was estimated at 9, 800. Z78 As of August, MACV eatimated that\ recruiting within RVN was approximately 5, 500 per month (50 percent IV CTZ, 2s percent I CTZ,
15 percent U CTZ, 10 percent III CTZ). 179 A year-end estimate was that approximately 57,300
individuals .iad been recruited by the VC In RVN in 1969. ZR0 One as4sessmt.%t toncluded that of
the troops recruited by the VC in 196$, ot•ween Z0,000 and Z3,000 had been youths betwoen the
ages of 13 and .7. Z81
_O'rganinatlen of Rkcruztvnt
(C) The Civilian. PropAgRanda aAd Training Section and the Civilian Prosolyting Section
played major roles In rea•riting youth. for VC military units. Those sections recruited tit-her
on an Individual bavis, making protracted efforts to convince the youth and his family of the advantages of hi. becomiend
a oldtier or guerrilla, or by holdinu ma* meeting., as an attempt to
propagandite and recruit all elgilbl• persannel in an entikr village. Rocrultmnnt of soldiera Was
so important that it was closoly supervised by the Party Keecutlve Committee at each pflitical
echelon, The Party Exeoutive Cotuwtteo directed the rocruiting effort an, as events dictated,
shifted the burden of responsibility from agency te acency within the party Governrnt
t. Civilian
proselyting ecttions recruited by lovyi-n quotas on the Front assocIatlons they controlled. Increaas•gly, thc. District Party Executive Como•ttoes had to draft "etope in order to meet quotas
levied by the Provine. Exim-ttivt. Committee. As drntffni led to the frqueont ute of fore., socc •lty cs&tdl and see metires guerrilla or Local Font uttits were employed &a "press gang&"
(C) Spei|al moblizawion cunonimttes wort formed to Meot ;mWdh1te recruiting trtqitremeet,. Those eowa*eeu wore jointly staffed by propagabda, forward supply, civilW•n proselyt-.
lugAs$conuo' iaisont eadr, -tothat m-obilization anul r'roceasitg of irvtruits could he accootmpulshed wt fast as potible. Such comtniute•l wetre headet by a member of the Party Exe.utiv'
Committee. Aippeal- were made through the Vex or through the recruitst' f#mlies, in particq"ata,hamlet a&d village youth asosctioa
s aenouragod ad motinted youths to jotn the miltary
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units. Mothers attending Party Women's Association meetings were urged to ask their sons to
help liberate their country from the "American invaders" and the "cruel tyrants" or "GVN puppets". Often the VC warned that those who did not join would be drafted by the GVN and would
be forced to fight against their own countrymen -And thus betray the NFLSVN. Personal reasnns,
such as protection of the family from VC pressure, hatred of the GVN, avoidance of the GVN
draft, revenge, and promises of financial betterment appeared to be the primary motivation of
"volunteers. 1,282 In 1969, there was probably greater use of force in recruitment because there
were fewer -nen in the manpower pool.
Recruitment of Youth and Women in 1969
(C) There was evidence in 1969 that the VC began to recruit and train females for VC military and VCI functions where they were previously infrequently found, particularly as members
of main force VC units and as sapper cadre. By the end of the year, a great deal of emphasis
had also been placed on recruiting youths, most notably in IV CTZ. Although the use of youths
was not a new phenomenon, there was increasing evidence by the end of the year that children
between the ages of 10 and 14 were being trained to function as VCI cadre. These youths were
reported to recreive intensive military and political training. The age limit for the particular
training had apparently been set at 14 because the GVN required all people over 16 to carry an
ID Card. It was conjectured that as the use of new ID cards, which were extremely hard to
forge, became more widespread, the importance of recruiting and training youth would probably
increrose. Z83 In addition, there were a number of reports of young children and teenagers,
often the sons and daughter@ :f VC cadre, being sent from the RVN to NVN to be educated in preparation for their return to RVN as niembers of the VCI. Z84
VCINVA Strength and Dispositions
Introduction
(C) Like other insurgent ovganinatitms, the VC/NVA military organization was closely reIsted to the Political structure. Prior to i96S, VC units genorally had been no largvr than battation,, and only those units designated as "Main Force" (MF) Sad operated in wreas as large as
provincto
With the introduction of NVA dIisions into the conflict, the VC formatlons likewise
hAd increased to divisiop-siaom the VC also had reorga•itd their local and main forte battalions
Into r.girnmeatk structures.
(C) While the enemy units wnrt organiaed along lines similar tW US unit structure-- conipanies, battalions, etc, -- it must be recog•nsed that thit otrongths of these orga.intions were

nrt comparable to US units. Combat 1o1,ses. dioease, aPA inflitration difficulties played heavily
upon the vitemy's capability to maintain standard troop unit stto.gths. I

(S) Overall onemy treiwgth declined in 196.
Elnemy 'strength declin•4d from a6 It 000 ott
I Jain to approx.matoly 26,000 Uy yea Os erd, The VCINVA sustAtied approximatoly l1?2, O0
KIA by year. end. A total of 47,03 Bi
,-e ,hanh ra021od
inclhin. •40S
2-8,
miiita.ry perl"ney
`onnel. Intl tration during the y, ar was iapproaimately 101. 000.
0•.
I.#e rulutu1tt tdded
to Inilttation was not soBolic~ele
to balance V NINVA losses-In 1i 9.
It *-as 0timAted as -$ July
"thst the NVA troop.e ere 69*poremtlo the VCI•VA stregth. This contrastod with 31 perfet
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as of January 1966. 287 An estimate war made that approximately 90 percent of the troops in I
CTZ were NVA. 288
Strength and Disposition Tables and Figures
(C) Tables IM1-7 and M11-8 are recapitulations of VC/NVA strength as of 31 Dec 69. 289
These figures represent troops within the territorial borders of RVN and those in the contiguous
areas of Laos, Cambodia, the DMZ, and immediately north of the DMZ. See Figures 111-7
through 111- 12 for the VC/NVA in-country order of battle and disposition by CTZ's. 2 9 0
NVA Units Move to the Delta
(S) The most significant shift in enemy dispositions in 1969 began in May when NVA troops
began infiltrating into the Delta for the first time on a broad scale. Prior to that time, the Delta
had been largely a VC area of operations. Howev•r, the pacification program, VC losses and
recruitment difficulties apparently precipitated the movement of entire NVA units into the
Delta. 291 11 FFORCEV indicated how these movements were confirmed:
Although the 9th VC Division was operating in a
split configuration during July and August, it seemed
likely, that since the 271st and Z72d Regiments had
assumed an increased tacti,'al posture in War Zone
C, the 88th Regiment would also participate in this
increased level of activity regardless of location.
However, the 88th Regiment did not join the 271st
and 272d Regiments in Binh Long (P). Instead, the
88th followed a pattern similar to that of the 273d
Regiment before the regiment relocated to IV CTZ.
First, the 88th Regiment dropped out of sight; it
was not identified for a three month period. Second,
the 88th Regiment, l 4ke the 273d Regiment, was last
identified in the vicinity of the Straight Edge Woods,
a traditional, safe staging area for enemy units. In
summary, the proximity of the 95C Regiment to the
other 9th VC Division subordinates and the three
month inactivity of the 88th Regiment suggested that
the 88th Regiment had been redeployed to IV CTZ
and the 95C Regiment had become the new subordinate regiment. Later, on 3 December, the 88th
Regiment was identified in a contact against Long
Khot (H), vicinity of WT920073. This was the first
solid indication that the 88th Regiment had relocated

in IV CTZ. 292
(C) The movement of NVA troops in large numbers into the Dolma provoked conflicts between
NVA and VC troops. Reports of VC/NVA rivalry were also received from other areas of RVN.
The conflicts in the Delta stemmed basically from the NVA moving into a VC preserve. Apparently VC reacted unfavorably to being placed under NVA officers and vice versa, Conflicts
also reflected cultural differences between the North and South Vietnamese. Z93 In addition, the
NVN troops were unfamiliar with the Delta environs whereas the VC knew the region thoroughly.
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VC/NVA Personnel Strength as of 31 December 1969

Admin
Service

A rea

Maneuver

Combat
Support

Combat
Strengt

I CTZ

41,120
*(32, 645)

9,290
(8,565)

50,410
(41, 210)

13,995
(7,545)

12, 500

76,905
(48,755)

II CTZ

23, 020
(10, 385)

1, 810
(1, 750)

24, 830
(12,135)

5, 245
(1, 740)

10,500

40,575
(13,875)

III CTZ

33,295
(15,065)

8,790
(5,175)

42,085
(20, 240)

26,995

4,400

73,480
(20, 240)

IV CTZ

18,330
(1, 570)

1, 250

19, ý 0
(1, 570)

7, 550

19,600

46, 730
(1, 570)

136,905
(75,155)

53, 785
(9,285)

47,000

237,690
**(84,440)

RVN

21,140
(15,490)

115,765
(56,665)

Guerrilla

Total

*NVA Strength shown in parentheses.
**In addition to those NVA in NVA units there are approximately 17-19, 000 NVA in VC units
in SVN,
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Reasons For NVA Movement Into IV CTZ
(S) The precise reasons why COSVN and the NVN leadership decided to send NVA troops
into the Delta can only be conjectured. Perhaps the facts that 34 percent of the population of the
RVN resides in IV CTZ and that it is the country's rice bowl were reasons enough. Z94 The
Embassy suggested:
.. Several possibilities come to mind. They may be
intended to engage ARVN units and territorial security
forces units in order to take some of the pressure off
the guerrillas, who have been increasingly pressed
by friendly troops since the 1968 APC. They may be
trying to re-secure base areas (like the U Minh forest
in the An Xuyen Province and the Seven Mountains
areas in Chau Doc) which have been the object of GVN
operations in recent months. Some unconfirmed intelligence reports even suggest that the role of these
troops will be to stiffen the Viet Cong organization
5.
for the coming political struggle.. .
(S) By early in the new year, it was thought that the enemy had moved five regiments into
the Delta. It was also learned that the three sapper battalions which were regarded as COSVN's
strongest sapper units had either moved into the Delta or were on the way at the end of 1969. Z96
VC/NVA Organizational Structure
Introduction
(S) Changes in VC/NVA Organizational Structure In 1969 reflected some of the basic
changes In the course of the war. The developments reflected the losses sufferod in 1968 and
1969. and the decisions of Hanoi's leaders to attempt to limit their casualties in the future.
Many of the units that had carried out the Tot offensive of 1968 had been local force units except
in northern I CTZ. More main force units had been thrown into later offensives, however the
local force units had taken severe losses in the first offensive. Guerrilla strengths had fallen
and continued to fall in 1969. 297 In 1969, the NVA moved to preserve their forces in general
and particularly the VC forces. Changes also reflected preparations for a posstble cease fire
and a hoightoned period of political warfare.
Reducuon in Unit Site
(C) Numerous documents reported the breakdown of larger units, porticularly sapper units.
The aim was to establish stmaller unito which could still inflict hpavy casualties &hile beiWg less
W notrahlo to US boniing knd fire power. I," The tactic was a nAtural one for units which wore
already undarstrength. In addition, guidance was forwarded to develop guerrilla units. A document from I CTZ advocated that #ecret guerrillas he developed itt RVN-controlled areas such
that they would amount to 2 porcew. of the population. 499
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(S) In contrast to the decline in VC/NVA strength, the number of enemy maneuver and combat support battalions increased by 66 during 1969. Sapper/Recon battalions increased from ZZ
to 51 during the same period. 300
The Combination of VC and NVA Units
(C) A Hoi Chanh stated that the combination of VC and NVA units was taking place in Phu
Yen VC Province and elsewhere. He added that provinces were in the process throughout RVN
of taking command of all combat troops in their areas. The Hoi Chanh asserted that the goal
was to give the impression that no NVA combat units were operating in RVN, to acquaint NVA
troops with the local terrain and conditions so that they could serve as guides for other NVA
units should the occasion arise, and to release as many high ranking officers from field commands as possible for the planning of further large scale battles. 301
Regional Organization
(S) A source in Paris said that the NVA would attempt to put Mao's theory of "The countryside encircles the cities" into effect. NVA troops would be redistributed into regional concentrations each having for its center of gravity an important city (Qui Nhon, Danang, Nha Trang,
Dalat, Loc Ninh, Tay Ninh, Bien Hoa, Saigon, etc.). The regional arrangement was to shorten
the LOCs which had been virtually destroyed by B-5Zs. The NVA units were to maintain their
cohesion but would integrate themselves into the region and regain control of the population. The
goal would be to encircle, attack, withdraw, attack again, and hold temporarily (3-5 days) the
key points or certain sections of the city. 30Z
(C) Documents captured in the fall of 1969, two of which were dated May 1969 and Nov 68
indicated a strength reduction of Z3.4 percent for the VC battalion and 36. 1 percent for the NVA
battalion. Fire power appeared to be substantially reduced at the battalion level. However, this
may not have been an accurate indication of an actual reduction in fire power. Data provided in
the cited documents showed a heavy concentration of automatic weapons at the squad and platoon
level. Analysis of available information indicated a probable intent to decrease the TOE of Infantrf battalions as a result of conditions prevailing in local areas. Due to strength levels of
enemy units in the RVN it would be logical to conclude that a decrease in TOE could have been lmplemented, However, no evidence was received which indicated countr-wide Implementation of
the decrease in TOE mentioned in the captured documents. 303
Efforts to Preserve the VC
(C) A rallier stated that on 2Z Aug he was briefed by his unit commander on a new regulation which was to have been placed into effect Immediately. The VC District MF units were to
be permitted to attack only GVN legional and PopulAr Forces ;rnd RD teams. Provincial MR
units were to be allowed to attack ARVN forces, however, only NVA units were to be allowed to
attack US forces. Guerrilla units wore restricted to the same targets as district MF units. The
reason for the new regulation was to prevent the smaller units from suffe ring heavy vasgalties
from air and Artillery support available to US and AIRVN unite. 304
VC/NVA Base Areas
We shall havo to extend guarlrlla warfare all over
this vast enemy-occupied area, make a front out
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of the enemy's rear, and force him to fight ceaselessly throughout the territory he occupies... With
ruthlessness... added to protractedness, it will be
impossible to sustain guerrilla warfare behind the
enemy lines without base areas.
The advantage of setting up base areas in mountainous regions is obvious... They are all places where...
guerrilla warfare can be maintained for the longest
time and are important strongholds for the War of
Resistance.
In order to confine the enemy invaders to a few
strongholds, that is, to the big cities and along
the main communication lines, the guerrillas
must do all they can to extend guerrilla warfare from their base areas... 305
Mao Tse-Tung, May 1938
General
(C) As indicated by the above quotation, taken from Mao Tse-Tung's writings on China's insurgency directed against the Japanese, the Communist ideology had long considered the "base
area" (BA) to be an integral part of revolutionary warfare. A VC/NVA base area was defined
as a section of terrain that contained installations, defensive positions, or other facilities used
by the enemy to support and control elements as well as to conduct training, staging, logistic,
or combat operations. 306 Natural terrain was conducivv for defensive operations and the enemy
considered base areas to be practically inviolable. The enemy maintained base areas in all
CTZs as well as in the border areas of Laos and Cambodia (See Figures IB- 13- 16).
(C) With the knowledge of the location of enemy base areas, an obvious assumption would
be that such base areas could have been easily overrun or denied to the enemy; such was not the
case. For example, during the first quarter of 1969, although BAs 356 and 357 were penetrated
over 3,000 times (By the close of 1969, BA 356 and BA 357 had been combined to BA 356, therefore BA 357 Is not shown on Figure IW-15), the enemy continued to use the area, 307 The major
reason for auch an outcome was simple, the enemy selected his base areas because the terrain
was favorable for guerrilla operations. However, base areas throughout RVN were extensively
penetrated in 1969. A brief description of BA 609 has been included to illustrate the physical
conditions existing in and around an enemy base areas.

BaseArea609
(C) Base Area 609, extended over parts of northwest Kontum Province, southern Laos, and
northern Cambodia (See Figure In- 17). The majority of the area was rugged and heavily forrested. Mountains were found throughout the area, with elevationm, reachin% a maximum of
1,043 meters. The dense vegetation provided excellent concealment from aerial observation antd
impeded movement by large units, especially mechanized forces. Movement by conventional
forces was canalized to existing trails and this gave guerrilla forces a great advantage. Light
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infantry was employable in the area; however, two distinct disadvantages were present: the physical location of the triborder area with its attendant political complications, and the lack of adequate landing zones which made them vulnerable to ambush. Trafficability and visibility were
affected by adverse weather conditions in the area; during the southwest monsoon season, early
morning cloudiness, ground fog, low ceilings, and precipitation presented a serious hazard to
air navigation. Annual rainfall averaged 100 inches and daily rainfall amounted to an excess of
one inch per day on an average of three to five days a week from May to September.
,

(C) The majority of the area was covered by mountains which were thoroughly dissected by
numerous streams and ravines and covered with multi-canopy dense undergrowth forests and
bamboo. Slopes in these areas were generally over 30 percent. Throughout the year, such terrain was impassable for all types of wheeled or tracked vehicles. Foot movement conditions
were poor in all seasons; in some areas it was only possible to travel an average of 700 meters
per day.
(C) Multi-canopy dense undergrowth forests were characterized by a thick multi-layered
canopy, mixed species, with dense undergrowth. The number of crown canopies was variable,
but there were normally two distinct continuous canopies of crown strata, and occasionally a
third indistinct canopy. The height of the uppermost canopy averaged between 30 and 40 meters.
Below the crown canopies there was a strata of undergrowth (shrubs, vines, epiphytes, etc.).
(C) Multi-canopy dense undergrowth forests with bamboo were the same as the multi-canopy dense undergrowth areas except that significant areas of bamboo occurred. The bamboo
tended to grow in clumps, which varied from one to four meters or more in diameter. series of
clumps formed bamboo thickets or brakes. Individual bamboo stems ranged from 2-15 cm in
diameter and from 3-15 meters in height. Areas dominated by either type of forest offered extremely limited observation and fields of fire but provided excellent cover and concealment.
Even in areas of single canopy coverage and light undergrowth, observation and fields of fire
were limited to 30 meters. 308
Base Areas Status 1969
(C) On 1 Jan 69, 37 VC/NVA base areas were identified as being active in RVN. During the
first quarter of 1969, all base areas in I CTZ were active with BA lIZ the most active; it served
as a command and control center for operations in the Danang and Hol An regions. In 11 CTZ,
BA Z36 had twice as many intelligence reports of enemy activity as any other. This base was
used by elements of the 95th NVA Regt and the 85th Bn. Base areas 356 and 357 in III CTZ reportedly had five enemy regiments operating in and around the area (By the close of 1969, BA
357 and BA 356 had been combined as BA 356, thus Figure 111-15 fails to show BA 357). Base
Areas in II1 CTZ were penetrated over 8, 000 times during the Quarter. In IV CTZ, BA 470 was
thu most active. BA 482 and BA 483 continued as the safest havens for the enemy. 30 9
(C) During the second quarter, BA 112 continued to be the most active in I CTZ and BA !36
remained one of the most active in 11 CTZ. Base Areas In M CTZ were penetrated over 11,700
times. Enemy activity increased in BAN 303, 354, 355, and 356. However. BA 353, a headquarters complex and a base of operations for units operating in tl.e VC War Zone "C", remained the moat active. The base areas in IV CTZ were penetrated over 1, 000 times, a substantial increase over the first quarter. The most active area In IV CTZ was BA 470, the supply
area for VC MRZ. 310
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(C) All base areas of I CTZ were penetrated during the third quarter. There were over
650 penetrations of base areas in 11 CTZ during the quarter. Enemy activity increased in BA
226. Despite over 11, 400 penetrations of base areas in II CTZ, 13 base areas continued to be
active. BA 35Z and BA 353 remained the most active. In IV CTZ, base areas were penetrated
over 2,000 times. Enemy activity in BA 400 increased. The 8th, 9th, and 10th Bns/273d VC
Regt, composed of NVA troops, moved out of BA 400 in July and were replaced by elements of
the 18B Regt/lst NVA Div. In August, the elements of the Z73d Regt which departed BA 400
moved into BA 483 and operated in and around the U Minh Forest for the ;remainder of the
quarter. 311
(C) At the close of 1969, 41 base areas (including base areas considered to be active, inactive, and neutralized) were identified. Nine base areas were considered to have been inactive
or neutralized. In I CTZ, BA 124, BA 126, and BA 127 were newly identified as active base
areas during October and BA 112 continued to be the most active base area. BA 202 in II CTZ,
from which the 95B NVA Regt operated, revealed an increase of activity. Thirteen base areas
remained active in III CTZ in spite of continued Allied efforts to deny their use to. the VC/NVA.
Base areas in IV CTZ were penetrated more than 2,000 times during the quarter. Enemy activity remained high in BA 400. The 18th NVA Regt, composed of NVA troops, remained in BA 400,
and elements of the 101st NVA Regt also infiltrated into that base area. In addition, elements
of the 88th NVA Regt continued attempts to infiltrate into BA 470 from the narth. 3 12

ENEMY SUPPORT OPERATIONS

Logistics
General
(C) The VC supply system was a complex system cimposed of thrne major parts, the Finance and Economy Section, the Rear Service Section, and the Forward Supply Councils (See pp.
96. 104. 105, 1968 MACV Command History for detailed discussion).
I. Financy and Economy Sections. The Finance and Economy (F&E) Sections controlled
the expenditures of all military units and political agencies (Infrastructure elements) throughout
the VC military and political structure. The F&E Sections organized revenue collection efforts,
determined food allowances, issued production plans, and conducted other similar econonomi
activities. Revenuw and food was obtained primarily through extortion and taxation from the
populace. They were responsible for the over-all control and financing of the enemy's production effort.

"Z. ReAr Service Section. Rear Service Sections had the mission of production, storage.
transportalon, and issue of ordnance, clothing, equipment, nmedicine. food, and other supplies
Within the VC military-political organization. At MR and province levels the Rear Services
Section hianaged the operation of production sites.
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3. ForwardSupply Councils. The Forward Supply Council coordinated logistic activity
and assisted F&E Sections and Rear Services Sections by providing civilian labor to military
units and by transporting supplies to the front line military units and by transporting supplies to
the front line military units unable to resupply themselves from rear service facilities. Forward supply Council had little to do with VC production efforts. 31~
Infiltration of Supplies
(C) In order to meet his logistical requirements, the enemy infiltrated supplies from NVN,
Laos, and Cambodia; he was also quite adept at producing certain items necessary for his prosecution of the war in RYN. (See sections of this chapter concerned with infiltration through Laos
and Cambodia for a discussion of VC/NVA logistics movements in Laos and Cambodia). As of
30 Sep. CINCPAC estimated that the VC/NVA were able to procure about 74 percent of their
minimum daily supply requirement from within RVN. One factor that contributed to VC/NVA
sup~ply difficulties in 1909 was the continued high level. of cache discoveries by US/GVN forces.
A difference between the caches discovered in 1968 and those discovered in 1969 was that the
1968 caches had been larger and fewer in number whereas this yea r's were smaller and more
numerous suggesting that the, VC/NTVA were dispersing their supplies more in the face of Allied
military pressure. 3 1 4 Th'le total number oif caches discovered in RVN in 1969 was 2, 905. The
following gives the number of caches uncove red each month in 1909.
Caches tDiscovvred in RVAN in 1969
Jýýnuary
l'd1 r ua rv
N''Vrch1
INy
I.
Juno

1110
.i14
30".
1pri
04
4iIi.

Jtuly
Aug-ust
sk-ptentbwr
October
Novembe1 vr
Decembeor

14'7
189
474
190
237
341

4,553 tons uf rice ancl 1, 318, 0773 pounds4 of salt wore captured in caches in 190Q. 315
Productiolo

(C) The VC had conducted1 food prodution

rogirarni siinco the, 60intnin 14 tho. insurgoieny,

butt 4~1ier 1144 they placod inc reasing emrtphasis on these prog ramst. With the widtininit of the
ViPtnani.-%o conalet, tho Inv ceaseo in friondly military oprzton#, and the ad~vent of Vetop 4estrkw*
tion, tho possihiility armie that VCINNVA operations nilght be humpereid In. efrtain areaoi by ooed
tihortagigs. Reflocting concern ovor this eventuality, COSVN lootid A directivo In December
196i6 which e-sanilncd previous difficulties that roduced food produetion, stroissed the importanco

outlinedA *poefir production technique for siub~ordinate agoncis,* tpvecialof sl-uiierand
ly for riev production. Consequently, tho VC~omphatiiaed three food production proaratno. The
a program which required that miilitary wnilts anid politic'al agencies
(tfrot wao el-ufiiny
devote part of their timeg to farmting And at least partially meet food needs. Thp second was fhe
otperation ot food priduction sites which produced not only ricet but many other tcereals zund Meat
and assidtanro of (elvilian
podurts for units in their areast. Tho third was the nurgm
(artneri in VC controlled areas to produce food which the VC could luter bxuy or cuntiscato by
outortion.
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(C) Although not as important as food production, the production of nmunitions was a significant support activity of the VC insurgency in RYN. Ordnance, weapons, and munitions were
generally supplied from outside of RVN with only a small amount produced in-country. The reliance which the VC placed on country-wide self-production denied appraisal, but munitions production in certain areas or for certain units may have been an important means of supply. Enemny
munitions factories usually produced explosive devices, small arms, and ammunition, as well
as some mortars for local needs. Most ordnance production facilities were administered by
Rear Service Sections and organized according to tasks with the number of personnel varying
from a few to several hundred. Some foreign technicians reportedly worked in enemy munitions
sites. Munitions production sites were generally located in areas not accessible to Allied troops
and were wvell guarded. They obtained supplies on local markets, but most of their raw material
wvas gathered from the battlefield. Various methods of product distribution were reported. Although there was evidence of impressive production capabilities at some sites, VC munitions
production was significantly disrupted by Allied military operations.
(C) The VC produced miscellaneous items such as textiles, shoes, and medicine, and they
also repaired signal equipment. Miscellaneous productiot, sites of varied sizes wvere discovered
in all four CTZs in RVN. They were normally designed to meet specific needs of their respective localities. 316
Logistical Shortages In 1969
(S) Significant logisticil shortages mind particutlarly a severe food shortage developed in
1969. There were Indications that the, tood shortat-e hindered VC/NVA military activity in some
instances. 317
The Food Crisis
(S) Pt-haps tho primAry sourvos oi tho logistiets difficulties faced by the VC/NVA were US
and RVNAF military pressure plus theý paCIficatioM p~rog&rAm which Combined tO produ1%C- A deCline
in the. area and pýopulation hold by the VC/NVA. A sign of how serious the problem had become
for the VC appeared in at doc~mont which asserted that near An H'ou in Quang Narm Province, the
population in Ih., VC-.cont rolled area took advantagte of the VC/NVA Christmas 1969 cease fire to
fiee to government controlletl Arvos, The document added that the, people who tled came back to
encourage others to joint them. The docurnent concluded that effortst would be made at all ecellons* to retain control of the loc~a Ipopu lation at any cost. 31 The loss of population initiated a
vicious cycle for the VC. With a ttmaller population base, the VC still had the Same needs fOr
flnaneos, food, and supplies. Enemy met.thods for ostracting support from the population became
more harsh and their domands became groater. The VC tax rates rose andI the use of coercion
Increased.. The people In turh reactrd neagtively to lthe extra pressure andI th-2 higher tases, vind
become disenchatnted with the CL~mmtuldst cause. Some "peplc rosponded 14y resettling in OVI
territory, thereby further lowering lthe VC population bae 319

(C) The VC attempted to convitcet the people to romain in VC areas or to totitrn to them.
0
The VCINVA urged their units to attempt to achieve sl-ufcey.
Thero were, roporlt
of mailitary UnIta Wurtii~g away tram com~bat towards toud gathorinit.

Tfil$

(C) The VC/NVA land reform policy revealed the impact of the pressures of 1969. There
were indications that in some instances land owners were offered inducements to return to their
land. The VC had instituted land reforms in earlier years which had given land to poorer peasants. There were indications that the VC wanted to match GVN land reform in 1969. However,
the majority of VC tax revenues came from agricultural production taxes. 31Therefore, the
VC recognized their need to have people tilling the land in areas which they controlled. They
also wished to encourage production. Thus the VC attempted in some instances to appeal to the
landowners and told some wealthy landowners that they would force the farmers to pay rent if
the wealthy landowners would return. The VC were caught between their ideology and their
pragmatism.
Economic Warfare
(C) Documents mentioned the VC/NVA desire to wreck the RVN economy. There were reports of VC/NVA use of countirfeit money. However, there were no signs that the economic
difficulties facing the GVN were due to VC/NVA economic warfare tactics.
Weapons
Many Inventors are devising new weapons for guerrilla
wa rfa re...*which can, at a time, exterminate dozens of enenty or annihilate entire US-Puppet comnpanies or battalions.
..As m-todern weapons are not numerous, guerrillas still
use a great amount of crude weapons. But through logical
organization of their units and rational use of weapons in
guerrilla warfare, the officiency of modern weapons has
greatly increased.
Hanoi Domtestic-Vietnawette Raidio
VC/NVA Weapons Captvirod
(8) Dutring 1969, the total niumber of Lenemy weapons capturod in caches and on the battlefiold were 61, 651Iindividual and 8. OSS crow orrvod weapons. '" Thtus, from 1967 through 1969,
the trend In FWMtAF/~nomy weaptyns vapturod to weapons lost ratio continued to improve. There
was considerable ovidence Indicating that the favorable increase was due in part to changos In
the, avaIlabilitypofenemy weapons rostnrees. Thto enenty greatly expanded the shipmons of
Communist B1lov Manufactured weapons into IAVN. Also, the enemy discontintied his policy of
complete battlefield policing; therefore, more weapono wero left at the ocet'e of battle when he
Withdrew.
Soviet

J,1C

. Weapns
ao
_it% RVN

(5)enety
The continuedto itifiltrato large nom bors of Sowlet 4nd CICOMwaosit
RVN. Significant smtall armsi includod the SKS
n.ouontccarbine, AK-47 assatult rifle and
RID light mac~hIno gun. Stitt% PINIK k~enAdo anhr
also were ieund. Light rocoilltes woapong, the U1-40, And U-.41 wete soppiles to ttostt small units, down to district kinits in tv crz..
The VCiN'VA toattnuod to employ 60"min S8rnm anid lMini mortars suppliod hy Commutlist
China buth As Z'Itobile Isatt' of (irk, and also in attac-lby-tiro. He olso continued tvo Q5t rocoll
logo ritle. And gns--5_mim.
7Mun, and Ummi-W Atiacka-lby-tire Aind (or tikro support to)
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maneuver elements.

The enemy continued to augment his mortar and recoilless rifle base of

fire with 107mm and 12Zmm rockets. There was evidence that the Soviet Union supplied increased amounts of lZmm rockets to the VC/NVA in 1969. Both tactical packaging of TNT and
Plastic TNT manufactured in the Soviet Union was captured. 325 The Communists introduced
small numbers of tube artillery into RVN. Twelve Soviet 122mm field guns, D74, were captured
or destroyed in I CTZ in February. A few Soviet 85mm divisional guns, D44, were put in action
at Ben Het and in the A Shau Valley in the summer. The VC/NVA also employed at least one US
105mm howitzer M2A1, firing CHICOM ammunition, at the seige of Ben Het in March 1969. The
enemy introduced into RVN two significant types of anti-aircraft guns: the Z3mm automatic AA
gun ZU-23, twin-barrel, machine cannon and the 37mm automatic AA gun M1939. During the
spring fighting at Ben Het the enemy employed several PT-76 amphibious tanks, for the second
time in RVN. This tank attack failed, Reports persisted that the enemy had moved T-34 tanks
into RVN but these reports remained unconfirmed.
(S) The VC/NVA had much better resources. He had more improved Soviet tactical radios.
His convential units were equipped with AK-47 and SKS rifles. 326
Weapons Examined at CMEC
(C) The US element of the Combined Materiel Exploitation Center (CMEC) was the J2 element responsible for the conduct and coordination of the MACV captured enemy materiel exploitation program. During the year, almost 200, 000 pounds of enemy equipment were received at
CMEC. Included were materially significant items captured in all CTZs.
(C) Among the most significant items captured were:
1. The Soviet IZZmm field gun: This weapon, recovered by the 9th Marines in Quang
Tri Province, in February, was the first large caliber artillery piece captured in RVN. Initially exploited by CMEC personnel, the gun was evacuated to CONUS in March, for further evaluation. Final results were expected to yield valuable technical data as to Soviet manufacturing
techniques and maintenance procedures.
2. 107mm and l2Zrnm rockets: On 10 Feb 69, near Tay Ninh City, both 107mm and
lZZmm over-caliber rockets were recovered by elements of the Vietnamese 3d Marine Be.
These weapons, locally modified, represented a major structural change from previously captured rockets. The homemade warheads, while reducing effective range, gave the enemy
rockets a large destructive capability. CMEC testing provided lethality data and effective ranges to field units.
3, Modified 107mm Over-caliber Rocket: A Modified 107mm over-caliber rocket was
captured near the Bu Dop Special Forces Camp on 6 Sep by elements of the 1st Dn, 7th Cay.
The weapon Indicated a major change In the destructive power of the 107mm rocket. The change
consisted of the addition of a 1S pound shaped charge warhead which greatly increased its penetrating capability.
4. Soviet Perlscortc Camera Set: Also in September 1969, elements of the Kien Hua
Regional Forces raptured a cache containtng a Soviet periscopic camera set. This capture provided data previously unknown to the Intelligence community od gave a clear Indication of the
enemy capability for tactical long range observation and photography.
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(C) CMEC tested numerous weapons and filmed some of the test for distribution in RVN.
Among the most significant CMEC products were the following:
1. As a result of the receipt of damaged enemy weapons, CMEC published a study depicting this damage, and in cooperation with MACOI entered a program designed to alert personnel to the hazards involved when using captured materiel.
2. Films were made of the firing of captured RPG-2 and RPG-7 anti-tank grenade
launchers. The collapse of a 6-foot thick bunker wall by the rocket was contrasted with the
detonation of the rocket when it contacted a wire mesh stand off.
3. In November 1969, available automatic weapons and anti-aircraft artillery weapons
used by enemy forces were fired to obtain photographic signature data of the weapons muzzle
flashes and projectile bursts. Ground and aerial film clips were taken both at night and during
the day. The automatic weapons fired were the 12. 7 and 14. 5mm heavy machine guns, and the
23, .37, and 57mm anti-aircraft guns. 327
Chemical Warfare
(S) There were a number of incidents in which the VC/NVA used CS gas during 1969. Indications3 were that primary VC/NVA sources of CS were US canisters of CS which failed to detonate. 38 There Was one instance of the possible use of poison gas. Two US marines died
while clearing a txlnnel it April 1969 and other men, without protective masks, were driven
back from the mouth of the tunnel by unidentified fumes. The two dead men wore removed from
the area by a man wearing a mask. Incidents such as this were infrequent. It could reflect the
use of poison gas. On the other hand, there could have been natural contamination in the underground areas. 329
Conimunication - Intelligence
Introduction

-

.
(C) Much of the enemy's communication aquilpment came from Communist China and the
Soviet Union; however, VC/NVA forces also used oquipmoet from Creehoslovakia. Yugoslavia•
Hungary, and several other Communist nations. Some of the most common items Included the
CHICOM-63 radio, the CHICOM 102E radio, the C111COM 117 radio, and 0745 CHICOM tolephone, and the CHICOM ZSZB 3witchboard. In addition to the standard Comymuniot-manufactured
items, the VC/NVA manufactured many simple, homemado vatrietio of receivers and trans•a•tured US equipment. 330
mitters. The enemy also used all typAs of

Communications Exploitation

(C) As in previous years, tho enemy continued his exploitation of US/FWMAF/kVNAF.
voice communications (See pp 119-121, 196e MACV Command History).
(C) Prior to and throughout 1965. the enemy had cooc antrated his intercept actAN4ties on
VNAF and GVN civil communitations. Concurrent with the US build-up the enemy instituted at
Intentive trainlng progratm desigtned to produce the required number of English link•ults necessAry to succOssully exploit US communications. As a result, linglist beWcante integral to 11any
VC/NVA combat units. Through inteorrogatlin report. and the analysis of captured ofenmy
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documents, analysts knew that the VC/NVV.A were primarily interested in plain language and brevity-coded voice communicaticas. Many of the captured documnents revealed that the enemy intercept effort-was directed at US forward air-controller, artillery and artillery spotter, and
press communications. The VC/NVA were also known to engage in cryptoanalysis of low level
codes -- both authorized and unauthorized - - and demonstrated a respectable degree of success
in imitative communications deception, jamming of communications, and activities in traffic
analysis. Although analysts had known of the VC/NVA COMINT effort, they had gained only
light feel for its scope and intensity because of the limited amount of information available.- In
1969 concrete evidence of the depth of the enemy COMINT effort and of their success in exploiting
US and Allie-d communications became known. 31ý1
bof

formet radio intercept operator
(C) In a series of interrogations in April
the Tech Recon Unit, HO, T-7, illustrated FH~riignificaftf intercepted voice communications to the success of VC defensive tactics and offensive operations. The report implied an
indictment of Allied forces for their continued indifference to communications security practices.
(C) The mission of his element was to gather intelligence concerning enemy activity. particularly of impending air and artillery strikes 4y intercepting Allied voice radio transmissions,
and to relay this information to HO, T-7. for appropriate action. The unit used four PRC-Z5
radios, with six English linguists and eight nonlinguists working in shifts. English linguists
were to pay particular attention to abbreviations (e.g., "Alpha Sierra", for alrstrlke), and any
corresponding coordinates in intercepted transmissions. Such messages might contain a request
for an sir or artillery strike in an area where a VC unit was known to be operating. often, urgent handling of thesie messages would allow sufficient time to notify units, thereby giving time
to evacuate the targeted area.
(C) Occasionally, intercept teams were attached to a VC unit for an operation. During such
an operation the tear.ia set up within the CP)area, normally 4 or 5 klm from the objective. Operators maintained communications with the attacking unite sa that any important information intercepted could be acted upon immrediately. Sosidts inforznat-ttn of immediate value, future plans,
aerial observations, movements and casualty rep.orts were considered important. Information

on 3-5± strikes was considered very im-portant.
*

~

(C) The six English linguists w4ere consivderd very adept, being able to understand from 60
to 100 percent of the traffic they interecttn4-. The source believed that his element waus very
useful to T.? because their intercepted trnidsosreduced the effectiveness of air and artillery strikes..
(C) On ±0 Dec. 4 km no~rth of- Ben Suc 4X.T S91 312) in 111 CTZ, elements of the lot W4 Div
(Z*I Bn/Za Int and Zd Sn/±Bth lot, Ist 0d4) conducted an operation in response to the previaos
4ay's Intelligence on suspectod toealens of VC units. At 11S0 hour. the Kit Carson Scout loading
the assault force notUlced A Whip aýntenna afixed to a small bush with a wire leading down into aL
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spider hole a short distance away, This ýwas the initial phase of what is now called Pro~eet
TOUCHDOWIN. The Kit Caynor $cnut killed oneo man who had thrown a hand grenade, anid then
12ntvkiy personnel into surrendering. Assorted doctuments and communitalked the retnsain Uw
eafiune equipmont wOW. faumd in the spider hole, Interrogation of the PWs and analysis of the
equipment and docUments revealed that the pet sonnel conistituted a radio intercept unit known to
the VC/NV'A as a technical reonisneunit%This unit, designated Alpha S was subordinate
to the mhilitary Intelligence -section, military affairs branich, SIR 1, and comprised IS to Is personnt While, kadividuksi and separate piecee of equipment hsd been captreod in thes past. this
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was the first time that a virtually complete unit with all cf u• equipment was captured. The
mission of this unit was to intercept the voice and CW communications of US and Allied units in
the area, Of the 12 personnel captured, preliminary interrogation indicated that one was the
platoon leader; two were US voice intercept operators; five were ARVN voice intercept operators;
two were analysts; and there was one cook and a nurse. The one man killed was believed to have
been the senior analyst for the unit. Documents captured included over 2,100 hand-copied voice
"transmissions intercepted from 1st In Div nets; two booklets containing biographical data on unit
personnel; booklets containing sample frequency and call sign allocations with unit identifications;
and various booklets containing instructions on methods of intercept and exploitable weakness in
US and Allied communications. The initial exploitation for communications security (COMSEC)
purposes was carried out by the Technical Research Unit (MACV J2 Exploitation). The 101st
Radio Research Company developed a briefing, which this discussion is based on and which was
delivered to major units in RVN.

.

(C) The following equipment was captured: Two AN/PRC-25's and one PRC-7?, one CHICOM R-139 receiver, one homemade receiver and transmitter, and seven Sony transistor radios
and one Panasonic receiver. The PRC-25 and 77 receiver gave the team the capability of intercepting the FM radios used by US tactical units. The CHICOM R-139 receiver was capable of
intercepting the GRC series of US radios. The homemade receiver and transmitter, while cornpatable with some US equipment, was probably used by the unit for internal communications.
(C) Also captured were several bags of antenna parts including long wire antennas cut to
specific frequencies to increase sensitivity. Power was obtained through commercial batteries
wired in parallel and series to attain the desired voltages. All of the equipment was in excellent
"operating condition and the workmanship reflected in the homemade receiver and transmitter was
of very high quality. With this equipment the unit had the capability of intercepting virtually an
non-secure voice and manual Morse communications used by US and Allied tactical units.

SDiv,

"(C) Among the documents captured were booklets containing extensive Instructions on proper intercept techniques and . detailed analysis of the conmunications procedures of several
Allied units Including the lot Lii Div. the 1st Cay Div (Airmobile), the 4th W Div, the a5th Int
the 110t Arm Cay Regt, the ARVN 5th Div, and MACV advisory tems
rin
general.
words and suffixes and the Importance of these Items in maintaining order of battle Information
and continuity In their Intercept effort. The enemy author pointed out that In many cases callsigns and callwords never change, or that when callwords did change, suffixes and frequencles
did not$ There were aumerous pages and diagrams listing past and present callsigns and suffixes of US units. The enemy author also pointed out that US units habitually used point of origin codes and he liv*s instructions on methods to be used in breaking these codes including the
techniques of correlating the traffic on various nets, such as command and "Dustotf" nets, Other
documents contained detailed descriptions of authorized codes, such as the "Kad" Code, but
significantly, no Intructions on how to break them. Also included on other pales was a sample
B-St' raid indication meosage and other information which would indidcate a forthcoming attack.
(C) These documents reptesented a rAther comrplite and comprehensive andlysis of US
communications procedures and pointed out specific areas of weakness that could be exploited.
Fromn the captured documents and the interrogat•Uon to date, were gained an idea as to the extent of the enemy COMINT effort. The captured unit commander stated that the unit worked
against both US and ARVN communications and *opied both voice 4A4 ftl4mag.l;'Iw tr.l~tamwlaionts.
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The effort was targeted against those nets giving friendly locations and plans, particularly ambush plans. He stated that a normal day would yield about 10 significant intercepts, and that
ambush locations were freouertly compromised as much as 24 hours prior to positioning.
(C) One of the most striking observations made concerning the intercept logs was the fact
that in nearly every instance where the unauthorized point of origin code was used, the plain
text coordinates were placed immediately above the cipher version. The :.,oint of origin code
clearly posed no significant problem to the enemy.
(C) Aircraft warning nets wc:re particularly valuable sources of information to the enemy.
It was apparent that the A3 Technical Reconnaissance unit was very successful in exploiting US
communications. The captured unit was but one small enemy COMINT unit. There were many
such units operating throughout RVN, down to and including district level. Each of these units
probably had virtually the same training and professionalism, 333
,Intelligence and Counterintelligence
(S) One of the most significant developments in VC intelligence was the major effort to infiltrate agents into the Chieu Hoi program. This reflected VC/NVA concern about the impact of
the Chieu Hoi program. As in previous years, the VC attempted to infiltrate RVNAF, the GVN,
the religious and ethnic groups in RVN, and US facilities. The penetration of RVNAF in order
to provide vital intelligence to the VC posed serious security problems for RVNAF. For instance, in April, three VC sappers, who had served as VNAF enlisted men at three key USAF
installations (Nha Trang, Bien Hoa, and Danang) were apprehended. Two of the men had worked
as helicopter mechanics whict. had presented sabotage opportunities. All three had been in excellent positions to provide low-level intelligence information regarding the VNAF and USAF and
also to observe other Vietnamese civilians and military personnel who might have been susceptible to VC recruitment. 334 An example of the infiltration of a US facility was the arrest of VC
Special Action Platoon 2/R of the Saigon-Gia Dinh Security Section. Four of Its members had
been employed as drivers for MACV. 335 Agents continued to be used at US bases as artillery
spotters. Women, cnildren and old men were f:vored for 'ow level observation missions. 336
There were indications that women and youths were being recruited more heavily than previously for various missions including intelligence gathering. A tactic used by the VC/NVA in various situations was the buying and wearing of ARVN uniforms, 337
(C) The VC also expressed deep concern for the security of their own regions and of their
messages and correspondence. This reflected the increasing difficulty duo to Allied military
operations which faced ranking VCI as they moved from one region to another. It also reflectod
VC sensitivity to the loss of major documents such as COSVN Resolution 9. 338
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ENEMY OPERATIONS IN RVN

VC/NVA Strategy and Tactics

Introduction
(U) The Tet and post Tet Offensives of 1968 and the severe losses which had been suffered
by the VC/NVA forced a reevaluation of the situation in 1969 by the enemy as well as by the US.
VC/NVA strategy and tactics in 1969 shifted from an attempt to win an immediate victory through
all-out offensives on the battlefields of RVN to an attempt to win a victory through prolonging the
conflict. The VC/NVA shifted from attempting to implement Phase III of guerrilla war, attacks
by large units functioning like conve-tional military units, to a strategy which combined Phase I,
Phase II, and Phase III. Large unit attacks would be undertaken If the opportunities presented
themselves; but small unit attacks, particularly sapper attacks, and guerrilla warfare would be
used more extensively. The VC/NVA hoped to inflict losses on US troops which the US public
would find prohibitive and defeat the pacification program while lessening their own losses and
conserving their military strength.
Communist Strategy as Reflected in Lao Dong Party and COSVN Resolutions Prior to 1969
(C) Since 1959 the broad outlines and major shifts in VC/NVA strategy to reunify RVN under
a Communist government had been contained in re3olutions which had been issued by the Lao
Dong (Communist) Party in Hanoi and the Central Office for South Vietnam (COSVN) In the south.
Lao Dong Party Resolution 15, which had been passed in 1959, had escalated the insurgency in
the RVN into its military phase. Lao Dong Party Resolutions 12 and 13, which had been issued
in 1965 and 19t.6, respectively, had outlined the strategy of matching the US troop buildup and
defeating the Allied Forces -on the battlefield, a strategy that had been followed until Tet of 1968.
In the wake of the 1968 Tot offensive, COSVN Resolution 6 had called for a further offensive
which had been designed to win a quick, total, military victory for the Communists. COSVN
Resolution 7, which had been issbed in the summer of 1968 after the failure of the May post-Tet
offensive, had called for yet a third general offensive. In the fall of 1968, COSVN had passed
Resolution 8. (For a more thorough discussion of the resolutions issued by the Lao Dong Party
and by COSVN. see Annex E, a study by MACJ233 entitled "Conmunist Strategy as Reflected in
Lao Dong Party and COSVN Resolutions. ,")39
First Quarter 1969
(S) Developments of the first quarter of 1969 suggested that the VC/NVA were continuing to
attempt offensives similar to the offensive of 1968. Offensive operations were focused largely
on Allied military installations, and the VC boasted in Paris and via radio that these were their
primary targets. However, in terms of relative casualties, their approach was considerably
more sound than during the 1968 Tot and post-Tat offensives. By launching such attacks, the
Communists created an impression of continuing strength which they found highly desirable in
Paris -- attacks on US bases always received high press play. 340
The 1968-69 Winter/Spring Camlaitn
(C)

The broad basis for enemy strategy during the 1968-69 Winter/Spr~ag Campaign was
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contained in COSVN Resolution 8 which had been promulgated during 1968. Reflecting enemy
military frustrations after the Tet_ offensive, although Resolution 8 had continued to call for an
eventual decisive Communist military and political victory in the RVN and for major offensive
activity, it had begun to call for a protracted struggle:
Our Party has clearly confirmed its determination
to fight against the US aggressors and their henchmen under any circumstances. We should have
faith in our ability to wage a protracted war, and
should try to seize every opportunity to gain decisive victory in a relatively short time.
Presently, the strategic opportunity and practical
conditions are favorable for us to rush forward to
win decisive victory. The US Imperialists remain
very stubborn and cunning, but it is obvious that
they are in a defensive position, and are encountering great difficulties.
As a result, we should know how to grasp strategic
opportunities, identify the characteristics of the
General Offensive and General Uprising phases,
heighten fighting spirit and gain, at any cost, the
following strategic objectives which have been
assigned by the Central Party Headquarters:
-

Annihilate and disintegrate the Puppet Army

- Destroy the main elements of the US
forces and a large portion of the
American's war facilities, toprevent
them from achieving their political
and military ends in South Vietnam.
-

By doing this, we should smash the US
desire for aggression and force them to
accept their failure in South Vietnam andstop their acts oi.war -ain&L North
Vietnam. 341

(C) Resolution .8 stressed tho defeat of-the enemy (US/ARVNI on all battlefields, attacking
the enermy at their strong points, and defeating the enemy on the political front in the US. In
order to motivate the VC/NVA to accomplish these goals, Resolution 8 included an appeal made
by COSVN in their "8th Conference" (date unknown)t
Dear Fomrades I
The new stage of'our resistance against
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Americans for the salvation of our country
has developed under favorable conditions.
This is the fiercest and most complex phase
under which our armed forces and people
have had to deal with the enemy.
The Americans have sustained serious failures
but they still remained stubborn and cunning.
They have abandoned their vicious attempts to
subdue the southern part of our country.
The entire country is living and fighting in a
great historic moment. Although our resistance
against the Americans for national salvation
will have to overcome many difficulties and
trials, the enemy will suffer ten times
as much as we do.
With our victories in all fields of activity,
we will be able to surmount all difficulties.
On the other hand, the enemy has come to
a dead-end and he is unable to overcome it,
The most basic fact is that our people's
revolutionary task is in a better condition
than ever before.
The Central Office (of SVN) appeals to the
whole Party headquarters, and the entire
army and people, hoping. that with their unswerving determination, their mighty power
and their confidence in the final victory, they
will take advantage of their victories to unanimously dash forward, continucusly attack
the enemy, simultaneously rise up, be persistent and step up the struggle against the
Americans to save our country and gain the
ultimate victory.
Let'# bravely rush forward.
Final victory must be ours. 342
(C) Thus, the enemy had assessed the situation in RVN as follows: The Americans were
heavily defeated in the war in RVN, they had changed their strategy from that of search and
destroy to sweep and hold operations with the hope of pacifying rurAl areas and consolidating
the GVN and RVNAF position. The VG believed that the US had been defeated politically and
that the Communists had gained in their diplomatic endeavors. Due to these "failures," the V C
felt that the American aggressive spirit had been shaken. in order to capitalize on the situation, the Communists were determined to end the war by withdrawal of US and Allied forces
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from RVN; this goal was clearly reflected in a document which contained a summary of the 1969
Spring Offensive:
We did not conduct any phase from September
to February 1969. This made Nixon think that
we lost the initiative and that he can hold a firmer,
stronger position at the negotiation table. The
success of the 1969 Spring Offensive upset Nixon's
plan because U.S. forces were heavily hit, and
their weakening puppet army could no longer provide
support for the implementation of neocolonialism.
The anti-war movement in the U.S. flared up again,
strongly demanding withdrawal of U.S. troops. In
short, the 1969 Spring Offensive forced Nixon to
adopt a clearer policy for Vietnam and to end the
war in our favor. 343
(S) To accomplish their missions of a troop withdrawal and strengthening of their position
at the Paris talks, the Communists launched their Spring Offensive on the night of 22-23 Feb.
The Communist strategy included "attacking and annihilating" the enemy (FWMAF/RVNAF) by
making "deep and strong" thrusts into towns and cities. Also, this strategy called for cutting of
communications leading to towns and cities; major attacks on rear services, base camps, and
storage areas were also on the enemy's priority list.344
(S) Enemy guidance for the Spring Offensive also stressed the importance of inflicting hea"y
US casualties. The US portion of the Allied combat deaths from action clearly initiated by the
enemy increased steadily from 11 percent in 1966 to 49 percent during the first quarter of 1968.
Attacks-by-fire accounted for most US deaths in contrast to 1968 when ground assaults consistently accounted for the majority of US deaths. 345 Emphasic on US losses was evident throughout a major COSVN documeiat which assessed the Spring Offensive:
Available Information indicates that friendly forces
in the southern part of South Vietnam (Military Regions 1, 2, 3, and 6) killed 45, 000 enemy soldiers
(half of them Americans); heavily damaged 11 battalions (including seven U. S. companies), 67 companics (including 30 U.S. companies); depleted six
battalions and 68 companies: and destroyed 545 aircraft, 165 boats, and 281 artillery pieces.
In short, during the 1969 Spring Offensive, we killed
many Americans. The most significant success of
the 1969 Spring Offensive was that it boosted the antiwar movement in the U.S., which seriously affected
the American plan of a~gression. It is evident that
the enemy has suffered a strategic setback. We disrupted his "Clear and Hold" strategy. We ran over
his positions and broke his security belt protecting
Saigon. We forced him to set up small bases to protect his main bases and drove him more and more
into the defensive. 346
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The Fall/Summer Offensive
(S) The Summer Offensive of the Vietnamese Communists was based on a plan of combined
military and political action. Scheduled from May until July, the offensive plan called for a
continuing emphasis on economy of force tactics. Described by prisoners and documents as
Directives 81 and 88, they emphasized the need to inflict greater casualties on US forces by increasing harassment and attacks. Simultaneously, the program called for "urgent" political
activity in the rural areas in preparation for the emergence of a coalition government. Theidea
of military victory, held possible in previous COSVN resolutions, had finally been discarded.
The overriding conclusion to emerge from the new scheme was that the Communists were extemporizing as far as military strategy was concerned. In fact, the directives seemed to reflect a temporary uncertainty about which future courses to follow after the offensives of 1968
They were concentrating on the shorthad failed to achieve the VC/NVA's maximum aims.
term objective of effecting a withdrawal of US troops and were allocating only a minimum of
their military resources to the longer term objectives of taking over the RVN and joining it with
NVN. The Summer Offensive was to have high points of activity during each month; through
such tactics, the Communists desired to improve their bargaining position in Paris and counter
US and GVN claims that the Communist forces were declining in effectiveness. The high points
were to consist of attacks-by-fire coupled with sapper and terrorist actions against all major
GVN-controlled population centers and support facilities; main and local forces were to attack
ARVN and Allied field positions. The directives made specific reference to the killing of many
more US troops in support of the immediate objective of forcing the US to withdraw. It also expressed the long term aim of destroying the ARVN and wiping out the pacification program, but
these were of lower priority.
(S) The new directives placed extraordinary emphasis on preparing for the political struggle and atressed the establishment of district and province level revolutionary administrations.
The ultimate aim of these administrations was the undermining of any coalition government.
"Coalitinn will exist at central and regional levels only. We will have to control the provinces,
the districts, the villagea. Only when we cannot do otherwise, shall we agree to coalition in
certain provinces.047
(S) Directives 81 and 88 provided the first acknowledgment that a military victory was not
possible and that the Communists were seeking a favorable political settlement through combined military and political efforts. The emphasis was on limited military objectives that could
be pursued until the political aims were met. The aims were the withdrawal of US forces and
the establishment of a coalition government in which the Communists would dominate the political power base. "If we cannot achieve this goal in the surrmmer phase, we will get it in the
autumn." These directives were expected to resolve some of the problems common in VC ranks
following the 1967-68 Winter Campaign when most internal documents spoke of imminent military victory. The apparent decision to forego any large scale attempt at changing the military
balance in RVN and the stated desire of keeping US fatalities high underscored the short-term
perspective of the Communist leaders in the RVN. 348
(C)

COSVN Guidance on the VC 1969 Summer Campaign follows:
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Characteristics and Principles of Lhe General
Offensive and General Uprising:
The General Offensive and general uprising is a
campaign or a chain of actions in which offensive
actions are conducted on a continuing basis with maximum coordination, between many phases and between
regular ac.-ivities and climaxing activities, in order
to insure that the subsequent phases are stronger and
more decisive than the previous ones. It is also a
course of action through which we repulse the enemy
one step at a time and attain piecemeal victory. Why
is this so? This is because the enemy still has more
than 1, 000, 000 troops and it is just impossible for us
to destroy or to wipe out 1, 000, 000 men. The enemy
is still capable of acquiring replacements. His oppressive administration machinery at village levels
has been damaged but not totally neutralized, He
still has a large psywar machinery. Therefore, the
general offensive and general uprising is a hard and
difficult campaign, full of rigors, sacrifices and
hardships.
We do not intend to attain the victory overnight
or in a single phase, nor do we plan to obtain the
victory in any predetermined phase after conducting
many phases. The victory will not come to us in
such an easy way, but it will come in a difficult and
complicated way. It will be a limited victory and
not a clear-cut, complete victory. In the course of
a general offensive and general uprising, a subjective effort will cause decisive effects. Consequently,
the amount of effort we invest in the conduct of the
general offensive and general uprising will cause
decisive effects. It will extend or curtail the duration. It will augment or reduce our victory or our
difficulties.
Our subjective effort-must be the concentration
of efforts by the entire revolution forces, by each
individual and by every unit and locality. We must,
therefore, get rid of the tendency to wait and see,
or to rely (sic). This subjective effort must be continued and increased day after day. We must get rid
of impatience, relaxation and demoralization. The
policy guidelines.., proved to be totally correct
throughout the four phases. The situation has developed exactly as.,. anticipated. TW (the politburo)
also anticipated that we would achieve the decisive
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victory during the 1969 Winter-Spring. If each individ-.
ual, each unit, and each locality makes a subjective
effort, no one can deny that we are capable of achieving the decisive victory during the Winter-Spring.
Significance of 1969, especially the significance of the
1969 Summer:
After being attacked for one full year, the enemy
suffered heavy losses in personnel. His will for aggression has been shaken. He now realizes that he can not
win militarily. He must now make a decision: to end
the war or to expand it. The "honeymoon" period for
the Nixon administration is over. The Democratic Party
gave this period of time to the Republicans for thinking.
- --- Time cannot be extended forever.
-.--- Republican administration - Democratic

Congress.

Nixon must make such a decision which will onable him
to gain success in the 1970 Congressional election...
The reason which cause.- the U.S. to seek settlesnent to the war in a short pc iod of time also constitutes
a motive for us to develop our already scored successes
and conduct a continuous offensive. Great victories have
been scored after a year of offensive activities. We must,
however, gain greater victories at a faster tempo to such
an extent as to change the situation in a decisive manner.
Example: We should continuously heat the 70 or 80 degree
water to bring its temperature to 100 degrees so it can
boil. While the enemy Is making calculations and weighing the pros and cons, we should attack him to drive him
into a deadlock and compel him to adopt a settlement for
the war in our favor.
What we should do: For each additional day's stay
they must sustain more casualties. For each additional
day's stay they must spend more money and lose more
equipment. Each additional day's stay the American
people will adopt a stronger anti-war attitude while there
is no hope to consolidate the puppet administration and
Army.
The importance of the summer should'be clearly
pointed out. It is a very important phase intended to
compel the enemy to adopt a policy, to accept serious
negotiation with us, to withdraw troops, to recognize
the Front, and to accept a coalition government.
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-- Consequently, the summer phase can in no way be
considered as a decisive phase. It should be regarded
as a phase of special significance, aimed at forcing
the Americans to adopt a policy "in our direction."
Missions for the Summer: Must be higher,
stronger, and more painful than the Spring. It must
succeed in destroying, wearing down, and disintegrating more U.S. potential, more main force puppet
personnel, and, especially, more administrative
personnel at the village and hamlet levels. It must
succeed in destroying large amounts of equipment
and logistic facilities. It must include strong attacks
on rear bases. Conduct stronger attacks on communication axes. Provide support to the population
in their uprising; destroy the enemy's control: seize
hamlets and wards- and liberate hamlets and wards
when the situation is favorable.
Therefore, friendly forces are required to:
(a) promote a firm standpoint; (b) strengthen their
dete'mination to fight: and (c) conduct aggressive
and continuous attacks. They have to combat sluggishness. demoralization, over-simplification,
illusions of peace, wait and see attitudes, escapism,
and rightism. 349
(S) The eneny desired that his summer campaign extend from May through July with high
points occurring each month. The first phase came on 11-12 May, and the second was apparently launched on 5-6 June. The Communists launched a countrywide series of attacks-by-fire and
limited ground attacks in RVN on 11-12 May. Hue. Danang, and Saigon were all hit by small
scale attacks-by-fi-e coordinated with increased terrorism, particularly In Saigon. The rernaining attacks were apparently directed almost exclusively %gainstmilitary installations and
focused against American positions. Once again the attacks emphasized the Communist dictum
of subordinating military actions to political goals. There was little doubt that the attacks were
directly related to the Issuance of the 10 Point proposal published by the NFLSVN in Paris on
8 May (See the VCI, Leadership). By mounting the attacks on the heels of the "new" proposal,
the Communists apparently desired to seize the initiative at the Peace Talks, underscore their
military determination, and project a continuing image of undiminished strength. Although the
attacks were small scale, the Communists apparently counted on convincing world opinion that
t.ieir strength and capabilities were larger thin they were. By emphasizing action against US
bases and installations, the Communists were obviously trying to create domestic pressure on
President Nixon to negotiate an early end to the war.
(S) The second high point of the Summer Offensive occur'red on 5-6 June when approximately 200 shellings were scattered throughout the southern half of 1tVN. Activity increased slightly
in I and II CTZs. The Communists relied heavily on standoff attacks-by-fire and launched very
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few ground assaults. Shellings were generally of low intensity and enemy losses in ground
actions were heavy. As with the 11-12 May Communist high point, the 5-6 June attacks were
closely related to the Communist activity on the political front; the NFLSVN announced the
creation of the PRG on 10 June. 350
(S) By 28 June, there was a noticeable decline in the fighting in RVN, with enemy ground,
ambush, and indirect fire attacks averaging 66 per week through 19 July, compared with 123 per
week during the two weeks before the lull; between 22 June and 30 July, the average dropped to
about 42, which was one third of the weekly average of the preceeding six week period of offensive action. Communist main force units were conspicuously avoiding any major contact, and
many of them were deployed in border or base areas where they were presumably regrouping
and refitting. This contention was supported by the fact that there were no battalion size or
larger attacks during the lull. With the exception of IV CTZ, this period of major offensive inactivity was lower than any previous lull since late 1968: however, the weekly average of harassment remained higher than during most previous lulls. 351
(S) While I. II and III CTZs were experiencing decreased enemy activity, such activity increased in IV CTZ: average attacks increased to 14 per week as compared to 10 per week before
the lull in the other three CTZs. Thus, it appeared that the enemy had initially reacted to the
US 9th Div troop withdrawal announcement by deciding to maintain his attack level in IV CTZ,
particularly by indirect fire. 352
The lQ6Q-70 Winter/Spring Campaign
(C) Introduction. Directives 81 and 88 had marked the start of a shift towards protracted
war tht'ories. A resolution of the Binh Dinh Province Committee, MR 5, of May 1969 also
revealed a move away from strategy followed in the offensives of 1968. It also reflected
themes which wore to becomte COSVN policy later in the year. 353 However, the full content of
the new Lao Dong-COS%'N strategy only became known after documents embodying COSVN
Resolution Q's policy had been captured in the late summer and a copy of COSVN 9 itself had
been captured in October. Orn 5 Sep a collection of onoeny documents was captured by soldiers
of-he Ist Inf Div in III CT?.. One of the documents, classified "Absolute Secret," was a dotailed lesson plan intended to acquaint VC/NVA cadre with COSVN policy and the objectives of
the 1969-70 Winter-Sprinp, Campaign. T.hree other documents in the same group made reference
to the need for studying Resolution Q. The fact that these three other documents had been produced on the same typewriter as the detailed lesson plan concerning current COSVN policy,
combined with the fact that the lesson plan closely resembled the general format of COSVN resolutions. led to thv conetision that the teaching plan Itself was based on the long-awaited COSVN
Resolution 9. Another ooeument captured on 29 Aug by the US Navy in III CTZ provided similar
indications concerning COSVN Res )Iution 9.
(C) Analysis of the don:ument captured by the Navy indicated that COSVN would vontinua to
pursut. the objectives which were not accomplished during the 196) Summer Campaign. These
goals wore aimed at attaining a limited victory by compelling the US to withdraw completely its
comnbat troops from the RVN and t,, accept a coalition government with VC participation in the
RVN-
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Immediate Missions
Our General Offensives and Uprisings conducted during the past years recorded very important
successes. Consequently, we are now in a favorable
position to move forward to speed up our continuous
and overall attacks, and make a new step forward
in countering every attempt of aggression by the US
imperialists. We should prosec.ute the war until
the complete withdrawal of the US troops and the
toppling of the Puppet (RVN) Army and Government
is accomplished. Thus we dispute the enemyA

(US/GVN) plans for ending the war in a strong
-position and foil hi~s de-Americanization policy
in order to gain a decisive victory, paving the way
for the realiz.dtion of an independent, democratic,
peaceful, and neutral SVN.
The fundamental core of our decisive victory
would be as follows- The UiS forces must withdraw
from SVN and our military and political forces must
be stronger than those of the Puppet (RVNAF) and
be able to control a large part of the rural areas,
important strategic areas, and city outskirts. Our
forces should also strive to control a part of the
urban areas and move forward to achieve immediate
objectives assigned by the SVN Resolution.
The strategic objectives designed to achieve the
decisive victory are as followsa, Conduct violent attacks on the US troops to
inflict heavy casualties on themn: make them In capable of Implementing their "clear-and-hold" strat-

egy; make thorm incapable of de-eaicalatintt the
Vietnam war with deliberations,, and unsuccesshial,.
in prolonging this war to acquire a superiority In'
forces.

s

b. Deal deadly blows on the Puppot (RVNAF)
to annihilate the most stubborn elemwits of the
Puppet Government and Army. paralyve or disintegrate the remaining elements, and render them !neapable of replacing the US forces.
C. Strive to develop our military antf political
forces. thus creating a strategic offensive positionl.
We must also control a great part of the rural areds.
important strategic Jungfle and mountain area, strategic
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communication routes, and city outskirts.
V

d. Continue to weaken or topple the Puppet administrative machinery at all levels, and par~icularly, wipe
out major parts of the Puppet administrative organizations and its oppressive machinery established in the
rural areas.
e. On this basis, disrupt the American imperialists' attempt of aggression, force them to give up
their intenition of ending the war in the strong position.
and force them to promptly end the war and pull out
from SVN. Under such circumstances. the Puppet
Army and Government would be incapable of implementIng the American plans. They would reluctantly accept
a political solution which recognizes SYN as an independent. democratic, peaceful anti neutral cnuntry
having a coalition government formed to pave tht way
for the reunification of the country.
(C) The theme of extended warfare leading to ultimate political victory was restated in the
COSVN lesson plan. The plan cited very exaggerated losses inflied on the US/GVN. COSVNN
re-emphasized that the VC/NVA were capable of achieving the badly nveded limited victory if
they succeed in Inflicting heavier losses on US and IRVN military forces, whicl' in turn would
increase anti-war sentiment in the US and compel President Nixon to withdraw troops and accept a coalition government which soon would be dominated by the Communistst. Heavy IIVNI
losses would further support VCINVA strategic objectives by preventing the RVNAF from bonefiting from a military superiority in a post war struggle,

*

(C) The document emphasized the seixure of strategically important araas, particularly in
the Mekong Delta It%IV CTZ and the Highlwnft in III CTZ. In contrast to previously captured
documents. It did not Insist upon conventional offensive* against the cities. It It~dicated that
terrorist and sabotage activities In city areas were desirable, and it called upon the V-C to hold
Strategic locations in jungle and mountain areasv, as well as in city outskirts. However, the
document appeared to appraise VC strangt',. and potential more realistically and did not call for
an all out, climaxing offensive of the kind attempted during I!Lt of 1968, The Commiunists beRaeved that they held the initiative in th* war, "The development a( the war will depend exclusively on our (offensive) capabilities, especially our military and polttical capabilities, and also
on the. difficulties that the Americans will ancounter in South Vietnam. In the United States, and
in the world, in the military, political. and economic fields. "35 The now COSYN plant further
calltid for reniewed efforts to accelerate the expansion of the VIM in co"Junttion witli an attempt
to destroy CiVN agenicies. Particular emphasis was als* place'A up"n propaganda activities
against the population. especially city dwellers.
(C) The it"'w document described President Nixon's program.of Vietnamitation of the wAr
As an Insidious atitmpt to minimize public opposition to the war by #U Y1withdraWing, Us cetbat troops while strengthening the RVNAF and providi'tg continuing air and artilltery as wimll 4v)
economic support with an eye to sustaining the (#VX administration In power indefinitely. The
Covmnunist strategy to (oil US plans for Viethamiisation was based on a continued effort to
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inflict large numbers of US and RVN casualties, thereby bringing US anti-war pressure to such
a pitch that President Nixon would be forced to withdraw all US troopc and accept an ostensibly
neutralist, but actually pro-Communist, coalition government in the RVN. 356
(C) On 9 Oct, COSVN Resolution 9 itself was captured. The document was captured by an
element of the 199th Lt Inf Bde during an ambush in which a ranking VC cadre was possibly
killed. The document was received at the Combined Document Exploitation Center (CDEC) on
15 oct. 357
(C) COSVN Resolution 9 was formulated and disseminated in compliance with Lao Dong
Party Resolution "C" promulgated in April in Hanoi. 358 Resolution 9 reviewed the situation
existing after the 1968 offensives, after the Tet offensive of 1969. and after the US had adopted
the policy of Vietnamization and troop redeployment. It assessed penetratingly and thoroughly
VC/NVA and US/RVN strengths and weaknesses. The apparent uncertainty which seemed to
have gripped VC/NVA leaders in the winter and early spring was over. What must have been a
difficult policy reassessment had been completed. Reflecting the military and political realities
in RVN. COSVN Resolution 9 established the new policy and events during the latter months of
l19Q indicated that the VC/NVA were following it closely.
(C) Resolution 9 recognized that the VC/NVA were incapable of a military victory in
the short run so it attempted to establish a policy which would lead to an eventual militarypolitical victory. Instead of "total victory. " COGVN spoke of "decisive victory. " 59 Although
the Resolutiotn cited victories. COSVN exhorted its followers to overcome numerotus obstacles,
and these obstacles revealed difficulties faced by the VC/NVA after the developments of 1968.
COSVN urged its forvrs to combat the US/GVN pacification program and the US plan to Vietnamize the war. Resolution 9 emphasized the importance of securing control of the rural lowlonds. particularly the Mekong tlelta, and of jungle atd mountain base areas. In order to force
the US to withdraw greater numbers of troops from RVN. the resolution advocated inflicting
high casualties on US forces, However, tactics were to utilize the principle of winning major
victories with smaller sixed foirces.
(U)

COSVN RHsolution 9 v-onsisted of four major sections:

1. The first part of Resolution 9 consisted of at. "Evaluation of the Situation." COSVN
asserted that the General Offensive and Uprising had scored two major vicktores. the withdrawal
of 2t, 000 US troops and the halt of bomrbing over North Vietnam. Further. COSVN claimed that
they had greatly contributed to defeating the US "clear and hold" strategy drscribed as the"inltial step.. .ot do-Amnericaniatig the war" and had forced the US to adopt a strategy of passive
defense. ttesolution.9 stated that their tactics had causetd very heavy losses to the entemvy at
very light cost to themselves. Thesc 4lleged secossets Were ascribed to impr4oement In the
leadership of the Party and to "a more thorough undertlaoding of the Central Committee's lines.
'policies. and resolutions .... " The improvement was to enable their forces to win greater military and political victorifs ".,under eoxromtely foervo and compliiaited (fighting) conditions.. ,'
However. majot obstacles it suich areas as milimary peoselyting. cusrrilla warfare. recruiting.
- and building political associatiaos
existed. .$hrtcornings were ascribed to the fact that many
leaders at various echelons "... did not thoroughly comprehend the basic probloms of the
General Of(fensive and upristi,,.." and failed to implement policy adequately. Resolution 9
continued arcusing "a few of our cadres and Party members, .. " of being "... usually superficial and tnarrow-minded in assessing our strength and the enemy's-.
they overnlimnato the
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ene.my and underestimate the capacities of the masses; therefore when faced with difiiculties,
they become skeptical and lack resolution vis-a-vis the Central Committee's strategic determination: and they lose interest in attacking, which is the highest principle of the General Offensive
and Uprising. " In addition. ".... . , they usually have an erroneous conception of the transitional
nature of the General Offensive and Uprising, now thinking it is a one-blow affair and conse quently lacking vigilance against the enemy plots, now thinking it is a period of protracted struggle and constequently lacking boldness and sense of urgency: worse still, they become rightleaning and shrink back from action." COSVN urged flexibility and blamed their problems on
failures of leadership aud on inadequate organization of political mass associations.
3.

Part II ef aesolution 9 turned to "Future Enemy Schemes and Our Immediate

to de-Americanize and de-escalate the
Tasks. " US policy was characterized as an effort ..
war st,p by step, to preserve their manpower and material as they de-escalate, especially to
nprtscrve U.S. troops. and to compete with us (in territory and population control) so as they
"can end the war on a definite strong position. " Resolution 9.went on to elaborate its vision of
U. S. policy:
Specifit-ally. they will strive to consolidate and
strenthei the puppet army and administration, and
as an immediate obeioctive, they will maintain the
U.S. troops at an essential level for an ossential
period of time: go on with their "clear and hold"
strategy: reinforcve their defeto.s setup: strive to
hold major statetrgic positions in South Viot-Nani;
aQvelera.r the pactfication program in ordtr to gain
cont rol of the people and territory: seek all means

to weoakvn our military andi political forces:ý CAUse
diffic-ulties for usw creat conditions in which they
could graduAlly withdraw Amorivan troops while
keeping the puppet troops strong: And on thit haois.
thit"AtO
find A Political sorluiOnl(Which would allo
red the war while still madintainlinM nocoloniallsni

in South Virt-Nam ton cert~ain extent and under a
certain form; to crateo a '"fotttal'" South Yact.Nanm
hature
whose reehl
t40 U.Sei lavke

43Na"Iag0

0

is_ pl
tIl k

,-Amk ao Anl•sod•hc
hold
astM•rooh feg inod

10 nowich enable ihew.) 0oci

war; to maintain by all mean.n

their positiont in

Sotkthoast Asia without affecting the U.S. infiluencet
antI prositge over the world. (underlitngn was ist
original document)

"Two possiblhe

eveoopmnrntsh1 in Alr

ocrvisint, looses" And
US$aetdlon wero foroteseen
the VS "to seek an early vond to the- war through a political
s*4lutioni" *hich the US woutld have to acevpt. Eve" 1t this4 should occur, CO$VS prttdkted that

"greterdifirltis"might "fror"

there would hocsperiod of time .aftepr tht Aig ecetent had been signed when some US t roops. would
rrsnAtn in RVIN' prior to copeewithdrawal. In that period, tho stfruggle wowitd '".. . go oft with
If VC/NVA attahek~weren't stuffienivly strong and it thed US should sol00
extaretnev 'Peplotity."
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ksome of its difficulties,

then Resolution 9 expected the US to take the second possible direction
which would be "to prolong the war.. . for a certain period of time. " In that time, the US would
"try lo dc-escalate from a strong position... and carry out the dc-Americanization in prolonged war contest before they must admit defeat and accept a political solution."
(U)

Either of these directions could entail US threats to broaden the war:
In both these eventualities, espe~cially in the case
of a prolonged de-escalation, the Americans may, in
certain circumnstances, put pressure on us by threatening to broaden the war through the resumption of bombing in North Viet-Nam within a definite scope and time
limit, or the expansion of the war into Laos and Cambodia.

COSVN concluded that their own actions plus the impact of the war in the US would determine
which direction the war took:
Whether the war will develop according to the
ft-st or second eventuality depends principally on the
strength of our attack-s in the military, political and
diplomnatic fields, espe4cially our military am!d political atta%ýks, and on the extent of military, political,
econtotiic and financial difficulties which the war
causes to the Americans in Viet-Nam, in the U.S.A.
itsc-lf, and ovor the world.
Regolution 1) ant itipatrd that the US wvoult "vat ry on the clear and hold stratvgy, and vigorously
p"sh famvard thi, rural pa,'ift~ativkn program. ..
1'ihe US anti GVN W~'iexpected to defond
Saigon and tho Salpon area. "to vontot"C for thr Mekong Delta, and to try to hold positions In
ttho junglo and nioutitain area. These wer~e the throe major areas tinder MOSN's juritidietion.
The- R.3solvin tt ntilitpawte polititeal vompotition with the LUS/G#V% .
particularly int Saigon and
rovhttous and othnic rnintirity arpas ..
tEspion-age" and psycho1igical warfare in the farm of
Appoalt. "to r~llv andi surroodue" wvre oxporto4 USIGVN tactics.
U)The US %va* pictured aa -aughlt in tho grip of a se routs 'contradicttlon"t

*

That situationt is ciompolling the Amoierlatir to pull
Out lroupg a# scaon as poiisiblo ir' ordvr to rettce r5ttlii
and war
priue
howover, in ordver for
pott t roopt to 0 row %tr'a45r.
pihO
Atnor4a'ioi
have, to prolong the %var,and if the war iii prolonged.
U.S. war
guatmtivii and #icpnd~itursis caitot be rodtteed. and the U. S. (atilures and diffirultivs will
roach an UlbAW'Able6
lQV01.
If ho Aml

kan
annot *'.lthdrakv titiope. inm'ialt' And bte~
Oth Atetirivati p'&,tpl and tholt ultr4 will iowr~s#.
Biut it U.S. ictuapo iro pulaltd ot.w the puppet army

torotal ronflictos hmtween the I,U.
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and administration will face a greater danger of collapse and contradictions between the Americans and
the puppets as well as internal contradictions among
the puppets will become more acute.
COSVN foresaw the possibility of a sudden collapse of the GVN if the VC/NVA "know how to step
up... military, political and proselyting activities. " The Resolution asserted that if the US ...
suffers heavy defeats and has no other way out, there is the possibility that he will be compelled
to de-escalate by sudden leaps."1
3. With this assessment of the US position as background, COSVN provided its cadres
with missions which were aimed at winning "a decisive victory"; the essential prercqxisite for
"achievement of the revolution's objectives in South Vietnam. " The missions were to implement
the three pronged attack (milita ry-nolitical-proselyting) and diplomatic offensives, to increase
the political and military forces, to combat US/GVN pacification, and tet defeat American attempts ".. .to end the war in a strong position and... . co de-Americanize the war. " "The essence
,f. decisive victorv" (following Instruction 11-68 which possibly had been issued in Nov 68 by
C which was the Hanoi Lao Dong Central Party Committee) was defined:
that the Americans must withdraw all troops from
South Vi-at-Narn, that our military and political
forces must be stronger than the remaining forces
of the puppet army and administration, that our
military and political forges must be master of
the major part of the rural area, the important
strategic areas. the areas borderin& the cities,
and some parts of the elties, principally at the
basic level, and that (we bn In a position to)
achieve the immediate ob.'entives of the Revolutior
in the South.
Given the overall missions. COSVN next enunciated "strategic objectives" which included attacks on US troops primarily to inflict het-oy castiulties. attacks against the ARVN and GVN
aimed at producing the collapse of ARVN and attentlits to build up their own military and political forces, Repeatedly, emphasis was placed on the aeed to defeat the US/GVN pacification program. Concurrently, the 'adre were urged to work towards Iunilding up their own infrastructure
and to promote the role of the Provisional Revolutionary Government, Accomplishment of thi
strategic objectives alimed to force the US "..,*to end tho war quickly and withdraw troops while
the puppet army and administration are stilt too weak to take over the responsibility of the
Americans- force the Americans to accept a political solution, and rece nisc at indepondent.
democratic peaceful and neutral Soutth Viet-Nam with a national. democratic coalition ttovernment working toward reunifying Viet-Nam." To achieve its ends, COSVN advocated Improved
leadlership which ,ould recognize that they•
. must highly concentrate our efforts to win a dociaivt vitury within a relatively short period of tir)4' and also that they had to build their
strongth "to on(tsur that we are able to fight vigorously and for a sustained period of time, to
beco-e stronger as we fight and to win greater victories as we fight. "' So Resolution 9 remained flexible about achieving short run success, but advocated preparing for a long war.
Victory waa to be achieved by developingt the strategic offensive stop by step while being adept
at "saisir.S. creating and taking advantage of opportunities in order to produce leaps forward."
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(U) COSVN advocated "outstanding efforts to bring to the highest point of development the
combined strength of our three-pronged attack, coordinated with a diplomatic offensive. In the
three strategic areas, including the cities, rural low lands and jungle-and-mountain areas.
The resolution advocated striving to "develop the (political) offensive" from a "partial uprising
in the cities and rural areas to the general uprising. " The Saigon area remained for the VC/
NVA the "major battlefield for the whole of South Viet-Nam. " Attacks and sieges of Saigon and
other major cities comprising the urban front were advocated. COSVN o-dered its cadres to
"11r eveit the enemy from breaking out of... encirclement." The rural area and particularly the
Mekong Delta were described as "an extremely important strategic area at the present time and
in the future, "1 particularly because of pacification in those areas by the US/GVN. The jungle
and mountain areas continued to be an important strategic region because it was a stable base
connecting COSVN regions "to the great rear (i. e. North Vietnam)."
4. Having assessed the general situation, analyzed US policy alternatives, and provided missions to its cadres, COSVN then elaborated its major tasks. Resolution 9 again extensively exaggerated its victories prior to a discussion of defects, which included the failure
to coordinate offensives on all fronts adequately, failure to adequately develop guerrilla warfare, and the failure to launch a "continuous, strong and incisive" offensive. Strategy was to
include the deployment of the three kinds of forces (main force, regional force, and guerrillas)
such that Allied units would be tied down in the cities and stretched thin in the rural and mountainous areas. At the same time, VC/NVA Forces were to be concentrated on the most advantageous battlefield in an attempt to defeat US/GVN troops after they had bven drawn away from
their base areas.
(UM Revealinp a recognition of the difficulty of massing its troops, and in the lttempt to
develop economy of force tactics Posolution 9 asserted that they "must... more properly apply
the combat method which combines small-scale attack with medium-scale and large-scaiO attacks, including large-scale attacks conducted with small forces. " The militia-guerrilla and
the sappers. light mortar units, and army engineers specialized in attacking communication
lines, the combat reconnaissance force and the communication-liaison units were to be developed. The military forces were to be an offective tool of the Party and indoctrination of thf

troops was to Intensify, Proselyting of both the military and civilian populace was to be Increased, This was one of C(SVNIs major prescriptions tn overcome difficulties which it faced
in 1969. Guerrilla warfare was to be"developed" In the cities. Guidance on the propaganda to
be used stated!
The Central slogan at the present time Iu mtill

•S

gearod toward demanding peace, independence, demo-•racy iind better livitrg eonditions. The transitional
slogan at Ohis timo will specifically dt.mand the restoration of peace. the overthrow of Thteu-Ky- Huoog.
1ho eotablishmont of a peaeo eabioot. The use of tlki
transitional slogan should be flexible, practital and
properlý adapted to uath plara, each time, each
(social) class and each (political) circle. When the
situation develops (as we wish) we will put forth an-

othor Mogau of a higher (polItical) scope.
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(U) COSVN stated that the VC/NVA had to "have a foothold at any cost" in the areas bordering the cities. In those areas, both "overt" and "covert" organizations should exist. Inverting
the usual meanings of the words "overt" and "covert, " COSVN Resolution 9 stated that overt
organizations would utilize "illegal methods" while covert organizations would know how to use
"open and legal activities. " Resolution 9 asserted that "For a common task and common objective, we must build two separate forces with two separate methods of operations. " It was eniphasized that efforts should be made to build up the front organizations and that in doing so external forces should give support but not "come to control. "1
(U) COSVN admitted that the US/GVN controlled a number of densely populated rural areas
and specifically mentioned areas with large numbers of religious and ethnic minorities and refugee areas. Resolution 9 advocated the formation of "many operation teams" and "armed propaganda teams" in those "contested areas. " COSVN advocated focusing on the religious and ethnic
minority areas, particularly in the Mekong Delta. It wanted to link the interests of * ese groups
to class and national interests and to try to win over the progressive leaders of the religious
and ethnic minorities. The Party also advocated the use of selective terror by stating that. "The
missions of eliminating the traitorous elements among the religious and ethnic groups must be
carried out carefully and must have the support of the religious and ethnic masses; otherwise.
they would produce adverse consequences..."
(U) Control over the liberated areas was to be consolidated.
iated step by step into collective living.

The peasants were to be init-

(U) Resolution 9 cited the People's Revolutionary Committees and the Provisional Revolutionary Government as keystones to a "perfect system" of revolutionary administration, It
stressed the need to develop administrative units from the local level on up in order to win "the
coming struggle between the revolutionary administration and the counter-revolutionary administration" which would be "fierce and complicated."
tUl An area of great concern to COSVN was securlty. VC/NVA security personnel had the
dual missions of counterintelligence and of killing opponent leaders, Resolutlon 9 statedThe immediate misilon of the security work is to,
'Continue to motivate a broad and deep movement to
guard against spies and protect socrets within the Party,
within the revolutionary as#oelatkit, and Among the
masests defeat all of the enemy's plans and activities
regarding espionage, Infiltrated agents, and psywar
surrender appeals. posi~ive•t presorvr
internal setutrIty within the Party. the Administratlon And the revolhtionary associalion*- maintain order and iiveurity for
the peoplolt protoct transportation corridors: serve the

combat of the troops and the political at ruggle of the
mastoest contribute positiv.ly to overihrowing the Puppot adminftitrative stystemt and entdavror to pro-pare

forces and conditions for advaneing to) the setashling

Of all the. vnemy'ai 1•og-01hote ploto and acts aitainst

.the revolution.'
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The functions of the Security Branch were close to those of a secret police.
(U) COSVN advocated the "comprehensive development of the economic-financial front."
The US/GVN was portrayed as "encircling and destroying the economy of our base areas. " The
long range motto was self-reliance and the Resolution stressed the need for fighting while protecting production. It was in its economic potential that Resolution 9 particularly emphasized
the importance of the Mekong Delta and stated that "all economic and finiancial activities are
presently centered on the production of food and food products." COSVN also valued labor
highly stating:
In the Eastern Nam Bo and the jungle-and-mountain
areas we must make full use of all labor sources, resolutely struggle against the enemy, destroy all concentration camps, demand the return of the people to their
former fields and gardens where they can make a living,
and strive by all means to step up the production of food
and food products in order to ensure self-sufficiency and
high quality on-the-spot rear services.
The theme in the field of prodoction was to be. "the fields and gardens are battlefields; hoes and
plows are weapons: farmers are combatants; the rear area is emulating the front line." The
aim was to get food and material to the organs and army units that needed them and "concurrently, to satisfactorily organize the circulation of goods within the liberated area as well as
between our (liberated) area and the area under temporary enemy control in order to ensure
the people's livelihood." The self-sufficiency production movement plus opportune buying were
essential to ensure tho existence of enough necessary reserve stocks. (Outside) aid was to be
used very thriftily. Finance was to be organized by the principle of centralized management of
financial receipts and expenses. Thrifliness was to be the criterion of revolutionary ethics and
wasto and corruption were to he opposed. COSVN told its cadre to urge the populace "to cling
to their fields. gardens and production work" in the tfac of US/GVN pacification. Infiltration in
RVN was soon as offering the VC/NVA an opportunlty to lead the pvople in the everyday struggle
for their livelihood. Revolution 9 also advocated acting to destroy the OVN economy. Economic
questions war# seen as having political significance. For Instance, the collection of financial
resources tn cities was soen as having great political significance.
(U) R•volution 9 advocated efforts to strengithen base areas such that areas controlled by
the VC/NVA in the rural lowlands and In the jungle-and-mountain areas would be linked so that
they :ould provide as•sitance to each other.

*

(U) Improvemnott of the party was another major task. Recruitment, parlulilarly of young
m°mbers, female members, and member*s i% ethnir minority and religious areas and within ghe
armed forc@is particularly among the militia-urrlla, was encouriaed. QuAlitative improv@m•nt of the cadre wat also urged "in order to enoure the fulfillment of our mission uniter any
circumstatces." Mueh attention was payed in the lWitt portions of Revolution 9 to coulteraiting morale problems within the party and to counteracting USIGVN PSYOP operations. After
praising tho cadre for remaining loyal io the Party. CO•SN stated that some cadre "have shrunk
from duties. turvied rightist4 feared violent fightint resented sacrifices, doubtled the poopl*is
revolutionary vapabllitlet. hbun# back. tolled on others (for the pursuance a the Rlevolution) and
ontortaitted peace illusions." COSVN added that "1nsont, very particular cases #oam mombeis
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have surrendered to the enemy and perpetrated traitorous misdeeds which hurt the Party and the
people. " To overcome these problems, Resolution 9 directed the implementation of "a broad
reindoctrination study phase in the whole Party, the whole army, and the whole people. ... " The
ideological reindoctrination was, among other things, to combat the attitudes cited above, build
up support of the revolution, oppose any inclinations to relax and to rest, build up "revolutionary
virtues, which are industriousness, thriftiness, honesty, righteousness, justice, and impartiality, " oppose any manifestation of individualism, build a high sense of organization and discipline, and to build a sense of urgency.
Another antidote to morale problems suggested by
Resolution 9 was to launch a nationalistic anti-American political campaign under the slogan
"Nothing is more precious than independence and freedom; fight until the Americans get out and
the puppets fall."
(U) COSVN Resolution 9 closed with an appeal to the cadre summarizing the major themes
of the campaign plan and overall program. The appeal reiterated the views that "the struggle...
will be extremely violent and complicated, " that the VC/NVA "advantages are very basic" and
that the US/GVN "are meeting difficulties that cannot be overcome. ,,360
Last Quarter - 1969
(S) Developments in the last quarter of 1969 followed COSVN Resolution 9 closely. A high
early in October and the high point at the beginning of November initiated the
first phase of the winter campaign. However, these high points were far less intense than the
offensive activity after Te.t, During 1969 there was a continual decline in the Intensity of enemy
activity. The enemy shifted from sustained country-wide offensives to country-wide high points.
and finally to corpa-wide surges in activity during the last three months of the year. 361 Attacks
on population centers also declined during the year. 36z

"point occurred

(C) The eajor battle of the last quarter occurred around the Bu Prang avd Duc Lap CIDG
canmps. The pattern of enemy attack wAs similar to the Wen Het battle earlier in the year. The
VC/NVA strategy had been enunciated by General Clap and by COSVN Resolution 9t attempt to
attack in an area in which the opponent will be drawn away from his base areas and where the
VC/NVA advantages will be maximized. In addition, the foeus of the attack was alainst ARVN
troops. The attaek failed, although some fire bases were abandoned at the beginning. of the
battle. Another objective of the attack probably wao to in~flict heavy casualtias. A signifieant
factor was that the NVA forces had delayed after arriving In the area for oeveral months before
Initiating tho attack at thp end of October indicating that supply difficulties may have been vncountered. 363 Indication# b*iaan to appear with some (|equen@y that supply problems were beginniog to affect c-omnat operations during the last months of 1969.
(C) The firot phate of the winter carnpaign stryssel !ovolyting while attempts were made
to build up logistically. Antictpsted high points in the
t.',14v•M
- to IS1 Dee failed to
materialise and Indications were that the VC/NVA co#entisao.ed ntn siradtig p r4.lganda durlm:
that pe•ri•. The Wtftort to bolster the morale of the cadre t"rough r;#ndoItrttion was pursued.
The VC/NVA attemptod to exploit reetamenint or potential ar#as of resentment against the GVN.
For i•nlance a dorument stated,'
. we must ofro-le (or Ith roalitatt"n if) politkieal
s1,logans deeaindiing the aboittimt 01 alltfrms of opprottOn•. abolition of irwiloni| t1"ev. freedom of tovtement.
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freedom to go about one's business, decrease in the
prices of rice and foodstuffs, opposing fines and extortion of money, conscriptions, and (forced enrollment in) civil self-defense organizations. The most
important themes to be discussed at this time in cities
are themes on ending the war, restoring peace, and
repatriating U. S. and satellite troops.
The VC/ NVA continued to follow developments in the US closely.
(C) The primary VC/ NVA targets became pacification and vietnamization. 365 ARVN troops
suffered greater numbers of casualties as they bore more of the brunt of the fighting and probably were targetted more by the enemy. Attacks were launched on ARVN training facilities.
Although statistics didn't wholly bear out the fact that the VC/NVA were targetting the PSDF,
both agent reports and captured documents led to the conclusion that the Viet Cong not only targeted this paramilitary element of the GVN Accelerated Pacification Campaign, but also that
366
they would continue to do so in the future at an increased rate.
The VC/NVA reacted strongly to affirmations of Vietnamization by President Nixon and other
officials in Washington.
(SM At the end of 1969. VC/NVA strategy was geared to fight a protracted war or else to
move into a cease fire period which would be characterized in their eyes by intense p~litical
competition, which would include the use of force, and by continued attempts to gaint political
dominance and control in RVN. An agent reported that a decision had been reached by high ranklng cadre who had attended a meeting in the Ba Thu area that the Communist offensives had
failed in 1969 and tlhat the COSVN plan for conventional warfare should be modified to guerrilla
warfare. This would cenable the VC/NVA to build up stores of supplies and to reinforce their
units. Efforts would be turned toward propaganda and proselytizing. T 7ndidcatinks wore that VC
military strategy and tactics throughout RVN were designed to attempt to Itain back territory and
population lost in 19o9, 368 NVA troops wero moving Into the Delta in large numbers. The VC,/
NVA were attempting to Improve morale among their soldiers and cadre, however the shortages
of food and Allied pressure lod to continuing reports of low morale in some units, A large iticrease In the flow of supplies down the Ho Chi Minh trait also was evident.
(S) An Intelligence estimate formulated •arly In 1970 assessod the VC/NVA position at the

end of l469.The enetmy retains a significant. capability for initiating otf*nsivo activity on relatively

short notice

•nselected areas, but he does not currently have lhh capability to sufstain

tuch

attacks. How4ev*r, all indications underscore the enotMnys activity and his intention# to ,mply"
thw option should he find It politically or militarily advaotact.os.
*
* ..

Present onemy strategy represents a blend of political and military activity catlulated
to achieve domestic anti-war pressure in the US leading to a rapid rdoploynmnt of US
Force.. the collapse of the CVN and the creation of a co1•ot'on government it the RVVN.
The enemy is expected to continue to rely primarily on attacks-by-firt spnaI) unt
gtrotMd attack. and sapper attacks designed to iniflict mamnum Allied aasualtles. disrupt ItVNAV
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mode rnization and mtTpede the pac ifheat ion prog rarn at iv'in i (Etil cost to hirmself'. This will be,
combine-d w.%ith Iterrorism proselytin~g, and propaganda tX'signe-d to weaken the UV N and establish
support for the PRC,. 369
Tactics
(C) The most important tactical dew'! opnrent s in lc)fQ%-were the declining frequency of major
unit attacks as the year progressed and concur rently the emphasis placed on sapper training, by
the VC /N\'A. Alt hough there was not dram-atic rise in the numnbe r ot sapper attacks in 1969,
prospects pointed towards increased use of the tactic by the VC/NVA in, the future. 370
(C) Documients indicated that there was a Sapper Staff at COSVIN level. This Sapper Staff
was subordi~nate to the NMiita ry Staff De'pa rtment of the tMi! itary Headquarters, COSVIN. Plans
fo r the establishment of this staff section, as well as similar staff sections at lowe r echelons.
had been formulated as early as 1966, The earliest date of any dlocument indicating impleimentation of these, plans at COSVN was May 0Q68.
(C)
L

The funct ions and rois :ion of this staff sect ion were to:
1.

Draft plans omyanizing sappe.rs throughout

a.

Develop sa~pper training plans.

i.

Provitdr leadership for sapper unilit.

4.

flveApappe.r tactigal xtnot epts,

:oISV\N.
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joint headquarters for ground and naval sappers. This headquarters was subordinate to the
Sapper Department, Joint General Staff, NVN, and it continued to establish and direct sapper
policy. In 1969. in NVN, sapper staff sections and/or sapper staff assistants were found
throughout the command elements of the MRs. SR. provinces, districts and at division, regiment. and battalion staff levels. 371
(U) The Sapper. The sapper was a well trained, highly disciplined combat engineer. fie
was not a guerrilla and although frequently used in terrorist activities, he was not a terrorist
.per se. The term "sapper" or "pioneer" has traditionally been applied to the combat engineer.
(The term originated in Europe in order to distinguish between the convention&l military construction engineers and those engineers directly assigned to combat units. ) The term "sapper"
as used by the VC/NVA retained the combat engineer connotation: however, the VC/NVA sapper
mission also encompassed those tasks normally assigned to units of the Commando-RaiderRanger variety.
(C) The 106) role of the sapper was best understood in the following context: He was not
now to the battlefieldt he was vulnerable: and he could influence the outcome of hosltiities.
Over the past seven years there had been little change in the mission, organization, disposition,
tactics, and basic training of the sapper. However. there had been improvements and external
influences whien pla-ed greater emphasis on the role oC the sappjer.
hk.) The basic ta:vtte employed by sappors waus the raid. Aie basic unit was the cell (a team
usually of two to five men). and the basic armament was the oxplosive charge.
fc)

The raid was afi operation involving a swift petntration into hostile territory to inflict
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enemy-initiated operations, due primarily to the inability of the VC/NVA to mount them.
(C) Thus, since mid-1968 the VC/NVA had adopted a strategy of economy of farce and
sappers had become essential to the enemy's dual program of conserving strength while maintaining military pressure. The sapper was well suited to the pursuit of this strategy. Mis comnpatability with the objective of disrupting the economic and political stability of the GVN while
combating military forces, combined with his economy of employment, made~ sapper operations
one of the most lucrative enemy military undertakings. With minimum expenditures the sapper
had the potential to inflict costly military and political damage. Bly effectively using sappers
the VC/NVA apparently hoped to improve their military image.
(C) During the latter months of 1968 and the first five months of 1969, there-was a marked
increase in the effectiveness of sapper attacks against Allied field positions and fixed military
installations such as storage depots. base camps, and airfields. Y11e limited success of these
attacks could be attributed to two reasons: first, over-confidence on the part of Allied' defense
forces- second, the defenders' unfamiliarity with sapper techniques. Ther.,i was evidence that
the VC/NVA were attempting to capitalize on what they considered their initial success byY converting field units into sapper units and emphasiaing swrppc twtisniqtas At all echel0ons.
(C) Nonetheless, the effectiveness of sapper attacks ap4'nst these typos of targets Sharplydecreased after Junt though the frequency of such attacks Increased. The reason for this detcrease is simple: Allied leaders at all echelons re-emphashoad the employment. 4f proper
defense melasures..
(C) There wns. however, sit ominous sequel to the decrease In sapper efcvnesagainst
Allied military IntamllatIons. As siandard defet wetchniques had been re-ornphasiued aatainst
sapper Attacks directed Against logistiecs and combitt lnst~ilatlnnts, It appeared tAt personnel in.
non.-tactical areas wer.e beirg targeted rather than Just war materiel. A cas0 tn point was the
sapper attack against the coavaloscient hospitail at Cant Ranh Day.

(C) Two sapper attavks which occurred lin I9%9 in RI/N exem.plified various asPottis of
sapper attacks.
WC) The first attack, which tookt plact 7 July, was targeted against a tactical military installatino, a small bas# camp lecate4 in southe-.n 11 CTZ The. bAse carnp was protected by a
perimeter compased of three barbed wire an~d coneartina fenes*. The perimutor also0 Inluded
a mine field. In addition, bunktert, tnndlum tantks, and arM Oord personneol carrTiers ýacre placed
atl strategi posiltion along the. perimeter, The camp was divided bwtweewn eletits of-a US
CAVAlry itnop and a4Vfatewtnios Itegional Frtce company. with the US forcnv occupying the
wwetrnf portion o4 the h'stallatio" end the VietnaM#se occupying ther eastern portioti. The Misdion Ot the ca1valry troop WAs to sweep the roadso In i11s area of ýOperatiefs daily &Adensure their
security. flrch night thet troop retuorned to hs basle camAp, whre -it wa. split; the first Platoon
antd he-adquarttrs eletment occupied the base camp while ithe .eepMd and third- platoons occpedW
a fit* support hase ISbO meterst sOwOh.southwest lof the camp. At 4130 hottan. 7 July?. the base
Camp camei under a heavy movitar barratgo. Persontsel hit the installation, deceikvtd Coin betlevln# that they wore beingq subjected only to. au attacak-by.-fire. de0 oe totebuakers an4 vehcle
td wait out the snaCk Five ninutwa latoir capper assault. teanti breached the perifmeter iet four
Aftev penetrsafln -each
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targets, inflicting damage and casualties with explosive ch.arges and small arms fire and causing confusion in the target area. The attack lasted approximately 30 minutes and was finally
broken up when the troop commander ordered the second platoon to reinforce the base camp.
The attack resulted in six US Y',%and 21 US WIA. One ARVN soldier was also wounded in action.
In addition, a numbe. of tracked and wheeled vehicles were destroyed or damaged.
(C) Stealth, secrecy, and deception were substituted for fire superiority in the attack by
the enem.y sapper unit, and this proved to be the decisive ingredient in the success of the attack.
(C) The second attack was targeted against a non-tactical target. the RVNAF Language
School in Cholon, and personnel. rather than war materiel, ware the immsediate targets- The
Attack took place on 7 Aug.

-

(C) The langnage •chool was located on Dong Khanh Street. a busy thoroughfarn which
linked Cholon with Saigon. The school, located on the corner of BuS Duy Than Street. was proiected by -- barrier consisting of gasoline drums filted with sand, concertina wire, and sandbags. Guards were stationed 4t the corners of the building and at the side and main entrance.s:
across the street was the Doan Kan Hgoel. The school was flanked by Viewtanase dwellin4gs and
a medical supply company.
(C) The attack was planned and coordinated by a high VCINVA echelon of comman-d.
Traited sappers of a •s•pcial action unit targeted aginst-Saijon were utilized. The special
action unit was composed of both men and women f•t. leader was a woman), The unit was
f•ire support and security ceil, arti
roke•n dow• into three teams or cells -.- an a*sault cedll
a rear services cell which in this instace, was also utlied a* the command elempnt, The
Assault cell was charged with launching the attack: the fire support and security cell wa.

chbarged with the mission of providing security and keepiag the esfcape. routo Oopen the co"Vifand
and rear services cell was r-iponotble. for providing over-all diraection fo' the attack And transpotivng the explosive to thl target area.

ather In th# ebjeclh* area at 1510 htoon. aid launch th-4 attack4 at
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explosive charge placed in the gas tank of a motor bike located across the street frorn the
school. PresumznaIy this charge was lift behind to inflict additional casualties on personnel reinforcing the area and any curious civilians who might congregate in the area after the attack.
(C) Conclusion. As a result of the re-emphasis on standard defensive measures, the success of sapper attacks directed against war materiel located at tactical military installations
appeared to be on the decrease, through the frequency of these attacks was rising. Non-tactical
installations were attacked where personnel rather than materiel were the principal targets.
These attacks were probably being used as a means of maintaining a high casualty rate, as well
population. 372
as indiscriminately spreading terror among thew
Terrorism
(1T) Th• value of terror as a guerrills war tactic was recognized hy NVI/st, Minister of
National Defense. General Giap, when he stated that the "correct path" for people to tollow in
order to liberate themselves was"revolutionary violence," Terror was the traditional weapon
of the Insurgent in the RVN.
(U) The ob,|ctives of VC terrorists were to reduce CVN influence by disrupting its civil
administration. shake the p-ople'4 ronfiel.nc:e 0[ the Ability of ithe GVN to protect thrn thr tgh
Spacification, and tighten VC control of tho- eneral populace, Targets hieidodtl GVYI oficiala,
village and hamlet lva*drs. National Police. refioie and resictlltcadres, and s*ympnAthi&•r.
ment. areat, hiel-oti -enters.. RVNAF, and FWM.F personnel,
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with or without infantry in the combat assault, in water, and in city "special action" groups.
The latter made up the ranks of the experienced terrorist. Special action groups were covert
units designed specifically to fight in a hostile urban environment. Trained for actions of a
unique and special nature unsuited to conventional units, these groups were trained to engage in
terrorist and sabotage activities, disseminate propaganda, proselytize the population, and fight
from house-to-house.

-

*

"(C) The mission of the special action group was to maintain constant military pressure on
the enemy in his secure areas; e. g., urban areas, through acts of sabotage and terrorism;
and to coordinate with and assist larger tactical units attacking the towns and cities by attacking
objectives from within and causing confusion in the objective area. Implied in both missions
was the political task of winning the support of the population in the urban areas.
(C) City special action groups had no standard organization and differed from city to city.
Generally, the special action units used the three-man cell concept, whereby two men carried
out the assigned mission while the third provided ccver for the team and took over the mission
from either of the first two if one was rendered incapable of continuing. The basic tactic utilized by the cell was the raid. Armed with an explosive charge, and at times an AK-47 or sidearm, the cell disguised itself and launched a surprise attack against the "enemy" and then withdrew quickly. Usually the target of the special action unit was soft, e.g., personnel, theaters,
restaurants, BOQs, and BEQs. Vehicles were often used by this unit to approach and withdraw
from the target area. One member would scout the area and, if necessary, provide covering
fire; the second would operate the vehicle; and the third would hit the target with explosives (See
the Tactics Section of this chapter for a description of a sapper-terrorist attack in Saigon).
(C) Differing from sappers in the other three categories mentioned above, who were normally based outside cities and entered only to conduct operations, the special action sapper usually
lived and operated entirely within the urban areas, relying heavily on the use of legal or forged
documents to conceal his identity.
(C) The trained and experienced sapper was usually highly motivated and fully conversant
with the tactical requirements of the sapper assault and with the personal and collective expertise required to accomplish a hazardous mission. He was also a raider- an individual who relied on secrecy and stealth; had a thorouph knowledge of his objective and its avenues of approach, was familiar with the techniques to surmount natural and man-made obstacles: was an3 7 3
expert in the use of conventional weapons; and was fully knowledgeable in the uses of explosives.
(C) Terrorists were not limited in composition to experienced, fully trained Individuals.
Throughout 1969, emphasis was placed on recruitment (often times by threat) and training (extensive or limited to a few minutes) of civilian women or children under the age of 15. The
latter were used especially, since they were not required to have ID cards and therefore had
unrestricted access to GVN-controlled areas. The increased use of women and children for
terrorist activities allowed the VC to conduct frequeat and more dangerous or suicidal missions
without risking valuable cadre.
(U) A' chart depicting the trend of terrorist incidents in i969 is located at Figure 111-18.
Tables IX•..9 and Ml-t0 list the categories of terrorist victims for 1969. 7
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VC TERRORISM STATISTICS
Jan - Dec 1969*

Incidents

Assassinated

Wounded

Abducted

January

395

1,006

1,431

791

February

767

1,848

525

1,059

March

798

1,924

1,249

April

538

1, 411

521

885

May

596

1,549

415

1,049

June

558

1.360

385

936

July

406

1.103

273

765

August

545

1.510

387

894

Sept ember

407

857

313

806

October

306

695

177

667

November

430

948

278

798

Dec ember

340

841

141

703

TOTAL

6.086

6,095

10,523

*Data source

15,052

1, 179

National Police plus CICV.
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January
(C) Based on the preceding month (December 1968), terrorist activity decreased during
January. All sources indicated increased acts of assassination and sabotage for the enemy
winter-spring campaign. Primary targets were Vietnamese civilians employed by US installations and agencies, GVN officials at hamlet and village levels, and RVNAF personnel and
their families. Enemy forces actively infiltrated cities in an attempt to intimidate the people
to demonstrate in support of their occupation. During the latter months of 1968, the enemy had
"concentratedon GVN officials with moderate success; in January evidence indicated a definite
effort directed against US personnel also. VC terrorists threw several grenades into the entrances of two US military billets in Saigon. US military personnel provided occasional targets
of opportunity for terrorists by congregating at bus stops or insecure areas and additionally by
allowing vehicles to go unwatched when parked on public streets. In the latter event, a grenade
with a rubber band holding the spoon would be dropped into the gas tank, thus providing several
minutes "get away" time for the terrorist before the detonation. 375
Februar,

(

(C)

The Tet period brought about dramatic increases in enemy terrorist attacks throughout
RVN, with 1, 059 incidents, compared to 791 for January. The most significant shift in targeting
took place in the Capitol Military District (CMD). In one incident, two terrorists on a motorcycle placed a homemade explosive device between the sedan of MG Kiem, Chief of GVN Military
Cabinet, and an escorting jeep while the vehicles were stopped at a traffic light. The device exploded destroying the sedan and the jeep. An M-26 grenade was also thrown at the sedan, MG
Kiem received a broken leg and five Individuals were wounded; the sedan and two jeeps were
destroyed. The terrorists escaped. 376 Repeated sabotage attempts were directed against US
personnel also as evidenced from the following terrorist activIty. On 8 Feb, nine US civilian
technical representatives with the 2l0th Aviation Company riding in a 1/4 -ton truck, an automobile, and three motorcycles received RPG fire. The truck took a direct hit which wounded its
three occupants. Two Individuals in fatigues then shot the two men in the front seat. 377 On
22 Feb. the special branch of the National Police apprehended 15 terrorists including a VC major
and captain. Interrogation of these Individuals revealed that their orders were to initiate terror1st attacks against US personnel in the Saigon area. They did not have specific targets, but were
to select individual Americans for assassination.
March

*

(C) A definite increase in enemy-initiated acts of terrorism oeu;ý;,d In-•-at-ch..h
past, VC/NVA sapper/terrorist attacks had been considered a relatively economical meant of
maintaining the enemy's presence without his having to commit large numbers of combat troops.
Unlike pant periods of increased terrorism, however, this onat was concurrently marked by extensive VC/NVA field activity. This was perhaps an indication that the enemy's prime motivetion for his acts of terrorism had changed. During this period, attacks appeared to be non"selective and designed to instill fear among the populace with the probable aim of undermining
GVN influence by convincing the people the government was totally incapable of protecting them.
The most significant incident noted during the month was the 5 Mar attempt to assassinate Prime
Minister Huong. The attack occurred two blocks from the Amerikan Embassy in Saigon as the
Prime Minister was riding home. Small arms fite was exchanged but no casualties resulted;
six enemy were captured. five of whom ware in ARVN uniforms. A cyclo at the location had a
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claymore mine and three pounds of plastic explosive rigged to detonate.
was not harmed. 378

The Prime Minister

April
(C) During April there was a peaking and subsequent leveling off of enemy acts of terrorism. The enemy directed many of his terrorist operations against suspected agents of the GVN
and there were cses, when, unable to capture the subject himself, the enemy took custody of
the suspect's parents. If the parents were unable to convince the suspect to surrender to the
VC, they were killed instead of the suspect. "Blood debt" assassinations of this type reflected
a sharp increase over the past several months and had a serious impact on the RVN populace.
A captured enemy document directed units to concentrate on forcing FWMAF/RVNAF from
rural areas through the institution of a four step program, the basis of which was terrorism:
1.

Annihilate (GVN) administrative, intelligence, and pacification personnel.

2.

Disintegrate (GVN) People's Self-defense Force organizations (PSDF).

3.

Promote mass uprisings.

)

4. T-arn selected hamlets, objectives of the GVN accelerated pacification program,
into VC combat hamlets.
A report received in April stated that two VC sapper platoons had infiltrated Saigon with the
mission of assassinating RVN policemen and Hol Chanhs
This document held that the death of
a policeman or a 1oiq0?nh was equal in value to the assassination of seven Americans. The
trend indicated that terrorist activities would be selective in nature with GVN prestige as the
primary target. On 16 Apr, the VC burned 150 homes in a resettlement center in Phu Cat
District. At the end of April, reports indicated COSVN was becoming increasingly alarmed at
the effectiveness of PSDF personnel, The VC believed these forces to be instrumental in the
success of the GVN pacification campaign and accordingly targeted them for elimination. Also
in April the terrorists employed indiscriminate attacks-by-fire on population centers, to include Chiegg Ifeenters. On 11 Apr, the Vinh Long City market place received 25 rounds of
60nm• mortar fire. Civilian casualties were 21 kill"e and 87 wounoed. On Z2 Apr, the Ca Mau
Chieu HAl center was attacked with RPO fire and 25 launch bombs. Eight -oi Chanhs were
killed and 60 wounded. On 22 Apr, Soc Trang in Ba Xuyun Province received six rounds of
62mm mortar fire. There were 20 casualties and 20 home% destroyed. These attacks apparently reflected VC steps to reduce the h
Hot rate and intimidate the civilian population living
in GVN.controllad areas.

(C) During May there was a rise i% enemy acts of tarrorwim. Te majority of incidents
reported indicated the targeting to be those of opportunity, rather than preselected or planned
objectives, The most significant incident noted was the capiure of the chief of enemy sapper and
terrorist activists in Saigon's Fifth Precinct by the National Police. Interrueation of this
leader led to the apprehension of 80 suspects who were allegedly ateociated with VC sapper
celts in the CMD. Throughout this period, reports were received of terrorist cudre in Saigon
being trained to ride Hondas for use in terrorisam In addition, a w•hipering camagn was
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conducted to warn small vendors not to hold market before 0600 hours in order to miss terrorist activity directed against ARVN and GVN personnel.
June
(C) A sharp rise in enemy terrorist activity during the first week of June was followed by
a decline the remainder of the month. The enemy continued in his efforts to force people away
from GVN-controlled areas and to neutralize the effectiveness of Allied pacification efforts.
Hamlet and village-level GVN officials were primary targets of terrorism, while substantial
numbers of RD and pacification cadre and National Police were also objects of VC terrorist
acts. Evident during the month was a lack of professionalism on the part of CMD terrorists in
accomplishing their missions. One incident which occurred in Saigon involved an explosion
which destroyed a Lambretta and caused the three 107mm rockets it was carrying to fall into
the street. In another CMD incident, a charge exploded as the terrorist attempted to affix it to
a tree, It was deemed possible that the arrest of the terrorist leader in Saigon's Fifth Precinct
in May. could have left a "professional gap" in the ranks of the sappers operating within the
CMD.

(C) Terrorist activity declined in all CTZs with the exception of IV CTZ. Speculation was
that the low level of activity could have stemmed from VC sensitivity to Allied claims of indiscriminate terrorism at the Paris talks. A lack of security discipline appeared within the sapper elements of the CMD area. Terrorists captured during the month gave information freely
during Interrogation, resulting in the arrest of numerous sapper cadre within the Saigon area.
A probable increase in swimmer-sapper activity was anticipated after the 6 July sinking of the
merchant ship Welfare by a mine on the Nha Be River. Completed during the month was a
study noting the most frequently used time for terrorist/sapper activities. It was determined
the six-hour period between 2100 and 0300 hours evidenced the greatest number of attacks,
while the low-point period was from 0900 to 1500 hours.

August

, e

-

(C) Enemy terrorist activity fluctuated during August and peaked at the start of the enemy's
Autumn Campaign. Most attacks were targeted against people in resettlement or refugee areas,
in order to force them to return to VC-controlled areas. In a series of terrorist attacks on
refugee camps in Quang Nam and Thua Thien Province on 12 Aug,. three civilians were killed,
35 wounded, hundreds of families were left homeless, and many buildings were damaged and
destroyed, On 25 Aug. a VC sapper platoon entered Phu Binh Village in Quang Ngai Province
and burned 260 homes and one dispensary, while abducting 41 people. This brutal attack by the
VC in an area which was generally considered to be under their control was evidence the enemy
had not always been receiving cooperation from the populace in VC-controlled areas, In Binh
Thuan Province, VC Action Arrow teams were instructed to follow GVN and ARVN personnel
to ascertain their habits, residences, and places of employment. This information was to be
reported to sapper units whose members would disguise themselves as civilians and amsaaesnate
these targeted personnel. Although the majority of incidents recorded during the month were
nonselective, increased Interest in military targets and US personnel was evident. On 7 Aug.
under cover of a rocket attack against a nearby USAF Installation, sappers infiltrated the US
•installation
at Cam Ranh Bay and attacked the 6th Convalescent Center with satchel charges.

mom
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Friendly losses were two KIA, 98 WIA, three buildings destroyed and three buildings damaged.
On 7 Aug, an estimated 60 pounds of explosives destroyed 30 percent of the RVNAF Language
School in Choton, killing 12 and wounding 62, including 23 US personnel (See the Tactics Section
of this Chapter). While hamlet and village chiefs had been the principal targets of assassination and abduction in the past, the number of reports of VC attempts on GVN officials increased
during August. The death or intimidation of these officials was expected to enhance the VC
position by disrupting the GVN pacification program; a necessary step in the establishment of
the Provisional Revolutionary Government. On 26 Aug, a 14-year old terrorist detonated four
grenades during a meeting between rural development cadre and civilians near Phu Cat in Binh
Dinh Province. In this incident 26 people were killed and 100 wounded.
September
(C) The number of terrorist incidents decreased about 10 percent during the month, compared to the one preceding. Selective assassinations, however, increased. Specifically targeted were CDF and RD cadre, and GVN officials and functionaries. In III CTZ primary targets
were civilians accused of collaboration with the GVN or US. Significant in UI CTZ was the care
taken by the VC to point out that victims were being punished for collaboration. This technique
had the psychological effect of setting aside government employees, collaborators, or sympathizers as a marked class, apart from the people. Sapper infiltration into cities and villages
increased during the month, In Quang Nam Province, a source reported that the VC had organized a group of young boys and girls. Equipped with satchel charges and individual weapons.
approximately 20 from the group Infiltrated Danang City and another 20 in Cam Le Village.
In Saigon, the Director General of the National Police reported about 300 sapper cadre had completed training in B& Thu. These sappers were to be infiltrated in small groups into Saigon to
take part in the second climaxing phase of the Fall Campaign.
October
(C) The year's lowestpoint in the level of sabotage and terrorist incidents occurred in Oct.
Terrorist activity, although very low. was directed at refugee and resettlement areas. In
Darlac and Khanh Hoa Provinces, reports revealed the enemy was conducting door-to-door surveys in hamlets and villages to determine the number of residents having relatives working for
the GVN. On 19 Oct, a terrorist bomb detonated in a movie house in downtown Quti Nhon City,
killing two civilians and wounding 35. The following information was received by the Naval
Intelligence Liaison Office, Qui Nhon, from the National Police Special Branch which shed light
on the thinking behind such VC terrorism. On 14 Oct, the Phuoc Long Village Secretary met
with four agents of the Qut Nhon VC City Committee in Luat Le Hamlet. He ordered them to
place mines in the Qut Nhon Cathedral and the Trung Vuong Theater, stating that the former was
a place where tyrants met and the latter a luxury and a corrupted place where the "enemy"
gathered merely for pleasures. On 28 Oct, one of six boys between the ages of 11-14, all
armed with hand grenades, threw a grenade into the market place of Hoa Hai Hamlet located
west of Phu Cat. Eight civilians were killed and 43 wounded.
November
(S) Sabotage and terrorism increased throughout RVN durin'g November, compared to the
preceding month, Ntmselective, hit-and-run attat.ks against individuals and groups were the
rule, Sabotage attacks against roads, bridge*, and railroads wer primary. A gasoline tanker
was Sunk In Quang Tin Province, a USN dredge was sunk tn
aten Ha. and a medigal building
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was destroyed in Quang Tin Province. Targets for terrorism were RD and pacification cadre,
National Police, and GVN officials. In I CTZ, terrorism directed against resettlement areas
significantly alienated the people regarding the VC and it was believed the result would be many
neutralist elements rallying to the GVN. An unsuccessful attempt was made on the life of the
GVN Chieu Hoi Minister on 7 November. 379
December
(C) Terrorist activity remained at a low level throughout the month, with 703 incidents
recorded. In Quang Ngai Province, the VC published a plan in which VC cadre were to collect
information on GVN officials, political party members, members of religious activities, and
intelligence and security members- information reports were to be submitted to the Provincial
Security Section by 14 Dec; all information would be forwarded to a court which had been elected
and persons found guilty would be assassinated or sent to a "thought reform" camp. During this
period, the VC sought to enhance their cause by opposing the recently instituted GVN tax measures. Reports indicated VC were considering targeting gasoline stations for terrorism as a
protest against the unpopular new tax on luxury items. It was conjectured that VC use of terror
as a symbol of opposition to government policy would mark a shift in policy. Overall, terrorist activity during the period appeared to be an attempt by the VC to impress the people with
their capability to strike as targets were few and selective. Of significance was an incident on
23 Dec in Quang Nam Province where the VC command detonated a plastic device in the mid3t
of a group of Catholic refugees watching a Christmas play. Two civilians were killed and 60
wounded.

Propaganda

General
(C) Although the NFLSVN had not beon organired until December 1960. the propaganda
phase of the VC G.neral Offensive began in May 1959, when the l-an Dong Central Committee in
Hanoi declared that the time had come to begin the struggle against the GVN. VC propaganda
leavening, howovor, had been initiated prtor to this. Following the 1954 Geneva Agronment,
the Viet Minh had left numnero•is propaganda cadre in South Vietnam to carry out covert op rations. The VC conoidered propaganda activity one of the key factors in their ultimate victory.
The following extract from a captured VC document indicated the importance which the VC
placed on propagandat
Our rovolution depend# (undamontally on the conaciousness of individual interoot, class interest,
p.opleCV') interest. and the resentment of the people.
who aro determinoed to stand up and Uight the enemy.
Without wide and deep propaganda action, it is impossible to male the masses become conscious of the
above interests and lndignant, and turn their indignation
into a powerful strength to defeat the eepmy. Through
the period of covert activity o( the Party, nine years of
resistance and overn yftr of political struggle i.n South
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Vitenam, propaganda always played a very important
role in the awakening and motivation of the people in
doing every mission and in thwarting every plan of controlling the people's ideology of the feudalists and imperialists. During many years of political struggle in
SVN in particular, propaganda was almost the Party's
only powerful weapon used to defeat the enemy and to
uphold and develop the revolutionary movement every
day among the population.
Today, in the decisive attack on the enemy to turn
the balance of forces in our favor parallel with the two
armed and political movements and the three-front attack
(military, political, and military proselyting), propaganda
constitutes a very important weapon of the Party in the
movement. 38
VC Propaganda Techniques
(C) The VC/NVA divided their propaganda instruments into two broad categories, the faceto-face (interpersonal) instruments and mass media. Face-to-face propaganda facilities included entertainment teams, armed propaganda teams. and propaganda cadre. Some examples of
mass media, designed to reach large numbers of people with relative ease, Included Liberation
and Hanoi Radios. Liberation Press, publications, and printing press facilities.
Target Groups
(C) Target groups establisted by VC propaganidists were designed such that they could be
effectivoty reached by a specific propaganda appeal. The following were some of the VC target
groups' 4•1
I.
2,
.,
4.
5.
6,
7.
&,
9,
10.
11.

IltelIectuals
Villag youth
Students
Farmers
ARVN soldior,
GVN employoes
Viettvattae Omployees. ot US ageni•es
FWMAF personnel
Urban re.idonts
Atligioult groups
Mh•iorty group#

(01 The •e•my continued to crt odt eftt•ntie p
ag-%wrttda or Indoorination tAtsrs among
his owo force* during 1 69, Th-W trai|nig wai conoidors-d by VrINVA cadre to ls 4s ispo-tgt
for thotr *oldieor a•s It truction In tho use of tomnbat tacties and weapon. (Svo COSVN Resotution
9 Section offhaplofl.
thos
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(U) Throughout 1969, the foilowing propaganda themes, in order of frequency, were the
38 2
focal themes of VC/NVA press and radio media:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Praise and Emulation
VC/NVA Military Victories
RVN Internal Problems
International Support
Agriculture and Production
War Crimes
Peace Negotiations
Allied Aggression

January
(C) Enemy propaganda activity at the beginning of the year portrayed an optimistic view of
the Communist efforts. "In 1969 our prospectJ are very bright and our future is very glorious.
Never has our country begun a new year "inder such favorable revolutionary conditions" was the
cry of Liberation Radio. 38 3 Frequent attacks were leveled at the "US aggressors" and their
"lackeys" coupled with outbursts aimed at the "US imperialists' stubborness" at the Paris talks.
VC/NVA propaganda struck at the PH.OENIX program by saying the "more defeated they become, the more insidious sctemes and tricks they resort to in order to attack us.... Especially at the present time, they are inteosifying their espionage war to the utmost. "384 The
enemy never stopped in his attempt to lower morale of US fighting men and -many leaflets were
directed to him. Often, these leaflets were directed not at the US soldier in general, but ak
specific US soldiers in minority groups or as in the following example, to specific units. One
leaflet was found addressed to 1st aud 25th Iniantrymen. It contained a message, supposedly
written by a US prisoner, praising the N FLSVN and condeming the war in Vietnam being "waged
by the Johnson Government. '385
(C) A frequent occurren'ce in VC-controlled areas was visits by North Vietnamese motion
picture and propaganda team., Operating on the province level, they travtled from village to
village showing CHICOM, NVN, and Soviet propaganda filrais and giving speeches, Occasionally.
VC district (party) conmmittees. desiring visits of the team to various villages and hamlets within their district, would forward a request to the province committee. Subsequently the team
would be assigned tu the requestod area. When the team arrived. loudseeakers would annoutce
that movies would be shown that evening. Attendance was compulsory, however, many villagers
did not attend becamse of fear of Allied air attaýcks. 386

lFebnua r~
(C) In February. the enemy broadened his propaganda theme. on the pacification program.
This apparently reflected his recognition of its succtes.
VC/NVA media stated thAt the program
re*eived a "tragic setback" and in order to offset this so-called setback, the GVN had to insti.lute a more acceltrated program. Minor themes included "Americans have clearly loot the wari'
and the "Thieu, )V'.-Huong Regime is slowly dying. 11387
(C) During this month, the Communists also directed attention to the "unsuccoessful" Allied
sweep operatins. It was experienced in the past, that this type of propaganda them.t was statged
5--0 days befor* the enemy launched a major offensive. S8e
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(C) On 18 Feb, a poster written in English, was turned in to the 198th Inf Bde at LZ
BAYONNET bya young boy. He had found the poster in a tree. The theme of the poster's message was for US servicemen to'Join their comrades who have already laid down their arms to
oppose the war. 1 Several leaflets with pictures and names of US servicemen were attached to
the poster. 389

)

(S) North Vietnamese propaganda concerning President Nixon was very cautious and reserved during early February. The SEC3TATE stated: "Hanoi's treatment of the President
indicates that the North Vietnamese leadership is waiting for his moves before deciding the kind
of image in which it wishes to cast hirn. "390
(U) VC/NVN media violently slashed at the "savage crimes" committed by the US and GVN
"for terrorizing and massacring the people, for using B52 bombers, toxic chemicals and shells
to devastate villages and herd the population into concentration camps... and for stifling of all
democratic liberties. "391
March
(U) In March. there were no new themes in enemy propaganda.
their attempts to discredit the GVN and undermine the Paris Talks.

The Communists continued

(C) A US source received Information during the month regarding an armed enemy propaganda team that was operating near Bien Hoe Air Base. The team consisted of several VC
armed with two B-40 rocket !aunche•s and individual weapons. This team buasted that in one
week the NFLSVN would liberate all of Bien Ho. Province. Within 32 hours after their propaganda campaign, the VC opened their Winter-Spring Offensive and Bien Hoe Air Base was
attacked. 392Z

IC) The dominant propaganda topics for April wero anti-GVN, with specific attention given
to the pacification program. Reports for the month indicated that practically all facets of VCJ
NVA propaganda were oriented toward political objectives.

4

(C) an 3 April, residents of Go Cat Hamlet, located southeast of Tan Son Nhut Air Base.
said about l5 VC in tht arts, were actively engaged in propaganda activity: the theme being sup.
port of a coalition government. 39
(C) On 5 April, the clafuttstine iUberation Radio urged the RVN pouaco tO".., hold high
the peace flax, gaither various strata of urba copatriots and motvat, them to hold puibleic diecussions anO struggle for their pracitial interests against mtlitary conscription, Civil defente,4 .
arrests, and pillage• and for the restoratt on of pean., th~eorlhrow of the Thitm-Ky-Wong
clique, and the formatlio of a peace cabinet to hold soriloa tatkv"with the front: and •mash the
sacceleraled racifielAton plan, wipe out th. civilian seif-detse orgaaisati,
ec. t1394

(C) Major themes for May Irdmcat~d the utnderlying agitation for a coalition government
Dointamtig the prompandia nidia the firt part of May was the utivelUig ot the
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NFLSVN's 10-point "overall solution" to the Vietnam situation. This plan was repeatedly
praised and discussed by all four Vietnamese Communist media (Radio Hanoi, Hanoi VNA,
Liberation Radio, and the Liberation Press Agency). 39
(C) The Communist media scornfully denounced President Nixon's speech of 15 May, which
outlined the overall US stand on Vietnam. While only the nection dealing with "Mutual withdrawal" was flatly rejected by the enemy, the other points were attacked and belittled. 396
*

(C) In continued attempts to neutralize the pacification effort. enemy propaganda asserted
that "tthe cnerny' s pacification efforts are aimed at forcing the people to their knees and dominating themn.
(C) At the end of May, the enemy attempted to produce maximum propaganda value out of
the battle for Hill 973 (Hamburger Hill). They praised Senator Kennedy's criticism repeatedly.
Onie broadcast charged that". to cover their defeats. the US commanders resorted to their
favorite ploy of inventing imaginary victories, publishing casualty figures of the US much lower
than the reality (and) even putting out a sensational report on the so-called capture of a headof the Viet Cong on tht; peak of Ap Bia Mountain...*"398

(quarters
June

(U) Enemy propaganda during June was dominated by broadcasts and articles related t*
the formnal establishment of the Provisional Revolutionary Government (PPG). The PRO was
represented as the true representative government of the South Vietnamese people. 399
(U) Propaganda efforts also capitalized on the US withdrawal of Z5.000 troop.. This was
designed to frighten the people into joining the VC because the Americ~sn. were leaving. One
leaflet discovered in Long An Province stated: "G1s are going home-. people join the 'VC."

Other leafko*o directed to RVNAF asserted that "the Americans are defeated and goting
4 00

home.

How about you?,1

(C) Preoccupieti with selling. coalition government, village revoluzionary corrnlt~tesis in
Daneng contacted men between the ages of 60 and 63, who had relativos working for Owe VC.
These men wore Inotructed to proceed from hamlet to hamlet advising the people that the
A~merican Administration has accepted the NFL&SVN and would set-up~ a coalitton gave foment
that would include the NFUVN 40

(C) In propaganda attempts to enhance VC position and capabilities in the eyes of te*VN
populacc, VC (orces around Phan Rang City abducktea ttenaoers. and told them during esiensivv
propaganda sessioaa, that the VC had been weak before, but were now well prepared, trained,
and equipped to resume operations. They also told the teenagers that peace would oem. $xnede.
lately when the Americans left, 4 0 2

(C1 The enemny relied more on intimidation than effective propaganda during July, Leaflets
demanded food and supplies from the RVN populace and threatened death or puntishmenttt It people
did nat support the revolution. Propaganda warned that those who* di not support revolution or
who workedfo

the
rN

hnad better not live In, VC-eontrolodar"
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(C) The most significant development in Communist propaganda was a suddenly increasel
interest in US PWs. Official USG statements expressing concern over maltreatment of PWs in
NVN were angrily denounced with unusual frequency and violence. Statements allegedly made
by 03 PWs attesting to enemy "humnanitarianism" became more frequent. (See Chapter X)
(C) Of note during July was the shift in emphasis in Communist propaganda against the
pacification effort since the PRO had been officially proclaimed. Most of the propaganda no
longer attempted quite as strenuously to link Allied pacification with "hideous crimes" against
the people. The emphasis seemed to be on propagandiuing the alleged advances made by the
rival Revolutionary Administration and the benefits supposedly reaped by those lucky enough to
be living in "liberated" areas. This development was more a shift of emphasis rather than a
tow trend, and probably reflected Communist preoccupation to prove to the Vietnamese.
Americans, and "world opiniox." that the PRO represented the true ,4 facto government of the
people of South Vietnam. 404
(C) The enemy used propaganda media to claim great military victories during July.
Points made were that VC/NVA units had badly mauled US troops, lowered US troop morale,
and constantly kept US troops under strength and disorganized. It was felt that this type propaganda, coupled with US troop withdrawals, which the VC exploited as a sign of weakness and
defeat, could convince the population the VC wore well on their way to winning the war.45
(U) NYN propaganda broadcasts rejected President Thieu's "Six Principles of Free
lvections" by stating the free election, as proposed by Thieu. was a "treacherous election
scheme to be hold by the bayonet point of US troops ant the Puppet Army. ý44O6.
(C)nenwpropannodists always had their own terminology for what the
osdee ob
the current Allied strategy at various .Junetoares in the war. These included "specia war,.
"*local war.," or "passive defensive strategy. " LiberatIou Radio,, on 30 July, unveiled a now US
"tactie. "It said that in attempting to comply with FPresident Nixon's order to keep US casual~esto a mnnwn,.
he US millitary iexperts have shown the US commnander nSio
e
tactift which is palled 1Swi1ft Retreat.' IfItU trooips are intercepted by Liberation troops, they
will sftart 4 very swift retreat so that US Mirc raft can bomb the enemy. . .those with military
knowledge cav, easxly reAtiao that this is a desperate US measure.,.,Tho panlic stricken US
trop. czan net tr. acape death. even -itttoy had thraee beds and six arms, Shall they rely on
aire.af.
-here is nIO hope.."
..

F

(C) Prosdient Nixons AsiAn%iktr At tndhis visit ta RYN received wide and scornMW coverage
int~he Clmwtnr~iu dl4. ft wts said that the Asian visit wts an attempted by Nixon to use theaf ApollO 1it 10@
pt On a "*how Of pea4ce, "1and IaV!smrn to tealize his agtgrvssive neo6 4 g8

001ftWla1i .design over Asia." Nixons short visit to RV~., was called I30 manute
tof

0

q~iver."

(U) Wotfos were direct4 at the throat of severe punishnent for "thoce at the present tinie
incapable o.otaisee
the truth" wheft VC achieved anal "lvlctorr." boring August. ARtYN personntrt hthr fa11lie and civilisan officials went targets tat proselytiw* activtities. tntphAsis
wsplace anprsain arle to appeail to sons anaj brothers to abandon psis and joint the
I notoutlonary government. Themes were that the gjovotrmunr t was sendingt feflictatlett to the
battofiled to die (or US troop. and to urge A~lld troops to demrand quic~k withdn~walý 0
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(C) Communist propaganda broadcasts of 22 Aug labeled the resignation of Prime Minister
Huong as resulting from an order by the US and as being an attempt by President Thieu to find
a scapegoat for the "current price hike and economic crises in Saigon. ",410
(C) On 7 Aug, Liberation Radio gave the following account of the terrorist incident at the
6th Convalescent Center at Cam Ranh Bay:
Before dawn on 7 Aug 69, the Khan Hoa PLAF
launched a bold and marvelous attack on the Cam Ranh
DBy Military Base, the largest and most closely defended bas-, in South Vietnam. According to first reports, the t-nemy admitted that this was a lightning
and terrible attack which completely caught him by
surprise and that our armed forces struck very accurately at the US BOQ (sic). He also reluctantly
admitted that at least 100 men were killed or wounded
and that our forces retreated safely taking no casualties.
No mention waa i..Lde that the facility raided was a hospital- that most of the casualties were
patients- that the VC/NVA "forces" consisted of a few sappers; or that the patients had no weapons with W,: .h to defend themselves. While reports of this nature were grossly exaggerated,
their propr;.anda value could not be underestimated. Not only could they give enemy troops a
4 11
psychological lift, l-ut they could also be used to discredit Allied and GVN military competence.
(C) Another major topic of enemy radio propaganda during the .nonth of August, dealt with
the series of enemy attacks which began on 11 Aug. The media announced a "vigorous new
offensive." It featured attacks by infantry and artillery on more than 100 bases and said the
-iffensive was aimed at crushing the propaganda allegation that the Liberation Forces have been
weakened. 412
Septe-mber

(U)) September witnessed a sharp increase in the enemy's propagenda campaign. The dominant theme was the death of Ho Chi Minh. People wnre asked to carry out Ho's teachings by
"turning their sorrow into revolutionary acts, strengthening unity, attacking continuously and
vigorously at the accelerated pacification program, and resolving to fight until US troops are
completely withdrawn from South Vietnam and the puppet army and administration collapse."
The announcement that the RVNAF/FWMAF would not honor the cease fire in honor of Ho's
death, met with "great indignation. ,413
(C) The VC directed propagatnda themes aý the GVN soldier In an attempt to influence him
into a "position of neutrality" by discrediting the initiative and intentions of US forces In RVN.
Withdrawal of US forces was expounded upon. In the enemy's constant attempt to exploit any
available instance of friction among the Allies, propaganda targeted on the murder of two US
advisors at Tan An by a deranged ARVN guard. Liberation Radio claimed that such incidents
were not isolated. Rather, "this is tne of the widespread incIdents which have occurred in the
south between puppet and US trcops. ,414

"(C) Since the beginning of the Paris Peace Talks, Communist propaganda placed increased
emphasis upon political propaganda aimed at both national and interrnatonal audience&. An

....

"integral

part of their political -p-opaganda was the theme of anti-Americanism. In 196i, the US
was treated as only a minor foe who supported the Diem regime. In 1962, as the US increased
its verbal and moral support of the Diem government, the VC launched a hate Americans cam
paign which branded the US as the principal VC enemy for having intervened in RVN. The shiat
tc the US as the principal enemy of the NFLSVN appear%-d premature, in light of the small US
co:•nmitment in 1962, and diminished until the large scale commitment of US forces in 1965.
Thus, Communist propaganda went full swing from 1961, when the Diem regime was '.he main
target of enemy propaganda, through 1969, when the GVN was merely depicted as a puppet administration with the US as the primary foe. In 1969. Communist propaganda labeled the war in the
South as the "anti-US national salvation struggle" or the "war of resistance against US aggression. " Revuification of North and South Vietnam was the primary goal of enemy strategy. In
resptaxe to this end, Communist propaganda appealed to Vietnamese nationalism. It called
upon the pnople to rise up and cast out the US "aggressors, " as they did against the Japanese
and the rretich. A speech delivered by Truong Chinh on 23 Sep to the NVN National Assembly
was an example of anti-US propaganda:
, We deputies to the National Assembly will
effectively join the entire people in consolidating
•orth Vietnam so as to successfully build socialism
V
in the North. to make all-out efforts together with
our countrymen in the South to carry on pe severingly the war of resistance against US aggresr'on
for national salvation, to liberate the South, achieve
the peaceful reunification of the country. build a
peaceful, unified, independent, demnocratic prosperous and strong Vietnam, in fulfillment of President
Ho Chi Minh's wish. We must realize at all costs
his will... No matter what difficulties and hardships may be ahead, our people are sure to win
total victory, The US Imperialists will have Jo
pull out. Our fatherland will be liberated. 415
(S) An assessment of the effectiveness of the enemy's propaganda campaign in I CTZ was
summed up in the following report:
Despite the enemy'& intensive propaganda
efforts, no discernible indications were visible
that the enemy achieved any degree of success
among the general population. by resorting to
acts of terrorism, which increased slightly dur.
I•n the middle of the month (July' and then abated.
the enemy indirectly acknowledged failure of his
propaganda activity to achieve the desired objective of weakening and toppling the present GVN.
Other indicators of apparent failure can be found
among captured oeremy documents, which contain
comments of enemy propaganda bein%'disdained
by the popultc' and exhortations to strive fer establishitent of a "Peace Cabinet" and complete
withdrawal of US forces. However, the most
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singular reason for the failure of enemy propaganda to achieve any degree of success is the 416
lack of a recent and signifiý-ant military victory.
October
(C) Enemy propaganda activities during October were aimed at the upcoming Moratorium
Day in the US, families of ARVN or GVN employees, and villagers. The daily Hanoi newspaper,
Nhan Dan, referred to the Moratorium Day as the "Current Fall Offensive of the American
People Against the Nixon Administration. "1 The Communists praised and thanked the US people
for their struggle in support of the Vietnamese people's patriotic fight. Hanoi utilized the moratorium for propaganda purposes.

.

(C) Reports during October indicated the VC were trying to get families of ARVN personnel
to urge their sons to desert and turn in their weapons to the VC. Report of a VC meeting held
in Hoa Hai Village of Quang Nam Province, stated that the VC had initiated a control roster for
all families with sons in ARVN or GVN. During the meeting, the VC said 100, 000 piasters had
been spent to print individual biographic data cards on the people. The card index would assist
the VC in controlling the people during the coming election and aid the VC in identifying those
individuals hostile to their cause. 417
(C) In I CTZ, southwest of Danang
it was reported that 16 political cadre, supported by
an NVA battalion, were conducting propaganda meetings in Hoa Van District. The meetings
were used to indoctrinate the civilians in the area with the propaganda theme of US forces retreating from Vietnam, and to teach them how to select a temporary government. The same
report stated that "Enemy propaganda activities appear to be intensifying. This increase is
probably due to growing enemy hardships, principally due to food shortages, heavy rains, troop
losses to FWMAF and recently an unusually high number of defectors to the Chieu Hol program. ",418
November
(C) During November, Communist propaganda media exploited the 15 Nov Moratorium Day
in the US to the fullest. Termed by the enemy and Moratorium participants the March Against
Death, the event was presented as a solemn protest of the US people against the USG's policies
In Vietnam. The enemy proclaimed that this was how the majority of the people In the US felt.
VC cadre were ordered to urge the Vietnamese people to support US anti-war protests. A
COSVN directive statedAccording to MNVN) Politburo, we should Immediately start preparations for broad movement among
the masses aimed at supporting the Americati people's
anti-war moratorium, as the latter is asking for a complets withdrawal of US troops from SVN. Elements to
be motivated to take purt in this campaign are youths,
students, workero. Buddhists, and pote:,tial opponents
of the Thieu-Ky-Khiomn Government, such as Tran
Ngov L•eng (a wtAl known lavyer in Saigon). Actitons
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to be taken during this campaign are seminars, protest demonstrations, and sending petitions (to RVN
authorities). In conjunction, US and puppet personnel should be instigated to ask for an end to the war
and prompt withdrawal of US troops. The press
(in Saigon) should also be urged to disseminate news 419
and write articles favorable to US anti-war movements.
(C) The primary objectives of the enemy's October and November propaganda campaigns
in an effort to exploit anti-war demonstrations in the US, were threefold. First, by claiming
widespread disapproval among the US people concerning the commitment in RVN, the enemy
hoped to precipitate further large scale US troop withdrawals. Additionally, they predicted
that mounting disapproval of the war would soon compel President Nixon to disengage cornpletely and "bring all US troops home. " Second, by emphasizing anti-war demonstrations in
the US, the Communists hoped to lower US troop morale while boosting the sagging morale of
their own war weary people and armed forces, who had been led to believe that final victory was
near. Third, the protest movement in the US presented enemy propaganda media and their delegations in Paris with an isRue around which they expected to rally additional international support to further their military and political goals. 420
(C) The rise in taxes by the GVN was again seized upon by the Communists for exploitation.
Reports indicated that the high cost of living in the cities would be one of the enemy's main propaganda targets during the Winter Campaign. 421
(C) In early November, enemy propagandists increased their efforts to discredit the GVN
land reform program. On 4 Nov. Liberation Press Agency released an article which had previously appeared in Nong Nghiep. the Liberation Peasants' Association agricultural magazine.
The VC program in "liberated areas" was said to have already distributed almost all ricefields
which formerly belonged to wealthy French and Vietnamese landlords to the peasants who cultivate them. On the other hand, the GVN was accused of "stealing the ricefields which the revolution had allotted to the peasants and which belonged to the families of our cadres and combatants
for distribution to the puppet traitors or their subordinates. ,4)
(C) Following the long delayed revelation of alleged war atrocities by US forces against
Vietnamese civilians at Son My Village on 16 Mar 68, enemy propagandists immediately launched a concerted campaign attempting to propagandize this potentially exploitable situation.
Reporting the Incident in great detail. enemy propaganda claimed that over 500 villagers were
brutally massacred. Attempting to counter the continuing discoveries of VC and NVA atrocities,
especially those committed against the people of Hue during Tet of 1968, the enemy depicted the
Son My incident as one of the Innumerable crimes committed by US forces against the
Vietnamese. 423
(U) In an attempt to raise the morale of enemy forces, Communist propaganda emphasised
viciories over allied forres during November. Liberation Radio broadcast an exerpt of the
Quang Nam-Da Nang 6th Guerrilla Warfare Congressdesplie the enemy's crafty war schemris, the

Quang Nam-Da Nana self-defense. guerrilla, and
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regional forces developed in every respect, contributing to the increasingly strong development
of the guerrilla warfare movement and scoring
many great achievements in the armed, political,
and military proselyting struggles. Since the Mau
Than spring days, the Quang Nam-Da Nang guerrilla
forces annihilated 42, 437 enemy troops, downed and
destroyed 271 aircraft, shot to pieces 1, 039 mechanized vehicles, 70 percent of which were armored
cars, set afire 20 gasoline and ammunition depots,
destroyed over 250 heavy guns, and seized over
800 weapons of various types. 424
December
'U) The end of the year revealed the Communist propaganda theme would be an attempt to
continue undermining the GVN and build up support for the NFLSVN. In a news broadcast by the
Tokyo General Overseas Services, monitored in Okinawa, it was reported that the NFLSVN in
RVN had said:
Saigon government soldiers and policemen
joining the NFLSVN in its anti-American battles
will be paid remuneration. Officials who defect
will be guaranteed the same position with the
NFL that they held in the Saigon Government.
The broadcast also stated that those who brought weapons or those who offered secret documents
those who disobeyed orders from their superiors would be given monetary
to the ,4FLSVN 2and
5
compensation. 4

Prose yi Un
(C) To proselyte means to make converts. Enemy proselyting was divided into two major
categories- civilian and military. VC efforts to implement their politico-military strategy dopended on their ability to organize a sympathetic population base. This was the mission of
civilian proselyting. The military proselyting mission was basically one of creating disaffection among RVNAF personnel, thereby lessening the RVN military threat to VC politico-military
objectives. 426

'*

Sthemes

(C) Enemy proselyting incorporated basic Communist dogma and emphasiaed personal con"tact, Its overall goal was to implement political objectives. Whereas propaganda included proselyting aetivities, proselytiag was the method whereby propaganda was disseminated and its
explained In detail to the people at the rice- roots level.
(C) The four principal objectives of c:Lvilian proselyting were to1. Organist as many people as possible into mass organizations (e. g., Farmers',
Women's, and Youth*& Associations) and to control these groups for Party purposes.
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2.

Motivate the populace to support the revolutionary movement.

3.

Help recruit people to fill VC military unit quotas and support local defense require-

4.

Convince the people of RVN that the VC cause was just and that the VC would win.

ments.

The six principal military proselyting objectives were to:
1. Motivate RVNAF and Allied troops to desert, defect, or, at a minimum, to lower
their morale.
2. Place and monitor penetration agents in or near RVNAF and Allied units to collect
intelligence.
3.

Induce RVN youths to join VC units.

4.

Prevent RVN youths from being conscripted into the RVNAF.

5.

Indoctrinate, interrogate, and care for PWs and ralliers.

y

6. Promote the importance of the overall military proselyting mission among military
personnel and the general populace, 427
(C) VC/NVA proselyting themes generally attempted to promote the national aspirations of
the Vietnamese people. as defined by the PRP. They stressed the righteousness of NFISVN
objectives, the treachery of GVN officials and RVNAF troops who supported the 0VN, tvud the
colonialistic intentions of the US. A captured document, outlining thn enemy's military pvoselyting plan for Binh Dinh Province, stated that the general themes to be employed againat ARVN
troops were,
To let the puppet (ARVN) soldiers know that\
the American enemy and his henchmen destroy
the puppet soldierst country and massacre his
people. Let them (ARVN) know that the US preoonce causes the rising prices of goods, changea
their way of living, and create@ misery for the
city people as well as their own famliies. Let
them know that the puppet armed forces owes
independence to the US, that they are mercenaries of US imperialists and their henchmen, and
that their live* are permanently threatened. 428
(C) Military proselyting cadre employed a number of PSYWAR techniques, coupled wVth
force or intimidakion, to achieve their objeclives. These objectives were- undermining of popular faith and confidence in the GVN, creation of fear and distrust among individual soldiers and
civilians, and gaining supporters with limited bloodshed. To gal.. the best p~ychological advantage, VC prowelyting appeals often followed a period of intense military activity. For the
individual soldier. separated from family and home. and threatened with injury or death, these
appeals could have led to desertion, defection, or absence without leave. 429
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(C) The use of loudspeakers was one technique employed by proselyting cadre. It was most
effective when RVN troops had established their night defensive Tositions. Covert agents planted
within RVNAF units or proselyting cadre who had be-.n drafted into the RVNAF also targeted
individuals susceptible to proselyting appeals. Probably the most effective technique was to
induce or force RVNAF dependents to appeal to their husbands, sons, or brothers to leave the
army and return home. A good example of how local RVNAF dependents were forced to support
VC/NVA proselyting cadre is contained in the following report:
*

.With

*

*.

a few minor cadres and activists serving under
them, the main assignments of the heads of village nmilitary proselyting sections are to find out the whereabouts
of the (ARVN) soldiers manning nearby outposts. Once
this is done, they have to call on their relatives--who,
in many cases, live in Communist controlled areas--to
undertake proselyting missions... Usually, the first step
consisted of convincing the soldiers' relatives of the
Front's "laudable objectives" and of its ultimate victory...
The second step was to ask the soldiers' relatives to contact them and urge them to defect. If the soldier's relatives refused to do so, proselyting cadres would resort to
threats and punishments, the most efficient of which was
to place their targets under house-arrest and into isolation. .. To isolate the soldiers' relatives was simply to
mobilize everyone in the village to cut off every communication with them, thus showing contempt and disgust
toward them. Though this kind of treatment might seem
innocent, it is in reality the moat terrific mental torture
which could be designed to subdue the toughest person.
Usually, isolating and placing targets under house.arrest
generally brought about very good results to proselyting
cadres. At length, their targets had to agree to contact
their kinsman soldiers to carry out what proselyting
cadres wants. them to do... Too often, the poor soldiers
gave in just because they could not stay indifferent to
their parents' hardships. But when they agreed to defect,
they were often asked to write a promise to stop harming
the people's interests and the revolution's. With that
proof of defection in hand, proselyting cadres then jumped
into the %hirdstep which consisted of forcing proselyting
soldier to betray his comrades-In-&arms... Their refusal
to betray woold simply cause the cadres to send their written
applications to switch sides right to the local military police
unit. So, despite their reluctance, proselyted soldiers
had to agree to let (VC) Front fighters sneak into his post
when he was standing guard. One night... the outpost was
overwhelmed. Subsequently, the Communist-controtled
area was expanded, and the Front appeared to be stronger

than bofore. 430
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In March, a technique was first discovered, whereby proselyting cadre provided RVNAF dependents with ready-made complaint forms listing hardships and loss of life and property at the
hands of ARVN troops. These complaint forms were then to be sent to RVN officials or RVNAF
unit commanders, probably to create the impression that a vast popular movement was rising in
opposition to the GVN war effort. 431
(C) Occasionally, military proselyting cadre aimed at FWMAF personnel. On 24 Oct, a
recording tape was captured which revealed that members of a North Korean military action
group, after operating in Binh Dinh Province for approximately eight months, had returned to
their home station on 10 Aug. Based upon the contents of the tape, this Korean group was probably stationed in NVN at the time of discovery. The tape, which was a letter of appreciation to
the Current Affairs Committee of Binh Dinh Province, stated that a number of recorded tapes,
documents, and propaganda leaflets would be sent to Binh Dinh Province for the proselyting of
South Korean troops. 432
(C) A priority target for civilian proselyting cadre was the organization of a hamlet or village Farmer's, Youth's, or Women's Association. A Vietnamese villager saw nothing unusual
about a new association being established since organizations, clubs, and associations were a
traditional part of Vietnamese life. Initially, the civilian proselytIng cadre generated interest in
a new association by concentrating activities and propaganda on problems of immediate interest
to the target groups. For example, a hamlet Farmer's Association would meet once a week to
plan repairs on a canal or to discuss the market price of rice. Individuals who went to these
meetings became involved in the association's activities because of its obvious concern with
local and personal problems. As the farmers would become more involved, they identified
themselves as members of the association. At this stage, the association was a viable and
exploitable political entity. Proselyting cadre who retained leadership positions in the new
association would begin weaving Party propaganda into association meetings. Newspapers or
leaflets promoting Party lines would be circulated, and "political education" discussions were
held. The traditional NFLSVN goals of ending corruption, replacing the GVN, driving out
foreigners, and reuniting the country were propagated among the Farmer's Association members. Concurrent with or following the formation of the Farmer's Association, other mass
associations were formed. Once the members of these associations became indoctrinated with
VC precepts, a select group would be chosen by district Party cadre to join the Executlve Committee of a village NFLSVN Committee, and the civilian proselyting task of organ1ming the local
populace was completed. The NFLSVN Committee assumed responsibility for maintaining the
daily operation of the Front association &nd, with the aid of local civilian proselyting cadre,
sought new members for the various mass associations. This process of creating and then subverting mass associations was an essential element in the Communist campaign for population
control In RVN. 433
(C) While organising the rural populace into various assotiadons to support the enemy's
struggle, Coimmunist proselyting also involved extensive targeting of ethnic and religious minority groups. According to the 13th Lao Mong Party Resolution:

With regard to the ethnic minorities (the Niontag•.
Ards and Khmer). we must properly carry out the Party's
ethnic policy, Penetrate deeply into the masses, and
through practical actions, unitt with them, organize
them, and.. secure their practical interest., . With
regard to the Chinese resldenti, we must continue to
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penetrate their masses and motivate them to unite with
our people and rise up against the acts of pillage and
destruction perpetrated by the Americans and their henchmen. We must penetrate into the religious masses and
motivate them, promote their nationalistic spirit, show
respect for their freedom of faith, incorporate them into
organizations which would fit them, prevent them from
being fooled by reactionary elements disguised as religious leaders who try to introduce them into anti-revolu434
tionary organizations, the puppet government and army.
(C) VC/NVA goals were the integration of members of minority groups into the VC military
and political organization and reorientation of minority loyalties away from the local leaders of
the GVN to the VC/NVA. To exploit the grievances which ethnic or religious groups held against
the GVN, the enemy recruited individual members of the targeted group and employed them as
proselyting agents. 435
(C) The principal minority group targeted by the VC/NVA was the Montagnards. While the
Montagnards constituted only five percent of RVN's total population, they occupied approximately
60 percent of RVN's total land mass. Winning the support of the Montagnards was of strategic
importance to the enemy. Because Montagnard leaders generally preferred autonomy rather
than assimilation into the RVN. the VC military and civilian proselyting effort was based upon
promising the Montagnards full autonomy in return for their support of the revolutiona'ry movement. In 1969, enemy proselyting efforts against the Montagnards was blunted by a reconciliation between leading Montagnard officials, including leaders of the United Front for the Struggle
4 36
of Oppressed Races (FULRO) and the GVN.
Conclusion
(C) Enemy proselyting efforts in 1969 were nullified by RVN/Allied forces.
factors which accounted for this were,

The major

1. The enemy sustained repeated military defeats.
2. The vnemy lost nunibers of experienced political and military cadre from battlefield attrition and the PHOENIX Prugram.
3. Increased VC extortion and consoeription became a burden oan the rur4L population,
with a subsequent toss of support for the enemy.
4.

An aceelerated GVN pacification program and incrersed rural security removed

larger numbers of the rural population front VC control or influence.
S. Rising tonfidence in their capabilities to successfully engage the enemy nrade ARVN
troops ltss susceptible to enemy prostlyting efforts.
6. Rising confidence among the population int the rwspOnsiveness and stability of the
GVN denied the enemy suitable grounds for successfulty promoting a mass, urban. politic•l
movement. 437
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The Future
(C) While enemy military and civilian proselyting efforts in 1969 failed to promote mass
civil or military defections, the threat remained if VC] elements remained organized and the
popular frustrations generated by theý war were not resolved. With further withdrawal of US
forces likely in the near future, the GVN, RVNAF, and people of the RVN would probably face
renewed enemy pressures, testing their resolve and confidence. 438

VC/NVA Operations:

1st Quarter 1969

Introduction
(S) First quarter 1969 was highlighted by the VC/NVA postTet Offensive (See Chapter V,
Ground Operations). The offensive was more limited in scope than were the 1968 Tet and May
Offensives, and the activity indicators generally ranged between the 1967 and 1968 averages.
The total VC/NVA attacks increased sharply in first quarter 1969 and slightly exceeded the
quarterly average of 1968. Ground assaults and ambushes increased more than attacks-by-fire.
Battalion size or larger assaults were 52 percent below the 1968 quarterly avera e. Harassment, propaganda, and antiaircraft fire were near or slightly below 1968 levels. 439(Figures
1II-19-IiI-22 depict the location of enemy initiated incidents in 1969) The statistics of some cate440
gories of enemy initiated incidents during the first quarter follow below:
I CTZ

11 CTZ

Ill CTZ

IV CTZ

Total

latnua ry
Attacks
Harassments

28
332

45
202

100
367

4?
297

215
1.198

Attacks
HFnrasments

65
555

75
1 (4

113
476

7Z
420

325
1. )15

$94

100

Mar'ch
Attacks
Haravsmont.

113
727

!46
204
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oweer, resulted in 200 enemy KIA in the U Minh Forest

(C) I Corps Tactical Zone. During January, enemy activity throughout I CTZ increased
slightly over that of December. Allied positions in the B-5 Front continued to receive harassing mortar attacks. On 27 and 29 Jan, the enemy occupied firing positions within the southern
DMZ for the first time since 21 Dec 68. A Hoi Chanh and agents revealed that elements of the
246th NVA Regt were located west of Khe Sanh and in the western DM.Z, and they were to have
initiated attacks against Allied positions in the DMZ area. Enemy forces in the B-5 Front also
conducted harassing attacks against ARYN positions south of Gio Linh. Ir Military Region TniThien-Hue (MR TTH) the enemy continued to concentrate his attacks against military targets
while attacks on population centers decreased. On 18 Jan, the Mai Linh Popular Forces outpost
southwest of Quang Tri City was overrun, and on 19 Jan, the Phu Loc Subsector Headquarters
received a mortar attack. A PW captured north of Camp Evans identified his unit as the 806th
En, 6th NVA Regt. Documents captured earlier in Thus Thien Province identified both the
806th Inf Bn and the 835th Arty En, 6th NVA Regt. PWs, ralliers, and agents continued to predict attacks against Hue and Quang Tri City-, however, continued Allied sweeps in the area
failed to detect any sizeable enemy force near these target areas. In northern MRS the enemy
directed attacks against RF and PF units and attempted to avoid contact with major Allied units.
Da Nang Air Base, Hoi An City, Dien Ban District Headquarters, and Marble Mountain received
mortar auad rocket attacks. On 22 Jan itie headquarters of VNN Coastal Group 14, was overrun,
and two PF groups in the Hoi An areas~ received ground attacks on 28 Jan. Elsewhere in Quang
Namn Prov.ince. the Znd ARVN Div and 36th ARYN Regt elements were preoccupied with Allied
Operations TAYLOR COMMON and LININ RIVER (See Chapter V, Ground Operations). These
operations probably pre-empted enemy attack plans for early February in central I CTZ. In
Quang Tin Province a PW from the 3rd Regt, 2nd NIVA Div, stated that his unit was awaiting
orders to attack outposts southwest of Tam Ky City. In Quang Ngai Province the enemy fabiied
to Ponduct any significant offensive activity against military forces and appeared content to
direct his efforts against civilian targets. Documents and PWs continued to reflect preparations of ihe 3rd NVA Div for offensive activity against Quang N~ai City. 011 11 Jan, elements
of the probable 2Znd Regt, 3rd NVA Div. forced approximately 800 people from Phu Hau Hamlet
to movo to a VC village wvest of Quang Ngai City-, cordon operations conducted around the village
resulted in 46 tienemy KIA. This type of civilian harassment and terrorism, was prevalent
throughout Quang Ngai Province during the month.
(C) ICopTatclZone. Enemy activity in the B-3 Front Increased slightly during the
mnonth. Th~e mosavt significant dovelopmont involved the movement ot the ZUth NVA Raitt into
northesit Pleiku Province followvioi an exctended period of refitting in out-of-country border
sanctuarivi, The discovory of largoecavches of rice and ammunition in the Chu 11a Mountainp,
approximatogly 20 kni west of thei Plot Wrong CIDG Catnap. combined with information from captuned dockimento and tiumtrous contakets after 10 Jan, Indicated that the entire 24th NVA Regt
was ioatod- in ti'~.Thie
enemy1 continue~d to demonstrate his -presence throughout the B-3
Front by the Use ote Widespread attacks-b~y. fire. Principal airfields at Koetuni. Poinku, and
tan Met Thmit *ciiiet rtocivod 122iftm rocket attackii, Signiflicant activities in northern Quatig
O~ut Province constisted of standoff attack* in the Ihic LAV tirea. on 4 and 8 Jan avid contacts. an
20 avid ?I Jutn, approximately 21, krm castl-southeasat of the WeaLap CIDCi Camp. Documento
dmpturethe otitacis identified both. the K-39 Bitndth
4-tr It
-.14 Arty Hot, 40th NVA Arty
Itegi. Thel capture of documunts oftirring ttx bath uinits, Wn the same area, suggested that faitmewts kif the tK-i4 Arty An. which had & 122num rocket tpzihility, were operatitng lin support of
Oth K- 19 Ott. A prisoner captured an 9 Jail. 27 km es.~rhstof
the PlWi Me CIDO Camp,
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identified his unit as the 1st Bn, 250th Trans Regt. He stated that the regiment consisted of
three battalions and performed transportation missions in VC Gia Lai Province. According to
the prisoner, the regimzent also supplied food and arms to elements of the 3rd NVA Div and MR 5
in Quang Ngai Province. Elements of the 95B NVA Regt remained in the An Khe area and along
QL-19, west of the city. Elements of the regiment probably were responsible for the 16 Jan
attack-by-fire on Camp Radcliff, 4 km north-northwest of An Khe, and the 21 Jan attack-by-fire
on the An Khe District Headquarters and MACV compound. On 15 Jan' prisoners frm the regiment's9 4th Bn were captured during a company sized attack on QL-19, 15 kmn west of An Khe.
In Binh Dinh Province documeiiý' captured following a 22 Jan contact, 2 kmn east of Bong Son,
identified an element of the XC-11 LF Bn, which was known to have operated in the area. Plans
for offensive operations by the 18th NVA Regt, to be cartled out in the lowlands of Binh Dinh
Province during Tet were revealed by a prisoner from the regiment's 9th En. According to the
prisoner, the regiment was located 15 to 20 km northweat of Phil NIy. Other documents revealed enemy plans for attacks In coastal Binh Dinh Province. The attacks apparently were to
hiave been carried out by the 405th Sapper fln and were to have centered on the Qui Nhon area
during the period 9.15 Jan. The capture of the attack plans and the death of the comnmander and
political officer of the 405th Sapper Bn during the 4 Jan contact probably resulted in the cancellailon of the plasn.
In the sourthern subregion a prisoner identified himself as the Chief of Staff,
407th Sapper Bn. He stated that the battalion had been in the Ba Cum area, approxdmately 30 km
southwest of Nha Trang, since mid-December 1968. According to the prisoner, the bttalion's
mission was to conduct attacks-by-fire in the Cam Ranh area with the Dong Ba Thin Airfield so
one of its targets. In MR 6, enemy-initiated activity increased significantly, particularly in
Binh Thuan Province. A number of enemy-~initiated attacks occurred during the month in the
Triangle area north of Phan Thiet. They were probably the result of plans contained in a document captured on 27 Dec 68. The documnert revealed plans for coordinated attacks in the Triangle area. to be carried out by elements of the 48Znd LF Bn and several LF companies. Elements of the 482nd LF Bn were identified through documents captured during a 12 Jan contact.
S kmn north of Khan Tbiet.
(C) 111 Corgs Tactical Zone, In 111 CTZ ihe enemy continued to reposition his forces
throughout the morth, while attempting to avoid large scalp contacts. Small unit contacts along
the Song Be and Saigon River corridor* Indicated continued enemy infiltration of men and materiel into central III CTZ. The 95C NVA Regt, Ist NVA Div, wai identified in contact 14 km northeast of Nul Be Den. The 32th NVA Regt, let NVA L~iv, was contacted in west-central Phuoc
Long Province. The 174th NVA Rept, Sth VC Div, was identified by a Hot Chn in west-central
Phuoc Long Province. The 16Sth NVA Rest, 7th NVA Div. was contacted south of the Cambodian

Fishhook area in northeast Tay Ninh Province. The 271st VC Regt, 9th VC Div, was contacted
in southwest Tay Ninh Provirce. Elements of the 272nd VC Regt were contacted In the Camubodian Angel's Wing area in Tay Muh Province. The 101st NVA Relt was identified by PWs in the
Boi Lol Woods area In southeast Tay Ninh Province ' The 26$th VC Relt was also located by
PWs in the 8ol Loi Woode~ area it Tay Ninh Province. Sapper reconnaissance elements of the
61h LF Bn were contacte4 while probatity attemptin~g to infiltrate into Saigon. A reconnaissance
elentent of thtt 265th VC MF Bn was identified in contact south tit Saigon near the Can Ciouc
Brifte in Long An Province. In southeast III CTZ. the lot VC Relt. SR 4. and the 274th VC
RelgI coantinued to threaten the Long Dinh- Bien No&a complex and the Sear Cat Base Camp. The
enemny fo~re* attemp~ted to avoid major engagements with the exception of an ambush by element*.
of the 95C NVA Regt In *hich the enemy lost 122 KIA and an attack by an unidentified enemy
forte on Loc Nitih in Biihh Long Province. The enemy. however, did continue to retconnoiter
r0Qtes to Saigo froth 4,11 directionts, inticatings Coniued enemy pienning to attack Saigon
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(C) IV Corps Tactical Zone. In IV CTZ enemy-initiated activity remained at approximately
the same level as for the month of December 1968. There were 31 enemy-initiated incidents on
the night of 9 Jan as compared to the high for December of 44 on the night of 5 Dec. Attacks on
airfields and river patrol boats increased significantly, indicating VC concern over Allied air
support capabilities and the effects of USN patrols along the enemy's infiltration routes. On 14
Jan, operation DELTA BLACKHAWK in Kien Phong and Kien Tuong Provinces resulted in 139
enemy KIA and the capture of a large quantity of arms and ammunition, including a 12-tube, 107
mm rocket launcher; this was the first weapon of this type captured in IV CTZ. The largest
cache of the month was discovered on 23 Jan in Kien Giang Province; it contained over 32 tons of
weapons, ammunition, mortar rounds, and rockets. The number of VC rallying to the GVN
increased for the fourth consecutive month. 442
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February

(S) Summary. Until 23 Feb, activity in I CTZ was light with the exception of unidentified
artillery attacks on forces participating in Operation DEWEY CANYON (See Chapter V. Ground
Operations). On 23 Feb. the enemy lau'yched his post-Tet offensive with widespread. coordinated indirect fire attacks and limited ground attacks In the southern three provinces. As with
I CTZ. 11 CTZ activity was light until the enemy launched his pest-Tot offensive, during the
period iZ-27 Feb. there were approximately 147 attacks-by-fire -- only 40 of which were in conjunction with a ground attack. During early February, the enemy in III CTZ continued to refit
and resupply his forces in preparation for future engagements. On 22-23 Feb the enemy
launched a CTZ-wide offensive which was characterized by extenvive attacks-by-fire against
base camps, airbases, and some major cities; ground probes were also initiated against several
Allied base camps and support bases. Throughout the m~onth, the enemy in IV CTZ launched
heavy attacks-by-fire and smnall scale ground attacks against military targets and installations,
The monthly hlghpoint occurred on ZZ-23 Feb with the enemy launching widespread, well.
coordinated attacks-by-fire. These iAttack* followed a pattern of an accelerated effort against

the Allied pacillication prograivi rather than largt scale commnitments of troops aga~inst provincial
Cities. 443
(C) I op Tactical Zmne.

Throughout I CTZ during the first three weeks of February,

enemy-Initiate'd activity was gvnerally light. At 0100 hours on 13 Feb, enemy forces# launehed
an offensive With Widespread indirect fire attacks and limited ground probes against targets.

throughout northern MIR, $ and 8_5 Front. During this pe-riod enemy offensive

aeti#41ty Was Con-

spicuously absent in MR TTH. Howo'.er, between I and ) Feb there were seven enemy indirect
fire attacki In the Hue area and surrounding the. Thtaa Ti4er lowlands. On Z Feb. the enemy
employed 12mml artillery against Allied forces in southern Quang Tin Province,. This Was the
first enemy artillery fire received in I CTZ sincit the I Nov 68 bambivng halt. Operation, DEWEY
CANYON tontinued to moet smiff resistance In the vicinity of Base Area 611. From 16 to U2 Feb.
over 220 enemy were killed in the area, *nd a largo numb-or of envmy weapons. vehicles, aw4
engineering equipaent Was captured.. In southern I CTZ the primary enemy target. *-ore US and
ARVN fort*s and Installation* in the Quan# Namn lowlands, ati An'tloa industrial Complos, Tam
My City, the Tien Phutne Special Forces Cmnp# and Quang Ngoi City. Prisoners identified the
*31sot,
16th, )Sth, and 1410t. NVA Regis. FProfit 4A, atld virtually all Ur units In contact Int Quangs
Nam Provinco, tn Quaft Tin Province4 LI' unit. 'sufteord the. brunt of the attack. A similar
*ituatlon existed in Quarig Ngal Province, except in the area west of Outag Ngtai City whore
elements of the Zld Regi. 3d NVA Div. wet engagled. At the itlose af the moanth a lull tit enemy
* offensive action was noted bat PWO and APAni revealed tha~t a soconid offetwive phase wsto
*S havo "aken place In M~arch.
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(C) II Corps Tactical Zone. In Il CTZ the enemy generally avoided major combat during
the first three weeks of February while completing preparations for his post-Tet offensive. In
the B-3 Front, the 24th NVA Regt remained in northwest Pleiku Province. The 24th Regt, seriously weakened by the loss of approximately 500 VIA during January. lost at least another 100
1(1k in February. Prisoners from the regiment's 4th Bn, captured on 23 Feb, stated that the
mission of the 4th and 5th Bns was to interdict QL-14 between Kontum and Pleiku Cities. The
PWs claimed that the 6th Bn ot the 24th NVA Regt and the 8th Bn of the 66th NVA Regt were
located in the Choi Pa Mountains west of Plei Mrong with the mission of observing US forces in
the area. According to the prisoner, this situation would have left Konturn City and Dak To open
to attacke by a regiment other than the 24th, possibly the remainder of the 66th. In late February
the 66th Regt was believed to have been located in southwest Kontumn Province, targeted against
Palid Kieng CIDO Camp: however, the regiment remained uncommitted as of 28 Feb. A Hoi
Chanli of 25 Feb stated that the X-45 and H-I5 Li' Dna and the 966th NVA Bn were 'located in
northwest PleiAku Province and were to have attacked Pleiko City. A PW who was captured on
4 Feb In the B- 3 Front revealed that the C-39 Bn was reconnoitering it4-preparation for attacks
on Ban Mt Thuot. Captured documents indicated that the K-34 Arty Bn of the 40th NVA Regt
may have been operating In support of the K-39 .3n. In PMu Bon Province, on 11 Feb. the dintrict headquarters at Cheo Roe received an attach-by-fire by an unidentified force. On IZ Feb
there was an%indirect fire attack on Landing Zone (LI.) SARA.A 13 kin northeast of Phan Thiet.
A Ply captu rod during the attack stated that his unit, the 240th NVA Bn, moved to the area north
of Phan Thiet (ran%Tuyen Dot Province in early January and joined -with the 186th and 840 Main
Force Una for the attack. Early on 22 Fob, there was an attack-by-fire against 12 BETTY. located southwest of Phan Thiet. A PW stated that his unit was the lst Co. 481st Li' Be, substantiating earlier indicationu that the 481st IS Co had bee~n upgraded to battalion echelon. During
the night of zz Feb. there were 41 indirect fire attacks reported throughout It CTZ. During the
sext five days the number of attaeks declined to a low of six on 27 Feb. After 23 Feb the focus
of the attacks shift-3d to the western Highlands. Significant ground probes took place at Ben eth
and Polet Kltes. Kaun Houng Village, 30 kjnv nonthwost of Kontumn City, suffered 81 civilians
killed. 100 wounded, and W2houses destroyed. Also, Routes QL-14 and OL-19 were interdicted.
In coasal It CTZ, ground action was mavrked by interdiction of Route QL-lI and the rail lIne* in
Binhi Dinh and Khanh Boa Provinces,
(C) .1. -COMA,Tactical ZoIts. -In III CTZ, enemy activity during Febru~ary was%it%two phase#.
Wuring phase one. 1-21 Fob. the enemy penertlly aiddcnctwitil postiroatug his forces
and suonmptiog to establish supply bases In areas*near prospecive urban and military targ~ets
The second phase, front?). Feb to the end af the month, WAS chataCterlsed by an e"nemy otffenAve directed primarily Ogainstt military installaki~ons In the CTZ. Enemy activity consisted
rociwdy ofwietgit apred Indirect- fire attacks, resulting in relatively light casualties and damage 1.
Gr&und assaUult. accompanifed the indirect fire attacks in some instances, but all weret repulsed,
r*suxiting In heavy enemy lostes. over 200 e6nersy were KA -in two attacks at F50 DIAMOND
in Tay Mlinh ?ravlnce oin Is anl 2$ Fob, Over 400 enemy were killed in a series of attacks on
the Owen HoaIlong 8Blnh~illiatay complex between 23 and 216* Pb. Rntmy divisional forces#
i~dentified in contIact during the- o'tenksiv, woer* the 4SC NVA Regt, let N*VA DIV. at Nou Tioeng
Ath Z15th VC liagt. Sth VC Div., at F58 MAHONE in western Stit Doong Priovintce: and the 271nd
VC- i40,et. U VC INV, at rSI) IAAMONDAhi southwesrter Tay Niabh Province. The 274th VC Altqt

was alto identified in the attacks agatin' Long limb, and ithe Nigh Nfl Regt was Involved in an
attack oný .,1-1% STEWART in easterno Tay Nlnh Province. Subrelional torsos identified In the
off*nsive iftcludtd the let Vt Rept 4 SR 4, which was engaged southeast of Thu Due., and the)
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Dong Phu Bn, SR 3, which was contacted south of Saigon. Most of the enemy's indirect fire
attacks in support of the late February offensive were relatively light, and the major portion
of his divisional and subregion forces were not committed. Through the end of February, the
5th VC Div continued to threaten the Bien Hoa/Long Binh area. The 1st and 7th NVA Divs continued to pose a threat in Tay Ninh and Binh Duong Provinces. The 9th VC Div was in position
to launch attacks in Tay Ninh Province.
(C) IV Corps Tactical Zone. In IV CTZ, the level of enemy-initiated activity during the
first three weeks of February remained generally unchanged from that of January. On 14 Feb,
US elemnts in Kien Hoa Province Killed 62 enemy in a contact 5 km southeast of Ben Tre City.
The US operations on 20 Feb in Dinh Tuong and Kien Hoa Province resulted in 144 enemy KIA.
At 0200 hours on 23 Feb, the enemy launched his offensive in the Delta; from that time until the
end of the month there were approimately 240 indirect fire attacks and 25 ground attacks. The
enemy attacks were directed primarily against military targets in both isolated and urban areas.
Enemy activity was concentrated in Dinh Tuong, Kien Hoa, and Chau Doc Province of MR 2.
On 25 Feb ARVN and PF units contacted an enemy force 6 km northwest of Chau Doc City,
resulting in 187 enemy KIA. In MR 3, enemy attacks were less intense and fewer in number
than in MR 2. Regional Force elements contacted enemy forces in Vinh Binh Province on 24 and
25 Feb killing 80 enemy. Despite his efforts, the enemy in IV CTZ failed to gain any significant
military advantage; casualties and damage inflicted on Allied forces were light. 444
March
(S) Summary. During March, there were no enemy initiated, large scale ground attacks in
I CTZ; however, the enemy did continue his indirect fire attacks on military installations, outposts, and population centers with the most concentrated attacks occurring on 19 Mar. These
attacks we-'e interspersed with sapper forays and ground probes. Through ýhis approach, the
enemy's economy of force measures maintained continual pressure on Allied forces without the
excessive casualties that w3uld have resulted from mass ground assaults. The first three weeks
in IT CTZ were marked by moderate enemy activity, primarily characterized by indirect fire
attacks. A significant. development was the relocation of the 66th NVA Regt from Cambodia to
southwestern Kontum Province. On 3 Mar, the Ben Het CIDO Camp received approximately 200
rounds of 82mm mortar and 122mm rocket fire followed by a tank/infantry probe. On 20-21
Mar, the enemy launched the second phase of his post-Tet Offensive with attacks-by-fire
against friendly installations and some ground attacks against villages. The enemy maintained
light to moderate pressure on most provinces throughout III CTZ, with concentiated effort in
Huu Nghia, Tay Ninh, Binh Duong, and Long Khanh Provinces- the major emphasis was on
attacks-by-fire. In IV CTZ, the incident rate leveled off during March: however. heavy attacks44 5
by-fire on the night of 14-15 Mar created a second high point of the post-Tet. Offensive.
(C) I Corps Tactical Zone. Enemy activity during March deci eased froni that experienced
in the initial phase of the post-Te_
Offensive which the inerny launched In late February. In the
B-5 Front, Allied positions continued to receive harassing indirect fire attacks. Nine of these
attacks wore launched from within the southern DMZ. Continuing enemy use of and infiltration
through the DMZ was confirmed by identification of elements of the 27th and 24-th NVA Rests
and possibly the Z.70th NVA Regt, south of the DMZ. Enemy ground activity was -haracterized
by sporadic but aggressive contacts involving enemy units of company size and smalle•.
In
contacts on 27 and 28 Mar, friendly forces killed 188 members of the 27th NVA Regt northeast
of the Rockpile. In MR TTH, enemy activity was primarily in reaction to friendly operations in
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western Quang Tri and Thua Thien Provinces. From 1 to 18 Mar, heavy enemy vehicular movement was detected on the Route 926/616 system. Prisoners captured in the area identified their
units as the 2nd, 250th, and 330th Regts and revealed that the regiments had a logistics/construction function. Marine forces in Operations MAIN CRAG and DEWEY CANYON discovered
a series of caches in western Quang Tri Province. Significant enemy offensive activity was
limited to scattered indirect fire attacks throughout coastal MR TTH, with emphasis on the Phu
Bai/Phu Loc area during the period 22-28 Mar. In Front 4, significant enemy activity from
1 to 19 Mar was limited to indirect fire attacks and ground probes against the An Hoa Combat
Base by the 1st VC Regt, 2nd NVA Div. Similar pressure was maintained on the Tien Phuoc
CIDG Camp by the 3rd NVA Regt, 2nd NVA Regt, 2nd NVA Div. The 3rd NVA Div, while avoiding major contacts, remained deployed in the vicinity of its primary objectives in the Quang Ngai
lowlands. During the early morning hours of 19 Mar the enemy launched 27 indirect fire and 13
ground attacks sagainst selected military and civilian targets in central and southern I CTZ.
Primary targets were in the areas of Danang, Hoi An, Tam Ky, Chu Lai, and Quang Ngai City.
Cumulative results were 42 friendly KIA, including 17 civilians; 194 friendly WIA, including 60
civilians; and 164 enemy KIA. During the period 25-30 Mar, enemy forces suffered more than
300 KIA in a series of contacts with ARVN forces 17 km west of Hoi An. Elsewhere in central
and southern I CTZ, a lull in enemy offensive action was noted at the end of the month.
(C) II Corps Tactical Zone. Enemy initiated activity throughout II CTZ was light except
for the periods 3-4 Mar and 20-21 Mar. The enemy's most widespread and intensive activity
occurred during these periods and consisted primarily of indirect fire attacks. The most significant ground attack during the month occurred on the night of 3 Mar when the Ben Hat CIDG
Camp received mixed 82mm mortar and 85mm artillery fires followed by a ground attack. The
attacking force, estimated to be a battalion, was supported by 10 tanks. Two of the tanks,
identified as Soviet PT-76 models, were destroyed. The 66th NVA Regt, which was engaged in
significant contacts in southwest Kontum Province from 3-13 Mar, was believed to have suffered
over 400 KIA during the month. A series of contacts in southwest Kontum Province, approximately 23 km southwest oi the Polei Kleng CIDG Camp, resulted in 112 enemy KIA from 3-7
Mar. The enemy force was unidentified but was believed to have been elements of the 66th NVA
Regt. On 21 Mar. 13 km southeast of Dak To, Kong Haring Village received from 150 to 200
rounds of mixed 60mm and 82mm mortar and B-40 rocket fire, killing seven civilians and
wounding 36 others. This village had also been attacked on 22 Feb. resulting in 78 civilians
killed and 100 wounded. On 21 Mar, 7 km south of Kontum City, a US compound received mixed
rocket and mortar fire followed by a ground attack by an estimated enemy battalion. Documents
captured in Pleiku Province on 19 Mar indicated that the K-37 NVA Sapper Bn and elements of
the 31st Arty Bn probably conducted the attack. On .Z Mar sappers attacked a US fuel depot at
Qui Nhon. destroying 7Z7, ZOO gallons of fuel. On the same day an RF company was attacked by
an estimated enemy battalion 17 km north of Phan Thiet- the enemy lost 34 killed in the attaek,
A Hol Chanh who rallied on V7 Mar near Tuy Hoa stated that he arrived in the B-3 Froint in July
1968 with a S00-man infiltration group. Most of the group was used as replacements for the 95th
NVA Regt, then located in the tri-border area. The rallier and S0 other men travelled to Phu
Yen Provinve where they were tntegrated into the newly formed 10th NVA Regt. A member of
the 186th MF Bn reported that his battalion was located in a jungla area northeast of Phan Thiet
as lato as Z6 Feb. He also stated that the entire 186th MF 8n had participated in the 22 Feb
ambush of an ARVN convoy 30 km northeast of Phan Thiet.
(C)
SrsM
jctial Zone, n I1I CTZ enemy activity during March was characterized by
*attenptsto maintain the momentum of the post-Lot offentive. Despite the enemy's efforts.
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his activity decreased gradually during the month.

Most enemy activity involved indirect fire
attacks against Allied military installations. Grotund assaults and convoy ambushes were also
attempted, but these achieved no tangible success. Elements of all four enemy divisions in III
CTZ were identified in contact. All three regiments of the 9th VC Div (271st Z7ind, and 273rd
VC) were involved in engagements along the western Tay Ninh Province border. The 95C NVA
and 101D NVA Regts, lst NVA Div sustained significant losses in attacks on Allied bases and
convoys in eastern Tay Ninh Province. The 18B NVA Regt, 1st 14VA Div was also identified in
this area, but it did not sustain heavy casualties. The 7th NVA Div was involved in several
attacks iii the Michelin Plantation area during the first half of March, and it was involved in
numerous engagements with Allied forces conducting Operation ATLAS WEDGE in the Michelin
area during the latter half of the month (See Chapter V, Ground Operations). The 141st NVA
Regt, 7th NVA Div and the 209th NVA Regt (formerly known as the 320th NVA Regt) sustained
significant losses in the Michelin Plantation area. This regiment was believed to have been
under the operational control of the 7th NVA Div. The 165th NVA Regt, 7th NVA Div was also
tentatively identified north of the Michelin Plantation during the last few days of March. The
32nd NVA Regt, formerly subordinate to the 7th NVA Div, had been transferred to SR 3 during
the latter part of 1968; it was redesignated the let NVA Regt. Elements of the 5th VC Div were
contacted in the area northeast of the Bien Hoa - Long Binh complex. The 174th NVA Regt,
5th VC Div was identified in minor contacts in northeastern Bien Hoa Province. The 275th VC
Regt, 5th VC Div sustained heavy casualties in contacts in western Long Khanh Province. The
only subregional forces involved in major contacts during March were those of SR- 1; the 88th
NVA, 101st NVA, and 268th VC Regts sustained heavy casualties in contacts in southern Tay
Ninh and northern Hau Nghla Provinces. Military Region 7 forces conducted several attacks in
southeastern III CTZ; the Z74th VC Regt sustained moderate losses in attacks on Allied forces
in southwestern Bien Hoa Province, and the 33rd NVA Regt, which was believed to have been
under the operational control of MR 7, took moderate losses during attacks in southern Long
Khanh Province. Although the enemy expended a considerable amount of combat power in his
offensive, regimental-sized enemy forces remained in position to make further attacks.
(C) IV Corps Tactical Zone. The level of enemy-initiated activity in IV CTZ leclined significantly from that of the last week in February, except for the night of 14 Mar. On that night
the enemy conducted over 50 indirect fire attacks throughout the CTZ. The enemy continued to
mount the majority of his attacks in MR 2 particularly in the Dong Tam - My Tho area. On 26
Mar, Dong Tam received nine rounds of mortar fire which ignited the ammunition dump.
Results of this attack were two soldiers killed and 56 wounded - all US. Large amounts of small
arms ammunition, mortar and artillery rounds, grenades, mixed fuses, plus a large number of
vehicles, helicopters, buildings, and one ship were damaged or destroyed. In Chau Doe
Province on 9 and 10 Mar, a 2. 3 ton cache of arms and ammunition was discovered along with
the bodies of 64 VC, who apparently had been KIA in 1- 5Z strikes on 3 Mar. In Vinh Long
Province, 96 enemy were KL4k in two separate contacts, on 6 and ? Mar. On 11 and 12 Mar.
Allied operations in Dinh Tuong Province resulted in 57 enemy killed. An additional 126 enemy
were killed during a contact involving the 261A VC MF Bn on 23 and 24 Mar in southeastern

Kien Phong Province. Also adding to the serious drain on the enemy's manpower in IV CTZ
were the high number of VC who rallied to the GVN during March. 6
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Zd Quarter 1969

VC/NVA Offensive Operations:

Introduction
(S) Before the lull began in late June, the second quarter 1969 was highlighted by a shift in
enemy operations away from sustained offensives to smaller scale actions peaking in a series
of highpoints; the enemy initiated two periods of country-wide attacks, one occurring on ll-lZ
May and one 6-7 Jun. The enemy's activities (except for large scale attacks) reached the level
of the 1968 May Offensive (See Figures 111-19 - 111-22 for the locations of enemy initiated incidents in 1969). Although ground assaults and ambushes again increased more than attacks-byfire, most were of a fairly low intensity. Battalion size attacks remained at less than half the
level of 1968. Incidents of harassment and terrorism reached their highest level of the 196869 period during the second quarter, confirming the enemy's shft to smaller scale tactics and
his return to guerrilla operations. Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces KIA increased, but US
KIA remained at the first quarter level. Enemy personnel and equipment losses as a result of
friendly efforts were high during the quarter; the enemy suffered more than 85, 000 personnel
losses, a 10 percent increase over the first quarter. Enemy weapons captured totalled 22, Z42,
and enemy weapons recovered through the Volunteer Informant Program (VIP) totalled more
than for the entire year of 1968. Despite such losses, the enemy retained the capability of conducting ground attacks or attacks-by-fire against population centers and bases. 447 Statistics
448
follow of some categories of enemy initiated incidents during the second quarter.

April
I CTZ
Attacks

Harassments

III CTZ

H CTZ

IV CTZ

Total

62

54

121

84

321

703

164

628

470

1,165

41
I14
2
774

34
45
3
40

178
262
14
1,923

may
Assaults
Attacks-by-fire
Ambushes
iarassmants

40
50
2
555

63
43
7
185"

3June
Aosaulti
Attacks -by-fire
Ambushesa

Harasonwe1s

•(S)

SCTZ•.-

I

Sm_•tiary.
ih

43
68

61
69
9

41
102
4

a5
37
4

170
Z76
18

796

.as

63a

Z91

1,946

Wring Apri,l#

•my-itiated aeton wats at a relatively lowlevel. in allfour

VC/NVA ganer*Uy 1lmited their operation

to attacks-by fire ca friendly millUtry

4
a.
installations and population centers, and to some ground probes against ARVN/US positions.
Ground contact consisted mostly of small unit engagements, but there were two exceptions to
this pattern. Both occurred in III CTZ, where tht, enemy launched two attacks with forces estimated to be in regimental strength. In I CTZ, Communist forcer followed their long established pattern of harassing attacks-by-fire and small ground probes. Most of the ground attacks
occurred in Quang Tri and Quang Nam Provinces, including one in which the enemy employed
flaniethrowers.
The air base at Danang was attacked with rocket fire but damage and casualties
were light. VC/NVA forces in II CTZ attacked an ARVN training center in Khanh Hea Province
inflicting a significant number of casualties. Elsewhere in II CTZ, four airfields were attackedby-fire resulting in light casualties but damage to a number of aircraft and other material.
Other enemy activity included terrorism in the city of l)alat.
Tay Ninh Province continued to
be the center of enemy pressure in III CTZ as the Communists launched two attacks against US
FSBs with forces of estimated regimental strength. Except for these two actions, ground contact with enemy forces was limited to small unit engagements. Other enemy activity included
attacks by fire against friendly installations and terrorism in Saigon. In IV CTZ, ground contact remained light with the most significant action occurring in Kien Tuong Province near the
Cambodian border. Attacks-by-fire against military targets and population centers continued
throughout the CTZ.
The Chieu Hoi center near Ca Mau was anic-g the targets hit by VC/NVA
artillerymen. Also, the first known use of 107ntm rockets by the enemy in IV CTZ was reported during the month. 449
(C) I Corps Tactical Zone. Enemy activity during April was lighter than thi.. expvrienced
in late March.
In the B-5 Frout, Allied positions continued t. receive harassing indirect fire
attacks. Fivv mortar attacks were launched froni within the southern DMZ.
For the third suc.
cevasive month, ,enrmy ground activity in the 11-5 Front was characterited by sporadic but ag.
grossive contacts ot up to comnpany size: nine contacts occurred during the period l1.N9 Apr
northeast of the ROCKPILE in the central DMaZ area.
Prisoners fronm this s.ories of engagenwnts identifived their units as the 14th NVA Rvgt and 20th Tran.q fn, i0Kt.h NVA Vnv.
The TAVt
sRtated that their unlt'
irttasions were to harats Allied positions on Route OL.-0),
In MR TTH,
cnemy activity was primarily In reaction to frientdly opernilont• n western Quting Tri And Thus
Thnen Provinces.. where frie-ndlly for'es -4diovk-retl 4 serivs of cahesv.
Cpturvd dtwtmmnts
revealod that a serious rive shorage had hampvr-ld enemy fort.s thro•,ghout MR TTH sine
January 1464. Oporation MAINL CTRAG TWs idVntified. their nltsi, as the ldth Sappor. 908th,

and 814th tlns. of the 7th Front.

The shift

o%th

tn.nlir, 7-t Front from- BA 101 to we.torn QuanVt

Trn Province was the roeult of thel rHiýc shortage to
voib!ta M0 irtli and tho enemy', Mttimpt•
to protect his logistigcs network in the we-strrn Quong T-laos
border areA. On 1$ and 23 Apr.
friendly forces ton the Khe $anh
1
44r- a wvrv sbjetd
to tnionse and precise enemy sa ppor Attack*.

Friendly irumulattivv results wo~rt-?
17 KIt,
X4IA, funt aroored pvest~nutl e.~rriers 1 and tt
tank destroyed, and mwo anmunitlon cArrivers, two l4mn
Ociporllhwt'n.oeta,
-And 0on amored persnnetlhv VArrier dlnsiAgtd. the envAfmy 4Vt4.ai.1r4 6-i MtA.
it%Fron C PWa

from thv tistk 4nd 141st NVA itegts rvveýAled phlaits(o iponrenwed o(feousiv Agtivity in late April.
but no s.igoticanlt attck curred. cakottrei tl ocunwnts# intlktcnt that food shovi~ee And 4is.
ruptioni .1o Iouti4wivl drtorm by Operation ONLAHOMA HILlS45 tentral Owing Namý Provitce,.
prbbyprev"mptd ions'ny; nrifrosWt plansý. I4 the Qkuang Xam IowJAtanis. iOn 40 Apr. US forcesi
discoverei a%tar~tq logivaths~ cernplvý anld cche souMthVast of DA 607, Rone
inntdnotttt wactvity
Ainthef lu,41anig areti was lintited to f04tr rockrtlvt lacvk* against AIl.lWd intiallaftt4n during theo per.
intl 16b44 Apr, resultinge In livi kille" ltrev ;civillanti a4.0 $1 wounde~d I-A)citinh
pot
fro lAaconfirmed the rsec
ot. the q0th NVA Ittt, with. ai stronoth 4t about 16 900 men, in%
Oaumun NAm Province,
in sOtlthern I -CVZ4 soignifitantenemy .litiflntd nerteIqy wat, lirfited1 to in.
direct (Iwe autAett and rofund probes ill the Qawat Nglti City andi Wt~ Ph*o tiret an the night of
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16 Apr as major enemy forces in Quang Tin and Quang Ngai Provinces remained out of contact.
The series of coordinated attacks resulted in seven friendly killed (four civilians), 39 wounded
(27 civilians), 53 houses destroyed, and 39 houses damaged; the enemy sustained six KIA.
(C) II Corps Tactical Zone. Enemy-initiated activity throughout II CTZ was light during
April. The lack of widespread activity duiring the month suggested that the 24th and 66th NVA
Regts, both of which suffered heavy losses after January, may have withdrawn to Cambodian
border sanctuaries. Documents captured in the Ben Het area following the 3 and 4 Mar attacks
on the Ben Het CIDG Camp indicated that the Pr-76 tanks committed to the battle were from the
16th Co, possibly of the 4th Bn, 202nd NVA Arrnd Regt. According to the documents, the unit
had arrived in the B-3 Front during April, 1968. The 16th Co wae the only armored element
identified in 11 CGTZ at that time. On 25 Apr. appru.xirnat'dy 1? kilometers west of the Polei
Kleng CIDG Camp. VS forces discovered a notebook identifying the 12th Co, 3rd Bn, 28th Regt.
A PW captured in I CTZ on 3 F-eb. identified his unit as the 28th Regt and reported that when.
he deserted on 15 Jan, the unit was in L.aos en rnute to the 'C-3 Front. On 2 Apr. 26 kmn west
of the Polei Kieng CtDG Camp, US elesnents engaged an unknown tized enemy force, killing 23.
The enemy force was urJ.ntifietJ, but it was rb:lyan element of the 66th NVA Rog-.. A PW
captured on 4 Apr, 7 kri nr.l<dbv~ss of tht: Ple; Mrotwg CIDG Camrp, identified his unit as the 6th
Bn, 24th NVA Regt and stated that elements of the regiment had redeployed to western Kontum
Province. Between 26 Mar and 10 Apr. US olements located over ICO tons of rice approximately
28 km southeast of Pleiku City. The rice probably belonged to the 95B NVA Regt and local force
elements operating in. the area. A series of contacts fr-um 19.26 Apr, approximately V3 kmt
southeast of the Tieu Atar ClOG C&mp in northwest Darlac Fzovixtce, resulted in Upproximlately
140 KIA. Prisoners and documniats captured during the contacts identified new infiltration
groups. A notebook t'olongivig to the commzandcr indicated that Groups 1063 and 1064 were destined for the 10th Regt in Phu Yen Province. Previously, ralliers had stated that a new ropiment, the 10th. was ostablished in Fhu Yen Pravince in Decemt-ber, 1968. On IS Apr. upproxim-ately 6 km northeast oŽf An Kho, a US convey and fou-r-Orongpolnts received aimuiltanvous. indirect fire attcks followed hU' o small ground attack arg.Aint ona of the strongpoints: this ground
Attack resultod in two tnvn-,y RIA. 'rhe enemy forees were unidentified but were believisd o
have horn 04lemento of thie I th NVA Ifegt. Capturod documents and PW* indicated that theo. IOth.
NVA Rogt had the! mission of inot dicting Htithway OL- 114 east of An Rheo. On 12 Apr, 17.kmt
west of Tuy lion, UR0A elements attacked uaknowan-slsed envrmy forces on four separat~e occasilens, Oumulativ-0 results wero ZI ooomy KTA, The entemny force was uniddntified hut woo be.tieved to have been elementa of the 6th NVA Ba or the O~th LF 8in, both of which were known to
havo operated In tho area. Also on la Apr. 14 km northweiat of Nha Tran$. flOKA elements
attazkod uknowh-*i-red Pnemy forces in two. sparate contact#. k.illing 24. Early on 21 Apr the

AIIVN training center at [ue My. 13 km west of Nith tHoaý roceived 70 to 80 round4 of 82mm
notar~fire followed by a sapper attack fromn an ostimmatd enemy company. Frianity losses
wero 46 1HIA and 137 WIA, while two onemy wepro RI/. A PW captured in tho area on 22 Apr.
identitifd hio ainit.as the KIlISapper Co. Early on IS Apr. qantp Ly Army Airfiold, A km woo%
of Dl~aat. rrece~vedo 40 to 45 rounds of 82mm mortar flee andi a sa~pper attack, rerultinjg in two
friendly RIA. two eanemy !RIA. and 60. 000 gall~os of pettrolaumf' product# esteoyetl. The enemy
torve was unidet~fieild but was belieVed to have been 1lementts a. the 010th MY tin. which operatfed in thp area. On. 7 Apr,. CAp rtiko Forice olornmins were attaked l~ tay nw-io
tnemy forces lit two separate iienvaet* .approximattly II kmLocntoc
e 11iief. resulting.
in 23 envivty XIA. O~n I Apr, I I km north~wost of Ph-an Rang. R(ORA. elem'ents attackttd .4n uu..
owo'sieflenemy forece. rosult.ng ill 92 Nemy KI/I Aftd IAN
rev415#itiet:s
Inuuintltisn tapttaridthe 04emy forice was ulntif4
led,4 Ont 16 Apr. I I km nuaIheasit t )Ota .Thfi-e~t 4# ARVN eleniexit

R4

A

IX

attacked anx estimated enemy company in probable ambush positions along Highway QL- 1. Results were 12 enemy KIA and one captured; the PW identified his unit as the 186th hIF 13n.
(C) III Corps Tactical Zone. In III CTZ, enemy -initiated activity generally decreased during the month of April. Indirect fire attacks continued at a low to moderate level, however, and
several battalion and multibattalion sized attacks were attempted against Allied installations.
Elements of the 9th VC Div remained deployed along the western border of Tay Ninn Province
and were responsible for indirect fire attacks, as well as ground assaults, in the area. The
272nd VC Regt sustained heavy casualties in three aittacks on Patrol Base DIAMOND in southwestern Tay Ninh Province in early April. The 271st VC Regt also sustained significant casualties in two attacks on Patrol Base FRONTIER CITY in the same area during late April. The
Z73rd VC Regt waRs not identified in contact during the month. The I1at NVA Div coxtinued to operate from its base areas in War Zone C. Elements of the 18B NIVA Regt were identified in a
series of contacts in east-central Tay Ninh Province beginning in mid-April. Prison~ers and
captured documents stated that the 101 D and 95C NVA Regts were in northwestern War Zone C.
The 7th NVA Div remained deployed in the Saigon River corridor between the Camboiian Fishhook an') the Michtlin Plantation, Its elements avoided major contacts during April. There
were tenuou~s indications in early April that the 141-st NVA Regt was withdrawing to Cambodia.
Elements of the 209th NVA Regt were identified in the ambush of a small convoy on QL- 13 south
of An Loc at the end of April. indicating a possible shift in 7th Div operations towcxrd targets in
central Binh Long Province. The 5th VC Div also avoided significant combat during April. The
174th NVA and 275th VC Regts were believed to have withdrawn to War Zone D for refitting. Thfo
95th NVA Regt was reported to be operating in northeastern Bien Hoa Province in support of
VC U- I Province operatioas. In SR 1, the 268th VC Regt sustained heavy casualties throughout
the month in contacts northeast of Trang Bang. Elements of the 101st and the 88th NVA Regt3
were identified in their normal areas%of operation near the junction of the Tay Nirxh-BUuh DuaoigHau Nghla provincial borders. In Sfl 3, the I at NVA Rtgt sustained muoderate casualties in
engagemeants and ground as~saults in south- cenral Long An Province. Units of SR# a. 4, and 5
avoided major contact. The MR 7 forces also avoide#t contact. &z4'the-re were indications that

Allied operations had disruptt~d MR 7 basea aroas Ix southern Long ?ihanh Province. In geiteral,
April was a period of reassosuwient and refittlog for enr~any forcor. in III CTZ;. all diviviong
attempted to keep forces ini forward bases fromi which thty could threaten thier targvts, but

these forces tkid little more than m~aiutaixt an enomy presence in theso areas.
(C) IV Corps Tactical Zone. In IV CTZ, the level of enemy -initiatedl activity during April
remained slightly above average. but it doereasod at the end of the month. The majority. of the
attacks wera of low intensity and were harassing in naturo. An exception was tht ilight of 10
Apr when there were 99 anamy-initiatod Incidents. most of which took place in MR3, On that
night. Vi#Ih Long C~ity received 2S rounds of 60mm mortar~ *hict roveulted in 11 civilitans ).illed
and S7 wounded. Enemy forces attacked an ARVN clpayngtdefensive position It%
ux;e ien
Province an 17 Apr; results of this attack were 3) friendly RIA. 26 WIA, anti two N4iA.- "fn
addition, the enemy captured 27 Individual and five crew-surved we-ap"-s and four
looi'.m
losoci were I1I KIA. During sweep operations# in Rion Tuoop Province on S. f6. antk ';
ARVN
eltements killed 102 entmy. Two cachtes were discovered in the torea totalling 11 t4lm. oV 40"ited mnwiltions. *A LI2 ton c,%che of assorted arms and arinftunttion w,&# dlvtovorýJ
Docaa
Province on 29 Apr. On 10 Apr ARVt4 elements killed 80 V~C in dwuons Thion
~
Amer.
tean oemettnts contacted the Z61B Dim an the I Ilk aad 12th itt Kktn 11uNwaf Provinoe, r'2titting In
q? VC KIA. 4S0
-.
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May
W1, Summary. During May, enemny-initiated action followed a modeýrate pace except for a
brief upsurge in mid-month. Attacks-by-fire against friendly military installations and population centers reached their peak at thatt time but friendly casualtie-s were relatively light. Ground
contact with the enemy increased everywhere except in IV CTZ. The most intense fighting took
place in the A Shau area of I CTZ, the western higýhlands of 11 CTZ. and in Tay Ninh Province
in III CTZ.
(C) In I CTZ. US forces conducting Operation APACHE SNOW made 'he most significant
ground contact with NVA forces. The action took place in the A Shau Vai~ey and centered on
a battle for Hill 937. Several hundred enemy soldiers were killed in the three days of fighting
for this hill. Other enemy action included small ground probes and harassing attacks -by-fire.
Ground contact with Communist forces in 11 CTZ was heaviest in the western highlands. especially the Ben Het-Dak To area of Kontumn province. The enciny also attacked two airfields by
fire and amibushe~d an ARVN convoy near An Iche. In III CTZ, Tay Ninh Province continued to
b~e subjecb-'d to the greatest enemy pressure. VC/NVA forces launched several attacks against
FSBs and L?.s in TPay Ninb and suffored a signi~icant number 'of casu4alties. The air base at
Bien Hoa was attacked with rocket fire but damage and casualties were light. In IV CTZ,
ground contact re~mained very light as the VC/NVA geaerally limited their operations to attacksby-fire. One exception was in Ghau Doec Province where they attacked an ARVN training center
and inflicted a significant utumber of casualfles. 451
(C) I Corpst Tac tical 'tone. Enemy activity wvas light iii I CTZ untilI the night of I I May
when the enemy coýnducted 9Z indirect tire and 2!1ground attacks. The majority were, directed
against US military installations and troop -units. Although indirect fire attacks wvre e.Kperien-

cod throwih.1out the Cflt all enemy-Initiated groumd attacks occurred in the southe~rn three
provincesý. Int the 8-5 rron0t. Attacks-by~fire remAaied at A relaively high lovel4 totaling 70
for the i emain~r of the rmwnth. in friendly-initiated4 ground activityev
rdlV
identifed
*their units as elemevnt. of the Zlth, s6th, Zdbth and ZlQth NIVA Rsgts and the M3h Engr Co of
the 88th NVA Regt. 3csth NIVA !Xv.

The, 309th NVA Div was redesignated the 325th NVA Div
In MR 11M1 vrwoy activity continued to be pri.
anurly inl rftaction to frielliy operatioas. In westeorn Quanig Tri and 1'huai Thien Provinces.

upon deploymnent soothward to the DIMZ. Area.
frivndly

Units

eangaged ceflemnts of the 6th aold 4M)h NVA Reogti. identified by PVv and documents

captured during. Operatfon APAC.HE $.,NQW (See Chapter V, Urousmd Qpe rations). Documents
tram the 29th NVA Rcgi revealed th-at the roglinent had relocteod from RVN to Ouang Binh
*Province, NVN 4 in July I%68 for
repaeetsadrt aining. it returtwed to ItYN tin raeruary
1949. Its mxission Was to protect supply dtpats and to restirict Allied invursions in wtostern

a

MR Min. On 20 May. US and AllAN element. occupied Hill it? (14amburgier Hill) after over.
coMing stiff enemy estac.The en-emy sustained over 600 KMA moat of the casualtica be.
talons
ota4t
NVA fttgt. In other actions, documnents eaptured in westeýrn Quagg Tri Pro.
vinoci Identificd the S7th NVA keti, 304th NVA. Div. a0 the etwnvtv unit involved in assaults near
Rbo SaM on 45 and n Apt. On 11 May. F88 ERK1II{NE revolved ipcoming #Aemy artillery
rounds. The em4em" Was unidentified, hut they wert probabtly elenents of the 675SB Arty lk~.gt
This was the first %e
00Of ene-my tube artWiler sinece the US (Operation DP:.WtY CANYON which
was conductetd hi March. tin Front 4. Indications that thnemy was lireparing for 0(ofhtniveS
activity becamet Avail%:6
hi sveral days prior to It Ma4y. ont 9 aLnd 10 &jk. USjMC olemenlts
near A, Hot cotdMed~ fa 400 to 400-man enemAy force wbinc wasMovin north. Ther# were a!
friendly KIA and SO WWA and the eneftmy lost23f1 MA andt S PWs. the PWo wereto.INs-,6 1h
Ist,
*0,and
141011
WNeits. ki th. 11 eatnoy-tuttiaoed grounid attacks in Front 4 on 11-i May.
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PWs were captured who identified the attacking forces as elements of the 3rd NVA Sapper and
R-20 VC Bns and the 36th NVA Regt. In southern I CTZ. significant enemy-initiated activity
was limited to the week of 11-1? May, in which a total of 37 indirect fire and 10 enemy-initiated
ground attacks occurred. The ground attacks took place primarily around Tien Phuoc, Quang
Tin Province, where elements of the 1st VC 'nd 3rd NVA Regts, 2nd NVA Div. were identified
in contact with US and ARVN forces. There were three friendly KIA, 23 WIA, and 36 MIA
(ARVTO).' and the enemy suffered 181 KIA and two PWs. No major incidents occurred in Quang
Ngai Province: however, captured documents indicated that the 21st NVA Regt, 2nd NVA Div,
was assig.' d an area of operation in Binh Song and Son Tinh Districts. A PW captured on 28
May confirmed the presence of the 21st NVA Regt in northern Quang Ngai Province. A rallier
"fromthe 32nd NVA Regt stated that the regiment was to attack Quang Ngai City during the period from 12 to 19 May; the attack failed to materialize. During the last two weeks of the month,
a low level of enemy-initiated activity was experienced throughout the CTZ, with the exception
of an increase in indirect fire attacks north of Highway 9.
(C) II Corps Tactical Zone. The number and Intensity of enemy attacks in II CTZ increased sharply on 8 May and continued through the month at a level substantially higher than that of
April. Attacks were concentrated near the Ben Het- Dak To area in Kontum Province where
the enemy had an estimated nine maneuver battalions, with artillery and engineer support. The
66th and 28th NVA Regts; D-1Z0 Sapper Bn; 304th Li" Bn; and the Sth Bn. 24th Bn, a4 NVA Regt
were all believed to be in this area. as well as the D25B and possibly the KfSA Engr Bns. Also.
three to four battalions of the 40th NVA Arty Regt were probably in the area. An estimated company of 10 PT-76 Tanks, observed in the area in March. did not appear in May, Artillery
support in the area included 10mm mortars from the K-32 Arty fn, 40th NVA Arty Rept. 1Z3
mi rockets, and 85mm and 105mm conventional artillery from unidentified battalions of the
40th NVA Arty Regt, A series of ground contacts in the Ben Het-•ak To area through the end of
May resulted in approximately 1, 000 enemy KLA. To the south, several contacts north of Ploi
Mrong, probably with elements of the 4th and 6th Bns, 24th NVA Regt. resulted in over 3S0
enemy KIA. On 31 and 14 May, contacts approxImately 15 km northwest of Pleiku City resulted
in 48 enemy KIA. The enemy unit involved was probably the 996th NVA Un. On 11 May, 33 km
north-northwest of the Piei Me CIDG Camp, 12 Oasis received over $00 round& of mixed mot.
tar, rocket, and recoilless rifle fire. followed by a ground attack. Later the same day, arilllory and 1unships were employed ;gainst unknown sited enemy forces 8 to 9 km west of the LZ.
Friendlv casualties were I RIA. Z5 WIA. and ) MIA, while the enemy had 102 KRA, The eney1
force was probably the K3? Sapper fn supported by an artillery battalion. In eastern NleOkW
Province, elements of the 95U NVA Regt were believed to have been responsible for indirect
fire attacks and ambushes along H•ghway 19, In the southern 4.$ Front, enemy activity was
restricted to indirect fire attacks and ground attion of company site and smaller, In coastal
t CiTZ on 11 May, Thu My City was attacked by an est1nmated enemy company. Friendly forces
had II killed I10 civilians). 20. wounded (19 civilians) , and 67 houses destroyed, while the enemy
suffered two RtA. The enemy force was tuidentified but it. may have been an element of the
.40$th NVA Sapper Rn. Also on 11 May, 16 km east of An Khe, an ARVN convoy was ambushed
by an estimated enemy battalion. Friondly forces had one $IA, f(6r WtA. three MWA. sad 14
vehicles destrOed, And the enemy lost seven KMA. C% 16 May, 9 km northeast ot An Kho, US
elements attacked an taknown satt I enemy force, Friendly fortes suftored one KIA, I IWVIA,
and one NUA, while the enemy had IS MIA. The enemy forces wrte u•identfied, but they wete
probably elements of the 11th NVA Repa. Most t "theactivity il the southetr subreiro onsud
MR 6 occurred on 11 and 12 May4 tNe most significant action occurred on 12 May- lheis the
.Son Mao District HeadquArtets received 80 'oads 6tb
type mortar, followed by a
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grolmd attack by an unknown sized enemy force. On the same day, there were two
6 km southeast of Song Mao. There were seven friendly KIA (two civilians) and 10
ilians), and the enemy had 20 KIA and four detained. PW statements identified the
as the 840th MF Bn. At the end of the month, enemy forces in the Ben Het-Dak To
appear to be withdrawing despite their heavy losses.

other contacts
WVIA (two civenemy force
area did not

(C) III Corps Tactical Zone. In III CTZ, enenty-initiated attacks increased from a moderate to heavy level during the nights of 11 and 22 May. Elements of the 9tn VC Div remained deployed along the western Tay Ninh Province border; however, a regimental resubordination was
evident. Documents and PWs indicated that the 88th NVA Regt, SR 1, became subordinate to
the 9th VC Div. The 273rd VC Regt deployed to Chau Doc Province in IV CTZ, and probably
became subordinate to MR 2. The 27 1 st VC Regt sustained heavy casualties in two attacks
against ARVN positions in southwestern Tay Ninh Province. The 272nd VC Regt sustained
light casualties in a contact with US forces. Onr element of th, 88th NIVA Regt was contacted
in northwestern Tay Ninh Province on 23 May. The 1st NVA Div continued to operate from
northern to east-central Tay Ninh Province. Elements of the three 1st NVA Div Regiments
were identified in their usual areas of operation. The 7th NVA Div may have shifted its operating area to the east of the Saigon Rive-r and as far south as northern Binh Duong Province.
The 141st NVA Regt sustained moderate casualties during three contacts in central Binh Long
Province. Elemerits of the 165th NVA Regt were identified during a small contact in southeastern Binh Long Province. The 209th NVA Regt remained out of contact. Elements of all three
regiments of the 5th VC Div deployed south of the Dong Nai River to an area north of Xuan Loc
in central Long Khanh Province. Sapper elements frnm the three regiments and the division's
21st Sapper 3n were identified in the 18 May attack on Allied positions in the Xuan Loc area.
rhe 174th NVA Regt sistained heavy casualties during a series of contacts and B-52 strikes
north to northeast of Xuan Loc. In the SRs surrounding Saigon, enemy-initiated activity was at
"alow level. The majority of contacts were in SR 1. The 268th VC Regt was identified in one of
"aseries of contacts in northern Hau Nghia Province in which the enemy sustained more than
250 KIA. In SR 3, the let NVA Regt sustained moderate casualties in an engagcment in southcentral Long An Province. Enemy units of SRs 2, 4, and 5 avoided major contact. The 33rd
NVA Regt was identified as the unit that lost 39 KIA in two contacts south of Xuan Loc in southern Long Khanh Province on 28 and 29 May. An imidentlfled unit was contacted by Allied forces
in southeastern Bien Hoa Province on 13 May, resulting in 87 enemy killed. This unit was
probably an element of the 274th VC Regt, MR 7. In Saigon the NP arrested over 80 individuals
associated with VC terrorists and sapper cells. These arrests may have pre-empted plans for
extensive terrorist activity in the city. In general, during May the enemy forces It. in c rz
emphn 'ized attacks-by-fire and small ground attacks by sapper-trained units. The movement
of the 38th NVA Regt to an area north of Tay Ninh City increased the enemy threat in this area.
(C) IV Corps Tactical Zone. In IV CTZ the lovel of enemy-initiated activity during May refiected the trend of March and April. There was a high point in enemy activity on the night of
I May, when there were 78 indirect fire attacko. reported; enemy activity decreased toward
the end of the month, The majority of the attacks were low in intensity and harassing in nature.
The use of 107mm rockets in IV CTZ was noted during the wetk of 11.17 May, when the Chi
Lang Training Center north of Tri Ton in Chau Doc Prowince received four attacks by 107ram
rockets and the Ben Xoal Special Forces Camp received two attacks. On 21 May, Dong Tam
Base in Dinh Tuong Province recolved two indirect fire attacks in which 107mm rockets also
were usid, Most of the activity in May occurred in MR 2. Operations in southern BA 470 on 2Z
May resulted on 101 enemy KIA. There were 146 enemy KIA in an operation which continued
from 13 to 18 May in the An Giang-Kien Phong Province border area. Tht 273rd VC Regt relo-
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cated from Tay Ninh Province in III CTZ to Chau Doc Province area in IV CTZ; prisoners were
captured from the 7thf, 8th, and 9th Inf Bns and the 10th Arty Bn. In addition, PWs from the
273rd Regt's K18 AA and K23 Med Cos were captured. 452
June
(C) Summary. During June, enemy-initiated acticns declined somewhat from the previous
month, with a brief upsurge of activity on 5-6 June. Attacks-by-fire against Allied installations
throughout the RVN increased at that time and the VC/NVA launched several ground probes.
One exception was in IV CTZ where the enemy generally confined his efforts to low intensity
attacks-by-fire. Frequent ground combat occurred in the western highlands of II CTZ, and in
Tay Ninh and Binh Long Provinces in III CTZ.
(C) In I CTZ, US forces preempted an enemy rocket attack when they seized 113 rockets
in four firing positions near Gio Linh. Communi-t artillerymen attacked Dong Ha and Danang
with rocket fire and employed CS gas in a ground attack near Danang. Other enemy activity
included attempts to disrupt Allied LOCs along the coast. Most enemy operations in II CTZ
continued to center on the Ben Het- Dak To area of Kontum Province where attacks..by-fire
occurred daily. The enemy launched attacks-by-fire against two air bases and terrorists were
active in Qui Nhon. In III CTZ, the main enemy effort continued to be directed against Allied
positions in Tay Ninh and Binh Long Provinces. Communist forces also attacked elements of
the Royal Thai Army Volunteer Force in Bien Hoa Province. More than 200 enemy soldiers
were KIA in this five hour battle. Other enemy operations included a rocket attack on the Blen
Hoa airbase. In IV CTZ, VC/NVA action generally was limited to scattered attacks-by-fire
which caused light damage and casualties to friendly forces. Ground contact was limited to
brief fire fights with small groups of enemy forces. 453
(C) I Corps Tactical Zone, Enemy-initiated activity remained relatively light during June,
with the only apparent coordinated activity occurring on 6 and 7 June in Quang Nam Province.
On those dates, Danang City experienced seven terrorist and three indirect fire attacks, while
enemy ground attacks occurred at five locations in the An Hoa area. In the remairder of I CTZ,
indirect fire attacks and enemy-initiated ground attacks were at a normal level. In the B-5
Front, enemy activity was characterized by 15 indirect fire attacks from the southern half of
the DMZ. Also, the enemy launched six ground attacks on 17 June in the Gio Linh area. In
these contacts the enemy suffered 160 KIA and 10 detained, the PWs identified their units as
elements of tht 270th NVA Regt and the 33rd Independent Sapper Bn. In the same area on 5
Jun. friendly elements discovered 133 rockets in firing positions, thereby curtailing the Intensity of enemy activity against friendly locations in the eastern DMZ area. A document captured
on 19 Jun near the Rockpile indicated that the elements of the 84th Arty Regt had been operating
against friendly units south of the eastern and western portions of the DMZ since late Feibruary.
In MR TTH, enemy activity continued p!vimarily in reaction to friendly operations. In western
Quang Tri Province. elements of the 304th NVA Div significantly increased their activity, %nd
they showed no indication of withdrawing. Friendly elements rtceived at least 10 ground attacks
from 304th NVA Div elements, resulting in more than ZZ0 enemy ICIA. Prisoners captured dur.
ing these contacts identified their units as the 20th Sapper and 24B NVA Regt of the 304th NVA
Div. In the remainder of MR TTH, the eneti'y conducted signifitant sapper attacks against
FSBs BERCHrESGADEN, CURRAHEE, and TOMAHAWK on 14, 16, and 19 Jun. respectively.
Prisoners identified the enemy forces as the 29th, 6th, and 4th NVI. Regts. The 29th NVA Regt,
which sustained more than 600 KIA at Hill 937 in May, was still in the A Shau Valley/BA 611
area. In Front 4 there were 12 enemy ground'attacks in the viclaity of An Hoa, resulting in
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approximately Z80 enemy KIA. Prisoners captured in these contacts identified the attacking
forces as elements of the 3rd Sapper Bn and 90th NVA Regt. In other activity, documents indicated that elements of the 36th NVA Regt may have redeployed from the Go Noi Island areas
in an attempt to evade Allied forces committed in Operation PIPESTONE CANYON. (See Chapter V, Ground Operations). In southern I CTZ, the enemy continued to conduct indirect fire
attacks and limited sapper-type ground probes in the Tien Phuoc and Duc Pho areas. On 11 Jun
a sapper attack 7 km north-northeast of Tien Phuoc Special Forces Camp destroyed a tactical
operation center (TOC) and mortar fire direction center (FDC) while damaging an artillery
FDC, three 105mm howitzers, and two mortars. Results of this attack were: friendly, 14 KIA
and 32 WIA; enemy, 27 KIA. The enemy forces were unidentified but wer~e probably elements
of the Quang Nami Provincial Unit. Other significant enemy ground attacks occurred at four
locations near Duc Pho, where elements of the 2nd VC and 22nd NVA Regt, 3rd Div, were identified in contact with Allied forces. Cumulative results of these attacks were: friendly, 15 KIA
and 61 WIA; enemy, 42 KIA. The last 10 days of the month were marked by a reduction in
enemy-initiated activity throughout I CTZ, with the exception of continued enemy attacks in
western Quang Tri Province.
(C) II Corps Tactical Zone. Enemy-initiated activity in II CTZ rose on the night of 9 Jun
and then fell to a low level during the remainder of the month except in the vicinity of the Ben
Het CIDG Camp where the enemy committed both the 28th and 66th Regts, supported by engineers and elements of the 40th NVA Arty Regt. Two prisoners captured on 15 Jun, 6 kin southeast of the camp, identified their unit as the 9th Bn, 66th NVA Regt, and stated that elements
of the regiment had the mission of encircling and attacking ARVN units in the Ben Het area.
They further provided evidence that the 66th NVA Regt had sustained heavy losses after 8 May
and that 90 percent of the personnel in the regiment were new replacements. It was believed
that elements of the 66th NVA Regt were involved In a contact on 30 May, 11 km south-southeast of the camp, were three ARVN battalions were attacked by an unknown sized enemy
force; this action resulted in 309 enemy K'IA. A Hol Chanh, who rallied on 24 Jun at the Ben
Regt. He stated that the mission
M-et CIDO Camp, identified his unit as the lst Bn, 28th WNVA
of the regiment was to destroy the camp in order to influence the Paris conference. According
to the rallier, the regiment had a strength of between 200 and 700 men, and it was supported
by elements of the 40th NVA Arty Regt. He further stated that all three battalions of the regiment were located within 2 km of the Bear Hot (.;IDG Camp. The camp received a ground probe
by an unknown sized enemy force on the night of 23 Jun, resulting in 14 enemy KIA. The enemy
unit responrible for the ground probe was later identified by a Z4 Jun rallier as the 28th NVA
Regt. Although the ground probe on 23 Jun against Ben Hot was the enemy's only direct ground
attack on the camp, over 2, 000 roupdo of mixed artillery, mortar. and rocket fire fell on the
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camp during the month. To the south, contacts with elemente of the 24th NVA Regt in the area
of the Plel Mrcng CIDO Camp continued through I11 Jun. On that date 42 enemy were KIA when
they attacked a 2riendly convoy on Route 14. 11 kmi east of the camp. Since that date no major

contacts have been made in the area. This suggested that the regiment may have withdrawn
to the west, On 31 May, 37 km east of the Plei Me CIDO Camp, Camp Strike Force elements
engaged an unknown sized enemy force, resulting in 50 enemy MLA. The enemy force was probably an element of the 95B NI/A Regt. In coastal 11 CTZ. enemy forces attempted to disrupt
the RVN pacification program by attacking hamletw and refugee centers. On 14 Sun two of these
camps located northwest of Out Nhon City were attacked, Cwnulatire results were, 20 civilians
killed, 67 wounded, end 5 12 homes destroyed. Approximately 5, 000 people were left homeless
by the attacks. The enemy forces responsible for the attack may have been elements of the
E210 Local Force BA known to be operating in the area. In the southern- subregioit during the
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month, there was no significant enemy activity reported. In MR 6 on the night of 5 Jun, the
enemy conducted limited ground and indirect fire attacks throughout the region. The district
headquarters at Duc Trung, south of Dalat, received an indirect fire attack followed by a ground
attack. There were 9 friendly KIA and 17 WIA. The 810th MF Bn was probably responsible for
the attack. Phan Rang Air Base received 30 rounds of 82mm mortar and six rounds of 107mm
rocket fire, resulting in 12 wounded and one aircraft damaged. In Binh Thuan Province on the
same night, ARVN elements were attacked by an estimated enemy company, resulting in 10
enemy KIA.

*1

(C) III Corps Tactical Zone. In III CTZ, enemy-initiated activity remained light except for
the 5-6 Jun high point and a period of increased acti'ity 18-20 Jun. These consisted primarily
of indirect fire attacks, but sapper attacks and ground assaults were also initiated in several
areas. Elements of all four enemy divisions were identified in contacts during the month. The
9th VC Div sustained moderate to heavy casualties in ground actions in western and central Tay
Ninh Province. The 272nd and 88th NVA Regts, 9th VC Div, sustained losses totaling over 400
KIA and captured during assaults against FSB CROOK in western Tay Ninh Province on 6 and 7
Jun. Elements of the 271st and 272nd VC Regts were tentatively identified in contacts southwest of Tay Ninh City during the same period. Elements of the 88th NVA Regt were identified
during engagements north of Tay Ninh City on 19 Jun and west of Nui Ba Den on 27 Jun. Units
from the 271st and 272nd VC Regts were suspected of participating in an abortive offensive
effort against Tay Ninh City on 19 Jun.
Over 280 enemy were KIA during engagements in and
near Tay Ninh City on that date. The bulk of 9th VC Div forces was probably deployed along the
western border of Tay Ninh Province, but elements of the 88th NVA Regt may have remained
in the area north and northeast of Tay Ninh City. The Ist NVA Div surtained moderate casualties while continuing its operations in northern and east-central Tay Ninh Province and shifting
a portion of its forces to western Binh Long Province. The 95C NVA Regt received moderate
casualties during the month in a series of engagements with Allied forces in east-central Tay
Ninh Province. The 18B NVA Regt operated in northern Tay Ninh Province. Elements of the
28th Sapper Bn and the i8B Regt lost over 125 KIA in unsuccessful assaults on FSB IKE in northcentral Tay Ninh Province on 18 and 20 Jun. Elements of the 101 D NVA Regt were identified
in an attempted convoy ambush in central Binh Long Province on 6 Jun. The 7th NVA Div concentrated its forces in central Binh Long Province during June. The 209th and 165th NVA Regts
were identified in engagements resulting in over 200 enemy killed in the area west of An Loc.
The 141st NVA Regt was identified by a PW in the area east of Quan LoS on 20 Jun. Several
heavy contacts southeast of An Loc /Quan Lol earlier in the month may have involved elements
of the 141st NVA Regt. The 7th NVA Div probably remained deployed throughout central Binh
Long Province. The 5th VC Div remained active in central, east-central, and southeast Long
Khanh Province through at least mid-June. Elements of the 95th NVA Regt were identified in
a convoy ambush in southeastern Long Khanh Province on 7 Jun. Thn 275th VC Regt was identified in an attack on FSB JOY on the Binh Tuy/Long Khanh Province border on 12 Jun. On 2A
Jun a rallier from a 5th VC Div support unit provided information indicating that the 275th VC
and 174th NVA Regt and 5th Div elements had moved to War Zone D and that the 95th NVA Regt
was to follow. Although this movement was substantiated, lack of contact after 19 Jun in the 5th
Div former base area in central Long Khanh Province suggested that the rallier's information
was correct. In MR 7 the only major enemy initiated activity was a ground attack on 16 Jun
against Royal Thai forces in central Bien Hea Province, which resulted in over 200 enemy of
the 274th VC Regt KIA. No major repositioning of units was no.ed in the subregions, and no
significant offensive activity was initiated by subregion forces. In Saigon, sapper activity was
at a low level except just prior to the enemy "high point" of 5-6 Jun. Enemy activity at the end
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of June was light as enemy forces prepared for a probable increase in activity expected to occur
with the initiation of the July phase of the Summer Campaign.
(C) IV Corps Tactical Zone. The level of enemy-initiated activity during June reflected the
trend established in previous months. There was a "high point" on the night of 5 Jun when there
were 71 indirect fire attacks reported. The majority of the attacks were low in intensity and
harassing in nature. In MR 2 the enemy directed his attention to the Dong Tam/My Tho area
in Kinh Tuong Province. The Binh Duc Arty Bn reportedly divided its units into small increments to conduct harassing indirect fire attacks in and around Dong Tam and the US 9th Inf
Div HQ. The enemy's intentions, reportedly, were to demoralize the remaining US troops after
the redeployment of two brigades of the 9th US Inf Div4 In MR 3, ARVN elements in an operation
conducted during the period 17-28 Jun in southeastern Base Area 480, reported 167 enemy KIA
and 29 detained. High numbers of VC continued to rally to the GVN. 454

VC/NVA Offensive Operations:

3d Quarter 1969

Introduction
(C) A relative lull in military activity, which had begun in late June and had provoked speculation about enemy intentions, ended on the evening of 11-12 Aug when the VC/NVA launched
their autumn campaign with a high point in all 4 CTZa. The Cam Ranh Bay area was struck
twice in August by sapper and attack-by-fire assaults. The enemy presumably wanted to show
that no US bases were completely secure from attack. Another high point came in the 4-6 Sep
period and included attacks in the Danang area. Thus the VC/NVA continued to follow the high
point strategy inaugurated in May. Other significant developments included the first signs of a
buildup around the CIDO Camps at Bu Prang-Duc Lap in Southwest II CTZ and one of the worst
terrorist incidents of the war in Binh Dinh Province. Activity in IV CTZ was highlighted by
confirmation for the first time in the war of movement of an NVA unit into the Delta. 455 (See
Figures 111-19 - II-22 for the locations of enemy initiated incidents during 1969). Statistics
of some categories of enemy initiated incidents during the quarter follow: 456

July

Assaults
Attacks -by-fire
Ambushes
Harassment*

I CTZ

11 CTZ

IlI CTZ

IV CTZ

Total

11
28
z
580

17
18
0
136

10
53
3
742

i5
41
1
348

S3
140
6
1.806

27
62
3
$10

is
32
0
305

95
134
7
1,.66

August
Assaults
Attacks-by-fitre
Ambushes
Harassments

18
23
0
364

32
17
4
87
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September
Assaults
Attacks-by-fire
Ambushes
Harassments

32
27
3
303

42
9
9
82

42
70
5
413

26
44
9
298

142
150
26

1,096

(C) Summary. During July, enemy-initiated operations declined considerably in pace and
intensity from the preceding month. In general, only scattered attacks-by-fire against friendly
installations and limited ground probes were reported. Friendly forces unearthed only one
large enemy munitions cache during the month, in I CTZ. A large NVA infiltration group was
reported in IV CTZ.
(C) In I CTZ, enemy activity was scattered and light, with only four ground attacks of more
than routine size taking place. In each of the four, enemy casualties outnumbered friendly
losses. On 19 Jul, ARVN elements discovered a Communist cache of more than 36 tons of
ordnance in Quang Tri Province. In the Phan Thiet areas of Binh Thuan Province, in II CTZ,
a flurry of attacks-by-fire occurred during 10-12 Jul but casualties and damage were light.
The enemy launched only one significant ground attack during the month, also in Birnh Thuan
Province, where on 7 Jul sappers assaulted a MACV compound. The enemy decreased his
pressures in the western highlands, where in the Ben Het-Dak To area of Kontumn Province
during June there had been daily attacks-by-fire. By contrast only one minor attack-by-fire
struck the Ben Het CIDO camp in July. Only sporadic enemy operations took place in II CTZ,
One rocket attack was launched against the Bien Hoa Air Base and another at Saigon. Two US
convoys were ambushed near An Loc on 9 and 17 Jul. but on both occasions enemy losses were
greater than those among friendly personnel. In the IV CTZ, enemy action continued at a reduced level. For example, the 9th lnf Div base camp at Dong Tam, which had been a favorite
enemy target in previous months (it was struck by rockets once in June and received harassing
fire on seven other occasions during the same month), was attacked only once in July. by one
107mm rocket which wounded 24 personnel. An infiltration group of 550 NVA troops as fill for
VC units in the Mekong Delta was reported, the largest of its kind to date. Also in IV CTZ, during the first two weeks of July, more than 1, 000 soldiers of two different non-Communist dissident groups--one of ethnic Cambodians and the other of the Hoa Hao sect--rallied to the
government, bringing nearly 2S0 weapons with them. 457
(C) I Corp!s Tactical Zone. Enemy-initiated activity during July was characterized by
widely scattered indirect fire attacks and limited ground engagements. In the B-S Front, the
enemy conducted 21 indirect fire attacks from the southern half of the DMZ, while limiting his
ground activity to company @ise attacks. On 9 Jul. ARVN elements at three positions near 04o
Linh were attacked by an unidentified enemy force resulting in 47 enemy KIA. On 14 Jul. US
elements at three locations near Con Thien received eight indirect fire attacks totalling 34
rounds of 122mm rocket fire. There were no casualties or damage reported. Operation UTAH
MESA (See Chapter V. Ground Operations) terminated on 9 Jul; a total of 314 enemy were K IA
during this operation. A PW captured during UTAH MESA identified his unit as the Sth Bn. 241
Regt, 304th NVA Div end revealed that the Z48 Rogt may have expanded its area of operation in
Quang Tri Province eastward to include Ba Long District. In related activity, on 19 Jul. 13 kin
south-southesat of Vandergrift Combat Base, ARVN elements found IS bunkers containing a
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cache of ordnance weighing 36. 2 tons. Capture of this cache probably limited the effectiveness
of the enemy in that area. In MR TTH, enemy activity was primarily directed against ARVN
outposts in the eastern and central area of the region. The Dong Da Training Center, near Phu
Bai, received rocket attacks on the 7th and 11th of July, resulting in 11 ARVN KIA and 59 WIA.
Allied elements received at least four significant ground attacks, resulting in more than 90
enemy KIA. Prisoners captured in these contacts identified their units as the Chi-Thua II
Sapper Bn, 5th NVA Regt; the 814th Bn; and the K10 Sapper Bn of the 7th Front. In the remainder of MR TTH, documents and PWs identified the 9th Bn, 29th NVA Regt, and the 2nd and 3rd
Bns, 803rd NVA Regt in the A Shau Valley area. The ARVN elements in the A Shau Valley received 250 rounds of 8Zmm mortar fire on 15 Jul and 30-50 rounds of 60mm mortar fire on 16
July. In Front 4, enemy activity was characterized by indirect fire attacks and ambushes. On
21 Jul, US and RF elements on Route QL- 1 were ambushed by an unidentified enemy force. On
26 Jul, USMC elements were ambushed 14 km east-southeast of An Hou by an enemy platoon.
In four enemy indirect fire attacks near An Hoa on 24 and 25 Jul, USMC elements received a
total of 80 rounds of mixed 60 and 82mm mortar fire, resulting in light casualties. In southern
I CTZ, enemy activity was limited to scattered indirect fire attacks and limited ground probes.
On 15 Jul, the Binh Son District HO received N0 rounds of 82mm mortar fire. On 20 Jul. US
elements near Due Pho received 38 rounds of 60mm mortar fire, resulting in no casualties or
The last week of July was marked by a reduction in enemy-initiated activity.

(damage.

(C) II Corps Tactical Zone. In H CTZ, enemy-initiated activity during the month was characterized by limited indirect fire attacks and minor ground probes. Major enemy maneuver
elements probably were engaged in refitting and retraining. In the B-3 Front, elements of the
4th Bn, 24th NVA Reg• were identified in the area of the Plei Mrong CIDG Camp. A PW captured near the camp on 12 Jul identified his unit as the 2nd Trans Bn, B-3 Front. He stated that
hiP unit's mission was to resupply elements of the 4th En. 24th NVA Regt which had moved into
the Chu Pa Mountains 15 days prior to his capture and were operating in the Plei Mrong area.
He also stated that the HQ, 24th NVA Regt. along with its 6th Bn, were located to the west of
the Sothey River in Cambodia. A PW captured in the vicinity of Pleo Mrong on 30 Jul identified
himself as a member of the 4th Bn, 24th NVA llegt, and stated that the battalion's mission was
to interdict QL-14 .n the Pleiku-Kontum border region. There were no significant attacks
along QL-19 west of An Khe by elements of the 95B Regt during the month, but elements of the
unit may have been responsible for a 7 Jul attack against a US FSB 39 kilometers northwest of
Chao Reo that resulted in 11 enemy KIA. In the southern 8-3 Front, documents captured on I
Jul in the vicinity of the Dc Lap CIDO Camp confirmed the existence of the 394th NVA Bn and
revealed that the unit had 720 personnel. The stated mission of the unit was to 'fight in the
city and provide security for the local government. , On 22 Jul. a cache containing 8. 6 tons
of munitions was found in the Due Lap area. The munitions probably belonged to the 394th NVA
Bn. In MR 5, enemy activity was confined to minor ground attacks and indirect fire attacks.
On 23 Jul, a bridge on QL- 19 northwest of Qui Nhon City was attacked and destroyed by an
enemy force. Three of the enemy were KIA. In the southern SR few attacks were reported,
although low level agent reports stated that the enemy would conduct widespread attacks in the
Tuy Hoa area. The ROKFV (See Chapter V. Ground Operations) may have preempted enemy
plans in this area. In MR 6, widespread indirect fire and ground attacks occurred during the
months, although most were of low intensity. The most significant ground attack occurred on
7 Jul when US elements at the Luong Son MACV Compound lost six KIA. 28 wounded, five arm.
ored vehicles destroyed, and three armaored vehicles damaged.

i

(C) III Corps Tacticas Zone. Elements of three divisions were identifiedin contacts durina
the month of July. The 5th VC 1lXv was not identified in contacts during the reporting period.
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The 9th VC Div sustained light casualties in ground actions during the month. On 1 Jul, a contact with an unidentified enemy unit northeast of Tay Ninh City resulted in 44 enemy killed. The
enemy force was probably an element of the 88th NVA Regt identified in a 27 Jun engagement in
the same area. There were indications that the 88th NVA Regt had redeployed to the StraightEdge Woods area later in the month. Documents taken from an enemy body north of the Cambodian Angel's Wing on 24 Jul indicated that he was a member of the 88th Regt. The lst NVA
Div sustained light casualties while continuing operations in northern Tay Ninh Province and in
west-central Binh Long Province. Enemy documents captured south of An Loc in Binrh Long
Province following a 17 Jul convoy ambush identified elements of the 101D Regt. The 95C and
18B NVA Regts operated in northern Tay Ninh Province during the month. The 7th NVA Div
concentrated its forces in northern Binh Long Province. A PW from the 209th NVA Regt, captured on II Jul north-northwest of An Loc, stated that the 7th NVA Div's missing Regt HQ was
situated along the Cambodian border. The 165th NVA Regt was identified by a PW captured
following a convoy ambush northwest of An Loc on 9 Jul in which 22 enemy were KIA. The 141st
NVA Regt probably remained northeast of An Loc. The 7th Div probably remained deployed
in north-central Binh Long Province, where it may have been refitting, training, and planning
for attacks in the Loc Ninh area. Although the 5th VC Div was not identified in contacts during
the month, it was probably deployed in south-central Phuoc Long Province. A Hoi Chanh from
the 95th NVA Regt stated that his battalion was located near Bunard SF Camp. He also stated
that the battalion's mission was to interdict QL- 14. A 27 Jul contact with an unidentified enemy
force east-southeast of Dong Xoai Special Forces Camp, in which there were 24 enemy KIA,
was probably with an element of the 5th VC Div. Although there was little to substantiate the
movement of the 5th VC Div from War Zone "D" to south-central Phuoc Long Province, the lack
of contact in War Zone "D" after mid-June suggested that the move occurred. In MR 7, at the
end of July, elements of the 33rd NVA Regt were identified in an attack on ARVN elements north.
east of Xuan Loc, indicating that the regiment was deployed to the northeast. No major repositioning of units was noted in the subregions and no significant offensive activity was initiated
by subregion forces. Enemy units of SR I sustained significant losses during the month, and
their ability to engage in large-scale offensive action was seriously hampered. A PW captured
on 10 July revealed that SR 1 forces were planning to adopt guerrilla and sapper tactics. He
claimed, because of Allied operations and heavy losses incurred by SR I forces, the Quyet
Thang and 268th Regts were being converted to sapper units. At the end of July, enemy units
in Ill CTZ were probably refitting. retraiing, receiving political indoctrination, and planning
their next campaign,
(C) IV Corps TAi.t!nl ,7-ne. Durine July, enemy activity was highlighted by indications
of troop movement into and throughout the CTZ. Prisoners captured on 7 Jul in northern
Kien Tuong Province identified infiltration Group 2103. This was the first known case of sig.
nificant numbers of NVA personnel infiltrating into IV CTZ as replacements. A prisoner
captured on 24 Jul in extreme western Chau Doe Province and documents captured in central
Kien Gian8 Province revealed the relocation of elements of the 273rd VC ReSt from MRZ to
MR3. The most signitficant enemy contacts occurred in Kien Ciang Province during the last
two days of the month. During the contacts a total of 81 enemy, tentatively identified as ale.
meats of the Z73rd VC Regiment, were KIA (41 KXA) nortdeast and northwest of Rach Gia
City. During July, the numbers of VC who rallied increased.

(C) Sammary. The lull in enemy-initiated operations which prevailed during the latter
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part of June, July, and the early part of August ended abruptly on the night of I 1-12 Aug when
Communist forces attacked military and civilian targets throughout RVN. Some 145 attacks-byfire and approximately 40 ground assaults took place during the brief upsurge. Friendly forces
unearthed over 250 tons of food, ordnance, medical supplies, and miscellaneous equipment as
significant enemy caches were discovered in the I, III and IV CTZs. The largest cache, 110
tons of salt was discovered in Quang Ngai Province by US forces participating in Operation
NANTUCKET BEACH. The most unusual find, an operational US M41 tank, was uncovered
east of Dau Tieng by a CIDG team.
(C) Enemy activity increased significantly in the I CTZ. During the night of 11-12 Aug
elements of the 23d (Americal) Division were struck by a number of attacks in the Tam Ky
area. Near Danang, the Naval Support Activities Hospital was hit by mortar fire and a number
of US personnel were wounded. A rifle company of the 23d (Americal) Division killed 103
enemy while repelling an enemy ground attack of at least battalion size near Tam Ky on 20 Aug.
(C) Except for the upsurge on I1 - 12 Aug, enemy action continued at a low level in the II
CTZ. On 7 Aug, the Cam Ranh Air Base was hit by 107mm rocket fire which damaged several
aircraft. On the same evening, the US Army convalescent center at Cam Ranh Bay was subjected to an enemy sapper attack which resulted in more than 50 friendly casualties. Several
US convoys were ambushed during the month. Quick reaction by friendly security forces cost
the attacking force 43 KIA in one of these ambushes near An Khe. In one of the worst recorded
terrorist acts of the war, a 14-year-old youth caused 126 casualties by detonating four grenades
during a government meeting in a hamnlet near Phu Cat.
(C) There was a substantial increase in enemy action in III CTZ. On the night of I1-12
Aug, Communist forces unleashed 33 attacks by fire and 11 ground assaults against friendly
forces and installations in the CTZ. The main thrust of the enemy offensive focused along
infiltration routes northwest of Saigon in Binh Long and Tay Ninh Provinces, with the central
enemy effort around An Loc in Binh Long Province. Five significant contacts in the vicinity
of An Loc cost the enemy more than 260 KIA. US casualties in these contacts were 57 KIA and
IZ8 WIA.
(C) The presence of the first major NVA unit in the IV CTZ was confirmed in August. The
NVA 18B Regt, identified through captured documents, was repo'ted operating in the Seven
Mountains area of Chau Doc Province. Despite the introduction of major Communist units into
the area during the past several months and a brief flurry of action on 11.12 Aug.overall enemy
activity continued at a low level in the IV CTZ for the third consecutive month. 459

"*

(C) I Corps Tactical Zone. Enemy-initiated activity was characterized by scattered attacksby-fire and ground contacts which were limited in scope and intensity. On the night of I I- 12
Aug the enemy initiated a total of 66 attacks-by-fire and 20 ground attacks, primarily in the
southern three provinces. Seven of these attacks-by-fire and one ground attack were centered
south of the eastern DMZ in the B-S Front. The 9th Relt, 304th NVA Div. was identified by
documents and equipment captured in a 7 Aug contact 7. 5 km north of the ROCKPILE, though
it was not apparent whether it was acting in a reinforcing or replacement role. PWs from the
45th and 49th Bns, Quang Binh Provincial Unit (08PU)) and captured documents indicated that
elements of the QBPU were south of the DMZ in mid-August operating from a sinctuary it the
Vinh ting Special Sector. It was probable that the QBPU had been rotating battalions while
augmenting enemy forces in the central DMZ and might continue the rotAtion. A document
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captured on 31 Jul, 11 km east-northeast of the ROCKPILE, indicated that elements of the 33d
Inf Sapper Bn may still have been operating south of the DMZ. A Hoi Chanh of 8 Aug stated
that his unit, the Z7th Bn, Group 31, was alzo operating south of the DMZ. A rallier of 18 Aug
from the 6th AA Bn, 270th NVA Regt, stated that elements of the 270th NVA Regt were in Vinh
Ling Special Sector, approximately 15 km north of Con Thien, and that elements of the 164th
Arty Regt were operating in the area north of the eastern DMZ. The rallier also stated that a
main objective of the Autumn-Winter Campaign was to interdict Route 9-B-5 in order to isolate
Quang Tri Province. The 835th Arty Bn was identified in a rocket attack on Hue City on the
night of 11- 1Z Aug, indicating a possible eastward shift in its area of operation. Lack of contact
indicated that major elements of the 4th and 5th NVA Regts might have shifted west to base areas,
probably in reaction to friendly operations. In Front 4, on the night of 11-12 Aug there were 12
attacks-by-fire and five ground attacks, primarily against US forces and installations. Prisoners identified the 31st NVA Regt, Front 4, as the enemy unit involved in a 24 Aug ground
attack 7 km west-southwest of Danang. Major enemy units generally moved south from the lowlands to mountainous base areas, where they were believed to be resupplying. In southern I
CTZ, on the night of 11-12 Aug. there were 20 attacks-by-fire and 7 ground attacks. The enemy forces involved in a series of contacts in the Hiep Duc-Tien Phuc area during the period
12- 13 Aug were identified as elements of the Ist and 3d Regts, Zd NVA Div. After 11 Aug, US
forces discovered 225 tons of salt cached at Dong Xuan, on the Batangan Peninsula. The 2d
Regt, 3d NVA Div, was active in a series of ambushes and attacks-by-fire in the Duc Pho area
after 22 Aug.
(C) II Corps Tactical Zone. Enemy-initiated activity was limited in scope and intensity
except for the period 11 -12 Aug, when the enemy launched his Autumn Campaign with 50 indirect fire attacks and 20 ground attacks. In the B-3 Front, a PW captured on 30 Jul near the
Plei Mrong CIDG Camp identified his unit as the 4th Bn, 24th NVA Regt, and stated that the
battalion's mission was to interdict QL-14 along the Pleiku/Kontum border. Elements of the
regiment had been assigned the mission during earlier B-3 Front offensives. A PW from the
4th Bn, 24th NVA Regt. captured on 30 Jul near Plei Mrong. and a Hot Chanh who rallied near
Pleiku City mentioned the existence of a previously unknown 631st Bn, This new unit may have
been formed by a merger of the 966th NVA Bn and the 131 NVA Arty Bfn. A PW captured on 13
Aug in the vicinity of the Plel Me CIDO Camp identified himself as a member of the lIt Bn, 95B
NVA Regt, and stated that the battalion had been involved in transporting rice and other supplies
from Cambodia to BA 202 with the assistance of the X-45th LF Bn, He also stated that the Ist
Bn continued to have the mission of interdicting QL-19 west of An Khe. An ammunition cache,
probably belonging to the 1st B•,
was discovered near Plei Me on 15 Aug. The cache consisted
of 113 82$am mortar rounds, I?. cases of small arms ammunition, and 70 mines. Elements of
the 951 NVA Regt were probably responsible for ambushing two US convoys 15 km west of An
Khe on Z3 Aug. and for the Z4 Aug attack on a VS position 8 km west of An Khe. There were
an increasing number of low level agent reports on sightings of large enemy troop concentrations In the southern B-3 Front, in MR 10 in the vicinity of BA 740, and near the Du Prang
CIDG Catp. The 66th and ZSth NVA Regts were mentioned in some of these reports. In coastal 11 CTZ, a Hot Chanh, previously a member of the Qui Nhon VC City Committee, stated that
a country-wi•de campaign had been planned to begin ob 2 Aug and last until 1 Oct. Possibly
"relatedto the campaign, on Z6 Aug %terrorist detonated four grtnados during a meeting be-

tween rural development cadre and civilians near Phu Cat in Binh DInh Province.

Friendly

casualties from this incident wert 26 killed and 100 wounded. On 7 Aug the 6th Convalescent
Center ut Cam Ranh bay was attacked by sappers, probably frot; the 407th Sapper Sn. Friendly
casualtiot irom this attack were Z KIA (US) and 98 WIA (US). Also, three buildings (two wards.
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one BOQ) were destroyed and three buildings (chapel, BOQ, PA & E Building) were damaged
in the attack. The center was attacked again on 23 Aug with 82mm mortar fire; resulting in
21 WIA (US). Although the enemy force involved in the latter attack was unidentified, it may
have been elements of the 95th NVA Arty Bn. A PW captured .'n the vicinity of 'Tuy Hoa on 15
Aug stated that his unit, the 30th MF Bn, currently had a strength of 100 men and one company
had been disbanded. The 30th ME Bn had not been identified in contact during 1969. In MR 6
the only significant incident occurred on 11 Aug, when the ARVN regimental headquarters at
Song Mao received 80 rounds of mixed mortar fire followed by a ground attack. This attack
was probably conducted by the 840th MF Bn. Friendly casualties from this action were 6 KIA,
4 WIA (2 US); enemy casualties were 6 MIA.
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(C) III Corps Tactical Zone. Except for a considerable increase in enemy activity from
11 to 16 Aug, the month was characterized by scattered, low intensity attacks-by-fire and limited ground probes. On 11 and 1Z Aug, the enemy initiated the first phase of the Autumn Campaign with major attacks in Binh Long, Phuoc Long, and Tay Ninh Provinces, and indirect fire
attacks in the subregions. Elements of all four divisions in III CTZ were identified in contacts
during the month. The 9th VC Div had two regiments deployed in west-central Binh Long
Province and one regiment near Tay Ninh City. During the period 12-14 Aug, the 271st and
272nd VC Regts were identified in contacts in the An Loc-Quan Loi area, where they suffered
over 200 KIA. Prisoners and ralliers stated that prior to 12 Aug these regiments also suffered
heavy casualties from air strikes. Elements of the 88th NVA Regt were identified in three contacts in the Tay Ninh City area between 14 and 21 Aug, resulting in more than 150 KIA. The 1st
NVA Div was probably deployed in northern Tay Ninh Province and west-central Binh Long
Province. Documents captured in IV CTZ indicated that the 18B NVA Regt deployed to Chau
Doc Province and was probably no longer subordinate to the 1st NVA Div. The 95C NVA Regt
was not identified in contact during the month, but may have been the unit involved in the
attacks against LZ BECKY on 10 and 11 Aug. A 6 Aug document indicated that the regiment
was to conduct large scale attacks during the Autumn Campaign. The 101D NVA Regt continued
to interdict lines of communication in south-central Binh Long Province. The 7th NVA Div probably remained conccntrated in northern Binh Long Province. The 209th Regt suffered 79 KIA
in a 13 Aug contact northwest of Loc Ninh. The Sth VC Div was probably located in northeast
and central Phuoc Long Province" however, a rallier provided information that the division
was planning to conduct operations in the Phuoc Binh/Song Be area. The 275th VC Regt was
identified in contacts near Duec Phong Special Forces Camp 7n 12 Aug and south of Song Be by
a rallier on 27 Aug. In MR 7 enemy activity remained light. A Hoi Chanh stated that MR 7
planned to participate in the initiation of the Autumn Campaign but B-52 strikes had disrupted
communications, preventing the dissemination and ccordination of orders. Rallers and PWs
identified the 33d NVA Regt north of Dinh Quan, near the area where three large caches containing approximately 45 tons of foodstuffs and munitions were captured. No major repositioning of
units was noted in the subregions. and no significant enemy activity was initiated by subregion
forces. SR I Forces continued to be depleted by friendly operations, but PWs indicated that r
somei replacements had been received. Three sapper battalions subordinate to the 16th Armor
Office, COSVN, were Identified by documents tnd prisoners during the month. These units appeared to be targeted primarily against major US installations. Sapper activity remained light
in Saigon; a considerable number of terrorists were apprehended in and along the infiltration
"routes into the city during the month. At the end of August. enemy units in I1 CTZ were probably refitting and preparing tor the second phase of the Autumn Campaign, which documents
and agents indicated would begin in early September.
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(C) IV Corps Tactical Zone. lEnemy activity was highlighted by the relocation of parts of
the 18B NVA Regt from III CTZ to western Chau Doc Province (VS9259). This was the first
known instance of a solely NVA-manned unit entering IV CTZ. Elements of the 273d VC Regt
engaged in central Kien Giang Province while relocating from western Chau Doc Province,
possibly moving to BA 483 and the U Minh Forest. On the night of 11-12 Aug the enemy conducted 41 attacks-by-fire and two limited ground attacks throughout IV CTZ. Enemy initiated activity in eastern MR 2 increased during the month, predominantly in Dinh Tuong Province. PWs
captured in Kien Tuong Province revealed that approximately 500 NVA replacements had bv:en
introduced into MR 2. Most of the replacements were destined for enemy units in VC My Tho
Province 1GVN Dinh Tuong Province), though there were indications that enemy interest in
MR 3 was increasing. A Hoi Chanh stated that medical cadre from MR 2 were reassigned to
MR 3 "to meet future requirements as this is to be the area of main emphasis in the future".
Enemy initiated activity in MR 3 was generally scattered and of low intensity during August.
RVNAF elements oucovered 61. 5 tons of rice in Ba Xuyen Province and three tons of mortar
ammunition in Bac Lieu Province.460

September
(C) Summary. Significant enemy operations in September, with few exceptions, were
limited to the first week of the month. Following this brief upsurge, VC/NVA forces proclaimed a unilateral three-day ceasefire beginning on 8 Sep. which the enemy generally observed
with only scattered minor incidents reported. The ceasefire was to commemorate the death of
Ho Chi Minh on 3 Sep.
(C) In the Danang area alone, on 6 Sep, 16 attacks-by-fire and four ground attacks took
place. Two mining incidents occurred in I CTZ on 8 Sop, but only one other important enemy
action was reported during the month -- a 13 Sep ground attack on friendly installations near
Quang Ngai city.
(C) In It CTZ, enemy operations consisted mostly of limited harassing attacks except for
the period 4-6 Sop when nine attacks-by-fire, three ground assaults, and two convoy ambushes
were launched. One of the ambushes, on QL-14 in Pleiku Province, was the first on this highway since I Jun. when the Communists had attacked another US convoy in the same location.

(C) On 4-5 Sep inIII CTZ, 41 attacks-by-fire and seven ground assults were reported-,
five of the latter were in hattalion strength.
Phong Special Forces camp and PF elements
rounds In seven attacks-by-fire, followed on
heavy fighting in the first week of the month,
enemy apparently trying to avoid contact.

In Phuoc Long Province, for example. the Duc
nearby received 400 mixed mortar and rocket
7 Sep by two battalion-slze attacks. After the
enemy action continued relatively light with the

(C) There were 31 attacks-by-fire and three ground attacks in IV CTZ on 4-S Sep. The
most significant incident of the month, however, took place on I Sep when elements of the NVA
18B3 Regt tried to overrun the ARVN Chi Lang Training Center in Chau Dec Province and suffered
heavy loeses. This regiment had become, in August. the first major NVA unit to enter IV
46 1
CTZ.
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(C) I Corps Tactical Zone. Enemy-initiated activity was characterized by scattered attacksby-fire and limited ground attacks. In the B-5 Front there were a series of contacts below the
central DMZ in the vicinity of the ROCKPILE. PWs from these~ contacts identified the 9th Regt,
304th NVA Div, while a captured document identified the let En, 246th NVA Regt. Enemy-initiated activity during the Communist announced cease fire period 8-11 Sep consisted of isolated
mining incidents and minor ground probes, indicating that the eniemy generally adhered to the
cease-fire. Two PWs, captured 24 Sep. 3 kmn south-southeast of Con Thien, identified their
unit as the lot En, 27th NVA Regt, indicating that elements of the 27th NVA Regt continued to
ope:,a~te uouth of the DMZ. In MR. TTH, enemy forces avoided contact with friendly forces
while probably engaging in logistical activity. Analysis of a recent series of PW reports revealed the possible existence and use of an entemy supply route stretching from Ban Avao village,
Laos, northeast through the upper Da Krong and My Chanh valleys into the 7th Front's forward
bases in southeast Quang Tri Province. In Front 4, from 0010 to 1025 hours on 6 Sep, the
Danang area recleved a total of 16 attacks-by-fire and 4 sapper ground attacks. A PW from the
3d NVA Sapper En indicated that elements of the 31st and 36th NVA Regts and the T-.89 VC Sapper En were involved in these attacks. In noartheastern Quang Nam Province, a Hoi Chanh
identified his unit as the T-87 Sapper Bn, providing the first information received on this unit
in Front 4, since January 1969. A PW from the 0-82 L' Company, which operated in Quang
Nam Province, revealed resentment and dissension between NVA and VC soldiers in his unit.
This, coupled with other similar reports, indicated that this problem might exist in other combined VC/NVA units. Numerous troop sightings In southeast Quang Nam Province during the
month revealed an unusual amount of movement, indicating either food gathering for the Monsoon season or movements to the lowlands for possible future tactical activity. Documents
captured in Front 4 and southern I CTZ revealed an increase emphasis on sapper training and
techniques, as well as improved commrand and control of sapper elements. I*nsouthern!I CTZ.
the continued presence In the Iliep Duo area of elements of the 2d NVA Div indicated that the
VCINVA were continuing their emphasis on disrupting the pacification program. During the
month there were five significant attacks of GVN-controlled population centers. Documnento
captured on 14 Aug 10 kmn south-southeast of Duc Pho, mentioned two phases of the Autumn-Winter
Campaign and indicated that the second phase would run from 2 Sep to 110 De.

(C) 11 Corps Tactical Zone, Enemy-initiated &ctivity walt l"imited in scope and intensity
except for 4 and 5 Sep, when activity increased in MR 6. A PW captured In the B-3 Front on

*

9 Sep. from the 631st NVA Bn, confirmed previous PW and Hotj Chn statements that the 966th
NVA En had merged with the K-31 Arty Ba to form the 631st NVA Bn. On 4 Sep. US Air Cavalry
elements captured 737, 850 plasters ($6, Z53 US) In a base area 41 kmn southwest of An Kb.. The
money probab~ly belong-ed to ulements of the 95B NVA Regt. A Hoti Chmnh at the Due Lap CIDO
Camp Identified his unit as the 2.lot Transportation Bn, 250th Transportation Relt, and stated
that the battalion had been operatisW in Quang Duc Province. Additional informatton provided
by Wel Hiot Chun indicated that othor unidentified urit. wert planning to attack the Due Lap CIDO
Camp di'tng Auxusat, but the plan-was not implemented because of a compromiAse. These enitienti.
tied units may have included the &8th an'd 66th NVA Regts which were reported to be located In the
vicinity of the Du Prang CIDCI Camp, wheroa seeral old defensive -positions were sighted during
September. Two Lot Q~uh who also rallied at-the Due Lap CIDO Camp, identified their unit
as the 251st Mobile Ba. and stated that it operated 44 a covnmunication-liai son unit in Qtuang Duc
Province. Information from the*e Ho*1 Chanh indivattd that there were two units, the Mo1t
Transportation Rn and t)he 25sIt Mobile Rn, in Quang Due Province with the same numerical
designation. In. MR 5, sa PW from the E210 Bn and a h~ol Chanh fromr the 50th LF Bn stated ihat
the mission aaslg"ed their units wits to coordinate with Tocaa gurnill&* in 40assasinatin GYN
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employees and gaining control over the population. To do this, they were forming into squad
size units. In the southern subregion, MR 5, deactivation of HQ, 10th NVA Regt, was confirmed
through prisoners, Hoi Chanh, and captured documents. Disposition of the subordinate battalions
of the 10th NVA Regt was as follows: the Ilth Bn merged with the 85th LF Bn to form the 96th
LF Bn under control of the Phu Yen Provincial Unit; the 12th Bn operated under control of the
Khanh Hoa Provincial Unit; and the 13th Bn was resubordinated to the Phu Yen Provincial Unit.
In MR 6, a Hoi Chanh from the Lam Dong Province Committee stated there were no battalion
size units operating in Lam Dong Province; the 145th MF Bn now operated in Tuyen Duc Province; and the 200th LF Bn now operated in Binh Thuan Province. A PW, captured on 5 Sep,
from the 840th MF Bn, confirmed the continued presence of this unit in northeastern Binh Thuan
Province. A Ho. Chanh, who rallied in Binh Thuan on 25 Sep, from the 186th MF Bn, stated
that units in MR. 6 had received NVA replacements. He also stated that a new unit, the 160th
Arty Bn, was being formed in MR 6.
(C) III Corps Tactical Zone: There was an increase in activity during the night of 4 Sep,
and again on 11 Sep. Immediately following the Communist announced cease fire period. The
increases were concentrated in the northern three provinces of III CTZ. Enemy-initiated activity
during the remainder of the month was characterized by scattered attacks-by-fire and minor
ground probes. Elements of all four enemy divisions in III CTZ were identified in contacts during the month. The 9th VC Div had its forces divided, with two regiments deployed in the
northern Tay Niah/Cambodian border area and one regiment southwest of Tay Ninh City. ElIements of the M1est VC Regt were probably involved in a contact southwest of An Loc on 7 Sep,
which resulted in more than 40 enemy KIA. The 88th VC Rogt was not identified during the
month; however. it was probably involved in contacts northeast of Tay Ninh City on 5 and 6 Sep.
which resulted in 71 enemy KIA. The Ist NVA Div was probably deployed in northern and
western Tay Ninh Province.
Both regiments of the division were identified in contacts.
The 95C NVA Regt was identified in contacts on 5 and 6 Sep in central Tay NiP+ Province, which
resulted in 61 eneory KIA. This regiment may have also beert involved in a series of contacts in
north central Tay Ninh Province resulting in 150 enemy KIA. The 101D Reogt was identified in an
enemy ambush on 6 Sep. which resulted in more than 50 enemy KIA. There were Indicaltons that
the 101D NVA Regt miltht have shifted its area of operation as a rallier from the unit stated that
when the regiment finished its ý*Wsjion itn western Binh Long Province, it was to make a 15-day
Journey to an unknow.n area. The lack of contact with the 1011) NVA Regt since early September
lent credence to the rallier's statements. The 7th NVA Div was probably deployed in northern
Binh Long Province, where it was training and refitting. Its 209th NVA Regt was Idevtified in
a contact west of Loc Ninh on 6 Sep, in which enemy forces suffered in excess of 70 KIA. The
165th NVA Regt remained out of contart, but may have been responsible for tha heavy attacksby-fire in the Hu Dop area on 4-5 Sep. The Sth VC Div was probably deployed in central and
northern Phuoc Long Province, whore two of its reog.ments were identified in contacts. FriendlyInitiated contacto southeast of Song le on 14 Sep. Wdentifled elements of the Z75th VC Regt. The
174th NVA Regt was identified in a contact northwest of Due Phong Special Forces Camp, The
9Sth NVA Rest was not identified during the month, but may have been involved in a series of
contacts north of Due Phong Special Fore#s Camp. E"-my-initiated activity remained light In
MR ?. The 274th VC Re•gt was ident•ied to an enemy .,oiush. on 2.S Sap which resulted
in
62
enemy KIA. The 33d NVA Rongt was not ideztified In aontact durinj the month, Captuetd documants revealed that MR I uIts would be targeted primarily againht pacfiatlcion ldmetento during
the 1969-4970 Wiater-Spiring C•p•t
n.ta There woa no signi•icant enemy-intlated activity I"
"thesubregions. Prisoners from SP'1i indicated that the conversion of the 168th VC Reut into
"sappes" units might hve been takt* ptlme.
ri•tudly-Initiated coitad# in SR I confenued to
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inflict heavy casualties on the three enemy regiments operating in the area. In SR 3, enemy
units sustained in excess of 90 KIA, most of which were probably per.ionnel of the Ist NVA Regt.
In Saigon, terrorist activity was moderate, with 11 terrorist incidents reported. At the end of
September, major enemy units in III CTZ were probably refitting, retraining, and preparing for
the next high point, which some reports indicated might begin in early October.
(C) IV Corps Tactical Zone: Enemy-initiated activity was highlighted by the continued
arrival of NVA replacements in eastern MR Z. Apparently the reported difficulty of recruiting
indigenous personnel into VC units necessitated NVA replacements throughout MR 2. The
identification of PWs from the probable T-28 Sapper Battalion in Chau Doc Province may have
increased to four the number of battalions subordinate to the 18B NVA Regt. A 16 ton munitions
cache, one of the largest of its kind to be discovered in the Delta, was found in western Chau Doc
Province. Enemy-i iitiated activity during the month occurred predominantly in Kien Phong and
Chau Doc Provinces of western MR 2. The 8th, 9th and 10th Battalions, 273d VC Regt, relocated from northwestern Kien Giang and western Chau Doc Provinces to the U Minh Forest in BA
481. During September, enemy-initiated activity in MR 3 was generally scattered and of low
intensity.46

VC/NVA Operations:

4th Quarter 1969

Introduction
(C) Enemy initiated activity was at a moderate level during the 4th Quarter of 1969. The
VC/NVA apparently initiated the Winter Campaign in early November with the possible exception
of I CTZ, The enemy achieved a number of irregularly executed highpoints rather than a countrywide general offensive continuing a trend established earlier in the year of not trying to coordinate offensives or high points nation,'ide. Enemy activity was characterized, for the most part,
by isolated attacks-by-fire, ground probes with sapper attacks and terrorist activity directed
against the GVN pacification program, One focus of activity was the Bu Prang-Duc Lap area
where the VC/NVA launched attacks at the end of October and withdrew in December, The battle and VC/NVA action followed a pattern similar to the developments earlier in the year at
Ben Het. Allied fire support bases in northern War Zone "C" of Tay Ninh Province and in Phuoc
Long Province of Ill CTZ continued to be harassed. NVA units contitmied to mn ve Into IV CTZ.
In November, there were some shatp contacts between ARVN and VC/NVA troops in the Delta.
After one terrorist incident in October in which a number of people were killed and wolmded.
six boys aged 11 to 14 we:'e detained. 463 (See Figures 111-19-Z2 for the locations of enemy Initiated incidents during 1969). The statistics of some catex,.ries of enemy initiated incidents
"duringthe fourth quarter follow-464
October

Assaults
Attacks-by-fire
Ambushes
IIHarassments

I CTZ

11 CTZ

13
14
0
24i

33
10
2
89

III CTZ
8
1
6
391

IV CTZ

T'OTA._L

32
14
6
32S-

86
92
14
1.046
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November

Assaults
Attacks-by-fire
Ambushes
Harassments

I CTZ

II CTZ

15
21
2
341

79
58
12
214

TOTAl.

IV CTZ

III CTZ
40
38
1
365

162
157
24
1,181

28
40
9
261

December
1 CTZ

I CTZ

TOTAL
157
144
19
1,804

45
42
9
543

45
50
1
492

49
33
8
308

18
19
1
4(1

Assaults
Attacks-by-fire
Ambushes
Harassments

IV CTZ

III CTZ

October
(C) Summary. In much of I CTZ, the enemy avoided contact and concentrated on building
up logistically for the Winter Campaign. Activity generally increased in II CTZ after 18 Oct.
The attack on Bu Prang-Duc Lip commenced on 28 Oct. In III CTZ there were no signs of a
high point and units appeared to be preparing for the Winter Campaign by preparing logistically
and politically (by disseminating COSVN Resolution 9). Phase U of the VC/NVA Autum Campaign began in IV CTZ on the night of 4-5 Oct. 465
(C) I Corps Tactical Zone- Scattered attacks-by-fire and limited ground attacks characterized enemy -initiated activity. In the B-5 Front, a PW captured on 6 Oct, in the ROCKPILE
area, Identified the 2d Bn, 246th NVA Regt. as operating to the northwest of the ROCKPILE.
Aerial photography of 15 Oct revealed two probable T34/85 medium tanks approxirrutely 40 km
north of the ROCKPILE and 23 km north of the DMZ. Prisoners captured as a result of contacts
in the Cong Thien -areason 28 Sep and 2 Oct, identified their units as the 1st Bn, 27th NVA
Rcgt, and the 45th Bn, Quang Binh Provincial Unit. Documents captured on 13 Oct, near Con
Thina, provided initial indications that elements of the 33d NVA Sapper Bn were operating south
of the DMZ. On 25 Oct, 13 km north of Glo Linh, an aerial observer reported sighting four
Soviet 130mm field guns being towed south. This sighting was unconfirmed. In MR Tri-ThienHue, enemy forces continued to avoid major contact while possibly engaged in logistical activity.
Documents captured on 27 Ozt. as a result of a contact In northern Thua Thien Province, Identitied the K-35 Company, possibly an alias for an element of the 835th Arty Ba, 5th NVA Regt.
In addition to the documents, four complete 120mrm mortars were captured. Hoi Chanh and
PWs indicated that the major elements of Front 4 continued to operate in their normal areas of
operation. A Hot Chanh from the Q84 LF Co provided information on the increasing difficulty
his unit was having In engaging ARVN forces, due to the ARVN's aggressiveness and improved
armament. In southern I CTZ, mtnre than ZZ0 members of VC military units and the Infrastructure rallied in Thang Binh and Tam Ky Districts. Quang Tin Province. In Quang Ngai
Province enemy units continued their attacks on refugee and population centers in an attempt to
diarupt the pacification program. After the beginning of the month, approximately 80 percent
of the enemny attacks in Quang Ngai Province were directed against pacification areas.
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Documents captured on 6 Oct, approximately Z0 km south of Ba To Special Forces Camp,
revealed a serious morale and food distribution problem within elements of the 3d NVA Div.

*

A

(C) 11 Corps Tactical Zone: Enemy-initiated activity was limited in scope and intensity
until 18 Oct, when a period of increased activity commenced in the B-3 Front. Possibly related
to this activity was the initiation of enemy offensive activity in the Duc Lap/Bu Prang area on 28
Oct. A PW from the 4th Be, 24th NVA Regt, captured on 20 Oct, confirmed that his unit had the
mission of interdicting QL-14 between Pleiku and Kontum City, and attacking friendly troops and
installations in the vicinity of Plei Mrong. Documents captured on 14 Oct in the vicinity of the
"Plei Mrong CIDG Camp, identified the 6th Bn, 24th NVA Regt, as being in the area. Two PWs,
captured in the vicinity of the Dak Uy Bridge north of Kontum City, confirmed the continuing
existence of the 406th Sapper Bn. Twenty-five km east of An Khe, in Binh Dinh Province, MR 5,
US and ROKA forces engaged in sporadic contacts with enemy forces and uncovered sizable
munitions and rice caches in BA Z26; cumulative results were: 210 enemy KIA, 22 PWs, 26 tons
of munitions, and 24 tons of rice captured. PWs captured in the area identified their units as
various elements of the 18th NVA Regt. A PW, captured during a series of contacts along QL-19
east of An Khe, between 26 and 30 Oct, identified his unit as the 9th Bn, 18th NVA Regt, and
stated the Battalion was located south of QL-19. A recording tape, captured on 25 Oct in BA
226, revealed that members of a North Korean Military Action Group had been operating in Binh
Dinh Province and had the mission of proselyting ROKA forces. Based upon contents of the tape,
it was concluded that this North Korean group had probably returned to NVN. On 28 Oct, 3 km
northwest of Phu Cat, a terrorist threw a hand grenade into the market place in Hoa Hoi Hamlet;
results were: friendly: eight civilians KIA, 43 civilians WIA. Six boys, ages 11-14, armed with
hand grenades were detained. This was the second major terrorist incident reported in Binh
Dinh Province during a two week period. On 19 Oct, in Qui Nhon City, an unknown type explosive was detonated in a civilian theater; results were: friendly: seven wounded, two civilians
killed, 28 civilians wounded. In the southern subregion, a freighter of Panamanian registry was
sunk in the Nha Trang Harbor by two unknown-type explosives. The explosives were probably
set by the K92 Sapper Co, Nha Trang Municipal Unit. Three PWs, captured on 13 Oct near Nha
Trang, confirmed the deactivation of the 7th Ba, 18 B NVA Regt, during late 1968,
(C) III Corps Tactical Zone: Enemy-initiated activity was characterized by low intensity
attacks-by-fire and limited ground probes, as most divisional elements remained out of contact
in or near border base areas. Elements of three divisions were identified in contacts during the
month. The 9th VC Div had its forces divided, with two regiments deployed in the northern Tay
Ninh Province/Cambodian border area and one regiment southwest of Tay Ninh City. The Z72d
Regt relocated to northern Tay Ninh Province and was identified in several contacts in War Zone
C. This indicated that the 272d Regt had assumed responsibility for the area of Tay Ninh
Province, where the 95C Regt, Ist NVA Div, previously operated. The Ist NVA Div was not
identified in contact during the month. The 7th NVA Div was probably deployed in northern Binh
Long Province, where it may have been training and refitting. The Z09th Regt was probably the
enemy force invo ived in a 5 Oct, friendly-initiated, contact 8 km west of Loc Ninh which
resulted in 15 enemy K1A. The 141st NVA Regt may have been the enemy unit Involved in two
friendly-initiated contacts in northwest Phuoc Long Province, on 4 and 31 Oct, which resulted
in 65 enemy KIA. The 5th VC Div probably remained deployed In central and northern Phuoc
Long Province. The 174th NVA Regt was identified In a 20 Oct, friendly-Initiated, contact 13
km cast of Song Be. A document captured on I I Oct In the vicinity of the 20 Oct contact indicated that the 174th NVA Regt would continue to operate in this general area until the end of
October. In MR 7, enemy-Initiated activity remained lig.it. Elements of the 274th Regt were
identified in a 9 Oct ambush south of Bear Cat; while the 2d Bn, which was believed to be
transporting supplies, was identified in a 4 Oct, friendly-initiated, contact in War Zone D.
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The 1st Bn, 74th Arty Regt, was identified by a PW following a 13 Oct, friendly-initated, contact
southwest of Dong Xoai. A document, dated 29 Jul, captured northeast of Xuan Loc on 9 Oct,
revealed MR 7's missions to be achieved in compliance with COSVN's Resolution 9. The document pointed out that attention should be given to developing the guerrilla forces throughout MR
7 and emphasized the development of legal status with respect to the GVN. In addition, the use
of small units of highly qualified secret forces was recommended for attacks against large Allied
units and positions. Finally, Resolution 9 was to be disseminated throughout MR 7 prior to the
end of October and all party members were to study the Resolution prior to 15 Nov. Other captured documents indicated that the Winter-Spring Campaign might begin following the completion
of study on Resolution 9. There were no significant enemy-initiated contacts in the subregions.
Friendly initiated contacts in SRs 1 and 2 inflicted moderate casualties on enemy units operating
in these areas. In SR 3, several caches were discovered in the Ben Luc area. In Saigon, terrorist activity was light with five terrorist incidents reported. At the end of October, major enemy
units in III CTZ were probably refitting and retraining in preparation for the Winter-Spring Campaign that might be initiated in mid-November.
(C) IV Corps Tactical Zone: The enemy initiated Phase II of his Autumn Campaign, during
the night of 4-5 Oct, with 35 attacks-by-fire and 13 ground probes. Captured documents revealed
that in compliance with COSVN's directive, enemy units were instructed to intensify proselyting
activity. Interrogation of an NVA rallier confirmed previous reports that HQ, MR 2, relocated
from its traditional area of operations in BA 704 to the Cambodian/Kien Tuong Province border.
Activity increased in the Plain of Reeds area as the enemy attempted infiltration of men and
material into BA 470. PWs stated that the 18B NVA Regt and its subordinate battalions were
collocated in the Seven Mountains area of Chau Doc Province. ARVN elements contacted probable
elements of the 273d VC Re gt in a series of engagements in BA 483 during the month. A captured enemy document provided plausible information concerning enemy intentions in MR 3. It
stated that Ca Mau Province (VC) would become the "main base area" and Can Tho Province (VC)
would be used as a "primary bridgehead to future attacks on the enemy. In the days to come
these two provinces will be our vital battlefield where we will win or die", The D-3 VC Regt
moved deeper into Tra Vinh Province (VC) in a )robable attempt to avoic.t4ho.,GVN pactiication
effurts in Vinh Long Province. 4:

)

November
(C) Summary. Except in I CTZ, the volume and intensity of enemy-initi~*ed action increased significantly throughout the RVN during November. Battalion size er.erny assaults were
reported in all areas except II CTZ, with the Communists attempting to open 6 "'Winter-Spring
Campaign".
(C) The slow pace of enemy-initiated action continued in the I CTZ for the second consecutive month except for a single NVA attack of estimated battalion 4ize against US forcees near Con
Thien just south of the DMZ on 12-13 Nov. This attack resulted in 178 NVA KIA, while US
casualties were 16 KIA and 63 WIA. Otherwise enemy operations were limited to smrall ground
probes and scattered attacks-by-fire. Some 60 tons of enemy supplies, mostly rice, were uncovered in November.
(C) There was a notable increase in the level of enemy activity, particularly platoon and
company size ground assaults, in 11 CTZ. The focal point of this activity was the area around
Bu Prang and Duc Lap in the central highlands were an estimated two NVA regiments appeared
to be testing the capabilities of local ARVN forces. No significant enemy caches were discovered.
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(C) In contrast to the pattern of the preceding two months, the enemy stepped up operations
against installations and garrisons in the north-central provinces of III CTZ. The pattern and
intensity of enemy offensive actions indicated that the attacks were designed to ease pressure on
Communist infiltration routes and rear supply sites by forcing friendly units to adopt a more defensive posture. Enemy units were most aggressive near Song Be and Bu Dop in Phuoc Long
Province and Phu Khuong in Tay Ninh Province. Friendly forces unearthed over a dozen caches
during the month, including one of more than six tons of rice discovered near Katum on 20 Nov.
(C) Enemy activity greatly accelerated in the IV CTZ where ARVN forces were shouldering
an increased responsibility for combat operations subsequent to departure of the 9th Inf Div. The
intensity of enemy operations made it appear that the VC /NVA were seeking to reestablish their
influence in the rice-rich Mekong Delta, while at the same time testing the durability of local
ARVN forces. Enemy efforts toward these objectives were most evident in the U Minh forest,
where Communist forces generated numerous attacks, including one of battalion size, during
the month. No caches of significance were discovered.467
(C) I Corps Tactical Zone: Enemy-initiated activity was characterized by scattered
attacks-by-fire and limited ground contacts. In the B-5 Front, from 11 to 14 Nov, US forces
near Helicopter Valley contacted an estimated reinforced enemy battalion. Interrogation of PWs
identified the unit as the Zd Bn, 27th NVA Regt. On 16 Nov, ARVN elements in the ROCKPILE
area discovered an enemy ordnance cache containing 440 82mm mortar rounds. Aerial photography of 13 Nov revealed two probable 122mm field guns in firing position- and one T34/85
medium tank, and one ZIL 485 (BAV) amphibious truck 16 km north-northwest of Con Thien and
6 km north of DMZ. Agent reports indicated that elements of the 304th and 320th NVA Divs
were in the DMZ area and revealed possible preparations for a three-phase Winter-Spring Offensive. In MR TTH, enemy forces continued to avoid major contact while probably engaged in
logistical activity, Documents and a prisoner captured in the vicinity of FSB BLAZE identified
the 11th Armd Recon Bn and some possible commo liaison stations within Laos and Thua Thien
Province. In Front 4, PWa' and ralliers' statements indicated that major elements of the 131st
NVA Regt deployed westward towards the border area, A PW from the 3d District Unit, Danang
City revealed plans for a possible three phase, enemy Winter-Spring Offensive in Quang Nam
Province which generally correlated with a reported offensive in Quang Tri Province. Significant
rice caches were discovered by Allied forces in the Que Son area. In southern I CTZ, sources
continued to indicate a possible offensive in Cuang Ngai Province in the coming months, while
the enemy continued to expert pressure on the pacification program in an attempt to disrupt it.

*

(C) Il Corps Tactical Zone: Tactical activity was at an increased level throughout the
Western Highlands, with significant ground probes and attacks-by-fire centered in the Bu Prang/
Duc Lap %rea. In the coastal regions, a significant increase in activity occurred on the night of
3 Nov. On I Nov, FSB KATE received three attacks-by-fire, including suspected 85mm artillery fire, followed by ground probes. Subsequently, FSB KATE was evacuated, and on 2 Nov,
FSBs ANNIE and SUSAN were also evacuated. Documents and PWs captured In the vicinity of
the Bu Prang SF Camp identified the 66th NVA Regt. The PWs stated that the 66th NVA Regt:
the K37 Sapper Bn; and the K33 Bn, 40th NVA Arty Regt. were deployed around the camp. The
artillery battalion was belived to be equipped with 85mm and 105mrm howitzers, and the camp
received heavy 85mm and 105mm attacks-by-fire during the latter part of the month. Prisoners
and ralliers from units in the Duc Lap area confirmed the presence of the 28th NVA Regt in that
area with the mission of conducting attacks against Allied Forces. A rallier from the regiment
stated that the unit was supported by the 32d Bn, 40th NVA Arty Regt, and the 394th NVA Dn.
He further stated that MR 10 was responsible for resupplying B-3 Front units in the 1u Prang/
Duc Lap area and that the current offensive would continue until late December. Cumulative
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enemy casualties in the Bu Prang/Duc Lap area since the campaign commenced on 28 Oct were:
1, 391 enemy KIA, 10 enemy detained, 124 individual and 46 crew served weapons captured. In
the B-3 Front, a PW captured in the Dak To/Tanh Canh areas identified his unit as the C-56 Co,
K-120 Sapper Bn, and stated that his unit had the missot,\ of attacking allied units in the area.
On 21 Nov, ARVN elements in the Plei Mrong area received a ground probe from an unknown
size enemy force. There were 31 enemy KIA and one PW captured during the contact. The PW
identified his unit as the 6th Bn, 24th NVA Regt. On 31 Oct, US elements operating northwest of
the Plei Djereng SF Camp engaged an unknown size enemy force. Seventy-five enemy were KIA
during the contact. The enemy force was probably an element of the 631st NVA Bn. On 6 Nov,
19 km east of the Plei Me SF Camp, a US Command Post was attacked by an estimated enemy
company. Results were 40 enemy KIA, and one PW. The PW stated that his unit, the 408th MF
Sapper Bn, had the mission of conducting probes against Allied installations north-northeast of
Pleiku City. In MR 5, Binh Dinh Province, a top secret enemy document, captured on 31 Oct,
17 km south of Phu Cat, contained the order to open fire on 2-3 Nov; this was to begin the 1969
Winter-Spring Campaign in MR-5. It further stated that the campaign consisted of two phases,
with Phase I running from 28 Nov to 20 Dec. On the night of 2 Nov there were four enemy-initiated contacts. The enemy losses were 39 KIA. The enemy forces involved in two of these
contacts were believed to have been elements of the 2d Regt, 3d NVA Div. Prisoners and documents captured in the province indicated that the regiment moved into northern Binh Dinh Province during the beginning of November with the mission of conducting attacks against Allied
units and installations in the area. On 15 Nov near An Khe, US elements at Camp Radcliffe
received a sapper attack from an unknown size enemy force, possibly elements of the 18th NVA
Regt. Results of the enemy probe were one US KIA, 11 WIA; 19 helicopters and two buildings
were destroyed. In MR 6. there was a significant increase in enemy-initiated activity on the
night of 3 Nov when the enemy initiated eight ground attacks and 13 attacks-by-fire. A PW from
the 810th LF Bn stated that elements of his unit have been trained in the use of the H- 12 CHICOM
107mun rocket. The availability of this weapon would rignificantly increase the enmmy's capability to conduct attacks-by-fire against Allied installations in Tuyen Duc Province.
(C) III Corps Tactical Zone: Enemy-initiated activity was characterized by low intensity
attacks-by-fire and limited ground probes, except for the night of 3 Nov when the enemy initiated
the first phase of the Winter-Spring Campaign. Elements of three divisions were identified
in contacts during the month in the northern three provinces. The 9th VC Div was deployed in
War Zone "C" with the 272d Regt in western War Zone "C", the 95C Regt in the north central
portion, and the 27l1t Regt in the eastern sector. Documents and PWs identified all battalions
of the 272d Regt in an area northwest of Nut Ba Den, suggesting that the regiment was targeted
against Allied installations In the FSB ST. BARBARA/Nut Ban Den area. Documents and prisoners identified reconnaissance elements of the 4th Sapper Bn, 16th Armor Office, COSVN, in
the vicinity of Tay Ninh City and indicated that attacks were planned in the area on an unspecified
date by elements of the 4th Bn, possibly in coordination with elements of the 272d Regt, 9th VC
Div. Elements of the 271st Regt were identified in a ground attack on FSB IKE on 4 Nov which
resulted In 48 enemy KIA, Elements of the regiment were probably involved In two contacts on
18 Nov. one of which was a ground probe against FSB VICKI, which resulted In 45 enemy KIA.
A document captured southwest of Katum SF Camp Indicated that the 95C Regt was to attack FSB
CAROLYN, employing two infantry battalions, two sapper companies, and supported by an antiaircraft battalion and an artillery battalion. Though the date for the attack was not indicated, it

gave some indication of the 9SC's area of operation since becoming a subordinate of the 9th VC

Div. The lot NVA Dlv was not identified in contact during the month. The 7th NVA Div was
deployed in northern Phuoc Long Province, and was targeted against the Bu Dop/Bo Due area.
Elements of all three regiments were identified during the moanth. The Sapper/Recon Co of the
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209th NVA Regt was identified by documents captured northeast of FSB JERRI or±. 17 Nov, and
it may have been conducting reconnaissance for future offensive activity. The 165th Regt was
identified by documents captured north of Bu Dop SF Camp on 3 Nov and a PW identified the
regiment in a 10 Nov contact north of FSE JERRI which resulted in 50 enemy KIA. Numerous
contacts around Bu Dop suggested a continued interest there by the 165th Regt. The 141st Regt
was identified in a 4 Nov ground attack against FSB ELLEN resulting in 35 enemy KIA. The
14 1st Regt was probably involved in two contacts in the Song Be Corridor on 31 Oct and 3 Nov,
in which 82 enemy were KIA. The 141st Regt was also identified in a ground probe against
FSE JERRI on 8 Nov. A PW from the 141st Regt stated that the Regt would conduct attacks on
US bases along the Song Be River in early and mid-December. The 5th En, 16th Armor Office,
COSVN, was identified by a Hoi Chanh following a 3 Nov attack on FSB BUTTONS, which resulted in 63 enemy KIA. The 5th VC Div was probably deployed in base areas in northern Phuoc
Long Province, with the exception of the 174th Regt which was operating in the central portion of
the province. All three battalions of the 174th Regt were identified by PWs and Hol Chanli during the month. Interrogation of these PWs revealed that the 174th Regt had the mission of
interdicting QL-14 in the vicinity of Bunard SF Camp-. however, three contacts in the latter part
of the month, probably involving ojlements of the 174th Regt, resulted in more than 90 enemy
KIA and probably hindered their planned operations. Two contacts in north central Phuoc Long
Province on 16 and 17 Nov probably involved elements of the 5th Div and resulted in 80 enemy
KIA. In MR 7, enemy-initiated activity was light. A Hol Chanh from the 2d bil, 33d Regt, who
rallied following a ZZ Nov contact, indicated that his uiwstagedagainst the area surround-.
Ing Xuan Loc and would conduct attacks in mid-December. The 274th Regt remained in its
traditional AO in the Bien Hoa/Long Khanh Province border area, with the exception of the 2d
Bn which was identified following a contact in southern War Zone "D". Enemy activity in the
subregions was characterized by scattered, low intensity attacks-by-fire. In SR 1, the 101st
Regt was identified in a 23 Nov contact, southeast of Dau Tieng, which resulted in 20 Q"i.rxny
1(IA. A Hoi Chanh from the 10th Arty Bn revealed that there would be an offensive on S or 6
Dec. Hcowever, Allied interdiction of primary lines of commnunication In SR I seriously hanipered their resupply activities andi may have preemptad their participation in any planned offensive.

In SR 2, a captured directive called for close coordination between military proselyting and
combat elements, and indicated that 19, 20, and 22 Dec might possibly be the dates for the
December "High Point" of the Winter-Spring Campaign. In SR. 3, two contacts on 13 and 17
Nov resulted in 50 enemy KIA and probably Involved elements of thei1st NVA Regt, which was
believed to be targeted against pacified areas of SRt 3. In SR 5, a document captured northwest
of Phuoc Vinli outlined a military proselyting campaign to be 11nittated within SR 5 during the
(all and winter period of 1969. In Saigon, terrorist activity was light with four terrorist Incidents reported. At the end of November, m~ajor III CTZ enemy units were pruparing for the
next phase of the Winter-Spring Campaign, which analysts thought might be initiated-in early
or mid-December.

*

-.

.*

(C) IV Corps Tactical Summar: The enemy initiated his Winter-Spring Campaign with
S3 attacks-by-fire and seven ground attacks during the night of 6 Nov. The recent influx of
NVA replacements into the MF units in eastern Mit 2 resulted in Increased aggressiveness an4
improved combat effectiveness, as exemplified by the enemy'. successes against friendly operations in Dinh Tuong Province during the month. In western MIR 2, there were Increasing indications that the enemy may have been attempting to introduce additional replacements or a
new unit. Agent reports of unidentified troop sightings akcng the Kien Tuong and Klen Phonsg
Provinces and Cambodian border gradually shifted west since late October to the western border
of RA 704. The reports have approached the magnitude of those received prior to the infiltration
of the 273d VC Regt in May and IOU NVA Regt In August, Although there was no firm identifi-

cation of the

units involved.

thay nay have been elements of the lot NVA Div, especially the
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101D NVA Regt, which had not been reported in contact recently. Such a move would have
significantly increased the threat to Chau Doc City and Allied installations in southwestern
MR 2. In MR 3, enemy activity reduced in intensity primarily due to successful friendly operations in BA 483 against the 273d, D-1, and D-2 VC Regts, which resulted in heavy enemy losses.
In eastern MR 3, the first indications of NVA replacements were noted in Vinh Long and Vinh
Binh Provinces. The D-3 Regt moved to Vinh Binh Province to retrain, refit, and receive replacements. Successful VC/NVA activity against friendly operations in Vinh Binh Province suggested that the D-3 Regt had improved its combat effectiveness and might pose a threat to the
GVN pacification effort in eastern MR 3. 468

December
(C) Summary. The volume and intensity of enemy-initiated action was substantially reduced
throughout the RVN during December. Only one battalion-sized attack was recorded. Otherwise,
VC/NVA initiatives consisted largely of sporadic attacks-by-fire and small scale ground probes.
(C) In the I CTZ, Communist efforts focused on the areas around Tam Ky. Quang Ngai
City, An Hoa, Dong Ha, and Hoe An. The most costly encounter for the enemy occurred near
Quang Ngai where on 13 Dec enemy ground fire directed against a US helicopter resulted in a
significant contact lasting some six hours. The enemy lost 53 KIA and 14 captured; only three
US personnel were wounded. During the month, friendly forces discovered some 150 tons of
cached supplies.
(C) Enemy activity in the II CTZ declined to a moderate level in December. Overall pressure on the Bu Prang and Due Lap areas largely subsided, although installatlons in both were the
targets of substantial attacks-by-fire early in the month. The Bu Prang Special Forces Camp
was struck by over 100 rounds of mixed mortar and 122mm rocket fire on I Dec. On the same
day Duc Lap was hit by 124 mixed mortar, rocket, and recoilless rifle rounds. Later in the
month, several company-strength attacks took place elsewhere in the CTZ.
(C) Although the VC/NVA twice attacked Saigon with 122mm rocket fire. the intensity of
enemy action decreased In December in IIl CTZ, On 17 Dec, three civilians were wounded when
an enemy rocket struck a housing complex. Two days later, four rockets hit Tan Son Nhut Air
Base killing one person and injuring 17.469
(S) I Corps Tactical Zone: Enemy-initiated activity during the last month of the year was
characterixzed by i'attered attacks-by-fire and limited ground contacts. In the U-S Front nn
15 DMe. ARVN elements operating north of Glo Linh contacted an unidentified onomy forco, possibly elements of the 31st NVA Regt, resulting in 20 eneny KIA and the capture of 600 60mm and
82mm mortar rounds and four 122mm rockets. Visual reconnaissance, sensor activity, and
sidelooking airborne radar detections indicated that enemy force@ increased their logistical
activity along the Quang TrilLaos border and QL-9 area. In MR TTIH, a rallierts statements and
aerial photography disclosed that the enemy was possibly using lit 616 In an attempt to re-establish his traditional supply route ac;'oss the Vietnamese salient to the 7th FrontVs AO. A PWs
itatements revealed that the headquarters., 6th NVA Regt, was located in Laos, approximately
10 km west-northwest of the A Shau Valley. In Front 4, Allied forces operating In eastern
Quang Nams Province captured a total of approximately 60 tons of enemy rice. Documents and
PWs statements identified the 490th NVA Sapper Bn as a newly infiltrated battalion, soubordinate
to Front 4 and currently opeaiatift in south-central Quang Nam Province. A PW'I statement
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revealed the possible augmentation of VC district forces with regular NVA personnel. In
southern I CTZ, visual reconnaissance and agent reports disclosed a possible southward shift
of HQ, MR 5, to south-central Quang Tin Province. Another PW revealed that the 21st NVA
Regt relocated from the Tra Bong Valley to the southern portion of Son Ha District, Quang Ngai
Province. A captured enemy document indicated that enemy forces were possibly preparing a
large scale offensive which would probably peak during Tet of 1970. The document also revealed
that, if necessary, enemy forces were prepared to carry on a protracted war in RVN.
(S) II Corps Tactical Zone: Enemy-initiated activity waa limited in scope and intensity.
In MR 10, major enemy forces of the B-3 Front ended their six week siege of the Bu Prang and
Duc Lap CIDG Camps and probably returned to border base areas adjacent to Kontum and Pleiku
Provinces. During the campaign, enemy forces lost over 1, 500 men KIA and 10 captured. In
the B-3 Front, documents captured near the Dak Pek CIDG Camp identified the K80 NVA Bn. A
PW from the 3d Bn, Z8th NVA Regt, captured near Duc Lap, stated that the regiment's Zd Bn
did not deploy iouth with the unit in July and was given the mission of protecting infiltration and
supply routes into BA 609. It was possible that the K80 NVA Bn may have been the original 2d
Bn, ZUth NVA Regt, with a new designation. In MR 5, a Hoi Chanh stated that the enemy WinterSpring Campaign was planned to be conducted throligh 19 May, and would include coordinated attacks
on selected urban areas and Allied installations with exact timing established by a continuing
assessment of the world and local situation. Additional elements of the 3d NVA Div were identified in Binh Dinh Province during the month. PWs and documents identified the 300th Arty Bn
and the 90th Eng Bn, which were believed to be located in the mountains west of the Bong Son
Plain. In MR 6, documents and a PW identified the 130th Arty Bn. The battalion reportedly was
formed from infiltration groups in Phuoc Long Province and moved to Binh Thuan Province in
September. Additionally, PWs and documents confirmed the existence of the Z00C NVA Sapper
Bn in Binh Thuan Province. PWs from the 810th LF Bn and 840th MF Bn revealed that increased
emphasis was being placed on sapper tactics in MR 6.
(S) III Corps Tactical Zone: Enemy-initiated activity was characterized by low intensity
attacks-by-fire and limited ground probes. Elements of three divisions were identified during
the month In the northern three provinces of III CTZ. The 9th VC Div w#.% deployed in War Zone
"C"; with the 272d VC Regt in western War Zone "C", the 95C NVA Regt in the cc tral portion
of the War Zone, and the 271st VC Regt In the eastern sector. Documents captured southeast of
Thien Ngan Special Forces Camp identified the 3d Bn. 272nd VC Regt, and the 34th Arty Bln,
96th NVA Arty Regt, which might have been supporting elements of the 272d VC Regt. Furthermore, documents captured following a light contact west of FSB CAROLYN identified the regiment's 18th AA Co, Elements of the M7est VC Regit were believed to be targeted against fire
support bases in eastern War Zone "C". Documents captured in the vicinity (A FSIU VICKY
identified the regiment's CIS AA Co and 1et BD. The 2d Bn was identified by documents captured northeast of FS*) IKE. Flements of the a71st VC ltegt were probably involved in a 5 Dec
contact southwtst of FSO JAMNU resultin In Z0 enemy HIA, and In a series of contacts northwest of the fire support
rwn 6 - 9 Mc, resulting in a total of 101 enemy KIA. The 95C NVA
Regt probably remained targeted against the FSB CAROLYN area. The 7th NVA Div was deployed in the northern Diah Long and northwestern Phuoc Long Province border area. Elemenfts
of the 141st NVA Regt were identified by captured documents following a 27 Dec contact northwest ut L•O Ninh which resulted in 80 onemy KIA. Pritsoners and documents capturqd following
two 15 Dee contacts southeast of Ou Dop, which reikulted in 56 enemy KIA, identified elements of
the 209th NVA Regt. Documents captured on 19 Doc .ort'weast of fu Dop identified the Ud and 3d
Uns a"d the regiment's Signal Comony and revealed that as of 12 DWe the duty strength of the
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Zd Bn was 130 nien. The low strength of the battalion was of particular significance because
the Z09th NVA Regt remained out of contact from early September until its relocation to the Bu
Dop area. It was possible that the relatively low level of tactical activity by the regiment
might have been an effort to limit casualties until replacements were receivcd. The 165th NVA
Regt might have been undergoing a period of refitting and retraining since the regiment was not
identified in contact during the month. The 5th VC Div probably remained deployed in an area'
from the Cambodian border north of Bu Dop to central Phuoc Long Province. The 174th NVA
Regt was probably deployed in central Phuoc Long Province. Although not identified in contact,
during the month, elements of the regiment may have been involved in a 30 Dec contact east of
Song Be which resulted in 29 enemy KIA. The 275th VC Regt was probably deployed in north
central Phuoc Long Province. Elements of the regiment were probably involved in four contacts
on I1 and 12 Dec northeast of Song Be, in which 93 enemy were KIA. The 275th VC Regt may
also have been involved in three 30 Dec contacts northeast of Song Be &nwhich 33 enemy were
IKIA. In MR 7, enemy-initiated activity was light. The battalions of the 33d NVA Regt were
believed to be operating in the area south of Dinh Tuan and north of Xuan Loc. Documents and
a 26 Nov rallier indicated that the regiment planned operations during the Winter-Spring Campaign against the pacification program in Long Khanh Province. Elements of the 33d NVA Regt
were probably involved in a 2 Dec contact southwest of Dinh Tuan, which resulted in 20 enemy
SKIA The 274th VC Regt probably remained deployed in the vicinity of BA 303. Enemy activity
in the subregions was characterized by scattered, low intensity attacks-by-fire. In SR 1, a PW
indicated that elements of the 101st NVA Regt were engaged in logistical activities north of the
Michelin Plantation. Northeast of Ben Luc, US Forces captured an enemy radio intercept team,
whose intercept efforts were directed against both US and ARVN communications. In SR 2, on
30 Dec, the Z67th VC MF Bn sustained 22 KIA in a contact southwest of Trang Bang. In SR 3,
documents captured northwest of Can Giuoc indicated that the GVNts gains would be negated by
implementing COSVN Resolution 9. PWs from the 508th VC MF Bn revealed that the battalion
had an area of operation along the southern boundary of the Capital Military District and was
targeted against the pacification effort. In the same general area, elements of the 520th VC MF
Bn were probably involved in a 14 Dec contact, which resulted in 19 enemy KIA. In SR 4, docunments captured southeast of Nhan Trach identified the 8th Sapper/Swimmer Bin, In SR 5, documents captured southeast of Chon Thank identified the Deng Nal Regt. In Saigon, terrorist activity ivcreased, with 13 incidents being reported. At the end of December, major enemy units in
IU CTZ were engaging in logistical activities and attempting to remain out of contact.
(S) IV Corps Tatieal Zone. The enmmy-initiated Phase U of his Winter-Spring Campaign
in the Delta with 43 attacks-by-fire and tour ground assaults during the night of 2 Dec. Elements of the 88th NVA Regt suffered 160 KIA during a 3 Dec attack on the Tung Khot district
town, lqkmn horthwest of Moe Hoe In Kiior
Tuong Province. A PW captured following the attack
stated that he bealeved the 88th NVA Regt was to operate in MR Z. The PW provided the first
confirmation of the ragiment's relocation from
m'1 CTZ. Ererny documents taken from two
enemy, KIA in a Special Forces ambush, 5 kmt) eaat of the Vinh Gia Special Forces Camp on 17
Dec, gave indication of the relocation fremn JU to IV CTZ of elements of the 101D NVA Regt, The
documents provided ineontlu*ive evidence of the entire regiment's presence in the Delta, but
istrongly suggested it* appearance was imminent. The D-3 Rent appeared to be returning to its
old area of operation along the Ving Binjh/Vinh Long Province border after a peri-od of refitting
and retraining in Vinh Binh Prov-ince. Ilsawhere in MR 5, lements of the D-1. D.n, and 2?3d
VC Reita were concentrated in BA 483, where they had been avoiding contact after suffering
heavy casualties in November, Correluting indications were received from PWs, Ho Shnh,
and captured enemy docunment
concerriný the climaxing phase to the enomy's Winter-gprkns
Campaign in the Dolta. 4?0
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1. Embtel (U), AMEMB Paris to SECSTATE. et al.,
Meeting.

Subj:

19th Plenary Session of the Paris

2. Embtek (S), AMEMB to SECSTATE, 9 Jul 69, Subj: Meeting in Tokyo of Japanese Ambassadors in Asian and Oceanic Countries (U), Gp-2.
3.

Ibid.

4. Embtel (U), AMCONSUL Hong Kong to AMEMB Saigon, 12 Aug 69, Subj:
Comments to US Pacifist Group.

DRV Premier's

5. Msg (FOUO), COMUSMACV to AIG 7810 et al., 040221Z Nov 69, Subj: President Nixon's
3 Nov Speech (U); Embtel (U), SECSTATE to All Diplomatic Posts, 290056Z Nov 69, Subj: Text
of Secretary Rogers' Interview on National Educational Television Wednesday, November 26.
6.

Embtel (C), AMEMB Saigon to SECSTATE. 30 Dec 69, Subj: Embassy Saigon's Mission

Weekly Dec Z3 to Z9 1969 (U), Gp-None.
7. Msg (C), First Coastal Zone Intelligence Officer to COMNAVFORV, 291440Z Jan 70,
Subj: PERINTREP 5-70 (220001H Jan to 282400H Jan 70) (U), Gp-4.
8. Rpt (C), MACJZ33, 28 Jan 70, Subj:
GP-4.

9.

Estimate of VCI Political Activities Jan-Jun 70 (U),

Rpt (S), HQ, USMACV, 16 Oct 69, Subj: Mission Council Meeting, 16 Oct (U), Gp-l.

10. Embtel (C), AMEMB Saigon to SECSTATE. 6 Jan 70, Subj: Embassy Saigon's Mission
Weekly Dec 30 to Jan 5, 1970, (U), Gp-None.
11. Meg (S), DIA to AIG 7011,
Summary (U), Gp-l.

260201Z Sep 69, Subj:

DIA INTBUL 268-69.

Far East

12.

Meg (U) AMEMB Paris to AMEMB Saigon, 19 Jan 69, Subj- DPV Press Conference.

13.

Rpt (S), Pacific Command, 28 Feb 69, Subj: Pacific Command Intelligence Digest (U),

Up-1.

14. Ernbtel (U), AMEMB Paris to SECSTATE Saigon, 26 Jan 69, Subj:
at the First Plenary Session of the Paris Meetings.

DRV Opening Statement

15, Embtel (S), SECSTATE to AMEMB Paris. et a.l.,
(U). Op-I.

8 Mar 69, Subj:

Intelligence Note

16. Embtel (S), SE•CRTATE to AMEMB Paris, et al,..
(U), Op- I.

27 Mar 69. Subj: lntelligence Note

17. Embtel (U), AMEMB P.,.ris to SECSTATE. et al.#
Twelfth Plenary Session of Paris Meetings.

I Apr 69, Subj:
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DRV Opening Statement

18. Embtel (S), SECSTATE to AMEMB Paris, et al., 10 Apr 69, Subj: Intelligence Note (U),
Gp-l; Embtel (S), SECSTATE to AMEMB Paris, et al., 23 Apr 69, Subj: Intelligence Note
(U), Gp- I.
New York Times, 9 May 69, "Text of the Vietcong's 10-Point Proposal in Paris".

19.

20. Embtel (U), AMEMB Saigon to SECSTATE,
Reaction to the NLF's Ten Point Peace Plan.

et al.,

21. Embtel (U), AMEMB Paris to SECSTATE, et al.,
Session of the Paris Meetings.
22.

Rpt (S), HQ USA, 2 Jun 69, Subj:

IZ May 69, Subj: Nhan Dan Analyzes

No date, Subj:

Nineteenth Plenary

JFK Monthly Intelligence Summary (U), Gp-l.

23. Msg (S), DIA to AIG 7011, 260201Z Sep 69, Subj:
Summary (U), Gp-i.

DIA INTBUL 268-69.

Far East

24. Msg (S), DIA to AIG 7011, 260201Z Sep 69, Subj:
Summary (U), Gp- 1,

DIA INTBUL 268-69.

Far East

25. -Embtel (U), SECSTATE to All Diplomatic Posts, 290056Z Nov 69, Subj: Text of Secretary
Rogers' Interview on National Educational Television Wednesday, November 26.
26. Embtel (S), SECSTATE to AMEMB Paris, et al., State 032192/010056Z Mar 69, Subj:
Hanoi Sharpens Line on Post-Tet Attacks, and Secret Bombing Halt Understandings (C), Gp-i:
Embtel (C), SECSTATE to European Diplomatic Posts, et al., 6 Mar 69, Subj: Vietnam Weekly
Highlights (U). Gp-4.
27.

Embtel (S), SECSTATE to AMEMB Paris, ot al., State 032192/010056Z Mar 69, Subj:

Hanoi Sharpens Line on Post-Tet Attacks, and Secret Bombing Halt Understandings (C), Gp-I.
Embtel (S), SECSTATE to AMEMIB Paris, et al., 15 Feb 69, Subj: North Vietnam
Demands "Unconditional" Troop Withdrawal (C). Op-i.

28,

29, Embtel (C), SECSTATE to AMEMB Paris, et al., I May 69, Subj: 'Mal Van Bo's Comments
on 'Do-Amerlcanization' "(C), Gp-I.
30, Embtel (U), AMEMB Paris to Distribution, 22 May 69, Subj: Eighteonth Plenary Session
of Paris Meetings.
31. Etobtel (C). SECSTATrE to AMEMB Saigon, S Sep 69, Subj:
on Withdrawals (U), Op-none.
32.

Xu4n Thuy Modifios st•n•e

Ibid.

33. Embtel (C). US Mission Berlin to AMEMB Saigon, 27 Sep 69, Sub3: North Vietnamese and
NLF Amthssadors to GDR Comne nt on Preaident's UNSpeech (U). Gp-none.
34. Embtal (C). AMEMB Saigon to SECSTATE, 231230Z Dec 69, Subj: Embassy Saigon't
Mission Weekly 16-2, Dec 1969 (U), Op-none.
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Dong Interview for Polish Press Agency
36.
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Pham Van
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41.
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Ibid.
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The Political and Military Thoughts of Vo
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74.
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~CHAPTER IV
US AND FREE WORLD FORCES

COMMAND AND CONTROL
(Si Command and control of the war and of US and other FWMA farces in RVN remained essentially unchanged in 1969. Tnia was no more than a reflection of the fact that the troop buildup
and expansion was complete. Only mninor changes to the organization existing at the beginning of
1069 were made during the year. The command and control relationships of the USMACV to
higher headquarters. the US Mission, component and subordinate commanders, senior USMACV
advisors, FWMAF, anid the RYNAF are shown in Figures IV-I through IV-6.
(S) Undt,ýd States governmental activities in JVIVY w:'ere under the overall supervision of the
Ambassador, Thu US Mission Council, which was designed to achieve US objectives in the RLIVN,
was compored of, US Ambassador (Chief). the Deputy Ambhassador; COMUSMACY; DEPCOMUS-

MIACV for CORDS. Director, USAID; Director JUSPAO; and the Special Assistant to the US Ambas sador.

*

(5) COMUSMACV had three broad htnetional areas of command responsibility. Those incut'ud.ý the com~ponent comm"-ands, ýtaetlca¶' ground forces, and advisory g roups. MACV was a
atuboreirnako unified comanind of PACOM. The ronipenent commands - - USARV, NAVFORV.
?AP, and III MtA? were under the bpera~onat coontrcl4 of COMUSMACY, who wats also CC.

USARY.

Comtt-and oi USARV wil* exnerised thruough th Deputy, CG, USARV.

(IThe CIMCPACFLT provldvd all US naval. k.'eos in IAVN. The 7th Fleet provided combat
support such as naval guntire,, two sp~ecial landinkg forens (USMC battalion landing teams), and
taetitul air. US Navial Puorces, Vietnam, netvidedA coastal surveillance and conducted rivorine
qoprations In a~ddifo;i to providing eomninitm
apot
for. all US and FWMAF in I CTZ.
(SISventh Air Nruouits atAiaooed In PVN were used primarily for 41-gfountry support.
01
Aedltiunplly, the Strategic Air C'otmava (SAC! provided combat support to MIACV and the cornpounonts,

(iThe r*oAjor
go
tata
orc h#Pdqto.rt rs were III MtAP, I YiedFcVita
(IFQhCEzV), It Field Porce,
itar
FVOQCEij, *and rdaco 8 Apr, the I~lta M~ilitary AtOitts_4c. Co ai~ae (WtMAC) 1iv -Nlcof V-ýraa Forces,. Vietnm* (ROKFV), was 4 Major sopst&ie eomm~tntw which hakd' a rwiwltonshiptu coordInatk~n and coope ratioq with the US forecs
ero
oEamp-lscit
io.n1
MAr'is rvlMintsltip with tho iý4"tOK Maria. Rd* was on# of coordination and
eoojwratiu thlirnugh CG, '49KWi Th (Y
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(S) Free World Military Assistance Policy Councils had been established to coordinate and
Each council consisted of the Chief, JGS as chairman, COMUScontrol actions of the FWMAF.
MACV, and the senior commander of the respective FWMAF command concerned as members.
These councils coordinated the assignement of tasks and missions and assured mutual agreement
between RVNAF (as agent of the GVN), USMACV, and the forces concerned. In practice, the
councils rarely met in formal session as most problems were solved through normal staff channels; however, arrangements provided councils for ROK forces, the Philippine Civic Action
Group, and the Republic of China Military Assistance Group. On the other hand, combat and
combat support forces of the Australian Task Force and the Royal Thailand Volunteer Force,
were under the operational control of II FFORCEV. The New Zealand combat and combat support forces were in turn, under the operational control of the Australians.
(S) The command relationship between MACV and RVNAF was founded on the principles of
cooperation, coordination, and understanding. The RVN military structure was organized under
the Minister of Defense with a Joint General Staff (JGS), similar to the JCS. Rpporting directly
to the JGS were the commanders of the Vietnamese Navy (VNN), Air Force (VNAF), Army
(ARVN), and Marine Corps (VNMC), General Reserve units, RF/PF, Vietnamese Special
Forces, and I, TT, III, and IV CTZs. The province chiefs were military officers and they reported t( he CTZ commanders on military matters.
(S) The third functional areas of command was the advisory program. The Navy and Air
Force Advisory Groups advised the RVNAF operational units and elements, In the IV CTZs,
where L'S ground force commands were located, the advisory functions were the responsibility of
the senior US tactical -oromander who had been designated the senior advisor. To assist in the
discharge of this responsibility, these force commanders each had a de'puty senior advisor, a
deputj for CORDS, Army udvisory groups, and CORDS advisors assigned to their operational
control. The command relationship3 were not changed upon relocation of the 3d Bde, 9th Inf Div
when there w*•re no US graund troops remaining in IV CTZ and CG, DMAC, was the senior advisor. In all cases, the relationship between US advisors and their Vietnamese counterparts
was one of advi.;o and assistance.

US FORCES

General

I

C) US Military (urre strenpt,,
IV-?).

ocreased by 61,231 personnel during 1949.

(See F1

Streigths by service at the beginning anc end of the year were as foPlms.

I Jan
Alr .'orce
trny
Coast Guard
Marines
Navy

TOTAL

31 DRo

58,029
354, l3
1
441
80,716
37 541

58,403
330.649
433
55,039
.3023_

536,040

474, 819
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(C) The number of US maneuver battalions in- country decreased correspondingly during the
year. At the beginning of the year, there were 110 maneuver battalions in-country -- 89 Army
and 21 Marine. As 1969 ended the number had decreased to 93 -- 81 Army and 12 Marine. 1

-)

(C) Early in the year the proximity of the current MACV chargeable personnel strength to
the authorized space ceiling (SEASIA Deployment Program 6) reached the point where it was
cause for concern and this situation indicated that safeguards were required. Accordingly,
COMUSMACV requested all component commanders to project anticipated chargeable strength
60 days in advance. When projected chargeable strength was within 1, 000 of the USARV space
ceiling and 500 of the III MAF, NAVFORV, and 7AF space ceilings, the projected date, duration,
and estimated strength were to be reported to MACV. The respective service ceilings as of
5 Mar were established as follows:
USARV
1H MAF
NAVFORV
7AF

-

368,285
82, 259
37, 432
61,524

The MACV danger point was established as a chargeable stength of 2. 500 below the MACV space
ceiling of 549. 500. Z

)

Changes in Headquarters MACV

low.

(C) The authorized strength for each MACV JTD as of 1 Jan and 31 Dec was as shown beYear-end figures are In parenthese. (See glossary for abbreviation meanings.)
JTD

Officers

Enlisted

Hq MACV Staff
ARPA (OSD Unit)

1,048(984)
7(7)

1.068(1,013)
4(4)

AFVN

13(13)

Soo
FAE*
JUSPAO

Civilian
t5(16)
3(3)

168(162)

135(128)
Z27(265)
3, 8S0(l, 886) 5,765(3, 100)
42(50)
60(57)

AFGP
NAVADGRP

189(Z06)
28Z(360)

CORDS*

224(2.324)

262(288)
279j603)

Z, 131(2,013)
14(14)

1(1)

182(176)

O(1)
l(l)
2(2)

362(394)
9.616(4,987)
104(109)

1(1)

. 9(3,830)

Total

5(65)

451(494)
S62(964)
388(6. 219)

*In January, JCS approved a revised CORDS JTD. This action transferred all province
and diatAct advisory teams from the FAE JTD to the CORDS JTD. 3

Redeployment of US Troops from RVN

(TS) On 10 Jut, upon completion of the US-RVN Midway Conference, President Nixon announced that 25. 000 US troops would be withdrawn from the RVN starting within 30 days, The*e
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troops would be replaced by RVN troops, and the redeployment (Operation KEYSTONE EAGLE)
was to be completed by the end of August. Forces to redeploy would include approximately
15,400 Army troops, 8,400 Marines (8, 000 to Okinawa and 400 to Japan), and 1,200 Navy personnel. The Phase I redeployment package consisted of the 9th In Div, minus a reinforced
brigade, from northern IV CTZ and the 9th Regimental Landing Team (RLT) from the 3d Mar
Div in northern I CTZ. The criteria used by COMUSMACV in making up the package were:
1. Lead off with first rate US combat units to
make the reduction credible to the enemy, the US
public, and to the people and Government of the
RVN.
2. Reduce US presence in areas where strong
ARVN units, capable of effecively employing US tactical air, artillery, and helicopter support, are
available to assume responsibility for all or part
of the ground fighting.
3. Reduce in areas where identifiable progress
in pacification, as well as in military operations, is
being made.
4. Reduce in areas where nearby US forces
could readily reinforce in emergencies.
5. Reduce insofar as possible in other than
III CTZ. 4
(C) In preparation for this redeployment., CINCPAC hosted a planning conference at his
headquarters on 12 Jun. Attendence included representation from the DOD, JCS, PACOM,
STRICOM, MACV, and the four component service headquarters. The agenda included movement planning, destination and disposition, concept* of personnel management, public affairs
and psychological operations, and ADP application.
Subsequently, a movement conference of
transportation a encies was held In Hliwali on 1%- ZO Jun to finalle transportation requirements. 5 (Further details on the redeployment are covered in the appropriate section. following.)

t

(C) In early August, based on instruction# received tram the JCS, the service projections
for 31 Aug were reported as follows:
-

347,000

Army

Navyicoast Guard

35,700

"Ai:Force

60,300

Marine Corps

,00

TOTAL

4

515, O0.
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Component commanders were directed to take all necessary actions within the scope of their
authority to ensure that the above strength ceilings were met by 31 Aug. 6
(C) The redeployment started slowly, and, at first, relatively little progress was made in
reducing in-country strength to the announced goal of 515, 500. By 23 Aug, a reduction of almost 15, 000 from the last reported strength was still required to reach the 31 Aug goal. As a
result of close scrutiny and discussion by the news media, there was intense high level interest
in the strength reduction, and doubt was raised that the goal would be reached by the deadline
and maintained under the ceiling figure. In view of tis high level interest, SECDEF directed
that a daily strength projection, by service, for the reaminder of August and the first two weeks
of September be provided, together with details as to how the strength reduction was to be
achieved.
(C) COMUSMACV's respons" projected a MACV strength of 513.701 by 31 Aug and 513,094
by 15 Sep. The Navy and Cuast Guard were already below their 35, 700 authorized strength and
they continued to remain under strength. The other services cancelled personnel requisitions
to permit no more than 7, 177 replacements for the 17, 178 DEROS losses which occurred prior
to 31 Aug and used selective early rotation of 5, 000 additional personnel in order to effect the
required reduction. 7 By 31 Aug, however, chargeable US military strength in RVN was
509, 569. This included 342,644 USA, 34,199 USN, 72., 355 USMC, 59,886 USAF, and 485 USCO.
Also, at this time. SEASIA Deployment Program 7 became effective and reduced the military
strength/space ceiling by 25, 000 to 524, 500, reflecting the troop replacement announced on
10 Jun. 8 Component strength/space celi}ngs were adjusted as follows:
REVISED
SERVICE

R EDUCTION

CEILING

15,390

352.674

Navy/Coast Guard

1. 222

36, 232

Marines

8,388

73,973

Army

Air Force

N
TOTAL

J

..

25,000

.524,500

(TS) Phase I redeployment was completed at scheduled on 31 Aug. The overall military
situation was then evaluated and on 16 Oct the President .announced further troop reductions.
The second increment of redeployment (Operation KEYSTONE CARDINAL) lowered the space
ceiling an additional 40, 500, for a total of 65, 500 from Vieatnam War high of S49, 500. This
reflected an acceleration of the Vietnamization program as 1S, 000 addltional spaces wore added
to the Phase I drawdown. The President directed the followin spaces be redeplayed by 15 DeM:
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REVISED
CEILING

REDUCTION

SERVICE
Army

14, 082

338, 592

Navy

5,412

30,8Z0

Air Force

2, 541

59, 080

Marine Corps

18,465

55,508

TOTAL

40, 500

484,000

,

The major combat and combat support units to be redeployed were:
3d Mar Div (-) with supporting elements of 1st MAW

4th, 5th l1th, 53d, and 62d Navy Mobile Const Bns
Ist Bn, 40th Art
6thBn, 15thArt
70th Engr Bn
3d Bde, 8Zd Alm Div
8th TAC Bomber Sqdn
(C) On 15 Dee, the target date for completion of Phase II redeployment, the President
made the initial announcement for Phase III redeployment. Phase III, known as Operation KEYSTONE BLUEJAY, called for a space roduction of an additional 50, 000 troops, such action to be
completed by 15 Apr 70. The new parsonnel authrolation in RVN would be 434.000. SECDEF
would not be withdrawn until after T.-t, i.e., early
indicated
Feruary that
1970.most
9 of the 50,000 troops

US Air Force

(C) The Air Force was not affected by the Phase I redeployment and in Phase H had "a
units, as such, redeployed to CONUS. All ulite or parts of units were inactivated in-country.
One tactica bomber squadron (TbS), two tactical|.ghtar squadron.s (TFS), and two special
operation* #quadraon (SOS) were inactivated. The thv TFS. never arrived It-coontry1 the
Spaces on the force structure were merely oliminated. All affected support aud service alements wae* inactivated in-country. 10
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S60th TIFS
.68th TS
337th TFW

DATE

TAEOTH

MMS
.

NAT

-1E

4

Never in aountry

01
194'
a

Never in country
Space Aeductio.t

1$ Dee

Su*7
r

TV-HI
. ..

R7
•'1V_

13

1
..

"44
j
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-

DEPARTURE

UNIT

STRENGTH

DATE

DESTINACION

37th FDM
37th AVN
421st Mun Sq

230
101
77

15 Dec
15 Dec
15 Dec

Space Reduction
Space Peduction
Space Reduction

37th CSG
8th TB Sq

89
225

15 Dec
15 Dec

Space Reduction
Deactivate

10
17

15 Dec
15 Dec

Space Reduction
Space Reduction

35th TFW
35th AVN Sq

15 Dec

57

35th FDM Sq
435th Mum. Sq
35th COS Op
35th DIS
5th SOP Sq
14th SOP Wg
14th COS Op
14th DIS
14th FDM
Dot I,. 6Z0th Tac Sqdn
Dot 1, 903d AMW Sq
6th SOP Sq/A1
633d SOP Wr
633d Cnm Sq
633d COS Gp
6.33d DIS
Hq, 7AF
37th Die DS

17
71
4
179
13
Z91
25
34
126
39
144
49
175
38
A
100

15
15
1.'
15
21
21
"21
21
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
21
Z1

8

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Oct
Nov
Nov
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Nov
Nov

Space Reduction

Space Reduction
Space Reduction
Space Reduction
Deactivate
Space Reduction
Space Reduction
Spac.e Reduction
Space Reduction
Deactivate
Deactivate
Deactivate
Space Reduction
Space Reduaction
Space Reduction
Space Reduction
SpceQ Reduction
Space Reduction

The USAF space ceiling in RVN war 59, 080 at the -close of 19694

US Arny

(C) At the beglwina.of 1.469, the US Army had 359•,3ý3persottel i-couptry.
bat units and theiwr
noiva battakion* were as follaw-

major
•

~~

ARMAY DIVISIOL"~iETS
1tt Cav Div (Ambl)
.01st Abn Div (Ambl)
lst Int Div
"

9
to
9

1tM d., 5th lW Div (Moth)
191th tin Wde
3d Dde, W•d Akm Div

3
4
3

4th 1"t DIv

10

173d Abalflde

4

9th 1-M 01v
Litd 1,(Ameriea1) Div

to
1*
iI

1th Armd Cayv r'ot
lt Sqdn, tItCav

Isth bf Div.y
: sb Tou 1

69

Zd St,
,t Cay
let sif (Mech), soth t..

. , .....

Sub T

U N.C LA.F"E

IV- 14
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Supporting these units were thirty- four 105mnm howitzer battalions, eleven 155mm howitzer batfains
ix 8-inch howitzer battalions, and five battalions each of 155mm/8-inch howitzer battalions, arnd 175mm guns. There were also four air defense artillery battalions, 20 combat engineer and 1$ construction engineer battalions, 89 other type battalions, and 134 aviation companies in-country. 'I
Troop Redeployment
(CI Subsequurit to President Nixon's 10 Jun Midway announcement, DA pvblished a detailed
letter of Instructions for the redeployment.
1. VT-e Army forces to be redeployed from RVN (Phase 1) would total 15, 400. .rmy
manpower spaces -- 7,400 to Hawaii for retention in the Army force structure and 8,000O to
CONUS for demobilization or inactivation. The Phase I redeployment began on a Jul and was
completed on 28 Aug. The following units were involved:
Active Army Units

*Co

A

STR ENGTH

DEPARTURE
DATE

1-410R9th Div HHHB 9th Div Arty

156
Z13

27 Aug
18 Aug

Hawaii
Hawaii

526
616

14 Aug
18 Aug

Hawaii
Hawaii

37

27 Aug

HaWaii,

Z3 Aug
23 Aug
Aug

Haw-ail
Hawaii
Hawaii

390

20 Aug

Hawaii

576
607

24 Aug
ZI Aug
26 Aug
27 Aug
18 Aug
13 Auag
4 Aug
8 Aug
30 Jul*

Hawaii
Hawaii
Hawaii
Hawaii
Hawaii
Hawaii
Hawaii
Hwi
Htwaii

1 /11th Arty Bn (105 T)
I1/84th Arty Bn (155/8")
HHC 9th Div SUPCOM
9th Aba Bn -)237
9th CS Bn ($3&T) ()409
9th Med Bit
9th Sig Bit(I 5th Eng r Bit4709th CS Sn
9th AG Co ()353
9th NIP Co
9th MI Doft ()35
1WMC lat Wde. 9th Div
2139 bit bn
3/39 hit Bw
4139l~
W SoQ
RUC .1 d.,8* 9th Div
3 /47th In(On
4147th Jat Bn
W SOhhi~
3/34th Arty Da (105 T)
E# 75th hIt (Rgt) )57
1097th TC Co (Mdt Zoat)
6 Sth IztfPit (CT) (-1
tlwrient. 9th Mad on
Elmwa#t, Ith Sig fin
ElnAent, #5th Ikair Sai

U2

9

149
128
920
910
.

42
189

920
814
-94
.460
..
Z46
19
5?
149
Z-31

..

o Jul

.15-19.Xl14f.e1i
14 TUI
a Jul
la Au
~
26 Ju1
lJulFtLai
to Aug
Is Aug
96. AuS

DESTINATION

.

rk LOWis
Ft Lewto

Ft Lewis
tkwi#
L6Jl
Ft Lewls
Ft Lowls
Ft Low-it
Vt bewis0
Ft Lowls

IVS
84 1,

UNIT
Element, 709th CS En
Element, 9th Mvn En
584th MI Dot
18th El Dot (PI)
22d BI Dot (PI)
6/56 AD En (H4awk)
86th Engr Sn (Cbt)
70th Engr Co'

STRENGTH

DEPARTURE
DATE

125
186
13
5
13
751
812
113

24 Aug
23 Aug
18 Aug
2) Jul
19 Jul
Z Aug
15 Aug
30 Jul

DESTINATION
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

Lewis
Lewis
Lewis
Lewis
Lewis
Lewis
Lewis
Lewis

Reserve Component Units
650th Med Dot
74th Med Hasp (Field)
126th CS Co (S&S)
1734 QM Co (Petri)
Sf"th Mad Det
311 th Mad Hos p
31Zth Med H1oop (Evac)
313tht Med Dot
316th Mved D)t
319th Trans Co (Light T rk)
336th Ord Co (WHO)
378th Med Det
4824 CS Ca (CS)
4124 Med Dot

V44
243
7
$
133
124
7
252
14

16 Jul
14 Aug
10 Aug
6 Aug
ZAug
Z
10 Aug
2 Aug
Z Aug
14 Aug
14 Aug
8 Aug
Z Aug
Aug;
2 Aug

183

3 Aug

737th Trams Co (M4dm Tvk Netrl)183
7
0899%Mld Mlt
Is
3
9S0th AO Dot (API))
13
978th AG Dot (APUI
102
10ltfhtOS Co S&W)

I11 Aug
2 Aug?
Aug
a AUg
'10Ag

630th Trants Co (Mdrn Trk)

-

36
184
148
132

Ft Campbell
Ft Dix
Ft L. Wood
Ft Banniing
Ft Dix
Ft Knox
Ft Bragg
Ft Meade
Ft DIX
Ft Go rdon
Ft Hood
Ft Campbell
Ft Riley
Ft Meade

Ft Dix
Ft LoWIS
Ft Meade
Ft Knox
Ft Ho~od
Ft Riley

A ecision to lytactivate the units orilginally dealguatd for PACUM Rojerve In Hawaii was made
midwny lta the reteploymwnt p~roess. The decision was subseqwoutly reversed, buWt not before
Its Imjact upont $o redeployment utits was fel~t. Tie Army units which redepioyed 0, flawtall
tttact~vatod tihore. (See Atuinx D for additional details anti lossons 1*4e on
evally
wore
USA. rvdotsloytnwnt)
Z. The tirst unit to redeploy wris thW 3d T 1N 60th We(art Of the :24 tde' t % l)
o Ft
w il~
nSate
which tnwved on S Jut by air to MoChord AF8, WahntnAaae
L-owiw, whor" It was reduced to *eto strength. After the reainder of the Id Ode clased at Ft
Lowis, a cerentonial elemeont termetd of, RegularArmy personnel fOON~ ocganlsatioats within thed

Urigade escorteol the colors to Ftk Riley, Katyai, for ýth in~c~vaUulo ce1ftlohyi
1. Personntel front Artiy Reserve and- National Guard ortdntoS0"-tiA RVf were i-oe to t%* tratistorstatenit
atsseubled ino their original nifts in RV&.Vt nt oete

tkua&~

A#~~By a IA'

K

nearest their home stations where personnel out-processing was accomplished.
moved to their home station for appropriate demobilization ceremonies. 1

The units then

Redesignation of Long Range Patrol Units
(U) In January, DA directed the redesignation of Long Range Patrol companies and detachments as ranger companies. The 75th Infantry (Merrill's Marauders) w-as selected as the
parent regiment for all DA authorized ranger companies. The Ranger Training Commaud, US
Army Infantry School, was designated custodian of the 75th Infantry colors and trophies. 13

.
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Reorganization of the Z3d Inf (Anmerical) Div
*

'(C)

On 15 Feb, the 2 3d mIn (Americal) Div was reorganized under the infantry division
MTOE to standardize it along the same lines as the 1st, 4th, arid 25th Inf Dive, The division
had evolved from TF OREGON which had been composed of the 11th, 196th. and 198th luf Bdes,
deployed to RVN as separate brigades. They had been organized Into the Americal Division on
25 Sep 67 . (See 1968 Command History page 142.) The organization under standard MTOE reduced the combat service elements of the division by approximately 750 spaces which were redistributed to other units within USARV.
(C) The following units were relieved as organic elernenti, of units as indicated and were reassigned as organic olemants of the 23d Wi (Americal) Div-,
UNIT
6th Bo. tI th Arty
Iat Do. 14th Arty
3d Dou, 82d Arty
I takn, 20thlnf
3d an, eIn
at Wth
4th Don. 3d In(

REI.IEVEL) FR2M
II hlohinBde
198th mti Bdo
196th In~f Bde
I Ith Wnlade
nt ad*
I Ith 14f ad*

4th Do, 21#t~~lotth

W Bde

ad 01-1, 1*at tnt
3d B", list Wt
4th Yin. 31 st In(
I st Bno 6th Ind
I st Sn, 46th lo
lat Be,a
ttU
"

196th
196th
110thiti
I 9"*h
I 9fth
1980s

Sth One, 46th Wt

I 8th 114 lid.

la( lid,
I0t ad*
Weli
lot Rld*
Itti Bde
tat Wde

(C) The foltowing units were releved from &#*itaot~ rakoe~~

ofCttnle A* ie'*

dkatWo &anddeslirtakd AS epArato units:.

T rpP, ath Cav

3

Trp F., Ist Cav
Tr . I Ith Ca

lIM
It

Tep H. 17th Cav

i
lde
o~

%ht ld

91 Utb.ld.

A.

A

je~hW

~r
pk$

(C) The I1th, 196th, and 198th Inf Bde, and the 1st Sqdn, Ist Cay remained attached to the
23d Inf (Americal) Div. The 6th Bn, 31st Inf was relieved from assignment as an organic element of the 196th Inf Bde and was assigned as an organic element of the 3d Bde, 9th Inf Div. The
6th, 8th, and 9th Spt Bns were relieved from assignment as organic elements of the I Ith, 196th,
and 198th Inf Bdcs respectively and inactitated. The headquarters and headquarters companies
of the brigades were retained in the division for continuation of their history and lineage. Other
units assigned or attached to the division were reorganized to confrom to the standardized
MTOE or inactivated. The reorganization was accomplished using in-country resources, 14
(C) Army units which redeployed from RVN during Phase II (KEYSTONE CARDINAL) in
most cases were inactivated in-country. The 3d Bde, 8Zd Abn Div; Ist Br' 40th FA; Ist Bn,
15th FA; and the 70th Engr Bn were reduced to cr lor detachments which redeployed to CONUS
for appropriate deactivation ceremonies. No Army units were returncd to CONUS as complete
units. Units affected by KEYSTONE CARDINAL were: 15
DFPAkTURE

UNTSTR

ENGTH

248th CS Co
17Td TC Co
842d QM Co
8M6th 01) Co
5 t3th CS Co
1002d CS Co
I0?th SC Co
295th 01) Co

DATE

175
183
233
ZZ3
Z7T
244
3s0
a3
56

11111, 400th TC
m-110 534l CS5q

al Sep
27 Sep
30 Sep
a Oct
13Oct
5 Oct
8 Oct
7 Oct
15 0At

CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS

15 Oct
16 Oct

LDe~actie
CO)NS

12M

?l Oc
0,;.1$ O00
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UNIT

STRENGTH

SC Det, Tape Relay
487th TO Det
488th TC Det
507th TC Gp
564th TC Plt
8R/25 FA HHB
245th Med Det
140th TC Det
74th Med ffHH
41st FA HHB
324di SC Go
37th SC Bn, Co A
1/40th FA Bn
52d MP Co
6/15th FA Bn
79th FA
6th FA Det
CS Depot, Qui Nhon
Hq I FFV, Scty Det
D/52d Inf Co
Hq Spt Comd-Crb
CMD Spt Comd-Dng
70th Engr Bn
36th Med Hosp
CS Depot- Crb
972d SC Bn HHC
ACTIV
Elm MACSOG
Elm MACV AFVN
Elm MACV JUSPAO
HQ USARV
CMD Tac Area
1 st Log Hqs
CMD CMAC
Det A.AFES, Army Elm
3/82d Inf HHC
52d CM Det
82d CS HHC
A/8Zd AC ','et
B/82d Med Co
C/82d CS CO
B/1/17th Cay Trp

15
6
6
30
46
122
19
2
36
141
140
18
505
147
528
9
9
24
70
139
32
23
812
305
221
127
10
8
12
11
134
Z3
49
21
60
203
5
85
192
89
198
201

DEPARTURE
DATE

DESTINATION

10 Nov
10 Nov
10 Nov
11 Nov
12 Nov
12 Nov
13 Nov
14 Nov
15 Nov
15 Nov
15 Nov
16 Nov
19 Nov
20 Nov
21 Nov
21 Nov
21 Nov
22 Nov
ZZ Nov
22 Nov
23 Nov
24 Nov
29 Nov
28 Nov
29 Nov
29 Nov
29 Nov
29 Nov
29 Nov
29 Nov
30 Nov
30 Nov
30 Nov
30 Nov
30 Nov
11 Dec
28 Oct
11 Dec
11 Duc
11 Dec
11 Dec
11 Dec

Space Reduction
Deactivate
Deactivate
Space Reduction
Deactivate
Space Reduction
Deactivate
Deactivate
Deactivate
Deactivate
Deactivate
Space Reduction
CONUS
Space Reduction
CONUS
Deactivate
Deactivate
Space Reduction
Deactivate
Deactivate
Space Reduction
Space Reduction
CONUS
Deactivate
Space Reduction
Deactivate
Space Reduction
Space Reduction
Space Reduction
Space Reduction
Space Reduction
Space Reduction
Space Reduction
Space Reduction
Space Reduction
CONUS
Deactivate
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS

C/307th Engr Co

165

11 Dod

CONUS

2/321st FA Bn
0/75th Int Ce

526
61

11 Dec
20 Nov

CONUS
Deactivate

1/505th Inf Bn
2/505th Inf Bn

920
920

11 Dec
11 Lec

CONUS
CONUS

rn
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STRENGTH

DEPARTURE
DATE

DESTINATION

1/508th inf Bn
518th MI Det
45th PI Det
405th AS Det
58th SC Co
SC Det, Tape Relay
551st CS Co
553d CS Co
238th FA Det-RDR
USARV Patient Acct

920
48
5
77
102
193
183
213
1
800

11 Dec
15 Nov
11 Dec
5 Dec
30 Nov
5 Dec
14 Dec
14 Dec
8 Nov
14 Dec

CONUS
Deactivate
Deactivate
Deactivate
Deactivate
Space Reduction
Deactivate
Deactivate
Deactivate
Space Reduction

USARV Tdy Acct

200

14 Dec

Space Reduction

XXIV Corps Arty, HHB
6/33d FAB

22
113

8 Nov
8 Nov

Space Reduction
Space Reduction

F/26th FA TA Btry

5

8 Nov

Space Reduction

240th FA Det-RDR

1

8 Nov

Space Reduction

245th FA Det-RDR

1

8 Nov

Space Reduction

UNIT

.

(C) The year end status of USARV rpajor combat units and their maneuver baitaliuns were:
ARMY DIVISIONS
1st Cay Div (Ambl)

BDES. RECTS, OTHERS
9

101st Abn Div (Ambl)

lst Bde, 5th Ini Div (Mech)

10

3

3d Bde, 9th Inf Div

4

I t Inf Div
4th In( Div
23d Inf (Americal) Div
25th Wnf Div
Sub Total

9
10
11
100_
59

1 1th Armd Cay Regt
173d Abn Bde
199th Inf Bde
let Bn (Mech), 50th Inf
1at Sqdn, ltt Cay
Zd Sqdr., Ist Cav
3V Sqdn, 5th Cay

3
4
4
I
I
I
I

Sub Total

22

grand Total: 81 Maneuver Battalions
Supporting units were: twenty-eight !05mm howitz.)r battalions, ten ! 55mm howitzer battalions,
four 155/-inch howitzer baktalions, three hattalltwt each of 175mm tind 8-o,•h howitorg/175mm.
There were three ADA battalions, 16 combat engineer battalions, 14 construction engineer batL-lions, 84 other battalions, and 14Z aviation companies. 16

US Marine Corps

(C) At the beginning of 1969, USMC strength in RVN was 80, 716 in 21 maneuver battalions
deployed throuahout I CTZ. The authorfied strength was 6. 254.
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(C) Marine Corps strength remained constant during the first half of 1969-- approximately
81, 000. Subsequent to the Midway Conference on 8 Jun, it was announced that approximately
8,000 Marines would leave RVN during the Phase I Redeployment (KEYSTONE EAGLE). All
units listed below redeployed to Okinawa with the exception of Marine Attack Squadron 334 which
redeployed to Japan.

STRENGTH

UNIT
Ist Bn, 9th Mar
Co B (Rein), 3d Med Bn
Co A-C (Rein), 3d Motor Trans Bn
"CoD (Rein), l1th Engr Bn
3d Anti-Tank Bn (C)
Co C (C) (Rein), 3d Tank Bn
Co C (Rein), 3d Shore Party Bn
Det, 3d Dental Co
Ist AmTrac Bn
I st Armd Amphib Co
1q Btry, Fld Arty Gp
H(
Btry D, 2d Bn, 12th Mar
107 Btry, 2d Bn, 12th Mar
Co C, 11th Engr Bn
lst Search Light Btry
Det, Mar Air Traffic Control Unit
Zd Bn, 9th Mar

Hq Co (-), 9th Mar
Co C (Rein), 3d Engr Bn
Det, Hq Btry, 12th Mar
Btry E, 2d Bn, 12th Mar
Hq Btry, 2d Bn, 12th Mar
3d Bn, 9th Mar
Btry F, Zd Bn, 12th Mar
Btry L, 4th Bn, I2th Mar
Dot, Hq Bn, 3d Mar Div
Co C (Rein), 3d Recon Bn
Dot, Force Log Cored
Dot, Hq Co, 9th Mar
Co A (Rein), 9th Motor Trans Bn
lit Light AA Missile Bn
Mar Atk Sqdn 334
Med Healo Sqdn 165

TOTAL

1,166
42
167
175
19
74
144
1
135
42
24
139
84
180
116
23
1,166

234
257
21
139
161
1,166
139
ll
354
120
150
20
130
661
388
279

DEPARTURE
DATE
14 Jul
15 Jul
13 Jul
15 Jul
29 Jun
13 Jul
15 Jul
13 Jul
13 Jul
15 Jul
15 Jul
13 Jul
19 Jul
13 Jul
14 Jul
15 Jul
1 Aug

1 Aug
30
31
31
31
13
13
13
5
13
12
13
14
16
30
14

Jul
Jul
Jul
Jul
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
A-g
Aug
Aug

8,028

Upon completion of the redeployment on 31 Aug, Marine Corps strength had boon reduced to
72,355. 17
(S) One Regimental Landing Team (RLT) of the 3d Mar Div redeployed to Okinawa as part
of Phase 1. PhAve 1U redeployment, moved one more RLT to Okintwa and one RLT to Camp
S'dleton, California. The 3d Mar Div Hq Baae was redeployed to Okinawa. Two battalion
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landing teams (BLT) from the two BLTs on Okinawa reconstituted the Special Landing Force
(SLF) with the Amphibious Ready Groups. These SLF troops were constituted from USMC units
which were redeployed from RVN and could not be re-introduced into RVN without specific authorization from JCS. (Note: further information on this subject can be found under the section
on Amphibious Ready Group.) Division supporting and service support units, i. e., artillery,
tanks, and engineer battalions, were divided between the three RLTs.

)

(C) Air units redeploying from the 1st Mar Air Wing were one attack squadron, two medium
helicopter squadrons, one heavy helicopter squadron, and one observation squadron. The above
assets were distributed among Okinawa, Japan, and CONUS. Supporting elements were divided
to support the squadrons redeployed to the three locations. 18 The specific units and their destinations were:

'

UNIT

STRENGTH

1st Bn, 3d Mar
1, 166
Co B, 3d Engr Bn
159
24
Co C, 3d Med Bn
1st Bn, 12th Mar
662
3d Bridge Co (-)
102
2d Bn, 3d Mar
1, 166
HQ Co (-), 3d Mar
Z30
Det 3d Bn, IZth Mar
91
Det HQ Btry, 12th Mar
61
Det HQ Bn, 3d Mar Div
436
Det I 1th Engr Bn
62Z
3d Bn, 3d Mar
1, 166
Dot 4th Bn, IZth Mar
150
Det HQ Co, 3d Mar
Z4
Co B, 3d MT Bn
68
Co B, 3d SP Bn
84
Dot FLC
400
Co A, 3d Recon Bn
143
Dot 7 Comm Bn
193
Co B, 9th MT En
91
Dot lst Bn, 4th Mar
118
Dot 2d Bn, 4th Mar
118
Dot 3d Bn, 4th Mar
118
Dot HQ Co, 4th Mar
100
Det lot SSCT
4
Det HQ III MAF
70
OOCNE
724

OOCNE

6 Oct
2 Oct
Z Oct
Z Oct
4 Oct
6 Oct
7 Oct
6 Oct
6 Oct
6 Oct
4 Oct
7 Oct
6 Oct
6 Oct
4 Oct
Z Oct
6 Oct
4 Oct
6 Oct
2 Oct
7 Oct
6 Oct
6 Oct
6 Oct
6 Oct
30 Sep
30 Sep

CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS

CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS

14

6 Oct

CONUS

22 Oct
ZZ Oct
20 Oct
23 Oct
23 Oct
20 Oct

Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okilnawa
Okinawa
Okinawa

Arm~Y tUY~
•

I

DESTINATION

lIt Bn, 4th Mar
1,048
Det HQ Bn, 3d Mar Div
200
7th Comm Bn (-)
190
Btry G, 3d Bn, 12th Mar 133
3d Engr Bn (-)
341
3d MT Bn(-)
41

-.
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STRENGTH

DATE

DESTINATION

345
21
100
1, 048
308
130
328
100
11
6
6
83
88
140
2z8
6
16
1,048
200
24
309
86
103
3
152
83
110
11
24?
123

Z3 Oct
20 Oct
20 Oct
9 Nov
9 Nov
6 Nov
5 Nov
10 Nov
5 Nov
5 Nov
5 Nov
9 Nov
4 Nov
6 Nov
10 Nov
8 Nov
3 Nov
20 Nov
24 Nov
20 Nov
24 Nov
24 Nov
21 Nov
24 Nov
19 Nov
22 Nov
27 Nov
24 Nov
7 Oct
6 Oct

Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Japan
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
Okinawa
CONUS
CONUS

Dot VMO- 6

8

6 Oct

CONUS

Dot HMM- 164

8

6 Oct

CONUS

Dot MABS-36

89

6 Oct

CONUS

Dot H&MS-36
Dot MABS- 11
Dot MABS-12
Dot MABS- 13
Dot MABS- 16
VMA- 533
Dot H&MS-1Z
1MM- 164
H

164
20
20
20
z2
304
69
2s8

6
6
6
6
6
7
7
20

Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct

CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
CONUS
Japan
Japan
Okinawa

VMO-6 (-)

234

2l Oct

Okinawa

32
233
353
3Z4
318

21
20
3
7
23

Oct
Oct
Nov
Nov
Nov

Okinawa
Okinawa
Japan
Okinawa
Okinawa

UNIT
3d Tk Bn (-)
Pit, 3d Bridge Co
Hq Btry (-), 12th Mar
2d Bn, 4th Mar (-)
Hq Bn (-), 3d Mar Div
Hq Co (-), 4th Mar
3d Bn, 12th Mar (-)
K Btry, 4th Bn, 12th Mar
17th ITT
I Ith IT
9th IT
Det Hq Btry, 12th Mar
9th MT Bn
Co B, 3d Tk Bn
3d SP Bn (-)
1st SSCT (-)
15th CIT
3d Bn, 4th Mar
Det Hq Bn, 3d Mar Div
Det Hq Co, 4th Mar
3d Recon Bn
3d Mod Bn (-)
1 th Engr Bn (-)
3d Dental Co
4th Bn, I2th Mar (-)
Co C, 9th MT Bn
H Btry, 3d Bn, 12th Mar
7th ITT
HMM- 26 5
OOCNE

*'H&MS-

Dot VMO-6
HMH-462 (-)
Ilet MAW Hq (roar)
36 (-)
(-)

SMABS-36

IV43

1'*-...,--.-.......*..-....
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DEPARTURE

UNIT
MASS-Z (-)

STRENGTH

DATE

DESTINATION

123

23 Nov

Japan

Det H&HS- 18

18

3 Nov

Japan

Det MASS- 2
Det MABS-36

39
87

8 Nov
23 Nov

Okinawa
Japan

Note: All CONUS destinations refer to Canmp Pendleton, California.
(C) Upon completion of KEYSTONE CARDINAL deployments the authorized space ceiling for

USMC was 55, 508,

"US Navy/US

Coast Guard

U

C) COMNAVFORV, as Naval Component Commander for COMUSMACV and Chief of
Naval Advisory Group, Vietnam, was charged with executing US Navy responaitlities in waters
adjacent to and within RVN. Naval forces were organized to provide advisory, coastal surveillance, river patrol, river assault, logistic, and construction efforts in the prosecution of the
war in coordination with the VNN.
(C) At the beginning of the year, US Navy streo gth in-country was 37, 541, This included
441 Coast Guard spaces. Navy strength remained constant until July when 1, ZZ personnel redeployed under the Phase I Redeployment program. 19

UNIT

DEPARTURE
DATE

STRENGTH

USS Whitfield County
1169)
APL- 46

(LEST-

DE§TINATION

149

Z5 iug

sapan

101

25 Aug

CONUS

USS -iercer (APB-39)

19a

25 A Ng

CONUS

Task Force 117 staff
USS N
(APB-40)
USN crews of River Assault
Squadron 13
USN elements with Marine
ground torces
"USN elements with Marine
air forces

86
192
250

Z5 Aug
45 Aug
25 Aug

CONUS
CONUS
CONUS

247

15 Jul-31 Aug .Okinawa

P

TOTAL

5

9 Aug

Japan

1,222

SUpon completion of the redeployment on 31 Aug. Navy/Coast Guard strength had been reduced to
34,199.
(C) The USN space ceiling was revised downward to 30,820 by the Phase I1 Redeploymout.
The major movements were five Naval Mobile Construction Battalions (NMCB) which returned
to CONUS. The Navy corpsmen and dental'technictans assigned to Marine units redeployed with
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units, as no medical
Sthosepersonnel were organic to Mai ine unite. The support awi headquarters personnel affected by KEYSTONE CART)iNAL were re-assigned primarily to CONUS locations. 20

UNITS

•

,

STRENGTH

DEPARTURE
DATE

DESTIINfITION

US Navy w/3d Mar
US Navy w/let MAW

916
24

28 Nov
25 Nov

Okinawa
Japan

NMCB- 5
NMCB- 11

748
749

30 Sep
30 Nov

CONUS
CONUS

NMCB- 53

749

5 Nov

CONUS

NMCB-4
NMCB-62
30th NCR

748
749
31

14 Dec
24 Nov
15 Dec

CONUS
CONUS
Space Reduction

3d NCB
NSA- Danang
NSA- Danang

25
355
145

15 Dec
15 Dec
15 Dec

Space Reduction
Space Reduction
Space Reduction

PATRON Det
VQ-l

68
60

15 Dec
15 Dec

Space Reduction
Space Reduction

COMSEVEN FLT Det C
MACSOG USN Elm

34
11

15 Dec
15 Dec

Space Reduction
Space Reduction

(C) Navy strength in-country dropped nearly 7,000 during 1969. The only units which redeployed as such were the five construction battalions. CTF II? was disestablished in August,
the bulk of the men were transferred to other in-country units and the boats turned over to the
he remaining boats and crows were assigned to SEA LORDS operations.

Advisors

"

(S) The accelerated Phase U plan for RVNAF improvement and modernitation had been approved by the JCS on 18 Dec 68 raising the RVNAF force level for FY 69 to 866,434. A subsequen*t DEPSECDEF approval of a VNN force of 28, 700 on 12 Feb raised the force level to
875,790 for FY 69. On 20 Feb and 27 Mar, JCS authorized the turnover of US equipment to
selected ARVN units in 3d and 4th quarter FY 69 to meet the scheduled activations and this proceen continued during the year. To coordinate and monitor all element* of the RVNAF modernization and improvement program a combined MACV/JGS committee was established in February
MACV members includedt the ACof SMA. Chief, Air Force Advisory Uroupt Senior Naval Advisor, Naval Advisory Group; Director of Training, Training Directorate; and Director, Territorial Security Directorate, CORDS. The JGS membership included the Assistant to the CoIS, JGS
for Pla*ng; CotS, VNN: and CotS, VNAF. The primary function of the committee, which met
weekly, was to review the development, personnel status, equipment availability, and training
progress of all components and to foresee and identify problem areas. This YRVNAF Improvement and Modernization Committee conducted, in addition to the weekly meetings, frequent
field inspections to develop solutions to problem areas.
(8) In March, a Military Assistance Service Funded (MASF) Prol ram Watch Committe* was
established to develop; MASF program policy, monitor MASP program development and review
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actions that impact on the program. A working group subordinate to the committee was charged
with reviewing RVNAF TOEs and proposed TOE changes to ensure that only essential items of
equipment were included. In February, an ad hoc committee was formed under the chairmanship of ACofSMA to develop Tables of Distribution and Allowances (TDAs) for type advisory
teams in order to standardize personnel and equipment requirements for incorporation into the
MACV JTA. (See Chapter ID..)

S

(S) Continued effort was devoted to the development of an RVNAF Improvement and Modernization System (RIMMS) under an ACofSMA - led working group with Vietnamese representatives
from the JOS. Acceleration of RVNAF improvement and modernization generated increased requirements for English language training and plans were made to handle a projected student load
of 5, 500 by July.
(S) A clearer delineation of objectives was established in the Central Training Command
Development Plan which provided a systematic approach in the development of procedures to enable the Central Training Command (CTC) to accomplish its assigned objectives for 1969, 1970,
and 1971 through 1974. The CTC's major objective was to develop an efficient and effective
military training and educational system to meet RVNAF wartime and peacetime requirements.
The plan was published in English and Vietnamese and distributed to the field in May. 21
I

(S) At mid-year, a MACV Desertion Control Committee was formed to monitor the activities of the RVNAF Desertion Control Committee and to assist them in their efforts to control
desertions in the RVNAF,
(S) On 14 Jul, CINCPAC issued instructions establishing standardised methods by which
US personnel would be trained for the performance ok Military Assistance Program duties and
assigned responsibilities for the conduct of training. DOD had directed the implementation of a
three-phase training program consisting oft Phase I - Washington orientation for key MAP person•el; Phase 11 - planner/programmer training; and Phase III - Advisor training. 2Z
(S) On 18 Aug, SECDEF approved the FY 70 RVNAF force structure increase of 77, 883
spaces and a 15, 000 man increase in National Police strength as recommended by the US Mission in response to the GVN Midway Proposals. The FY 71 projections of a 39, 164 RVNAF increase and 15, 000 National Police spaces were approved for planning purposes.
(S) By August. progress was reported in the program to convert Division Advisory Teams
to Combat Assistance Teams (CAT). This CAT concept changed the role of the Division Advisory Team from advisory to combat support coordination with an overall reduction in the
number of advisor spaces required in the division. The concept was originally tested in late
1968 in the IZd ARVN In( Div and found to be basically sound with the added advantage of increasting ARVN leadership ability, initiative, and seLf reliance. By ZZ Jan, each CTZ senior
advisor and the airborne division senior advisor had beern authorised to implement the CAT pro-

gram. 23

(S) On 27 Oct,. MACV approved the submission of the RVHAF Improvement and Modernisation System (RIMMS) report on a quarterly rather than a monthly basis. Of 18 Nov, the first
quarterly issue of the RIMMS report, covering the. third quarter of 1969, was publhad and digtributed,
(S) On 14 N'ov, a staff and training conference wat conducted at the Quaft Trung National
Training Center which was attended by all tftining center commn¢bders and tratning center
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senior advisors. This combined RVNAF/US effort was designed to discuss the training results
of 1969, overall training concepts and policies, and to outline the training plan for 1970. 24
Note: Details of the buildup of the US advisory effort in RVN from 1950-1968 are contained in

Antex J.

OTHER FREE WORLD M4ILITARY ASSISTANCE FORCES

General
The following table and Figure IV-8

(C) As in past years, the FWMAF increased in 1969.
reflect the growth in assigned strength of these forces.-

COUNTRY

END

END

END

END

END

1965

1966

1967

19681

196q

4,52Z5
23
45, 566
155
2,061

6,818
31
47,8Z9
534
a, 020

7,661
Z9
50,003
516
1,576

12

13

12

1,557
20
20,620
119
72

Austraia
Republic of China
Repuiblic of Korta
Now Zefland
Republic of the
Philippines
Spain

0
22, 4(%4

TOTAL

52, 566

10

11. 5§L.8L.~A2~

Jj*

Thailand

7,672
29
48,869
55a
189

49,450

65,802

68t649

Australia/New Zealand
(U) 'Th. first prtsence of Australian personnel in RVN had comes after the G~erenient of
Austrolia hwd dselido to assist the US effort and sent an Initial tewin of 30 Instructors to work
with RVkAW units in 1161.. These adivisors had joined with US advisory team* and had worked
'3, the Australian etfort had been toneeaxed. a.
moetly In tho'northoii. provincess of RV?4. In196
a forte of approximately I 'SOO troops had a,ýrlvad and were headquarte~red at Maen HmUa. Ofto
year later the contirijent had been #atabetteallyincreased and thot battalion group had~ begm i*'ltk upport. There had heon two miajor gruoud urats
plac2ed bY a task~ force v" '.It* own 1gsle
known- as the I at Australian Lojistic Supoort Oroup (ALSO) ~itud Iat Australiant Task ]Nre# (AT?),
AAditi*owialy# in 1966, a htlivopter squadron had been deployed to RVN. In 1067 a st4uadawa of
Canbe~rra boMbers And a stmided missile destroyer had been deployed to RM~f Tht stronitth of
lgeficnty fov ha I~~ i~ue. 16te~rated with theActioacs
A~atralaa
ad otc~a.'a4
itralian Task Force were elemeont. of the Now Zealand fiatatry and artillety. $~The or.**!*
tion of the ATP and Now *enland foeces- isshown Inragute IV-%.
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(U) The Austrulian force structure remained basically unchanged during the year. The
forces were maintained despite demands in Australia that the troops be returned home. On
15 Dec, in a meeting of 200 shop stewards and leaders of 32 labor unions representing over 1. 5
million Australian workers, a resolution was padsed protesting Australian participation. Also
passed was a resolution calling upon Australian troops in RVN to lay down their arms and refuse
to fight. The following day the Secretary of the Trades Council criticized the resolution as
being, "..*a call for mutiny.," 2 6 The Australian Prime Minister felt required to outline the
government position on 1RVN, in the following television address of 16 Dec:
In my policy speech before the last election, I had
this to say to the Australian people: 'Should there be
developments (in Vietnam) which result in plans for
continuing reduction of United States Forces over a
period, we would expect to be phased into that program.'
Since I spoke, developments have taken place, and you
have today heard the announcement by the President of
the United States that a further S0.000 troops are to be
withdrawn over the aext few months. ***I. have spoken
directly v'ith the President of the United States, in accordance with arrangements made on my last visit, and
we were in complete &ccordin tgreeing, in principle,
that should the future situation permit a further substan'
tial withdrawal of troops, then somet Australian troops
should be Included in the numbers scheduled for such reduction. Such agreement in prinviple is ali that has been
reached, or all that can at present be reached. ***So I
wish to make it clear: That there is no firm timetable for
further withdrawal of United States troops of which I know.
*eeThat there it no arrangement made as to how great
any Australian rcduction, which arAy tAke plajc in lio
. ture, will be, ***But these things are clear: We will
not unilaterally withdraw any of our forces, We will not
abandon the objects for which we entered the Vietnam War.
We will participate In the next reduction of forces at some
stage, when It c*mes. ***We will remain to attain the ohJecttves which we started to teach, but we are glad we are
able to make rodutfto without endangering those objectives. 27
(U) New ZealM-wv contrubul-ons in RVN were two infantry companies#, ntgrated with mne
of the Australian battaliones to form an XNZAC Battalion. A Special Air Serviees troop was integrated with an Australian SP Squadroc,
an artillery battery which alao operated with the
Australian Task FProe+, and a tri-servi-e medical team ngageqa in ciic action. There was no
signliMAt chang1eta stgth-or
mi".4el
*Arin# 196) for th# Now Zeal"ad forces.

.Rpublic of China
(U) On ' Oct 64, th. Aepublic of China, Mtiliaty Advisory Orop (ROCMAOV) had beon a-ti-

vateA upon invitatioo ot tho WKt4
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Warfare (POLWAR) System, training POLWAR Cadres, developing POLWAR Operations, and
formulating a POLWAR Manual/SOP. The organization of ROCMAGV is shown in Figure IV- 10.
L'iring 1969 the ROCMAGV continued to provide POLWAR advisory personnel in each CTZ, at
the Political Warfare Sch4,il in Dalat, and at the Political Warfare Directorate in Saigon. There
were no significant changes in personnel strengths during the year. Z9

Republic of Korea

(C) At the beginning of 1969, ROK forces in RVN numbered 50,003 (22 maneuver battalions),
and were concentrated primarily in I and H CTZs. ROK strength varied only slightly during
1969, and at the end of the year numbered 48.869. Forces in-country included:

Hq ROKFV
Capitol ROK Inf Div
Hq Istl ft Regt
/I1 In( Bn
Il1Inf Bn
311 Int Bn
Hq Cav Regt
lot Be
ad Bn
3d Bn
Hq M6th InM Ret
1126%h In( Bn
2126th lIn On

31/16th rd On
9th IMt Div

kiq Mth lWt Div
I 128th leI Bn
MaZSth Int Bn
3116th In( Bn
Hq Z9th In( On
t/a•.h letf Re
Illth

WOftR

1130th tnt Bn
3/30th nle Ba
ROK Mar Od.

212
Z~i• KM
KM an
Rn
312 KM an
Sis KM Rs
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ROKFV TOE and Strength Ceiling Problems
(C) The ROKFV strength ceiling had been previously established at 48, 339, distributed as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

TO&E Authorization
Allowance for patients and replacements (3.3 percent of 1)
Subtotal (See Figure IV- 11)
Allowable overstrength for unforeseen turbulence
(1 percent of 3)
Maximum authorization recognized and supported by US

46, 323
1, 537
47,860
479
48, 339

(C) Overstrength continued to be a problem in 1969 as it had been since early 1968. During
this period the overstrength had fluctuated between 2,750 and 1, 500. MACV had been supporting
this overstrength with available funds; however, early in 1969 US Government auditors requested
COMUSMACV eliminate the added costs incurred in providing support to the ROKFV overstrength. This generated a series of correspondence between COMUSMACV and Commander,
ROKFV. In a letter of early January, COMUSMACV pointed out that although some progress had
been made in reducing the overstrength, ROKFV was still 1, 584 above the acceptable level and
requested that forces be reduced to within the 48, 339 strength figure not later than 31 Mar. At
the end of March, however, ROKFV overstrength had actually increased to 1, 939 and COMUSMACV again requested reduction of ROKFV personnel strength to the maximum allowable; the
action, this time, was to be completed by 30 Jun. Commander, ROKFV countered this request
with a request of his own for an additional one percent overstrength for turbulence, stating that
such increase was needed as an integral part of the ROKFV TOE. The MACV response to this
proposal was that there would be no increase in overstrength percentages; that if ROKFV needed
additional TOE authorizations they should be formally requested.
(C) In August, ROKFV did request a TOE increase of 439 spaces. MACV recommended
approval of this increase in exchange for a firm future support figure not to exceed 48,788 as
shown below: 30
I.
2.
3.
4.

TO&E Authorization
Allowance for patients and replacements (3.3 percent of 1)
Subtotal
Allowable overstrength for unfut-<seen turbulence
(1 percent of 3)
S. Maximum authorization recognized and supported by US

46,762
1,543
48, 305
483
48, 788

(C) On 17 Oct the ROKFV TOE increase request was disapproved by JCS using the follewing
criteria:
Previous authorizations for Increase in ROK forces
in RVN have included the following support by the
US which we might expect to be requested with this
increase.
A. Net additional costs (Base pay and.allowances
for reconstituted forces and support forces in

Korea);
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B. Overseas allowances;
C. Death and disability benefits;
D. Clothing and Equipment;
E. Increased training requirement.
In view of these potential additional costs, which will
require service funding, the request is not favorably
considered. 31

Philippines

(U) As early as 1953, the Government of the Philippines (GOP) had decided to extend assistance to the people of RVN. Thus, Operation BROTHERHOOD, conducted by doctors and
nurses, had been the first Filipino organization to arrive in RVN to help it's people. As'iriember of the UN and SEATO, the Philippinea had been bound to send economic and technical'assistance. In consonance with that obligation, the Congress of the Philippines had passed a law in
1964 authorizing the President to send economic and technical assistance to the RVN. Pursuant
to that act, a 34-man team composed the Philippine Contingent (PHILCON) which had consisted
of physicians, surgeons, nurses, psychologists, and rural development workers coming from
the Armed Forces of the Philippines deployed to RVN. In 1965 the GVN had requested increased
aid from the GOP which had resulted in the authorization and subsequent deployment of the
Philippine Civic Action Group, Vietnam (PHILCAGV). This unit which had arrived in the fall of
1966, consisted of engineer construction, medical,
rural
development teams, security battalion, field artillery company, logistics support company, and a headquarters element. 32
(C) The mission of the PHILCAGV was to provide civic action assistance to the RVN by construction, rehabilitation, and development of works, utilities, and structures; improving public
health and communications, and other socio-economic activities. The Military Working Agreement (MWA) specified that the PHILCAGV missions would be determined by the Free World
Military Assistance Policy Council. Command and control was vested in CO, PHILCAGV. The
Rural Health Teams and the Provincial Hospital Medical/Surgical Teams provided services on a
mission basis in coordination with the Ministry of Public Health of RVN and USAID.

*"

(C) The first PHILCAGV had arrived in RVN with an authorized strength of 2,048 with the
sole mission of civic action. The In-country strength had remained at this level until 1968 when
PHILCAGV was reduced to 1, S00 personnel between January and August. In September 1968,
the GOP directed the replacement of those PHILCAGV personnel who had completed a Z-yoar tour
in RVN. Subsequently, some 1,400 personnel had been rotated during the period 12 SOp-19 Oct 68.
The drawdown of the PHILCAGV was attributed to politico-budgetary problems in the Philippines. 33. Following the 1968 drawdown, the PHILCAGV issue was out of the public eye for many
months. The Philippine President had decided that the national interest was served Uy continued
Philippine presence in RVN. It would maintain a GOP right to a seat at the RVN settlement table
and a claim to share in surplus war material when a settlement would be reached. Meanwhile,
domestic pressures in ROP called for withdrawal of the unit: first, from some members of the
Philippine Congress who would "punish" the US for some imagined support of Malaysia during
the Sabah crises; and second, there was a legitimate use for the unit at home to counter a HUK
insurgency in central Luton: and lastly, an economic problem of bearing even the modest costs
of maintaining the PHILCACV in RVN. Since the necessary funds were refused by the GOP Ca*gross the PMILCAGV had been financed by regular AFP funds plus $17 milion for engineer
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construction equipment and $1. 5 million annual support provided by the US. When a new TOE
was approved in February 1969 (See Figure IV-1Z) little press or public attention was noted and
there were no significant swells of anti-PHILCAGV feelings. Then in March, the Nacionalista
House caucus voted to withdraw PHILCAGV and send in its place a "Medical Contingent". At
about the same time "ground preparing" approaches were being made to US officials for complete PHILCAGV financing by the USG which confronted the US with the question: Should the US
pick up the entire cost of PHILCAGV; if not, was the US prepared to see PHILCAGV pull out. 34
SECSTATE believed the US should not underwrite the total cost of PHILCAGV. To do this would
make difficult any improvement of the force and subject the US to a sort of "ransom" for continuance of the force in RVN. A review of the situation showed that the PHILCAGV had done a
"passable job" on the construction jobs completed. More could have been done, and ARVN or
US resources could have accomplished the same work. The security and artillery battalions
added nothing to the offensive capability of friendly forces as the battalions vie re not assigned
missions in MACV Operations Plans. And while the force provided some degree of security to
the population of the local area in which it worked (vicinity of Tay Ninh City) it also made demands upon scarce military equipment. However, since PHILCAGV forces engaged in combat
only in self-defense, the area of security did not extend beyond the immediate vicinity of basee
cam
nd work sitess-

S'

1F-I'T d PHI=,CKGV be-pu4---ut,iiniTcreased pressure irom theGVN~olde--:.p-'•d to rid RVN of Filipino TCNs in the civilian work force. In mid-April the US Embassy
position was:

"p

o

w***On

balance, therefore, we feel that we should
not
ourselves take any initiative to maintain PHILCAG in
Viet Nam. If we relent and acquiesce to the Philippine demands that we pick up the entire check, we
will only serve to make it impossible to demand that
"PHILCAGImprove its performance, since one does
not preface an effort to shape up a unit by begging
them to stay. 3 5

(S) SECSTATE noted the Saigon Embassy's position but hoped, "for a continuation of the
present situation". It was noted further that 1969 being an election year in the Philippines the
PHILCAGV might not become a focal point If the US did norcontribute by clarifying the choices
available to them. 36
(U) On S Jun, the Philippine Senate passed Its version of the national budget including funds
for PHILCAOV but limiting the funds to support of "phased withdrawal".
(C) As the ROP presidential campaign developed, the PHULCAOV became a political issue
of import and, on 4 Oct, the Philippine President, in a general press conference, announced the
unit would be withdrawn "probably after the election" which was to take place II Nov. No elaboration was forthcoming except to say the withdrawal was tied to exhaustion of funds. 3? One
"dayafter the election, in a press conference, the President .ald he was.calling a meeting the
following day to discuss a plan to maintain a small medical team in RVN. Re indicated he would
not ask Congress for further hnding. At the same time, there was
great
g
deal of speculation
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in regard to the forthcoming Symington Subcommittee hearings, probably forcing the Philippine
President's hand, 3 8 On 14 Nov, the following note was received at the US Embassy in Manila:
Excellency: I have the h%.,nor to inform you that
the Philippine Government has decided to withdraw
the Philippine Civic Action Group (f!?-LCAG) from
Vietnam.
This decision is take.: pursuant to the recommendation of the Foreign Policy '•otucil.
Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances
of my highest conside.;%tion. Signed Carlos P.
Romulo, Secretary of Foreign Affairs. 39
(C) The greatest immediate problem .aused by the withdrawal of the Philippine force was
the effect it might have on other third country contributors (TCCs). The first effects were noted
in Thailand on 20 Nov when their Foreign Minister discussed the withdrawal with the US Ambassador, expressing bewilderment that rha Free World Allies were not consulted prior to the
Philippine decision to withdraw and further indioating that the future of TCG forces should be a
subject for timely discussion with GVN and consultation with other Allies. Present also was the
possibility of TCCs feeling that the US had indeed been informed prior to the precipitous GOP
action. 40
(C) The redeployment planning of the Philippine force began on 25 Nov with the first increment of two advance parties being airlifted by US aircraft on 1 Dec. The second was airlifted
one week later, again by US aircraft. As the main body of PHILCAGV departed 13-15 Dec, the
base camp at Tay Ninh was transferred ýo the 25th Inf Div. The GOP indicated that the rear
party of approximately 16b personnel wuuld depart RVN sometime in 1970. The remaining
Philippine Contingent (PHXLCON) (See Figure IV- 13) had preceded PHILCAGV by two years and
was actually an independent !nit attached to the larger force. It would have a total authorised
strength of 56 personnel, consisting of four medical health teams, and would operate in the provinces of Binh Duong, Dinh ?uong, 'ay Ninh, and Hau Nghia. 41
(U) In discussiupt th- value of PIILCAGV during its stay the RVN President made the following remarks:
PHILCAGV has greatly contributed to the revolutinar., developnment program of the Republic of Vietnam. Their untiring efforts also helped bring under
government cottrol many people previpou4y living under
Commu:,ist rule and given them confidence in the national
cause.
(U) During ito stay in RVN, the PIILCAOV performed the following activities4 4 2
1. Engýneering Civic Action Program (ECAP):
a. Roads- 116.4km
Bridge*- 11
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Buildings - 169
Towers- 10
Culverts - 194

c.
d.
e.

f. Forest Clearing - 778 Hectares
g. Community Projects -2, 2Z5 Hectares
h.

Refugee Centers - 54

i. Demonstration Farms - 10 Hectares
2.

Miscellaneous Environmental Improvement Program (MEIP)
a. Rehabilitation, repair and minor construction:
Air strips - 2
Roads - 94 km
Buildings - 47
Outposts - 12
Wells - 245

b.

Education and training:
I
Equipment and Maintenance - 3Z persons trained
Health Education - 138 persons trained
Vocational Training - 217 persons trained

c.

Refugee Resettlement
Families resettled - 1,065

d.

Relief distribution:
Food boxes - 162,6Z3 lbs
Hamlets sponsored - 14

3.

Medical Civic Action Program (MEDCAP):
a, Medical missions - 724,715
b. Dental mistions - 218, 609
c. Surgical m•asstons - 35.844

7hailand
Thailand is situated near Vketnam and it will
be the next target of the Communists, as they have
already proclaimed. That Is why Thailand realized
the necessity to send military unita to help oppose
Communist aggreasion when it is still at a diitance
from our country. The goverrment has therefore
decided to send a combat unit, oot battalion strout.
to take an active part in the fighting in South Vietnam in the iear tftur. 43
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(C) With this ann ouncement in_1966 the Royal Thai Government had begun its atv
...-..of the waz~effort in-RVN.r
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the second to arrive in- country _'i Ihfm
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maeuvr bttaion fo a ota ofsixbattalions in the divisionl.

(S) The second increment of the Thai division known as the Black Panther Division (5 704
personnel) began deploymnent to the RVN in January and completed delnna
2ý

Th dviio;

*

o~ta

Beiarcat, was uerteoerational con~trol of CG, f

(C) The third increment (approximately S. 500 personnel) of the RTAVIF deployed to RVN
during July-August, to replaceý the first increment which returned to Thailand. The third incremnent closed at Bearcat on 12 Aug. The replacement brigade deployed with oue 105rnm artillery
battalion and one 155nun artillery battalion (-), and assumed the designation of lIt Bde. In ad.
dition, the headquarters of the RTAVY completed its annual rotation at this same time. Upon
completion of the rotatiu~n there was no appreciable change in the overall strength of the RTAVT
in RVN.

'

*

*

'(C) Concouvri~tant~ly, plans for the call up and training of the fourth increment of the
Cadr~e training began at mid-August,. and indiv'idua.l training be*

*

~.

RTAVF were being formulated.
gaz in mid-Septesnbor. 45

f

__

*

(S) In November 1
07
Uied concept was adopted for rotation of the second an~ut
ceeiFhiiV.Airlift
was agreed upon to the most
suitable method for rotating personnel considering tactical/oparational requirements related to
maintenance of comnbat readiness,, unit integrity. and pirtatwel security. The need for rapid roedployment of small units and efficient persoxunel processing wore the bases for a
ton i'ioo
Sealift was determined the most suitable trsaportation mode tor ~g&M boxes.

(C) lit December the combnined effects of the PHILCACZV withdrawal and pu~blicity given the
Symnington Subcomtnittee news releasivs were telt in Thailand as elsewhere. There wer* charges
and countercharges regardto4 the relative expenditures of funds supporting the Thai Black Panthat Division in RV.The Uhawecmdtedecision of RTO to contribute troops in RVN

was¾

4-o

toho~ai~noit by logisties support and payment ofcranalwne

RVN
19Oo,
4 O he

.M44

ank~ prssreortd4ha **ther S0
joamnt~ part

oThai

Member of
4

rationale was: 1) an improved situation in RVN as a result of the US Vietnamization program a
and other aid, evidenced by US cutbacks; 2) the fact AustraLia and the Philippines had announced
intentions to withdraw troops; and 3) the difficult domestic economic and security problems. No
mention was made of the subsidy and mercenary issues oll the previous few days. No timetable
was mentioned and the letter was primarily a political effort intended to pre-eempt any opposition
criticism. 48 On 11 Dec, the Foreign Minister told newsmen he had considered withdrawal of
Thai troops in RVN "because the United States recently issued another announcement regarding
further withdrawals". Further, he stated he had discussed this with the RVN Foreign Minister,
and that the subject had been under consideration for some time. The Foreign Minister was

quoted, saying:
Before any action c-an be taken we will have to
consider it thoroughly and carefully froym all angles.
We must not do anything or reach m.ny decision in a
hurry, neither must we follow blindly in anybo4y's
footsteps. 49
Two days later in an apparent reversal of policy which probably sterrmned from a cabinet meeting aimed at developing a single RTG position, the Deputy Prime Minister was quoted in denial
of Thai intentions to withdraw troops.
Thailand will not pull any of her fighting men out of
South Vietnam. ***Thbailand has nover contemplated
such a move. ***The operation of Thai troops in
South Vietnam is considered more advantageous than
withdrawing them. If we plan to withdraw, we would
have to consult with GVN since we sent troops there
in response to an appeal from them. It is true that
several countries are withdrawing troops from South
Vietnam but our case is different. 50

Spain

(U) The Spanish Medical Mission, Vietnam (SMMV) had been established in 1966. The
SMMV provided medical aid to the Go Cnng Province Hospital on a rotational basis. Figure IVIS shows the organiastion of the mission. Operational direction was provided by RVN Ministry
of Health. Administrative and logistical support was provided by USAID, There were no
changes in personnel space strength or mission during 1969. 51

Third Country Nationals

*

(C) As early as February 1967. zs a result cf political pressure from GVN, the US Ambassador had felt obligated to formulate a policy statement eoncerning the employment of third country nationals (TCN) in RVN. In a message to SECSTATE the US 'Policy, which was still in effect
throughout 1969, had been stated:
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It is US policy that:
1. Vietnamese workers have first claim on any jobs
created in Vietnam by the American presence.
2. Workers L:oin other countries are welcomed to
Vietnam in limited numbers, not only to give practical assistance to their Vietnamese brothers In certain common struggle for freedom but also to dramatize their solidarity in the common struggle for freedamn.
3. No foreign worker will be hired by any USO agency
or their contractors to fill any job for which a qualified
Vietnamese worker is available.
4. Foreign workers, even the necessary ones, can
be hired only according to the laws and regulations
of the government of Vietnam. This means, for example, that contractors cannot hirwe, or keep employed, third country nationals (TCN) without a valid
permit issued by the GVN.

5. USO agencies and their contractors who hire TCNs
should have programs to train Vietnamese for the jobs
now hold by TCN.. 52
(C) The uee of TCN* as a labor source in RVN brought certain problems wl~ch. for several
years, were overshadowed by the larger more Immediate Issue of simple national survival.
Howover, wdth the strengthened RYNAF and Improved military position the GVN bar time to
turn more attention to domestic ?.ablorns. Thus at the beginning of 1969 the GVN became openly
sensitive to the rCNs employed in their country. The moaney manipulation and 4trowiftg black
market operations likely sharpened OGYN focus on an existing problem, but It must he noted that

the presence of TCt(. was ik cantral issue In the last general election and it had appeared as an
Issue in many labor disturbances during the previiot year.
(C) Tho TCI4 problems divided into three general areas- Numbers In ItVN, wages padj, and
black markatfrnony manipulation activity. These problem areas were compounded by various
factors. Ther e were (actions, a# reements, cornsidorations, regu lation., and policies that ope Iated to rtm-in the 1__t
M~ of the TCN in R VN. Fin~liyo there were proessu *s to solve the
TON problernuE *. C., U8ACV. Congress, DO)D, and GVN. GVN pressure, however, caused an
opposite problem., Thair pressute wa6 to rostrlitt TCN* by rnualdg it difficult to get work permhito anW -04s.s oven for those TCh's that wowe rotty #*#ado..

R

MY) At the bngiunling of 1969, therte were 20# 000 TCNs InRVN&h many wiere esential and
others 4(fth' be roplacekd by traitied Vietnamose. some octupied positions for which little trainSill
~enane a nvaesottry, Ther* wcara apprnaimately 13,60001~uepoe ~ th# U
orvesA efticntractor*, AMd NAP activities, of whi-ch 96 percent were fromn ROK &adPROP The
official OVIA position was to nrmkn~ie the presencets af TCN# io RVI4. The a"Aarst position of
the ROMX was to tatroduce as ay XIOK TCN*,as possible. Ths.ROP ietoaed*to be laioteotsfd
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nly in maintaining the status quo.

Most TCNe were employed by cost-plus contractors, and

TCNe in many cases were hired for reasons of expediency. Some firms even had TCN# employed as laborers, latrine orderlier and assistant barbers, etc. S4
(C) A MACV study indicated that the USG, through contractors, had paid up to $50 million
per year more than it should for TCN labor and it was suggested that costs could be reduced up
to '100 million per year by training Vietnamese replacement*. Wages and benefits among the
cost-plus contractors were not standard, varying as much as 100-150 percent for the same jobs.
Wages and benefits of TCN& averaged about $8, Z00 per year and were 5 1/Z times as much as
those paid Vietnamese, skill for skill. 55
(C) A 1968 Embassy/USAID study had estimated 45 percent of TCN wages received ($6?
million per year) were deposited in banks outside the third country origin of the TCNs and were
available for dollar manipulation. Records seized by Vietnamese customs police during raids on
black market money changers consistently indicated substantial involvement in illegal currency
exchanges on the part of both US citizen and TCN contractor employees. The most common type
of transaction was for the employee to purchase piaster requirements from illicit sources with
US currency or dollar instruments (most frequently a personal check drawn on a stateside bank).
The currency violator would normally receive a ratf. of exchange nearly twice the legal rate. 56
(See- Chapter XIV, Discipline, Law and Order.)

'

(C) Some of the factors that compounded the TCN problem were attempts, particularly by
the ROK and ROP, to trade acceptance of favorable civilian presence in RVN for concessions
which would help the USG militarily or politically. In addition, the ROK and GVN had an agreement which permitted ex-ROK military forces to be discharged in RVN and to be employed there.
Further politcal considerations grew out of the "Brown Agreement', which reportedly was a
letter of understanding giving favorable treatment to ROK in providing goods and se.-vices to assist in RVN, to the extent that they were competitive with othor Asian countries. ?

.

(C) On I Feb, the CVN instituted new procedural policies for importing TCNs, This new
mothod was desigmed to ensure a siall orderly approach to obtaining visas and work permits in
lieu of vtrious systems previously used. The GVN indicated that they would act on these applications within 10 days. By May the impact of delay in processiag applications both before and
after the start of the new policy, prompted OICC/RVN to request, ".., MACV sasistance at the
hi#hest possible level with the US Embassy to alleviate the problem area". In a letter to COMUS
on 15 May, the OICC further outlined the diffic•ulties civilian contractors were having In obtainleg CVN entry clearances and work permits. It wa" noted that, 'sift* December 1968, the processing of contractor requests far labor permits and approval for entry visas have virtually
come to a halt." USARV had caicti attention of COMUSMACV to *.,. serious and adverse Ornpact.*.. of further delays in the issuance of visa and work pennita to the third country nUtica-

stsal.58"

(C) The GOV had e'acted a law I Jun 67 which required TCK# to pay a fee of SVN 00 to o4taia a work permit. No serious attempt had been made to collect this fee, pribmar.ly due to USG
ptotest. In mid- Septimbr, however, the GVYN amended this law to rqui re * $VN 1.000 feet
#rdea4Vre4 to collect it, and In some cases was successtul, Immediate Atrotosrtaction kased on
the Pental•teral Asreement (See Anne It.) led tu a redeflnition of the Iaw and ptecluied the GVN
frot t•'•her attempto to collect the work permit (ee.
(C) From June to September, efforts were made at various leveol of the US8 and military
solv* Ume oetistivt
and po4*atially cripplitg problem, The MACV staatoek several
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actions during the year which bore on this subject. A time-phased plan to reduce TCN wvages
and the development of TCN wage and classification guides were begun. A cost module was
evolved which demonstrated that labor costs could be reduced $80- 100 million over a three year
period by training Vietnamvese to replace TCNW. Also MACV Directive 37-6 was promulgated
15 Sep as a positive measure to reduce dollar manipulation and restrict dollars available for
manipulation. (See Chapter XIV, Discipline, Law, and Order.)
(C) Cn 4 Nov the GVN unilaterally issued to the press the following communique regarding
its request to the USG to take steps to reduce the number of TCNs employed by US contractors:

••

At the request of the Ministry of Labor, the United
States Embassy has agreed to discuss with the Ministry
regarding the reductions in the number of foreign workers employed by United States Government contractors
in Viet-Nam, The Ministry hopes that it will be possible
to achieve substantial reductions in the number of such
personnel as soon as possible, thus opening up new employment opportunities for Vietnamese nationals. The
Embassy assured the Ministry of its full cooperation
and has agreed to a thorough examination of this important matter.
At this same time, the US Civilian Manpow' r Committee was considering a plan which if implemented hopefully, would reduce the number of TCIj in RVN by approximately 80 percent by the
end of 1971. If all members of the committee concurred in the proposed plan, there would be no
more than 4, 000 TCNs in- country on 31 Dec 71. COMUSMACV, on 15 Nov, directed the release
of all TCNs employed by nonappropriated fund (NAF) activities by 31 Mar 70 exceyt those employed by the Vietnam Regional Exchange who were to be released by 31 Dec 70. 59
(U) The wage and classification guides for TCN employees of USG contractors in RVN was
issued 1 Dec as MACV Manual 690-2. The job descriptions and evaluation guides contained in
the manual were developed as an aid i.1 determining the appropriate pay for positions occupied
by TCNs. Pay levels were structured in the same manner as that used by the US Forces Classification System in RVN. This manual reflected the desire to standardize wage and job classification for TCNs, thereby helping to solve one more problem of the TCN in RVN.

CIVILIAN IRREGULAR DEFENSE GROUP

(S) The Civilian Irregular Defense Group (CIDG) was a paramilitary organization composed
of civilians organized into companies and stationed in camps along the border or near VC inflltration routes. The VN Special Forces, advised by the 5th Soecial Forces Group Airborne (5th
SFGA), was responsible for organizing, training, and employing the CIDG. The 5th SFGA also
administered the financial and logistics support of the program which was funded by a spacial US
appropriation (Parasol/Switchback funds). The mission of the CIDG was to conduct border surveillance operations, collect intelligence, interdict enemy infiltration routes, and lines of communication, and to expaund GVN control in remote areas where such control was limited or nonexistent. 60
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(S) The lightly armed CIDG had been most effective when employed in reconnaissance in
force operations and least effective in static security. It also had been employed effectively to
block enemy withdrawal, to screen border areas, and to conduct search and destroy operations
against enemy company-size and smaller units. The limitations of the CIDG were those of any
paramilitary force: training and discipline were below the standard of conventional units, leader
ship was defective, it was handicapped by limited heavy firepower, and it lacked organic transportation. 61
(C) In May 1965, a US study group had formulated a detailed plan for converting the majority of the CIDG companies to RF companies. This change would result in the CIDG being more
responsive to the central government. The JGS, recognizing the desirability of incorporating
all military and paramilitary organizations into the RVNAF, agreed in principle but, recognizing
that the unique role of CIDG remained valid for the immediate future, recommended that the
conversion be voluntary. The concept v \s that gradually, as the areas in which CIDG units
were operating becan-e more suited for RF operations, the CIDG units would be converted to RF.
The cadres would be absorbed into the RF under the same rules applied to cadres for religious
sect units, i. e,, appointments would be temporary pending completion of qualifying schools. 62
(C) Disadvantages of the conversion would be a reduced resupply capability since 5th SFGA
would no longer be supplying the camps, a decrease in pay to some unmarried personnel after
the conversion, reluctance of the civilian members of CIDG to join the RVNAF, and increased
pressure on those RVNAF deserters who had joined the CIDG. These and numerous other problems were experienced so that, by the end of 1966 which was the target date for completion of
the conversions, only two camps had been converted. 63
(U)

For 1968, the 5th SFGA had established the following major program goals:

1. The improvement of the caliber of VNSF personnel and staff of the VNSF high command to develop VNSF competence to assume the control and functioning of the CIDG program.
This would include the improvement of VNSF expertise in the fields of administration and logistics.
2.

The improvement of CIDOG training to generate an expansion of GVN Inlluence in as-

signed areas of responsibility by the conduct of Increased combat operations and an intensive
counterintelligence program in conjunction with improved PSYOP and civic action efforts.
3. To apply sound tommand management technique* to on-going CIDG programs and
plans to accomplish all missions of the 5th SFGA for the least monetary expenditures.
(C) A major objective wr 1968 had been to increase the interdiction of VC/NVA routes and
base areas. The Increased strength authorization contributed to a 6. 08 percent increase in
enemy KIA rate and a 109.9 percent increase in enemy captured since 1967. The deployment of
the Mobile Strike Forces (MSr) during the Tet Offensive and the abortive "August Offensive" had
proved the effectiveness and value of the 1SF concept. Camp Strike Force (CSF) personnel
strNgths had remained relatively stable since 1967 and the closing of CIDOG camps, the reduction in the USASF participation in the subsector role, although mrderately offset by the establishment of new camps, had resulted in a reduction of the total number of operations conducted in
1968.
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(U) Since 1 Jan 68, commensurate with the goa] of bringing CIDG troops under the direct
control of RVNAF and thereby eliminating CIDG as a separate US- sponsored military force, the
5th SFGA, in conjunction with the VNSF High Command, had converted four CIDG camps to RF
status. Significantly, MACV procedures had been established to reimburse the resulting drawdown on PARASOL/SWITCHBACK assets for certain items. In consonance with stated objectives, two CIDG camps, Ben Soi and Kinh Quang II, had been transferred to RVNAF control-VNSF. These transfers represented the goal of the program-- to help train the VNSF to lead,
fight, and command without advisors.

~

'
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(C) The command goals for 1968 also had envisioned improved training for the CIDG; in
particular, the 14SF/CSF elements. The sub-program of training 100 percent of the CIDG in
basic training and a 3-7 week refresher program at a corps training center had not been
achieved only in that most basic and refresher training for MSF/CSF had been conducted at the
CIDG camp sites as in 1967. Significantly though, there had been a 17 percent increase in CIDG
trained at the Corps Training Center in 1968. The sub-program goals of establishing a bilingual
MSF/CSF basic training and refresher program of instruction had been completed as well as improving the input and instruction at the VNSF training center for VNSF. The established goal of
training 1, 700 troops of the Combat Reconnaissance Platoons during 1968 had not been achieved
mainly due to _T1 attacks; some 1,049 troops had been trained during 1968 as compared with
1, 566 trained during 1967. In addition, the first Camp Commanders Course had been completed
during the year.
(U) During 1968, the CIDG AWOL rate had varied from 12 per 1,000 in January to 11. 5 per
1, 000 in October with little fluctuation during the intervening months. This had compared
favorably with the overall RVNAF rate of 14 per 1, 000. Prior to 1968 few awards had been
given by the VNSF to CIDG personnel in recognition of valor. As a result of increased counterpart/advisor intensified reporting and awards management, the number of valor awards given to
CIDG had risen significantly.
(U) In consonance with the established objectives of the VNSF medical program, the 5th
SFGA operated four permanent-type CIDG hospitals and one large dispensary servicing 5, 946
patients. The 5th SFOA medical personnel trained 353 indigenous nurses and 2, 018 CIDO medical aidmen to help further the subprogrmm of establishing an indigenous medical program incountry. Over 3,840 MEDCAP missions were conducted in treatment of 824,318 persons as
compared with 723, 890 personnel in 1967.
(U) The command objective of improving VNSF expertise in logistics had resulted in the
establishment of a 5th SFGA MASF Program Office to advise and assist the VNSF High Command in coordinating efforts to obtain authorized equipment level. This "self-help" approach
had chanjed from tho 1967 trend of USASF supplying VNSF equipmunt shortages and providing
other support available through ARVN channels. 64

,

(S) The CIDG strength as of I Jan 69 was 42, 451. These forces were organized into 272
CSF companies, 43 MSF companies, and 126 Combat Reconnaissance Platoons. These forces
woro based in 76 camps generally located in remote areas of RVN. Forty-four percent were
ethnic VN, 42 percent were Montagnards, and the balance were Cambodians. Laotians, and
Chinese. In October 1968, COMUSMACV, in forwarding the plan for Phase II RVNAF Improvement and Modernization, had indicated that CIDG would be reduced from an authorized level of
48,000 to about 24, 000 in 52 camps. Then, in February, COMUSMACV stated that with the current emphasis on Phase 11 Improvement and Modernization, it was important that the concurrent
"reduction of CIDG to the Phase II force level be started. The Phase II CIDG posture wag
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predicated upon the threat postulated for Phase fl wherein the CIMG camps would be organized
and oriented towards a border surveillance mission. However, the current tactical situation
throughout RVN dictated that it would be best to retain as many as possible of the trained CIDG
force under RVNAF control. It was considered desirable to convert CIDG in selected camps to
RF rather than effect a general demobilization. A reduction from the then current strength to
the Phase TT level would involve 18, 000 personnel. This figure was based on the estimation that
5,000 CIDG personnel would be unsuitable for service in the RVNAF.
(S) The MACV concept for reducing the CIDG to the 24, 000 strength level was to convert to
RF those interior camps whose presence would strengthen security and aid the pacification effort, and to retain as CIDG those camps that were located along the border or whose forces
could be moved to border locations when the tactical situation permitted. In addition, during
this transition phase, it would be desirable to retain the maximum number of MSF companies in
CIDG. In order to reach the 24,000 strength level, 19 camps would be converted to RF and all
camps no longer required would be closed. 65
(C) By mid-year six camps had been converted and a combined plan had been developed by
MACV/JGS for the reduction of the CIDG to a strength of approximately 26,000 personnel by converting 13 interior camps to RF and closing one camp. The reduction/conversion plan was approved by COMUSMACV on 4 Jul. Implementation of the plan was awaiting approval of an increase of 10, 297 RF spaces requested as a part of the MACV recommendations on the GVN Midway proposals. The conversion was expected to be accomplished within nine months after approval of the RF space increase. Three months lead time would be required before the initial
camps could be converted and the remainder of the 13 camps would be converted over a six
month period. 66 The planned disposition and strength of the CIDO forces after the reduction/
conversion is shown below.
CIDG - Planned Disposition and Strength After Reduction/Conversion

I
CTZ

II
CTZ

II
CTZ

IV
CTZ

SFOB

-Camp Strike Force

Companies
Approx Strength

27
3. 564

36
4, 752

27
3, 564

24
3, 168

2
264

Combat Recon Platoons

Companies
Approx Strength

27
918

36
1,224

V7
918

24
816

1
34

Mobile Strike Forces

Companies
Approx Strength

3
552

6
1,104

3
552

4
736

11
2,096

Other Units

Strength

438

594

498

466

Sub Total*

Strength

5,472

7,674

5, 532

5, 186

Z,394

GRAND TOTAL 26,258
(C) SECDEF approval of an increase of 10, 297 RF spaces, required to implement the plan,
was received z0 Aug. On 15 Sep, 33 conducted a US planning conterence to discuss details of
the plan, conversion procedures, and lessons learned from previous conversions. Major cornmands, Sth SFGA, and the MACV staff were represented.
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(S) On 6 Oct, COMUSMACV confirmed by message implementation of the plan to convert 14
CSF CIDG camps. The approved schedule of camp conversions, and the number of RF units to
be formed at each camp, was as follows:
1.

Date of Camp Conversion - 31 Jan 70.
a.

JI CTZ
Mang Buk: Four RF companies and one Group Hq (511 pers)
Trung Dzing: Ten RF companies and two Group Hq (1,268 pers)

b.

M CTZ
Dong Xoai: Four RF companies and one Group Hq (511 pers)
Chi Linh: Will be closed 31 Jan 70

c. IV CTZ
My Da: Six RF companies and one Group Hq (757 pers)
Kinh Quang II: Four RF companies and one Group Hq (511 pers)
2.

Date of Camp Conversion - 31 Mar 70
11 CTZ: An Lac: Four RF companies and one Group Hq (511 pers)

3.

Date of Camp Conversion - 30 Apr 70

a.

1 CTZ
Bunard: Four RF companies and one Group Hq (511 pers)
Minh Thanh" Four RF companies and one Group Hq (511 pers)

b. IV CTZ
My Dien Ut: Four RF companies and one Group Hq (511 prts)
My Phuoc Tay: Four RF companies and one Group Ht. (634 pers)
4.

Date of Camp Conversion - 31 May 70
a.

UCTZ
Plateau 01: Four RF companies and one Group Hq (5 11 per.)
Nhon Co: Four RF companies and one Group Nq (511 pets)

"

b.

II CTZ
Duc Phong: Four RF companies and one Group Hq (511 pers)
'A

SThe

"B" Camp at Song Be could be closed after the tonvorzion ot Camp Dut Phmng on 31 MaU 70.
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(S) No firm schedule had been determined for the conversion of the MSF and planning was
to be predicated on the basis that these conversions would take place between 1 Mar and
30 Jun 70. The reduction was to be from 35 to 19 MSF units. Where MSFs were not to be converted or retained they were to be recruited into other understrength CIDG and RVNAF units,
or demobilized. 61

)

(S) On 1 Nov, COMUSMACV met with C/JGS and CG II CTZ in regard to combat activity in
the Bu Prang and Duc Lap area. The C/JGS indicated that the CIDG personnel looked upon
themselves as US forces and CG II CTZ indicated that ARVN and CIDG did not mix. In view of
these opinions, COMUSMACV indicated that it was essential to accommodate the Vietnamese
be
thinking. He therefore directed total US disengagement from the CIDG effort and that it ". ...
as
soon
as
be
completed
and
was
to
funding
was
to
include
This
to
the
RVNAF."
turned over
possible but in a responsible manner.
(S) Many factors were to be considered in determining whether to convert camps to RF or
close them but two basic criteria were: (1) existence of a population base in a relatively secure
environment from which an RF unit could be sustained, and (Z) accessibility, preferably by land
LOC, in order that it could be reinforced and supplied. Under this criteria, COMUSMACV
asked his major field commanders to comment on the impact of closing CIDG Camps sometime/
during FY 71. 68 The camps to be considered for closure under the above criteria were:

I CTZ

-

None

Il CTZ

-

Plei Djereng, Trang Phuc, Dak Pek, Tieu
Atar, Dak Seang, Plei Me, Bu Prang,
Polei Klering, Plei Mrong, Ben Het, Duc Co.

IlI CTZ

-

Duc Hue, Thein Ngon, Tong Le Chon, Katum

IV CTZ

-

Thanh Tri, Cai Cai, To Chau, Bu Koai,
Vinh Gia.

"4
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US AND FREE WORLD FORCES - IV

(.

1.

Bklt (TS), MACJO31, 30 Apr 69, Subj: USMACV 1968 Command History (U), Gp-1.

Z.

Msg (C), COMUSMACV to USARV &t al.,
Safeguards (U), Gp-4.

3.

Rpt (S), MACJ3-053 to MHB, undated, Subj: J-3 Historical Summary Jan 69, Gp-4; Msg

130434Z Mar 69, Subj: MACV Strength/Space

(S), JCS to COMUSMACV, Z81955Z Jan 69, Gp-4.
4.

MACV Plan (TS), 20 Jul 69, Vietnamizing the War Plan, Annex C (C), Gp-4.

5.

Bklts (S), Army Activities Report: SEASIA (U), 11 and 18 Jun 69, Gp-4.

6.

Mag (S), COMUSMACV to CG, USARV, et al., 091242Z Aug 69, Subj: Strength Authorization for South Vietnam (S), Gp-4.

7.

Meg (S), JCS to CINCPAC, 201736Z Aug 69, Subj: Strength Reduction Vietnam (U), Gp- 4 ;

(

Meg (S), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 241043Z Aug 69, Subj: Strength Reduction Vietnam
(U), Gp-4.
8.

Msg (C), COMUSMACV to JCS, 020751Z Sep 69, Subj: US Forces in South Vietnam (U),
Gp- 4 ; Fact Sheet (S), MACJ3-022, 5 Aug 69, Subj: Program 6 Force Structure (U), Gp- 4 .

9.

Meg (S), Admin CINCPAC to JCS, 190233Z Dec 69, Subj: KEYSTONE BLUEJAY (U), Gp-4.

10.

S11.

P

Fact Sheet (S), MACJ3-03, Undated, Subj: Destination of US Forces Redeploying from Vietnam in Phase 2 (U), Gp-4.
Rpt (S), Office of COS, DA, 8 Jan 69, Subj: Army Buildup Progress Report (U), Gp-4.

12.

Ltr (C), Ca, 9th I.' Div to CG, DMAC, 21 Jul 69, Subj: Lessons Learned (Interim) (U),
Gp- 4 ; Bklt (S), DA, 25 Jun 69, Subj: Army Activities Report: SEASIA (U). Gp-4.

13.

Bklt (S). Z9 Jan 69, Army Buildup Progress Report (U), Gp-4.

14.

Mega (C), DA to CINCUSARPAC, 071854Z and 13Z323Z Fab 69. Subj: Reorganization of the
Americal Division (U), Op-4.

15.

Fact Sheet (S), MACJ3-03, Undated, Subj: DestinaUon of U.S. Forces Redeploying from
Vietnam in Phase 2 (U), Gp-4.

16.

Rpt (S), Offiee of the COS, DA, 17 Dec 69# Subj- Army Buildup Progress Report (U), Gp-4.

.17, Fact Sheet (S). MACJ 3-031, Subj: USMC Phase I Redeployment, undated, G(p.4.

18 ,' OP, Cit, 915.
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19.

Fact Sheet (S), MACJ3-031, Undated, Subj: USN Phase I Redeployment (U), Gp-4.

20.

Fact Sheet (S), MACJ3- 03, Undated, Subj: Destination of U.S. Forces Redeploying from
Vietnam in Phase 2 (U), Gp-4.

21.

Rpt (S), MACMA to MHB, 17 Apr 69, Subj: Quarterly Historical Summary Jan-Mar 1969
(U), Gp-4.

22.

Rpt (S), MACMA to MHB, Undated, Subj: Monthly Historical Summary Jul 69 (U), Gp-4.

23.

Rpt (S), MACMA to MI-B, 16 Sep 69, Subj: Monthly Historical Summary Aug 69 (U), Gp-4.

24.

Rpt (S), MACMA to MHB, 20 Dec 69, Subj: Monthly Historical Summary Nov 69 (U), Gp-4.

25.

Bklt (U), Undated, Brief History of the Australian Army.

26.

Embtel (U), Canberra to SECSTATE, 170315Z Dec 69, SubJ: Labor Union Resolution calling
on Australian Troops in Vietnam to Lay Down Arms Roundly Criticized by Govt and Other
Labor Circles.

27.

Meg (U), SECSTATE to AMEMB SAIGON, 180031Z Dec 69, Subj: Gorton Television Speech
to Nation December 16.

28.

Fact Sheet (U), FWMAF, Undated, Subj: Free World Military Assistance Organization.

29. Interview (U), 17 Jwas 7.0, LCDR M. L. McMillen, USN. MHlB with CDR C. C. Cho, ROCN,

FWMAO.
30. Ltr (U), MACV to ROKFV, 3 Jan 69, Subj: Not stated; Ltr (U), MACV to ROKV, II Apr 69,
SubJ: Not stated. Meg (C), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 101134Z Sep 69, SubJ. Proposed
k.aapowor Space Increase for ROKFV (U), Op-4.
31,

Meg (C), JCS to CINCPAC, 171533Z Oct 69, Subj: Proposed Manpower Space Increase for

ROKFV (U), Op-4.
32.

Bklt (C), MACJ3-052, 15 Jan 70, SubJ: Combat Experiences 6-69 (U), Op-4.

33.

Memo for Record (C), MACJ3-OZ,

34.

Embtel (C), Manila to SECSTATE, Z70900Z Mar 69, Subj: PMILCAG (U), Op. None.

3S.

Embtol (C), SAIGON to SECSTATE, 7134. 1S Apr 69& Subj: PHILCAG (U). Op-None.

36.

Meg (S), SECSTATE to AMEMB, Manila. 190131Z Apr 69, SubJ: PMfLCAG (U), Op-None.

"37.

Embtel (U), Manila to SECSTATE, 060814Z Oct 69, SubJ: Withdrawal of Philippine Civil
Action Group from Vietnam.

34.

Embtel (C), Manila to SECSTATE4 131.044Z Nov 69, Subj: Maroos Conments on Recall of

17 Dec 68o SubJ: New PHILCAGV TOE (U). Op-4..

PHILCAG (U)l Op-Nonw.
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39.

Embtel (C), Manila to SECSTATE, 141013Z Nov 69, Subj: PHILCAG Withdrawal (U), GpNone.

40.

Embtel (C), Bangkok to SECSTATE, Z01130Z Nov 69, Subj: PHILCAG (U), Gp- None.

41.

Meg (C), COMUSMACV to CG, USARV, 281251Z Nov 69, Subj: Transfer of PHILCAG Base
Camp (U), Gp-4; Fact Sheet (C), MACFWMAO to COS, 30 Nov 69, Subj: None, Gp-4.

42.

Bklt (C), MACVJ3-052, 15 Jan 70, Subj: Combat Experiences 6-69 (U), Gp-4.

43.

Embtel (U), Bangkok 8316 to SECSTATE- 4 Jan 67, Subj: Official Text of the Royal Thai
Government Announcement of its Decision to Fight in RVN, Gp-None.

44.

Rpt (TS). MACJ-053, 1Z Mar 69, Subj: J-3 Historical Summary, February 1969 (U), Gp-4.

45.

Rpt (TS), MACJ3 to MHB, undated, Subj: Historical Summary for August (U), Gp-4; Rpt

(S). DA, Z7 Aug 69, Subj: Army Activities Report: SEASIA (U), Gp-4; Meg (C), COMUSMACTHAI to CINCPAC, 240532Z Jun 69, Subj: RTAVF Status Update Message Number 30
(U), Gp-4.
46.

Msg (S). MCE Thai to CHWTO Hickam, 171036Z Nov 69, Subj: Second/Fourth Increment

Rotation, RTAVF (U), Gp-4.
47.

Meg (C), SECSTATE to AMEMB Bangkok, 170013Z Dec 69, Subj: Thai Troops in Vietnam
(U), Op-4.

48.

Embtel (C), Bangkok to SECSTATE, 191130Z Dec 69, Subj: Parliamentarians Request for
Thai Troop Withdrawal from Vietnam (UL) Gp-None.

49.

Embtel (C), Bangkok to SECSTATE, ZZ1Z00Z Dec 69, Subj: Thanat Discusses Withdrawal
of Thai Troops from Vietnam (U)

50.

Embtel (C), Bangkok to SECSTATE. Z40344Z Dec 69, Subj: Withdrawal of Thai Troops
from Vietnam (U), Gp-None.

S5.

Bklt (TS), MACJ03, 30 Apr 69. Subj; MACV Command History. 1968 (U). Gp-1.

SZ.

Embtel (U), Saigon to SECSTATE, 061123Z Feb 67, Subj: Employment of TCNS in Vietnam.

5S.

Fact Sheet (C), MACJI, 17 Oct 69. Subj: Problems Caused by Third Country National

Civilian@ (TCN) in the RVN (U). Gp-4.
54.,

.SS.

,

$6. bjd
57. Ibid.
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58.

Ltr (U), OICC/RVN to COMUS, 15 May 69, Subj: Delays in Obtaining GVN Entry Clearances
for TCN Recruits.

59.

Embtel (U), SAIGON to SECSTATE, 040900Z Nov, Subj: Third Country Nationals; MACV
Dir 690-14 (C), 15 Nov 69, Subj: TCN Employees in NAF Activities (U), Gp-4.

60. Rpt (S), MACJ3-03Z, 9 Jul 69, Subj: PSYOPS and Unconventional Warfare Forces and Resources (U), Gp-4.
61.

Bklt (TS), MACJ03I, 16 Sep 68, USMACV 1967 Command History (U), Gp- 1.

6Z.

Blkt (TS), MACJ031, 20 Apr 66, Subj: USMACV 1965 Command History (U), Gp-I.

63.

Bklt (TS), MACJ031. 19 Apr 67, Subj: USMACV 1966 Command History (U), Gp-1.

64.

Bklt (S), MACJ3-051, USMACV Year-End Review of Vietnam 1968 (U), Gp-4.

65.

Msg (S), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, Z61117Z Feb 69, Subj: Reduction of CIDG to Phatse II
Force Structure (U), Gp-4.

66. Fact Sheet (C), MACJ3-3Z, 5 Aug 69, Subj: CIDG (U), Gp-4.
67.

Mag (S), COMUSMACV, 061043Z Oct 69, Subj: Combined MACV/JGS Plan for Reduction of
CIDG (U), Gp-4.

68.

Memo (S), BG Jaskilka to MG Bautz, 6 Nov 69, Subj: None, Gp-4, Meg (S), COMUSMACV to
CG I FFORCEV et al., Z61333Z Nov 69, Subj: Reduction of CIDG (U). Gp-4.
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MILITARY OPERATIONS

I
BACKGROUND

(U) Operations in RVN were conducted in physical and population environments that could
scarcely have been more difficult if they had been created that way. The RVN had five physical
characteristics of primary. importance in the. planning and implementing of operations.
1. Its nearly 66, 000 square miles stretched almost 570 miles in length, but its width
varied from 135 miles in the south to only about 45 miles in the north.
2. This elongation resulted in a disproportionately long coastline on the east, which
required a heavy commitment of personnel and equipment to patrol it,

X\.

(

3. To the west there was also a disproportionately long land frontier. While the
frontier to the north, across the DMZ, was recognizably hostile, the long western frontier had
also to be considered hostile since the neighboring states of Laos and Cambodia were incapable
of preventing the VC/NVA from freely using their territories.
4. Within RVN there were three distinct major regions, each imposing unique considerations for operations. These were the Mekong Delta, usually referred to simply as the
Delta, the southern portion of the Chaine Annamitique, usually referred to as the Central High.
lands, and the Central Lowlands. The Delta occupied the southern two-fifths of the country, and
its fertile alluvial plains favored by heavy rainfall, made it one of the great ricegrowing areas
of the world. The Central Highlands, with several high plateaus dominated the area northward
from the Delta to the DMZ and continued on into NVN. The Central Lowlands (still so designated
even though they were central only to pro.partition Vietnam and not to RVN) consisted of a
fertlih, narrow coastal strip along the eastarr slopes of the Central Highlands.
5. Lying eitirely belov.-the Tropic of Cancer, the area had a hot and humid climate.
The monthly 'neon temperature was about 800 -F. labout 260C. ), and the annual rainfall was
consistently heavy. The rinoneoonsa blowing gteerally from the southwest in the summer and
from the northeast li t01 w
serý 'profoundly influenved the temperature and rainfall. The monloons of Vietnam are 'ALocupesd In detail In Annex B.. The streongth and direction of the wind, as
well as the amount and timing of tho rainfall, however, varied consid.trably iromn place to place
because of differences in latithde and the marked variety.of physleal rouse.
The0 eason wert
exactly opposit in .orth.rn RVNas compared to outhoern. RVN.

"

(U) Although perhaps 85 percent of the RVN population of some 17 million were of Vketnan.
ete ethnic origin, t.u population was not cohesive. On the contrary it contained forces that
tended to splinter rather than to unity, Of the sever&t roiinokty trowapa, among the uost Important were the various highland tribes
4-ftýn rPferre.•..t
aolleCtively as Lont
- (a term
these simple, tough people detested) -. who numbered ovor half a millll, a4d. lived prhiaily in
the mountains and on the high plateaus, Another imipox4&nt anlno-itv was the Chinese. who
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totalled more than .75 million and lived mainly in the cities, where they were commonly thought
of as merchants, contractors, managers, rice brokers, moneylenders, and operators of bar&
and gambling establishments. The third important minority was nearly half a million Khmers
(akin to the principal population if Cambodia). These primarily lived in the provinces along the
Cambodian border as farmers. The 85 percent ethnic Vietnamese shared a single trait with the
minority groups. They were family-oriented, not nation-oriented. Their basic allegiance was
to ancestors, not t~o the GVN, or aniy other geographic, political, or social grouping. The ethnic
Vietnamese, as well as the minority groups, were, aside from normal geographic distinctions,
further divided religiously and politically, The 42 ao-called major political parties of RVN are
discussed in some detail in Chapter 311. It was estimated that 70 to 80 percent of the pnpulation
were Buzddhlsts. either by profession or by default. That is. by not professing adherence to any
other faith; however, this could not be takem as~ an indication of solidarity. It was not unusual
for a family to take a cross or rosary beads to worship at a Buddhist temple, and then return
home to pay homage at a typical Confucian shrine. Professed adherence to more than one
religion was not uncommon. The Buddhists, themselves, were formally divided at least into ihe
Mahayana, or Greater Vehicle, and the Theravada, (sometimes called Hinayana). or Lesser
Vehicle. The Mahayana Buddhists claimed 13 rrullion adherents, while the The ravada minority,
numbering perhaps about 2 million, included large numbhere of ethnic CamL-odians living in the
Delta. In all, 16 Buddhist sects were recognizable.
Two relihgions indigenous to the Delta,
both founded in the 20th century, enjoyed Important followings. The Cac Dal, the older of the
two, wais a self-styled reformed Buddhist sect. It was a synthesis of different beliesZs drawing
on a wide range of ethical teachuings and writings, including those of Confucius, Jesus, and
'Victor Hugo. It claimed 2 million adherents distributed among the main body of believers and
numerous dissident splinter groups. The Hoa Hao. like the C~ao Dal, also identified its,*if as a
reformed Buaddhist sect, but unlike the Cao Dal, it, In fact, preserved a distinctive Buddhist
coloration. Concentrated especially in the ikrea botween the Mekon~g and the Hau Olang Rivers,
the Hoa IHao had an estimated memnbership of about one mxillion. Catholic. iuthurities claimed
nearly two million adherents. Other organized religion* reprectmted in the RVN In tiny minorities included Christianity in its Prntesstant form, Hinduism, Islarn, the Bahali faith, and the
Church of Latter Day Saint#. Thu* operatious in RN"N had to cor~tead not only with a disparate
geogrphya difficult climate, but also with an wurutually fragine~itted populatiou.

GROUN~D OPERA TIONS

Introduction
(U) A* ift 1968 the majo~r share of the XLVNAY and FWIAAF operational effort was devoted to
the tedious and see~mingly endless task of fiadin, -fxig and neutraltsing sm411alenemty formstion.. Those tormations became Incerasingly fifiicolt to find as the year progressed. Literally
thousands of small unit actions were. couducted each woek. Ini addhion, hundreds of maj(3r thattalio-sixe at larerltationswere conducte duria.1 Ow ytar. Th4 largo number of operalisting of ape rations which resulU, ý in greater "tha09 enemvy tRIA, The operations which wer*
selected for inclusion here were representlatie at the around actio &#Itpre~gteosed throulth the
year. at weore of special 0igAhtWance Withip the iarloius CThs. 'the Comba t.4eaiquta which
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have been selected for inclusion do not purport to be all inclusive, but rather they describe some
of the techniques which were in common use during the year.

Rules of Engagement

(S) During 1969, as in previous years, US/FWMA forces, when operating near a border of
were subjected to ground rules that were primarily politically based. These ground rules,
called Rules of Engagement, were established by JCS for the border areas of Cambodia, Laos,
and the Demilitarized Zone (DMvIZ), and were modified and updated as necessary and republished
quarterly. TA.e instructions and even the knowledge of their existence would be held closely,
with access limited to persons specifically authorized on a need-to-know basis. No public disclosure of any of the substance contained in the messages pertaining to the rules of engagement
or actions taken under any authority contained in the messages would be made, except as authorized by COMUSMACV. The rules of engagement for the three border areas applied to ITS/
FWMA forces only. However, in view of the political implications involved from the US point of
view and because of the extent US forces were involved in RVNAF operations, US personnel in
positions to influence RVNAF operations conducted near the border areas were directed to make
every possible effort to assure that such operations were conducted under the US rules of
engagement.

"RVN,

(S) The "Rules" were not to be construed as prohibiting commanders from defending their
units &.gainstarmed attack. Commanders were authorized and directed to take all necessary
counteractions against VC/NVA forces in exercise of the right of self-defense and to defend
their units against armed attacks with all means at their disposal. Nothing in the "Rules" was
to be construed as granting authority to initiate operations in Cambodia or Laos to obtain objectives in RVN. The "Rules" were not to be applied toward widening the conflict in SEASIA. I

The Demilitarized Zone
(TS) During 1969, no US ground ftrces were permitted to cross the southern boundary of
the DMZ without specific orders from COMUSMACV, with the exception of squad-size patrols
authorized CG III MAF by COMUSMACV into the DMZ south of the Provisional Military Demarcation Line (PMDL) (See Figura V-Z). Platoon-size backup was also authorixed to assist
extraction. The ARVN patrols authorized by JGS could be used in this patrol operation. Commanding General III MAF was directed to provide patrol plans for the following day to the MACV
Command Center by 1800 hours each day.

e*

(S) Prior to returning fire against that believed to be originating north of the PMDL, all
commanders were directed to ascertain positively without any d-jubt that such fire was actually,
in fact, coming from north of the PMDL. Enemy artillery, mortar, and rocket fire was to be
answered with heavy counter-battery fire and air attack until enemy weapons worc silenced. In
the event that surface to air missiles (S$.M) or antiaircraft artillery (AAA) were fired at friendly
aircraft over RVN, friendly forces were directed to destroy the enemy's weapons installations
and immediate supporting facilities.
(S) In case of attacks-by-fire or ground attacks by small units ua to bat~ralion size from
north of the southern boundary of the DMZ, it was authorized and directed that conimanders
THIS
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concerted take whatever action was necessary to defend their commands south of the southern
boundary of the DMZ, including counterattacks to destroy the enemy.

)

(S) In the event of large scale general attacks from north of the southern boundary of the
DMZ by ground forces, artillery, or air, which required a response that went beyond local
action, commanders would take action necessary to defend their commands south of the southern
boundary of the DMZ while simultaneously reporting the situation through command channels to
COMUSMACV with request for further guidance or orders.
(S) Immediate pursuit was authorized into North Vietnamese territorial seas or air space in
response to hostile acts and in pursuit of any vessel or aircraft where actions indicated, with
reasonable certitude, that it was operating in support of the VC/NVA insurgency in RVN. US
naval and air forces engaged in immediate pursuit of NVN naval and air elements were not authorized to attack other unfriendly forces or installations encountered, except in response to an
attack by them, and then only to the extent necessary for self-defense.
(S) Reaction to enemy
- from positions in the southern half of the DMZ against friendly
forces would be immediate and the weight decisively destructive. Observation aircraft under 3d
Mar Div control would maintain surveillance of the southern half of the DMZ, but always remain
south of the PMDL (Ben Hai River). Enemy personnel and positions identified in the southern
half of the DMZ were to be attacked promptly by fire and destroyed. 2

Cambodia
(S) Authorities and procedures were established to provide for the defense of RVN and for
the security of US/RVN/FWMA forces in RVN. Except in unusual circumstances as demanded
by '.perational requirements in RVN, action was to be avoided which would bring US forces into
such proximity to the border as to make It likely that these authorities would have to be used.
When possible, COMUSMACV was to be Informed in advance of operations along the Cambodian
border which might inveke the special authorities contained in the Rules of Engagement directive.
Normal security/survel4llance operations conducted by CIDG forces were exempt from this prior
reporting requirement.
(S) In emergency situations, US forces were authorized and directed to take necessary
counteractions in exercise of the right of self-defense against VC/NVA attacks directed at US/
RVN/rWMA forces from locations inside Cambodia. An emergency situation was considered to
exist wh.n, in the judgement of the commander, actions by the enemy endangered his force to
such an extent that inunediate countermeasures had to be taken. Cambodian forces were not to
be engaged except in self-defense, and no Cambodian villages or populated areas were to be
attacked. Counteractions against VC/NVA forces could Include:
I. Artillery and air strike* against enemy firing from the Cambodian side of the border
against US/RVN/FWM.A forcee.
2. Maneuver by US troops, while actually engaged and In contact with VC/NVA forces,
into Cambodia only as necessary !or the preservation of the friendly force.
(S) Herbicide operations, defoltation, and crop deetruction
the bordler during 1969.
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were to be considered by Headquarters MACV on a case-by-case basis. Defoliation operations
north of QL-13 could be conducted within 1. 5 km of the Cambodian/RVN border.
(S) Infrared light could be directed into Cambodia as required for effective surveillance.
Clear light, however, could only be directed into Cambodia as necessary in the defense of
friendly forces, but not merely to harass the populace. 3

Dak Dam
(S) One of the purposes for the rules of engagement was to reduce the possibility of deterioration of US/GVN relations with the more or less neutral neighboring states of Laos and Cambodia. The relations with Laos were of a special, but not delicate nature, since the Lao
government was openly fighting in Laos the same enemy, the NVA, as the Allies in RVN.
Cambodia, on the other hand, sought to maintain a semblance of neutrality, and the newly
reestablished US mission in Phnom Penh was bombarded with formal protests from the Cambodian government for every alleged violation of Cambodian airspace, territory, or territorial
waters. The protests were normally submitted pro forma, and were treated by the US and the
GVN as such. Inevitably, a cause celebre evolved. In mid-November the Special Forces camp
at Bu Prang in Western Quang Duc Province was in a state of seige. Three of its supporting fire
bases had been either overrun or deliberately closed. The camp was receiving probes on the
ground as well as indirect fire attacks. The situation could, at best, be described as serious.
On 16 Nov artillery was observed firing from the vicinity of the Cambodian post at Dak Dam
against the camp at Bu Prang. Subsequently the post and the firing positions were taken under
fire by TACAIR. There was substantial damage to the post, to Cambodian vehicles, including
an alleged ambulance, and there were casualties to Cambodian troops.
(C) Cambodian press, and politicians, as well as some foreign press articles criticized the
US/GVN for the attack on what was alleged to be a well-known and clearly marked Cambodian
installation. At year's end the case was still under investigation. 4

Laos
(S) The 1969 Rules of Engagement for Laos, while essentially the same as those for Cambodia, were slightly less restrictive. Authority was granted to employ artillery fires against
valid military targets in Laos. All operations planned near the RVN/Laotian border were to be
repotted in advance to COMUSMACV.
(5) In emergency situations, US forces were authorized and directed to take necessary
counteractions in the exercise of the right of self-defense against enemy attacks directed against
US/RVN/FWMA forces from locations inside Laos. An emergency situation existed when, in
the judgement of the US commander, the urgency for taking timely counteractions in self-defense
of US/RVN/FWMA forces precluded obtaining prior approval. Such counteractions could include:
1. Artillery and air strikes against enemy forces firing from the Laotian side of the
border against US/RVN/FWMA forces.
2. Maneuver by US troops, while actually engaged and in contact with enemy forces,
into Laos as required for the preservation of the force.
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In the execution of the above, Laotian villages were not to be attacked except:
1.

When fire was being received therefrom; and

Z. When, in the judgement of the US commander, the attack on a populated area was
essential for the preservation of the force. 5

Holiday Stand Down
(U) Related to the Rules of Engagement were the cease fire periods normally held during
the Christmas, New Year, Tet, and Buddha's Birthday holidays.
(S) Observing the number of truce violations during previous cease fire periods and the
little apparent differentiation between the enemy's cease fire and noncease fire hostile actions,
Ambassador Bunker and COMUSMACV in November 1968 were in agreement with President
Thieu that, although a cease fire at Christmas 1968 and Tet 1969 would be necessary out of
respect for the feelings of the Vietnamese people for whom these holidays were important, the
periods should be as short as possible. The 1968 Christmas stand down was observed for 24
hours. Wo stand down was observed by US, RVN or FWMA forces during the 1969 New Year's
period.
(U) Temporary cessation of offensive operations was observed 161800H - 171800H Feb 69.
All units were instructed to be vigilant during the Tet period and alert to any type of enemy
activity. RVNAF personnel were given a minimum of special leaves and substantial forces were
kept at their posts at all times. Troops were further restricted from discharging fireworks or
firing weapons in lieu of fireworks during Tet in order to prevent enemy infiltrators from
attacks and sabotage. 7
(S) COMUSMACV was determined that the enemy would not gaini an advantage, military or
political, through attacks during the cessation. Allied forces were LY6t1ucte(l to show utmost
vigilance and prompt reaction in order decisively to defeat enemy initiated activity during the
Tet cessation. 8
(8) The general rules for the stand down period were:
I. Enemy actions which impinged on friendly forces were not tV be tolerated.
sponses to such actions were to be decisive and overwhelming.

Re-

2. United States forces were not to initiate any air, ground, or naval offensive operations, however, each commander would take all actions necessary to carry out the inherent
right and responsibility of a commander for self-defense of his forces. These actions would
include, but not be limited to the following:
a.

Illumination.

b.

Defensive ambushes on routes of approach to friendly positions.

c. Intensified aerial reconnaissance and ground patrolling in areas containing
potential enemy concentrations and along enemy LOC.
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d.

Helicopter gunship cover for convoys and other movement.

3. Friendly forces in contact as a result of a VC/NVA attack were not to break contact
or decrease the intensity of action until the VC/NVA forces withdrew.
4. All US forces were to be maintained in a high state of readiness before, during, and
after the cessation period.
5.

Harassing and interdiction fires were not to be conducted during the cessation period.

6.

MARKET TIME and GAME WARDEN operations were to continue.

(TS) During the Tet cease fire:
1.

Small unit patrols into the DMZ continued.

2.

Effective rules of engagement for the DMZ continued.

3.

ARC LIGHT strikes were not conducted in RVN but were continued in Laos.

4.

Tactical air strikes continued in Laos with aircraft based outside of RVN.

5.

Intensified aerial reconnaissance over NVN and Laos continued with armed escorts.

6.

Search and rescue operations continued.

7.

PRAIRIE FIRE and DANIEL BOONE operations, including support activities, con-

tinued.
(U) All normal operations were resumed at the conclusion of the cessation period.

4.

(U) During the 24-hour stand dcwn, 197 enemy-initiated incidents were reported. Of these,
84 of the incidents were considered significant (casualties occurred). As a result of the incidents involving US forces, eight US personnel were killed and 94 were wounded. Enemy losses
during the period were 151 killed and 19 suspects detained.

\

(U)

The US, FWMAF and RVNAF observed temporary cessation of offensive operations

from 300600H - 310600H May 69 in observance of Buddha's Birthday.
(S)

The general rules for the cessation were:

1. Enemy actions which impinged on friendly forces were not to be tolerated.
Responses to such actions were to be decisive and overwhelming.

"2. US forces would not initiate any air, ground, or naval offensive operationsa however, each commander was authorized and directed to take all actions necessary to carry out
the inherent right and responsibility of a commander for self-defense of his forces. These
actions were to include, but not limited to:
a.

Illumination.
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b.

Defensive ambushes on routes of approach to friendly positions.

c. Intensified aerial reconnaissance and ground patrolling in areas containing
potential enemy concentrations and along LOCs.
d.

Helicopter gunship cover for convoys and other movement.

3. Fricndly forces in contact as a result of a VC/NVA attack were not to break contact
or decrease the intensity of action until the VC/NVA forces withdrew.
4. Commanders at all levels were to ensure that US forces were maintained in a high
state of readiness before, during, and after the cessation period.
5. Harassing and interdiction fires were not to be conducted during the cessation
period.
6.

All normal operations were to be resumed at the conclusion of the cessation period.

7. MARKET TIME, GAME WARDEN and Search and Rescue operations were to continue during the cessation period.
8. All VC/NVA hostile acts and friendly responsive actions were to be reported
immediately.

tions.

9. No public comment was to be made concerning the cessation and/or these instrucAll inquiries were to be referred to Headquarters, MACV.

(U) Liberation Radio, in a Vietnamese language broadcast of 26 May, reported that the
National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam (NFLSVN) had decided to cease military
attacks throughout RVN for 48 hours in honor of Buddhials Birth(lay. The cease fire commenced
at 290700H May and terminated 310700H May.
(U) During 1968, a cease fire for Buddha's Birthday had not been observed due to the enemy
offensive during the period. 9

Ho Chi Minh Memorial Cease Fire
(U) On 4 Sep Radio Hanoi announced that President Ho Chi Minh had died at 0947 the pre.
vious day. The next day the Viet Cong Radio said that Communist forces in RVN would start a
3-day cease fire at 0100, 8 Sep to observe Ho Chi Minh's death.
All liberation people's armed forces In all areas
in South Vietnam including the main armed forces,
regional forces, peoples forces, guerrillas, and the
armed security forces will cease military offensive
for three days in order to join the whole ptople in
mourning for President Ho starting at I a. m. September 8, 1969 until I a.m. September 11. 1969.
They warned that truce violators would be severely punished.

I/
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(U) In Washington, U.S. officials indicated it would be up to the RVN government to say how
it would respond to any cease fire. On 8 Sep the JGS, RVNAF and the USMACV issued the following joint statement:
The Communist announcement of a cease fire
must be viewed in the light of the savage rocket
attacks against civilians in Danang and other aggressive actions which have followed the announcement.
It must also be viewed in the light of the known history of past Communist violations of cease fires
which they themselves had proposed. Consequently,
it is not our intention to talk about cease fires at
this time.
The scale of our military operations in the past
has been influenced by the scale of enemy military
operations. During this period the scope of our military operations will likewise be influenced by the
nature of the enemy military operations.
This joint statement somewhat softened the approach taken in the following statement by the
President of the RVN the previous day:
So far, the Communists have never observed a
truce, even a truce proposed by themselves. They
have on the contrary capitalized on periods of truce
to increase the killing of innocent people and their
destructive attacks, as evidenced particularly by
their offensives during the Tet holidays and the
Christmas season in 1968, and during Toet and the
anniversary of Buddha in 1969. Furthermore,
recently the Communists have increased shellings
to kill innocent people and military activities, in what
they term as the expression of their norrow for Ho
Chi Minh and continuation of the proletarian and revolutionary achievements of their leader. Therefore,
in order to assure effectively the protection and security of our compatriots, the Government of the
Republic of Vietnam decides not to accept the threeday truce proposal of the Communists during the Ho
Chi Minh. Moreover, this case cannot be considered
as other traditional holidays. In the light of past
experience during many previous truce period, the
.Government of the Republic of Vietnam calls on compatriots and popular forces to be vigilant in defending
against increased Communist terrorism and sabotage
during the day# to come.

4

*

(S) Despite the joint JGS/USMACV statement, US forces were instructed that US military
casualties should be kept to an absolute minimum during the period the enemy had designated for
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a cease fire, that there should be, in practice, no offensive ground operations except as necessary for security of forces, and that employment of tactical air and naval forces in RVN would
be consistent with the instructions covering ground operations. The US advisors were forbidden
to accompany their counterparts on planned offensive operations. B-52 missions were discontinued for the first two days of the cease fire period.

/

(U) Meanwhile, the RVNAF continued operations at a substantial level and the Communists
bogan violating their own cease fire within an hour of when it was supposed to start and they continued offensive operations against US/FWMAF and RVNAF, and population centers at approximately the same level as before the cease fire. 10
(C) The level of enemy activity during the cease fire was evident from a review of his KIA
casualties. 11 These were as follows:
ENEMY KJA
Attacks
STZ

Major

Minor

I
LI

19
0

16
2

I11

33

IV

0
52

Total

Incidents
Major
Minor
24
6

2
0

7

52

6

0

29

0

25

111

8

Christmas 1969
(U) In early December the GVN announced that it would observe Christmas and New Year's
truces from 1800, 24 Dec to 1800, 25 Dec and from 1800, 31 Dec 69 to 1800. 1 Jan 70 Saigon
time. On S Dec, after the GVN announcement, the VC announced they would observe Christmas
and New Year's truces of three days each. The announcement of the clandestine "Liberation
Radio" maid the Christmas truce would begin at 0100, Saigon time, 24 Dec and end at 0100, 27
Dec. The New Year truce would start at 0100, 30 Dec, and end at 0100, 2 Jan. Both of the
Communist command's unilateral cease fires would overlap the two 24-hour truces which had
been announced by RVN President Thleu on 4 Dec. The clandestine radio said that during the
two 3-day cease fire periods, all NFLSVN forces in RVN "must cease all military operations."
As usual there was no mention of NVA troops observing a cease fire. 12
(U) On 6 Dec President Thieu refused to extend RVN's 24-hour Christmas and New Year'e
cease fires to match the 3-day stand downs declared by the VC. President Thieu said, "Only
the Communist lackeys who want to lend a hand to the enemy in order to kill the soldiers and
Innocent people still believe in the Cormunists' goodwill to have a truce. We have to remember
that during Christmas and New Year of the previous year, the Communists always proposed In a
false manner to have a longer truce than our side's truce, with the unique purpose to violate in
order to Increase the killings of our soldiers and innocent people." The President cited four
cease fires during 1967 and 1968 in which he said there were a total of 648 enemy violations.
Thioulp office said, "the p~rczLdc..t thinks that for hwtuanitarian purposes, the 24-hour period is
sufficient" 13
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(S) US forces were authorized to observe truces from 2000, 24 Dec to 2000, 25 Dec and
from 2000, 31 Dec to 2000, 1 Jan. 14
(S) On 11 Dec COMUSMACV issued the following instructions to VMAC, covering the
Christmas (from 1800 Saigon time, 24 Dec to 1800, 25 Dec) and New Year (from 1800, 31 Dec to
1800, 1 Jan 70) cease fire periods, after warning that intelligence indicated that the enemy was
capable of launching attacks against Allied forces or installations at any time and that the enemy
had taken advantage of cease fire periods to launch attacks and to increase his resupply:
React decisively against enemy truce violations
which impinge on friendly forces. Reactions to violations are to be decisivt and overwhelming.
US forces are not, repeat, not to initiate any air,
ground, or naval offensive operations. However, each
commander is authorized and directed to take all action
necessary to carry out the inherent right and responsibility of a commnander for self-defense of his forces.
These actions will include, but not be Uimit-ad to the following:
I.

Illumination.

2. Defensive ambushes on routes of approach
to friendly positions.
3. Intensified reconnaissance patrolling in
areas containing potential enemy concentrations and

along enemy LOC.
4. Helicopter gunship cover of convoys and
other movements.
5.

Counter battery tire.

Friendly forces in contact as a result of an NVA/
VC attack are not, repeat, not to break contact or decrease the intensity of action until the NVA/VC forces
withdraw.
Commanders at all levels are to ensure that US
forces are maintained in a high state of readiness
beforet, during, and after the cease fire period.
Interdiction fires are not, repeat, not to be conducted during the cease fire period.

w

Resume all normal operations at the conclusion
of the cease fire period:
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The following operations will continue during the
cease fire period:
Market Time, Game Warden, Sea Lords,
Search and Rescue operations.
Report immediately... all NVA/VC hostile acts
during the cease fire period together with friendly
responsive actions.
No, repeat, no public comment will be made concerning the cease fire and/or these instructions. Refer
all persons making inquiries concerning the cease fire
to this headquarters. i5
(S) COMNAVFORV directed that the employment of naval forces, including air, would be0
confined to normal patrols and waterborne guard posts in MARKET TIME, GAME WARDEN,
SEA FLOAT, SEA TIGER, RSSZ, and all SEA LORDS barrier operations during the periods of
cease fire. No troop insertions were to be initiated except in retaliation for enemy-initiated
acts; however,, Rung Sat Special Zone troop sweeps along Long Tau channel were considered"
dfensive and necessary to ensure the defense of shipping. 16
(S) On 20 Dec COMUSMACV promulgated special operational instructions for the Christmas
and New Year cease fire periods. The instructions covered US military operations in the DMZ'
Laos, C.Ambodia, and NVN during the cease fire periods.
(TS) Small unit patrols were to continue into the DMZ, under the existing ROE. Tactical
air strikes were to continue in Laos. Tactical air support was authorized to be flown from incountry bases to support certain operations. PRAIRIE FIRE and SALEM HOUSE operationa in
Laos and Cambodia also were to continue (See Annex F).
(S) ARC LIGHT otrike8 were not to be conducted in RVN during the cease fire periods.
ARC LIGHT strikes were to continue In Laos during the cease fires. Search end rescue opera.
tions were to continue, as were certain naval operations. All normal operations were to be
reosumed at the conclusion of the cease fire period. 17
(C) As the case in all past cease fires, the VC/NVA actively violated the truces they had
proposed. There were 61 major and 54 minor violations of the Christmas truce and the same
number of violations of the New Year truce. The Christmas truce violations resulted In ZI
friendly KIA and 101 enemy KIA. By contrast, the 1968 Christmas truce resulted in only 47
major violations and 86 minor violations, with a total of nine friendly and 33 enemy KLA. 18

In-Country Rules of Engagement
(C) Operations within RVN were controlled by MACV Directive 5Z5-13, which had been published on 12 Oct 68 to provide specific rules of engagement for tht conduct of the air and surface
battles within RVN which were applicable to US/FWMAF and RVNAF. It preccribed tbat all
practical means would be employed to limit the risk to the lives &nd property of friendly forces
and civlliana; and to avoid the violation of operational and national boundaries. !t prohibited
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modification by subordinate commanders. It established itself as the basis for ustaxding operating procedures for the conduct of artillery, tank, mortar, riverine, and naval gunfire as well as
tactical air and armed helicopter support. It asserted that it was not the intent of the directive
to restrict unnecessarily commanders from performing their assigned o'erational missions.
(C) Rules of Engagement in the RVN for use of Artillery, Tanks, Mortars, Naval Gunfire,
Riverine Forces, and Air and Armed Helicopter Support was the title of a new MACV Directive
525-13, published on 9 Mar which superseded the directive of 12 Oct 68. The directive had the
same purpose, but it included for the first time a definition for "in contact", and clarified and
amplified the previous directive. The new directive was specifically applicable to all MACV
staff agencies and subordinate commands. The salient portions are quoted as follows:
The nature of operations and the battle area in the
RVN, and the frequent conduct of combined operations
involving, US, FWMAF, and RVNAF, require that spe.
cific rules of engagement (ROE) be adhered to by all
friendly armed forces.
All practical means will be employed to limit the
risk to the lives and property of friendly forces and
civilians, and to avoid the violation of operational and
national boundaries.
This directive will not be modified by subordinate
c9mmanders nor will directives modifying or interpret.
ing substantive rules in the directive be published by
subordinate commands. Unit commanders are autho.
rized to Issue instructions to users, provided such
instructions do not modify or interpret the substantive
rules contained in this directive.
This directive will serve as the basis for standing
operating procedures for the conduct of artillery, tank,
mortar, riverine, naval gunfire. and tactical air and
armed helicopter support.
It Is not the intent of this directive to unnecessarily restrict commanders frotu performing their
assigned operational missions.
Advisors will take all necessary advisory actions
to encourage RVNAF compliance with these ROE,
Senior tactical conmmtanders and senior advisors

"wiill
1. In coordination with thoir RVNAF counterparts, insure that all units conduct their operations
within the ROE for RVN as contained at Annexes A and
B of this directive, and develop positive, practicable
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target clearance procedures to preclude error or
misunderstanding.
2. Insure that all personnel engaged in fire
support activities are fully cognizant of the contents
of Annexes A and B, with specific emphasis upon procedures pertaining to clearance for fires and air
strikes.
3. Require advisory personnel to insure that
US fire support resources provided in support of RVNAF
operations are employed within the ROE in this directive. If the requests of RVNAF units fall outside the
provisions of this directive, advisors will take such
action as necessary to suspend that US fire support
which is in violation of the ROE.
The following definitions were provided:
Specified Strike Zone (SSZ). An area designated
for a specific period of time by GVN/RVNAF in which
there are no friendly forces or populace and in which
targets may be attacked on the initiative of US/FWMAF/
RVNAF commanders.
Urban Areas. Built-up areas where there is a
heavy density of population and houses, including those
suburbs Im-mediatoly adjacent to built-up areas, i.e.,
Saigon, Danang Hue, Nha Trang, etc.
Air Strike. An attack on spvcific objectivos by
fighter. bomber, or attack aircraft oo an offensive
mission, except that ARC LJGHT will be governed by
MACV Directive 95-14 (S).
Close Air Support. Air action against hostile tAr.
gets which are in close proximity to friendly torcos
and which require detaild Integration of each Mit oti.slion w4th the fire and muvtmont ot those force#.
Strike Aircraft. Fixod wiig aircraft of the fighter,
bomber, and attack lasifi atio capable of conlduttiag
an tirstrike,
In Cotitact., A ulnt is considerttd in eontaci when
It it engaged with an e*emy force, being fired kipOt"
and returning fire. The supported unit coniimander is
rosponsible for na&kIg t6t "in contact" detirmlhtloio.

do
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artillery, mortar,

(C) An annex to the d~irtccnve provided guidance concerning the control of
K.tank,
riverine, and. naval gunfire support provided to the surface commander by US/F WMAF.
The terms artillery and artillery fire as used in the annex included mortars and tank guns, and
mortar and tank gun fire.
These rules of engagement apply to the conduct
of the surface battle to include employment of artillery, tank, mortar, riverine, and naval gunfire by
US/FWMAF/RVNAF in both offensive and defensive
situations within the RVN. These rules also apply to
the employment of US/FWMAF/RVNAF fire support
resources in cross support mnissions for all forces.
Artillery, tank, and mortar gunnery techniques.
Care and attention must be exorcised continuously in
the application of all gunnery techniques. The application of these techniques and the exercise of sound
judgment on the part of all personnel involved in
solving the gunnery problem and in exercising precise
*gunnery pr,3cedures will provide the best assurance
against endangering friendly forces and civilians, or
destroying or damag~ing property of itiendly forces or
civilians.
Naval Gunfire. Prtnedurao epplitable to the, conduct and control of naval gunfire area contained in effecti vo edition Operatiao Ordeor 3ZOA-ThAR, Cognm~ander
Task Group 70. 8, and in the east of Market Time,
COMCOSUIRVFGR Opt ration. Ordo r ýOi1-YEAR. Prosýedursts applicahltQ %-,the conduct and control -)I naval
guntfire in riverine orpias 4or contr.ined in CiT 116
and A17 Operation Ortie.- ZUl-YEAR.

4

Specltitid1tRiOic Z"-on.
UnobserVed4 (ire may be
directed apainswt 414 wiraltst aint target areas located
within a oporWified~rikce none, after notifying the
ftpp4"opriate US/ WIMAF clearance authority.
1. Tho force comxnandurr/SA, IV CYZ In
thviK- rcspvctivo CTZ tor their authorited represanata-

*

unito) ate the military clearance atathorltlas.
it 1h# ARVN rorpl commander in each Cfl
hte the authority to designate, suspond temporarIly,
ior t4'41rel a SSZ. Notification of WSdestIgnation,
temporary buspenaton, or canicellation will ho oirigintated
by the ARYN corps comtmanders lior USflWMIA* through
command channels) to all commanids operating in
the Cfl, with a minimnum of VZ hours notitication in
advace o a cang lb satus. aequests foar SSZ

*
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designation, temporary suspension, or cancellation
will be submitted to the ARVN corps commander via
appropriate command channels,
Uninhabited Areas Outside of SSZ.
1. Fire may be directed against VC/NVA
forces in contact without obtaining province chief,
district chief, sector commander, or sub-sector
commander and US/FWMAF military commander's
approval.
Z. Unobserved fires may be directed at
targets and target areas, other than VC/NVA forces
in contact, only after approval by province chief.
district chief, sector commander, or sub-sector
commander and US/FWMAF military commander,
as appropriate, has been granted.
3. Observed fire may be directed against
targets of opportunity which are clearly identified as
hostile without obtaining province chief, district chief,
sector commander or sub-sector commander and US/
FWIAF military commander's approval.
4. Approval by province chief, district chief,
sector commnarter, or sub-sector commander and US/
FWV}AF military commander, gs appropriate, is requireO before directing fire on targets of opportunity
not clearly identified as hostile.
Villages and Hamlets.
1. Fire mis#ions directed againt known or
wuspected VCINVA targets i villagte and hamlets
occupted b$ noacombatams will be zond~uted as follows:
a. Stich flre. missions will be controlled
by'an observer am will be ecmted only after approval
-i obtained fraim the prov•lte chitf or dsistrirt chief.
a-, appropriate. The decistio to conduct such tire ntio4ions will aklso b approved by the attacking force bat-.
tuli.au at task force tomiandet, or higher.

ba.

Villwag

jand hamlets 140t assutiaved

•With Ianeuver or surface fores will
.not be firtd upon
-- ithout prior w*smlg by t•ealtts and/or speaker sys-

"tetsor

by otheor apprl imoprlme-ab.

.ven

though tire

is Vceivq4 frow, them, provided that friendly troops
are Wot pitted in%Jeopardy ia lte ta-atrn.
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c. Villages and hamlets from which
hostile fire is being received, may be attacked without prior warning and without prior clearance if the
attack is in conjunction with a surface operation involving maneuver of surface forces through the area,
and if in the judgment of the surface commander,
his mission or troops would be jeopardized by such
warning or delay.
2. Surface commanders may initiate dire:t
fire into villages and hamlets upon receivir.,, larger
caliber fire (including rockets and RR fire) from, therein; however, response should be designed for selfprotection and directed at the source of hostile fire.
3. The use of incendiary type ammunition
will be avoided unless absolutely necessary in the
accomplishment of the commander's mission or for
preservation of the force.
Urban Areas.
1. Fire missions directed against known or
suspected VC/NVA targets in urban areas must pr.!dlude unnecessary destruction of civilian property.
2. Fire support in urban areas will be
governed by the following:
a. The decision to conduct indirect fire
missions in urban areas is retained at corps/field
force or NAVFORV level. Approval must be obtained
from both u, corps Lommander and the US field force
level commander/CG, DMAC. All indirect fire missions will be controlled by an observer, The exception to this policy is the built-up areas of Saigon/Cholon/
Gia Dinh City. GG - FFORCEV is authorized to delegate authority to CG, CMAC for employment of indirect
fire in the built-up areas of Salgon/Cholon/Gia Dinh
City. No further delegation is authorized.
b. Direct fire, flat trajectory weapons
are well suited for attackin5 point targets in urban
areas. Properly aimed and controlled, their use will
reduce damage to urban property. The use of direct
fire weapons e, g., tanks, Sheridan M55i aid recoil-

less rifles, both 90mm and 106mm, is authorized In
a direct fire role In urban areas at the discretion of
the local ground force commander without the prior
approval of the field force/corp commander or, in
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the case of Saigon /Cholor./Gia Dinh City, the CG of
CMAC. Direct fire weapons will be used to the maximum, in the elimination of enemy strong points or
fortified structures in urban areas. All types of munitions, except incendiary (white phosphorus), may
be used in direct fire weapons including flechette,
HEAT, beehive, and canister rounds.
c. Maximum use will be made of helicopters to maneuver troops and heavy weapons to
roofs of key buildings and other locations to expedite
cordoning.
d. Prior to firing in urban areas, leaflets and loudspeakers and other appropriate means
will be utilized to warn and to secure the cooperation
and support of civilian populace even though fire is
received from these areas.
e. Incendiary type munitions will not
be used except when friendly survival is at stake.
f. Riot control agents will be employed
to the maximum extent possible. CS agents can be
effectively employed in urban area operations to flush
enemy personnel from buildings and fortified positions,
thus increasing the enemy's vulnerability to allied firepower while reducing the likelihood of the destruction
of civilian property. Commanders will he prepared
to use CS agents whenever the opportunity presents
itself.
g. The above stated procedures will not
be deviated from except when, in the opinion of the
responsible commander, the situation demands such
inimediate action that these procedures cannot be followed, Such situations include preservation of the
force or the right of self-defense.
Religioua Monurnents/Buildings.
I. The enetmy has shown by past actions that
he takes advantage of areas or places normally considered as nonmilitary target areas. These areas are
typified by those of religious or historical value to the
Vietnamese. Where it is found that the enermy has
sheltered himself In places of worship such as churches
or pagodas and has installed defensive podltions in
public buildings and dwellings, the responsible senior
commander in the area (brigad.) or higher) may order
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the attack to insure prompt destruction of the enemy.
The responsible commander must identify positive
enemy hostile acts either in execution or preparation.
Weapons and forces used will be those which will
insure prompt defeat of enemy forces with minimum
damage to structures in the area.
2. The exception to this policy is the palace
compound in the Hue Citadel. For this specific area,
commanders should consider the employment of massive quantities of CS crystal.
(C) Another annex defined specific operational restrictions and rules of engagement for US
rotary wing and fixed wing aircraft in the RVN.
All targets selected for an air attack will be
approved by the province chief directly or through
higher RVN authority. Air attacks in specified strike
zones (SSZ) may be conducted without additional
GVN/RVNAF clearance only after notifying the appropriate US/FWMAF military clearance authority.
1. The force commanders/SA, IV CTZ in
their respective CTZ (or their authorized representatives) are the military clearance authorities.
2. The ARVN corps commander in each CTZ
has the authority to designate, suspend temporarily,
or cancel a specified strike zone. Notifications of
SSZ designation, temporary suspension, or cancellation will be criginated by the ARVN corps commander
(for US/FWMAF through US command channels) to all
commands operating in the CTZ, with a minimum of
72 hours notification in advance of a change in status.
Requests for SSZ designation, temporary suspension,
or cancellation will be submitted to the ARVN corps
commander via appropriate command channels.
All pilots will endeavor to minimize noncombatant
casualties and civilian property damage. Air attacks
will not be executed where identification of friendly
forces is in doubt.
All pilots will have knowledge of the disposition
forces and/or civilians prior to initiating
an air attack. This information may come from ground

"offriendly

or air briefing.

S•.to

For purposes of this directive, references to the
controller (FAC) also encompass and apply
the Marine Tactical Air Coordinator Airborne (TACA).

"forwardair

INW
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USAF, USMG, and USN strike aircraft will norrmally be controlled by the following in the order of
preference as listed:
*1.
TACA/FAC.
*Z.
3.

-.

US Air Force ALO/FAG or Marine

VNAF FAG/FAO.
USAF MSQ-77 (SKY SPOT) or USMC

TPQ-IO.
*Under VFR conditions, when a USAF, USMC or
VNAF FAC is not available, a qualified Army Target
Identifying Pilot (TIP) may designate the target to be
struck and the flight leader of the strike aircraft will
control the strike. The supported ground commander
will acknowledge clearance for a TIP directed strike.
Commanders of units assigned armed helicopters
and strike aircraft will insure that records of ordnance
expended are maintained a minimum of three months.
Records will include as a minimum:

-

1. Type and amount of ordnance expended
on each target.
2.

Coordinates of target.

3. Date and time of initial and final engagement of the target.
4.

Unit supported.

In an emergency, when compliance with the provisions of paragraph Ze, above, is not possible, the
following personnel may designate the target for strike
airc raft:
1. The commander of a ground unit or US
advisor engaged with enemy forces.
2. The US/FWMAF pilot of an airplane or
helicopter supporting a ground unit, who has radio
contact with the ground unit involved and can identify
friendly pusitions in relation to enemy positions.
3. The US/FWMAF/RVNAF pilot of an airplane or helicopter required to operate within the
vicinity of a hostile village or hamlet for the purpose
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of conducting medical evacuation or supply missions,
and where enemy fire presents an immediate threat
to the lives of the helicopter or transport crew.
Villages and Hamlets. Fixed wing aircraft close
air support missions that involve strikes on hamlets
or villages must always be controlled by a FAC and
be initiated only after US/GVN/RVNAF clearance has
been obtained. Armed helicopters involved in air
attacks on hamlets and villages must always be in
direct radio contact with the designated control agency
of the responsible ground commander. The decision
to conduct such air operations must also be approved
by the attacking battalion ground task force or higher
commander.
1. If the attack on a village or hamlet from
which enemy fire is being received is deemed necessary, and is executed in conjunction with a ground
operation involving movement of ground forces through
the area, and if in the judgement of the commander
his mission would be jeopardized by such warning the
attack may be made without warning.
2. If the attack on a village or hamlet is not
in conjunction with any immediate ground operations,
the inhabitants must be warned by leaflets and/or
loudspeaker system prior to the attack and must be
given sufficient time to evacuate the area. Once the
inhabitants of a pre-planned target area have been
adequately warned that the area has been selected as
a target and given sufficient time to evacuate the hamlet/village ni-ay then be struck without further warning.
Urban Areas. Air attacks directed against known
or suspected VC/NVA targets in urban areas must preclude unnecessary destruction of civilian property and
must by nature require greater restrictions than the
rules of engagement for less populated areas, Therefore the following specific US/GVN/RVNAF clearance
procedures and restrictions must be strictly adhered to:

*

1. Air attacks directed against urban areas
must always be controlled by a FAC and be initiated
only after US/GVN/RVNAF clearance has been obtained. The decision to conduct air attacks in urban
areas will be retained at corps/field force level.
Approval must be obtained from both the corps commander and the US field force level commander. This
"approval is required for all US air attacks to include
those in support of RVNAF.
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2. The exception to this policy is the built
up areas of Saigon/Cholon/Gia Dinh City. CG, II
FFORCEV is authorized to delegate authority to CG,
CMAC for employment of US tactical air and armed
helicopters in the built up areas of Saigon/Cholon/
Gia Dinh City. No further delegation is authorized.
3. Prior to subjecting urban areas to air
attack, even when fire is received from the area, at
least one of the following means will be used to warn
the civilian population and to obtain their cooperation
and support: leaflets, loudspeakers (air or ground),
or notification through the appropriate civilian clearance authority or US/FWMAF military commanders.
4. The use of incendiary type munitions will
be avoided unless destruction of the area is unavoidable and then only when friendly survival is at stake.
(C) Specific instructions for close air support to include interdiction day or night were
given as:
ALO/FAC will:
I. Have thorough knowledge of the ground
scheme of maneuver.
2. If possible, secure a VNAF FAG or
RVNAF observer to assist in directing an air strike
when in support of an ARVN unit. If a RVNAF observer is not available, an ALO/FAC is authorized
to direct the air strike.
3. Maintain reliable communications with
the ground unit and strike aircraft.
4. Make positive identification and mark
the target. COMUSMACV may waive the marking
requirement in the case of specially equipped aircraft.
5. Insure that strike pilots are aware of
friendly locations in relation to target, characteristics of target area, and local weather conditions.
6. Use 1:50,000 or larger scale maps of
target area, and photographs when availab~e.

")
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Pilots of strike aircraft will:
1. Always be under the control and in direct
radio contact, for a strike, with a FAC or designated
control agency, airborne or ground.
Z.

Have visual contact with target or target

3.

Always ascertain the position of friendly

marker.

k

troops (or civilians, when applicable).
4. Ascertain local conditions regarding
weather, target area, and surrounding terrain characteristics.
5.
providing:

Defend themselves against ground fire

Source of fire can be visually identi-

(.a.

fied.
b. The strike can be positively oriented
against the source.
c. The fire is of such intensity that
counteraction is necessary.
6.

Utilize artificial illumination for night

strikes.
7. A waiver may be granted for specifically
equipped aircraft (i.e., TRIM, DIANE, TROPIC MOON,
etc. ), of these requirements stipulated in paragraph
3b (I), (2), and (6), above. Waivers will be granted
by COMUSMACY on a case-by-case basis only.
(C) The following border restrictions for aircraft conducting assigned missions in the RVN
were prescribed:
US/FWMAF military fixed wing and rotary wing
type aircraft will not cross the demilitarized zone or
Cambodian border unless specifically authorized by

COMUSMACV.
All FAC operating in the vicinity of the border
will have a 1:50,000 or larger scale map of the target area (e. g. 1:25,000). Maps, mosaics, and photographs will be made available to the pilocs.
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Joint operations-intelligence facilities will be
established and complete pre-strike briefings and
post-strike debriefings will be conducted for strikes
within 5, 000 meters of the border, when practical.
Cambodian border restrictions which are additional to the above.
1. Strike aircraft within 5,000 meters of
the Cambodian border will be under positive control
of a FAC or MSQ-77/TPQ-10. The authority to waive
this requirement is restricted to COMUSMACV or his
designated representative.
2. All organizations responsible for planning or execution of missions within 5 km of the border will have posted in operations a 1:25, 000 or
larger scale map on which the Cambodian border is
distinctly marked, on the RVN side, to the depth of
5 km. In addition, aircraft crews operating in close
proximity to the Cambodian border will be briefed on
the provisions of regulations relating to border operations and will have in their possession a suitable map
which accurately portrays the border and the buffer
zone,
3. Aircraft supporting border outposts (fire
support, reconnaistance, supply, and transportation)
are allowed to operate as necessary in the outpost
area, but will neither cross nor fire across the border.
4. Appropriate radar stations will flight
follow aircraft on missions within 5 km of the border
within equipment capability.
(C)

Religious monuments and public buildings were given special attention:
The enemy has shown by his actions that he takes
advantage of areas or places normally considered as
nonmilitary target areas. These areas are typified
by thotie of religious background or historical value
to the Vietnamese. Where it is found that the enemy
has sheltered himself in places of worship such as
churches and pagodas or has installed defensive positiors in public buildings and dwellings, the responsible
senior brigade or higher commander in the area may
o.rder an air attack to insure prompt destruction of
the enemy. The responsible commander must identify
positive enemy hostile acts either in execution or
preparation. Weapons and forces used will be those

S
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which will insure prompt defeat of enemy forces with
minimum damage to structures in the area. The
exception to this policy is the palace compound in the
Hue Citadel. For this specific area, commanders
should consider the employment of massive quantities
of CS crystal.
(C)

The prescribed procedures for jettisons were:
Munitions will be jettisoned only in designated
jettison areas.
During night or ICR conditions, aircraft will be
under positive radar control while jettisoning, except
during emergtncies covered in paragraph 6d below.
During day VFR, drops will be monitored by
radar whenever possible.
Aircraft may jettison munitions in other than
designated areas during emergencies when there is
an immediate threat of injury to the crew or damage
to the aircraft. Every effort will be made to insure
that munitions are not jettisoned so that they impact
Into or near inhabited areas,

(C) Specific lnstructions for armed helicopter engagements were:

(

US Army, US Marine, US Air Force, and US
Navy armed helicopters will be marked "US Army",
"US Marine", "US Air Force", or "US Navy" as
appropriate.
For the purposes of this directive, an armed
helicopter is defined as any helicopter that has
mounted an ordnance delivery system.
Fire only when all three of the following requirements are satisfied:
1. In direct radio contact with and under the
control of the designat^d control agency of the responsible ground commander.

"2.

The target or target marker can be

visually identified.
3.

Friendly and civilian pirsitions are posi-

tively identified.
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Urban areas will be attacked only when directed
by the responsible ground commander and then inp
accordance with the rules set forth in paragraph Zi
of this annex with the exception of the FAC requirement. Such attacks when so directed will be governed
by the restrictions set forth in paragraph 7c, above.
Further, only point targets (i.e. specific buildings)
will be engaged and these targets must be positively
identified to the pilot. The engagement of area targets in urban areas is prohibited.
Targets of opportunity acquired in a specified
strike zone may be engaged any time after notifying
the appropriate US/FWMAF/RVNAF clearance authority.
Ordnance delivery systems in armed helicopters
will be fired only when authorized by the aircraft
commander.
Airborne test firing of weapons will be conducted
only after obtaining permission from the appropriate
clearance authority.
Pilots of helicopters are permitted to defend
themselves against ground f3re any time providing all
three of the following requirements are satisfied:
I.

The source of fire can be visually identi-

fied.
2. The attack can be positively oriented
against thle source.
The fire Is of such intensity that counteraction is ,kecessary.
(C) Air reconnaissance ard aerial surveillance missions were subject to the following
instructions:
Reconnaissance aircraft operating near the RVN/
Cambodian border aare not allowed to cross the border
and penetrate Cambodian airspace.
Aerial reconnaissance flights along or near the
Cambodian border are vital to the socurity of the RVN
and US defense efforts. However, extre.ne care must
be eo-ercised In planning and executing in-country mis.sions by reconnatissance aircraft of all services to Insure that inadvertent overflights do not occur.
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US Army aircraft may be armed with target markIng ordnance while on surveillance missions..
Commander, 7th Air Force, prescribes rules of
restrictions for air to air combat in
the RVN. These are published by that headquarters
in Tactical Air Control Center (TACC) Operating
Instructions (01) No. 55-3, 30 Mar 66.

"engagementand

(FOUO) In addition to the formal rules of engagement, a 14 Oct 66 directive had called for
restraint and the judicious application of force in combat to mini;.mize noncombatant battle
casualties. This directive was superseded on 2 Mar 69 by one with a similar purpose which was
applicable to all US Forces, US Advisors of RVNAF forces in RVN, and the FWMAF as appropriate. The principal provisions were:
The use of unnecessary force and indiscriminate
employnient of weapons which lead to noncombatant
casualties embitter the population, may make them
become sympathetic to the VC cause, and can result
in a more costly and difficult pacification program.
The enemy .can be expected to exploit noncombatant
casualty incidents and property destruction by US
Forces, FWMAF, and RVNAF.
Commanders at all echelons are to establish a
balance between the force and weapons necessary to
accomplish their missions and the safety of the non.
combatant populace. This requires the exercise of
restraint beyond that usually required of soldiers on
the battlefield.
Commanders of US Forces will plan and conduct
operations in accordance with the following guidelines1. Consideration will be given to both mili.
tary and psychological factors. Measures will be
taken to preclude prestrikes In friedly populated
areas, reconnalssance by fire into hamlets avd villages,
and uncontrolled harassing and interdiction fires.
Z. Proper selection of landing Lones; the
careful pl-knning a-.d delivery of ordnance during air
strikes; the careful execution of riverkne operatoions;
the proper employment of artillery and armed hellcopters; and the confguratlon of strike zones to
exclude populated areas, where poesible, will prevent
unnecessary tost of life and damage to proporty of
noncombatants.
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3. Commanders will conduct continuing programs to emphasize both the short and long range importance of minimizing noncombatant casualties.
Troop indoctrination briefings will be conducted prior
to field operations when practicable.
a. Briefings will include location of nonfriendly forces; measures designed to
prevent mutual interference; measures for control of
fire support; rules of engagement; identification and
recognition signals; emergency procedures; and other
appropriate measures.

"combatantand

b. Forward air controllers, armed hell.
copter commanders, and artillery forward obsedrvers
will be briefed on areas to be avoided because of friendly
forces or noncombatants.
4. Operations should be planned in coordination with province and district chiefs insofar as security
for the specific operation permits.
a. A liaison officer from US combat
forces conducting operations in a particular area should
be positioned at the proper headquarter* (sector,..istrict, or province.) for coordinaton.
b. US advisors may perform this function In the absence of other liaison personnel.
5. Qualified RVNAF liaison officers from
appropriate RVNAF commands to US combat forces
should be assigned for every significant opsration
when possible.
US advisors will continually encourage their
counte rpa rts to promulgate and implement these
instructions for their own forves.
Implementing instructions and SOP'e concerring
this directive will be issued by major conmuanders ar4l
senior advisors.
Conmanders will insure distribution to the lowest
echelons and to other services as required.
Periodic reminders will be issued as deenied
appropriate.
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Combat Techniques

(C) In the war in RVN, as in all wars, many
employed which had enhanced the effectiveness of
of those developed and employed by US and ARVN
of successful employment during 1968 are given.

special techniques had been developed and
combat operations against the enemy. Some
combat units are described below. Examples
Employment of these techniques continued

into 1969. 19

JITTERBUG Technique
* a

(C) Description.
I.

The JITTERBUG technique combined the best capabilities of infantry and air

mobility to find, fix, and destroy the enemy with the least expenditure of time and resource.os
Z.

As the operation commenced,

a command and control aircraft, gunships and two

light observation helicopters, one carrying an Airborne Personnel Detector (APD).20 began to
search the assigned area. Elements of an infantry company carried in five unarmed aircraft
were on airborne alert over the area. A second five "stick"nloadsa l of troops were heid either
on strip or airborne alert, ready to reinforce a ground contact. When the APD obtained a positive reading. CS gas was employed to force any enemy perstnnel in the area to reveal themselves. The light obsWervation holicopters conducted low level run•s to observe for movement.
If enemy personnel were slghted, the first flight of five "•licks" was immediately inserted to
engage them. As the situation developed, the second ground force could be inserted to block
avenues of esjape or to reinforce the contact. The remainder of the infantry company could be
employed as a reacti:n force and instrted into the area by the 10 "stick" aircraft. If the contact
was of sufficient
otoar
othvr fýrces could be employed. and a PIL. ON operation initiated,
(See PtLE ON operation this t•svtcm.)
3. By vmploying onay half ot the (orce at one time. troop strangth could be conserved

and nolt.ple targets could be searchod, thus increasing the probability of attaining contart,

"4. Although Inserting only five troop-ladon "slicks" at one time mt3ght have appeared
to vArry An undue risk, the Additional support aircraft, two gunships and tw.o light obastrvation
helivoptors had considerable firepower immediately responsiv• to.support the elements in Cot.
(C) Rteources Required. OWt lnfa*try company employed as the airmo•hle unit with an
4dditional company designates as a ready reactiot force made up of 10 "slkk" aircraft, olne
coffatoad.nd control ship, two gunships, two. light observation helicopters, and an APO t..er
required.
(C) Example of Sujce000sfUtployment.

On 10 SOp 68, a JITit.RItUG operationt had been

"vonductVd by the I'd Otn, (0th nat northwest of Can Duet in Long An Province. Upon gaining
*

con-

tet, both five "stick" elements had been instrted. Additional elements of the Id n, 600t lin,
pus tw'o c•mpanies froin other battalions had been used to skurround and destroy the enemy.
This aetita had resulted in 6S enemy hiillel and 1O captured.
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NIGHT HUNTER Operations
(C) Description.
1. A NIGHT HUNTER task force was composed of an AN/TPS-Z5 radar, an air cavalry
element, a reaction force transported either by helicopters or boats, and supporting artillery.
The command and control element, located -at the ground surveillance radar direction center,
included the brigade commander and S3 representative, direct support artillery battalion comnmander, commnander or 53 of the supporting air cavalry element and a command element from
the battalion contr-clling the reaction forces.
2. The command and control clement directed the radar search pattern and analyzed
sightings as they were acquired and plotted. The object was to detect, whenever possible, a
target of sufficient size to warrant the employment of the air or waterborne forces. Small,
isolated sightings w,,re normally attacked only by artillery fire.
3l. When a suitable target complex was acquired, the entire NIGHT HUNTER task force
swung into action. At a coordinated time, an artillery time-on-target mission was initiated to
deliver illumination and variable time-fuzed high explosive shells onto one or more of the sightings in the target compilex. Illumination only was fired it the entire target complex fell within
S00 meters of a populated aro~a. The reaction force was maneuvered into an 4rea adjacent to the
target complex to engage enemy personnel attempting tofe h a tarea
The air cavalry
element scrambled and was vectored into the target area so as to arrive sinvoltanvously with the
artillery time on target, thus maximizing the shock and surpr,'.- ol the artillery atxtack and
illumination, Targets acquired by iho air cavalry folemont were subject to immediate attack by
machinegun, grenade, anid rocket fire. The artillery illumination continued, adjustod, by thoo air
cavalry fire team leader. It targets warranted, the ground forces were inserted to search and
tieutralise the entire area.
4. It watt planned that the task forceo should gtand down porlotfifally to allow the oneamy
to regain some confidence in his ability to maov undetected At night, Whvn radar sighting. inth.
catud the enemy was again moving, the task force wait activated atnd retumod aoprktionw.
S. The most pro-fitable times to conduct NIGHT 11UNT~lt oterations wort from 1150 to
Z400 htours and 0310 to 05)0 hours.
(C) Rosourevs roquired were a ceminand and eoolkroA ýAomita, uround mi.- e#A11a#.w ragart
air, water, and ground maneouver elements; oun heaks, and oupporting artillory. In order to
conduct day and uighwt "pratioti. *#na continuing basis, a high aircraft availability rato was
required.
()Examples of Successiul Employnient.
1. On a NIUHT HUNTER operation conducted on 11 Oct 6b,S the Air cavalrV itlenient of
the task force had Leon conunawd four timno*, had gained icontat~t three times and killed 14
enemy.
Z.The lot IWO. 9~th WnDiv had scorod 47 enemy killed and I I -,titpahn4 destroyed :in
three NIGHT HUNTER operations odce in Can Gluov District, Lemg An Pro Into, front" 31
Oct to 3 Nov 68. The 9th Div Arty ANITPS-45 grodnd surveillance radar. elements of A13 S440,
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Air Cay, 2d Bn, 4thArty(105mmtowedl C/5-42 Arty
"17
Bn, 39th Inf had been employed on these operations.

(155mm towed) and elements of the 3d

PILE ON Operations
(C) Description. The PILE ON operation commenced when a sizeable enemy force was
located. Immediate action was taken to fix the enemy, to determine the extent of his positions,
and immediately reinforce the friendly units in contact with sufficient ground forces to surround
the enemy and insure that he could not escape. When these actions were accomplished, maximum fire power was employed to inflict the heaviest possible casualties. Next, an intensive
sweep was conducted to mop up any remaining enemy elements. While basically a reinforcement
operation, the PILE ON operated on the principle that maximum losses should be inflicted on any
enemy force that was located positively, and that deferral of efforts to locate and destroy other
enemy elements were required until this wras accomplished. Such operation,, oi. neck ssity,
required taking units from other potentially profitable operations, but this operati.on was considered worthwhile when it was possible to surround, fix, and destroy a known onerny force.
Numerous such operations were conducted successfiuly with as many as seven infantry companies inserted within a few hcurc, resuiting in heavy losses to the enemy.
(C) Resources required were a battalion or larger maneuver force with slipportirg air and
artillery. The number of combat elements to be employed depended upon the size of the enemy
force loc-ited.
(C) Examples of Successful Employment.
1. On 7 Oct 68, at 0850 hours 5 km northwest of Trung Lap, in Hau Nghia Province,
two cempanies from ad Bn, 12th bif, of the 25th Inf Div had engaged an onenmy force identiftiO as
elements uf the 101&t NVA Rogt, and had exchanged small arms and automatic weapons fire. As
the. contact developed, throe companies from 3d Bn, 187th Inf had reinforced, and artillery had
fired in aupport. Thv contact had continued u:ntil 1930 hours when friendly fcrtes began a sweep
of the area. At 0045 hours contact had been re-established, and artillery and light fire teams
had resumed support. At 0430 hours contact had beent l•st again. Results were 145 enemy
killed and one prisoner. Thirty-five rifles and two light machittegunm were captured. Friendly
luss~a were eight US killed and 13 wotdind.
2. On 12 Aug 68, the 5th Bn, 6M
40th t (Mith), of the 9th Inf Div, had contacted a large
(enemy force In a bunker complex 3 km west of Can Duoc in Long An Province, Seven compaMioo irom the 2d 1n, 39th Inf, 4th Bn, 47th lIn and the 2d Ba. 60th Inf had reinforced the contact.
The battle area haI been corioned and air strikus, artillery, SPOOKY gunships, light fire teams
and flare ships ha) supported the friendly forces through the folliwing day. Enemy looses were
104 killed, Z4 detained, three H•i Chardb, and 21 Individual and five crew..erved weapons.
Friendly losses had been 18 killed and 2•1 wounded.

SNATCH MISSIONS~
(C)

Descrip1ion.
1.

The SNATCH MISSION provided an effective means of locating and capturiag or
soldlers and VCI in outlying areas.

"killingenemy
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Z. The mission was conducted by two airborne teams directed by a commander who
controlled the operation from a command and control helicopter.
3. Each team was composed of one OH-6A helicopter, which scouted the assigned area
of operations; an AH-IG Cobra, which provided aerial security, and a UH-lD helicopter, which
transported remaining personnel including a 5-man armed reconnaissance patrol, one National
Policeman, and an interpreter.
4. When the scout craft located individuals or groups whose presence or behavior was
suspicious, the UH-ID landed. The armed reconnaissance patrol provided security while the
National Policeman and interpreter checked identity papers, questionned the suspects, and
searched for contraband, If the suspects could not be cleared, they were evacuated for further
interrogation. If they were cleared, the mission was continued.
(C) Resources Required. One command and control helicopter; two UH-1D, two OH-6A and
two AH-lG helicopters, 10 arrmed reconnaissance patrol members, iwo National Police anu two
ihterpreters were required.
(C) Examples of Successful Employment.
1. On Z2 Nov 68, the 11th Armd Cav Regt missions had resulted in two confirmed
enemy killed, possibly an additional four killed, and five small arms, 1000 rounds of AK anmun
nition and one grenade captured.
. On 4 Duc 68, a similar mission conducted by elements of the I Ith Armd Cay Regt
had resulted in four enemy killed, two captured, and 11 detainees_.
3. Based on information received from a Hol Chat=•, elements of the ZSth Inf Div had
conducted a SNATCH MISSION against a group of enemy gathered for a wedding.. The operation
had resulted in the capture of one senior communications liaison caire (the bride). one assistant
VC squad leAder (the groom), and eight other"VC (guests), including a d!strict-lavel iink'nce
chief.

NIGHT SEARCH Operations
(C)

Description.

1. The NIGHT SEARCH Operation had proved successful in the interdIction of enemy
LOCs. partieularly in %rea&not cfvtred by artillery.
2. A NIGHT SEARCH task force consisted of one or two air cavalry troops and one
rifle company. The air cavalry was organized with one command and control helicopter, two
Cobra gunshipd, one UH. ID carrying a spotter team of snipaers, one flareship and four UH-ID
aircraft transporting an aero-rifle platoon. In addition, a C-47 flhteship could be employed to
provi.de iltu.'nination during petrids of reduced visibility. This alrc raft dropped flares Sl10 km
from the target area to provide enough illumination to activate the starlight scopes.
3. The command and control element directed the spotter team to the target area.
Utiliting M14 or M16 rifles mounted with starlight scopes and firing tracer ammunition, the
spotter team located targets and marked them with tracers. The two Cobra gittships attacked
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the targets marked by the spotters. If the air cavalry troop commander determined that an
insertion was necessary, the aero-rifle platoon was positioned to block the main avenues of withdrawal. The ground commander, who commanded either a battalion or a brigade, directed the
insertion of the rifle company if the target warranted it.
4. A NIGHT SEARCH operation could cover an area of approximately Z0 by 30 km
witlhout difficulty.
5. The sri.pers who made up the spotter teams necessarily were thoroughly briefed on
the oper.. ion, had communications with the gunship pilots, and should have observed four or
vive such operations bcfore being utilized.
6. The mc ;t profitable time to conduct this operation was from 1930 to 2400 hours and
irom 0330 to .'530 hours, when enemy transport activity was at a peak.
7. A modified NIGHT SEARCH operation could be conducted utilizing two Cobra gunships, and two UR-1D aircraft (one for the spotter team and the other as a flareship).
(Ci Resources Required.

One or two air cavalry troops were required.

They were orga-

riazed to provide a command and control helicopter, two Cobra gunships, one UH-lD helicopter,
a ,potter team, one flareship, and four UH-ID aircraft transporting an aero-rifle platoon, an
infantry maneuver force with lift helicopters and a C-47 flareship if it was required by reduced
light conditions. In order to conduct day and night operations on a continuing basis, a high rate
of aircraft availability was required.
(C) Examples of Successful Employment,
1.
134 enemy.
2.

During January the lst Cay Div conducted 14 NIGHT SEARCH operations, killing

In February, 31 NIGHT SEARCH operations resulted in more than 300 enemy killed.

BUSHMASTER
(U) The BUSHMASTER operation involved an infantry company broken down into platoon
sir-e telmaents saturating and interdicting known enemy conmu.nications/liaison routes. The
BUSHMASTER was normally conducted in areas where the enemy was strong and where breaking
down into less than platoon slte elements usually invited unacceptable losses. The key to this
type operation was reliable intelligence. There had to be significant enemy activity In the proposed location If the operation were to be successful. In a normal situation the BUSHMASTER
force consisted of three mutually supporting ambush sites of platoon sise. The command element was located at one of the sites.

"(U) Planning for a BUSHMA•TER operation was initiated at battalion level. An AO was
chosen based upon latest intelligelet such as POW interrogations, previous operations, ageut
reports, and patterns of activity developed by sensor sightings. The area for an infantry company covered approximately a I km grid square and could be of any shape. The BUSIMASTER
force was usually inserted by helicopter during the last two hours of daylight. It could be
inserted directly into its AO or adjacent to it with the troops infiltrating by foot. In areas where
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there were large rivers, the BUSHMASTER force could be inserted by boat. The majority of
BUSHMASTERs were designed to interdict LOCs such as critical waterways and routes of movement. However, one unit in the 9th Ihi Div, the 4th Bn, 39th Inf, targeted its BUSHMASTER
operations against enemy units elsewhere within their AO. This type of targeting proved to be
very successful for them since enemy units within their AO still operated in large groups.

.

(

(U) If a unit was inserted into its AO during the hours of darkness, it could move directly
to the proposed ambush sites. Should the unit decide to infiltrate on foot it would first stop in a
day holding position. It was always assumed that the enemy had observed the unit during its
movement to the AO. Therefore, it was necessary to stop during the day and wait until dark
before moving to the ambush sites. This precaution prevented the enemy from knowing the exact
location of the ambush sites. Normally the distance between the day holding position and the
ambush location was 300 to 500 meters, while the distance between the individual sites would be
500 to 800 meters, depending on the situation. The following morning the BUSHMASTER force
was extracted by helicopter. The force conducted air mobile or reconnaissance in force operations back to its forward support base on multiple axes.
(U) A successful BUSHMASTER operation depended on several factors. A clandestine
insertion was of vital importance and could be achieved by conducting several false insertions
before or after the actual drop-off. The necessarily decentralized control placed great demands
on the ability of squad and platoon leaders, the individual soldier also had to be skilled and
thoroughly briefed. Ambushes had to be located so as to complement and reinforce adjacent
positions. The essentials of ambushing had to be stressed and forcefully applied. Cover and
concealment, alertness during the hours of darkness, and the positioning of all available
weapons were of critical importance. Indirect fire support had to be well coordinated to avoid
the friendly troops who were located in the area.
(U) Long range reconnaissance patrols (LRRP) were frequently combined with a BUSHMASTER operation. This concept permitted the expeditious exploitation of the LRRP reconnaissance capability with the reinforcing by the BUSHMASTER element. In execution the LRRP was
inserted with or left behind to join the BUSHMASTER force. The LRRP then deployed from the
BUSHMASTER element. In this instance, however, when the LRRP discovered a target, it
could call upon the BUSHMASTER force to deploy its elements to exploit the engagement more
completely. The employment of the BUSHMASTER force to fix the enemy in turn allowed time
for the deployment of larger units as the contact developed. The employment of LRRPs in this
manner eliminated the need to extract the team after a lucrative target was detected and to prepare and deploy a reaction force, and conserved valuable time in the exploitation of targets. 2

CHECKERBOARD

S-

(U) The CHECKERBOARD was a technique in which squad-sizo elements or patrols steadily
moved from one topographic feature to the next, In much the same way an the pieces are moved
in a game of checkers (See Figure V-3). In seeking out the enemy, a rifle company deployed on
multiple platoon axes. Each platoon sent forward a squad to a key vantage point. If no contact
was made with the enetmy, the platoon moved forward, while the squad moved ahead to the next
terrain feature. Two squads could move out to cover successive terrain features with the platoon bringing up the rear. Other platoons in the area advanced concurrenlly. Depending on the
terrain and the enemy situation, one or all rifle companies in a battkiion could assume the
,checkerboard
formatlon.
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(U) Movement of the CHECKERBOARD elements usually occurred at night. However, if
mines or boobytraps were expected it was more practical to make the move in daylight.
(U) Once contact was made, units "checkerboarded" to the flanks and rear of the enemy.
necessary the contacting unit could seek merely to hold while awaiting reinforcements in the
form of a "PILE ON" operation.

If

(U) The CHECKERBOARD concept envisioned quick and thorough coverage of a large area.
Since the enemy was not accustomed to our maneuvering at night it contained an element of surprise. Authority to engage targets was delegated to the patrol leaders, and this fostered the
initiative and ingenuity of the small unit leaders. The principal characteristics of the
CHECKERBOARD were movement, flexibility, and quick reaction to targets of opportunity. 23

ARVN Tactics Employed in the Delta

B LACKHAWK Operations
(C) BLACKHAWK operations were ideally suited for the terrain in this tactical zone. Light
observation helicopters (supported by gunships) reconnoite red known or suspected enemy locations.
When a sighting was made the enemy was fixed in position by gunship fires and a waiting reaction force was inserted by slicks to further engage and destroy the enemy.

Reconnaissance in Force (Search and Clear)
(C) Perhaps the most common type of operation conducted by forces in the IV CTZ. formerly known as a search and clear operation, this tactic required a force deployed in a tactical
formation, (dictated by terrain), to sweep through an assigned area on a predetermined route
searching for enemy installations and cache sites. This operation is quite similar to the
approach march or movement to contact employed in ARVN divisions. Success In this type of
operation is primarily predicated on sound and timely intelligence. the element of surprise,
adequate blocking forces, and effective supporting fires.

Cordon and Search
(C) The concept of this operatian dictated that one element cordon A desigtAted village or
area to prevent both infiltration and extiltration of enemy personnel, while a second element
conducted a thorough search of the target area. To successfully conduct tlr)s operation, detailed
planning, coordination, and executionwere of the utmost importance. Na
.
Police Field
Force# or Provincial Reconnaissance Units were required to be present wo.j - t'. txo cnditions
of search to ensure that personal property and possossions wzro not illegally cohfiscated.
Cordon and search operations were generally targeted againut the Viet Cong lnfra*tructure mnd
Camp Strike Forces or Mobile Strike Group troops were gtltom employed in this role belcause
of the Inherent Problems of control and the possible repercut.sions of employing paramilitary
(oroes against the civilian populace.
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Stay-Behind Operations
(C) This was a very common tactic employed throughout all CTZs. A unit would conduct an
operation in an AO and, prior to departure, emplace one of its subordinate elements in an
ambush position. This element was normally small enough not to be noticed by someone observing the parent unit, and large enough to be tactically sufficient until reinforced, should it become
necessary.

Combat Reconnaissance Platoon Operations
(C) These operations were coinducted throughout the Special Forces TAOR's. Each platoon
consisted of 34 men and was targeted by the A Detachment Intelligence Sergeant. The platoons
were assigned specific intelligence-gathering missions and were often employed as trail
watchers on known or suspected infiltration routes. Informnation gathered by these umts often
served as the basis for reconnaissance in force or other type operations.

Saturation Patrolling
(C) This concept employed a number of platoon-size patrols operating in conjunction with
one another in a designated area. Routes and the duration of each patrol were varied to preclude setting any pattern. This tactic was highly successful as a harassing interdictory
measure.

False IAnding Zones
(C) The use of false landing zones proved its worth in several sector operations. The
technique involved an air mobile lift with troops on board approaching low over a treeline and
hovering low over the false LZ, The enemy then believed the troops had been inserted and
reacted by running In the opposite direction. Aker an appropriate time lapse the helicopters
lifted off with the troops still on board and dropped into one or two LZs in the vicinity of the
retreating VC thus gaining immediate contact. A variation of this technique, which was used
following the above described concept, was actually to insert troops in the first LZ. This concept was based on the aostumption that the VC had learned a lesson from the original LZ false
insertion and had reacted accordingly by moving into the original LZ believing they were moving
away from the friendly troops. This technique met with some success but could not be used
repeatedly in the same area.

Ambushes
(C) This was simp.ly the practice of placing ambushes (day and night) throughout the AO to
prevent the enemy from having free movement througboui the area.
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Riverine Operations
(C) This tactic involved the use of naval forces to insert ground troops into an area and
provide support for the ground troops. Navy boats were also used to seal off the escape routes

in this type of operation.
(C) All of the above operations proved to be very effective as long as the type operations
varied within the area. If only one or two types of operations were conducted the enemy soon
learned what to expect and how to turn it to his advantage.

Summary, RVN-Wide

(U) Enemy-initiated action during January was generally at a higher level than December,
but his major units avoided contact as they refitted for possible future operations. Daily there
were continued indications of enemy presence or activity within the DMZ (See Figure V-Z).

Allied forces retained the initiative and inflicted heavy logistical losses on the enemy with the
discovery of significant munitions and food caches throughout the country.
(U) During the first three weeks of February, the enemy generally avoided contact, maneuvering his forces in preparation for his offensive. On Z3 Feb in the early morning hours, the
enemy conducted a series of over 100 country-wide indirect fire attacks including the first
rocket attack on Saigon since I Nov 68. There were several concurrent ground attacks in remote areas with the heaviest fighting during the last week of the month In I and III CTZs. The
enemy achieved no military objectives and many of his actions were pre-empted by agressive
Allied sweep operations,
(U) The enemy continued his offensive during the month of March with significant ground
attacks occurring in remote areas of I and Ill CTZs. Allied-initiated sweep operations resulted
In the majority of ground contacts and heavy casualties were inflicted on VCINVA forces. The
loss of hundreds of tons of arms and ammunition in Operation DEWEY CANYON had a major
Impact on the enemy's ability to conduct and sustain military actions in I CTZ. The enemy
failed to achieve any significant military success in any part of the country.
(U) In April enemy activity was slightly lower than the previous month country-wide; howver, steveral significant multi-battalion sine enemy attacks were conducted against elements of
the 25th lnf Div in UI CTZ resulting in heavy enemy losses. Friendly forces continued to Inflict
significant materiel losses on the enemy in I CTZ with the discovery of large caches of weapons
and munitions in Thua Thien Province.
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(S) The month of May started with activity at a low levtl. However, during the night of
I .1-1 May 212 indirect fire attacks were launched by the enemy. Of these, 105 were considered
significant. The wave of attacks subsided by the morntng of 1) May. The absence of a second
day lent credence to earlier predictions that the upsurge did not constitute the opening stages
.of
the anticipated summer campaign. Instead, it appeared to be a ploy to support Communist
diplomatic initiatives. Also in May Hill 937 became known world wide as "Hamburger Hill".
(U) During the first week of June, the enemy conducted a highpoint consisting of a number
of coordinated, widespread indirect fire attacks throughout the country and some ground attacks.
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In the most significant ground action, 401 enemy soldiers were killed in two attacks against a
25th Inf Div fire support base (FSB) in Tay Ninh Province. Activity throughout the remainder of

the month dec rnased and was gene rally light.
(U)

The month of July saw enemy-initiated activity diminish even more.

Limited, widely

scattered attacks-by-fire and minor ground probes seemed about all the enemy cared to attempt.
(S) August started quietly, but on II Aug action picked up in I1 CTZ. Activity consisted
mainly of scattered shellings, including a 2-round rocket attack on Saigon. In a 24-hour period
beginning in the afternoon of the I Ith there were 135 indirect fire attacks country-wide.

Activity subsided on the 13th and remained at a relatively low level for the rest of the month.
During the last week of the month elements of the 18th ARVN Div located three enemy caches of
ammunition and food totaling 48 tons in eastern 111 CTZ.
(C) Enemy-initiated activity during the first week of September was light until the night of
4-5 Sep when there was a surge of activity, primarily in II1 and IV GTZs, characterized by
ground attacks, attacks-by-fire against ARVN and US positions and. installations. Activity continued light, partly due to typhoon DORIS and partly due to the Communist-annount ed cvane fire
in honor of the funeral of Ho Chi Minh. Friendly-initiated activity remained light and scattered
in all four CTZs and consisted primarily of small unit contacts during pre-emptive opeorations.
(C) Early October was characterized by scattered attacks-by-fire and limitesd ground
probes except in !V CTZ where there was a sharp increase In attacks-by-fire and minor ground
attacks on 5 and 6 Oct. Friendly-initiated activity continued light and scattered throughout RVN
and still consisted primarily of small unit contacts during pre-emptive operations. In9h
Di.ih
Province in 11 CTZ, friendly forces discovered several separate caches totaling 13 torts 1)f rnct
and U tons of weapons and assorted ammunition. On 15 Oct, In Khanh Hoc Province, the Hong
Kong mvrchant ship Kin wan was sunk while at anchor in Nha Trang harbor, howtwvvr, the main
ship channel in the harbor was not bloc&ed. As the month ended, friendly activity was chara
terI•ed by small unit contacts as friendly forces searched for thf enemy, aathough there was a
slight increase in 11 CfZ activity.
(C) In November enemy activity continued at at increased level in 1 CfTZ, with sharp
increod~s innlt CTZ on 3-4 Nov and in IV CTZ on 6-7 :.,iv. Enemy activity was characteritzed
by increased attacks-by-fire and ground attack*. Ot 4- Nov, in Tay NiMa and Phuoc Long Provinces, elements of"the lst Cay Div (Antbl) at three FSBs received attacks-by-tire followed by
heavy ground probes from ueknowni stie enemyorces. The division experienced a 10A kill
ratio in these engagements. On the tame day elements of the 25d ARVN Div and the ZZA ARVN
Rgr Bn made a series of ••onacts with unknown Mtan enemy forces. The second week of the
month saw a sharp Incr-ase IWenemy 'stacks-by-f.Are aod limited ground attacks. There were
sighificant contac¢ts in the DUC Lap-0-t Prang area in U CTI7 and northern Quang Tri Provknýe in
I CTZ. During the perltod l.-15 Nov. elements of the Isn BMe, Sth lit Div tMech) were engaged
in a seriets of cotacts in Quacig fri Province. On IS Nov the perimeter of Caamp RADCUA F at
An Khe was rtnetrated by an unkAiown number of sappers. O0 1t Nov in Quang Nam Province, a
combined prou) of RP units made contact with an estimated enemy Company. Resultal enemy
71 KIA; friendly I2KI.A, On 14 Nov, in Qutang Due Proviince near Bfu Peang, elements of the 47th
ARVN Regt engaged an estitmatd reinforced enemy company and eoperienced an almost 4:1 kill
ratio. Durinr the rest of the month 4rtivity remained at a low level, except in the Du Lap-fu
Prang areas where attacks-by-fi-e continued dAily.
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(C) Except for the nights, of 2.3 and 7-8 Dec the month was characterized by attacks-byfire and limited ground probes. On the night of 2-3 Dec there was a brief surge of activity in
III and IV CTZs, and on the night of 7-8 Dec there was a similar surge in Subregion 2 of II

CTZ.

On 3 Dec in Kien Tuong Province, two MSF companies, foar RF companies, and seven

PF platoons engaged an unknown size enemy force. In the day long contact the enemy lost 160
KIA, two detained, and 48 individual weapons, nine crew served weapons, and assorted other
equipment captured. Friendly losses were 16 KIA and 27 WIA.
(S) Throughout the RVN iriendly KIAs reached a 1969 total of ZZ, 810, of which 6,727 were
US, while enemy KlAs totalled 172,Z6l, of which 88,903 were credited as US kills. (See Figure
V-9 tor year end deployments. ) 24

I CTZ Ground Operations Z5

(U) Smallest of the CTZs, both in area and population, I CTZ encompassed five provinces
(See Figure V-b) and two geographical areas, the Highlands (inland) and the Central Lowlands
(coastal area). The Highlands were that portion of the Chaine Annanmitique parallelhig the Laotian
border. Elevations averaged front 400 to 1,3 00 fevt with some peaks exceeding Z,000 feet. The
area was narrow and very rugged. The southern half of the Central Lowlands contained extensive and fertile plains where two rice crops were grown yearly. The northern half of the coastal
area was marked by sevvral ntountfln spurs jutting into the sea and narrow linos of sand duneos
backed by extensiv, flat fertile areas. -b

(C) At the beginoing of l"10, Allied forces in I CT. we•re positioned as tallows {See Figure
V-4)- the 3d Mar Die, the Ist and. 2d ARV N Regts antd the let IWo' ith Inf Div (Mech), in Qaang
Tri Province; the 101st Abn Div anti the Ad And S4th ARVN Rogts it Thua Thiln Province, tho
ist Mar Div, the 26th Mar Rrgt, thl 1Nrth Lt lot tRde, the ad ROK MC Mdo, and the $lst ARVN
Rogt in Qua-tq Ntim P•rovielnee and the 23d Div's l1th and 1|9th -Wos,. and the >4 ARVN Div in

Qtang Tio and Quang. Ngal Provinces.
(C) During January enomy atvity throoghont I CTZ increased slightly o).r that of Doeteter. Allied positins- int the nlorthern provtines; vontinued to rveceve hakrassing awrtaý, gttokfs.
On 17 an•I•29 3a4

th

entemy titili;ed firing pooWuiny within the, sociuthern DMW4for the firet tiwe

since at D"c. Enemny iurfes also coonducted harass#ing attacks againsit AWVN poositions soooth cot
Gin Linh and mining incidonts ono the Cas Viet'tRver, l'Wt, ral~iver, and attefitsý contiotled to
predict AttAcla's acainst Huo and 00a40

faldto detctfo

anyf silvkteahfte eny

Tri City.

Ho•-o.rr,

contioled Allied surýeps ith

a e.ýa

force near tbWtrgevt arfeas.

C)In central anid sOUthen I CU;, thv enent 4areetetld Attadi~s againsit IV and 1'r Wnit afid
attemopted to avoid conAtact witht mAjor Allied uits. Ieianana Ar
lja& Af.l
t CaVn
C
~en
fity NO
District Head~aititrme
anAw
Marble Mountain reocived Mortarani
rcket ak0a1Is. O Z Jan*
08 twO
P? Itroups Idin lith16An Area revcivesi ground attacks. Eisewbero in Ouatte Nati PrOVincel Z4

"

Div elenwntr were peOctupieid With A111401 operations TA Y L0a COMMON and d1NN R!tVCKR
•olh Ofofth~ese operations prob~ably pre-en'qsesl enemy, attack lan9 s tar early Veuruary* 11 centr~al

(C) In Quang Tin Province a PW taptured. IJan
J
rntm the Id NVA Div, statod th(a his "it

was awaiting otders to attack outpoS tsouthwest of Tami KY City.
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(C) In Quang Ngai Province the enemy failed to conduct any significant offensive activity
against military forces and appeared content to direct his efforts against civilian targets.
Prisoners of War (PWs) and documents continued to reflect 3d NVA Div preparations for offensive activity against Quang Ngai City. Then, on 11 Jan, elements of the division forced approximately 800 people from Phu Hau Hamlet to move to an area to the west of Quang Ngai City. A
cordon operation conducted around the enemy resulted in 46 enemy killed. This type of civilian
harassment and terrorism was prevalent throughout Quang Ngai Province during January.
(C) In January the 3d Mar Div continued to be oriented on prevention of enemy infiltration
through the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) and the Laotian/Quang Tri Province border area. During
the latter part of 1968, the division had developed a more mobile concept of operations in its AO
in western Quang Tri Province, the reby permitting the Marine units, with their fire superiority,
to meet any enemy threat without being tied down to a specific terrain or locale. Three operations were in progress in Quang Tri Province with two battalions of the 4th Mar Regt holding the
westernmost TAOR in Operation SCOTLAND II. Initiated on 15 Apr 68, this multi-battalion
search and clear operation had been centered in the area of the Khe Sanh combat base, and upon
termination on 28 Feb 69 had accounted for enemy losses of 3, 311 killed and 384 detainecd while
the US losses were 463 KIA and 2,553 WIA. 27
(C) Further east, in the Con Thien area, Operation KENTUCKY continued with elements of
the 3d Mar Div carrying out their essential task of preventing enemy infiltration through the
DMZ in central Quang Tri Province. Throughout the early part of January, VC/NVA forces
continued to avoid major contacts with Allied forces. Their continual movement to avoid
friendly forces or to search for food and supplies contributed to a decrease in the enemyinitiated ground attacks and attacks-by-fire in Quang Tri Province. Operation KENTUCKY was
terminated on 28 Feb. During the 16 month operation, the Marine elements were supported by
2,771 tactical air sorties and 2, 333 naval gunfire support missions. Enemy losses were 3,921
KIA, while friendly losses were 520 KIA and 3,079 WIA. 28

S*

(C) Operation DAWSON RIVER, a multi-bat.talion search and clear operation which had
commenced on 28 Nov 68, was terminated on 27 Jan. The operation, under the control of the
9th Mar Regt, was centered in an area 23 km south of Cam Lo. Eighty-six enemy soldiers were
killed at a loss of three US KIA and 50 WIA.
(C) The lat Bde, 5th inf Div (Mech), continued its search z-nd clear operation, MARSHALL
*
MOUNTAIN,
in conjunction with the 1st Regt, 1st ARVN Div. The operation, centered In an
area 3 miles east of Quang Tri City, was terminated on 28 Feb after two and one half months.
The enemy lost 78 KIA while US losses were six KIA and 105 WIA. 29

-

(C) Operation NEVADA EAGLE, initiated on 17 May 68 in Thua Thien Province, continued
in 1969 as t'ie 101st Abn Div continued to seek and destroy or capture enemy personnel,
materiel, ard installations within its large AO, with emphasis on rice denial, Interdiction of
enemy,movement and offensive sweeps along Route 547 and Song Bo. Upon termination on 28
Feb The troope-s had killed 3,299 enemy soldiers, detained 5,292, while friendly losses were
"205 KLA a•,d l,-.2Z WIA. 30
(C)" In Quang Nam Province, tl 1st Mar Div had contintied its successful Operation
into 1969, cnducting operations to capture or destroy enemy main forces,
caches, and- installations ir, the important An Hoa Valley loading to Danang. The Marine activity
In this operation contributed to ýhe security of Danang and the lines of conmunication (LOG#) by
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its spoiling effect on the enemy's plans. The presence of Marine units operating in and adjacent
to revolutionary development (RD) areas contributed to the pacification efforts by creaLing a
stable environment for internally-generated civic action projects. TAYLOR COMMON's scope
of operations was reduced in mid-February with elements of the 3d Mar Regt returning to
northern I CTZ. By denying the enemy his traditional sanctuary of Base Area (BA) 117, (See
Chapter III), his offensive capability in Quang Nam Province was severely restricted. Numerous
fire bases and combat operating bases had been constructed which facilitated operations in and
west of BA 112. By mid-February the enemy's capability to stage and launch attacks against
Danang from the BA 112-An Hoa area had been severely disrupted. Operationb continued with
elements of the 5th and 26th Mar Regts and upon termination on 8 Mar, 1, 398 enemy soldiers
had been killed, and 322 detained. The US lossep were 156 KIA, 1, 327 WIA. 31
(C) The 196th Lt Inf Bde had continued ita search and clear operation, FAYETTE CANYON,
into 1969 as a complement to Operation TAYLOR COMMON, with the mission of eliminating
enemy forces, installations, and materiel in enemy BA lIZ (See Chapter LUI). The operation was
centered in an area 11 km southeast of An Hoa burdering the TAYLOR COMMON southern
boundary. Upon termination of the II week operation on 28 Feb, the irfantrymen had killed 3Z6
enemy soldiers, detained 43 suspects- US losses were two killed and 17 wounded. 32
(C) Operation HARDIN FALLS, a multi-company search and clear operation, conducted by
elements of the 198th Lt Inf Bde and the I tt Sqdn, 1st Car, had cc.itinued into the new year in an
area centered 1Z km southeast of Hoi Ar, 7" three month operttion, characterized by light
and scattered enemy contacts, was tern'.4t%! on 28 Feb with 76 enemy KIA and 17 detained.
The US losses were one KIA and 14 WIA, 33
(C) Another significant Z3d (Americal) Div operation in the southernmost I CTZ province,
Quang Ngai, had carried over into the new year. Code-named VERNON LAKE II, it was centered
centered just 19 km south of Quang Ngal City, having been initiated 2 Nov 68 as a follow-up to
Operation VERNON LAKE I. It ended on 28 Feb after 455 enemy had been killed and 181 susperts detained, US losses were Z3 KIA and 158 W1A in the fierce fighting. 34
(C) On 13 Jan, a significant operation in support of the Accelerated Pacification Campaign
(APC) was initiated in Quang Ngai Province. Marines of the Seventh Fleet Special Landing
Forces (SLF) launched amphibious Operation BOLD MARINER against enemy forces occupying
the Batangan Peninsula, 1Z miles south of Chu Lai. Preceded by a 12 Jan amphibious demonstration off the coast of Mo Due (13 miles to the south), BOLD MARINER was the largest
anmphioluu# operation yet executed in the war--both SLF Alfa and Bravo were assault-landed.
Aljo committed was a two-battalion, US Army task force in companic4- Operation RUSSELL
BEACH, along with various RVNAF and other GVN agencies.
(CV BOLD MAIUNER commenced with BLT 2/26th Marines assault landing in the north by
h-licopter and surface means, and ULT 3/26th Marines going In by helicopter to the south flank.
Concurrently, the 23d (Americal) Div's TF COOKSEY maneuvered to seal off the extreme
southern boundary of the operating area. The subsequent scheme of maneuver was a deliberatety-executed contraction of the cordon to the south and east to force the enemy toward the sea.
Patrol craft of the US Navy and Coast GeOard blocked se&ward egress. With little resistance the
cordon was tightened quickly. All Vietnamese civtlIan4 found in thl area were delivered to an administrative center to be fed, housed- medically treated, and screened for possible VCI member.
ht'p. The numerowr tuwnels, caves and trenches, once searched, were then destroyed, By .4
San as the cordon eontracted, O3LT 2/46 returned to its amphibious shipping. Meanwhile BLT.
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3/26 executed an over-the-beach withdrawal to amphibious shipping on 9 Feb, while 23d
(Amnerical) Div forces remained in the area until 21 Jul to support GVN completion of pacification and establishment of orderly governmental processes irn the Batangan Peninsula. As a
result of Operation BOLD MARINER/RUSSELL BEACH, nearly 12, 000 Vietnamese were
returned to GVN influence after more than two decades of VC cuntrol; 2 11 of them were identiild
ee
fied as VCI and taken into custody, while 153fteenm5a
(U) One of the most successful blows to Communist logistical efforts ever delivered by
Allied forces in RVN ended at 1800, 18 Mar as the 9th Mar Regt (Reinf) officially terminated
Operation DEWEY CANYON.
The operation was launched on 22 Jan into enemy strongholds
north of the A Shau Valley. It uncovered the largest enemy munitions and arms caches of the
war to date. Altogether, 525 tons of enemy weapons and ammunition were seized in the mountainous juiiglt: aret, near the La~otian border. The most valued prize was 1.2 Russian-made

122mm field guns, the largest enemy artillery ever captured in Vietnam. Numerous antiaircraft guns, with almonst 27,000 r-ounds- of ammunition were also among the 215 crew-served
weapons seized. In addition, 1, 126 enemy rif~les -- most of which were still in Chinese and
North Vietnamese shipping. containers -- were captured. The record-setting seizure also contained more than 45, 000 grenades of various types, some 58, 000 rounds of various-slat, mor)tar
ammunition, more than $, 500 rounds of rocket and artillery ammunition and tons of small arms
ammunition. Other types of ordnance uncovered included 3, 100 rounds of recoilless rifle
ammunition, nearly 13, 000 RPG rounds, and rnore than 5, 100 pounds of explosives.
(U) Operating in an area not previously entered by Allied forces and long considered an
NVA sanctuary, the successful conduct of Operation DEWEY CANYON resulted in 1,355 enemy
KIA and 14 captured. Marine losses were 121 killed and 616 wounded and evacuated. Another
187 Marines received minor wounds.

*

(U) During the initial stages of the operation advances were made into the upper A Shau
Valley with reV itive ease. Fire Support Bases RAZOR and CUNNINGHAM were established
about 4 1/7 miles from the Laotian border to support infantry operations in the area. However,
shortly after the Marines moved into the junple, operations were temporarily curtailed by a nine
day period of bad weathir. Consequently, initial contact with the enemy was mainly in small
squad-sized-actions. To offset the effect of this inelement weather, Marine air planners
developed special flying tactics prior to the opening phases of Operation DEWEY CANYON.
11hese pro~ved invaluable during periods of heavy fighting when weather made close air support
hazardous. Using the same rada r-controlled system, Marine helicopters and fixed wing aircraft para-dropped supplies to the ground forces during even the worst weather. Helicopter
pilot* continued medical evacuations throughout the operation despite the weather. Helicopter&.
flying under severe weather conditions, made more than 13, 000 sorties and delivered in excess
of 3. 000 tons of supplies And carried nearly 19. 000 passenge rs in support of the operation. This
ability to keep the maneuvering forces resupplied was a major factor in the success of the
operation. Although hampered it times by the heavy monsoon weather, more than 560 combat
aorties were flown by the Marines and 51 by the A1r In support of Operation DEWEY CANYON.
Those strikes rosulted in the dostruction of 35 trucks, 144 bunkers. and six 122m*' gwna.

(Ul After thu initial period of had woathe:-, the tempo qz thle operation picked up In the
fourth week. Driving toward the Laotian border, the Marines pushed out from FSBs in a near
classic regimental envelopment. Intelli ence reports indicated that the NVA were prepared to
defeand against helIcopter atisaults with eXtandive. antllkrcraft guh' defenaesi

Therefore, the

Marines stuck to tho ridgelines. traversing somo of the most rugged juongle terrain in RVN on
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foot. The ground assault on the enemy's perimeter rendered the enemy's air defense system
useless. The enemny's reaction to the operation included two unsuccessful attacks on friendly
FSBs. These cost the enemy 67 KIA.
(U) On 23 Feb, an estimated NVA battalion entrenched in an extensive bunker complex
so-gh' to slop 'he advance. Iwo companies of Marines, supported by artillery and air strikes,
dislodged the enemy forces. Enemy KIA in this action were 105. 36
(TS) Of major significance, an incident occurred on Z1-22 Feb in the vicinity of the
Laotian/RVN border during DEWEY CANYON, when Company H, 2d Bn, 9th Mar Regt moved
frunt RVN into Laotian territory and established a position at YD 140028. At 220240 local time,
elements of the company ambush-d an NVA truck convoy on Route 922 in Laotian territory.
Fu±oowing this encounter the company repositioned itself in RVN. In response to requests for
permission to conduct further operations in BA 611 in Laos, COMUSMACV on 24 Feb authorized
CG, III MAF to conduct opevations south Gf the Laotian border to the 02 EW grid line. Elements
of the 9th Mar Regt conducted extensive search and clear operations within the authorized area
for, the remainder of February and during early March. 37
(C) Chroughout I C'TZ ouring tb first three weeks of February, enemy-initiated activity
was generally light. At 0100 hou s on 23 Feb, enemy forces launched an offensive with widest)read inlirect fire attacks and limited ground probes against targets throughout the southern
part of tl-e CTZ. During this period, enemn, offensive activity was conspicuously low in comparison in the two north,-rj provwnce.
However, betw•,en I 4nd 3 Feb there were seven enemy
indirect fire attacks in t'Ve lue area and the surroundh., Thua Thien lowlands.
(C) On 2 Feb, the '.neniy enp:oyed 122Imm artillery against Allied forces in southern
Quang Tri Province. This was the first enemy a.ttihery 4i-e rece'ved in I CTZ since the I Nov
bombing halt. Operation UEWEY CANYON met stiff reistU .•c from NVA troops in a major
logi.stics area. From 16 to Z2 Feb ,ive. 220 enenty were killed and ýarge numbers of enemy
weapons, some vehicles, and ,ngineering equipment were captured. On 27 and 28 Feb, USMG
elements participating in Operation DEWEYCANYON discovered two major en-my ordnance
caches. Other enemy equipment recovered in the ar-a inctuded four Stoviet 122-mm field guns.

the first ever captured in tho war.
(C) Thei discovery of these large cw•heu was reeognizs:J as a contrtbuting factor In the
entmye? inability wo sustain a prolonged offensive ir. Wn northern I CT. area. This failure bsthe eftmy to mount A significant offnstv• led DEPCOMU!MACV to ronmark at a Comman I and
Staff briefing on 23 Apr 69, "Ihe Battle of Hue was fought this yeoar I: the A Shaa t%alley),.
(C.)

In southern I CTZ the primary

noemy targit.*n the offoni,n

and installations In the Quang Nan• lowlands, the An

were US and A•.VN forces

oea industrial comates, Tam Ky City, the

Tion Phuoe CIDC Camp, Grd Quang Ngal City. PWa identified four t-VA regiments and virtually
Local Force units In contact in central I CTZ.

all

1C)

In Quang Tin I'rnvince,

Local Force units 4ufferetd the brunt of the attack.

situation occurred in Quann.Ngai Province,
elements of the M$tNVA Div ývorv engaged.

A similar

eoept in thv area wool of Quang N-ai City where

(C) At tho close of the month a oacrease in enemy offensKe action wai noted, but inv
tipencoe revealed that increosed offensive aivty was again to take plat.e in March.
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(S) In mid-February intelligence sources indicated that enemy forces in all CTZs were in
advanced stages of preparations for possible offensive activity and there were continuing indications that enemy units were moving toward possible targets. Allied forces were warned to
expect attacks on provincial and district capitals as well as selected military targets. 39
(C) The enemy's Post-Tet Offensive began at about 0200 on 23 Feb, with a series of indirect
fire attacks against US military positions, Allied installations, and district towns. Enemy
actions on 23 Feb were predominately standoff attacks with probes by ground forces. Ground
combat during the first week of the offensive was moderate to heavy with most action in I CTZ
coming south of the Hai Van Pass.
(C) As the offensive began, the enemy's primary targets were the Quang Nam lowlands, An
Hoa, Tam Ky, the ThieinPhuoc S-pecial Forces Camp and Quang Ngai City. On Z3 Feb the
Danang complex received a mortar/rocket attack that caused considerable material losses at the
Danang Air Field (10, 000 gals fuel destroyed, one aircraft damaged), at the ARVN ammunition
dump (6,000 tons of ammunition destroyed), and at the Marble Mountain Air Field (19 helicopters
and five vehicles damaged).
(C) In Quang Tri Province, northwest of the ROCKPILE in the SCOTLAND 11 AO on 23-25
Feb, Marine FSBs RUSSELL and NEVILLE (elements of Zd Bn, 4th Mar Regt) came under enemy
attack. The enemy breached the perimeter of FSB RUSSELL but was driven out. Seventy-one
enemy were killed in the two attacks, with US losses of 36 KIA and 105 WIA. 40
(C) In Quang Tin Province on 23 Feb, a troop of the 1st Sqdn, 1st Car attacked an enemy
unit 2 km north-northwest of Tani Ky, killing 75 enemy without US loss. Five km south of Tarm
Ky two days later, two troops of the same squadron, while on a sweep, attacked another enemy
force in a running battle reoulting in 157 enemy soldiers KIA while US casualties were two killed
and 13 wounded. 41
(C) In a significant action just south of the DMZ, elements of the 1st Bde, 5th lnf Div
(Mech) In two separate contacts on 28 Feb northwest of Cam Lo, killed 77 enemy soldiers in
Sbunker complexes while US casualties were two KIA and 24 WIA. 4
(C) In spite of the intelligence, enemy activity during March decreased from that experienced in the initial phase of the offensive which the enemy launched in late February. In the
northern provinces, Allied positions continued to receive harassing indirect fire attacks. Nine
of these attacks were launched from within the southern DMZ, Continuing enemy use of and
Infiltration through the DMZ was confirmed by identification of elements of the 17th NVA 0.
.
south of the DMZ Enemy ground activity was characterized by sporadic but aggressive contacts
Involving enemy units of company sire and smaller, In contacts on 27 and 28 Mar, friendly
forces killed 188 members of the 27th NVA Regt northeast of the ROCKPILE.

.

-

(C) Enemy activity was primarily in reaction to friendly operations in western Quang Tri
and Thus Thieu Provinces. USMC forces in Operations MAINE CRAG and DEWEY CANYON
discovered a series of significant caches in wvestern Quang T'r Province. Significant enemy
offensive activity was limited to scattered indirect fire attarks throughout the coastal area, with
emphasis on the Phu 1Hal/Phu Loc area during the period 22 through 28 Mar. In central I CTZ,
significant enemy activity from I to 19 Mar was limited to indirect fire attacks and ground
probes against the An HMo Combat Base by the lit VC Regt, Zd NVA Div. Similar pressure was
maintained on the Tiea Phuoc CIDG camp by the 3d NVA Regt, 2d NVA Div.
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(C) The 3d NVA Div, while avoiding major contacts, remained deployed in the vicinity of its
primary objectives in Quang Ngai lowlands. During the early morning hours of 19 Mar, the
enemy launched a total of 27 indirect fire and 13 ground attacks against selected military and
civilian targets in central and southern I CTZ. Primary targets were in the areas of Danang,
Hoi An, Tam Ky, Chu Lai, and Quang Ngai City. Cumulative results were 42 friendly killed,
including 17 civilians; 194 friendly wounded, including 60 civilians; and 164 enemy killed.
During the period 25 through 30 Mar enemy forces suffered more than 300 killed in a series of
contacts with ARVN forces 17 km west of Hoi An. Elsewhere in central and southern I CTZ, a
decrease in enemy offensive action was noted at the end of the month.

=

(C) After the initial week of the enemy offensive in I CTZ, enemy ground action decreased
to a relatively low level. Attacks-by-fire against Allied positions in the DMZ area and against
coastal population centers in the southern three provinces continued.
(C) The city of Hue in Thua Thien Province came under indirect fire attack on 10 Mar when
15 122mm rockets hit the city, killing two children and wounding five civilians. The number of
significant indirect fire attacks against US installations diminished in early March, but
increased again in mid-March.
(C) Late March found the enemy continuing to harass Allied positions with indirect fire
attacks and ground probes up to company size. Enemy ground activity was directed against
Allied operations in progress in western Quang Tri and Thua Thien Provinces. In the southern
three provinces, enemy forces conducted indirect fire attacks against Danang Air Base, Chu
Lai, and other Allied bases. Limited enemy ground attacks were launched southwest of Tam Ky.
Friendly operations in late March also resulted in significant contacts near the DMZ by US
forces and in the Hoi An area by US and ARVN forces. Intelligence indicators continued to note
the enemy's ability to launch ground attacks against selected targets In I CTZ. 43
(C) As the enemy offensive continued, Operation MONTANA MAULER commenced south of
the DMZ on 23 Mar in an area centered 7 km northeast of the ROCKPILE in Quang Tri Province.
The 1st Bde, 5th Inf Div (Mech) conducted reconnaissance-in-force operations to locate and
destroy enemy forces in its AO. On V7 Mar, while sweeping an area 10 km northwest of Cam
Lo, the troopers engaged an unknown size NVA force and using tanks and APCs killed 120 NVA
soldiers before the enemy withdrew. The US casualties during the eight hour battle were 14 KIA
and 30 WIA. The operation terminated 3 Apr with 271 enemy killed and US casualties of 38 KIA
44
ZIS WIA.
"td
(C) As Operation SCOTLAND 11 was being phased out during the latter part of February,
Operation PURPLE MARTIN commenced on 23 Feb in northwest Quang Tri Province to deny
enemy forces entry into RVN from the western part of the DMZ and the Laotian border. Elements of the 4th Mar Regt were tasked to find and destroy enemy units, base camps, and supply
caches within the area bounded on the south by Route 9, on the east by the XD 79 N-S grid line,
on the north by the DMZ, on the west by the Laotian border. Upon termination on 8 May, Z5Z
enemy had been killed at the loss of 79 US killed and 268 WIA. 45
(C) The 4th Mar Regt immediately opened Operation HERKIMER MOUNTAIN on 9 May in
essentially the same AO covered by Operation PURPLE MARTIN. Extensive small unit patrols
were conducted In the mountainous jungles northwest of Vandegrift Combat Base. The mission
of the regiment continued to be Interdiction of enemy infiltration routes leading into RVN and
prevention of enemy forces from massing troops or supplies in the thick jungles of the area.
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Contact was light and scattered throughout the operation which covered the far northwestern
corner of Quang Tri Province. Upon termination of the multi-battalion operation on 16 Jul, 137
enemy soldiers had been killed, 66 detained and 40 weapons captured. The Marine units lost
25 killed and 219 WIA. 46
(C) As Operation HERKIMER MOUNTAIN terminated on 16 Jul, the 3d Mar Div initiated
Operation GEORGIA TAR in the same AO 15 km north-northeast of Khe Sanh in Quang Tri Province. Elements of the 9th Mar Regt were tasked with the mission to search and clear the area
of enemy forces, supplies, LOCs, and routes of infiltration. 47
(C) Marines from the 2d ROK Mar Bde, supported by US TACAIR and artillery, launched a
drive against Communist forces in an area 24 km south of Danang in Quang Nam Province.
After three weeks of heavy fighting, the Marines had swept through the enemy stronghold on Phu
Trang Island. The operation, named SEUND YONG 9 (VICTORY DRAGON IX) was initiated I
Mar when the Marines, moving behind columns of tanks and APCs, began pushing through thick
jungles and over swamps and marshy plain. The drive cost the enemy 328 soldiers killed, while
Korean losses were four killed and 58 wounded.
(C) In northern Quang Tri Province along the DMZ in an area centered 7 km northwest of
Cam Lo, Operation VIRGINIA RIDGE was initiated on I May by the 9th Mar Regt to exploit
recent enemy contacts made by ARVN forces in the area. The concept of operations was to conduct search and clear operations to destroy eremy forces and supplies and to prevent enemy
infiltration and interference with the rice harvest then in progress. The multi-battalion operation ended 16 Jul after netting 560 enemy soldiers killed and 175 weapons captured. The US
casualties were 108 killed and 490 wounded. As Operation VIRGINIA RIDGE terminated, Operation IDAHO CANYON immediately commenced with the 3d Mar Regt in the same AO 7 km northwest of Cam Lo in Quang Tri Province with the mission to search and clear the area of enemy
forces, supplies, LOCs, and routes of infiltration. When this operation was terminated on Z5
Sep it had been supported by 1,285 tactical air strikes and 247 naval gunfire missions. The
final results were: enemy - 565 KIA, 5 detained, 2 ralliers, and 155 individual and 48 crew
served weapons captured; friendly - 95 KIA and 450 WIA. The successful employment of two
operations one on the heels of the other in the same AO clearly Illustrated not only the value of
the area to the enemy, but also the weakness inherent in trying to control territory by the clear
and search tactic. 46
(C) As NEVADA EAGLE terminated on the last day of February in Thua Thien Province,
the 101st Abn Div (Ambl) immediately commenced Operation KENTUCKY JUMPER on 1 Mar in
the same AO continuing with the same mission. This multi-battalion operation continued until
14 Aug. Enemy losses were 317 killed in the five and one half month period. In addition, 55
crew-served and 254 individual weapons were captured. US casualties were 61 killed and 409
wounded of whom 355 were evacuated. The operation was supported by 2,663 tactical air sorties
and 409 naval gunfire missions. 49
(U) On Z8.29 Mar, approximately one year after the enemy's major offensive of Tet 1968,
an ARVN Regional Force (RF) company found a tunnel complex containing 102 civilian bodies in
an area 13 km east of the city of Hue In Thua Thien Province. the scene of some of the most
violent fighting of the offensive. Other graves were discovered during the following weeks in the
desolate -oastal sand flats oast of Hue, and by the end of May, over 85n bodies were exhumed
from tWe a nch-like graves. Although many victims had been shot by the VC/NVA execution
squads,
jst of them had apparently been bludgeoned to death, many with their hands tied behind
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their backs. Some ARVN soldiers were among the murdered victims, but most were civilians,
men, women, and children. Intelligence reports indicated that there were probably many more
graves in the area, since nearly Z,000 persons had been missing from Hue as a result of the
violent 1968 Tet fighting. These intelligence reports proved quite correct when in November the
remains of 270, and possibly as many as 660, more victims were discovered in mass graves
near Phu Thu, Thua Thien Province. By the year's end more than 1, 500 bodies had been
discovered. 50
(C) On 18 Mar, the 23d Inf (Americal) Div commenced three named operations in its AO in
the southern province of I CTZ. The division, the Zd ARVN Div, and provincial units were
tasked to carry out unilateral and combined operations to find, fix, and destroy enemy Main
Force and Local Force units operating in each zone. A series of multi-company and multibattalion combined operations were to be conducted with the aim of improving the overall effectiveness of ARVN and Provincial Forces.
(C) Operation FREDERICK HILL, with the 196th Inf Bde and the 5th ARVN Inf Regt participating, was centered generally in the central and northern part of Quang Tin Province.
(C) Operation GENEVA PARK, with the 198th Inf Bde and the 6th ARVN Inf Regt participating, was centered in an area including the southern part of Quang Tin Province and the northern
half of Quang Ngai Province.
(C) Operation IRON MOUNTAIN was centered generally in the southern part of Quang Ngai
Province with infantrymen from the 11th Inf Bde and the 4th ARVN Inf Regt participating. 51
(C) As the enemy left his base area sanctuaries, his supply lines were extended and he
placed himself into a strategically vulnerable situation. COMUSMACV recognized this as an
opportune time to penetrate the enemy's key base area sanctuaries in selective, time-limited
operations.
(C) On I Mar, Allied forces again entered the A Shau Valley, as the Zd Bn, 502d Abn Inf
commenced Operation MASSACHUSETTS STRIKER In the southern end of the enemy's important
logistical base. The reconnaissance-in-force operation had the mission of interdicting Highway
548 at the Laotian border and destroying enemy supplies, equipment, and forces in the area.
More than 100 tons of enemy ordnance, signal equipment, and medical supplies were uncovered
by the 101st Abn Div (Ambl) troopers in one of the largest caches found in I CTZ during 1969.
After first discovering 13 trucks on jacks and with engines and tires removed and bWred nearby,
the troops searched further. In addition to weapons and munitions discovered in the well con.
structed, jungle canopied, and well used logistical depot, signal equipment, including telephones.
switchboards, and radios, were found. Also found in this significant cache were large amounts
of chloroquin, penicillin, and cod liver oil, as well as other medical equipment and supplies.
When the operation terminated on 8 May, 176 enemy soldiers had been killed while US losses
were 7Z lIA and 259 WIA. 5Z
(C) With the 9th Mar Regt's Operation DEWEY CANYON in BA 611 and the 101st Abn Div's
Operation MASSACHUSETTS STRIKER in the A Shau Valley clogging his primary line of communication to the south, the enemy was obliged to seek an alternate r.venue of action. Marine
reconnaissane@ teams and helicopter-inserted patrols, beginning in early March, began to report
a sizable increase in truck traffic on Route 616. an enemy constructed extension of Route 926
from Laos across southwestern Quang Tri Province. Moreover, this area of the northernmost
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province gave the enemy an obvious advantage as, situated in difficult terrain and surrounded on
three sides by Laos, it offered a margin of security from flanking attack. Reconnaissance
elements watched as the enemy built up a logistics complex in the area south of Khe Sanh. On
15 Mar the 3d Mar Regt commenced Operation MAINE CRAG, and swiftly advanced to the huge
Communist food and munitions cache in a hilltop depot 17 km south-southeast of Khe Sanh.
Besides the 356 tons of rice, the cache included 9,044 rounds of 82mm mortar, 44 rounds of
122mm rockets, 587 rounds of 60mm mortar, 3, 503 RPG rounds plus other assorted munitions
and weapons. A few days later an element of the 1st Bde, 5th Inf Div (Mech), operating with the
3d Mar Regt, discovered another significant munitions cache which weighed more than nine tons
and included more than 1,300 mortar rounds. On 5 Apr more enemy supplies turned up as the
3d Bn, ad ARVN Inf found over 8.9 tons of munitions in the same area. The operation terminated 2 May, having accounted for 157 enemy killed and 5Z detained. Allied losses were 21
killed and 134 wounded.

*

(S) The III MAF large unit operations in central I CTZ continued to complement small unit
and pacification activities by providing a multi-battalion screen across the southwestern
approaches to the Danang complex--a continuing by-product of their respective operational
missions. Enemy ground probes and attacks-by-fire against the hub of III MAF operations were
curtailed but the enemy was still determined to traverse the lowland approaches in the An Hoa
basin, despite being denied access to favorable attack positions.
(C) Operation OKLAHOMA HILLS, initiated on the last day of March, encompassed a
detailed effort to locate and destroy enemy elements, his caches, installations, and fortifica.
tions, in suspected base areas and avenues of approach in an area centered 3a km westsouthwest of Danang in Quang Nam Province.
(S) On 30 Mar, 1st Bn, 7th Mar Regt moved to blocking positions along QL-4 and the Vu
Gia river, blanketing the southern boundary of the AO with small unit patrols, ambushes, and
observation posts to intercept any enemy effort to utilize the area as an avenue for withdrawal or
introduction of his troops. With the blocking force in position, the operation began on 31 Mar,
employing the helicopter assault of three battalions (3d Bn, U6th Mar Regt and 2d and 3d Uns,
51st ARVN Regt) into the northwest and southwest portions of the AO. Simultaneously, the two
remaining battalions of the 7th Mar Regt attacked to the southwest astride the high ground. With
the suspected base camp area centered within the quadrangle formed by four mutually supporting
FSBs, artillery fires could be massed on any enemy strongpoint within the search area.
(C) Although unly small enemy units were encountered during the first weeks of the operation, a substantial base complex, laid out to provide a defense-in-depth and capable of quartering a reinforced regiment, was located and destroyed. Facilities found within these base camps
included a hospital, capable of major surgery, and numzrous aid stations.

*
.(

(G) On 21 Apr, 1st Lin, 7th Mar Regt scored a decisive victory against one of the largest
forces encountered during the entire operation. A 1st Mar Div reconnaissance team observed
the enemy vonverging on a known crossing site of the Vu Gia river 10 km northwest of An Hoa.
"Asquad ambush, on the north bank of the river, held its fire while artillery vrews at An Hea,
L.iberty Bridge, FSfl RAWHIDE, FSA MUSTANG, and Hill 55 were alerted and trained on the
river crossing. As other squads maneuvered to support the squad ambush, the 150 man enemy
force btegan moving by sampan and by wading across the 300 meter river. As they moved past
mid-stream, friendly fires were brought to bear on the confused enemy force. Although only 71
enemy bodtes wereo found south of the river later, none of the enemy were observed to reach
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either river bank, and it was believed that all were either shot, blown away, or drowned in the
strong current and were carried downstream.
(C) When Operation OKLAHOMA HILLS terminated 29 May. the combined operation had
accounted for 596 enemy killed and 193 suspects detained while frieŽndly casualties were 53 killed
and 350 wounded and evacuated. 54
(C) Enemy activity during April was lighter than that experienced in late March. In the
northern provinces, Allied positions continued to receive harassing indirect fire attacks.
Several mortar attacks were launched from within the southern DMZ. For the third successive
month, enemy ground activity was characterized by sporadic but aggressive contacts of up to
company size. Nine contacts occurred during the period from 21 to 29 Apr northeast of the
ROCKPILE and south of the central DMZ area.
(C) To the south, enemy activity was primarily in reaction to friendly operations in western
Quang Tri and Thua Thien Provinces, where friendly forces discovered a series .of caches.
Recovered were 20 tons of rice, 168 12 2mm rockets, 17, 942 mortar rounds,- 1,517 RPG and 245
recoilless rifle rounds, and 10, 000 rounds of heavy machinegun and 200, 000 rounds of small
arms ammunition. Captured documents revealed that a serious rice shortage had hampered
enemy forces throughout the area since January.
(C) On 25 and 28 Apr, friendly forces in the Khe Sanh areas were subjected to intense and
precise enemy sapper attacks. Friendly cumulative results were: 17 killed and i9 wo-unoed,
The enemy sustained 64 KIA.
(C) In central I CTZ detainees from two NVA regiments revealed plans for renewed offensive activity in late April, but no significant attacks occurred. Captured documents indicated
that food shortages and disruption of logistics efforts by Operation OKLAHOMA HILLS, central
Quang Nam Province, probably pre-empted enemy offensive plans in the Quang Nam lowlands.
Enemy-initiated activity in the Danang area was limited to four rocket attacks against Allied
installations during the period from 16 to 25 Apr, resulting in three Vietnamese civilians killed
and 31 wounded along with light Allied casualties.
(C) In southern I CTZ, significant enemy-initiated activity w~s limited to indirect fire
attacks and ground probes In the Quang Ngai City and Due Phu areas on the night of 16 Apr, as
major enemy forces in Quang Tin and Quang Ngal Provinces remained out of contact.
(C) In Thua Thien Province Operation LAMSON 279, a combat clearing operation under
operational control of the 54th ARVN Regt, terminated on 29 Jun. This operation begun 25 Apr,
was conducted about 5 km east of the liue4/Phu Ba1I airport, At a cost of eight friendly killed anti
64 wounded, 167 enemy were killed, Ill detained, and 138 small arms and four crew-werved
weapons were captured.
(C) Tw-o battalions of the 1st ARVN Regt conducted Operation LAMSON 276 from 45 Apr to
30 Jun in the National Forest in the Thua Thien-Quang Tri Province border area south of Hill
118. This operation resulted in 27 friendly killed and III wouid~zt, while the oenmy casualties
were 397 killed, four detained, and 527 small arnis and Il .crew-served weapons ,aptured.
(C) In Quang Tri Province some 4 km west of Thoon Ba Thung Operation LAMSON 27T was
conducted by units of the Zd ARVN Rogt from 22 Apr'tu 30 Jun. This reonaissance-in-force
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resulted in 97 friendly deaths and 250 wounded, while enemy losses were 541 killed, five
detained, and 146 small arms and 37 crew-served weapons captured. 55

£

(C) In response to information obtained from later captured enemy documents exhorting
enemy units to step up the campaign to restock diminishing rice stocks, the 5th Mar Regt on 7
Apr initiated Operation MUSKOGEE MEADOW, a multi-battalion, combined search and clear
and rice denial operation in the fertile An Hoa basin in Quang Nam Province southwest of
Danang. The Marines coordinated their search and clear effort with the rice harvest schedule.
Generally, contact was light, but when the operation terminated on Z0 Apr with the successful
conclusion of harvest operations, over 171 tons of rice had been added to GVN storage bins.
During the operation 162 enemy were killed while US losses were 16 killed and 121 wounded. 56
(C) The 5th ARVN Regt began Operation LIEN KET 54 on 20 Apr in eastern Quang Tin
Province, some 20 km southwest of Tam Ky. The operation terminated on 26 Aug with the
following results: friendly - 22 KIA, 72 WIA, two MIA, and three individual weapons lost;
enemy - 297 KIA, eight detained, and 65 individual and 10 crew-served weapons captured. 57
(U) Enemy activity was light until the night of I I May when the enemy conducted 92 indirect
fire and 21 ground attacks. The majority were directed against US military installations and
troop units. Although indirect fire attacks were experienced throughout the CTZ, all enemyinitiated ground attacks occurred in the southern three provinces. In the northern provinces,
5 8
attacks-by-fire remained at a relatively high level, totalling 70 for the remainder of the month .
(U) In Military Region Tri-Thien-Hue, enemy activity continued to be primarily in reaction
to friendly operations.
(C) In western Thua Thien Provinces, friendly units engaged elements of the 29th NVA
Regt, identified by PWs and documents during Operation APACHE SNOW. Documents from the
29th NVA Regt revealed that the regiment had relocated from RVN to Quang Binh Province,
North Vietnam, in July 1968 for replacements and retraining and returned to RVN in February
1969. Its mission was to protect supply depots and to restrict Allied incursions in western
Military Region Tri-Thien-Hue. On 20 May US and ARVN elements occupied Hill 937 after
overcoming stiff enemy resistance. The enemy sustained over 600 KIA. Most of the casualties
belonged to the 29th NVA Regat its combat effectiveness was seriously reduced.
(C) On 22 May, FSB ERSKINE received enemy artillery rounds, The enemy was unidentified, but they were probably elements of an NVA artillery regiment. This was the first enemy
use of tube artillery in I CTZ since Operation DEWEY CANYON In March.

*

(C) In central I CTZ, indications that the enemy was preparing for offensive activity
became available several days prior to I I May. On 9 and 10 May, USMO elements near An Has
cordoned a 400 to 600 man enemy force which was moving north. There were 23 friendly KIA
and 58 WIA, and the enemy lost 2 t3 KIA and five PWs. The PWs were from three NVA regiments. In the It enemy-initiated ground attacks in the area cn 1I-12 May, PWs were captured
who identified the ittacking forces as elements of an NVA sapper and a VC battalion and the 36th
NVA Regt.
(C) In southern I CTZ significant enemy-initiated activity was limited to the week of l1-i17
May, in which a total of 37 indirect fire and 10 enemy-initiated ground attacks occurred. The
ground attacks primarily took place around Tien Phuoc, Quang Tin Province, where elements of
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the 1st VC and 3d NVA Regts, 2d NVA Div, were identified in contact with US and ARVN forces.
There were three friendly KIA, 23 WIA, and the enemy suffered 181 KIA and two PWs.
(C) A PW captured on 28 May confirmed the presence of the Zlst NVA Regt in northern
Quang Ngai Province.
(C) During the last two weeks of May. a low level of enemy-initiated activity was experienced throughout the CTZ, with the exception of an increase in indirect fire attacks north of

QL 9.
(C) Under the operational control of the 51st ARVN Regt, elements of that regiment
together with elements from the 54th ARVN Regt, the 11th ARVN Cay, and three RF companies
conducted Operation VU NINH 3 from 5 May to 7 Jul. The area of operations for this clearing
operation was in the southeastern corner of Quang Nam Province about 6 km southeast of Hal
An. The ARVN forces lost 30 killed and 130 wounded; however, they killed 206 enemy, detained
220, and captured 73 small arms and six crew-served weapons. 59
(U) Operation HERKIMER MOUNTAIN, a multi-battalion search and
ing elements of the 4th Mar Regt, 3d Mar Div, was terminated on 16 Jul.
on 9 May and was centered in an area 15 km north-northeast of Khe Sanh,
Total enemy losses during the operation were 137 killed. There were 66
40 weapons captured, of which six were crew-served. Marine casualties
219 wounded, of whom 167 were evacuated. 60

clear operation involvThe operation started
Quang Tri Province.
suspects detained and
were Z5 killed and

(C) As Operation MASSACHUSETTS STRIKER phased out, Allied forces again prepared to
enter the A Shau Valley. Operation APACHE SNOW, a multi-regiment operation centered 43 km
south-southweest of Quang Tri in Quang Tri and Thua Thien Provinces, commenced on 10 May
with two battalions of the 9th Mar Regt conducting interdiction operations in thf. southern Da
Krong Valley; four baitalions of the 3d Bde, 101st Abn Div (Ambl) and four battalions of the 1st
ARVN Inf Div combining to conduct combat assaults into the northern A Shau Valley to destroy
enemy caches, forces, and installations, and prevent extiltration Into Laos.
(C) The operation began with a heliborne assault Into the thickly jungled mountains along
the Laotian border west of the valley. The US forces also established a FSB at Ta Bat, an
abandoned village in the valley's center. By placing themselves between the valley and the
Laotian border, Allied forces attempted to trap Communist forces in the valley and cut them off
from reinforcements waiting beyond the border. There was little contact the first day as the
airborne troopers began sweeping eastward toward the valley.
(C) On 12 May, however, the 3d Bn, 187th Ahn let ran into heavy RPO and automatic
weapons fire from the enemy in deep bunkers on Hill 937 (Ap bia Mountain). The bunkers were
well designed with interlocking field of fire and scarcely visible silhouettes. The troopers held
back, calling in artillery and TACAIR on the enemy positlins., On 13 May, two companies
attacked the northwest ridges of the hill. Lncountering intense fire, they were ordered to fall
back. Artillery and TACAIR again pounded the ridgeline with high explosives and napalm during
the night and early morning. On 14 May, the full battalion was sent against the enemy's position; however, the comumander of the lead company was wounded and the company's radio was
silenced. Again a withdrawal was ordered and supporting fires called for. The 3d On, 17th
Abn Int was reinforeed by three others, two from the 101st Abn Div (Ambi) and one from the lot
ARVN lif Div, which were positioned to surround Hil 937.
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(C) On 18 May, after 36 additional hours of artillery and TACAIR strikes, two of the battalions attacked again, the 3d Bn, 187th Abn Inf moving southeast and the 1st Bn, 506th Abn Inf
moving north. By mid-afternoon some of the platoons had reached the summit but a thunderstorm drenched the hill, visibility dropped to zero, and soldiers were unable to keep their
footing in the mud. A fourth withdrawal was ordered. Finally on 20 May after heavy artillery
bombardment of the mountain, all four battalions attacked and by mid-afternoon Hill 937 had
fallen.

*

(C) The battle for Hill 937, named "Hamburger Hill" by a 101st Abn trooper during the
grisly conflict, set off tremors of controversy that reverberated through the halls of Congress.
Senator Edward Kennedy (D-Massachussetts) charged that it was "both senseless and irresponsible to continue to send our young men to their deaths- to capture hills and positions that have no
relation to this conflict." The commander of the 10 1st Abn Div (Ambl), described the battle as a
"tremendous, gallant victory" and observed that "the only significance of Hill 937 was the fact
that there were North Vietnamese on it. My mission was to destroy enemy forces and installations. We found the enemy on Hill 937, and that is where we fought him." During the I I-day
assault on Hill 937, 44 US troopers lost their lives, 297 were wounded and one was missing in
action, while 450 enemy soldiers were killed and one was detained.
(C) Operation APACHE SNOW was te.-minated on 7 Jun with the following results: 9th Mar
Regt AO, 78 enemy KIA, one detained; 11 US KIA and 48 WIA; 101st Abn Div AO. 675 enemy
KIA, three detained; US, 102 KIA, 579 WIA, one MIA. ARVN participation in the APACHE
SNOW AO resulted in 224 enemy KIA, one detained; 22 ARVN KIA and 106 WIA. 61
(C) On 16 May, Operation LAMAR*PLAIN commenced in an area 16 km southwest of Tam
Ky in Quang Tin Province. The three battalions under control of the lst Bde, 101st Abh Div
(Ambl), had the mission to find, fix, and destroy VC/NVA main force units operating In the
vicinity of BA 117 (See Chapter I11) and posing a threat to Tam Ky City, the provincial head.
quarters. The 1st Bn, 501st Abn Inf and lot Bn, 502d Abn Wef moved to Quang Tin Province to
retaforce Z3d 1n0 (Americal) Div element%in the Tam Ky area, The operation terminated on 13
Aug. Enemy losses d-tring the three month period were S24 killed. In addition, 62 crew-served
and Z56 individual weapons were captured. US casualties were 105 killed and 33a wounded of
whom 297 were evacuated. The operation was nupported by 1, 142 tactical air strikes. Xlemento of the NVA Zd Div were contacted during the operation.
t() As the 7th Mar lRegt was terminating Operation OKLAHOMA HILLS, Operation PIPESTONE CANYON was initiated 26 May by the lot Mar Roet to the east in an area centered Z4 km
smuth of Danang. Elements of the Slut AitVN nf R•eSt and the Zd ROK Mar Bde operated in con.
junction %ith the US forces to locate and destroy enemy forces, Installations, and material on
Go Not Island some 12 miles south of Danang. This area had retiiaxned the hub of enemy staging
and assembly activitie•s in southern Quang Nam Province. Relatively close to Damma. the
region was both ringed and traversed by an extensive system oa rivers and streams and featured
a labyrinth of tunnels, c•ves, and trenches. The island's advantage as a sanctuary wAs
enhanced further by. its long infestation with VC aad guerrikla units, all skilled in pitntint mines
"and boobytraps. Previous operations in the area, notably ALLEN BROOK and MEADE RIVER
had achieved significant results. Saturation patrolling of the periphery had utceetded in limiting VC mobility; however, it had not denied him the use of the island. Operation PIPESTONE
CANYON was wioended not only to eliminate the existing VC. but also to ehange the character of
the area to m#'ke the denial more permanent. This was accomplished by a series 4 maneuvers
"w'hich, in each case pushed the enemy back against a scireenig or bloaking (orte. Once the
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enemy was neutralized, land clearing equipment was brought in and the 6,750 acres of the island
were razed. 63
(S) Operation PIPESTONE CANYON terminated on 7 Nov, ending a five and a half month
effort to sanitize central Quang Nam Province. The success o! this undertaking can be
measured partially by enemy losses; some 800 VC/NVA were killed, 40 others taken prisoner,
and in excess of 400 weapons seized. In concert with this offensive, the massive engineer and
land clearing effort was directed toward rehabilitating the area. Marine engineers upgraded and
opened that section of QL-4, enabling traffic and cargo from Dai Loc and An Hoa to juncture with
QL-l at Dien Ban for the first time in more than five years. Simultaneously, Marine engineer
elements and an Army land clearing platoon literally scraped the landscape clean of overgrowth
and unwanted vegetation, allowing future resettlement and eventual cultivation of this prime
rice-growing region. Once a favorite staging place for attacks on Danang installations, the
area, virtually devoid of Its former maze of concealment, fortifications, and infrastructure,
held much less appeai to the enemy. 64
(C) The 9th Mer.Regt initiated Operation CAMERON FALLS on Z9 May on the Laotian
border in an area about 3Z km wes-...southwest of Quang Tri City in western Quang Tri Province.
The multi-battalion search and clear operation terminated Z3 Jun having accounted for IZ0
enemy killed, while US losses were Z4 KIA and 137 WIA. 65
(C) Operation DARING REBEL, under the control of the US Seventh Fleet and not a MACV.
named or coordinated operation, commenced on 5 May. when Marine Battalion Landing Team
1/26 (BLT 1/16) was landed on Barrier Island, approximately 3a km south-south-aat of Danang
in Quang Natm Pruvynee. With the mission of locating, destroying or capturing enemy forces.
materials and installations wi.thin the AO, the Marines coordinated with ARVN forces and ROK
Marines, who acted as a blocking force around Barrier Island and were not a part of the opera.
tion. Control of the Special Landing Force ISLF) remained with the Commander Seventh Fleet
and was not pa.oed ashore. Upon termination an aO May, the operation had accounted for 10S
enemy killed, while US loaves were two killed and S9 wounded.
(C) Enemy-initiated activity remained relatively light during June, with the only apparent
coordinated activity occurring on 6 and 7 Jun in Quant Nam Province. On those dates, Danang
City ePporioneed seven tvrrorist and three Indireot fire attacks, whil• enremy ground atta'.
occurred at five locations in the An
aon area. In the remainder of I CTZ indirect fire attacks
and onemy-initiated groun. at&ack wore at a normal, level. In the.northern two provif•cot,
tnelmy dtivit- was. charactrt-ed by IS indirect tire attAcko from the southern halt ot the DMA.
"Also. the enomy launched six ground attacks on 17 Jun ti the Gil Linh arva. tn these contacts
the oenmy sufferod 160 killod and 10 deta•ned.
The privtwrs idný.ftied their units Ao elements
of an NVA regiment and an indepondent %apierb&ttaion. In western Quang Tri Pr6vivne, NVA
elvimints oignificaotly incrtas#,d *weir activity. Friendly elements received at least 10 ground
attAcko, resulting ti morfe th"n UO NVA killed.
M() To the south,
OADEN. CURtRAMI,
tied the echmy fortes
Riegt, which sustained

the enemV tmul tted oigntficto.t sapper ttacks &gaiutt tSB# BRI.CHT&%and TOMAHAWK on 14, 161, and 11 Jun, repttvely.
ris"Ors idiouti.
at elev 'ot* of the 14th ad tt.o othor NVA regimentw.
toe 29th NVA
mortfe tuhn 400 killed at Ifill 9S.7 in May, was itill in the A Shau Valley/
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(C) In Quang Nam Province there were 1Z enemy ground attacks in the vicinity of An Hoa,
resulting in approximately Z80 enemy killed. Prisoners captured in these contacts identified the
attacking forces as elements of a sapper battalion and an NVA regiment. In other activity, documents indicated that elements of the 36th NVA Regt may have redeployed from the Go Noi Island
area in an attempt to evade Allied forces committed in Operation PIPESTONE CANYON.
(C) In southern I CTZ the enemy continued to conduct indirect fire attacks and limited
sapper-type ground probes in the Tien Phuoc and Duc Pho areas. Other significant enemy
ground attacks occurred at four locations near Duc Pho, where elements of two regiments of the
3d NVA Div were identified in contact with Allied forces. Cumulative results of these attacks
were: friendly, 15 KIA and 61 WIA; enemy, 42 KIA.
(C) The last 10 days of the month were marked by a reduction in enemy-initiated activity
throughout I CTZ, with the exception of continued enemy attacks in western Quang Tri Province.
(C) Operation UTAH MESA, began 1 Jun and terminated on ' Jul. It was a multi-battalion
search and clear operation under control of t- US 3d Mar Div's TF HOTEL. The combined
elements from the '.zh Regt, 3d Mar Div and 1st Bdc, US 5th Inf Div (Mech) participating with
units from the ARVN 1st Inf Div operate : in an area from 6. 4 km northwest of Khe Sanh, Quang
Tri Province to 2 km southwest of Khe *:anh. Total enemy losses during the operation were 309
killed; sevre- suspects were detained; and 114 individual and 31 crew-served weapons were
captured. US casualties were 35 killed and 178 wounded. 67
(C) As Operation APACHE SNOW terminated, the 3d Bde, 101st Abn Div (Ambl) remained 'n
the northern A Shau Valley and initiated Ope ration MONTGOMERY RENDEZVOUS on 8 Jun. The
US forces, operating in coniunction with elements of the Ist ARVN Inf Div, had the mission of
locating and capturing or des'roying enemy forces, materiel, and equipment in the AO, The
operation which terminated 15 Aug was centered in an area 28 wiles, west..southwest of Hue in
Thua Thien Province. Enemy losses were 393 k;lled. In addition, 174 individual and 47 crewserved weapons were captured. US casualties were 87 killed and 408 wounded, of whom 378
were evacuated.
(C) The let Bde, 5th Inf Div (Mech) again commenced search and clear ,peiatloni on 19
Jun in the old MARSHALL MOUNTAIN AO, centered in an area 4 km southeast of Quang Tri City
in Quang Tri Province. The new operation, code named IROQUOIS GROVE, w"as targeted on BA
101, with an additional mission to continue cordon and search operations in support of the GVN
pacification program. The operation terminated 25 Sep having accounted tor 134 enemy KIA;
US losses were 13 KIA. Altogether 125 tactical air strikes and 46 naval gunfire missions sutpported the operation. 68
(C) Enemy-initiated activity during July was characterized by widely scattered Indirect
fire attacks and limited ground engagements. In the month, +,! eneray conducted a number of
indirect fire attacks from the southern half of the DMZ, while lin-iting his ground activity to
company-sized attacks. On 9 Jul ARVN elements at three positions near Gio Linh were attacked
by an unidentified enemy force resulting in 47 ene.ny killed. Six days later, US elements at
three locations near Con Thiez, received eight indirect fire attacks totalling 34 rounds of 12-n2m
rocket fire. There were no casualties or damage reported. In western Quang Tri Province,
light enemy activity was reported. 3peration UTAH MESA terminated on 9 Jul. A total of 31.1
enemy were killid during this operation. Au enemy soldiur detained during UTAH MESA
identified his unit as an clement of the 304th NVA Div.
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(U) In related activity on 19 Jul, 13 km south-southeast of VANDEGRIFT Combat Base,
ARVN elements found 15 bunkers containing a cache of ordnance weighing 36. 2 tons. Capture of
this cache probably linmited the effectiveness of the enemy in that area. To the south, the Dong
Ta Training Center near Phu Bai received rocket attacks on 7 and 11 Jul resulting in light casualties. Allied elements also received at least four significant ground attacks, resulting in more
than 90 enemy killed. In the remainder of I CTZ, documents and prisoners identified an element
of the 29th NVA Fregf, oi.e of the NVA regiments in the A Shau Valley area. ARVN elements in
the A Shau Valhey received Z50 rounds of 82mm mortar fi,'e on 15 Jul and 30 to 50 rounds of
mortar fire on 16 5ul.
60mmt
(C) In four enemy indirect fire attacks near An Hoa on 24 and 25 Jul, USMC elemients
received 80 rounds of mixed b0 and 8Znun mortar fire, resulting in light casualties.
(S) July marked the departure irom I CTZ of the first increment of a scheduded 8, 388
Marines (8, 394 spaces) -- the III MAF share of the 25, 000-man US troop redeployment -- as,
following simultaneous loading at Danang and Cua Viet, the Ist Bn, 9th Mar Regt and associated
units and detacaments sailed for Okinawa on 14 Jul, The Marine redeployment involved the
movement of a Marine RLT and a helicopter squadron to Okinawa, a fighter/attack squadron to
Japan, and a Light Antiaircraft Missile (LAAM) battalion to CONUS.
(S) The pace of combat in I CTZ declined to its lowest t969 level, as reflected by thc. 1, 990
VC/NVA killed by III MAF action during July -- about half the number (3, 836) registered in .:Une
and closely approximating January's 2, 029 enemy killed, the previous montliy low. Also
mirroring the slackened action I CTZ-wide was a sharp decrease in the en-my's activity, with
the 10 ground assaults and Z6 attacks-by-fire well below his average monthly'effort.
(S) There wa, no lessening of iLI MAF pressure against the en,.nmy1 however, 4s Z1 large
unit operations and 12,013 counterguerrilla actions targetted enemy forces in both voastal and
back-country areas, while combined 1.ction units contributed ar.other 11, 527. patrols and ambushes to the I GTZ campaign. In addition, the 7th Fit SLF sticcessfully executed three pacification-oriented operations -- one In each of the three southernmost provinces of I CTZ. 69
(C) Enemy activity in I CTZ for the first 10 days of August consisted of widely scattered
indirect fire attacks and limited ground probes. Most of the activity developed in a4ras just
south of the DMZ and In the A Shau valley. Friendly-initiated activity also continued at a low
level during this period, although thet.. were two significant ce~ntacts near the- DMZ. On 11-l1
Aug eneemy-Initiated activity increased aignificantly. It was charactvrirted by numerous indirect
fire attacks, and an Increased number of ground and soppor attaeks. The majority of attacks
occurred in southern I CTZ. On the night of 11-12 Aug the enemy launched rocket and mortar
attacks against the Naval Support Hospital at Danaag, the I st M4 r"Div headquarters area west of
Danaug, Hue, and Haol An. L. the latter part of the month there was a significant increaste in the
interdiction n• tines of communication by the onenemy, while friendly initiated activity also increased as friendly units engaged the enemy prior to and following the enemy attacks on the night
of 11-i2 Aug.
(S) A series of sharp cont-rts in the An Hea basin ot Quang Nam Province, followed by. a
period of heavy figti.ng in the Que Son-Ifiep Due region of the Quang Nam-Qtaan Tin Province
border area, distinguished UI MAF operations during August. Triggered by a I CTZ-wideenemy attacks-by-fire and ground probes, a three.day attack by elements of tho 7th Mar Roegt
took a toll of 5S5 NVA solditra from 12-14 Aug. The Ouo Snm-llop DMr battles also included
"
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7th Mar Regt participation as, deploying southward to the Que Son District, the regiment joined
23d mIn (Arnerical) Div's 196th Lt Inf Bde in an assault against major elements of the Zd NVA
Div. This action, with the bulk of the contact taking place between 18 and 25 Aug, cost the
enemy over 1, 000 troops by the end of the month.
(C) Highlighting the Que Son action was a 28 Aug example of Marine air/ground coordination. Detecting substantial enemy troop movement vacating the battle area via the Phu Loc
Valley, a reconnaissan~ce team initiated the organization of an air ambush -- a highly successful
tactic which combined tactical surprise with the full range of aerial firepower.
(S) In sum, the eneny? s abrupt offensive thrust was both short-lived and unsuccessful.
Lacking the stamina to sustain the action, he lost nearly 3, 000 VC /NVA to III MAF operations
during August, along with another 2. 100 to ARVN, ROKMC, and CIDG efforts.
(C) Despite the general lull in his activity throughout the rest of 1 CTZ during July and
early August, the enemy continued to move troops and supplies through the central DMZ region,
while maintaining screening forces in the area to protect this influx of men and material. Capturtkd enemy documents and information gleaned from VC/NVA captives tended to confirm elementia of the 33dbIndoperident Sapper Bn displacing westward to reinforce other combat units
a long the central DMZ. This buildup of security forces was an attempt to bring pressure against
III MAF and ARVN operations astride the enemy's jungle- shrouded, and mountainous infiltration
corridor passing between Con Thien and the ROCKPILE.
(C) Additionally, the late-July deployment of 9th Regt, 304th NVA Div elements into northcentral Quang Tri Province was confirmed, as 11I MAF and ARYN units both made contact with
elements of that regiment. Apparently tasked to provide the bulwark of security in the region,
the 9th fared no better than Its predecessors. the 27th and 36th NVA Regts, which had been
repulsed with heavy losses in March and April respectively.
(S) By end-August, the Marine portion of KEYSTONE EAGLE, the code name for the
5,0OO-man deployment from RVN, wvas concluded. A well executed, highly successful arnphibIOUs movement, the operational totals Included the redeployment of 6,653 troops, 1, 444 major
Items of equipment, and 293, 911 cubic feet of cargo by amphibious shipping and another Z, 013
personnel and 63 STONs of cargo by air.
2

*

(C) Combat operations In I CTZ during September were marked by a protracted absence of
meaningful contact between major units. The 15 battalion-size or larger operations executed In
-the CTZ generated little in the way of sustained action, the heavicet fighting being triggered by
a tapper attack against a Marine company near the ROCKP1LE; the small unit patrols, ambushets,
and company-sized actions which composed the counterguerrilla campaign seldom encoun.tered enemy formation* larger than platoon-size. Except for a 13 Sep battle against two NVA
companies in northern Quang Ngai Province, combined action units likewise were not faced with
large scale opposition. Cleurly unwilling to commiut major units to combat, the enemy placed
increased reliance an sporadic she.'lingo, sapper attacks, at.d other forms of harassment.
(S) The low loe.e of action developed during September yias reflected In the results of I CTZ
offensive operations, wrhich accounted for Z, 865 aerney killed -- th smllest aontlytotlaloth

year*
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(S) Despite the continuing high level of propaganda, terrorism, and sabotage aimed at viilage and hamlet echelons, pacification progress showed no sign of faltering during September.
That portion of I CTZ population considered secure rose another percentage point to 89.3 per-/
cent by the end of the month.
(U) Announced during early September, the III MAF portion of the second US troop redeployment from RVN involved the movement of the remainder of the 3d Mar Div, along with an
appropriate slice of III MAW air support.
(C) Barrier Island, 34 miles southeast of Danang, in Quang Tin Province had seen Marine
landings in May and June. Operation DEFIANT STAND was launched 12 Sep to rid the wedgeshaped island of the VC presence once again. While Marines of the SLF air assaulted to the
inland side of the island, and patrol craft prevented either infiltration or exfiltration of the
enemy, a battalion of the Zd ROK Marine lade made an amphibious landing on the seaward side
of the island. This landing conducted with amphibian tractors (LVT) and landing craft was the
first amphibious landing in the 2 0-year history of the ROK Marine Corps. The two battalions
tightened their cordon, and, a week later when the operation was terminated, the ROK Marines
had killed 49 enemy and captured 117 individual weapons, while losing only one KIA and five
WIA. In the meantime, the US Marines killed Z44, detained six and captured one enemy individual weapon, while losing four KIA and 49 WIA. Elimination of this VC sanctuary reduced the
threat of rocket and mortar attack against Danang and Hoi An, Quang Nam Province. 70

*

*

(S) The redeployment of the 3d Mar Div from I CTZ to out of country bases had started in
the summer with the redeployment of the 9th Mar Regt. In late September the balance of the
division was ordered redeployed, although the remaining two infantry regiments were committed
in their TAORs. One regiment disengaged and stood down to an assembly area virtually overnight. Thi' dramatic move would nut have been possible without close cooperation and coordination among the units that were to shift their AOs to absorb the responsibilities that had been the
3d Mar Regt's and to screen the withdrawal. The major units involved were the tst Bde, 5th
Mech, the 101st Abn Div (AmbI), and the 1st ARVN Div. By the end of November a series of
smooth working relationships were developed. The Ist Bde, 5th Mech was receiving excellent
coordination and cooperation from the lst ARVN Div forward command post, while also roceiving excellent support from the 101st Abn Div (Ambl). For example, the 101st Abn Div(Ambl)provided five "slicks", four "guns", and three "hooks" on a daily basis to the Isat de, 5th Mech.
The 101st Abn Div (Ambl) also was supporting the l1t ARVN Div with helicopters. The organic
artillery battalion of the 1st Bde, 5th Much established and operated the FSCC and was responsible for clearing all fires within the AO. The 108th FA Gp was responsible for clearing fires
across boundaries, I.e., fires into the 10 1st Abn Div (Ambl) reconnaissance aoene. The 108th FA
Op furnished 36 tubes in general support of the brigade, and also supported the 1st ARVN Div to
some degree. This was essentially the arrangement that was in force (luring the time the 3d
Mar Div was in the area. Patrols into the DMZ were under the control of the brigade, rather
than XXIV Corps, and the brigade tried to keep three patrols In the DMZ at all times. Interference between ARVN and US patrols was avoided by strict adherence to boundaries. The
ARVN patrolled to the east of the boundary, while the US forces patrolled to the west, To obtain
intimate cooperation and coordination between the 101st Abn Div (Ambl) and the ast ARVN Div,
their respective 03 planning staffs assembled in one room with one map. They then came up
with a coordinated plan for the entire combined AOs which utilized all 16 maneuver battalions,
both ARVN and US. Both divisions then issued complementary operations orders. This procedure insured that the AO was covered and balanced to the btst degree possible.
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(S) The RF companies were under subsector control, and the subsector reported to the 1st
ARVN Div forward cornmand post through a liaison officer. In November the 57 RF companies
were working in the piedmont, away from the population in Thua Thien Province. The villages
controlled the PF platoons.
(S) The 1st ARVN Div had 18 long range patrols, and the division and the 101st Abn Div
(Ambl) were training US and ARYN teams together. The 101st Abn Div (Ambl)was sending lieutenants to ARVN companies for experience so they could teach the rest of the officers in their
companies.
(S) The 108th FA Gp assigned liaison officers to the 10 1st Abn Div (AmbI), the 1st ARVN Div,
and the 1st Bcle, 5th Mech. The group also assigned a liaison officer to the 5th Bn, 4th Arty
which was responsible for coordination with sector for fire clearances. 71
(S) October saw combat action in I CTZ decline to the lowest level in nearly three years,
with the 1, 085 enemy killed during III MAF operations being the smallest total counted since the
926 VC/NVA recorded in January 1967. The dearth of serious fighting extended CTZ-wide, as
little other than brief, small unit engagements were recorded by US, ARVN, or ROK forces in
any of the five provinces.
(C) A factor influencing this absence of major unit contact, as well as a sharp decrease in
enemy-initiated activity, was the abrupt arrival of the northeast monsoon. .Depositing record
rainfalls during the first 10 days of October, the weather caused major disruption of enemy
activities -- inundaLing his overland lines of communication and lowland supply stores and fortifications, thus forcing him to seek higher ground.
(S) The III MAF share of the second US troop redeployrnent proceeded on schedule, with
RLT-3 aboard six 7th Flt amphibious ships, sailing for CONUS between 2 and 7 Oct.
(S) October operations In the An Hoa basin, as throughout the rice producing lowlands of
Quang Nani Provincewere oriented primarily toward security for the ongoing fall rice harvest.
The 5th Mar Regt, emiploying a long range reconnaissance screen south and west of the basin to
maintain a close surveillance of trail networks leading to the area, not only foiled enemy
attempts to siphon rice from the area, but also dealt a blow to enemy foraging patrols skirting
the fri'nges of the basin, aiming for areas closer. to Danang. In all, the 5th Mar Rogt engaged in
1118 Contacts, killing 102 NVA and VC during the month; f riendly losses were two killed and 55
wounded andi evacuated.
(8) The bulk of the action.. gene rated by Marine grouid and air units ina the An 1Ioa basin took
Place during. the. final week of-Octobor when sporadic small unit contacts resulted Ina at least 84
enemy killed. In the most signtfieant'action, lot Mar Div reconnaissance patrols, on the afternoon of Z4 Oct, countered onemy.-traific with-artillery fire*, killing 39 eastbound NVA, five miles
north of An IHoa. Three 5th M'ar Regt attiors on 30 Oct accounted for an additional 35 enemy
killed. Armed helicopters, covering tho insertion of Zd Bn otements into an area 5 miles north
of An Hod. cottbat base, attacked several small groups of enerny soldiers with rockets and
machine gin. fire, killing ZO. Another element swoeping the arekA of another armed helicopter
strike a mile to the subuth th~a morning, located seyon enemy killed by air-delivered ordnance
and claimed two additional Lneray wlith mall wrn-s fire. Contact terminated that afternoon, as
*the eloment engagod ahnenmy squad and kklled six- NVA 3 mdles north of the combat base.
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(S) A major contribution to countering enemy movement in Quang Nam Province was the
introduction of the Integrated Observation Device (IOD) into the war during late October. This
highly sophisticated, line-of-sight device utilized a laser range finder in conjunction with highpower binoculars and a Night Observation Device to locate and pinpoint (within five meters)
enemy movement during daylight or darkness at ranges up to 30,000 and 1, 200 meters, respectively. The primary value of the IOD was its range and azimuth accuracy which, when coupled
with the Field Artillery Digital Automatic Computer (an aid to solving firing problems), produced a 70 percent probability of first-round-on-target hits by supporting artillery. (See Chapter
XII.)
(S) Employed singly on key terrain outposts (one in each regimental operating area) for
maximum observation over known infiltration routes and trail networks, the four Marine IOD
teams accounted for at least 475 enemy A.illed, 26 bunkers and 39 structures destroyed, and
eight secondary explosions during the one-month period ending Z4 Nov. Typical of IOD results
were those obtained during 7-15 Nov by the team at FSB RYDER, 9 mi southeast of An Hoa.
Detecting numerous, varied-size formations, the team accounted for at least 83 VC/NVA killed
during the eight days. Unable to perceive either adversary or the employment of long-range
detection equipment, the enemy continued to traffic these routes, providing a continuing target
for IlI MAP firepower.

)

I

(C) The pace of action generated by combat operations throughout I CTZ during November
was essentially an extension of that experienced over the past several months, as the enemy
exhibited little disposition to do battle. Despite a rash of reports describing a forthvoming
period of stepped-up activity, he remained preoccupied with foraging for food and other supplies,
by and large limiting overt acts to those classed as harassing or population-intimidating in
nature.
(S) A moderate but steady advancement distinguished the progress of GVN and Free World
pacification and revolutionary development programs, with population security reaching a new
high of 93.2 percent and the Chieu Hoi campaign counting 813 defectors, also a monthly record.
Two factors influencing the continuing pacification progress were the Infantry Company Intensified Pacification Program (ICIPP) and the improved performance of Vietnamese territorial
forces. The former, an outgrowth of the Marine Combined Action Program, featured the
deployment of. a rifle company with RF/PF platoons at the hamlet level. The latter, gauged by
the 333 enemy killed or captured in I CTZ by these provincial units during November, gave rise
to a measure of optimin-sm concerning their future role in the war,
(C) The KEYSTONE CARDINAL redeployment of Marines from I CTZ was completed with
the late-November embarkation of two LSTs with the final air/ground increments of the departing 3d Mar Div and elements of the 1st Mar Wing team. In all, the movement included 18,483
troops.(18,465 spaces), Z3,813 STON# of cargo, and 422,366 square feet of vehicles or major
items of equipment.
(S) Plying the northern Nui Loc Son basin and Que Son mountains of Quang Nam Province
with l, 526 patrols, 672 ambushes, and Z59 company operations, the 7th Mar Regt made contact
with the enemy on Z58 occasions during November. The sharpest fighting was registered In the
.motmntains overlooking Antenna Valley, an area characterized by large rock outcroppings,
bouldets, pr.aipitous slopes, and dense vegetation which seriously limited both visibility and
nmanmuverability. Thus combat at short range was dictated. For several weeks elements of the
7th Mar Regt scoured the Quo Son mountains searching for enemy base/cave complexes reported
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by intelligence agencies to be in the area. Toward mid-November several significarl: discoveries of logistic complexes containing materiel, maps, documents, and ox.dnance were made.
These finds, coupled with a surge in enemy contact, signaled the location of a major headquarters, subsequently identified as that of the 36th NVA Regt. While this regiment was not encountered in strength, the 7th Mar Regt action caused the enemy to disperse his forces westward and
into the lowlands, where they were exposed and further decimated by a combination of III MAF
and RVNAF maneuver and supporting arms action from the An Hoa basin to the coastal region
south of An Hoa.

*
*
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"(S) While the saturation of pacification and small unit offensive operations limited enemy
activity in the area contiguous to Danang, 1st Mar Regt activity in the DODGE CITY/Hill 55
region (some 3,500 patrols, ambushes, and company operations) did evoke 108 contacts during
November, accounting for 132 VC/NVA killed. Confronted primarily by VC soldiers and infrastructure, the 1st Mar Regt often teamed a rifle company with RVNAF units in cordon and
search operations. During one such operation 18 km southwest of Danang, a Ist Mar Regt company and a Provincial Reconnaissance Unit (PRU), responding to a Hoi Chanh report of a cache
in the area, fought a series of engagements on 9 Nov. Fighting commenced during early morning, as the combined friendly unit engaged approximately 20 enemy, killing 12 of them. Continuing the search, the Marines and Vietnamese established contact on three more occasions,
bringing enemy losses for the day to 21 killed. One Marine was killed during the day-long
operation.
(C) Enemy activity was essentially an extension of his resupply efforts prevailing over the
past several months; thus, enemy-initiated incidents in I CTZ in November remained well below
the past year's monthly attack average of 56. Much of the contact registered resulted from Free
World operations, with the enemy initiating but 16 ground attacks, seven of which were in Quang
Nam Province. Of his 22 attacks-by-fire of 20 rounds or more, 50 percent occurred in Quang
Tri Province, primarily a reaction to friendly maneuvering close to the DMZ.
(S) With the redeployment of the final increment of the 3d Mar Div units in November, the
enemy moved to test the posture of Free World forces in Quang Tri Province. Utilizing a
favored infiltration trail about I km southwest of Con Thien, an enemy force, estimated at two
reinforced battalions of the 27th NVA Regt was engaged in heavy fighting by elements of the lst
Bde, 5th Inf Div (Mech) during 11-15 Nov. As a result of this action, 183 enemy were killed,
two taken prisoner, and a large quantity of munitions, materiel, and weapons captured.
Friendly casualties were 13 killed and 58 wounded and evacuated.
(S) Earlier in the month, on the 7th, a task force of ARVN armored cavalry established
contact with NVA elements, while conducting battle damage assessments in the southern half of
the DMZ, just north of Gio Linh, Quang Tri Province. Action continued until dusk, when the
ARVN departed the DMZ with one prisoner and 10 enemy weapons, leaving behind 36 NVA dead.
ARVN casualties Included two killed and 16 wounded and evacuated. 7Z
(SM Operations in I CTZ during December generally paralleled those of November -- a
scattering of limited-intensity maneuver unit engagements, with the preponderance of enemy
"casualties resulting from supporting arms attacks on covertly-detected enemy formations. Continued heavy troop losses in the CTZ depleted already low-strength enemy units, further limiting
their ability to muster a sustained winter/spring campaign.
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(S) Marine units executed over 11, 000 patrols, ambushes, and search operations in support
of the mI MAF counterguerrilla campaign. This round-the-clock vigil continued to reap significant results, as the enemy, d'ispite heavy losses, was not able to abandon a presence in Quang
Nam, the densely populated, rice-rich, hub of communications and government in the north,
control of which would ultimately decide the fate of the entire C TZ.
(S) Complementing and aiding the deployment of maneuver elements in Quang Nam, a system of manned observation devices and self-contained sensors extended outward from the vital
Danang area to monitor regions with high enemy usage. These means of tracking enemy movement p-ovided not only target duta, but also insight to enemy intentions, when multiple unit
readouts or sightings were compared and produced patterns or trends. An inherent advantage of
the detection system was the minimizing of friendly troop exposure, as supporting arms attacks
were tie primnary means of exploiting targets, with ground units, in most instances, providing
followup action.
(5) Maneuver units of the lst Mar Div gained 626 contacts during December, accounting for
688 VC/NVA killed. As in November, the 5th and 7th Marines developed the bulk of the action
in the An Koa/Que Son region of Quang Nam Province, tallying 207 contacts each. That the Ist
and 26th Mar Regts, deployed immediately south and west of Danang. tallied 154 and 37 contacts,
respectively, accounting for but ZO percent of the enemy killed, testified to the effectiveness ofJ
the counterguerrilla campalgn -- the majority of the enemy maneuver units were being interdicted short of the city. 3
(S) The year closed with no significant change in the level or direction of combat activity in
I CTZ. The enemy continued to avoid major contacts, and limited his own adventibres to
attacks-by-fire and limited ground probes.
(S) In I CTZ the year's total friendly KIAs vas 6,440, of which 3,229 were US.
KIAs totalled 49.632, of which Z9, 3e6 were the result of US operations. 74

Encmy

Year End Assessment
(TS) Pacification progress continued at a slow pace throughout I CTZ. The three provinces
of southern I CTZ continued to be a security problem. During 1969, the aggregate operational
results achieved by I CTZ organizations were consistently better than those attiined by the
ARVN forces in the other CTZs.
(TS) The let ARVN Div, which was reputed to be one of RVN's best, performed well during
the entire period.
(TS) Even wore encouraging than the continued good performance ot the let ARVN Div, was
the marked improvement in the Zd ARVN Div. This division was considered to be a problem
unit in early 1968, yet, in 1969 it was one of ARVN's better performers.
(TS) A new armored brigade headquarters engaged in two successful combat operations. In
the second operation, in December, the headquarters controlled six m~neuver battalions including armored, Infantry and ranger elements in a series of relatively heavy contacts.
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(TS) There was a down-trend in the results attained by the 51st ARVN Regt. This trend
was probably due more to under-employment than to any deterioration in unit capability. The2
percent of time devoted to combat operations declined sharply during the latter part of the year,
dropping to less than 25 percent in the fourth quarter. Also of concern were the high desertion
rates in both the 51st Regt and the 2d Div.
(TS) Indicators of RF/PF unit effectiveness showed continued improvement in I CTZ. The
reduction in weapons lost, high kill ratios and low desertion rates reflected the aggressiveness,

morale and unity of the RF/PF command in I CTZ. 75

II CTZ - Ground Operations
(U) The II CTZ encompassed 12 provinces (See Figure V-6) and two broad geographical
areas, the Central Highlands and the Central Lowlands, and was the largest of the CTZs in RVN.
The Central Highlands, actually the southern plateau area of the Chaine Annamitigue, could also
be divided into two distinct parts. The northern part extended from the vicinity of Ban Me
Thuot northward for about 175 miles, with elevations averaging from 600 to 1,600 feet, although
individual peaks were much higher. Irregular in shape, with an area of about 5,400 square1
miles, this region was covered mainly with bamboo and tropical broad-leaf forests, interspersed with farms and rubber plantations. The southern portion, much of it below 3, 000 feet
elevation, and centered around Dalat, had about 4, 000 square miles of usable land. Evergreens
predominated at the higher reaches and bamboo at the lower elevations. Sloping gradually in the
west to the Mekong Valley in Laos, the Highlands fell steeply in the east to the Central
Lowlands. The fertile, extensively cultivated Lowlands extended as far inland as 40 miles in
some areas, while in others they were crowded into the sea by the encroaching Highlands. Rice
was the principal crop, although considerable sugar cane was also grown. In Cam Ranh Bty, II
CTZ had one of the finest natural, deep draft harbors in SEASIA. 76
(C) At the beginning of 1969, Allied forces in II CTZ were positioned generally as follows:
the 4th Inf Div, the Zd ARVN Ranger Group, and the 42d ARVN I/f Regt in the Highlands provinces of Kontum, Pleiku, and Darlac; the 173d Abn Bde, the 22d ARVN Inf Div, and the Capital

ROK Inf Div in Binh Dinh Province; the 9th ROK Inf Div in the central province of Khanh Hoa;
TF SOUTH, in the southern provinces, controlling the 3d Bn, 506th Abn Inf, the 3d Bn, 503d
Abn Inf, and the 53d ARVN Regt.
(C) Five large unit operations had been underway in I1 CTZ for extensive periods and they
continued into the new year until terminated on 31 Jan. Operation MACARTHUR, under 4th Inf
Div control in the Western Highlands, upon termination, had accounted for 5, 731 enemy soldiers
killed since commencing in October 1967. Allied losses were 955 killed. 77
(C) Operation BOLLING, under the control of the 17.d Abn Bde., had commenced 19 Sep 67
in the area centered 27 km west-northwest of Tuy Hoa in Phu Yen Province. During the 16month operation, 715 enemy soldiers were killed; US losses were "2 killed and 307 wounded. 78'
(C) Operation MCLAIN, under control of Task Force SOUTH, had commenced on 20 Jan 68
and was centered 30 km south-southwest of Dalat. During the lZ-thonth operation, 1,042 eneiny
soldiers were killed and US losses were 69 killed and 568 wounded. 19
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(C) Operation COCHISE GREEN had commenced on 30 Mar 68 under the control of the 173d
A bn Bde in Binh Dinh Province 15 km west-southwest of Bong Son. During the 10-month operation 929 enemy soldiers had been killed, while US losses were 144 killed and 870 wounded. 80
(C) Another of the large operations terminating on 31 Jan was Operation WALKER, initiated
17 Jan 68 in Binh Dinh Province in an area centered 10 km west-northwest of An Khe. The
operation was under control of the 173d Abn Bde and during the 12-month period, Z72 enemy
soldiers were killed while the US lost 42 killed and 313 wounded. 81

*

*

(C) During January, combat with enemy forces remained generally light and scattered
throughout the CTZ. Emphasis was divided between support of pacification and the conduct of
both large and small unit operations. As large enemy units became more elusive, strategy
shifted from massed operations towards a saturation of the countryside with small unit patrols.
Allied forces continued to uncover caches and conduct aggressive cordon and search operations
of hamlets and villages to eliminate the VCI.

•

(

(C) As the tempo of ground combat increased, the enemy increasingly employed a larger
number of standoff mortar, recoilless rifle, and rocket attacks as well as ground attacks on
isolated haznlets and RF/PF units. Generally he continued to avoid decisive combat and concentrated his efforts on attacks of villages, hamlets, US installations and outlying military
positions. Allied units placed emphasis on small unit operations and revised their contingency
plans so as to improve reaction both from the standpoint of time and impact.
(C) In the Western Highlands at the beginning of the year ground combat increased in intensity. Allied forces intensified operations against enemy units, base areas, and LOCs. Cordon
aad search operations were conducted to identify and capture the VCI and to assist the GVN in
regaining control of contested hamlets. In early January ARVN and VN Ranger elements in a
significant operation, BINH TAY 48, stormed enemy sanctuaries in an area 24 km southwest of
Kontum City. Intelligence had indicated that the NVA was using the area west of the Plei Mrong
CIDG camp as a main base, and had stocked it with supplies flowing down the Plei Trap Valley
le.,ding out of Cambodia. Allied forces seized huge stores of weapons, munitions and food.
Upon termination of Operation BINH TAY 48 on 21 Jan, 251 enemy had been killed with friendly
losses of 31 killed and 71 wounded.
(C) Allied forces immediately re-entered the enemy domain in Operation BINH TAY 49 with
elements of the 4th Inf Div, the 22d and 23d ARVN Ranger Bne and the 2d Bn, 42d ARVN Inf.
Allied forces killed 356 enemy soldiers at the loss of 30 friendly infantrymen killed and 61
wounded. 82
(C) As Operation BINH TAY 49 terminated 27 Jan, elements of the 42d ARVN Regt-began
TAY 50 in Pleiku Province. The combat sweep started on 28 Jan and terminated on 8 Feb, accounting for 304 enemy killed while friendly casualties were one killed and
47 wounded.

"Operation BINH

-

(C) The 4th Inf Div had been operating in the Western Highlands of the II CTZ since 1966.
With a TAOR reaching from the CTZ boundary in the north to Ban Me Thuot in the south, the
division had the largest area of responsibility of any US unit in RVN of comparable size. Operations by necessity called for economy of force In order to secure adequately such a vast region
with the forces available. Fire support bases were construcl.ed to cover all avenues of
approach, with units conducting platoon patrols and sweeps from these bases. All contacts were
"rapidlyreinforced and all detected enemy moves blocked.
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(C) The Capital and 9th ROK Inf Divs continued to maintain effective control of the central
coastal area from Phan Rang in Ninh Thuan Province to the north of Qui Nhon in Binh Dinh
Province. In an operation that had commenced on 29 Der 68, elements of the ROK Cav Regt, the
2d Bn, 1st ROK Inf Regt, and 2d Bn, 26th ROK Inf Regt accounted for 170 enemy killed in Binh
Dinh Province. The operation, BUN KAE 68-5, terminated on 15 Jan with five ROK soldiers
having been killed and 16 wounded. Elements of the 26th ROK Regt, the 1st ROK Regt, and the
1st Bn, ROK Cay Regt then initiated Operation HAE SAN JIN 6 on 20 Jan and upon termination 8
Feb, 107 enemy soldiers had been killed at a loss of six ROK soldiers killed and Z0 wounded. 83
(S) Effective 1 Feb, responsibility for the northern portion of the 4th Inf Div TAOR, from
the CTZ boundary to just north of Kontum City, was transferred to the ARVN 24th Special Tactical Zone (STZ). This adjustment of the TAOR enabled the 4th Inf Div to consolidate positions
and initiate more extensive operations to deny- enemy forces access to the key population centers
of Kontum. and Pleiku cities. These operations took the form of company and battalion reconnaissance-in-force and cordon and search operations conducted near the Cambodian border in
western Pleiku and southwestern Kontum Provinces. The 4th Inf Div continued to provide adequate combat support to ARVN units in the area vacated by the US forces. Further, if the enemy
were to pose a threat beyond the capability of the ARVN forces in the 24th STZ, the 4th Inf Div
was prepared to reinforce the RVNAF in upper Kontum Province. 84
(C) On 1 Feb dual Vietnamese-US names were given to each major unit's area of operation
(AO). Dual names were considered appropriate since a large proportion of the operations were
combined; dual names also provided a more suitable basis for complete accounting and reporting. Effective I Feb, TAOR MACARTHUR became AO BINH TAY-HINES; TAOR WALKER
became AO SUC MANH-MARSHALL; TAOR COCHISE GREEN became AO DUNG CAM-LEE;
TAOR MCLAIN became AO DANG THANG-SHERIDAN and TAOR BOLLUNG became AO LY DOWAINWRIGHT. Brigade-sized operations conducted in these AOs for specific short range
objectives were assigned a code name as they occurred. All other operations conducted in unit
AOs were reported as small unit operations. 85
(C) The 4th Inf Div continued operations with elements positioned to permit control of key
terrain astride main avenues of approach into the Western Highlands. The 2d Bde, 4th Inf Div
began Operation PUTNAM PANTHER on 1 Feb in Kontum Province west of Kontum City. The
pacification support operation was targeted against elements of the 66th NVA Regt. Brigadec
elements also secured bridges, villages, and roadways along QL-14N within the AO. Upon
termination on 21 Jun the operation had accounted for 250 enemy killed. 86
(C) The enemy generally continued to avoid major combat during the early weeks of February, while completing preparations for a new offensive. In mid-month intelligence sources
indicated that the enemy was in advanced stages of preparation for possible offensive activity
and there were continuing indications that enemy units were moving toward possible targets. 87
(C) On the night of Z2.Z3 Feb, enemy forces, as anticipated, launched a coordinated
country-wide offensive consisting of indirect fire and ground attacks against key military installations and cities In RVN. Initial targets in the enemy's Post-Tet Offensive In II CTZ included
military compoinds at Dak To and Cam Ranh Bay, Ban Me Thuot Airfield, five locations near
Plelku City, and the Phan Thief District Headquarters. However, the main enemy effort in 11
CTZ was directed against the Ben Het CIDO camp In the tri-bord*tr area in Kontum Province.
On 23 Feb the camp came under enemy ground attack by an estimated two to three companies.
Following this attack, during late 23 Feb and early Z4 Feb over 310 rounds of mixed 12.2nun
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rocket, artillery and mortar fire struck the camp. On 1 Mar, the 4th Ini Div moved one tank
platoon, one cavalry troop, and an infantry company to Dak To to reinforce the Ben Het camp if
required. During the night of 3 Mar the enemy, employing an estimated reinforced battalion and
supported by ten PT-76 tanks, launched his main attack against the camp. Shortly after midnight the US tank platoon at Dak To moved to Ben Het. The Communists continued the attack
until first light on the 4th, when they withdrew. This engagement marked only the second time
that enemy armor had been engaged in combat in RVN. Close air support, called to aid the
beleagured outpost, destroyed one enemy PT-76 tank and damaged one APC-type vehicle during
the contact. This was the first enemy use of armor in II CTZ. 88

S

(C) The Ist Bde, 4th I-f Div infantrymen began Operation WAYNE GRAY on 1 Mar in an
area west of Polei Kleng in the northern Plei Trap Valley in Kontum Province. This operation
was tasked to deny access to Kontum City and to block enemy withdrawals into sanctuaries.
Upon termination on 14 Apr, cumulative results of the fighting were 608 enemy killed, 16
detained, while US losses were 99 killed, 357 wounded and six missing. 89
(C) On 3 Mar, approximately 46 km west of Kontum City, elements of the 3d Bn, 8th Iri
engaged an estimated NVA battalion in heavy fighting that lasted throughout the night and the next
day. Initial attempts to reinforce Company A met heavy enemy resistance but finally succeeded
on the afternoon of 4 Mar. Twenty-two US soldiers were killed in the battle with one missing
and 89 wounded. A later sweep of the area turned up 50 enemy bodies in mass graves and a
tunnel complex. The enemy dead were credited to the 3 Mar contact. On 6 Mar, to the east of
the Company A contact, other elements of the 3d Bn, 8th In! engaged an estimated enemy battalion in bunkers for I1 hours, resulting in 1I2 enemy killed with no friendly casualties. 90
(C)
north of
nate(d 15
soldiers

The Zd Bn, 503d Abn Inf commenced Operation DARBY TRAIL 11 on 8 Feb in an area
Bong Son in Binrh Dinh Province. The reconnaissance-in-force operation was termiApr, having accounted for 181 enemy killed and 387 detained at a cost of five US
killed and 28 wounded. DARBY TRAIL Ill continued in the same AO. 91

(C) The enemy launched a new phase of his Post-Tot Offensive in IU CTZ during the night of
0-_21 Mar. Enemy-initiated activity cons•sted primarily of attacks-by-fire directed against
military targets. The attacks were widespread, with the majority occurring In the Western
Highlands. The Ben Hot CIDG Camp west of Dak To and an artillery position near Kon Horing
Village, located 13 km southeast of Dak To, received significant attacks-by-fire. On 21 Mar
sappers attacked a tank farm at Qui Nhon in Dirnh Dinh Province, infiltrating the base and
destroying over 700,000 gallons of POL with satchel charges. The largest attack occurred on
QL-14, 7 km south of Kontum City, when Forward Observation Base #Z received B-40, 60mm
and BZuam mortar fire, and possibly, I21mm rocket fire followed by a ground/dappier c•i•ck by
an estimated 00-400 enemy. The attack was repulsed with few casualties, however the motor
pool sustained major damage.
(C) Enemy-initiated activity decreased following the ZO-21 Mor high point and consisted
primarily of widely scattered indirect fire attacks against military targets, the most significant
of which was a s&pper attack on Z3 Mar against an ammunition dump at the 184th Usae Depot
located 9 km sou., •at of Qui Nhon where 861 tons of ammunition were loat. 9?

*

S(C)

In an operation designed to halt repva.*d shellings of Ph#n Rang Air nate, the 9th ROK
(White Horav) Div commenced Operation DONG Be S on Z, Mar in an area eontered 16 km northwest of Phat Rang It Ninh Thuan Province. Two battaliohs of the 9th KOK Div were airlifted to.
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the northwest of Phan Rang where they cordoned off an area believed to contain the main forces
delivering the rocket and mortar attacks on the base. The peak of the cordon and search operation came I Apr when the Korean infantrymen killed 102 of the enemy. The ROK artillery and
US helicopter gunships supported the operation which terminated on 5 Apr, having accounted for
154 enemy killed and large quantities of munitions, food, and communications equipment captured. Translations of numerous documents found in tunnels revealed commendations and certificates of achievement to members of gun crews for their proficiency and attitude in training;
dead gunners were found chained to their weapons outdoors. One ROK soldier was wounded in
the operation. 93
(C) In the vicinity of Bong Son ill Binh Dinh Province, an observer positioned on top of
Tiger Mountain, detected a large number of sampans along the coast and initiated a preplanned
communications and rapid reaction system. A HAWK team from the 173d Abn Bde's 2d Bn, 503
Abn Inf combat assaulted into the area, while Navy SWIFT boats moved in and sank 41 sampans as
the VC dumped cargo overboard. One US soldier was wounded, the enemy lost 49 killed. 94
(C) In early April enemy-initiated activity uas at a low level in II CTZ and consisted primarily of indirect fire attacks, ground probes and sapper activity. Mortar attacks the night of
6-7 Apr on Ban Me Thuot Airfield and Camp Holloway Army Airfield in Pleiku City damaged 21
helicopters.
(C) On 13 Apr the lst Bde, 4th Int Div. with four battalio ns, moved to a newly assigned AO
in western Binh Dinh Province in order to provide additional forces to support the pacification
program. The brigade commenced Operation WAYNE JAVEUN on 15 Apr as the 173d Abn 8de's
Operation WASHINGTON tR*NEN began in northern Dinh Dinh Province with the 40th and 41st
ARVN Regto participating in the pacification of the province.
(G) As captured documtents and a VW provided infortuatiwt of Increased (enemy Infiltration
into 11 C17., several significant tcontalcts with infiltrating enemy unit* developed, On ZI Apr,
Allied forces engaged Infiltration units Wn northern Vorlac Province. The oeinmy was initially
engaged by Camp Strike Force (CSF) vlemnwts which suhseqluontly were reinforced by 4th lot
Div elements. Re0sults of tho contact which terminated 271 Apr, were 136 eiwtmy killed while
friendly unit* lost one killed and five wounded. During the same week, on Z5 Apr In Quail# Mc
Province, the lot Mobile Strike Force PAWV)Bn engaged an estimateod NVA battalion. Other
MSF unit# reinforcvd the eonwntati the vicinity of the tbu Prani: CIDO Camp, as Allied forces
acrountvd. for 79 enemy killed. Five CIOC and three US soldiers were killed tit the border
contact.
(C) Oporation DONG HO 7 gommtenced onl 9 may near Cam panjt. Soldiers of the ad Dn.
30th Kegt. fth 110K In( (White Horse) Div w.,rv airlifted ontio Tao iMountain about 10Ok.- southWest of Cam Ranh. The peak of the mnountain was a baaa for enemy units of the Sth NVA Div.
Contact was lmadi with tht enemy as, the "White Horse" Divisioti saldiers began searching the
cavev and tronches on the mouitwin. When the aopration werminated ou 20 May, 155 enuawy
soldiersi had been killed while the ROi~S had tost threo KLA antI one WIA. IS
JC) Enerny-iiitiAted activity Increased sharpily in the Western Highlands of 11 CTZ on 10
May And -roeahed a high point on 11-12 May. 'Thoere were io- lat-ie
ground *1ttacko wtM.
hea~vy attacks-by-fire tin the Doi%Itt-Dak Ttro ra a ofhututf Provioco.
"n tgniicbant ittlack
occurred on the night of 10- 11 May whon~ L. 0A518 in Pleiku P rovinc
ec'eivot a ron attck
supported by mnore thmi 1100 rouads af mised artillery, martAr, atd rocuot fire. Fubrty-five
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enemy soldiers were killed while Allibd forces lost 11 killed, 25 wounded; one Hawk radar site
was destroyed. During this period the 42d ARVN Regt deployed forward into the Ben Het-Dak To
area, supported by the 22d ARVN Ranger Group, two MSF battalions and six CSF companies.
Operation DAN QUYEN 38-A (PEOPLES RIGHTS) commenced 15 May and was targeted against
two NVA regiments which had moved into RVN in early May from the neighboring Cambodian and
Laotian sanctuaries. By mid-month these units posed a threat to Dak To and the nearby Ben Het
CIDG Camp. The operation was considered significant in that it was, in a sense, a test of
whether ARVN ground forces could effectively stop the NVA in the rugged border area without
US infantry support. As the NVA launched the attack, however, the ARVN troops turned the
ensuing battles into an ARVN show, calling on US forces only for artillery and TACAIR support.
During th.,- three weeks operation 945 enemy soldiers were killed while 157 ARVN and 13 US
advisors were killed. The action is covered in greater detail in Annex H -- Ben Het-Dak To. 96
(U) Enemy-initiated activity in II CTZ rose on the night of 5 Jun and then fell to a low level
during the remainder of the month, except in the vicinity of the Ben Het CIDG camp where the
enemy committed both the 28th and 66th NVA Regts, supported by engineers and elements of the
40th NVA Arty Regt. Two prisoners captured on 15 Jun, 6 km southeast of the camp, identified
their unit as the 66th NVA Regt, and stated that elements of the regiment had the mission of
encircling and attacking ARVN units in the Ben Het area. They further provided evidence that the
66th NVA Regt had sustained heavy losses since 8 May avd that 90 percent of the personnel in the
regimnent were new replacements. It was believed that elements of the 66th NVA Regt were
"involved in a contact on 30 May, 11 km south-southeast of the camp, where three ARVN battalions were attacked by an unknown-sized enemy force. This action resulted in 309 enemy
killed.
(U) A Hoi Chanh, who rallied on 24 Jun at the Ben Het CIDG camp, identified his unit as the
28th NVA Regt. He stated that the mission of the regiment was to destroy the camp In order to
influence the Paris Conference.
(C) Operation BEE HO 23, conducted from 1 to 21 Jun by nine companies of a ROK Regl.
ment, resulted in 182 enemy killed, one detained, and 74 small arms captured. The area of
operation was approximately 20 km northwest of Qul Nhon, Binh Dinh Province. Friendly
casualties were two killed and 20 wounded.
(C) ROK Army elements conducted Operation BAEK MA 10 in an area of southern Khanh
Hoa Province 25 km northwest of Cam Ranh from 4 to 19 Jun. Four Koreans were killed and 12
wounded, while the enemy lo3t 170 killed, five detained, one returnee. 56 small arms, and 17
crew-served weapons. 97
(C) ARVN units wound up Operation DAN QUYEN 41 on Z3 Jun. They had taken 35 killed,
135 wounded, and two missing, while killing 33, detaining four, and capturing 38 smaral arms
and 16 crew-served weapons. The combat operation which had started on 8 Jun was conducted
in Kontum Province some 1 I kmn southwest of Dak To by elerments of the 47th and 4Zd ARVN Ini
Regts, the 22d ARVN Ranger Regt, three CIDG companies, and threc. RF companies. 98
(C) Operation DAN QUYEN 43, a combat operation under cotitrol of the 24th Sp'dcial Zone
and initiated on 22 Jun, terminated on 25 Jun west of Dak To, Konturn Province. Elements of
the 42d ARVN Inf Regt, the 3d and 14th ARVN Cay, and a CIDO comnpany particif ated in the
operation which resulted in 2 14 enemy killed and 18 wounded. 99
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(C) Enemy-initiated activity during July was characterized by limited indirect fire attacks
and minor ground probes. Major enemy maneuver elements were probably engaged in rofitting
and retraining. In the western highlands, elements of the 24th NVA Regt were identified in the
area of the Plei Mrong CIDG camp. A prisoner captured near the camp on 12 Jul stated that
elements of the Z4th NVA Regt were located in Cambodia. A prisoner captured in the vicinity of
Plei Mrong on 30 Jul identified himself as a member of the 24th NVA Regt, and stated that his
unit's mission was to interdict QL-14 in the Pleiku-Kontum border region. There were no significantattacks along QL-19 west of An Khe by elements of the 95B Regt during the month, but
elements of the unit may have been responsible for a 7 Jul attack against a US fire support base
39 km northwest of Cheo Reo that resulted in 11 enemy killed.
(C) On 2Z Jul a cache containing 8.6 tons of munitions was iound in the Duc Lap area.
(C)

Along the coast, activity was confined to minor ground attacks and indirect fire attacks.

(C) In the southern corps area widespread indirect fire and ground attacks occurred during
the month, although most were of low intensity.
(C) On 7 Jul, the night position of B Troop, Zd Sqdn, Ist Cav and the 5th Bn, 27 Arty
received a sapper attack. The enemy penetrated the perimeter and destroyed four APC's and
one ammunition carrier. One M-48 tank and two APCs were moderately damaged. Enemy
casualties were eight KLA. Friendly casualties were six killed and 28 wounded (27 US, one

"ARVN).
(C) The 28th ROE Regt, 9th Div conducted Operation DO KAE BEE 13 in the area west of
Tuy Hoa, Phu Yen Province and north of the Da Rang River from 7 to 21 Jul. On this search and
clear operation the regiment was reinforced by the division reconnaissance company. The final
operational results were: 136 enemy KIA, two detained, and 41 individual and two crew-served
weapons captured. Friendly losses amounted to four KIA and 24 WIA.
(C) On 11 Jul 10 km north of Tuy Hoa. Phu Yen Province, a platoon from the 729th RF Co
and a US Mobile Advisory Team (MAT) were attacked by an unknown size enemy force employing
small arms and mortar fire. A sweep of the area disclosed 11 enemy KIA ard three enemy
individual weapons captured. Friendly lodses included 14 KIA (three US, -Ane RF, and two PF)
and 20 RF WIA. The same day Kim That hamlet, 2 kmn southwest of Dalat, Tuyen Duc Province.
was attacked by an uoknown size enemy force resulting in 22 friendly KIA (11 RF and 11
civilians) and 11 WIA (three RF and eight civilians). Enemy casualties were unknown.
(C) In northern Pleiku Province and south central Kontum Province elements of the 4th In(
Div conducted Operation PUTNAM TIGER from ZZ Apr to 22 Sep, The AO was 21 km southwest
of Kontum and 30 km northwest of Pleiku. In this five month operation US forces killed 663
enemy, captured 50. and received one rallier. A total of 47 enemy individual0 0and 11 crew.
served weapons were captured. Friendly losses were 81 XIA and 245 WIA,
(C) In an operation dwAbgned to smash NVA forces in the Ong Lta Mountains in Phu Yen
Province, troops of the l1t Bn, Z6th ROK Regt launched Operetion HAl SAN JIN 9 on 7 Jul near
Song Cau. Using Intelligence Information captured from local VC, the ROK troop* prevented the
'
NVA from regrouping and strengthening their underground cell system In Phu Yen Province.
When the operation terminated on 20 Jul. 202 enemy had beauottlied and 73 weapons captuared."
ROK casualties were six killed and 28 wounded. Lot
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(C) On 31 Jul a battalion of the 9th ROK Inf (White Horse) Div launched Operation DONG BO
2-18 on the west slope of Hao Chu Hi (Hill 1451) 27 km west of Cam Ranh Bay in Ninl Thuan
Province. When this search and clear operation terminated on 7 Aug, the ROKs had suffered no
casualties while killing 106 of the enemy and capturing 45 of his individual weapons and three of
his crew-served weapons. 102
(U) Enemy-initiated activity in II CTZ was limited in scope and intensity except for the
period 11-12 Aug, when the enemy launched his Autumn campaign with 50 indirect fire attacks
and 20 ground attacks.
(U) In the Western Highlands a prisoner captured on 30 Jul near the Plei Mrong CIDG camp
identified his unit as an element of the 24th NVA Regt, and stated that his battalion's mission
was to interdict QL-14 along the Pleiku/Kontum border. Elements of the regiment were
assigned this mission during earlier offensives.
(U) An ammunition cache was discovered near Plei Me, Pleiku Province, on 15 Aug. The
cache contained 113 82mm mortar rounds, 12 cases of small arm ammunition, and 70 mines.
Elements of the 95B NVA Regt were probably responsible for ambushing two US convoys 15 km
west of An Khe, Binh Dinh Province, on 23 Aug, and for the 24 Aug attack on a US Gay position
8 km west of An Khe. There were an increasing number of reports of sightings of large enemy
troop concentrations in the southern highlands and near the Bu Prang CIDG camp in Quang Duc
Province. The NVA regiments mentioned in some of the reports could pose a significant threat
to Allied installations in Quang Duc Province.
(U) In coastal LUCTZ a Hoi Chanh, previously a member of the Qui Nhon VC City Committee, stated that a country-wide campaign had been planned to begin on 2 Aug and last until I Oct.
Possibly related to this campaign, on 26 Aug a terrorist detonated four grenades during a meeting between RD cadre and civilians near Phu Cat in Binh Dinh Province. Friendly casualties
0
from this incident were 26 killed and 100 wounded. One male suspect, age 14, was interrogale
J.
(C) Elements of the 4th Inf Div conducted Operation GAFFEY BLUE in central Binh Dinh
Province, north of Hill 732 some 22 km north of An Khe. The search %nd clear operation ran
for 20 days from 5 Aug. Although contacts with the enemy were infrequent, they cost the US
forces four killed and 13 WIA, while the enemy lost 100 KIA, three detained and three individ.
ual weapons captured, and 1*8 structures and 164 fortifications destroyed. 104
(C) Across the valley of the Cong River from the scene of Operation GAFFEY BLUE, on 21
Aug, elements of the ROK Capital Inf Dlv, supported by elements of the 1st Bn, 69th Arm commenced another search and clear operation nicknamed BUN KAE 7. The AO was located 45 km
northwest of Qui Nhon, Binh Dinh Province. The operation terminated on 23 Aug with eight
friendly KIA and nine WIA. Enemy losses were 109 KIA, 83 individual and four crew-8erved
weapons captured. 105
*

(C) An unkaown size enemy force attacked the 53d ARVN Regt command post located 28 km
east of Bao Loc, Lam Dong Province on 11 Sep. In the same vicinity and aiso attacked were the
3d Bn, 53d ARVN Regt, the 906th RF Co, the local #ubsector headquarters, and a number of
LUo Cong Chien Truong (LCCT) prisoners (apprehended ARVN deserters used as laborers).
The enemy employed sappers, and small arms and mortar fire. AC-119 gunships and ARVN
artillery supported and the ARVN battalion reacted. Enemy losses were three KIA, two individual and one crew-served weapons., and an assortment of grenade., satchel chargs, and
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ammunition captured. Friendly losses were 18 KIA (10 ARVN, one RF, seven LCCT), 49 WIA
(18 ARVN, eight RF, 23 LCCT), five Vietnamese civilians wounded, and one ARVN MIA. The
following equipment was destroyed or lost: several bunkers, two warehouses, 115 M16 rifles,
Z3 . 38 caliber pistols, six M-79 grenade launchers, two M-60 machine guns, one 60mm mortar,
and two PRC-Z5 radios.
(C) On 12 Sep two enemy squads entered Phu My Hamlet, Binh Dinh Province, detonated
two hand grenades, and burned 20 to 30 housei. The 731st RF Co reacted. Results: enemy unknown; friendly - one RF KIA, and 12 Vietnamese civilians wounded.
(C) Enemy-initiated activity in II.CTZ in September was limited in scope and intensity
except for 4 and 5 Sep, when activity increased in southeastern II CTZ. On 4 Sep, US air
cavalry elements captured $VN 737, 850 (US $6, 253) in a base area 41 km southwest of An Khe,
Binh Dinh Province. The money probably belonged to elements of the 95B NVA Regt.
(C) Meanwhile, the 28th and 66th NVA Regts were reported to be located in the vicinity of
the Bu Prang CIDG camp. A Hoi Chanh from a local force battalion stated that the mission
assigned his unit was to coordinate with local guerrillas in assassinating GVN employees and
gaining control over the population in the northern corps area. To do this they were forming
into squad size units. Another Hoi Chanh who rallied in Binh Thuan on 25 Sep from a main force
battalion stated that units in the southeri portion of the CTZ had received NVA replacements.
He also stated that a new artillery battalion was being formed in the area. Friendly-initiated
activity remained at a low level throughout the month.

JV

(C) October saw activity in II CTZ remain limited in scope and intensity until 18 Oct when a
period of increased activity commenced in the B-3 Front area. Possibly related to this activity
was the initiation of enemy offensive activity In the Duc Lap-Bu Prang area on 28 Oct. A prisoner from the 24th NVA Regt, captured on 20 Oct, stated that his unit had the mission of interdicting QL-14 between Pleiku and Kontum City, and attacking friendly troops and installations in
the vicinity of Plei Mrong, Pleiku Province.
(C) About 25 km east of An Khe, Binh Dinh Province, U3 and ROKA forces engaged in sporadic contacts with enemy forces and uncovered sizable munitions and rice caches in enemy
base areas. Cumulative results were: 210 enemy killed, ZZ detained, 26 tons of munitions, and
24 tons of rice captured. The detainees identified their units as various elements of the 18th
NVA Rogt. On 15-17 Oct the Capital ROK Ini Div in Binh Dinh Province made 68 separate contacts
and found one cache.
(U) In Nha Trang harbor, Khanh Hoa Province, the trerchant chip Kin Wah, of H ng Kong
ownership and Panamanian registry, was sunk by two explosions on 15 Oct. The ship was
loaded with structural steel. The main ship channel in the harbor remained open. Casualties
were three crew members and two guests killed and 29 crew members wounded.
(C) While locating and engaging the enemy was generally difficult in U CTZ for most of
October. he continued to evidence his presence by such harassments as the two indirect fire
attacks on the Nha Trang Air Base on II and I Oct. These attacks resulted in four VN
civilians killed, 16 VN civilans wounded, one CIDO %VIA, three VNAF helicopters, and on.
refueling tanker damaged. His presence and activity were also'revealed by discoveries of his

caches of supplies.

Between 6 and 14 Oct, oome 22 km northeast of An Khe, Blinh Dinh Prov-

ince, elements of the US 4th In( Div and the Capital ROK Infantry Division discovered 10
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separate enemy caches within a 3 km radius.
denied the enemy.
*
*

These 35 tons of rice and munitions were thus

(C) While avoiding conventional contact, the enemy maintained his pressure against the
pacification program by acts designed to destroy confidence in the GVN's ability to defend the
population. An example of this type of activity was the 15 Oct abduction of 15 PF soldiers on
graduation leave from a service school. Three of them later escaped from their 17 captors who
had entered the hamlet Z9 kmn south-southeast of Pleiku. Another example of the enemy' s
presence was the detonating of an unknown type of explosive in a civilian theatre on 19 Oct in Qui
Nhon City. The resulting dead and wounded were all civilians. Still a third example occurred
on 28 Oct, 3 km north-west of Phu Cat, Binh Dinh Province, when a terrorist threw a hand grenade into the marketplace in Hoa Hoi Hamlet. There were eight civilians killed and 43 wounded.
Later, six boys, ages 11-14 were detained.
(C) Activity throughout II CTZ in November was light and scattered. The enemy continued
occasional attacks-by-fire and limited probes and sapper attacks. Notable exceptions to this
pattern were the Bu Prang and Duc Lap areas where the enemy continued to maintain significant
pressure with attacks-by-fire and ground attacks.
(U) The CIDG camp at D~uc Lap, Quang Duc Province, had been unsuccessfully attacked by
the VC/NVA in August 1968.. This attack had been preceded by large scale southward movement
of enemy forces from, the northern Kontum Province area. In mid-July, 1969, intelligence
information indicated that the 66th and 28th NVA Regts were redeploying south from the Blen Het
area of Kontum Province. The C~s, II CTZ and IFFORCEV monitored this development closely,
and correctly forecast possible new attacks against the camps at Duc Lap and Bu Prang and
against tho FSBs in-their vicinity. Accordingly plans for reinforcement and for command and
control wvere readied, By late October, it was estimated that the enemy had collected about
5, 000 troops in the environs of Duc Lap and Bu P rang, and that he was well supported with
artillery froii- thd 40th NVA.AArty Regt. The Bu Prang and Due Lap:CIDG camps were each
manned by the equivalent of about one battalion of CSF personnel with a few artillery pieces.
(U) Reacting to intelligen~ce, the CG, 11 CTZ placed all the forces In the Duc Lap-Bu Prang.
*areaunder, the commnand of-the commander of the 23d;ARVN Inf Div with headquarters at Ban Me
to th~e northea'st,. in Darlac Province. A tactica; CP with essential staff, communicatinls', and supporting e mrionts was ordered to Gia Nghia, ihe ca~pital of Quang Duc Province, to
pi-ovide ,,ommand and,'cozitrol. over the mnulti-regimo'ntal sized force#' that were expected to be
de~ployed 4Y cotintering the anticipated enemy offensive. Near Blu Prang, US Army 105mrn and
lk5mm hs~witmzew- uni~ts wre .diiplayad to FSBs- ANNIE, KATE, and' SUSAN, while similar sipr
was providod.jo'FSfl; BARON, DORRE,, and MIKE SMITH near fluc Lap.

(Thuot.

ýU): The h~tt'signiticant cqzitact occurredi 8 miles southwest of the Due Lap camp on the
mornig o~f 4AjPct, when a 4Skh.ARYN Regt battalin engaged an estima'ted NVA company while
on a combMt~sweep of the Arew. Nine enemy soldiers wore killed while ARYN casualties were 12
killed and 40i 416rulodý..
The aame. day FSBh ANNIE, SUSAN, and KATE began receiving several
invdirect fire
I Nov FSB KATE received a heavy Indirect fire attack which knocked
*tehbwItzers `464thatloation. The onemy' Lire included 85ram and 105mm artillery rounds...
The
to-WNas ordore4 eviacated and the gun# destroyed in the early evening. Under cover of
doarkne-ss, a plstotowsiuise group of US artillerymen and sonje ZOO CIDO personnel moved west
towar~d Blu 'rang~-linking up wvith the 5th )ASrFin before midnight and closing Bu P rang ini tile
morning, 2 Nov. That
0.rnn
bot)rs0X. S.USAN -and ANkIE were ordered closed with the US
-Oki
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artillery units redeploying to other areas. Some pieces were moved into the Bu Prang camp to
reinforce the CIDG artillery elements there.
(U) A pattern of attacks-by-fire and ground probes every few days continued through
November and into December. Reinforcements were brought in from Kontum, Pleiku, Phu Yen,
Tuyen Duc, Binh Thuan, Darlac, and Lam Dong Provinces. From October to early December,
16 RVNAF infantry, ranger, and MSF battalions and elements of two ARVN armored cavalry
squadrons operated in Quang Duc Province under command of the 23d ARVN In{ Div. Massive
movements by USAF transports and Army helicopters were required. A total of 87 missions
wereo
y'
rpped3
pnounds o
-ý•sdring
this period. Another 6
million pounds of bombs were dropped by F-4 Phantoms, F-100 Supersabers, A-37s, and A-1
Skyraiders. Over 22,000 rounds were fired by US 105mm and 155mm howitzers between 28 Oct
and 10 Dec. Additionally, some 1, 100 rounds of 175mm and 8-inch artillery fire were provided
in support of forces in the area. ARVN and CIDG 105mm and 155mm artillery pieces fired
approximately 19,000 rounds between 28 Oct and 30 Nov. This firepower compares with some
3, 500 rounds of high explosive of all types employed by the enemy in indirect fire attacks around
Bu Prang and Duc Lap between 28 Oct and 11 Dec.
(U)
supplies
friendly
defense,
which is

During this period, the enemy made full use of his sanctuary in Cambodia to stockpile
close to the battle area and to site his hospitals. Artillery fire was directed against
forces within RVN from Cambodian positions. Exercising the inherent right of selfAllied forces returned fire with TACAIR and artillery fire. The Dak Dam incident
further covered earlier in this chapter occurred during this period.

(U) By 15 Dec the enery was moving out of the area, and the pressure against Duc Lap and
Bu Prang was relieved. 10
(C) In early December, in the Bu Prang - Duc Lap areas, the enemy concentrated on
attacks-by-fire; ground activity was minor. Further, there was a sharp decrease in enemy
activity in the Bu Prang area and an increase in the Duc Lap area. Phu BEon Province, usually
a quiet area, experienced three enemy initiated contacts In the first week of December. By the
end of the second week of December, activity in the Bu Prang
- Duc Lap area ceased almost
entirely, and for the remainder of the year both friendly and enemy initiated activity in 11 CTZ
remained consistently light and scattered.
(S) Total friendly KIAs in 11 CTZ for the year were 4,Z15, of which 940 were US.
KIAsatotalled Z2,801, of which 8,683 were killed by US forces.

Enemy

S(C) At the end of the year, the headquarters of I FFORCEV remained at Nha Trang, Khanh
H0aProvince, the 4th Inf Div Hq was at Camp Enari, Pleiku Province, the 173d Abn Bde was at
LZ ENGLISH, Binh Dinh Province, TF SOUTH was at Phan Thiet, Binh Thuan Province, the
headquarters of the Capital ROK Infantry Division was at Qui Nhon, Dinh Dinh Province, and its
components were all in the same province, except for one artillery battalion which was at Dong
'Trel,Phu Yen Province. The 9th ROK Div occupied a long AO *long the coast, reaching from
southern Phu Yen Province south through Khanh Hoa Province and to the southern extremes of
Ninh Thuan Province. 1. CTZ headquarters remained at Pleiku, and the headquarters of the 22d
ARVN Div were at Ba Gi, Binh Dinh Province. 107
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Year End Assessment

)

(TS) The general situation in I1 CTZ was much the same as that in I CTZ. There was a
slow but steady overall increase in security. This was partially due to a significant decrease in
enemy initiated activity in most of the provinces. Binh Dinh, however, remained a problem, as
did the continued enemy capability to threaten western Kontum and Quang Duc Provinces. It was
expected that future progress, as measured by the HES, would be slow, since security was
already provided to the majority of the population, and future operations would be directed
toward providing security for the small population pockets spread throughout the vast expanses
of the GTZ area.
(TS) There was a slight regression in the security situation in Phu Yen and Ninh Thuan
provinces due to an upsurge in enemy initiated activity. Reports indicated increased enemy
movement both into and within Binh Dinh and Phu Bon. The relatively favorable military situation continued to provide stability for pacification and development. The majority of II CTZ
ARVN units were committed to pacification inissions during the latter part of the year, with
some short term combat operations conducted on the edges of populated areas.
(TS) Significant contacts were made with NVA units around Bu Prang/Duc Lap by the Z3d
ARVN Div and attached elements of the ZZd ARVN Div during the period Oct-Dec 69. During a
series of sharp ground attacks the ARVN forces obtained good results, with the enemy forces
withdrawing by the end of the quarter without achieving any significant objectives. By this
experience, the Z3d ARVN Div came into its own. Nevertheless, during these engagements the
aggressiveness and overall operational effectiveness of some units were reported by advisors as
unsatisfactory.
(TS) The 22d ARVN Div's capabilities in combat were largely unknown. It was employed
primarily in pacification missions along the coast, and was not combat tested. It did not enjoy
a high advisor assessment.
(TS) The 42d ARVN Regt, which had a high operational effectiveness assessment during
early 1969, dropped to a very low assessment in the spring following the Ben Het/Dak To opera.
tions. This regiment achieved poor results during the last of the year.J
(TS) RF and PF organization in terms of assigned strengths and lowered desertion rates
demonstrated considerable improvement during 1969, but their performance continued to be the
poorest in the country. Statistical evaluation of RF/PF in II Corps showed little improvement
in operational performance due primarily to
limited contacts with enemy forces and unit
inactivity. 108

III CTZ Ground Operations

(U) Though not gonerully considered to be part of the Mekong Delta, IlI CTZ nevertheless
included the northern part of that region. It was a low area, most of it being under 6Z5 feet
elevation with large portions as low as 10 feet above sea level. The area was drained by three
rivers; the Vain Co, the Saigon, and the Don& Nai which flowed into the Nha Be River near
Saigon on route to the South China Sea. Tidal influence was evidenced by the differences of six
feet between high and low tide on the northern reaches of the Saigon River. While much of the
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was cleared for rice production, there were still large tracts of rain forest, especially in
the east and north along the Cambodian border and in the coastal provinces. Mangrove swamps
were found in Gia Dinh Province where the Nha Be River emptied into the sea.

*

"*

(

(C) At the first of the year, Allied forces in III CTZ were positioned generally as follows:
the 1st Cav Div (Ambl) northwest of Saigon in Tay Ninh, Binh Long, and Binh Duong Provinces;
the Ist Inf Div and 5th ARVN Inf Div north of Saigon in the northern provinces of Binh Long,
Phuoc Long, and northern Binh Duong; the 25th Inf Div and 25th ARVN Inf Div west and northwest
of the capital in Tay Ninh and Hau Nghia Provinces; the I1th Armd Cay Regt (less one squadron)
under the operational control of the Ist Inf Div; the 3d Bde, 9th Inf Div south of Saigon in Long
An Province (while the division (-) continued operations in IV CTZ); the Capital Military Assistance Command (CMAC) in Gia Dinh Province; the 18th ARVN Inf Div east of Saigon in Long
Khanh and Binh Tuy Provinces; the Royal Thai Army Volunteer Force (RTAVF) northeast of the
capital city in Long Khanh and Bien Hoa Provinces; and the Australian Task Force (ATF) to the
east in Phuoc Tuy Province.
(C) Friendly-initiated operations in 1, II, and IV Corps tended to revolve around individually-named operations conducted by specific units for a prescribed time in a relatively limited
AO. Operations in III CTZ were considered a part of Operation TOAN THANG II which had been
initiated 1 Jun 68 as a follow on to Operation TOAN THANG I. For this reason it was not meaningful to report activities in III CTZ in terms of operations. Instead, III CTZ operations were
reported as activities of the major commands within the CTZ.
(U) The enemy continued to reposition his forces throughout January, while attempting to
avoid large-scale contacts. Small unit contacts along the corridors of the Be and Saigon Rivers
indicated continued enemy infiltration of men and material into central III CTZ. An element of
the 1st NVA Div was identified in contact northeast of Ba Den Mountain. An element of the 7th
NVA Div was contacted south of the Cambodian border in Tay Ninh Province. The 9th VC Div
was contacted in southwest Tay Ninh Province. A reconnaissance element of a VC MF battalion
was identified in a contact south of Saigon near the Can Giuoc Bridge in Long An Province.
(U) In southeast III CTZ, an element of the 5th VC Div continued to pose a threat to the
Long Binh-Bien Hoa complex and the BEARCAT Base Camp. The enemy forces attempted to
avoid major. engagements with the exception of an ambush by elements of one NVA regiment in
which the enemy lost 122 KIA and an attack by an unidentified enemy force on Loc Ninh in Binh
Long Province. The enemy, however, did continue to reconnoiter routes to Saigon from all
directions, indicating continued enemy planning to attack Saigon.

"20

(C) During the early weeks of the year, Allied units continued to exert heavy pressure on
the enemy seeking out and destroying his caches and forcing him to commit himself in combat.
Allied forces were shifted to key areas in the tactical zone in response to intelligence indicators.
Particular emphasis was placed on infiltration routes into Saigon. Saturation operations in
known base areas resulted in the discovery of caches which denied the enemy significant quantities of food and munitions and retarded his preparation of the battlefield for his expected Tet
offensive. The continuing discovery. of caches in the CTZ during January gave further Indications that the enemy was moving Into forward staging areas to resume offensive operations. On
13 Jan elements of the Zd Bn, 12th Cay found 16 tons of rice near Go Dau Ha in Tay Ninh Province. Southeast of Katum elements of the 5th Bn, 7th Cay dilcovered 30 tons of munitions on 19
Jan. These two caches plus many others yielding tons of arms and food were found along the
IZO km stretch of key infiltration routes from Cambodia. These routes were a part of a supply
network set Up to equip enemy troops for the expected wave of attacks in 1l1 CTZ. 109
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(U) In III CTZ enemy activity during February fell generally into two phases. In the fi-st
phase, 1 through 22 Feb, the enemy generally avoided contact while positioning his forces and
attempting to establish supply bases in areas near prospective urban and military targets in
preparation for his offensive. The second phase, from 23 Feb to the end of the month, was
characterized by an enemy offensive directed primarily against military installations.
(U) Enemy activity consisted mainly of widespread indirect fire attacks, resulting in relatively light casualties and damage. Ground assaults accompanied the indirect fire attacks in
some instances, but all were repulsed, resulting in heavy enemy losses. Over Z00 enemy were
killed in two attacks at a 25th Inf Div FSB in Tay Ninh Province on 23 and 25 Feb. Over 400
enemy were killed in a series of engagements in the Bien Hoa/Long Binh military complex area
between 23 and 26 Feb. Enemy divisional forces identified in contact during the offensive
were the Ist NVA Div, 5th VC Div, and the 9th VC Div, the latter two divisions were 75 to 90
percent respectively NVA personnel.
(U) Most of the enemy's indirect fire attacks in support of the late February offensive were
relatively light, and the major portion of his divisional and subregion forces were not committed. This suggested that further offensive activity was planned, possibly on an increased level.
(U) Enemy activity during March was characterized by attempts to maintain the momentum
of the offensive. Despite the enemy's efforts, his activity decreased gradually during the
month. Most enemy activity involved indirect fire attacks against Allied military installations.
Ground assaults and convoy ambushes were also attempted, but these achieved no decisive or
significant results.
(C) Ist Cav Div (Ambi). Operating in Tay Ninh, Binh Long, and Binh DuongProvinces atthe
start of the year, the Ist Cav Div (Ambl) found only small unit contacts with small scale results
until 21 Jan. On that day, an element of the 2d Bde, conducting operations in the area 8 km
southwest of the Fishhook (northeast Tay Ninh Province) (See Figure V-7), contacted scattered
enemy forces. Although these contacts resulted in only six enemy killed and the capture of four
AK-47 rifles and one 60mm mortar, the unit also located caches in the same area containing
331 82mm mortar rounds, 312 60mm mortar rounds, 44 107mm rockets, 40 RPG-2 rounds, 15
RPG-7 rounds, 75 recoilless rifle rounds, 246 grenades, 147, 020 rounds of small arms ammunition, 1. 1 tons of TNT, .33 tons of C4 explosive, 24 mines, and 11,760 time fuzes.
(C) In early February the 1st Cay Div (Amb[) extended its operations Into Bien Hoa Province
and War Zone D. In February, March, and April the division relocated its combat power several times in response to intelligence and in order to maintain units between the enemy and his
targets. The division continued to secure LOts in its area and provided assistance and support
to other FWMAF units and indigenous personnel. The 1st Bde continued operations to interdict
and destroy enemy forces infiltrating from Cambodia through BA 355 end south of PARROT'S
BEAK. While the 2d Bde continued operations in the vicinity of the FISHHOOK, secured Route
QL.13 (which runs north and south the length of Binh Long Province) within the sector, and
conducted reconnaissance in force operations in rubber plantations near populated areas, the 3d
Bde continued ground and airmobile operations against the Sergi's Jungle Highway and Adam's
Road infiltration routes. The division also employed extensive psychological operations in conjunction with ground operations. On 7 Feb, 10 km north of LZ GRANT, a 2d Bn, 12th Cay unit
located 54, 000 pounds of rice, 50 B-41 rockets, 20 B-40 rockets, 15 57mm RR rounds, 15
bicycles, and four 82mm mortar rounds while searching a bunker complex. About a month later
on 8 Mar in the vicinity of LZ GRANT, a unit of the same battalion received a ground attack
from an enemy battalion size force. When the contact broke some six hours later, the results
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were: 157 enemy killed, two prisoners, and 23 small arms, eight crew-served weapons, two
flame throwers, 45 HE rounds, 10, 000 rounds of small arms ammunition, 73 grenades, and four
bangalore torpedoes captured. Friendly losses were 13 US killed, 39 wounded, and one howitzer
destroyed.
(C) On 14 Mar at a river bank southeast of LZ TRACY a 1st Bn, 8th Cay unit located a
cache containing 486 rocket rounds, 1,053 82mm and 1, 188 60mm mortar rounds, 323 recoilless
rifle rounds, 25, 076 rounds of small arms ammunition, 1, 344 grenades, 40 mines, and miscellaneous military equipment. Two days later, a 1st Bn, 5th Cay unit located 630 82mm rocket
rounds in a bunker complex while an element of the 2d Bn, 5th Cay found 32, 000 pounds of rice.
(C) ist Inf Div. In January the division's contacts were generally light and scattered. At
the end of the month the division was continuing operations designed to locate and destroy enemy
forces and to interdict his movements and logistical operations toward the Capital Military District and the Long Binh/Bien Hoa military complex. 110
(C) In February and March the 1st Inf Div continued Operation TOAN THANG, and conducted reconnaissance in force and night patrol operations to deny enemy bae utilization, interdict infiltration to the south, and disrupt enemy logistic operations. Ground and air reconnaissance was conducted in the Bien Hoa-Saigon rocket belt to hamper enemy rocket and mortar
activity. The first part of February was one of low activity to include a lull over the Tet period.
The enemy began his post-Tet offensive by conducting massive attacks-by-fire and selected
ground attacks against VN and FWMAF targets. The Ist Inf Div conducted thrusts in the Thu
Duc District, in the Trapezoid, and later in the Michelin. Combined operations with the 5th
ARVN Division elements also increased, and the division conducted several coordinated operations with the 25th Inf Div and the 1st Cay Div (Ambl).
(C) The 1st Bde continued the effort to open a land LOG to Song Be. Phuoc Long Province,
which began on 15 Jan. This was a combined operation using US land clearing forces, with the
bulk of the engineer and troop effort provided by elements of the ARVN. The 2d Bde continued
the pacification program through population control and rice denial operations in the Di An-Phu
Loi area of Bien Hoa and Binh Duong Provinces and continued to hamper enemy logistic operations and to neutralize VCI in the area. The 3d Bde continued pacification operations in the
vicinity of An Dien and Chahn Luu areas and continued rice denial and VCI neutralization operations in these areas. The 11th Armd Cay Regt continued VCI neutralization and civil affairs
programs in the eastern Tan Son-Catchers Mitt area of Bien Hoa Province.
(C) The 1lt Bde conducted extensive land clearing along QL-14 between Phuoc Vlnh and
Dong Xoai in combined operations with the 9th Regt, 5th ARVN Dlv in February and March. The
brigade conducted ambush patrolling in the Iron Triangle-Trapezoid area to deny the enemy use
of the area and to prevent enemy night movement. The patrolling activity resulted in 100 enemy
killed, two prisonersI and 47 individual weapons, 206 grenades, 2,830 rounds of small arms
ammunition and 12 mines captured. Phase I of the Song Be road operation was completed and
the road was cleared from Phuoc Vinh to Dong Xoal.
S(C)

On 26 Feb, a troop from the 1 th Armd Cay Regt assisted in defending 1II CTZ headquarters and the Blen Hoa Air Base against an enemy attack.
(C) The 1st Bde. let InfDiv relocated from Lal Khe, Binh Duong Province, to Quan Lol
Base Camp, Binh Long Province, on 1Z Mar, and assumed responsibility for the area of Loc
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±Ninh, An Loc-Quan Loi, and Song Be to include base camps located along QL-13, Quang Loi
Base Camp, FSB BUTTONS, and overwatch of SF/CIDG.
(C) On 18 Mar the 11th Armd Cay Regt was designated as the force to deploy and attack the
elements of the 7th NVA Div in the Michelin Plantation. The regiment engaged the 3Z0th NVA
Regt killing nearly 400 enemy as part of Operation ATLAS WEDGE.

*

(C) 25th Inf Div. In January the division aggressively sought out enemy forces operating in
its areas and conducted operations to interdict enemy movements of personnel and supplies
toward critical population centers. Despite enemy attempts to avoid decisive combat, the divis~on developed a number of major contacts and located several sizable caches of enemy
materiel. On 13 Jan, elements of the 1st Bn, 5th Inf (M), conducting security and reconnaissance in force operations on the west edge of Michelin Plantation, uncovered caches containing
15.7 tons of rice. The next day, elements of the 3d Bde engaged in two sizable contacts. At
0850 hours, 7 km southeast of Tay Ninh, an element of the 2d Bn, 22d Inf (M), (-) contacted an
enemy force of undetermined size, killing 23 enemy while losing one US killed and two wounded.
Contact was lost for a short perivd but regained at 1045 hours. Results of this engagement were
99 enemy killed and four US killed and five wounded. Air strikes in support of the brigade killed
another 36 enemy. 111
(C) In February the 25th Inf Div continued Operation TOAN THANG. The 1st Bde maintained operations in Tay Ninh Province; the 2d Bde units operated generally in the Cu Chi area;
and the 3d Bde operated in the Dau Tieng area in western Binh Duong Province. The 1st Bde
forces were located to provide for the defense of Tay Ninh and Dau Tieng Base Camps, to
include the Tay Ninh laterite pit, Bau Go, the rock crusher, signal facility, and FSBs in the
TAOR. Airmobile operations were used to locate and destroy enemy forces. ARC LIGHT and
tactical air strikes were employed in an economy of force role and were exploited by artillery
and/or the employment of ground troops. The Zd and 3d Bdes, In conjunction with the 25th
ARVN Div. RF/PF units, and the National Police, conducted combined and unilateral offensive
operations within their TAORs. The brigades conduete" reconnaissance in force operations and
Located and destroyed many enemy ammunition and food supplies through the ernployinent of
scout dog teams, Land clearing operations removed the jungle from'many of the areas previously used for enemy base camps and supply caches. US battalion elements and ARVN battalions
conducted joint operations consisting of cordon and search, combat assaults, and recontalssance
in force missions.
(C) On 19 Feb air strikes In support of Ist Bde operations resulted In 107 tons of rice being
destroyed. On 23 Feb, elements of the Zd Bn, 27th Inf received small arms, automatic weapons, RPG, and mortar fire in the vicirAty of Patrol Base DIAMOND, located west of Ap Binh
Hoa, In southernmost Tay Ninh Province, Return fire with small arms, automatic weapons,
artillery, light fire teams, air support and SHADOW resulted In 109 enemy killed, one Prisoner,
and 15 small arms and seven rocket launchers captured. Friendly losses were 15 US killed anda
I1 wounded. Two days later in the vicinity of Patrol Base DIAMOND in southern tay Ninh
Province:, a contact by elements of the Zd Bn, 27th Inf resulted in 78 enemy killed, two prisoners, and 40 rocket launchers, 87 grenades, 61 HE rounds, and 1,600 rounds of small arms
ammunition captured, Friendly lose*s were one US killed and three wounded.
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(C) On 4 Mar approximately 6 km northeast of Trang Bang in northern Hau Nghla Province,
elements of the Zd Bn, 12th In( and of the let Un, 5th tnf(M), received small arms, automatic
weapons, niortar, and recoilless rifle fire. Return fire with small arms, automatic weapons,
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artillery, light fire teamEa, and air strikes resulted in 84 enem.y killed. Friendly losses were
three US killed, 20 wounded, and tw-') APCs destroyed. In the vicinity of Xom Bau Rong east of
Dau Tieng in Binh Duong Province on I11 Mar the Dau Tieng convoy received enemy fire. Return
fire by the elements of the 3d s3de, 25th Inf Div supported by artillery, light fire team$, and
tactical air resulted in 76 enemy killed and two prisoners. Friendly casualties were three US
wounded.
12h(C) Contacts on 19 Mar approximately 7 km east of Trang Bang. by elements of the Zd 13n,
12hIn, and on 25 Mar approximately 1 km south of Ap Suo Gao in southern Tay Ninh Province,
by elements of the Zd Bn, 34th Armd, resulted in a total of 88 enemy killed, five prisoners
taken, and 27 small arms, 11 crew served weapons, and 33 HE rounds captured. Friendly
losses were four US killed and six wounded.
(C) 9th Inf Div. On 1 Dec 68 the division, less the 3d Bde and supporting elements, had
been released from the operational control of the CG, II Fý'ORGEV and placed under the operational control of the Senior Advisor, IV, CTZ. Contacts by the 3d Bde in January-were light. 1 12
(C) In February the 3d Bde, 9th Lnf Div continued Operation TOAN THANG, Phase H, with
two infantry battalions and one mechanized battalion. The 2d Bn, 47th mIn (M) performed the
mission of road, bridge, and convoy security along QL-4. The brigade's battalions wore all in
Long An Province.

(C) The second quarter saw a general decrease of enemay activity in III CTZ, except for
high points on 'he nights of 11 and I1Z May and the night of 5 Jun. The enemy continued his indirect fire attacks at a low to moderate level, atnd several attacks up to cnulti-battalion sirte were
attempted. In general, April was a period of re-asseasment and relitting for enemy forces in
III C TZ.. All divisions attompted to keep forces in forward bases from which they could threaten
their targets, but these forces did little -more than maintain an enemy presence in these areas.
In May there was evidence th~at the enemy was reorganizing somewhat, and that a regiment had
redeployed to Chau Do'- Province hi IV CTZ. M-eanwhile, In Saigon the National Police arrested
over 80 individuals associated. vwth VC terrorist* and sapper cells, thus pre-empting any enemy
plans for oxtensive terrorist activity in die city. The'same pattern continued in Junie.
(G) Thc month of April for the Ist Ca'r Div (Arnbl) was characterined by light and scattered
contacts, while inscattered actions during April the ltt Inf Div killed 2Z8 enemy and 31 were
oa~urd.
Division casualties were 37 killed and 25 1 woude.11
(C) Dburing the early part of May the lot Cay Div (AmbI) shifted toperations to the southern
portion of War Zone C and assumed an interdittory posture typified by ismalli unit patrols 41nd
Ambushes. In the latter part of May the division resumed Its offensive role to attack major
enemy formations in their base areas throughout central War Zone C'. The division forces.
operating in heavily jungled tvrrain against large troop concentrations in fortified hase areas,
utiliued a technique employing tw-ni~'usd 13-52 strikes followed by massive grouckd force exploita.
tion against such targets. Extensive uP.*t was mnado of large ainounts of CS crystal in Conjunction
with thusit operations, this 4aided in, ta#alinaing onemy movornents and denying him his bases.
Severe damage was inflicted on two of the three regiment* of the I1st NVA Division and an sv*ýporting units. The initiative- wasn wrcste'd troaith enemy and his logistical tratfic was s~ii
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(C) Operation MONTANA RAIDER, begun on 13 Apr, terminated a month later on 12 May.
This was a three-phased operation targeted against one regiment of the 1st NVA Division and two
regiments of the 7th NVA Division with each brigade of the 1st Cay Div (Ambi) in turn crossreinforcing with elements of the 11th Armd Cay Regt to exploit B-52 strikes. The 1st Bde,
(reinforced), conducted an operation in the area between Tay Ninh, Tay Ninh Province, and Trn
Tam, Binh Duong Province. The Zd Bde, (reinforced), conducted an operation in the area east
and north of the Michelin Plantation in Binh Long and Binh Duong I rovinces, and the 3d k3de,
also with 11th Armd Cay Regt eloments conducted an operation in an area south of An Loc, Binh
Long Province, against elements of the 209th Regt, 7th NVA Div. The results we).e 39 US
killed, 151 wounded, and one al-craft destroyed with 353 eremy killed and eight prisoners, 231
rounds of small arms ammunition, 13 1. 9 tons of rice, and 29. 4 tons of salt captured. Thc division also conducted operations in War Zone C against elements of the 1st and 7th NVA Divisions,
and against elements of the 5th VC Div in War Zone D. Results of the operations in War Zone C
were ) j 570 enemy killed and 39 prisoners, 399 individual weapons, 59 crew-served weaponE,
nearly 80,000 rounds of ammunition, 65. 96 tons of rice, and 14. 73 tons of salt captured.
Friendly losses were 64 US killed, 376 wounded, 19 aircraft destroyed, and one 105mm howitzer destroyed. Operations in War Zone D were conducted by the 3d Bde. The mission of the
brigade was to interdict the southerly movement of thL 5th VC Div out of War Zone D into the
heavily populated areas in the vicinity of the Long Binh-Bien Hoe area, to interdict known crossing points on the Dong Nai River, and to locate the 275th and 174th Regts of the 5th VC Dlv.
Results of these operations were 132 enemy killed and five prisoners, 46 individual weapons, 21
crew-served weapons, approximately 78, 000 rounds of ammunition, 194. 56 tons of Aice, 42. 97
xotns of salt, 8. 5 tons of flour, 1, 000 cans of fish, and 70 tons of assorted foodstuffs captured.
Friendly losses were 19 US killed, 104 wounded, and two aircraft destroyed.

J,

(C) On 6 May the Zd Bn, 8th Cav was continuing stcu-ity for LZs ST. BARBARA and
CAROLYN by conducting operations to the north. At 0200 LZ CAROLYN aegan receiviag a
mortar and rocket attack, followed by a ground assault by an estimated enemy regiment. The
assault was from the southwest and north, and in the next ?5 minuten a portion of the perimeter
was breachedC A 105mm howitzer ammunition dump was hit and destroyed at 0315; fighting eontinued throughout the early morning hours. Counterattacks reestablished the perimeter and
the enemy force began withdrawing an hour later with contact breaking at 0600. Elements of a
company were airlifted from LZ ST. BARBARA Lbout 45 minutes after the withdrawal started
to reinforce and begin a sweep of the battle area. At 0930 a 2d Un, Sth Cav company combat
assaulted to block avenues (I escape from the battle area to the north. A Zd in, l2th Car com.
pany combat assaulted to block and interdict avenues to the west some three hours later.
Sweeping the battle area revealed the following results: 101 enemy killed, Z9 prisonere, and 46
small arms. 23 crew-&erved weapons, 12, 000 rounds of small arms ammunition, 249 HE
rounds, and 169 grenades captured. Friendly losses were nine US killed and 6a wouvw d.
(C). Oýerations In War Zone C, initiated on a4. Jmt,• were ch-tranterited by light contacts
and significant cache finds, Major results were derived from bomb danage as.oe-sbmont of O-SA
strikes. Result woere 1 enemy killed and nine prisoners taken.
(C) The l8tIt
Dlv expelitenCed scattered cantacts in April. These resulted it, l8 et e
KIA and 31 captured, while division casuaities were 37 KIA and 251 wouhd~d, OQi troop of the
let.Sqda, A-h Car was attached to the Iat Avi Ott (Cbt). This internal reorganttiation provided
1Acreaced maintoeMnce 4asport to the atr cavalry troop and increasod the avaitlability of its
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(C) Controlled by the 1st Bde, 1st Inf Div, Operation TOAN THANG 2-64 began on Zl Apr
and terminated 26 Jun. The operation consisted of opening and upgrtding LTL IA, QL-14, and
Rte 311 from Phuoc Vinh to Dong Xoai to Phuoc Binh, that is from northern Binh Duong Province
to central Phuoc Long Province. A total of 9,243 acres of land was cleared during the operation. Route upgrading and bridge repair were conducted by the 301st ARVN Eng Bn.
(C) In May, June, and July the 2d Bde, 1st Inf Div concentrated it: efforts on pacification
operations. An expanded area of operations into northeastern Binh Duong Pro -ince resulted in
additional road security requirements and the assumption of overwatch responsibility for additional target hamlets. The 3d Bde retained responsibility for Lai Khe Base defense. School
construction, repair, and maintenance continued to enhance the RVN educational system.
(C) A combined operation was conducted from 5 May to 22 Jun with the 5th ARVN Div in the
vicinity of An Loc and Quan Loi, northern Binh Long Province, to find and destroy elements of
the Ist and 7th NVA Divs. The results of this operation were 601 enemy killed And 29 prisoners,
with substantial quantities of war materiel captured. On 18 Jun the 1st Bde, 1st Inf Div began
relncating from Quan Loi, Binh Long Provinca to Dau Tieng Base Camp, near Tri Tam in northwest Binh Duong Province, and assumed responsibility from the 25th Inf Div for base camp
security on 30 Jun. The division initiated combat operations in the Michelin Rubber Plantation
and in the western Trapezoid area and increased combined operations with the 5th ARVN Div and
the Provincial Forces. Combined forces of infantry, mechanized armor, and engineers completed the opening of the land line of communication to allow resupply convoys to travel from
Phu Cuong, Binh Duong Province, to Song Be, Phuoc Long Province, 15 through 17 Jun.
(C)

Operation AN SON was conducted 4 to 25 Jun with elements of the Zd Bn, 18th Inf, the

18th ARVN Regt, and four RF companies participating.

A combined US/ARVN staff was formed

under the command of a US field grade officer to control the task force which was formed to
eliminate main force elements which nad infiltrated the An Son area, south of Phu Cuong, in
southern Binh Duong Province. The task force saturated the ares and eliminated 83 of the
reported 120 VC in the area. Of the total, 15 enemy soldiers rallied as a result f a combination of tactical pressure supported by extensive PSYOP coverage. A special technique was
employed whereby loudspeaker broadcasts from aircraft, river patrol boats, and ground
vehicles were made in accordance with a coordinated maneuver tnd broadcast schedule. During
previously announced periods of one hour duration Allied troops would cease offensive operations to allow enemy troops to rally. Enemy forces were educated through loudspeaker missions and through contact made by armed propaganda teams as to the best procedures to be used
to rally.
(C) The 1st Inf Div waL relieved of responsibility for Blnh Long and Phuoc Long Provinces
and the Quan Loi Base Camp by the 1st Cav Div (Ambl) in Operation BOSTON PISTOL, which
ran from 18 to 30 Jun.
(C) Approximately 2 km west of Ap An Phu, some 5 km northwest of An Loa, Binh Long
Province, a 2d Bn, 2d Inf (Mech) company on 6 Jun engages an estimated company size enemy
force. The enemy returned fire and light fire teams, aerial ro-ket artillery. artillery, and
tactical air supported the contact. Loss than an hour later another Zd Bn, Zd Lif (Mech) company reinforced, and two hours after that a third company al3o reinforced. The contact continued for another hour. The results were 78 enemy killed and five prisoners, five HE rounds,
six crew-served weapons, 17 small arms, 940 rounds of small arms ammunition, and 71 gronades captured. Friendly losses were four US KIA, and 14 IVIA. The next day, sonme 9 1m
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southwest of An Loc the Zd Sqdn, llth Cav Regt with the help of supporting arms, and reinforced
by a company from the Zd Bn, Zd Inf (Mech) killed 96 enemy with friendly losses of four US
killed and 26 wounded.
(C) The first significant April contact of the 25th Jnf Div occurred on 5 Apr when, in the
vicinity of Patrol Base DIAMOND in extreme southern Tay Ninh Provinc,,, Zd Bn, 27th Inf elements engaged an enemy force of unknown size. Supported by artillery, light fire teams,
SPOOKY, air strikes, and aerial rocket artillery %ARA), the 2d Bn, 27th Inf units repulsed the
enemy ground attack with the following results: 81 enemy killed, one priscner, and 23 small
arms, 16 crew-served weapons, 81 grenades, and 47 HE rounds captared; friendly losses were
four US killed and 13 wounded. Five days later approximately 1 km northwest of Ap Phu Thuon
in northwest Tay Ninh Province, a let Bde contact resulted in 63 enemy killed. There were no
friendly casualties. Ten days later in the same general area, elements of the 2d Bn, 27th Inf
received a heavy mortar and ground attack from an estimated two -'.inforced-battalion size
enemy force. Return fire included small arms, automatic weaponb, mortars, artillery, light
fire teams, SHADOW, SPOOKY, and air strikes. Results of the contact were 198 enemy killed,
eight prisoners, and 40 small arms, 42 crew-served weapons, 291 grenades, and 198 HE
rounds captured. Friendly losses were 13 US killed and nine wounded. On 16 Apr the 4th Bn,
23d Inf (Mech) located 93 enemy dead and destroyed 70 HE rounds approximately 3 km southwest
of Thion Ngon. Two days later approximately 10 km northeast of Ap Phuoc Hoa approximately
28 km northeast of Tay Ninh, a helicopter was downed by fire. Teams of the Ist Sqdn, I Ith
Armd Cay Regt moved into the area and established contact with the enemy. The results were
80 enemy killed and four crew-served weapons captured. Friendly losses were seven US killed,
27 wounded, four tanks destroyed, and one helicopter damaged.
(C) On the night of 25 Apr, elements of a company of the 4th Bn, 7th Inf detected movement of
an estimated enemy company in the vicinity of the patrol base FRONTIER CITY approximately
22 km south of Tay Ninh. At 0035 hours on 26 Apr the patrol base received a raortar and rocket
attack followed by a battalion size attack from the south in an attempt to breach the perimeter.
The company engaged the enemy with small arms, machineguns, recoilless rifle fire, and claymores, supported by artillery, light fire teams, SPOOKY, and tactical air strikes. The enemy
continued his suppressive fires until 0230 hours, by 0330 hours the heavy fire terminated and
only sporadic weapons fire was received for the remainder of the battle. US forces continued to
place fire on enemy targets of opportunity until 0630 hours, at which time the engagement terminated. The results of this contact were Z14 onemy killed, six prisoners, and 37 small arms,
40 crew-served weapons, 54 HE rounds, 8,703 rounds of small arms ammnunitioon, 100 grenades
antd 100 pounds of web gear captured. There was one US wounded. Air strikes in support of the
1st Bde on Z6 Apr resulted in 115 enemy killed, approximately 3 km west of Ap Ben Trai
approximately 21 km south of Tay Ninh.
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(C) The same day in the vicinity of Patrol Base FRONTIER CITY the 4th Bn, 9th lif
received an enemy attack. The engagement, in which artillery, light fire teams, SPOOKY, air
strikes, and ARA supported, resulted in 188 enemy killed, six prisoners, and 3S inall arms,
15 crew-served weapons, 58 HE rounds, 8, 700 rounds of small arms ammunition, and 100
pounds of web gear were ,aptured; one US was wounded. The following day at 0315 hours
approximately 10 km northeast of Trang Bang, elements of the Zd Bil, 1th lnf received small
arms, automatic weapons, and mortar fire followed by a grout d probe, Return fire with small
l rms, automatic weapons, artillery, light fire teams, SPOOKY. and air strikes resulted in 100
enemy killed, two prisoners, and 31 small arms, Z3 crew-servei weapons, and 40 grenades
captured. Friendly losses were 10 US killot! and four wounded. 114
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(C) During the months of May, June, and July the 25th Division had three primary objec-

"A

first, to preempt enemy main force and local force efforts; second, to place emphasis
tives:
on the improvement of the RVNAF through combined operations; and third, to continue the
pacification program, During this period greater emphasis was placed on NIGHT HAWK
missions (operations employing armed helicopters with night observation devices). The effectiveness of the Combined Reconnaissance and Intelligence Platoon (GRIP) improved considerably.
Also, the Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol (LRRP) began operations with Vietnamese LRRP
counterparts. Tank-infantry training was conducted for RF/PF units and maneuver battalions of
the division constructed rifle ranges to emphasize marksmanship for RF/PF units. There was a
significant increase in both the variety and total number of psychological operations conducted
within the division in support of the 1969 Pacification Program. Increased emphasis was placed
on civic action projects of construction and distribution in support of unit pacification operations
in targeted areas. An integration nf intelligence gathering capabilities with the medical civic
action projects (MEDCAPs) brought a renewed emphasis to this facet of civil affairs. The
division's deployment remained basically unchanged.
(C) The most significant modification of AOs made in June was a division boundary change
resulting in the relocation of the 3d Bde from Dau Tieng to a forward location at Bao Trai
approximately 12 km southwest of Cu Chi, Hau Nghia Province. Initial implementation began on
4 Jun with gradual changes continuing until full responsibility for Dau Tien, the Michelin Rubber
Plantation, and Trapezoid was assumed by the 1st Inf Div on 30 Jun. The 3d Bde remained in
the area until 30 Jun while concurrently preparing to commence operations in lower Hau Nghia
Province east and west of the Vain Co Deng River. During the period 15 May to 9 Jun the Rome
Plows of the 60th Land Clearing Company cleared over 7,000 acres of possible enemy base
areas in Bol Loi Woods.
(C) Except for the high point on the night of 5 Jun, and the attack on FSB CROOK (see
Annex G) the 25th Inf Div did not develop significant contacts in June until the l1th. On that day
approximately 1 km east of Ap Bien Quy approximately 10 km southwest of Tay Ninh, a contact
by the 3d Sqdn, 4th Cav while conducting reconnaissance resulted in 78 enemy killed and 63 HE
rounds, 125 rounds of small arms ammunition, nine crew-served weapons, 42 small arms
captured. Friendly losses were four US killed, nine wounded, one tank destroyed, one tank
damaged, and seven APCs damaged. Then, on 27 Jun approximately 6 km northeast of Tay
Niah, a 4th Bn, 23d In[ contact resulted in 94 enemy killed and three prisoners, 30 small arms,
six crew-served weapons, atd Z0 HE rounds captured. Friendly losses were one US killed, six
wounded, one APC destroyed, and one APC damaged.
(C) The montlh of April for the 3d Bde, 9th In( Div was characterixed by various small contacts. The results of these contacts were 630 enemy killed and two prisoners with friendly
losses of II killed and 161 -wounded. I1I
(C) The 3d Bde, 9th Inf Div continued air mobile assault, CHECKERBOARD, BUSHMASTER, cordon and search, revonnaissance, and special night operations as its primary combat operational techniques. Operations were designed to destroy the enemy, to deny him the
opportunity to reorganht" and redistribute his forces and resources, and to impede his efforts
to launch offensive operations against GVN forces and populated areas. The enemy's offensive
activity was characterived by harassment of outposts, attacks-by-fire, and extensive use of
mines and booby traps. The brigade operated with three manmver battalions (2d Bn, 60th nf.
5th Bi, 60th lW., and 2d Hn, 47th Wt (Mehe), in Long An Province until 2 Jun when a fourth
battalion, the 3d Bn, 7th Int, bec•me OPCON to the brigade. The 3d Rde continued to support

the 1969 Pacification Program.
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(C) On 12 May an artillery aerial observer was dispatched to an area southwest of Thu
Thua, approximately 7 km north of Tan An, to assist a PF outpost which was under attack.
During the initial reconnaissance, automatic weapons fire was received from an unknown size
enemy force. An element of the 3d Sqdn, 17th Cay was sent to the area and also received heavy
fire. On request of the province chief, reconnaissance elements of the Zd Bn, 47th Inf (Mech)
were sent to reinforce and immediately came in contact with the enemy. A "pile-on" operation
began utilizing five companies of the Zd and 5th Bns, 60th Inf; one company each from the 2d and
3d Bns, 50th ARVN Regt; two PF platoons; four RF companies; and one PRU platoon. Assault
helicopters, air cavalry, tactical air, and artillery supported the operation. Sporadic contact
continued throughout the night. At first light, US, ARVN, and territorial forces conducted a
sweep of the battlefield, while two companies of the 5th Bn, 60th Inf conducted airmobile
assaults to the northwest in pursuit of the enemy. By 2000 hours 13 May the combined sweep
and pursuit terminated. Final results of the combined operation were 91 enemy killed, six prisoners, and 16 crew-served weapons, and 15 individual weapons captured. Combined friendly
losses were four killed and 37 wounded. Three armored personnel carriers and seven aircraft
were damaged.
(C) On 26 Jul, due to the rotation of the division headquarters and the 1st and Zd Bdes, the
3d Bde, Ith hfi Div was placed OPCON to the Z5th Inf Div. Contact during June and July was
light. 1
(C) 199th Inf Bde. Effective 18 Jun the 199th Inf Bde became OPCON to UI FFORCEV. The
brigade moved to Long Khanh Province and began operations with the 18th ARVN Div in the combined DONG TIEN (Progress Together) program. The brigade's operations were targeted
against the 5th VC Div and Long Khanh Province local forces. Contact during the months of
June and July was light. 117
(C) The third quarter was marked by a dramatic decrease in activity except for high points
in August and September. In July contacts became increasingly infrequent while in August,
except for an increase in activity from 11 to 16 Aug, the month was characterized by scattered
low intensity attacks-by-fire. The enemy initated the first phase of the Autumn Campaign with
major attacks In Binh Long, Phuoc Long, and Tay Ninh Provinces on 11 and 12 Aug. There was
an increase in activity during the night of 4 Sep, and again on I I Sep. immediately following the
Communist-announced cease fire. Otherwise, activity in ILU CTZ was at a low level.
(C) Although extensive patrolling was undertaken, both the let Cay Div (Ambl) and the lt
LIu Div found only light contacts in July, as did the other major units in the CTZ.
(C) In the month* of August, September, and October, lst Cay Div (Ambl) operations were
once again Interdictory in nature, Exploitation of D-52 strikes and the increased employment of
small unit day and night ambushes were typical of the period. Combat assaults followed by
extensive ground reconnaissance operAtions proved effective in disrupting enemy infiltration
routes, discovering and eliminating enemy caches, and inflicting casualties on the enemy. The
division was organized with the lit and ail Bdes in War Zone C, th-2 I th Armd Cay Regt in Binh
Long Province, and the Id Dde in Phuoc Long Province. The lot Bde operations were targeted
against units of the lst NVA Div and the 82d and 50th Rear Service, Groups with priority of effort
directed toward reduction of base arcas, cache sites, and the interdiction of enemy line. of
communication. The I1th Armd Cay tept continued combined operations with the 9th ARVN
Regt and the Sth ARVN Div. Priortty of effort was directed against cache sites, against enemy
local forces in the An Loc, Loc Niah, and Quan Lol areas and toward the interdiction of enemy
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units moving from BAs 350 and 35Z in northern and western Binh Long Province. The 2d Bde
operated against elements of the 5th VC Div in the eastern portion of Phuoc Long Province with
priority of effort directed toward the interdiction of the Adams Road complex and toward the
elimination uf the D/168th VC local force and the Song Be battalions. Emphasis was placed on
combined operations with RF/PF units stressing increased night ambush positions in the vicinity
of villages and hamlets to enhance security of these areas. The 3d Bde was targeted against
elements of the 7th NVA Div, local and main force VC units, and rear service elements operat'Ing -in Binh Long Province and along Serges Jungle Highway.
(C) In the early hours of I? Aug the enemy initiated attacks against FSBs BECKY, SIDEWINDER, and ASPEN, and the Quan Loi Base Camp. Thie, enemy was engaged with organic
weapons, artillery, SHADOW, and NIGHT HAWK, resulting in 54 enemy killed and one prisoner.
<Friendly losses were eight US killed and 39 wounded. During the attack on FSB SIDE WINDER
friendly forces were supported by artillery and light fire teams. Elements of the 1st Sqdn, 11th
Armd Cay Regt moved from FSB ASPEN during the attack to support the Zd Sqdn, 11th Armd
Cay Regt units at FS13 SIDEWINDER. The enemy withdrew some three hours later leaving 78
killed, three prisoners, and four Hoi Chanh. -There was one US wounded. That afternoon 2d
Sqdn, I 1th Armd Cav Regt made contact with the retreating enemy in the vicinity of Ap Duc
Thinh. some 8 km southwest of An Loc in Binh Long Province. The enemy was engaged with
organic weapons supported by a light fire team and tactical air. R'esults of the contact were 85
enemy killed with friendly losses of five US killed and 4Zwoulided.
-(Gq). The 6nemy-initiated high point continued on 13 Aug and into 14 Aug. During the period
12- 14 -Aug the I st Cav-Dlv (Ambl): accounted for 761 enemy killed while friendly losses were 36
*US killed. Enemy activity decreased after 14 Aug and consisted generally of indirect fire
attacks. Two. further contacts in August -added 65..enemy killed and one US killed and three
woj-ind.uod.
(C) In Septemnbe r the I1at Ca v Div (Ambl) recorded six engagements which resulted In 235
enemy kilied, and in October a -single*engagarment, on the 28th, resulted in 17 enemy killed with
no frendly.e~asualtjqs. 118!
isd(C) Operations of the j~s Inf Div during August, September. and October were eharacter..
Ltdby the usP Of salnl unit Ambushes, ground reconnaissance. and airmobile operations iupported by the integraiion of all available. ta.Iget acquisition, mobile, artillery, and air assets.
Rive rine', -land eela ring, and air tenvalry operations supported by ground maneuver forces sueceed~ed inifurther attritf-Ag onemy main and local, force tilenients. Operation STRANGLE, Which
be8."on IlJul,.continuvud until 21Sep. This operation was conducted in~wastern Dinh Wuong
Prov~ince w~ith the objetiv 'e *ofneurralizing Subregion I forces in the Iran Triaxigle and the
Trapezxoid by Inte~icting Dupply routes, c-ut~ng the flow o~f rapiacemenets, and 4e~troying basec amps, The operatii.on was conducted using tile2ti 1On, 16th loft, 1st and 2d U~na. a8th mIn; the lot
ýýqdij, 4th Cay,; Zd'Bh, Z4 hit (Mach), an 4element of the Zd tin, 34th.Arm, the MUARVN 1RXjt,
and US iind VN :nav&l forces. The ope ration. resulted In 414 entemy eliminated, consisting of 365

killed,"35 privoneia, and 14' raliells.

(C): An Ine reased enamy threat in northe ra SBlb:Long Province wits toet by the 3d bdoiThis thfi-at nie-essitated the 4ivisioa's assuming an additional IT km' saetion ,of the QL.13 road
se ý6't
n 12 Angasa lot Cav Div (Atubl) fo rces countered the 6nenxy threat in the north.
trt

(C) The let bf~nDiv,, on 8 Aug. assumed responhsibitity for the majority of the Phut Roa Die.4 and the Phu Cuong and. Ba Sep bridgeo. Within the Z~th mInDiv a nibior boundary chsoge
T1418 Nhf 11ARA

&.9

affecting the Zd Ede took place. The 1st Bde continued combined operations with ARYN airborne, RF/PF, and CIDG units with the Vietnamese undertaking m-ore diversified operations
throughout the area of operations. The Zd Bde intensified its efforts against the Cu Chi and
Trang Bang local force and the VCI in eastern Hau Nghi.a Province, and greatly limited the
enemy's use of his base camps, staging areas, and resupply areas in the lower Boi Loi Woods
in southeastern Tay Ninh Province and the Citadel in northern Hau Nghia Province. The 3d Bde

emphasized pacification. Mixed stationing of one US platoon with one or more RF platoons was
also attempted. The relatively heavy concentration of government forces, coupled with the
relatively secure hamlet evaluation status for all hamlets and villages permitted the brigade to
operate in smaller size units. Mobile patrol bases consisting of a rifle company were positioned
in rural development target areas and operated well with minimum guidance. Operations were
directed at finding and engaging small enemy groups, and at denying the enemy the use of Nui Ba
Den Mountain as a sanctuary. Elements of the 4th Bn, 23d Inf (Mech), the Zd Bri, 34th Arm,
and an ARVN airborne battalion applied constant pressure on enemy forces on the mountain.
The ground forces were supported by heavy artillery, air bombardments, and the use of CS gas.
Psychological operations were conducted in support of tactical operations and the pacification
program. MEDGAP was the most effective civic action activity. It raised health standards and
also provided a means through which intelligence gathering and PSYOP could be conducted.
(C) A Ilelarge-scale combined operation commenced on al Sep.

It involved all 1st Div

ments and the OPOON of units of the 505th Abn mIn and of the I11th Armd Cay Regt. The objectives of this operation were to destroy VC/NVA forces within the area of interest, to assist in
upgrading the ARVN/GVN forces, and to establish an overwvatch responsibility for the pacification program throughout the area of interest. The operation included the 1st and 3d Bdes in
DONG TIEN (Progress Together) operations with the 8th ARVII Regt in northern Binh Duonig
Province against SR- I and to the east of QL- 13 against the Don& Nai Regt. The Zd Bdo, in
DONG TIEN operations with the 7th Regt in southern and eastern Binh Duong Province, was
targeted against the K-1 fin, the Don& Nat Rogt, and the Quyet Thang fin.
(C) Land clearing operations continued through August, September, and October. as did
riverine operations along the Saigon and Thi Tinh Rivers. In September the let Int Div established a Target Destruction Cent4tr (TDC) within its operations center in order to analyse all
available intelligence In an effort to eliminat lucrative anemy targets. The section was organixed to analyze contact, agent, radar, and reconnaissance reports and to analyze patterns of
sensor activities which developed. Collocated wvith the GZ anid G3 Air, the fire support element.
and thle Army aviution element,operte
thle
TDC
recommended
employment
thepsitone
use of
Moilepatol
n sallr
szeasesconistng
uits
f arifeand coordinated
copan wee
assets to include artillery, tactical air, and ground and naval forces.
(C) Tile cordon of Phu oofa Dong in southern With~ Duong Provi nce from 1S to 26 Sep was
one of tile most successful operations conducted during the month. This combined cordon by
elementms of the Zd Ilde, Ist WuDiv, the 7th ARVN Reg t, andi GYN forces of Phu lioa District
Included elomfints of four infantry battalions. Psychological operat~ons were extensively used
throughout thle seat whic~h resulted in 13 enerny k~illed, 16 Hot Chanh and 17 prisoners, 32 individual weapons, six crew-served weapons, and significant quantities of war materiel capturad.1 9
(C) The 3d Bde, 9th Wn.Div continued operations in Long Au Province it July, August, and
September with responsibility fir the security of QL-4 and TL-18 and for the local pacifieation
program. Eimphasis was placed on PSYOPn
particularly quick reaction operalions. The
FAMILY TREE PSYOP Campaivn was conducted whenever the
nmrent enemy unit could be idtntitled. In this campaign, accurate (enemy cassualty figures ware pubvciaeds
to the SRi3 command
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by means of loudspeakers or leaflet drops. As enemy units in most instances did not report
heavy casualties, this operation was designed to produce conflict within the enemy command.
PSYOP operations were also integrated with civic action operations such as during the conduct
of MEDCAP. On 31 Aug the 6th Bn, 31st Inf arrived from the IV CTZ and came under OPCON
of the 3d Bde.
(C) In July, August, and September the 199th Inf Bde conducted daily reconnaissance/training operations with RF/PF units defending populated areas. As a result of this effort, a steady
improvement was noted in the aggressiveness, tactical proficiency, and willingness of territorial forces to assume a greater role in hamlet end village security. Operations against enemy
command and control elements were successful in keeping enemy headquarters elements on the
move and denying them uninterrupted operations in forward base areas. The brigade placed
Semphasis on psychological operations integrated with combat operations, oriented toward pacification objectives. All activities were designed to be adaptable to combined execution by
RVNAF/FWMAF and provincial agencies. Four major plans were developed to support the
brigade's mission. First, target the 274th VC Regt and U-I Province headquarters; second,
target the local populace to break accommodation with the VC and create support for the GVN;
third, target the 33d NVA Regt, MR-7 regional headquarters, and the 81st and 84th Liberation
Army Rear Svc Gps; and fourth, target local force units, primarily to induce Hoi Chanh. Tactical operations were supported by preplanned targeting and quick reaction PSYOP.
The PSYOP
program and combat operations resulted in a significant increase in Hoi Chanh. The brigade
encouraged provincial officials to conduct indoctrination sessions for VC relatives. This program was condur.ted through visits of three days duration at the province Chieu Hoi center and
by house-to-house visits by combined teams. The program was directed toward using VC relatives to encourage members of the local force and infrastructure to rally. rhe civic action
program during the quarter was directed toward enhancement of pacification, improvement of
public welfare, and improvement of the psychological attitude of the populace. All civic action
projects were closely coordinated with GVN officials and advisory personnel. The most significant contact of the quarter occurred on 8 Aug approximately 15 km northeast of Xuan Loc, Long
Khanh Province, in which a 12th Inf element killed 20 enemy. There were two US killed and six
wounded.
h(C)

On 11 Sep the 2d Ba, Md In (199th Inf Bde) began participation In a combined operation

which included units of the 18th ARVN Dlv, the let Australian Task Force, and the RTAVF in an
extensive reconnaissance and clearing effort in and north of the Hat Dich base area.
(U) Activity In October was characterized by low intinsity attacks-by-fire and limited
ground probes, as most divisional element. remained out of contact in or near border base
areas. Elements of three enemy divisions were identified in contacts during the month. The
9th VC Div had its forces divided, with two regiments deployed in the northern Tay Ninh Province/Cambodian border area and one regiment southeast of Tay Ninh City. The 272d Regt relocated to northern Tay Ninh Province and was identified in several contacts In War Zone C. The
7th NVA Div was deployed lo the northern Binh Long ProvincekCambodian border area for
training and refitting. 10"
(U) In IU CTZ during November, enemy activity was characteri.sd by low intensity
attacks-by-fire except for the night of 3-4 Nov when V7 attack'-by-fire and four gi-ound attacks
were conducted. Three of the ground attacks wear battalion s.ke. The majority of the attacks
were in the northern portion of the CTZ.
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(U) December started out in III CTZ with activity characterized by attacks-by-fire and
limited ground attacks. Elements of the 9th VC Div in northern War Zone C, and 7th NVA Div
elements in the Bu Dop area were the most active. The initiation of the Winter-Spring Campaign
of the enemy was marked by a slight increase in attacks-by-fire on the night of 7-8 Dec, and by
two terrorist incidents in Saigon. The end of the year was marked by the US forces's capture of
an enemy radio intercept station. The station was targeted against friendly voice and manual
CW communications.
(C) The Ist Cay Div (Ambl) in the last quarter continued operations to interdict enemy infiltration routes through Tay Ninh, Phuoc Long, Binh Long, and Binh Duong Provinces, and to
neutralize enemy forces operating in the area. Division elements continued to support the pacification program and to conduct DONG TIEN operations with RVNAF forces operating within the
division' s area.
(C) The 1st Inf Div continued Campaign TOAN THANG by conducting ground reconnaissance, night patrols, and VCI neutralization operations to deny enemy base area utilization,
interdict VC/NVA infiltration to the south, disrupt enemy logistic operations, and to eliminate
the VCI in populated areas. During November the lst Bde, with three battalions, conducted
combined offensive operations with ARVN units in the Trapezoid, Michelin Plantation, Razorback, the Minh Thanh area, and the Long Nguyen Secret Zone. These operations were directed
against elements of Subregion (SR)-1, the 101st Regt, Rear Service Group (RSG)-50, RSG-83,
C-64, and K-35. The Zd Bde operated in western Phuoc Long, eastern Binh Duong, and
northern Bien Hoa Provinces. The brigade, with two infantry battalions, conducted combined
operations with ARVN units against elements of SR-4, RSG-84, LF Company C-41, and possible
elements of the Z74th VC Regt and the D440 LF Bn. The 3d Bde, with four battalions, conducted combined operations with ARVN units, against the Dong Nai VC Regt in the lower Song Be
Corridor and against elements of SR-5 in northern Bien Hoa Province. The brigade also operated in southern Binh Long Province, southeastern Trapezoid, and the Lai Khe rocket belt, and
conducted security operations along QL-13. The division continued its emphasis on psychological operations and on the pacification program.
(C) The 25th Wi Div continued to promote small unit combined operations with emphasis on
upgrading ARVN forces while stressing night operations. Emphasis continued onthe upgrading
of hamlets and contested .illnges. The division cordinted night patrols, detection devices,
and firepower in its effort to annihilate the enemy.
(C) The 3d Bde, 9th Inf Div continued under OPCON of the 2Sth Int Div for the remainder
of the year. The brigade began Phase IV of Campaign TOAN THANG with four battalions and
operated in Long An Province, with responsibility for the security of QL-4, QL-18, and Route
23. It conducted multiple airmobile, reconnaissance, CHECKERBOARD, BUSHMASTER. and
riverine operations. The brigade conducted operations against enemy local force units and
elements of SR-I, SR.Z, and the lot NVA Regt. The pacification program was also emphasized.
(C) The 199th mInBde also continued Campaign TOAN THANG. in November conducting
combined and coordinated operations. The Zd Bn, 3d Wnconducted operationp with the 48th
ARVN Regt and territorial forces in southwest Long Khanh Provinte. Elemr
ts of the 3d Inf
continued to conduct combined operations with elements of the 18th ARVN Div,. the let ATF, and
RTAVF against the 274th VC Regt in the Hat Dich area. The 3d Un, 7th lIn conducted combined
and coordinated operations with the SUd ARVN Regt and territorial force# in south and east
Long Khanh Province. The 4th Ba, lath lia conducted operations with the 43d ARVN Regt in
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western Long Khanh Province. The 5th Bn, 12th mIn also conducted operations with the 43d
ARVN Regt in west central Long Khanh Province, with Trp D, 17th Air Cay conducting unilateral
and combined operations with the brigade and the 18th ARVN Div. The brigade's operations
were directed toward the elimination of enemy forces and the VCI and the support of the pacification program.
(C) The 1st Australian Task Force. The task force continued its participation in Campaign
TOAN THfANG in January with operations designed to destroy enemy elements, base areas, and
121
supply caches in Phuoc Tuy Province.
(C) In February the 1st Australian Task Force (ATF) continued operations in the vicinity of
the Headquarters, 1st ATF (Main) at FSB JULIA, off QL-15 approximately 31 km southsouthwest of Bien Hoa. The 1st Bn continued to support land clearing operations in the area of
Phu My, Phuoc Tuy Province. Operation GOODWOOD, a four-nation Australian-directed operation that included US, Australian, New Zealand, and Vietnamese in the Hat Dich area, approximately 43 km southwest of Bien Hoa, had commenced on 3 Dec 68. It was terminated on 16 Feb.
The operation resulted in enemy losses of 250 killed and 41 wounded. More than 200 individual
weapons were captured along with four 82mm mortars, 274 rounds of 82mm mortar, and 197
rounds of 60mm mortar. Also captured were 400 rockets, 52, 500 rounds of small arms ammunition, and more than 10 tons of rice. Australian engineers destroyed a large number of enemy
bunkers. Friendly casualties were light. The operation disrupted enemy logistic support and
kept the enemy on the defensive throughout an area that he had previously regarded as his own.
It denied the enemy infiltration routes to Saigon, to base camps const.,:ucted in the Hat Dich-Binh
Son areas, and to other enemy BAs of importance. On 17 Feb elements of the 1st ATF occupied
positions astride enemy approaches into Long Binh/Bien Hoa complex from the northeast and
east and began patrolling and reduction in force operations. The remainder of the year saw the
1st ATF finding only numerous small contacts. z
(C) The 1st ATF began Phase IV of Campaign TOAN THANO with the 5th Bn, Royal Australian Regiment (RAR) completing its deployment to AO GRACI in far southeast Bien Hoa Province; the 6th Bn, RAR/New Zealander (NZ) (ANZAC) continuing ambush and reconnaissance
operations in AO LINTON in south-central Phuoc Tuy Province; and the 9th Bni, RAR completing
Its return to the let ATF base camp. On 28 Nov, the 8th Bn, RAR arrived in RVN, replacing
the 9th Bn, which departed the lst ATF base camp for Australia on the same day. The 8th Bn
began training at the base camp on Z9 Nov. November and December were characterized by
small and scattered contacts with the battalions operating in various AOs.
(C) The Royal Thai Army Volunteer Force (RTAF). In January the 2d Bde began arriving,
while the lot Bde conducted reconnaissance In force operations and provided security for a
variety of installations. The 2d Bde closed RVN on 25 Feb, when the rear party arrivred. The
combat elements of the second incro-ment. were operational by 21 F~eb and commenced combat
operations by conducting reductions in force. On 19 Feb in eastern Wlen Hoa elements of the lst
Thai mIn
captured 5,000 rounds of small arms ammunition, 89 HE rounds, seven grenades, and
one mine. The Thais engaged in two major contacts In F~ebruary and:March. On 23 Feb
approximately 4 km southeast of Long Binh. an element -if the 2d Inf contacted an enemy battation and received moartar and rocket fire. Theo contact continued throughout the day and resuited in 56 enemy killed and four friendly wounded. On 16 Mar approximately 3 km east of
Long Than, some 20 km southeast of Bleyn 11a, the 3d Taal WuUn CP was attacked by an enemy
battalion. t17he
Thais returned the fire, supported by artillery, an armored cavalry squadron.
anid tight fire teanis. The contact resulted in 6S enemy killed, four prisoners. and 32 small
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arms, 13 crew-served weapons, 7,601 rounds of small arms ammunition, 8Z grenades, and 182
HE rounds captured. Thai losses were two killed and Z3 wounded. April saw numerous contacts
of small size. 123

J

(C) On 12 May 10 km southeast of BEARCAT, approximately 30 km southwest of Bien Hoa,
the 3d Bn, 31st Thai Inf received mortar, rocket, and small arms fire. Return fire with
organic weapons, supported by artillery and SPOOKY, resulted in 41 enemy killed and 17 small
arms, 15 crew-served weapons, and 452 rounds of small arms ammunition captured. Friendly
casualties were one Thai killed and 11 wounded. The next day southeast of BEARCAT the battalion received an attack by an estimated enemy battalion, consisting of mortar and rocket fire.
Return fire with organic weapons, supported by artillery, light fire teams, and SPOOKY
resulted in 87 enemy killed and three small arms, two grenades, one mine, 24 HE rounds, and
540 rounds of small arms ammunition captured. There were no friendly casualties. On 16 Jun
an enemy attack against the 2d Bn, 1st Thai Inf resulted in 212 enemy killed and one prisoner,
16 small arms, 25 crew-served weapons, 823 •renades, and six mines captured. Friendly
losses were six Thais killed and 34 wounded.
(C) On 12 Aug the rear party of the third increment of the Royal Thai Army Volunteer
Force closed into RVN following the last of the three serials of the main body which arrived
during the 3-5 Aug period. This completed the replacement of the first increment by the third
increment. The latter, upon arrival, assumed all the missions and functions of the first increment, to include the assumption of the designation as the 1st Bde. During the period of 2-4 Aug
the 1st Bde conducted a combined operation in conjunction with US Navy elements from the Rung
Sat Special Zone and the VNMC in the vicinity of Tan Go Ong Cua approximately 29 km southeast
of Bien Hoa. During the operation several bunkers were found which were determined to be a
hospital complex. From 9 to 15 Aug a combined operation was conducted by the 1st Bde with the
VNMC approximately 5 km southeast of Ap Binh Son, about 8 km northeast of the earlier engagement, with limited results. During the period of 12 to 20 Aug the Zd Bde conducted a cordon and
search operation at Phu Hoi using patrol boats along the Thi Val River. On 11 Sep RTAVF
began combined operations with elements of the 199th Inf Bde, the 1st Australian Task Force,
and the 18th ARVN Div in and north of the Hat Dich area against elements of the 274th NVA Re•t

I

(C) The RTAVF conducted combat operations throughout its area of responsibility to inter.
diet infiltration routes through Long Thanh and Nhon Trach Districts and to destroy enemy
forces within the area. The Ist Bn, 2d Inf provided security for Bearcat and the Long Thanh
District headquarters during November and December. Activity was characterized by the conduct of reconnaissance, ambush, and cordon and search operations resulting in scattered contacts and the discovery of small caches.
(C) Capital Military Assistance Command (CMAC). CMAC continued offensive operations
in Gia Dinh Province and adjacent areas to counter the enemy ground and rocket attacks against
Salgon. Operations focused on denying the enemy the resources and staging areas needed to
conduct offensive operations by locating enemy caches and interdicting routes of infiltration.
Contacts were sporadic, and limited to actions against small groups of enemy. Probing and the
use of mine detectors proved successful in locating cache sites, Bobby traps continued to be
encountered, however the use of armored suits reduced the number of casualties incurred from
these devices. CMAC began the year with a task organization consisting of the 199th In( Bde (Rd
Bn,. 3d Inf1 3d Bn, 70h Wlf; 4th Bn, 12th Inf; and the 5th Bn, 12th tnf); the 3d Dde, 8Zd Abn Div,
"(lestBe, 505th Abn Inf. Zd •n, 505th Abn Int and the lst Bn, 508th Abn In(); 3d Sqdn, 17th Air
Car; and 7th Sqdn, Iat Air Cav. Units of the CMAC conducted operations to the west and southwest of Saigon in January, locating oeveral small enemy caches.
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CMAC continued Operation TOAN THANG, conducting combat assault, airmobile,
riverine, search, reconnaissance in force, and land clearing operations and continuing the pacification program. Operations were characterized by reconnaissance in force and detailed
searches, utilizing waterborne and airmobile assets for movement in less accessible areas.
Extensive night ambushes were employed throughout the area to detect and prevent enemy night
haze, aerial observers, DUFFLEPAG, and
movement. Side looking radar (SLAR), aerial red with
the night ambushes. Contact was at a
ground surveillance were employed in conjunction
grtbrelatively low level in February and March despite the opening of the post-Tet offensive by the
enemy. Enemy activity consisted primarily of rocket attacks against Saigon and ARVN military
installations. Active use was made of switch boundaries, extensions of ireas of operations, and
combined operations with adjacent units in order to counter the enemy tactic of using operational
boundaries to elude friendly forces. The 3d Bde, 8Zd Abn continued operations to the north of
the Hoc Mon Canal. Contacts and sightings increased in that area as the enemy attempted to use
this area as a staging area for attacks on Saigon. Numerous tunnels and spider holes were discovered and many caches found. Extensive land clearing operations were conducted to preclude
the enemy from concealing his movement. Radar and other warning devices assisted in detecting the enemy and in providing early warning of his movement. The 2d Bn, 3d Inf and TF KAY
(two companies from the 7th Inf and one from the 12th Inf), began Operation STRANGLER on 5
Feb to destroy or neutralize VC, VCI, and guerrilla elements; to seize and destroy enemy
resources; and to enhance pacification and strengthen GVN control in the target area approximately 10 km south of Saigon. Operation STRANGLER resulted in 1,370 personnel being processed, with 1,340 released as innocent civilians, and four VCI, six VCI supporters, 16 draft
dodgers, and four deserters apprehended. On 9 Feb, the 2d Bn, 3d Inf and TF KAY began
operation ROUND-UP I in approximately the same area with the same objectives as Operation
STRANGLER. TF KAY was terminated on 10 Feb. It was reorganized 12 Feb, with two companies from each of the 4th and 5th Bns, 12th Inf and it prepared for Operation ROUND-UP II.
The 2d Bn, 3d Inf terminated Operation ROUND-UP I on 12 Feb. The operation was conducted
in the Hung Long area, 10 km south of Saigon with RF and National Police Field Forces conducting the search while the other forces, including two battalions from the 5th ARVN Rgr Gp,
accomplished the cordon. Results of Operation ROUND-UP I were 2,713 personnel processed,
2, 647 released, and nine VCI, 25 VCI supporters, four VC (suspect), 23 draft dodgers, and five
deserters apprehended. Operation ROUND-UP II was initiated on 12 Feb approximately 16 km
north of Tan An, with TF KAY and the 2d Bn, 3d Inf beginning operations on 13 Feb in conjunc.
tion with National Police and RF/PF elements. Operation ROUND-UP II was completed on 16
Feb. Results were 2, 584 personnel processed, 2, 552 released, and six VC, three VCI, 12 VC
suspects, and I I draft dodgers apprehended. CMAC conducted Operation LULU during the
period of 12 to 14 Mar consisting of area cordon and search operations. The results were 10
enemy killed, four prisoners, and eight individual weapons captured. Friendly cas'ialties were
10 wounded. During March, ground contact was light with the enemy utilizing attacks-by-fire as
his tactics, firing primarily into police precincts and housing areas. During March *nd April,
and on through July, intensive surveillance and density of night ambushes made it difficult for
the enemy to utilize his traditional "Rocket Belt" around Saigon. 126
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(C) In August, September, and October CMAC continued participation in Operation TOAN
THANG 111. The activity during the period was characterized by small unit actions supported by
Army aviation with an increase in offensive operations adjacent to the area of operations'
boundaries. Daylight operations most frequently were platoon and company size reconnaissance
actions with contacts frequently initiated by supporting aircraft. Booby traps accounted for a
large number of friendly casualties- consequently, refresher training and troop discipline
received added command emphasis. Several significant caches were uncovered thus depriving
the enemy of much needed food and medical and ordnance supplies. Considerable tactical effort
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was directed toward defense against rocket and mortar attack. This effort included daylight)
searches, night ambushes, aerial surveillance, ground radar surveillance, and harassing and
interdictory fires. Daylight searches were oriented toward discovery of munition caches and the
denial to the enemy of reconnaissance and preparation of launch sites, Preplanned aerial surveillance was integrated with ground radar to ensure continuous coverage of the rocket belt.
Preplanned artillery fires were integrated with the daily patrol and ambush plans to ensure
interdiction of all known and suspected launch sites. Enemy rocket attacks against Saigon and
outlying areas increased in intensity during the period with the enemy launching simultaneous
attacks from previously used lauinch sites.
(C) On 1 Oct effective 0800 hours the 3d Bde 8Zd Abn (-), consisting of the 1st Bn, 505th
Abn Inf, the 1st Bn, 508th Abn Inf, and Troop B, 1st Bn, 17th Cay, was placed under OPCON of
II FFORCEV, with the I1st En, 508th Abn mIf moving to Phu Lai and the cavalry troop, moving
to the Iron Triangle. Troop A, 3d Sqdn, 17th Air Cay remained in direct support of CMAC. On
15 Oct effective 1800 hours the ad En, 505th Abn Inf was released from OPOON of the 3d Ede,
7
8Zd Abn with Troop A, 3d Sqdn, 17th Air Cay remaining in direct support of CMAC.
(C) Following the change in OPOON, the 3d Bde, 82d Abn Div continued Operation YORKTOWN VICTOR in the Iron Triangle and southern Phu Hoc District, with the 1st Bn, 505th Abn
mIn assumning overwatch responsibility for the Phu Cuong and Ba Dop bridge on 1 Nov. The ad
Bn, 505th Abn mIn continued its standdown at Phu Loi, which began on 15 Oct, in preparation
for redeployment. The brigade had been notified of its selection for redeployment on 17 Sep.
On 1 Nov the I1st En, 508th Abn mIn moved f rom southern Phu Hoi District to Phu Loi and began
its standdown for redeployment. On 14 Nov the 1st En, 505th Abn mIn moved to Phu Loi and
began its standdown in preparation for redeployment. On 15 Nov the 3d Bdo was released from
OPCON of II FFORCEV and came under OPCON of Headquarters, USARV. The brigade subsequently redeployed to the US.
(C) The Bien Hoa Tactical Area Commaand (Provisional) (BHTAC). On I Nov 68 the Bien
Hon Tactical Area Command had been organized with an authorized strength of 12 officers and
27 enlisted men. The mission of the BHTAC was to coordinate US and RVNAF forces in the
defenst of the Long, Blnh/Blen Hon complex in Bien Hoa Province against ground, rocket, and
mortar attack; to coordinate operations of the Royal Thai Army Volunteer Force which affected
the defense. of the Long flinhiBlen boa complex; to exercise control over US and FWMAF fire
support within the BHTAC area of operations avid to operate the Bien Hon Artillery Warning
Center. On S Nov 68 the BHTAC Fire Support Coordination Element (FSCE) and the Artillery
Warning Control. Center (AWCC) had become fully operational. The FSCE had the responsibility
of coordinating all artillory fires in the Long Binh.'Bionlioa complex,- coordinating the efforts of
the Flash Base Center and the 10 tiash base towers around the Long Binhillien Hoa complex that
assisted lin the detection of mortar and rocket firing sites. The AWCC was responsible for
broadcasting all artillery data to aircraft entering the Long Binh/Bien Hoa complex. lit December the IH.TAC. had assumed OPCON of areveral units, however, by ZS Jan all had been released
to their parent organ#izations. Ila

(C) The development of the Long Dinh/Bien Hon complex continued during the next several
months. The period of I I Feb through 6 Mar demonstrated the ce~ordination activities of
BHTAC. This coordination Initially concerned the RTAVF and AO boundaries. As enemy
activity Increased around the -Long Dinh-Bient Hoa area, th* influx of FWMAF units led to more
detailed coordination. 'Land clearing operations, defoliation, andi burning projects were conducted in areas east and. southeast of Long Dinh Post, as well so east and north of Sion Hoa Air)
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Base. The defoliation missions terminated on 1ýt Feb, the burning project continued to the postTet offensive. The clearing operations resulted in 14, 301 acres of land being cleared. The
period of 23 to 28 Feb reflected a sharp increase in enemy activity with mortars and rockets
impacting on Long Binh Post, Camp Frenzell-Jones, Bien Hoa AB and the POW compound. As
a result of coordinated support through the BHTAC/LBSZ comnbined tactical operations center,
friendly units accounted for 244 enemy killed and 60 prisoners from 26 Feb to 3 Mar. April was
characterized by small contacts. 129
(C) Ground activity in May, June, and July was light. The move of the joint BHTAC Tactical Operations Center to the III Corps Compound resulted in improved working conditions and
increased the capabilities for communications. During these months BHTAC exercised OPCON
over two infantry battalions, two armored cavalry squadrons, three cavalry troops, one tank
troop, and two infantry companies for various periods of time. Army aviation utilized by
BHTAC throughout the period consisted of two hunter killer teams from the 3d Sadn. 17th Air Cay
Although not OPCON to BHTAC, the 5th RAR, Ist Australian Task Force was given the mission
of conducting operations in the eastern portion of the BHTAC TAOR north of QL-l on 13 May. It
was released from this mission on 22 May. During the period 12 May through 23 May a battalion from the 3d Bn, 7th Inf (-) conducted search and clear operations. During the daily
operations they dtstroyed 20 bunkers, found two VC killed, and destroyed 39 rolle of demolition
wire. The 4th Bn, 12th Inf cotiucted search and clear operations from 14 to 21 Jun with very
limited results, The DUFFLE BAG programn within the BHTAC AO was aimed at monitoring and
denying the enemy force use of access routes into the rocket belt around the Bien Hoa-Long Binh
area. There were 31 sensors in six strings deployed around the north and northwest approache*
into the area. Airborne Personnel Detector (APD) support was provided BHTAC by the 29th
Chem Det, OPCON to II FFORCEV. A high percentage of readouts was engaged by artillery.
Continuous improvement in the development of the defense against ground/rocket attacks on the
Bien Hoa,,Long Binh complex was accomplished. A major factor in this Improvement was the
coordinated utilization of ground surveillance radar. DUFFLE BAG Program, APD reports,
and hunter killer teams. The improved coordination of all the Intelligence and information
collection assets enabled more effective planning for ground operations. 130
(C) The 501st Land Clearing Company .conducted Rome Plow operations in AO Green Extension during the period of I.Z7 Aug and cleared 1,208 acres. Enemy contact during the reporting period was light. Four ground surveillanre radars were employed by BHTAC during this
period. Many of the targets afqulred werv engagvd4 hy artillery. Ground surveillance radars
were deployed to monitor possible avenues os apprioach tv the Bien No& Army Base/Air Force
Base area. These radars were moved periodically to increase their effectiveness. The
marjority of sightings acquired were passed to ground units- c-aacroed for action and inft-maiin.
The DUFFLE BAG program continued to monitor the access routss to the Bien Noa-Lnng Binh
rocket belt. There wdru six strings of 47 sensors deployed atlong the northern aod northeastern
approaches to the area. Sensor targets wore cleared on a nightly bats by the FSCE. An aro.
Wrile platoon from the 3d Sqdn, 17th Air Cav was used for security durtnt -ensor emplacement
missions with US and ARVN ground cavalry units alto used at times. API) 6upport was provided
BHTAC by the 29th Chem Det with significant results. Patterns of enemtty.cvemnent were noted
which frequently c.trrelated with agent reports and reports from other soukrves. Results of the
APD were passoe
to appropriate ground conunmaners (or action and to the artillery toi targests,
'with a high pertennags of the ree&tte engaged by artillery. 131

*

(C) Hunter-killer teams of the 3d Sqdn, 17th Air Cay conducted daylight visual reconuais-.
szance in the !%HTAC TAOR, T•h retdy reactionftorte was provided by another tuoop from the
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squadron, which also conducted reconnaissance and ambush operations and provided security for
dredge operations along the Dong Kai River. Effective I Nov, BHTAC was given a new mission
by the CG, 11 FFORCEV. The responsibilities assigned BHTAC were as follows: to coordinate
US and ARVN efforts for the defense of the Bien Hoa-Long Binh area with the Commanding
Officer, Long Binh Special Zone (LBSZ); to ensure coordination of the Long Binh Post, Plantation, Camp Frenzell-Jones, Bien Hoa Army Base, and Bien Hoa Air Base (US) internal defense
plans with LBSZ defense plans; to procure and coordinate US and FWMAF units or assets
requested by the Commanding Officer, LBSZ for use in defense of the Bien Hoa-Long Binh complex; to act as area coordinator for US Army air assets for the Bien Hoa Sector; to assist the
Commanding Officer, LBSZ in the development of tactical operations center (TOC) operations;
to assist the Commanding Officer, LBSZ in the development of timely information and intelligence from US intelligence sources; to represent the CG, U FFORCEV in the LBSZ TOC and to
be prepared to assist in the occupation of LBSZ TOC alternate (II FFORCEV TOC) by the 11
FFORCEV main TOC in the event of an emergency requiring such action; to provide assistance
to all mobile assistance teams in Bien Hoa Province less Di An and Tan Uyen Districts; to assist
in and facilitate coordination among LBSZ, lst Inf Div, RTAVF, and 18th MP Bde on all operations conducted within the LBSZ area; to assist the CO. LBSZ in the development of the LBSZ
fire support -oordination center; to assist the CO, LBSZ in the development and training of personnel for a ground surveillance and sensor program (US radar teams would be placed in direct
support of the LBSZ); and to assist hi coordinating sectors of surveillance and processing of
-reports
of flash bases and counterrmortar radars within the LBSZ. The instructions tasked 11
FFORCEV Artillery to provide adequate personnel to the LBSZ fire support coordination element
until this function could Ue porformed by ARVN personnel. Plans for the further reduction of
BHTAC and its eventuat elimination were to bo formulated for implementation when ARVN per.
sonnel achieved this capability.

)

I

(S) Total friendly casualties In III CTZ for the year included 5, 137 killed, of which 2. 10
were US. Enemy killed in 111 CTZ total!d 51.600. of which 35.983 were credited to US
forces. W3-

Year End Aosessment
(TS) According to plan. territortial forces were begtiting to assume the domwnant role in
major population areas such as Saigon, releasing ARVN units to move out toward the border
areas to counter enemy main stringth. Although Hau Nghka Province continued to be a pcification problom area and additional work was required In Long An Province, .I CTZ conttinued to

show improvoment in .aclfiation.

The onemy appeared to reeognlie this Improvement, and his

offensives wvr- more a-nd more targeted agLinst the pacification prram.
(TS) Thorm were signs of impronewmnt in II CTZ ARVN units. The Sth ARVN Div still
romatintd one o( the loweit in country in operational ef•ectiveness and overall results, even
"though a"hith kill rztio was ;hievud in the 4th quarter, Two battalion wnotmnders were
',re-ptad and 1eadership was improving, although there was still weakness •t.low levels. The

181th ARtVN Div ighawowe somec 4#ap'ovoment In operational effeectiveness, psarticularly In the Id
qutarter ot the year when both. its assvssmtntat.•d

quarter both decine-0d.
last qurr

results were above average. but. it the 4th

Th isivisioa had' a relatively now divhisiou co;vvmanttder and during the

foNr baltalion conmmanders wort replaced4

The Operational effectivness assessWhile operational resultS were low
they Improved and were above the tuMtry

"1met of the 15th ARVN Div improved throughout the year.
iearty in the year, during the past two qittara
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average. While there were some indicators of improving effectiveness, none of these divisions
had yet faced the test of major combat on its own.

)

(TS) The airborne division, which historically had been required to have a large portion of
its force in close proximity to Saigon, began operating along the III CTZ Cambodian border in
December with six of its nine battalions. Initial reports indicated that the division enjoyed good
success in airmobile tactics under the tutelage of the 1st Cay Div (Ambi).
(TS) Performance bý the VNN in Ill CTZ was excellent. Portions of GIANT SLINGSHOT, a
combined interdiction operation, were assigned exclusively to VNN. Another combined operation, READY DECK, on the upper Saigon river, resulted in 500 VC KIA during the last half of
the year.
(TS) All facets of RF/PF organization in III CTZ showed improvement in 1969. The performance of territorial forces and their confidence in themselves rose. Leadership continued
:'eady. 133
to be spotty, but many units were experienced and comb,

IV CTZ Ground Operations

(U) With the exception of the Seven Mountains Area in the northwestern section (Chau Doc
Province and portions of the coastal area of Kien Giang), the terrain of IV CTZ consists of the
flat, low-lying, alluvial plain of the Delta formed by the Hau Giang and Mekong Rivers (See
Figure V-8). The total area of 14, 50 square miles is about twice that of New Jersey. The
average elevation is eight feet above sea level except in the isolated peaks of the Seven Mountains which reach 2,300 feut. The area has the characteristic features of all deltaa. The soil
is an acidulous alluvial clay, having little sand content and except in the isolated mountains, is
extensively cultivated, rice being the chief crop. The shoreland is marked by long stretches of
mangrove swamp, beyond which mud flats stretch some distance at low tide; it affords few
navigable approaches except for shailow draft vesse!s. There, the drainage of the water of the
Hau Giang and Mekong Rivers and tributaries Is a slow process, Canals that reach the coast
usually have gates to prevent the intrusion of salt water at high tide, Much of the Delta has
never been rcclaimed and the unimproved areas of swamp, mangrove forest and jungle afford
sanctuary to the Viet Cong. The Plain of Reeds is a major geographical area of the Delta,
located generally in Kien Phong and Kien Tuong Provinces. The vast area consists of relatively
few canals and i', quite suitable for armor when dry. The area is not in production and is
largely uninhabited except for the district towns on high ground. There Is a tota. of 1,400 km of
major rivters and cinals and an additional 2,000 km of minor waterways in IV CTZ. The major
rivers are the h4ekong, known at the Cuu ILong to the Vietnameset and its larger subdivisions,
the Hau Giatng, the Tivn Giang, the Co Chien, and the Ham Luong wnich are very broad and
unfordable.
(U) The climate In IV CTZ is typically tropical, wlih a dry period (January to March)
during which no rain falls and the sun bakes the ground hard, " Rains increase during April, May,
and June, with July through September being months ei torrential showers, udually of short
duration. Rain again decreases during Octo bor, November, and 'December, 1 34 (See Annex U.1
Tho Mekong River divides near the Cambodian capital, Phnom Penh. Tit ' northern, major
portion, is known as the Mekong Riter and flows to its delta. The southert., leatier portion,
parallelu tha Mekong River, and, in fact, rejoins it at at least one point in the Chao D•c-An
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Giang provincial border. This southern portion is known as the Bassac River in Cambodia, and
is sometimes referred to in the literature on Vietnam by that name. The correct Vietnamese
name is Song (River) Hau Giang. Previous MACV Command Histories referred to the Bassac
River. This history will follow the Vietnamese and refer to the Hau Giang River.
(C) At the beginning of 1969, Allied operations in the Delta were targeted against Main and
Local Force units in each division's AO. The 7th ARVN Inf Div continued operations south of
Saigon in Dinh Tuong, Go Cong and Kien Hoa Provinces: the 9th ARVN Inf Div operated in the
central part of the CTZ in An Giang, Sa Dec, Vinh Long and Vinh Binh Provinces; the 21st ARVN
Inf Div in the most southern provinces, Phong D)inh, Ba Xuyeni, Chuong Thien, Bac Lieu, Kien
Giang and An Xuyen Provinces; the 9th Inf Div operated in the same AO as the 7th ARVN Inf Div
with the 1st Bde in Dinh Tuong Province and the Zd Bde in Kien Hoa Province. During the early
part of 1969, the 9th Inf Div's 2d Bde operated with the Mobile Riverine Force, generally in Kien
Hoa Province. The 1st Bde took part in a continuing operation -- SPEEDY EXPRESS.
(C) The northern provinces along the Cambodian border, Kien Tuong, Kien Phong, Chau
Doc, and western section of Kien Giang, had been combined into the 44th Special Tactical Zone
in 1968 and operationti continued in 1969 with CIDG, Mobile Strike Force, RF/PF and supporting
cavalry elements participating. Also, ARVN Ranger and Marine battalions were targeted against
enemy units throughout the Delta.
(C) A CTZ-wide campaign had been initiated against the VC1 on I Oct 68 as part of the
country-wide Acceleratei Pacification Campaign. The IV CTZ Dry Weather Campaign had also
begun 1 Dec 68 in sanpport of the overall pacification mission, progressively to continue the preemptive operations in order to prevent VC units from interfering with pacification efforts.
Div operations were largely a steady progression of smaller engagements
(C) The 9th mIn
and scattered contacts. There were insertlans of patrols, air miobiltz assaults, sweep operationa, light fire team actions, uncovering of caches, night ambi-shes, night position defenses,
and sniper team activities. Though most single engagements produced modest results in elirninatbin- VC, the total results were stead~' and the accumulation aignificant. The division did
experien.:e several sizable engagernents that produced impressive results as described in the
following discussion.
(G) The ARVN CTZ-wide QUYlET CHIIEN Campaign had conuvienced or, 17 Jul 68 In th?: Delta
and was replaced with Operation QUYET THANG on I Jan 69 although QUYET CHIEN was not
officially terminated until 4 Mar when QUYET CIUEN BK 44/55 ended. The campaign filially
onded with 15, 953 enemy killed and 15. KAZ det~iind. Friendly lossons were Z, 401 killed, 11, 1,41
wounded and 162 missing. At the beginning of 1969 ARVN operationa and results in the IV C~TZ
Dry Weather Campaign were included in Oporation QUYET THANG. 135
(C) Except for small contacts the CTZ was generally quiet until the night of 12-13 Jan,
whon Can Tho Air Field in Phong Wink 1Province received an enemy ground attac:k resulting In
significant aircraft damnage. Attacking with 1340 cockets, ismall arnis and satcheol charges, the
enemy force overran thw 271st Avn Co ý,:mmand bunker. The 4tirfield was secured by friendly
forces at 0430 hours. Frimndly casualties wore fou~r killed and 15 wounded aso three CH-47 hell.
copters were dostroyed, two CH-47# and five AHl-10 Cobras haavily dartage-1. one CH-47 and
seven AlI.10a lightly damaged. Four enamy soldier# were 'ýilled in the attael. .43
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(C) On the same night, 4 km southeast of Long Dinh in Dinh Tuong Province, the 9th Inf Div
headquarters at Dong Tam received an attack-by-fire, resulting in four UH-lHs heavily damaged,

eight UH-lHs, one AH-1G, one OH-6A lightly damaged.

The base again received an attack-by-

fire on 14 Jan when twenty 120mm mortar rounds were received. Friendly casualties were three
heavily damaged. 137
killed (incl one Vietnamese civilian), 25 wounded, as five buildings were
(C) In Kien Giang Province in a QUYET THANG operation begun 10 Jan, elements of the
21st ARVN Div had killed 44 enemy in contacts during a four day period ending 14 Jan in the
138
division's continuing operations in the U Minh Forest.
(C) Meanwhile in Sa Dec Province in an area 14 km southeast of Sa Dec City on 12 Jan, elements of a 9th ARVN Div engaged an enemy force, killing 30 enemy soldiers with nine friendly
soldiers wounded in the contact. The operation terminated 28 Jan resulting in 101 enemy killed
missing. 1
and eight detained. ARVN casualties were four killed, 51 wounded and one
(C) A significant contact occurred on 14 Jan in the 44th SZ in an area 25 km south of Moc
Hoa in Kien Tuong Province, when the 7th Sqdn, 1st Cav, attacked an estimated enemy company.
The operation accounted for 43 enemy killed and 15 detained, along with 120 B-40 and 45 107num
rockets captured. 140
(C) Another QUYET THANG Campaign contact that began on 14 Jan in an area 23 km went of
Can Tho in Phong Dinh and Chuong Thinh Provinces, elements of the 21st ARVN Div engaged the
enemy in light contacts during a five day period, killing 53 and detaining 28 enemy soldiers.
Friendly casualties were 14 killed and 90 wounded. Also, helicopters from the 164th Cbt Avn Op
combined forces with 7th Sqdn, let Cay elements and 150 CIDG troops from the 44th Special
Zone. This force engaged an unknown size enemy force 42 km north of Cao Lanh in Kien Phong
Province. The combined force killed 96 enemy soldiers (79 credited to Army air). Friendly
losses were five KIA and 20 (four US) WIA. 141
(C) A QUYET THANG campaign contact in the 44th SZ began on 20 Jan in an area 30 km
east of Ha Tien in Kien Giang Province with three RF companies, the 32d, 42d and 43d ARVN
Rgrs and elements of the 1st and 2d Sqdnsv 12th Cav (Ambl) participating. While exploiting B-5
strikes in the areathe friendly force found 45 enemy killed by B-52s and accounted for two more
of the enemy in the contact in the border area. A large enemy cache was also discovered. 142
(C) The 21st ARVN Div continued operations in the U Minh Forest area 30 km xnorth of
Quang Long in An Xuyen Province during January and on the 23d another QUYET THANG operation began with ARVN, Rangers, RF and PF 'anita participating. The three day operation
accounted for 45 enemy killed and 21 detained as tw. friendly soldiers were killed and four
wounded in the engagement. 143
(C) In an operation that began 2V Jan in an area 30 km west of Can The in Phong Dinh Pray.
ince, elements of the 21st ARVN Div discovered fresh graves on 2 Feb containing 55 bodies
apparently killed by 13-52 strikes on 30 Jan. Upon termination 3 Feb, 115 enemy soldiers had
been killed and 11 detained, while friendly casualties were 16 killed and 109 wounded. 144
(C) A sector-controlled operation 12 km southeast of Rach Gia in Kien Clang Province met
with moderate contacts on 19 Feb. With the 31sat ARVN Recon Co and an element of the ARVN
Cay participatine. 63 enemy KIA were accounted for as the friendly force lost three killad and
19 woutnted. 14?
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(C) Elements of the 2d Bde, 9th Irnf Div, fought a day long engagement an Z0 Feb in Kien Hoa
Province, 18 km east-southeast of Ben Tre. The action began when brigade elements made
heavy initial contact with an unknown si2.e enemy force. Additional 2d Bde infantry elements
quickly reinforced the forces in contact and swept the area. Supported by artillery and TACAIR,
the engagement continued until 2100 hours when the enemy withdrew leaving 54 of his dead in the
battle area. In a sweep of the area the following day 45 more enemy bodies were found raising
the total to 99 enemy killed. The US losses were six killed and eight wounded. 146
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The enemy launched his post-Tet Offensive throughout RVN on 23 Feb. In the Delta
attacks were received throughout the IV CTZ. In Dlnh Tuong Province 120 rounds
of 60mm, 82mm and 120mm mortar fire hit the 9th Inf Div base camp at Dong Tam, killing three
US soldiers and wounding 36. Destroyed in the attack were 49, 000 gallons of JP-4 fuel, one
building, with major damage to aircraft and power lines. The Military Province Compound at
My The received 100 rounds of mixed 120mm and 82mm mortar fire early on 23 Feb. At the
same time, the Hung Vuong Training Center in Chau Thanh, 3 km northeast of My Tho received
50 rounds of mixed 6 0mm, 82mm, and IZ0mm mortar. FSB MOORE, 3 km east of Cai Lay in
Dinh Tuong Province received 27 rounds of 82mm mortar early on 23 Feb. Also in Dinh Tuong
Province 5 km north of Cai Be FSB DIRK received 50 rounds of 82mm mortar and B-40 rockets.
Four km north of Cai Be FSB DUSTY received 30 rounds of 82mm mortar. 147
(C)

"indirectfire

(C) On 25 Feb, 6 km northwest of Chau Doc City, a 44th STZ operation against two VC
companies resulted in 187 enemy killed. Elements of the 41st ARVN Ranger Bn with four RF
companies and one troop of the 3d Sqdn, 12th ARVN Cay participated in the engagement, in
which three friendly soldiers were killed and 52 wounded. One enemy company was reported to
be a female unit. 148
(C) In Vinh Binh Province 23 km southwest of Tra Vinh In a QUYET THANG operation,
three RF companies, supported by helicopter gunships and an ARVN cavalry unit engaged an
enemy company on 25 Feb, accounting for 51 enemy killed. Friendly casualties were one killed
and four wounded. 149
(C) An operation in the QUYET THANG Campaign, 27 km southwest of Can Tho in Phong
Dinh Province, bogan on I Mar, controlled by the 21st ARVN Div. Ii- exploitation of a B-52
strike, the two ARVN infantry battalions, an ARVN reconnaissance company, and seven RF
coampanies discovered 90 bodies killed by the B-52 strike, then killed eight more during the day.
"Seven'Irendly soldiers were wounded. 150
(C) Elements of two ARVN Infantry battalions, two ARVN Ranger battalions and four RF
eogag.td the enemy in a significant contact 12 km southwest of Bulng Lies in Vinh
Long Province on 7 Mar. In the three hour battle, 72 enemy were killed and 42 detained. ARVN
"loss•e were one killed and 16 wounded, 151

icompanies

(C), QUYET CHIEN BK/44/55 finally terminated on 4 Mar. The operation had begun on 23
Dec 68 in Chiu Doe Province and was the last of the QUYET CHIEN Campaign operations. Upon
termination the long operation had accounted for 100 enemy killed, S0 detained. Friendly
casuaitie, were 19 killed and 155 wounded. 152
(C) At mid-day on 11 Mar, an element of the Zd Bn, 39th Inf, was inserted into an area
along the Kinh Tong Doe Loc Canal, in the vicinity of My Phuoc Tay, at the edge of the Plain of
.aeeds in upper Dinh Tuong Province, to check out a reading from an airborne personnel
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detector (People Sniffer). The company soon ran into enemy fire south of the canal about 5 km
west of the CIDG Camp at My Phuoc Tay. The 1st Bde, immediately began a "Pile On" operation to seal off and destroy the enemy force. Before the evening was over, eight US companies
had been inserted and TACAIR, artillery and air cavalry had been brought to bear while helicopters had transported men and material. At about 0100 hours on 12 Mar a portion of the
enemy force escaped through a gap in the US positions around the enemy force. A sweep of the
battle area early on 12 Mar indicated the US troops had accounted for 72 enemy killed (by US
body count) while losing three US killed. A later report of the battle written by a PW captured
at the action set the enemy killed figure at 203. 153
(C) The 9th Inf Div base at Dong Tam received four rounds of 120mm and five rounds of
unknown type mortar fire on the night of 25 Mar. At 260015 hours, an unknown number of
unknown type mortar rounds hit the ammunition dump causing it to catch fire and explode pad by
pad. Included in the large amount of destroyed material were 2 million rounds of small arms
ammunition, 4, 000 rounds of 155mm HE, 500 rounds of 8-inch HE, 4,000 charges of 155mm
propellant, 500 charges of 8-inch propellant, 2, 000 rounds of 4. 2-inch HE, 3, 700 rounds of
81mm HE, 5,000 hand grenades, 1, 900 rounds of 4.2-inch illumination, 990 rounds of 81mmx
illumination, 2,200 rounds of 105mm illumination. Two helicopters were destroyed, six
damaged; 19 buildings were destroyed, 64 buildings heavily damaged, and several buildings
received severe shock damage. Two friendly soldiers were killed in the attack and 56 were
wounded. 154
(C) In a QUYET THANG operation 4 km east of My The in Dinh Tuong Province on 24 Mar,
elements of the I1th ARVN Regt made contact with an enemy force, believed to be the rear
echelon of an enemy regiment. Results of the contact were 55 enemy killed. Action continued
on 27 Mar resulting in 42 additional enemy killed, ARVN losses during the two day engagement
were 10 killed and 64 wounded. 155
(C) On 31 Mar, three ARVN infantry battalions (1/31. 1/32, 4/32) with lst Sqdn, 9th Cay,
and eight RF companies surrounded an estimated enemy company in an area 3 km east of Phuoc
Long in Bac Ueu Province. When contact was terminated, 50 enemy had been killed, one small
generator, 2,000 gallons of fuel ald a dispensary complex were destroyed. Friendly casualties
were four killed and 14 wounded.
(U) In Vietnam, where unconventional warfare was the rule rather that the exception,
pitched battles, fougght for control of a specific location rarely occurred. Operations some 20
km from the Cambodian border in Chau Doc Province against the Viet Cong mountain stronghold
of Cote Mountain (H.ll 614), exemplified this type of operation, conventional in the perspective
of history, but in 1969 an exception in jungle warfare operations.
(U) The strategic value of Nui Coto, perhaps bettor known as Superstition Mountain, was
quite clear. Situated opposite VC staging areas across the Cambodian border, its network of
tunnels and caverns provided an excellent in-country coordination point for the infiltration of
enemy personnel and materials. Its 614 meters of boulders and random scrub brush had been
Impervious to air attacks, even the 500 pound bombs of the B-S13 . Japaneso and French troops
had never managed to wrest it from Communist hands in previous wars. 157
(U) Major operations on Coto Mountain began with a paratroop assault. The 401 and Sth
MSF•s, advised by US Special Forces, made thr"e assaults, but all proved indecisive. FinaUly.
thu successful conquest of the mountain occurred on ? Apr, after two and a halft months of
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operations. Supported by air strikes from 164th Combat Avn Gp gunships with Cobra rocket and
minigun fire, the MSF soldiers eliminated the remaining resistance, planting the RVN flag on
the summit.
(U) Inside the mountain, the tunnels and caverns were also secured, and a large medical
complex and an armory were dismantled. Aside from the obvious benefit of depriving the enemy
of a major infiltration route, the victory at Coto Mountain netted the Allies a psychological
advantage. The VC lost a position that they had long boasted could never be taken. Though
other sites were available for the VC to relocate, they were all much farther from the villages
which afforded the enemy supplies, labor, and political support.
(U) Securing the mountain indefinitely would have required approximately two battalions.
Two thousand troops could not be spared from the pacification-oriented operations that were
being conducted in IV CTZ for the static defense of Coto Mountain and by the end of the year,
Coto Mountain was abandoned. 158
(C) One of the largest defections of the war occurred on 6 Jul in Chau Doec Province when a
USN patrol boat (PBR) contacted a person who claimed to be a VC captain and had 300 VC who
desired to rally to the GVN. 159 (This incident is further covered under The Rallying of the
Dissidents in Chapter VIII.)
(S) Operation RICE FARMER which commenced on I Jun was conceived as an intensive
application of combat power throughout the Delta using both RVNAF and US air, land, and naval
forces with a simultaneous intensification of the pacification effort to exploit tactical gains.
Emphasis was to be placed on combined RVNAF/US forces operations and joint ARVN/RF/PF
operations to enhance pacification and promote territorial security. The enemy targets were an
estimated military force of 45, 000 and an estimated VCI of 32, 000. The success of this joint
operation, which invoi-ped two brigades of the 9th Inf Div and the 5th ARVN Regt together with
appropriate supporting forces, was evident from the results which were reported when the
operation terminated on 31 Aug. Friendly forcee lost 44 KIA and 452 WIA. The enemy lost
1, 860 KIA, 822 detained, and 233 individual and 13 crew-served weapons captured. 160
(C) Also in Chau Doc Province near Ho Da, ARVN units conducted Opcvatlon QUYET
THANG 44/29 from 13 May to 13 Jun. This operation resulted In 29 friendly killed and 90
wounded. Enemy losses totalled 158 killed, three detained, and 18 small arms and three crewserved weapons captured. 161
(C) Operation QUYET THANG 44/32, a combat operation conducted In Chau Doec Province in
the vicinity of Dal Mountain (Hill 549) from 18-A4 Jun as part of the continuing campaign of the
same name, resulted in one friendly wounded, while the enemy lost 250 killed. The units
invclved in the operation were the 42d and 43d ARVN Rgr Uns, the 12th ARVN Armd Cav, and a.
battalion and two companies from the MSF.
(C) Another QUYET THANG Operation, 21/26, was condu,:ted near Xom Mo Thi Cu In
Jun by the 1st and 2d Bon of the 31st ARVN Regt and the 1st
The ARVN forces lost 23 killed, six detained, and 30 small
arms, while the enemy lost a16 killed. 53 detained, and 37 snmall arms. 16a

"Chuong Thien Province front 17.8
"and 4dBno of the 32d ARVN Rtgt.

(U) During July, enemy activity was highlighted by Indications of troop m-ovement Into and
throughout the CTZ. Prisoners captured on 7 Jul In northern Kien Tuong Province identified an
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NVA infiltration group. This was the first known case of significant numbers of NVA personnel
infiltrating into IV CTZ as replacements.
(U) The most significant enemy contacts occirred in Kien Giang Province during the last
two days of the month. During the contacts a total of 81 enemy, tenatively identified as elements
-if the 273d VC Regiment, were killed (41 killed by air) northeast and northwest of Rach Gia City.
(U) During July, over 3, 500 VC rallied to the GVN bringing the total for the first seven
months of 1969 to more than 17,500.
(U) Enemy activity in IV CTZ during August was highlighted by the relocation of parts of the
18B NVA Regt from IIM CTZ to western Chau Doc Province. This was the first known instance of
a solely NVA-manned unit entering IV CTZ. Elements of the Z73d VC Regt were engaged in central Kien Giang Province while relocating from western Chau Doc Province to the U Minh Forest.
(U) On the night of 11-12 Aug the enemy conducted 41 attacks-by-fire and two limited
ground attacks throughout IV CTZ. Enemy-initiated activity increased during the month, particularly in Dinh Tuong Province. Prisoners captured in Kien Tuong Province revealed that
approximately 500 NVA replacements were destined for enemy units in VC My Tho Province
(GVN Dinh Tuong Province).
(U) RVNAF elements uncovered 61. 5 tons of rice in Ba Xuyen Province and three tons of
mortar ammunition in Bac Lieu Province during August. Also, 2,473 VC rallied to the GVN,
during the month bringing the total for the first eight months of the year to 19. 973.
(S) From 3 through 7 Aug, in Kien Giang Province in the vicinity of Rach Gia, elements of
the Z1st ARVN Dlv and the Zd VNMC Bn killed 62 enemy and captured 19 individual and 12 crewserved weapons. Friendly casualties were four ARVN KIA and nine wounded (three VNMC and
six ARVN). Meanwhile in Ba Xuyen Province 15 km northwest of Than Tri on 6 Aug, elements
of the 32d ARVN Regt and the 9th Cay Sqdn, 21st ARVN Div killed II enemy and uncovered a
44-ton rice cache. ARVN casualties were one KIA and fLive wounded. 163
(S) On 15 Aug in Kien Phong Province 65 km northwest of Cao LAnh, elements of the CIDG,
MSF, and RF killed 10 enemy in a brief encounter. Later that day, the bodies of 44 enemy
soldiers, apparently killed by air strikes and artillery during the three previous days were
discovered.
(C) South of Tra Vinh during the early morning hours of 13 Aug. an ARVN FSB with one
section of 105mm artillery was overrun by the enemy. The enemy fired 16 rounds with the
captured weapons at the airfield and the MACV Compound In Tra Vinh. The FSU was recaptured
by RF troops within two hours. One enemy soldier was killed. Friendly casualties were 14
ARVN K.IA 17 wounded (six ARVN, II VN civ), and five missing (one ARVN, four VN civ). One
howitser was damaged and two 1/4-ton vehicles were destroyed.
(C) Elements of the 9th Int Div's Zd Dde began redepleyent on 7 Jul as the first part of the
President's Vietnamiaation program. The last maneuver battalion departed 23 Aug. (See
Chapter IV and Annex D for details of redeployment.) By Z7 Aug the. last of the redeploying 9th
lnf Div units had left RVN. As a result of this redeployment, IV CTZ became an All..AAVN
show, except for advisors and aviation support under control of the 164th Cht Ave Op. For the
rest of the year ground operations tended to counlst of taroe numbers of small unit patrols and
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ambushes, resulting in a small number of contacts each day, as the RVNAF concentrated on
pacification operations by seeking to deny the enemy the use of his LOCs and by penetrating his

BA s.
(U) On 26 Aug, a four truck ARVN ammunition convoy received one round of B-40 rocket
fire at My Tho City, Dinh Tuong Province. The ammunition exploded. Results: enemy unknown; friendly - four FIA (three ARVN, one civilian), 44 WIA (18 ARVN, 26 civilians); five
houses, four 2 1/2 ton trucks (loaded with ammunition), 18 individual weapons,and one PRC-25
radio destroyed.
(U) The next day, Phu Hun Hamlet, manned by 40 PSDF and three PF soldiers, 13 km
northeast of Soc Trang, Ba Xuyen Province, was attacked by an unknown size enemy force. The
results were: enemy - unknown; friendly - 15 KIA (14 PSDF, one PF), 13 WIA (PSDF) and 30
individual weapons lost.
(U) Also on 27 Aug, elements of the 32d Regt, 21st ARVN Div and five RF companies,
engaged an estimated enemy battalion 24 km northwest of Gia Rai, Bac Lieu Province. The
enemy lost 44 KIA and four crew-served weapons captured; friendly losses were 19 KIA and 27
WIA.
(C) Oa 31 Aug, three RF companies and one reconnaissance platoon engaged an estimated
enemy company 30 km north of Ca Mau, An Xuyen Province. VNAF helicopters and US gunships
supported the contact. The enemy lost 54 KIA (30 KBA); friendly losses were two KIA and nine

WlA.
(S) Combat activity decreased throughout the CTZ until the night of 4-5 Sep when a signifi.
cant increase of indirect fire attacks occurred. Twenty-nine indirect fire attacks, consisting of
264 rounds of mortar and rocket fire, were launched by the enemy. Of these, 14 were directed
against Dinh Tuong and Klen Hoa Provinces. The attacks in Dinh Tuong Province were primarily against military installations. In Kien Hoa Province, the province capital and district
towns were the primary targvts.
(S) Ten km north of Tri Ton on 1I Sep, the Chi Lang ARVN Training Center received an
indirect fire attack followed by a ground assault. Supported by artillery, AC-47 aircraft, and
US helicopter gunships, the AP.VN soldiers and trainees killed 83 of the attacking enemy.
Friendly casualties were tour trainees killed and 19 wounded.
(S) On 13 Sep, in Chau Doc Province the 32d ARVN Rgr Un and RF elements supported by
US helicopter gunships and VNAF air strikes kilied 69 enemy in an afternoon engagement.
ARVN casualties were five killed and 21 wounded. 164
(C) On 24 Sep, elements of the 10th and I1th Regt*. 7th ARVN Div engaged an e#stimated
enemy battalion S km northwest of Mo Cay, Kien Ho. Province. keoulte: enenmy - 30 KIA, five
detained: friendly - five KIA, 25 WIA. The next day elements of the same regiments engaged an
estimated enemy battalion I I km northwest of Mo Cay. Results: enemy - 48 KIA, eight
detained; friendly, four IUA, 24 WIA.
(C) Operation QUYET THANG 44/42 was conducted from 4 to 16 Sep under the operational
control of the 44th STZ in Chau Dec Province Just north of Dal Mountain (Hilt 549) n*ar the
Cambodian border. RAngers, armored cavalry. and RF companies participated in this a&U-ARVN
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combat operation. The ARVN lost 17 KIA and 73 WIA, while the enemy lost 235 KIA, 20
detained, 26 individual and five crew-served weapons captured. 165

-

(C) Enemy activity in IV CTZ in October was light and scattered except on the nights of 4-5
and 5-6 Oct when there were 63 attacks-by-fire and 26 ground probes. Friendly forces continued to search for the enemy. There was some increased activity in the Plain of Reeds area
as the enemy attempted infiltration of men and material.
(C) On 10 Oct, two RF companies engaged an unknown size enemy force 24 km northeast of
Cao Lanh, Kien Phong Province, killing 31 enemy and detaining six. Three individual and three
crew-served weapons were captured. There were no friendly casualties.
(S) In Kien Giang Province in the vicinity of Rach Gia, units of the 1st and 4th VNMC Bns
killed 47 enemy in several engagements during the week of 11-18 Oct. Marine casualties were
four killed and 12 wounded.
(S) On 13 and 14 Oct near Tieu Can, elements of the 14th ARVN Regt supported by US h.Aicopter gunships killed 52 enemy in two engagements. Six ARVN soldiers were killed and 23
wounded.
(S) In An Xuyen Province 35 km west of Ca Mau on 13, 14, and 15 Oct, elements of the 5th
VNMC Bn and the 3Zd ARVN Regt killed 41 enemy in three separate contacts. Friendly casualties were one killed and one wounded. 166
(S) Fifty-eight km south of Rach Gia on 19, 20, and 24 Oct, units of the 32d ARVN Regt
killed 110 enemy and captured 2I weapons in several encounters. ARVN casualties were seven
killed and 17 wounded.
(S) On 19 and a2 Oct, in Bac Lieu Province northwest of Rac Lieu City, RE and PF units
killed 38 enemy in three separate encounters. Four PF soldiers were wounded. Meanwhile in
An Xuyen Province 30 km northwest of Ca Mau, elements of the 32d ARVN Regt supported by
US gunships killed 30 enemy in scattered contacts. Fourteen ARVN soldiers were wounded. 167
(S) In Klen Phone Province In the vicinity of Gao Latnh, RF and PF units killed 4Z enemy
soldiora in scattered contacts throughout the week of 27 Oct. Five RF soldiers were killed and
12 wounded. During the same week southwest of Ca Mtau, units of the 32d ARVN Regt, Sth
VNMC Dn, and RF elements killed 45 enemy in three separate enga oements. Friendly casualties were two ARVN killed and 19 wounded (six ARVN, 13 VNMC). PbS
(U) Except for the night of 6.7 Nov, action in IV CTZ remained light and scattered for (hl
remainder of the year, There was some con•c•ntration of onemy attiity iO the ChIAA Doc ProvInce. and some time durintg No'ember the bterny reinvested Coto Mountain, but otherwise
ground operations waere basically small unit actions.
(S) 0aring the first week of November in the vicinity of Tri Ton, Chao Dec Province, RF
and CIDOG lements supported by US gunships killed 70 enemty in fe•eeral contacts. Friendly
casualties were sovefi woulnded (five CIDG, two US). In Kive Phong Provtince 1t kin southeast of
Cao Lanh on 7 Nov, MSF units killed 31 enemy and captured oigM weapons in a mid-day contact,
Two MSF soldiers were wounded.
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(S) In Kien Giang Province 44 km southwest of Rach Gia on 6 and 8 Nov, the HQ VNN
Amphibious Task Force 211. 3 was attacked by enemy forces. Ninety-nine enemy were killed
and 20 weapons captured in the two attacks while friendly losses were 38 killed, 120 wounded
and four missing. 169
(S) On 9 Nov north of Tri Ton, an ARVN convoy containing elements of the 12th ARVN Cav
and an ARVN artillery unit was attacked. Fifty-one enemy were killed while ARVN casualties
were three killed and seven wounded. Five trucks were destroyed.
(S) Northwest of Tan Ghau in Chan Doc Province on 10 Nov, a PF outpost was attacked by
an enemy force. Friendly casualties were 29 killed (9 PF, 20 civilians) and seven PF wounded.
Enemy losses were unkncwn.
(S) In Chuong Thien Province, west of V1 Thanh on 10, 13 and 15 Nov, units of the 15th
ARVN Regt and the 42d ARVN Rgrs supported by US gunships killed 68 enemy in three separate
contacts. ARVN casualties were three killed and 14 wounded. Meanwhile in Vinh Binh Province
northwest of Tra Vinh on 13 Nov, US gunships killed 36 enemy in scattered contacts throughout
the day. In the vicinity of Kien Long during the same period elements of the 14th ARVN Regt
and the 4Zd ARVN Rgrs killed 78 enemy in several contacts. 170
(S) On 18 Nov in Dinh Tuong Province southeast of Cai Lay, elements of the 11th ARVN
Regt engaged an enemy force for three hours. US air support was called but was ineffective due
to the US advisors with the ARVN unit having been killed and the majority of the unit's radios
lost. Friendly casualties in the engagement were 70 killed (68 ARVN, two US), 28 wounded,
and 18 missing. Sixty-nine weapons and 18 radios were lost. Thirty enemy were killed and II
weapons captured.
(S) In art area upproximately 30 km southwest of Kien An elements of the 5th and 6th VNMC
Bns killed 63 enemy in three contacts during the week of 14 Nov. Marine Ca.ualties were 14
wounded. 171
(S) In Vlnh Binh Provi.ncc west of Gau Ke on 27 Nov,
enemy force killing 36 territorial soldiers, wounding 12,
Thirty-soven wcapons were lost. Enemy casualties were
Province 13 km northeast of Kien Long on 24 and 25 Nov,

RF and PF units were ambushed by an
and 12 were listed as missing.
unknown. Earlier in Chuong Thien
9th ARVN Div units supported by US

gunships uilled 40 enemy and captured 13 weapons in several contacts.
two killed and 21 wounded.

ARVN caualties were

(S) On 28 Nov in Dinh Tuong Provineo southwest of Lonlg Dinh, an RF cotapany was ambushed by an enemy force. Five other RF companies rein(orced the contact. Fifty-five enemy

soldiers were killed while RF casualties were IS killed and #1 wounded. I'Z
(U) On I Dec, a Provincial Reconnaissance company and two PF platoons engaged an Vatimated enemy company 13 km southeast of Tra Vihh, Vith Binh Province, with US helicopter
gunohipA %upporting. The action resulted in 36 tnemy KIA (seven KRA) and 13. individual
weapons captured; friendly lofses were three KIA. one WIA. The same day elements of th@
7th ARVN Div eongagad an estimated two enemy battalions I1 km west of Cai Do, Dinh Tuong
1Provin.e. Helicoptor gunships from the sth Air Cav supported the action resulting. in 30 eonmy

KIA, two dotained, four individual and two trew-served wýapons captured: friendly loste* were
17 KIA. 30 %VIA, two MIA.
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(U) Long Khot in Kien Tuong Province, received an attack-by-fire on 3 Dec followed by a
ground attack by an unknown size enemy force. US TACAIR, AC-119 and helicopter gunships
supported. The results were: enemy - 160 KIA, two detained, 48 individual and nine crewserved weapons captured; friendly losses were 16 KIA and Z7 WIA. Material captured included
300 grenades, 110 kg of TNT and an unknown number of rocket propelled grenades and satchel
charges.
(S) On 9 Dec in Dinh Tuong Province 20 km northwest of Cai Lay, elemei'its of the 15th and
16th ARVN Regts killed 38 enemy in a mid-morning encounter. Three ARVN soldiers were
killed and 32 wounded. Two US advisors were also wounded. In Kien Tuong Province 13 km
northwest of Moc Hoa on I I Dec, the village of Binh Chau and an adjacent CIDG unit were
attacked by an enemy force. The enemy penetrated the village and set it afire destroying 30
percent of the houses. Eleven enemy were killed in the attack while CIDG casualties were one
killed and six wounded.
(S) In Go Cong Province 15 km west of Go Cong City on 13 Dec, 23 friendly personnel (20
PSDF, three PF) who had been captured by the enemy on 3 Dec when the An Hoa Tay PF outpost
was overrun, were released. While in captivity, the personnel had been employed as
laborers. 171
(S) In Kien Hoa Province on 21 Dec, a terrorist threw an explosive charge into the Ben Tre
market place. The explosion killed seven VN civilians and wounded 18. This was characteristic of the enemy's efforts to terrorize the countryside. The next day in Chau Doc Province 13
km north of An Phu on 22 Dec, elements of the 16th ARVN Regt and 43d ARVN Rgr Bn killed 51
eemy in a five-hour battle. ARVN casualties were three killed and 13 wounded. 174
(5) In IV CTZ throughout the year, 7,018 friendly troops were KIA. Of this number, 438
were US. Enemy KMA were 48,27-8, of which 14,851 were credited to US forces. 175

Year End Assessment
(TS) While the crunch of a large scale enemy offensive was yut to come, there were indi.
cations In IV CTZ of growing RVNAF development and stability. The preaence of NVA units and
increased NVA Infiltration Into VC units in the Delta, although an obvious threat to the pacification program, reflected in a very positive way the success of the program itself and in particular that of the territorial security forces, which made up 60 percent of all forces In the Delta.
The main thrust of enemy activity appeared to be directed toward the pacification program, as
evidenced by the targeting for attack of the PSDF throughout the area. A recent drop in the
number of ralliers could be attributed to the enemy's concentratioA on disrupting the pacifica-.
tion, piogram atQ possible preparation for increased activities.
(*IS) The withdrawal of US troops -Aid not appear to have precipitated a loss of pacification
momentum. Similarly, there had as yet been no general regreasion in security, and in fact,
there had been a continued slow increase. The time spent oan combat operations by IV CTZ
units Itcreased during the year, roaching the country average by the 4th quarter. Helicopter
sorties flown in support of IV CTZ units were higher than any other CTZ.

s#io.

(TS) The 7th ARVN Div generally spent lest time on combat operations than the other dlivi.
Its r#eults during 1969 were below average and its klU rato in the 4th quarftr was
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lowest in the CTZ. Since the departure of the 9tW Lul Div in Ouly, the 7tL ARVN Div had not
achieved improved operational results in an area where enemy density -was high and availability
of combat support was appreciable. It was hoped the au,3g1.-nent of a new division commander ;n
early 1970 would improve the performance of this division. The Zls Div continued to be one of
ARVN's better performers. Its activities were characterized by large scale sustained combat
operations, and the results attained weve well above the ARVN average for the year.
(TS) The most encouraging development .- as the improvement in aggressiveness, flexibility,
professional skill, and operational results shown by the 9th Div vhen it mived from its own
tactical area in Chuong Thien and Kien Giang Provinces in early November, and again when it
deployed, after a brief stand-down, into Dinh Tuong Provin .e for successful operations in BA
470.
(TS) RVNAF units in the 44th STZ had diiflcxxlty in halting the infiltration of enemy units and
supplies from Cambodia. VNN and USN boats were cot Iicting interdiction operations along the
waterways adjacent to the border. Also IV GTZ contingency plans were prepared to reinforce
the 44th STZ and reposition forces within the CTZ to include employment of the 9th Div as a
reaction force if the situation warranted.
(TS) All division in IV CTZ consistently exceeded the national average in desertions and in
the 4th quarter increased to the highest for the year. The RF/PF effectiveness in. IV CTZ had
suffered from desertion rates that continued to be above the national RF and PF averages. However. the number of contacts per operation increased steadily for both RF and PF in IV Corps.176
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NAVAL OPERATIONS

Introduction

F

(S) In 1969, naval operations were essentially a continuation of operations on-going a
end of 1968. Specifically, COMNAVFORV was assigned the following tasks: 177
1. Destroy, or otherwise immobilize, confirmed and designated enemy military waterborne traffic in the coastal waters of RVN and inland waterways of I, III, and IV CTZ.
2. Detect and destroy enemy craft attempting waterborne infiltration in coastal and
contiguous waters of RVN from the 17th Parallel to the Cambodian border and beyond, as
authorized by the rules of engagement.
3.

Maintain naval superiority in RVN territorial waters.

4. Provide shore bombardment and gunfire support to ground forces operating adjacent
to the RVN coastline and the inland waterways.
5. Conduct mine countermeasures operations in the major shipping channels t.. Saigon
and in other harbors and waterways as required.
6. Conduct operations on the inland waterways of III and IV CTZ to enforce curfews
and inderdict enemy attempts to infiltrate or distribute personnel or material.
7. Provide harbor defense in designated ports to include protection against clandestine
surface attacks, swimmers, and mines and protection of shipping in coastal harbors.
8.. Provide forces for riverine operations along inland waterways in III and IV CTZ.
9. Assist RVNAF to conduct river patrol operations along the inland waterways of III
CTZ and IV CTZ.
10.

Assist the GVN pacification program in areas where naval forces can be utilized.

11. Assist VNN to establish an active program to assist National Police resources
control efforts.
12.

Conduct psychological operations.

(S) Under DOD limitations, the Navy (with assigned Coast Guard units) was restricted to an
in-country strength of approximately 37, 000, or about seven percent of the total US strength
in RVN. Nearly two-thirds of this Navy strength was concentrated in the I CTZ to support
Army and Marine units there. In addition to the in-country personnel, almost 35, 000 personnel
in the Seventh Fleet supported operations in RVN. COMNAVFORV, who was also Chief of the
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Naval Advisory Group, had operational control over three major operational commands, the
Navy Advisory Group, and the three naval logistic commands.
(S) The operational commands were the Coastal Surveillance Force (TF 115), the River
Patrol Force (TF 116), and the River Assault Force (TF 117). Task Force 117 provided the
lift and support capability for two brigades of the 9th Inf Div. Formed in 1967, by the beginning
of 1969, this task force had over ZOO craft.
(C) The Naval Advisory Group consisted of 519 Navy and 45 USMC personnel who provided
advice and assistance in the development of the VNN and VNMC.
(S) Two of the logistic commands were the Naval Support Activities at Danang and Saigon.
The NSA Danang, with an authorized strength of more than 11,000 Navy and about 8, 000 civilian
personnel, was the largest overseas Navy activity anywhere. The third logistic command was
the construction forces (Seabees). Through the NSAs at Danang and Saigon, COMNAVFORV
provided common-item support to all US and FWMA forces in the I CTZ and provided Navypeculiar support to all Navy and Coast Guard forces in RVN. Additionally, maintenance for the
hundreds of in-country logistic, patrol, and service craft was accomplished by NSAs Danang and
Saigon, supported by detachments which included repair craft and mobile support bases. (See
Chapter IX, Logistics)
(C) The Third Naval Construction Brigade was composed of two regiments and 10 mobile
construction battalions with an authorized strength of about 7, 500 officers and men. The Seabees provided construction support in the I CTZ to FW-AAF. (See Chapter IX, Construction)
(C) Salvage operations in RVN involved two broad areas of nonlocalized operations: coastal and in-country. Typical coastal operations were the recovery of downed aircraft and grounded vessels. These efforts usually involved Seventh Fleet salvage assets and, in the case of aircraft, MARKET TI-E minesweepers to locate the wreckage. In-country operations involved
smaller, salvage-configured craft in river/harbor clearance and in raising riverine craft.
(C) Support and maintenance of salvage assets in-country was a function of Harbor Clearance Unit ONE (HCU-ONE). Backup support was available from Subic Bay, Republic of Philippines. Harbor Clearance Unit ONE also maintained the major salvage pool stock point in the
PAC OM.
(C) Harbor defense activities were known as Operation STABLE DOOR. The units performin g these duties were elements of TF 115. They operated in the major harbors of the RVN and
had the mission of defending harbors and anchorages and their seaward approaches against
sabotage, swimmer, small surface craft, and submarine sttack and enemy minelaying operatione.
(U) The Military Sea Transportation Service Office, Vietnam (MSTSOV) was commanded
by a Navy captain with headquarters located in the Saigon Port. The MSTS units were located
at Danang, Chu Lai, Qui Nhon, Vung Ro, Nha Trang, Cam Ranh, Phan Rang, Vung Tau, and
Can Tho. The MSTSOV was under the administrative command and OPCON of Commander,
MSTS, Far East, Yokohama, Japan. In-country efforts were coordinated through MACV's
Traffic Management Agency (TMA).
(U)

During 1969, 50 percent of the world-wide MSTS cargo came to RVN.

Approximately
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1.9 million measurement tons of cargo were discharged, backloaded, and transported monthly
in RVN. Ninety-seven percent of all supplies brought into RVN arrived by MSTS-controlled
shipping.
(U) The Naval Intelligence Field Organization, Vietnam (NAVINTFOV) was a group of geographically dispersed elements and was composed of Coastal Zone and Riverine Area Intelligence
Officers/Coordinators and Naval Intelligence Liaison Officers. The NAVINTFOV was under the
operational and administrative control of COMNAVFORV. The mission of NAVINTFOV was to
provide operational intelligence to COMNAVFORV, US Navy operating forces, and other US, VN,
and FWMA forces and civilian agencies. 178 There were 31 elements in the organization located
in the coastal areas and in the Mekong River Delta as shown in Figure V-11.
(C) The US Navy units offshore fluctuated from time to time but underwent no significant
change in the course of 1969 except a cutback in the number of gunfire support ships. (See
section on NGFS) One cruiser and four to 10 destroyers were normally assigned to gunfire
support duties. These were augmented by inshore fire supportships (LFR). In 1968, gunfire
support ships had fired more than one million rounds. This pace slowed to approximately half
that rate as there was a general reduction of military activity throughout RVN in 1969. 179
Note: Unless otherwise cited, the data in the following sections are based on COMNAVFORV
letters to CINCPACFLT, Subj: USNAVFORV Monthly Historical Summary.
(C) By November COMUSMACV, recognizing that incidental to COMNAVFORV's ACTOV
program the availability of USN waterborne assets would become increasingly scarce, noted
that the function of COMNAVFORV in many circumstances would be one of coordination with the
VNN, or Field Force Commanders who would now have available assets. COMNAVFORV was
directed to "Coordinate, provision, or ready reaction forces, available escort vessels, and
mine clearance vessels as required for waterways designated red or amber." In response
COMNAVFORV issued the following Standard Operation Procedures (SOP)A. Task cognizant commanders to provide reaction forces, escorts,
mine clearance vessels, as appropriate for craft transiting USN TAOR's.
B. Coordinate with VNN, Corps Senior Advisors and Field Force
Commanders for the provision of waterborne and ground force security
to meet requirements where there are no USN assets.
C. Coordinate with VNN to develop plans and conduct operations to open,
improve, and secure waterways for friendly commerce and military
operations.
D. Security will not normally be provided on waterways evaluated green
except in the case of high risk ships and waterborne logistics craft. 180

Boats and Graft of the "Brown Water Navy"

(U) The Navy had begun "brown water" operations in the fall of 1965 using four 36-foot
armed landing craft peroonnel, large (LCPL). The misslon had been to control VC traffic In
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the Rung Sat Special Zone, especially along the Long Tau shipping channel to Saigon. These
first boats were used, despite their slow speed, because they had been the only available craft
even partly suitable to the task. Also in the fall of 1965 a group of naval representatives had
met in Saigon to survey all aspects of waterborne infiltration. An outgrowth of that meeting
had been the selection of the first new.design boat to be used on the rivers and canals of RVN.
The river patrol boat (PBR) as it was later known, had been selected because its overall characteristics were generally acceptable and it was currently in production in a commercial version; only modification would be necessary rather than design from the keel up. The first of
these boats had arrived in-country 22 Mar 66 and from that beginnihg the "brown water Navy"
was formed. The majority of craft used were chosen on the basis of availability and then modified to meet environmental and operational requirements. Only the PBR and PCF of the commonly-used craft were new to the military inventory. The folowing is a list of the most commonly-used craft:
1. The river patrol boat (PBR) was originally assigned to Operation GAME WARDEN.
The boats patrolled the Mekong Delta and the Rung Sat Special Zone to prevent movement of VC
men and supplies on or across the major waterways of the area. The PBR was developed from
a pleasure craft hull and specifically redesigned and outfitted for Navy use. (Power was supplied by two 220-hp engines which drove the boat with a water jet pump. The pump pulled water
through an intake opening on the boat's bottom and discharged it through twin jet nozzles on the
stern. The boat had no rudder or other hull projections making it a shallow draft vessel, but
was steered by directing the water jet nozzles.) The PBR was armed with twin . 50 caliber
machine guns forward, one . 50 caliber machine gun aft, and one M-79 grunade launcher. The
boat, 31-feet long, was capable of speeds of 25 knots.
2. The patrol craft fast (PCF) or "SWIFT" boat was develo: "i from a civilian hull
for use by the Coastal Surveillance Force on MARKET TIME Operati," s. Originally used to
supply off-shore oil rigs, the high speed craft had become the largest boat group in MARKET
TIME. The boat, capable of speeds in excess of 25 knots, had a . 50 caliber machine gun atop
the pilot house and a dual mounted . 50 caliber machine gun and 81mm mortar aft.
3. Landing craft, medium (LCM) or "Monitor." was the battleship of the Mobile Riverine Force. The modified LCM had more firepower than any of the other small craft In the force.
Its primary mission was to protect the armored troop carriers, The boat was heavily armored
with bar armor and carried a direct firing 81mm mortar, one 40mm cannon, one Z0,nm cannon,
two , 50 caliber mnachine guns ona dual mount, four .30 caliber machine guns, and five automatic
grenade launchers. The boat weighed 35 tons and was capable of speeds to 15 knots.
4. The assault support patrol boat (ASPB) was known as the destroyer of the force.
The primary mission of the craft was to escort and protect the slower ATCs during troop transport phase of operations. It also provided mine countermeasures for the River Assault Squadrons (RAS). The boat was also used for blocking and interception in the waterways around As0,
for base security, and for patrol. Armament Included one ZOmmn cannon, one 81mm mortar,
two . 50 caliber machine guns on a dual mount, and two automatic grenade launchers.
5. Armored troop carriers (ATC) provided trooplift, normally a platoon of about 40
men per boat. They were also used for resupply and, until the arrival of the ASPB, did the
minesweeping chores. The ATCs were armed with one 20mm cannon, two . 50 caliber machine
gun mounts and two M-18 grenade launchers as well as an assortment of small arms. The bar
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armor was designed to detonate the enemy rounds before they came in contact with the conventional armor. The addition of a helicopter deck enabled the craft to perform emergency evacuation of wounded, urgent resupply missions, and replacement of personnel. The deck had a
side benefit of additional protection against mortars.
6. The ZIPPO was a modified LCM-6 used to provide heavy gunfire support and bank
extraction operations. The armament included two 20mm cannons and two flame thrower
mounts, hence the nickname "Zippo".

Operation MARKET TIME

(U) The Coastal Surveillance Force, TF 115, conducted Operation MARKET TIME under
the command of a US Navy captain. Its headquarters was at Cam Ranh Bay. This force was
charged with the responsibility to interdict the infiltration of arms and other contraband by
coastal/sea routes within the contiguous zone (12 miles offshore) along the entire coastline of
RVN; to enforce restricted areas established by the JGS; to provide combat support with naval
gunfire and blocking patrols for US/FWMAF and RVNAF operating in the coastal region; and to
conduct psychological warfare with PSYOP broadcasts and civic action activities. US units
participating in Operation MARKET TIME included destroyer escorts/radar picket escort
ships (DE/DER), ocean minesweepers/coastal minesweepers (MSC/MSO), patrol gunboats (PO),
high endurance cutters (WHEC), patrol craft (WPB), fast patrol craft (PCF), and a tank landing
ship (LST), maintaining patrols on both offshore barrier stations and inshore barrier stations.
In addition, a Thai Royal Navy gunboat (PGM) and VNN Fleet Command units assisted in maintaining the antiinfiltration barrier. Ashore, there were jointly operated Coastal Surveillance
Centers at Danang, Qui Nhon, Nha Trang, Vung Tait, and An Thoi, where US and VNN personnel
worked side.by-side. US Navy patrol aircraft, augmenting surface surveillance operations,
flew visual and electronic patrols on three air barrier patrols 70 miles offshore.
(C) At the beginning of 1969, the MARKET TIME order of battle was: IN.
B as._

Province

Coast Guard Division 11 (WPB)

An Thoi

Phu Quoc Island

Coast Guard Division 1 (WPB)

Danang

Danang

Coast Guard Division 13 (WPB)

Cat Lo

Vung Ta~u

Coastal Division 11 (PCF)

An Thoi

Phu Quov Island

Coastal Division 12 (PCF)

Danang

Dan"ng

Coastal Division 13 (PC?)

Cat Lo

Vung Tau

Coastal Division 14 (PCF)

Cam Ranh

Coastal Division 15 (PCF)

Qui Nhon

Unit

*

Cam Ranh
Dinh Dinh Province

/
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Base

Province

Coastal Division 16 (PCF1

Chu Lax

Quang Tin Province

Coastal t)-vision 17 (PCF)

Tan My

Thua Thien Province

PAT~RON 1 (SP-ZH)*

Cam Ranh

Cam Ranh

PATRON 2 (SP-2H)

Carr Ranih

Cam Ranh

PATRON 46 (P-313)

U Taphao

Thailand

Z DER

At sea

2 WHEC

At sea

PG

Atsea

5 MSO/MSC

At sea

I LST

At soa

*Thai PGM

At sea

Sh~ore-based r~adar station

Con Son Island-

*Shore-based radar station

Pouli Obi Island

Unit

MILIWG -1 WESTPAC Dotac~hktotnt (0paration STAl3LZ± DOOR)-

JlJWt-1

Vulig Ta~u

Vanjq Tau

llrW1U-2

Hw'tRah

IU KU- 3

Qul Nhon

lU Wti 4

Nha T Ing
Ro

I 1J5Vung

Din~h -Dinh P'rovince

~

Khanh Hoa Province
PhQ.Yl
Yet

vin

*PATRONS t~txtetd n.n0 thereto-, va i4 as did their beddelwo 1lzJtio'ons
xuicitpality.
Undo pU*ne kudlicates iopendan,
(C) At tht begtnniog.of 196*4 rivor, Inctra ionts into the~ Ca M%.au Penii#thu))edtr Operatim.:
ý.SEA L~ORDS con-tinued ta dtt nato~t*>to~' operations catrl"' oxxt by TF Ifs whits. Ovor
60 rivorlwanal6parations &nu1 sevc.etraI nav~d gunfirta. su~pport-missiotis wuro carriedou:4eby.
additia, two Sý*ilt boats supporied by 1a Mobdol
Swift bofM (PCF) p~trota 'AuYLzg Jaiiuaty.
Rlverine F~o-'ce (ATC) eontliwtod ciai'y paitrol operdtions o~n eGiang .Thanh Canal along.-the
tbht ar'aý Of $4o. 11odtiW tito ncjdtnts
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recorded in January, 30 involved craft operating on inland waterways resulting in one USN killed,
19 wounded, and 12 Swift boats damaged. An additional four US sailors were wounded as a landing team from two PCF s was taken under fire while sweeping an area east of Phan Rang. Enemy
losses to naval gunfire by MARKET TIME craft during the river/canal operations and 928 additional naval gunfire support missions totaled 1, 579 junks/sampans/structures/bunkers destroyed
plus 1, 134 heavily damaged, 154 killed, and 60 wounded.
(C) Although nearly all of the river operations represented significant incidents in the
month's activity, two stood out--one for the size of forces employed and the other for extending
the ,perations into new areas. On 15 Jan, the enemy bunkers which had frequently been the
source of intense hostile fire 2 miles up the Bo Do River, 50 miles south of Ca Mau, were
dealt a final blow. A force consisting of 10 PCFs, explosive ordnance disposal/underwater
demolition team personnel and MSF troops, supported by two WPGs and an LST, moved up the
river under both light helicopter fire team and fixed wing air cover. Following air strikes on
the bunker complex, demolition teams and security troops were landed unopposed to destroy
the enemy positions. During the day's operations, 74 bunklers, 17 huts, 11 structures, 20 sampans, and a footbridge were destroyed with another six bunkers damaged. The second unique
river incursion took place on 28 Jan when four PCFs carried out a 6-hour operation that took
them more than 40 miles across the Ca Mau Peninsula. Entering the Ganh Hao River, Z3 miles
east-southeast of Ca Mau, the boats proceeded upriver to Ca Mau, firing on targets of opportunity along the way. From Ca Mau, the four Swift boats proceeded to the Gulf of Thailand via
the Ong Doc River, at one point receiving hostile fire which disabled the engines of one PCF.
No casualties were received during the engagement, however, and the Swift boat was towed the
remainder o5 the journey, Enemy losses for this operation were 70 sarmpans, ?5 structures,
two bunkers, and a fish trap destroyed plus 14 sampans, 6Z structures, and two bunkers damaged,.

(C) Since the beginning of Operation SEA LORDS W• Oct 68, TF 115 Swift boats steadily
had increased river patrol operations. This freed TF 116 PBRs for operations on rivers and
canals opened by prior Swift boat raids. In the Rung Sat Special Zone. two PCFs conducted
routine patrols on the Soi Rap River. In addition, PCFs assigned inshore patrol stations off
the lower Soi Rap and Long Tan Rivers cmducted patrols on these rivwrs. On 18 Feb, one PCF
began ptrollng on the Vam Co River. As in prior months, Swift boat patrols continued on the
more than 70 miles of the lower Ham Luong and Co Chien Rivwr,
During the entire month,
two to three PCFs in company with an ATC maintained patrols on the Giang Thanh Canal., covering that portion of tho Giang Thanh/Vinh To Canal interdiction barrier along the Cambodian
border. In addition, patrol* and operations in support o- ground forces began to take place on
a near daily basis on the Bay Hap and GCa Lon Rivers on the southern Ca Man Peninsula. Near
mid-February, PCFs In the First Coastal Zone also began conducting patrol* on the Cua al)
River, '6 miles #outheast of Danang.
(C) Craft patrolling onl all rivers carried out nunwrous gunfire support mis*ions, and participated in irequent ground operations by providing blocking patrol* and by landing or recoverlog trUorp.
The latter aspect, operating with reconaissance troopo and etbarking a reaction
torce on rver incursions and raids, marked a significant change in the nature ot TF 11$ river
-3pe rations. E&nemy forces Initiating fire fight* with Swift boats pow often found themselves
under attack by troops who were supported by the concentrated fire power provided by the PCFs.
tC) Naval gunfire by TF 115 units scored heavily against enemy forces and installations
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again in February. A total of 758 naval gunfire missions including targets engaged on 50 river
raids and patrols resulted in the destruction of 1, 037 junks and sampans and 1,006 structures
and bunkers plus another 866 junks/sampans/structures/bunkers damaged. Enemy personnel
losses were 131 killed, 50 wounded, and 9 captured. In 28 hostile fire incidents and two mine
detonations, TF 115 units sustained one KEA and Z4 WIA.
Material losses were one Swift boat
sunk and six boats damaged.
(C) In March, coastal activity showed a seasonal increase as the number of junks and sampans detected by MARKET TIME surveillance units rose to 43,754. Patrol craft continued to
bring pressure on enemy positions and communication/liaison routes along the coast with 576
naval gunfire support missions executed in response to tactical intelligence or requests from
forces ashore. A new area of river operations by Swift boats became well establisb, d during
March as patrols and operations with the VNN Coastal Group 14 on the Cua Dal River became
part of the First Coastal Zone normal patrol operations.
(C) On 3 Mar the enemy launched a rocket attack apparently aimed at the pier L.rea and
power ships at Cani Ranh Bay. Fragments from one of the incoming rounds killed one crewmnxan
on a STABLE DOOR Unit Boat patrolling in the area and caused moderatte damage to the bkat.
Navy units remained at battle stations while sporadic rocket fire was received during the nelxt
few hours. Suspected launching sites were taken under fire by PCF 73 and Picket Bot 51 with
unknown results.
(C) Also during Majrch, several operations were carrivdl out by SEALs iunder CTF 115 operational control. These operitins..-usuaily probes of VC bases or attenmpts to capture melbers of the VCI--resulted itn over 20 enemy killed or captured and ntmevroua enenmy documewnts
captured.
ea c-"onditions cootinued to improve itt April and detections of junks and
inetesed. Patrol vfftetiveness improved signifiantly asL the percvntaev of detected
craft which were checked by inop-ctioan o.r boarding rose from 6$ piverent in March to 71 percent in April. Routine river patrol operatiohs continued Tn the Gilng Thonh Canal as part af
Operation TRAN HUNG 1%AO and in the First Co
Zone
Zntal on the Cu Da
at River, The latter
river Patrol canpaign,
nt.ctoding A miles into no area harboring strong •enmy units, was given
the ýode naive Oporatito SEA TIGER,
(C)

Weather and

saompanlt

WC) During 1the monith, activity on thet CMa DAl Rtive.r inJvcreas.vd sharply with the tWo.htat
tptrols Varrying 0ut 7$ guntire supp•rt mttistions, inCluding 1b instancesVo oi hostile fi•v suppress-

ion.

N'aval owunire sutpport mrsns*in

t;arriedý

cult

during± normal MARKET TIME patrols during

April tot4led 402, This inctlud•d 20 c•A
o*f httstil fire suppression
MARKET TIME patrols
also provided blocking patrols or inserted troops along the ctgast in ditc4t support of 10 grou"nd

operations. Therp were no friendly casualtiesi or wmotriAl losses due to etuent action in noarnial MARKET TIME oqperations. A9 0ii prevlious &onths stince the 0oginning oit Ope-ration SEA
LORt•. the river i•nlc:trsoans by Sw¢ift tioAts iontiontod to Score heavily agAinot rfteemy 4nits
along the rivers And canals ot IV CTZ.

.(C) The. USCGI WP9ND

Point G-Arnet Atid PointiLeague sailed (or MARKET TIME patrols on

6 and IS Apr, reis0petively,

mandin~g officer.

entirely 111anned by V-NN porsoondl tvith the n*ception ot the fom-

Known) as the SCATTOR Program. (Small Cr aft As-setI, Trainig, -and Turts-

over of Resourcs), VNN satilors rel•;evt

their USCO

0ulntepa"rts on the WPBS one at a tirme
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until the entire crew except for the commanding officer, was manned by the VNN. The US
commanding officers were relieved by a VNN counterpart at such time as the boats were officially turned over to the Vietnamese Navy. (See ACTOV section of this chapter for additional
information on turnover of USN assets to the VNN.)
(C) Coastal activity increased again in May as weather and sea conditions continued to imiprove in the coastal waters of RVN. Normal MARKET TIME patrols conducted 336 naval gunfire support missions in addition to 40 cases of hostile fire suppression and two evading craft
taken under fire. In addition, patrols provided blocking and troop insertion along the coast in
direct support of six ground operatiors.
(U) On 10 May, USS Vance (DER -387) completed her MARKET TIME assignment marking
the end of Seventh Fleet DER participation in co4stal surveillance which had begun with the
on set of Operationi MARKET TME in March 1965.
(C) Operation SEA TIGL~R ;n the first Coastal Zone on the Cua Dai River continued at a
steady pace with I l- gunfire support missions, 26 instances of hostile fire suppression, and
one enemy water mine attack. In addition, 11 ground operations along the river were supported.
(C) SCATTOR I and ?. were terminated on 16 May with the turnover of the USCG WPBs
Point I;,imgue and Point Garnet to the VNN at ceremonies in Saigon. The two WPBs with USCG
advisors conducted their first MARKET TIME patrols on 18 May in the III CTZ. SCATTOR 3
commenced on 27 May with the arrival of L VNN lieutenant on board WPG Point Clear.
(C) June conimenced with the VNN assuming coastal patrol responsibility for the Fourth
Coa-sWa Zono, operating from~ the Coastal Surveillance Center at An Thoi.
(C) As the weather and ooa conditions continued to Improvo in the First, Second, Third
Coastal Zones. detection of junkfs and sampana increasted 4gain. Patrol effectiveness improved
significantly Ask over ST percent of the detected craft were vither inspected or boarded. Operation SEA TIGER in the First Coastal Zone tontInued at a slower pace ;as the enemy avoidedt
contact. NorrmAl MARKET TIME patrol* conducted 45? naval1 gunfire support Missions, sluppressed hootilte fire on 16 oc:Asiions, and took tour vvadinja craft under fire. In addition, units
provided blocking patrols or Inseorted troops, along the coast in diroct support of eight ground
operations. SEAL. units ;%ttached to iTF 115 carried out nine opittal operationts in theo coalta1
area,. Wuring these
eoporai ,.n five made oignificant onemy contacts resulting in 1$ VC killed
40dnthree captured.
(C) Operation# for MARKET TIME and STABLE 1)001

units wero routine it- Jaly.. In irun-

junction with SEA LORDS' DOUBLE SHIFT aud. routine requirements tot NUFS the'se forces toll*

ductod 709 mistions. Surveillance operatiowA resulted in 67. 374 detections, )6,41S inspoctiowt,
and 11.201 oa~rdings. A total of 14S junks and 1.416 persons were detained, of which 4.6 wore
VC #uspects.
(C) STABLE DOOR Aurvvillante resulted ino S6, )17 dvtectioino whieh led to detentiott of 49
junks and 136 perounhol. Inokhore tUhderwator War(Are Unit activity was reolAtively calf" Utrotighout the mronth &adaflorded ltime toeov-dsct training and idattinatiou of newly assignel pertoh-

I 'o
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(C) With enemy activity again at a low level during August, MARKET TIME and STABLE
DOOR forces operated routinely in generally good weather. Although there were intelligence
reports citing specific dates for initiation of enemy offensive moves, there were no major
engagements. A change noted was a marked improvement in weaponry and in 75mm recoilless
rifle accuracy by the enemy. Also, concentrations of claymore mines and RPGs were directed
against MSFs and PCFs in the SEA FLOAT AO. The enemy was difficult to find and then was
detected only in small numbers, the general indication being that the VC/NVA were moving
from III to IV CTZ. There were no known infiltrations of personnel and logistics during August.
(C) Task Force 115 provided 614 NGFS missions in support of SEA LORDS, SEA FLOAT,
and SEA TIGER. Gun damage assessment on these missions was 38. 3 percent. Confirmed
results of NGFS in August were: 107 enemy killed, nine VC captured, 248 junks and 1, 155
structures/bunkers damaged or destroyed. Surveillance accounted for 76, 265 detections,
39,254 inspections, and 18,874 boarded. As a result of the checks 189 craft and 976 persons
were detained, of which 59 were VC buspects. At 1150 on 31 Aug vhile en route from An Thoi,
Phu Quoc Island to Ha Tien, Kien Glang Proviace, a PCF crossed 6 mil.es into Cambodidn
territory where it received small arms fire which was not returned. As soon as the OinC
realized his boat was in Cambodian waters he altered course to clear as soon as possible.
(C) Adverse weather conditions during September caused the number of detections of
watercraft to drop more than 20, 000 from the previou-%morth. Enamy activity in the MARKET
TIM.E/STABLE DOOR AO was generally light. On 1 Sep barrier aircraft reported a modified
SI.-6 type traw'ler in the Gulf of Siam apprnximately 100 wilee west of Song Ong Doec. The trawler appeared to be heavily laden. TF 115 air and surface units maintained overt surveillance
until mid .afternoon on 3 Sep when Seventh Fleet units assurmed surveillancc of the trawler.
During the evening of 6 Sep the trawler was lost in the Paracel Islands, however, an almost
certain infiltration attempt had been thwarted. The terntpo of operations rose in October as TF
11S units conducted 603 gunfire missions. In the detectikn and Inspection nf water craft, 10
attempted to evade and were taken under fire resulting in destructlon of tight of thenm and 13
VC killed. In corernonias on 31 Oct In Saigon at the VNN shipyard, 13 PCF@ were turned over
to the VNN. The boats departed that afterno-n fo.r Qul Nhor. ard commenced MARKET TIME
patrols in the 2d Coastal Zone. The Coastal Surveillance Center at Qui Nhon, Binh Dinh Province was tWrned over to the VNN on 5 Nov.
(S) An SL-4 type trawler was sighted on 16 Nov by MARKET TIME aircraft on barrier patrol, Approximately 70 n•iles west of the U Minh Forest area. CTF 11 designated a ship to
intercept and Identify tho traiwler. USCOC Hlamilton closed after dark and made positive Identification by searchlight. At daybreak on 17 Nov, photographs were taken. At noon on 18 Nov,
COMNAVFORV requested permission from CINOPACFLT to board and search the trawler.
The tnes*4.ga stated in part:
This ceacod attempt at infiltration by the NVN in
two and a half months Indleatoo the enemy's hurting for
logistic. oupport as a result of combined intrdicti•ýn
efforts In Ut atil IV Corps. It is considered that these
atttempts will be continued unless positive action is
taken against them. Both the I Sep and the current
in(iltration arc considered to represent sufficient
evidence of haotile inteont to invoke provibious of (Aelae
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of Engagement). Request CINCPACFLT obtain CINCPAC
concurrence in authorizing to board and search and to
destroy if necessary SL-4 contact currently under
surveillance. 182
(S) Within four hours CINCPACFLT had concurred with COMNAVFORV and reýquested
authorization from CINCPAC while directing Com SeventhFlt to prepare to board and search.
CINCPAC in requesting authority from JCS to board and search noted further attempts at infintration by the enemy, "...can be expected to be repeated if this attempt is not dealt with
decisively."
(S) In preparation for a possible visit and search COMCRUDESGP 7 FLT/CTG 70.8 directed that a five step approach be utilized.:
Step I: Close trawler: Direct trawlcr to proceed
t. apprcpritte SVN port; provide escort. If trawler
refuses, proceed with step two.
Step II:

Direct trawler to stop )or visit and Fez.rch.

(A) If trawler shows CHIGOM or other foreign
flag, coottoote surveillance, but do :iot conduct visit and
Rearch.
jB) Uf trawler shows CHI.AT, SVN or NVN
fla-0 n"ndhtct visit and 4eurch. Submit appropriate
rvportt to all conc rnod it, accordance wVith appropriate
directives.
Step III: If trawlor fails to stop ot refuses visit and

sarch party, h1ra-is trawler by high spord runs, screening,
etc. rcetwat dirertiorn to stop ior visit and sarch.
St 'p WV: If haialstim.'nt of step threo is not heoded,
tire one warnitn shot in vicinity of trawler but not at
t rwht. r.

I

Stop V- It trawter do

hot

t'.op in answer to warning

shot.dietroy irawler. 181

(S ItSCO(W HI-Al~ on Cntinued else smir.Viillatce and was jointd bV USS Wiltkin with COMI)Ci)1V
W
2 11 ernhairketd who iutned s veillanee responsibility at 1901 P 4t'1 as officVr in tactical
voxtanand
rOTC).
The trawl•r aftor initial sighting changed course and rounded the Ci Mau Prnhnivla viving witi herth to ItVN territorial wateor as she procieo.died nicrth with aisparent intention
of cluditig her esctrt* in the shallow Water of the Paracel Islands, Early in the morning of 20
Oct, CINCPAC forwarded to COMNSEVENTHPLT denial of perntimiin to visit atid search tho
trawler quoting JCS ai follows.

In view of:

V-110f

(A) The lack of adequate evidence of the commitment of a hostile act;
(B)
waters; and

The trawlers position in international

(C) The fact that the trawler does not constitute a threat at this time, your request to board and
search is disapproved.

.

In light ,-f the above, surveillance was continued to ensure the SL-4 did not double back and
attempt to infiltrate once again. The trawler passed eastward of the Paracel Islands in the
afternoon of 20 Oct as the Hamilton patroled a station within the islands in a blocking position
while the Wilson remained close aboard and USS Hull which had joined at 1600 that day assumed
a backstop station. CTG 70. 8 then directed that when it was confirmed the trawler did not int".nd to enter the Paracel group, the Hamilton and Hull could be detached to proceed on duty assigned. A reasonable assumption of the above trawler intent was when she passed 60 nautical
miles north of Woouy Island. CTG 70. 8 further directed USS Wilson to continue close surveillance until the trawler's final destination could be. determined or it entered Communist.claimed
territorial waters. USCGC Hamilton and USS Hull were therefore detached at 201945H, however, the Hull remained in company until 210350H. At that time patrol aircraft cover was discontinued and two and a half hours later the SL-4 trawler entered CHICOM-claimed waters.
USS Wilson continued the surveillance coming no closer than 15. 75 miles to Hainan Island.
Contact was lost 0720 on 21 Oct as the trawler either ente-l-d a bay on the northeast coast of
Hainan or continued steaming close into the island. Surveillz -Ice was terminated at 0945 when
no further contact could be made. 184
(C) N.Mrth Vietnam apparently failed in another attempt to land a steel-hulled trawler on
the Ca Mau Peninsula of RVN during the Christmas Ho~dday period. USN units, on 23 Dec, detected a trawler on a southwesterly course heading from the Paracel Islands and some 160 miles
off the RVN east coast. It was identified as an SL-6 of 100-ton capacity, similar to the one
used for the infiltration attempt on 1 Sep. If the ship had proceeded on course it could have
arrived in the Delta late Christmas day or early on the, 26th. It continued in the shipping lane
toward Singapore, howeve7, presumably because it realized it had been detected. The trawler
loitered on -in erratic course about 60 miles northeast of Singapore until 29 Dec, when she sailed
to Repong Isl.&nd, a small islet in the Anambas Group belonging to Indonesia. It anchored about
400 yards south of the island and remained there about 16 hours before leaving the next morning. This was probably %•nattempt to escape surveillance by merging possible radar raturns
of the trawler with those of the island. The vessel then returned to the Paracel Islands and
anchored for several days near Lincoln Island. Upon leaving Lincoln Island the trawler entered
CHICOM waters in the vicinity of Hainan as did the trawler in November.
(C) Additional •oastal landing attempts in the coming months could probably be expected
because of the serious supply problems which truubled VC/NVA forces in the Delta. The NVA
may also have wanted to continue probes in order to test the effectiveness of the VNN, which
by this time had assumed most of the MARKET TIME patrols a&ong the Delta coast. 185

MARKET TIME Raider Campaign
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(C) MARKET TIME Raider operations had commenced in November 1968 when TF 115
Swift boats conducted a transit of the Giang Thanh and Vinh Te Canals, demonstrating the feasibility of operations on these waterways. During 1969, river incursions by Third and Fourth
Coastal Zone PGFs continued to strike at enemy base areas along those rivers and canals of IV
CTZ open to the Gulf of Thailand and the South China Sea; onthe Co Chien, Ham Luong, and Soi
Rap Rivers; and in the RSSZ.
(C) During January, Operation SEA LORDS river incursions by coastal surveillance craft
reached a high level of 62 operations and penetrated deeper into enemy-dominated regions than
ever before. Swift boats were employed many miles from the coast in an area extending from
a few miles south of Saigon in the RSSZ to the Cambodian border. Also included in these operations were two river incursions by VNN Swift boats.
(C) The most significant trend in February was the employment of reaction forces with
the Swift boats to engage enemy units along the waterways. Also noteworthy was the decrease
in hostile fire incidents and the conduct of almost routine patrols on rivers along which the PCFs
had had to fight their way in prior months. However, the enemy did deliver deadly accurate
rocket fire from well prepared positions in several engagements and one Swift boat was sunk and
another nearly lost.
(C) In March, enemy opposition was generally light as hostile fire was encountered on only
13 of more than 50 operations conducted. Several of these raids in the southern Ca Mau Peninsula were made with MSF troops embarked. The areas along the Bay Hap River and adjoining
canals were frequently swept by RF troops from Cai Nuoc with PCF support. Special operations
were carried out by a SEAL team at Cai Nuoc in the first step toward establishing a permanent
USN presence in this region.
(C) VC base areas and water craft vital to enemy mobility in these areas were hit severely
by the PCF guns and supporting aircraft. Nearly 700 junks and sampans and more than 1, 600
structures/bunkers were destroyed or heavily damaged.
(C) Operations on rivers, such as the Bay Hap, Cua Lon, and Bo De, continued on an almost daily basis during April, and included several night patrols employing night ambush tactics. A total of 49 special river operations were conducted. Enemy opposition was generally
light with hostile fire being suppressed without friendly casualties in all but three of 18 incidents.
(C) On 4 Apr, four PCFs made a 2-hour transit of the Quan Chanh Bo Canal and the six
connecting canals and rivers from the lower Bassac River to the South China Sea through the
Long Toan Secret Zone. Entering the canal 40 miles southeast of Can The, the four craft took
targets of opportunity under fire as they moved along the Quan Chanh Bo, Lang Sac, An, andSaw
Canals, and Lang Chim and Lang Nuoc Rivers. By the time they reached the open sea 70 miles
south of Saigon, the river probe accounted for 11 sampans and seven bunkers deotroyed and one
structure damaged.
(C) On 10 April, three PCFs supported by a light helicopter fire team made the deepest
penetration to date of the My Thanh River, proceeding inland to within a few miles of Bac Lieu.
Hostile fire was received on only one occasion, shortly after the PCFs entered the river 48
miles southeast of Can Tho. Firing upon targets of opportunity in a prearranged free fire zone,
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the force destroyed 32 sampans and 18 structures, damaged six sampans and 91 structures, and
killed five enemy.
•

(C) Operating from An Thoi and Cat Lo with the support of USS Terrell County (LST-1157)
off the southern Ca Mau Peninsula, Swift boats continued to strike at VC base areas on the
rivers and canals of IV CTZ during May. Nearly 50 separate missions were conducted, employing from two to eight PCFs supported by helicopters and OV-10 aircraft. In the southern
Ca Mau Peninsula, operations on the Cua Lon, Bay Hap, Bo De, and Dam Doi Rivers and their
tributaties were conducted with MSF troops embarked to conduct ground sweeps and provide a
reaction force in the event of enemy contact. Raids into the enemy's secret zone at the mouth
of the Bassac, Co Chien, and Ham Luong Rivers also employed embarked troops from local
RF/PF units. While these operations continued to achieve the maximum possible damage in
areas of known enemy strength, the emphasis was shifted toward pacification of the more populated areas north of the Bay Hap River. Psychological operations, consisting of leaflet drops
and loudspeaker operations, urged cooperation with GVN authorities and the display of government flags in their villages and on their watercraft.
(C) Enemy base areas and fortifications along the navigable waterways accessible from the
coastal waters along IV CTZ were hit frequently by the combined sea, ground, and air assaults
of the Swift boat river incursion operation during June in 43 separate missions. An additional
14 missions were conducted in the normal GAME WARDEN AO into canals along the Bassac,
Co Chien, and Ham Luong Rivers. Enemy opposition was generally light as only 18 incidents
of hostile fire were encountered.
(C) During July there was a marked increase in MARKET TIME Raider activity over the
preceding month as hostile fire incidents numbered 39, up from 18, and 60 missions were conducted. These operations, in support of SEA LORDS and SEA FLOAT missions employed from
two to 10 PCRs supplemented by helicopters, OV-10 and OH-6A aircraft, and USCG
WPBs.
Other support came from UDT, EODT, SEALS, PRUs, RF/PF troops, and ARVN soldiers.
During the month, significant enemy material losses amounted to 163 craft and 171 structures
destroyed. In 13 of the most important engagements of the month, enemy killed totaled 67;
friendly casualties were one wounded.
(C) August continued to be a busy period for the MARKET TIME Raiders as they conducted
nearly 90 separate missions in support of SEA LORDS and SEA FLOAT. The Swift 4oats continued responding to requests for insertion and extraction of UDT, SEAL, and ARVN forces.
Enemy-initiated hostile fire incidents increased once again to 43. Enemy losses were 70 known
killed plus 23 probable, and I I captured. Material losses also Increased; 214 craft destroyed
and two captur"d as 706 structures were destroyed or heavily damaged. Although these operations continued to achieve maximum damage in secret *ones and onemy base areas, the primary
emphasis continued to center on the pacification of the Ca Mau Peninsula under Operation SEA
FLOAT/TRAN HUNG DAO 111.
(C) The Swift boats of the MARKET TIME Raiders employed new tactics in September
letting the boats drift with the river current to Intercept VC traffic. Another tactic wat to have
the leoad PCF proceed out at maximum speed oteering a itlgag course with the remiaiing boats
in column at a slower speed. When the lead boat displaced approximately 1. 000 yards, it teturned to the formation and commenced another run. The rationale was to lure the enemy into
thinking there was a single boat on patrol and attacking, whereupon the rentualing boats would
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immediately close and concentrate their fire power on enemy positions. Throughout September
and October the Raiders continued to concentrate their efforts in the lower Ca Mau Peninsula,
primarily in the SEA FLOAT AO.
(C) During November and December the forces of the MARKET TIME Raiders were used
extensively in SEA LORDS and SEA FLOAT to such a degree that their identity as MARKET
TIME units was obscured except as they could be identified as PCFs. The operations of the
units as they were "chopped" (change of operational control) to the SEA LORDS missions are
covered with those sections.

SEA FLOAT/TRAN HUNG DAO III Campaign
(C) A new operation entitled SEA FLOAT/TRAN HUNG DAO III, which involved Swift
boat participation, was activated on 27 Jun. This was a joint USN/VNN operation to establish
a secure floating VN marketplace on the Cua Lon River. Since October 1968, US and RVN
naval and marine forces had conducted operations in the lower Ca Mau Peninsula. including
numerous Swiit boat river incursions a:ud assault actions by the MRF. These operations had
exerted pressure an the enem-y and induced a degree of pacification in the area. In order to
exploit the advantages gained and to establish firmly the government presence in this VC-dominated area, this joint operation was conceived. This effort was the first large scale operation
by USNIVNN forces which had psychologlc4l goals as its major focus. It was designed to bring
about resettlvimeint and pacification in the vicinity of old Nam Can City In An Xuyen Province
tinder the impetus provide0 by psychological operations and by the secure establishment of the
1loating VN m-arketplace on the river.
(C) A USN mobile advance tactical support base (MATS13), built on pontoons andi towed to
the area, provided the ittaging, platform fur the operation. Although the MATSB was within easy
range of VC rockets and small arms fire, it was not attacked during the first six weeks to place.
The reason was itut cotikplotely clear, but the detarrent factor could have been the strong fire.
power of SEA FLOAT forces. While holding off aoy shooting action, the VC were quick to respond with a propaganda campaign Against SEA FLOAT. Nearly every day leafle-ts were Attachud to tiny lug rafts and Oloated past the IMATSMI The loaflets called for an end to "U.S. Aggrolssivo War" and warned that the VC would "Blast the American Navy out of lthe water."1
(C) "Hanoi Haunnah,"1 In her daily broadcast on IS Jul, stated that SEA FLOAT would hoe At
the bottaom of the Cua Lon River at I7Z3M July. Howeveor, at toonths. end, SEA FLOAT had a
record day of 34 visitors against a total of 60 visitors aovr the first three days ot the operation
lin late June.
(C) Ott 18 Jul, IIEPCOMUS, COMNAVFORAV, and CC, DMAC wore briefed on SEA FLOAT
activities. When DEPCONIUS questioned the objeetivos of SEA FLOAT verous the risk, COM24AVIPORV explained the objective. and indicated that two or throve months would be required to
evaluate properly the results of the operationw. No pointed out that actual risks wore not ex-

cess lee.
(C) In mid-July COINNAVIPORV approved a plan to recruit and train 50 Kit Carson Scoouts
(KCS) for emrnyipkoymet with the SEA FLA)AT forces. Utiliaing bul~ding matearials provided by
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SEA FLOAT, the KCS would build their own houses and with their families eventually settle in
old Nam Can City. Until the construction was completed, the scouts, of which there were 15
by month's end, and their families would be housed and fed at SEA FLOAT.
(C) A SEAL mission was conducted on 5 Sep with the objective of liberating the family of a
Hoi Chanh who had rallied the previous day. The SEAL team and 5 KCS were inserted and then
traveled by sampan to the hamlet where the Hoi Chanh had been security chief. As the hamlet
was entered four males were taken under fire resulting in one KIA,, later identified as a VC
guerrilla. The wife and five children of the Hoi Chanh departed with the patrol to the extraction
point via sampans and back to SEA FLOAT by helicopter. At the extraction point, the Hoi Chanh
pointed out six CI-IICOM boobytrap grenades which were rendered safe by the KCS. In addition
to freeing the family, seven kilograms of documents and 11 VC flags were captured and 400
pounds of salt destroyed. There were no friendly casualties.
(C) A VNN Special Forces camp was established early in the month on the Cua Lon River
in the vicinity of old Nam Can. Further evidence of SEA FLOAT success was a sign in the city
which stated, "Sampan Motor Repair Shop Open For Business". Tours of SEA FLOAT AO were
given for many groups throughout the month including COMNAVFORV, CJGS, CG DMAC, the
District Chief of Nam~ Can, and an NBC news team. River Ass;Ault Craft (RAC) were added to
SEA FLOAT assets for a 30-day trial. Also, RF troops established a base camp and perimeter
on the north side of the Cua Lon River on 22 Sep.
(C) More than 50 missions were conducted by the SEA FLOAT/TRAN HUNG DAO III forces
LIt October. D~ay and night PSYOP patrols were conducted along the rivers and canals in the AO
with airborne units conducting similar missions in areas inaccesisible to wvatercraft. Theo trial
use of RAC was termed a success by Commander SEA FLOAT who recommended the units roomain with minor changeci In individual craft. The successful KCS progranm at menth'. and
numbered 23, all of whomi wi~ved ashore from the N4ATSIA prior to 23 Oct when Operation
SOLID ANCHOR began. This operation was to set utp construction of a coastal junk group and
PCF base at old Nam Can. Tite i(Cý' supplemented the RF and VN Special Forces camps established the previous month A# it part of SOLID ANCHOR base defonse. COMNAVFORV showed
his; intense interest as lit visited SEA FLOAT three more times on 6, 13. and 15 Oct bringing
with him CNOVNN, CINCPACFIT anld COWo~mandor. Third Const 11de. Among the resultit of
SEA FLOAT tortes for the month were 23 samipans destroyed on 6 Oct alone. On 16 Oct. along,
the Huong Canal, a mission camp tinder heavy attack from claymore mines. 8S"mm mortar,
U-40 2grenades,, and AK-4-7o. After suipprossion oi the hostile, (ire, troops were Inserted and
destroyed a oino bnnker/tronch cotmpleos and various weapons and munitions. There were no
friendly casualties,
(C) Land eloaring began for construction of the coastal )%ink and PCF base at old Nam Can
*City
ander Operation SOLID ANCHOR, Three SEABEE teams wort assigned during Novemtber,
building SEASIA huts, laying matting tot vehitle support, alid improving the camp 0roa. Also
working in the AO were a VNN Polwar team, RD Cadre, NISF toam, VNN reaction force, and
VNIN river craft. On 13 Nov SEALS conducted a misaion to ctapturt, six district level VCt.
After helicopter insertion, the team with two KCS# and a guide lottated six hnowote and took
16 detainees. Theo hootchot, Identified as belonging to VC 'k'ero destroyed. The dotaineest were
extracted by helicopter antd the SEALS econtinued the patrol locating 10 miore Persons. Initial
intorrogation indicated they were civilians who dooired to go to SEA FLOAT Annen. Theo SEALS
assisted in loading thom and their poossesions into iiimpans and sent thený to the Annex. One
-atthe 20 was identified au the wife of a VC and wd* detained. The dayls Operation netted 17 VC
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detained, 19 civilians relocated to SEA FLOAT Annex, and nine hootches, five sampans, and
300 pounds of rice destroyed.
(C) Large numbers of friendly forces continued to operate in the SEA FLOAT AO during the
month of December. There were more than 60 missions and over 250 gunfire support missions
conducted. The forces conducted day and night PSYOP patrols along the rivers and canals.
Aircraft provided the PSYOP missions in areas not accessible to the watercraft. VC banners
indicating they would kill persons who rally to the government showed the enemy's concern with
the progress of the GVN presence in the lower Ca Mau Peninsula.

Operation GAME WARDEN

(U) The GAME WARDEN task force, TF 116, commanded by a US Navy captain and headquartered at Binh Thuy in Phong Dinh Province, operated on the major rivers of the III and IV
CTZs and the RSSZ. The TF's principal watercraft was the river patrol boat (PBR), a commercial fiberglass recreation boat build by the United Boat Builders of Bellinghawtr, Washington, and
converted by the addition of armament and some armor. The boat's singular features included
Jacuzzi waterjet propulsion, extremely shallow draft, and high speed acceleration- -all assets
on the debris-filled, ambush-prone rivers of RVN. The principal aircraft usen in this operation was the UH-IB helicopter, nicknatr.nd "Seawolf." This armed helicopter, with .50 caliber
machine guns and air to ground rockets, provided excellent reconnaissance and Airborne fire
support capabilities to the forces. The objectives of Operation GAME WARDEN were to enforce
established curfews; to interdict VC infiltration, movement, and resupply efforts; to assist the
GVN to reopen designated water LOGs under (nemy control; to participate with other FW4-\.F in
eliminating the illegal VC insurgency; and to maintain the Long Tau River open to ocean traffic
and clear of mines between the sea and the Port of Saigon.
(C) At the beginning of 1969, the GAME WARDEN order of battle was.- 186
RIVDIV 511

USS Hunterdon County

Vam Co Dong River

IUVDIV 512

Binh Thuy

Phong Dinh ProvincQ

RIVDIV S13

Binh Thuy

Phong Dinh Province

RIVDIV 514

Rach Gia

Kien Giang Province

RIVDIV 515

Tan An

Long An Province

RIVDIV 531

Nha BD

Gia Dinh Province

RIVDIV 532

My The

Dinh Tuong Province

RIVDIV 533

My The

Viinh Tuong Proviacce

RIVDIV 534

Tra Cu

Hau Nithi

RIVDIV 53S

Tuyen Nhon

Kief TuonAg Province

V_11

Province

RIVDIV 551

Mobile Base I

Upper Mekong River

RIVDIV 552

YRBM-16

Upper Hau Giang River

RIVDIV 553

Hiep Hoa

Hau Nghia. Province

RIVDIV 554

USS Jennings County

Hau Giang River

RIVDIV 571

YR-9/A-?L-46

Co Chien River

RIVDIV 572

YR-9/APL-46

Co Chien River

RIVDIV 573

Sa Dec

Vinh Long Province

RIVDIV 574

YRBM-16

Upper Hau Giang River

RIVDIV 591

Nha Be

Gia Dinh Province

RIVDIV 59Z

Nha Be

RIVDIV 593

USS Harnett cokinty

Vani Ca flong River

RIVDIV 594

Nha Be

Gia Dinh Province

MINDIV 112

Nha Be

Gia Dinh Provinco

MIINDIV 113

Nba He

Cila Dinh province

SEA 1, Tpi r.n; t "A"
4th Pit

V~inh Lon~g

Viob Long Province

SEAL Toxmi Dot "A"
5th Pit

My Tho

tDtnh Tuengi Proviniev

Dot "A"

Nha Be

Gia Dinh' Pr*vlnet

SEAL T'eamn Dot '1011
A Pit

SamDe

Vinh Long Provlauce

SEAL Te~am Mot "C"

Vinli I-~I

Vitnh IA-n#

HAL-I Dot I

USSHu wrdel"Ouly

Van'* CO~ Dong River

HAL-) Dat Z

Nha Dot

Qia DinhPeb

HAL-I Dot 3

Vkoh Loog

Vkt'l' L~ong Provincve

SEAL Tuami
6th PiIt

~

Gia Dirkh Province

vtvn

it

.q.

V-1~7

'~43

HAL-3 Dot 4

Dong Tarn

Dinh Tuong Province

HAL-3 Det 5

YRBM-16

Upper Hau Giang River

HAL-3 Dot 6

fang Tarn

Dinhi Tuong Province

HAL-3 Det 7

Binh Thuy

Phong Dinh Province

(C) At the beginning of the year, the river patrol force increased its pressure on the enem-y
by a further extension of its area of operation, In addition to continued patrolling of the main
rivers of the Delta and RSSZ and participation in the on-going campaigns of Operation SEA
LORDS, e. g., Operation GIANT SLINGSHOT, Vinh Te Canal Campaign, and Rach Gia-Long
Xuyevn Canal Campaign. on 2 Jan. PB~s joined with other US forces in Operation BARRIER
REEF. This campaign involved the expansion of SEA LORDS extending from the GIANT SLINGSHOT AO along the Lagrange and Ong Lon canals from Toyen Nhon to An Long, in Kien Tuong
and K.'en Phong Provinces.
(S) The enemy had not taken kindly to the presence of US forces in hio former havens. Intelligence reports continually alluded to the vnemy intention to in crease his rnining efforts, and
mining incidents became a particular problem along the Viah To Canal and BARRIER REEF.
The current milne~threat In RYN consisted of ihe follnwing types of mioos: command-dotontod
mines, drifting contact. mines, limpet mines. and magnetic /acoustic iatluewee mines.
Type Mine

Threat Zone

Coutitervmeaouro

Command-detonated

Country-wide

Chain drag~ sweep behind
a w~ide .varioty of craft,

Drifting contact

Dl. oerved on Saigon
LOC but applicable an

Visua.l detoctitm andI
avoidafice

Limpet (shaped tharot.
attached by swimmner)

MLajor hiarborg focusinrg
around Cam R~anh flay
but likely. ol*#whore

Exten*1vo harbor fatrolg,
sentries, "tid random use
of confcu~ssio ,ir0#4des

Magnetic /acoustic

-DiscovorA all Dang tu
LOC but likely oo-all
major- LOCs

Socurity of river W.nk*
wag paranmont As mine
as
tbl
ake# seiveral
hot4ro. A variety V'f

$

~all rivervs

were devoloped4.
.(C) There were five onsiny attat-k* aft cmmereW. shippif% o# tho Long Tais.Rivet, tho
major *hip channel to the part tit.Saigon. during Januaty. Thtte Althose'iWeidents oci'uered
on 3 San. The ltalian ship RApjsOA receiv*d ratoWkt turot both sides of the rivet. 25 Milos
southeast of Saigon. Later. '40 milet southoast of Satloo. two rocikets.)aoded hotweett the
Esso Dangkok and thelgtTowb Maro, The erea tseas
receivvd rc~ckets from both
banks of the river, 14 miles southeýtast Saigon lawrinth
L~day. Ther* +&or* to hits or casoal.
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ties In any of these attacks. Return U'e by PS~s, during the Overseas Rose incident resulted in
secondary extplosions. On I11 Jan the 8S Angkor and the S8 Crustacla, were subjected to a rocket
and small arms attack ZZ miles southeast of Saigon. One rocket hit the "Angkor causing light
was also attalcked on 12 Jan with no
damage but tio casualties. The MSTIS ship L6yafield Vitr
hits or casualties.
(C) The enemy continued to avoid -large scale unit contact during the month4 and relied on
attacks-by-fire, harassment, and terrorist/sapper activity which increased in frequency as the
month prog res Ped. This was believed to be due,, in part at least, to, the dis-ruptive effect that
naval units had cakused to his resupply and infiltration timetable.
(C) On the evening of 17 Jan,' PBRs, and PRUs operating in. the US$7.. 4 miLes toutheaat of
Nha Be,. killed the seven occupant* of two sampans. The FlU reported one of the sa~mpan. had
bee-n towing an object and requested to be reinserted. The PU~S retuarned With a light helicopter
fire teamn overhead and found 'the object in 00estin ýwhich wasý 6 feet long and 18 inches in diameter, Noises from the river banks caused the untite to retire from t1w scene temporarily; however, alter obtaining aidditionai PA"Us and ECD personnel at, Nba f0e, they retorned to the area.
The £4)! offiear evalu.ated the obetas * muine and received permission to take it back to Nh.
Ike for, disarming, The mnl~te was brought ashore- at 2330 amS 4Ieoarniing began. At *345 the mine
#*piaoded killing throe.., seriously wounding *s.x and slighty wounding 12, all USN ponoiunel.
ICý Another mining incident occurrfed oo UZ Jan when the corer boat.f TV 116. 5. 2 was
mieothe Viab To Canl 8 miles suthwest o0 Chas Qob" The FORl suffered eztenslve hula
Thehtdk of the PUR was subsetmtiunly
401 aengineerins damtaveaw
at! for crewenio wete. woqnd't,
fre'rpoles. 1The mine was. evaiuated asaconuddtatd
rttfl*064n 44id ttswe4 to VI SM-141c

mo.nth. thpil antiorks lnOkatI" tb* betimnahg of th e
taulvem
After the initial attakcs 4,
*nsm~
Ptitty itaiei W~ fih unti1 the 4at dy OftPA MOnth when it tietlined4 to that level of the
(C) of- 'dw aln
ofnat4 Z'.b *1w Pllft* wer* requstedl
ty ithe' evnft stellar advisor if
TvL Cot to Wock a canal 3-14 miles #esA tat T fa Ct. the. trww
tSiitaeda
eexlofi.
otabtptyAno
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when they came under attack from the east bank of the river. No hits were taken and there were
no casualties, On 27 Feb, in a 4-hour period, three different ships on the Long Tau River came
under hostile rocket attack. The SS Amaria was fired on 10 1/2 miles from Saigon, one rocket
hit the ship causing minor damage. The Japanese ship.Waco Maru received two rockets 13 1/2
miles from Saigon, taking one direct hit and incurring minor damage. The previously mentioned Lawrence Victory received seven rockets at a point IS miles southeast of Saigon, taking two
hats on the starboard side and suffering minor damage. There were no friendly casualties du:ing any of these attacks.
(C) GAME WARDEN forces extended their areas of operations again in March 1 as patrol
craft were committed to the waterborne patrol and joint operati~ns in support of the Caoe
Mountain campaign. 16 miles north -northwest of Bach Gia. on the Tri Ton Canal. Thet PB~es
also assumed somet patrol responsibilities in the Rach Cia Bay aref, to prevent erntny infiltrutors fronti) i~ the relatively shallow water* close into the sbore. The normal resource
control and interdiction functions in the rivers and canals of the Lelta, and RSSZ and major
participation in the various interdiction ean'paigns of Operation SEA LORDS continued. GAME
WARDEN force*s logged over U20, 000 detectionsi, 11o highest number v# date. In addition, the
versatile PBRs accomplisthed nun-erous transportation, security, grunfire support, and humnanitarian missions. The much called upo~n andi quick reaction UH14s qf NAL-3 contributed a total
of 734 hours of combatt and entsgagd in such missions as preplanaw4 and reactiona strikes, targets
of opportunity, and support type strikes.
(C) The enem~y continuad to e'thiblt his ability to attack me rehautivin ean the ýLong Tau Rivtr,
Saigon's vital lifelinte to the sea,. Nine *oep~qaraw attacks wart rocorded 4during_ March four ot
which resulted in some minoir damtage to the. ships &Al two roeAulted ::n perawonl-bolng woultlande.

(C) GAME WARDOEN forvt* continueod operations throughout the Mekong River IDelta tau the
R$S
duingApril. Ina ad4itiun. to their major taskeA of ppulationA dreorecntlaln
the major wntonrays, PB-RG pardicipated in rcadoro canwl intursions, MCDCAPs, "Oa.psyehological. warfarAt operations. At the end of the, mon.th. TO 1PfRs wersf asa*ionn
to support TI' 194
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for a combined blockade of Thoi Son Island from 0600-1700 on 28 Apr.
3. Task Group 116.5 units conducted combined USN/VNN operations in the upper
Mekong River/Bassac River region, concentrating on infiltration interdiction from Base Area
704 (located in Cambodia in the region where the Mekong River crossed the border). It also
conducted border patrol operations with two PBRs on station continuously in the vicinity of Tan
Chau District of Chau Duc Province to prevent inadvertent border crossings by US personnel
and craft. On 28 Apr, TG 116. 5 commenced a 5-day incursion/patrol of Tri Ton Canal for
the purpose of interdicting crossings, monitoring waterborne traffic, and training USN and VNN
personnel in live firing PBR ambush tactics.
4. Task Group 116.9 units provided support for PRU, SEAL, and RF company operations and continued to conduct USN/VNN operations to ensure safe passage of free world shipping in the Long Tau Channel to Saigon.
(C) On 19 Apr, Light Attack Squadron FOUR (VAL-4) became operational. Utilizing Bronco aircraft (OV-10A) the squadron consisted of two detachments of five aircraft each, positioned
at Vung Tau (TE 194.9.8.2) in support of GIANT SLINGSHOT operations and Binh Thuy (TG 116.
8) supporting GAME WARDEN operations. These 10 aircraft were supplemented by a maintenance pool of four aircraft at Binh Thuy.
(U) Another noteworthy occurrence during April was the presentation of Navy Unit Commendations to the USS Garrett Country (LST-786), USS Hunterdon County (LST-838), USS Jennings
County (LST-846), and USS Harnett County (LST-821), for their meritorious service from 10
Nov b6 to 30 Jan 68 and from I Mar to 30 Sep.68, while serving as mobile support bases for
GAME WARDEN forces.
(C) During this month, there was a dramatic decrease in the number of attacks on Allied
merchant ships on the Long Tau Channel, with only four attacks taking place. In three of these
attacks--SS Bucyrus Victory on 5 Apr, Vietnamese merchant ship Phu Quoc on 15 Apr, and SS
President Pierce on 29 Apr--the enemy missed his target. The USNS Perseus was hit on Z7
Apr, but only minor material damage resulted. In all instances, immediate response to the
attacks was instrumental in suppresfing additional fire.
,C) TF 116 units maintained constant pressure on the enemy throughout the month of May
-s regular operations along the vital waterways of the Mekong River Delta and the RSSZ continued, as did participation in the on-going Operation SEA LORDS interdiction campaign. At the
end of the month there were 200 PBRs assigned to TF 116; 40 of these were assigned to support
TF 194 (SEA LORDS) operations and the remainder were employed In normal GAME WARDEN
functions and those portions of the interdictior campaigns which came under the operational
control of CTF 116.

(C) The 20 UH-lBs and 11 OV-1OAs assigned to TF 116 accumulated over 960 flight hours
in combat missions during the month in addition to normal surveillance patrol flights.
S.

..

(C)

A particularly noteworthy demonstration of mobility and flexible response was conduc-

"
teJ
on 3 May whl'n six PBRa of RIVDIV 574 and their crews weri airlifted by Skycrane holicopters from Go Dau Ha on the Vam Co Dong River to a point on the upper Saigon River. The air
distance travellud was 16 miles and the feat was completed In three hours. It wat estimated
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that four days would have been required had the boats used the water route to the area.
case, the PBRs were on station and seeking out the enemy on the same night.

In this

(U) The Honorable John H. Chafee, Secretary of the Navy, presented the Presidential Unit
Citation to the Delta River Group at Binh Thuy on 22 May. The award was in recognition of the
meritorious and heroic service of the group for their actions at the time of the Tet offensive
during the period 31 Jan through 9 Apr 68.
(C) Enemy attacks on merchantmen on the Long Tau Channel to Saigon increased significantly in May as nine such incidents were recorded. Five attacks occurred on 12 May. As in
the past, however, most of ?:he attacks were ineffective. Only two ships were hit and casualties
were three wounded. Increased aerial surveillance was ordered in the wake of the 12 May
attacks. Allied reaction was swift, but the enemy remained elusive and casualties inflicted
by friendly firepower were unknow,.
(C) During June there were a number of relocations of TF 116 assets as GAME WARDEN
forces responded to enemy activity and expanded their area of operations. On 9 June, a river
division was relocated to the upper Saigon River to patrol the area between Phu Cuong and Dau
Tieng. Two days later the southern limit of thes patrol area was extended by four miles.
(C) In order to -)unter the increasing er..nmy rocket attacks on shipping in the Long Tau
Channel--15 such a'. cý': during June--COMNAVFORV conceived a special RSSZ operation
designed to prevem .. c aoacks by destruction of known VC base areas, havens, LOCs, and
sources of supply in the Nhon Trach District of Bien Hoa Province. The operation, in the
DOAN 10 area of the RSSZ was coordinated by the CGO, II FFORCEV and was conducted from
24-30 June. Participating units included two battalions of the Royal Thai Army Volunteer
Force, reinforced by RF companies and National Police; one company of the 1st Australian
Task Force, reinforced by a RF company; US Army helicopters; one company of the 199th
Light Inf Bde in the capacity of a ready reaction force; VNN RAGs; RF companies and USN
units under CTG 119.6 including SEALs, PBRs, ASPBs, and a Zippo (a Monitor with flame
throwing equipment). Overall results of the operation were 51 enemy killed and two captured.
The foregoing, in conjunction with another joint operation, CHOUNG DOUNG 26-69, which involved RF troops and USN assets against VC base camps in the RSSZ, and increased aerial
surveillance and PBR patrols, were believed to have greatly hindered the enemy's freedom
of movement and stopped the attacks on friendly shipping which ceased after 21 June.
(C) In addition to the special efforts expended in the RSSZ, GAME WARDEN forces maintained their pressure on the enemy throughout th Mekong Delta and continued their participation in the SEA LORDS interdiction campaigns. At the end of the month, there were 207 PER.
assigned to Task Force 116. SEA LORDS campaigns were supported by 106 of these boats and
tho remainder were employed in normal GAME WARDEN functions and those portion$ of the interdicticn campaigns which came under the operational control of CTF 116. GAME WARDEN
aircraft at the end of Jut-e consisted of 30 Seawolves (UH-IB) -- of which six supported SEA
LORDS. These aircraft accounted for over 850 hours In combat missions in addition to their
normal surveillance patrols,
(C) GAME WARDEN forces continued their resources and population control activities
throughout the Mek~ong Delta, RSSZ, and along the upper Saigon River during July. During
Ope ration DOUBLE SHIFT (9-25 Jul) four river divisions were relocated to the Tay NiAh area
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to assist in the GIANT SLINGSHOT Campaign, necessitating transfer of 1A PCFs to CTF 116
from CTF 115. GAME WARDEN aircraft assets, which flew 957 combat hours, remained unchanged.

"*

(C) Judicious employment of the various waterborne and airborne resources in night waterborne ambushes, transportation and support for VN RF/PF troops, support of SEAL and PRU
operations, daily chain drag sweeps of tht Long Tau shipping channel, traffic inspection, resource and population control, and MEDCAlPS all served to thwart enemy attempts to harass
Atlied shipping on the Long Tau River. The effectiveness of these actions was indicated by
onlV two attacks occurring during this month.
(C) SEAL activities were conducted throughout RVN and of particular consequence were the
series of raids, pari of Operation RANGER, which had as their main objective an enemy prisoner of war camp in the Than Phu sector of IRien Hoa Province. The camp was located on 1Z Jul
and as a result of actions by SEALs, PRUs, Seawolve., and Army aviation support, 21 VC were
killed, 14 captured, 15 detained, 70 bunkers destroyed, 79 sampans destroyed, and a grenade
factory partially destroyed. Five ARVN soldiers were liberated when the camp wLs overrun.
Friendly losses were five wounded and four aircraft damaged.
(C) Two attacks on me: '.hant shipping occurred on 6 Jul. In the first instance, a rocket
Steel Admiral detonated 15 feet from the ship causing only superficial damage. During the early hours of the sanme day, a second incident occurred when a sapper attack with a
water mine severely damaged the SS Welfare causing it to sink in the SoS Rap River outside
the main shipping channel. There were no personnel casualties from either incident.

"firedat SS

(C) Throughout August, the GAME WARDEN forces continued pressure on the enemy in I
CTZ, Mekong Delta, along the upper Saigon River, and in the RSSZ. Additionally the River Patrol Force provided major support to on-going and some recently Lctivated SEA LORDS operations and to efforts on Mang Thit-Nicholai and Cho Gao Canals. During the month an average of
ZZO PBRs was assigned to the force.
(C) In operations on the Mang Thit-Nicholai and Cho Gao Canals, activity was light with
only four fire fights recorded. Navy SEALs par;|cipated in a series of operations in response
to Intelligence on suspected VC POW campo in the area but achieved no success in locating
them. There were no US casualties during the period in which 19 enemy were Itilled.
(C) There was one case of hostile fire on merchant shipping during August when the SS
Mondia came wider rocket fire that was off target and no hits were recorded. Two merchant
ships were successfully mined during August but their watertight integrity in each case kept
the ships afloat. On 20 Aug the Japanese ship Hikari was mined by a 200-.50 pound mine, blowing an 8-foot hole through the bottom of her stern, One crewman was killed and two were wounded. Eight days later, the Dutch ship Ke
had a hole 15 X 20 feet ripped in her port side by an
estiritated 400-pound explosive charge. No casualties were reported.

S*

(C) With a reduced number of craft caused by ACTOV turnovers and concomitant assumption of patrols and area responsibilities by the VNN, activity for USN upite of thi River Patrol
Force decreaced somewhat during September, A further reduction of craft resulted from SEA
LORDS pre.ermpting boats for the interdiction effort. The resources and population control. the
night patrols, and daily chain drag mine sweeping operations continued. The aircraft ef TF
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116 in September were 29 Seawolves and 13 Broncos which participated in 598 and 247 missions
respectively totalling 1, 840 flight hours.
(C) During October 140 of the 180 PBRs in-country were assigned to SEA LORDS. In a continuinv effo::t to maintain pressure on the enemy in the RSSZ and Duong Island complex, cordon
and search operations were used against people providing support to the VC. Night patrols and
sm.ll unit Lperations, Operation WOLF PACK,,was activated 9 Oct to conduct extensive sweeps
of the RSSZ. It was a combined operation of USN, RVNAF, and Thai forces. Meanwhile, another 49 PBRs were turned over to the VNN on 10 Oct.
(C) Successes in October led to Operation WOLF PACK II beginniug 14 Nov and lasting four
d-ys. It "vas a combined operation using the same units as WOLF PACK plus units of the Ist
Australian Task Force. The mission was to seek out and destroy elements of the 10th VC
Sapper Group (DOAN 10). The operation was a lopsided success with 34 enemy killed and light
Allied casualties. Captured material included: nine individual weapons, one crew served weapon, 25 rounds of 75mm howitzer ammunition, and 10 kg of TNT; while 19 sampanL, 12 struct'ires, 13 bunkers, 8,700 poun,*s of rice, and 1,300 pounds of salt were destroyed. GAME
WI RPEN act'vity . inti,.,ed to decline during December. As the VNN received turnover craft
and assumed responsibilities for patrols, the USN patrols were reduced. Indicative of the de.rease .n USN operations was the sharp decline in the number of craft detected, inspected, and
boarded, and the correspondir., increase of the VNN.

Mobile Riv,ýrine Force

(C) The Mckcng Delta Mobile Riverine Eorce (MDMRF) Mad been conceived in 1965 by
MACV to provide the US Arnly ard Navy with a means to stage ; verine operations in order to
destroy VC units and their resources in the IV CTZ and the RSSZ, thus assisting the GVN in
achieving control ot the waterway system and th. contiguous land area of the Mekong River
Delta. The original force autharized w-- a MRF consisting of a command staff, one support
squadron, atid two river as-au•t squadrons (RIVASRON). Each RIVASRON was made up of '16
armored troop carriers (ATC), t-,o comniaxd and t nmunicatlons boats (CCB), five monitors
(heavily armored coanverted landing craft), 16 assault support patrol boats (ASPB), and one
refueler (a bladder-carrying Navy LCM-t). Thei ASPB wAs the orly boat designed frow the
keel up lot the MRF' the othl irs were modification! of the standard LCM-6. The support
squadron containe-1 the major ship uits--be.rracks ships (APB), L 4 Ts, a
landirg cralt repair

ship (ARL), large harbor tugs (YTD), and a net laying ship (AtL).
had the capability to lift one reinforced infantry
area of combat operations.

Each of '.he two RIVASRONs

frtaoi•n
mrei
the Mvb:lo Riverine Base to the

(U) Growth of the MRF had continued over th.• years and, In June 1968, a thirdi RIVAL-RON
had been tormed. In July 1968. the MIUAF h-d been reorganixed int,) two Mobile Riverine Croups
(M.Rt ALFA and MRG BRAVO); and in October, the fourth and last planned RIVASRON had been
formed. The MRF then reached a full planned strength of four RYVASRONs, totalling 184 river
assa-itt craft, fovr b*rracks ships, three repair ships, two .,on-s:ft-propelled barracks oarges,
two support ships, two resupply ships, and various rupport craft.
(C) As 1969 began, offensive oporations consls'e4 of frequent app..cations of small unit
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force over wide areas. This strategy was intended to have major effect toward the breakup of
the infrastructure, enhancement of pacification, disruption of enemy plans, and the demoralization of enemy forces.
(C) The activities of MRG ALFA remained generally routin~e as troop lift operations were
continued mainly in Kien Hoa Province in support of the 2d Bde, 9th lnf Div. Constant pressure
was applied to enemy forces there in support of the accelerated palification effort. Mobile
Riverine Group BRAVO, operating mainly with the 3rd and 4th Bns, VNMC, advanced into
Chuong Thien, Kien Giang, Phong Dinh, and northern Ba Xuyen Provinces. Detacned units of
the MRF conducted coordinated operations in the northern Delta as components of Operation
SEA LORDS campaigns.
(C) In early January, MRG ALFA initiated Operation WATER TRAP, a major cordon and
search operation of Thoi Son Island, in the My Tho River south of Dong Tam. Twenty-four
river assault craft of RIVASDIVs 92 and 1 11, two infantry battalions, eight PBRs, and VNN
units participated in this operation which was targeted against VC guerrilla and swimmer/
sapper units located on the eastern end of the island. The island population was temporarily
moved to three collection points, screened by the National Police, issued new identification
cards, and exposed to civic action programs. Meanwdle, river craft assumed blocking stations
and the island was swept by infantry units seeking VC. A total of 1, 353 people were gathered at
the three collection points, and 70 VC were apprehended as the operation ended on 7 January.

'1

(C) Rotation of river assault division assignments took place during the month. On. 12 Jan,
boats of RIVASDIV 91 stood down preliminary to the planned turnover of 25 river assault craft

to the VNN on I
Feb. Vietnamese naval personnel aboard RIVASDIV 91 units had undergone onthe-job training since early December 1968. River Assault Squadron 13 joined MRG AL2FA and
RIVASDIV 132 was relieved by RIVASDIV 92 as the assault force of operation GIANT SLINGSHOT. River Assault Division 132 returned to the MUB and supported the 4th Bn, 47th Inf.
River Assault Division 131 assumed utility duties and supported the 3d Bn, 34th Artillery;
RIVASDIV 112 assumed support duties for the 3d Bn, 60th Iynf; and RIVASDIV I111 camre off the
line and assumed base defense duties.
(C) River Assadlt Squadron 15 had begun reconnaissance operations it) enemy BA 483 in
southern Kien Glang Province In late December 1968, and these operations continued into January. Eighteen river assault craft, working in coordination with the 2nd and 3d Bns, VNMC,
conducted patrol and troop landing activity along the Can Cao Canal. Ground contact with enemy
forces wssporadic throughout the campaign which lasted until 7 January. Dospit- ir.±ol~lgneo
avpoideod

*
*

igiicn enemy forces in the area. the enemy employed hit-and-run tactics and

(C) River Assault Squadron 15, considting of 17 ATCs, six monitors, one CCB, 2 ASPBa,
and one LCM-6 (flame charging unit) with the 2nd VNMC Bn began find, fix, and destroy operations along the Song Cal Tu and Song Cal Lon rivers in enewy BA 480 on I1IJan. The opera.tion was planned In order to Interdict enemy forces suspected to be In the region. BA 480 had
been used as a itaging and storage locale for the conduct of offensive operations in Chuong Tien,
Kiein Giang, and Phong Dinh Provinces. Numerous troop lnsqrtions along beaches took place
although contact was with enemy ground forces of squad size or smaller. After troop landings,
river assault craft established blocking and Interdiction stations and chocked a total of 189 Bamn).
pans throughout the, operation which lasted until 18 Jan. Enemy attempts to repulse the riverino
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forces took form as eight enemy-initiated firefights resulted. Of the total of 26 USN wounded,
five occurred as an ATC was sunk by a water mine on the Song Cai Tu. Two sailors and one
VN Marine were killed as the mined craft sank almost immediately.
(C) By far the highlight of February was the turnover of 25 river assault craft from the
USN to the VNN on the first day of the month. Combining these craft with eight ASPBs received
under the MASF program, the VNN formed two River Assault and Intcrdiction Divisions (RAID)
which conducted successful operations in conjunction with the USN. Coincident with the turnover,
RIVASDIV 91 was dissolved.
(C) Standard watermobile, airmobile, and infantry activity continued in February as MRG
ALFA operated primarily in several districts of Kien Hoa Province. On two occasions, river
assault craft came under particularly heavy and well-aimed fire during enemy initiated firefights originating from the river banks. On 24 Feb, units of RIVASDIV 131 received combined
rocket and automatic weapons fire from both banks of the Song Ba Lai at a position three miles
northeast of Ben Tre. Six craft were hit resulting in 11 USN wounded and light damage to the
boats. Again, on 27 Feb, units of RIVASDIV 112 came under heavy rocket, recoilless rifle,
and automatic weapons fire from both banks of the Song Ba Lai at a position 4 miles northeast
of Ben Tre. In this attack there were 12 USN wounded and five of the river assault craft received hits with minor damage. In both instances fire was returned and suppressed.
(C) Enemy swimm'.rs with SCUBA gear were sighted in close to the USS Vernon County
(LST-1161) at MRB ALFA at Dong Tam on two successive days--25 and 26 Feb. In both cases,
concussion grenades were dropped into the water, and subsequent hull inspections by EOD personnel had negative results.
(C) A VC attempt to emulate the MRF occasioned disastrous results for the enemy. Elements of the 3d Bn, 60th Inf In night positions along the Rach An Binh, 3 miles southeast of Mo
Cay, detected three large motorized sampans moving northward along the waterway, reconnoitering the banks by fire. The soldiers quickly set up an ambush and took the sampans under
fire. Twenty one of the enemy were killed and three sampans were captured with no friendly
casualties.
(C) Water blockades along the Song Can Tho and Kinh Xa Mo In Phong Dinh Province, begun
on 30 Jan by MRG BRAVO, continued into February. The 21st ARVN Ini Div had been conducting
reconnaissance-in-force operations to prevent massing of VC forces In the area. The river
assault craft, working in conjunction with elementu of the 21st ARVN Div, established a water
blockade along the Song Can Tho from the Cai Rang Bridge in Phong Dlnh Province to a point 8
miles west of Can Tho, and along the Kinh Xa Mo from Thuan Mon to the junction of the Kinh
Xa Mo and Song Can Tho. One company each of the Zd VNMC Bn and the 295th Phong Dinh ftF
Co were embarked as ready reaction forces. During the opiration, which lasted until 3 Feb,
over 7, 000 sampans were inspected. Ground forces reported only light and sporadic contact
throughout.
(C) Enemy swimmer sightings occurred within MRG BRAVO on 5, 7, and 9 Feb.
case, results of swimmer search and hull investigations were negative.

In each

(C) Operating with 160 river assault craft in March because of the transfer of 25 boats to
the VNN in February, the Mobile Riverine Force again ranged the Delta in watermobile assault
operations in coordination with the US Army and RVNAF. Task Group 117.1 continued opera-
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tions in Kien Hoa Province with the 2d Bde, 9th Inf Div. The resurgence of enemy-initiated
fire fights against river assault craft--first noted in February--carried over into March and
heavy contact was gained by ground units on several occasions. Task Group 117.2 and the VN
Marines conducted a successful strike into enemy BA 480 in Chuong Thien Province, and intense combat activity resulted as the river assault craft and troops forced heavy contact with
the enemy.
(C) A plan for the collocation of both task groups of the MRF took effect on 4 Mar as the
units of TG 117.2 joined with TG 117. 1 at the My Tho anchorage. The common mobile riverine
base allowed for a more efficient utilization of assets and permitted reduction of the requirements for base defense from two divisions to one, thereby allowing the extra division to be employed in a line capacity. Tactical flexibility was also maintained should the need arise for two
task groups.
(C) Naval units of the MRF participated in operations which were characteristically diversified as to type of mission and area of employment during April. Reconnaissance in force,
search and destroy, patrol, ambush, troop lift, inspection, fire support, blocking force, escort, and PSYOP duties were carried out by river assault craft, often in conjunction with US
Army or RVNAF, as they operated from the GIANT SLINGSHOT AO to the southernmost
reaches of the Ca Mau Peninsula. The long term riverine assault operations in Kien Hoa Province continued as the combined Army/Navy units again inflicted severe losses on the enemy.
(C) The recurring danger of enemy swimmer/sapper activity against river craft was in
evidence again as three mining incidents or attempts were recorded against MRF craft operating in Kien Hoa Province and enemy BA 480. On 22 Apr, while in transit across BA 480 enroute to the MRB, after completion of Operation SILVER MACE II, RIVASDIV 132 assault
craft were engaged in an enemy-initiated firefight on the Cal Tu River, 8-1/2 miles southwest
of Vi Thanh. During the action, a watermine exploded 60 feet off the starboard bow of CCB132-1 and caused minor flooding which was brought under control. Potential disaster was
again averted on 24 Apr when a VC command-detonated mine was discovered attached to the
antiswimmer net of APL-26 between the bow and pontoon. The homemade mine, weighing
approximately 150-175 pounds, was discovered at 0730. Fish floats were seen attached to the
barrier while it was being raised prior to getting underway; Inspection by EOD personnel revealed the mine with the detonator lead severed. Speculation was that the detonator wire was
cut during a minesweep patrol by a base defense boat. Lastly, ASPB-132-3 was sunk on 29
Apr on the Cal Tu River as an enemy mine of unknown type was detonated beneath its stern
during the operation In enemy BA 480 in Chuong Thien Province.

*

*

(C) The main thrust of MRF activity in
AO. Three excursions lasting up to a week
craft into the Can Gluoc District of Long An
tion against the VC was again substantial as

May continued as before in the Klen Hoa Province
were made by detachments of 6-8 river assault
Province in support of the 5th Bn, 60th lIf. Attri947 enemy were killed by mobile riverine forces.

(C) The need for the entire spectrum of base and boat defensive measures was re-emphasited as several potential enemy swimmer attacks against MRF were pre-empted. In each
case where enemy swimmers or Indications of swimmers were sighted, concussion grenades
were dropped and hull inspections were conducted by UDT/FjOD personnel,
(C)

Two events took place in June which significantly affected the composition, future em-
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ployment, and status of the MRF. First, the Zd Bde, 9th Inf Div was scheduled for phase out of
MRF operations and redeployment during July and August as a KEYSTONE EAGLE element, and
second, a large reduction in USN river assault craft (RAG) took place as a total of 64 RAG,
valued at $18. 5 million, were turned over to the VNN under the ACTOV program.
(C)

The turnover of the 64 RAG took place in three phases on 10,

15, and 21 June.

Specific

craft turned over are shown below:
CRAFT

10 June

15 June

21 June

12

12

11

ASPB

8

8

MONITOR

2

3 (1 Zippo)

3 (1 Zippo)

8

CCB

2

1

1

4

Refueler

1

ATC

Total

25

Total
35
16

1

24

15

64

VNN personnel had undergone on-the-job training while integrated with USN RAG crews during
preceding months in preparation for the operation of these craft.
(C)

River Assault Squadrons 9 and 11 were decommissioned on 10 and 27 June respectively.

(C) The MRF activities were concentrated in Kien Hoa Province during June and consisted
primarily of assault landings, troop sweeps and ambushes, blocking forces, escorts, sniping
and burn/defoliation missions, although PSYOP and medical civic action programs were conducted as well. Riverine assault operations of limited duration also took the MRF into Go Cong,
Long An, and Vinh Binh Provinces, The total of 544 enemy killed by the MRF, although substantial, was the lowest figure since January 1969, indicating the reduced tempo of operations.
(C) Mobile Riverine Force operations decreased even more in July as the 2d Bde, 9th Inf
Div stood down in preparation for KEYSTONE EAGLE redeployment. Enemy killed were down
to 63. Primary emphasis on MRF activity was in defense of the base at Dong Tam in Dinh
Tuong Province with secondary efforts in support of ARVN and RF/PF units. Escort, burn,
defoliation, and MEDCAP missions were conducted as usual. Task Force 117 at the end of July
consisted of 113 craft in five divisions, two of which were assigned to River Assault Squadron 13
and the remainder to RAS 15.
(C) The Army-Navy Mobile Riverine Force, which had operated in the Mekong Delta since
February 1967, was disestablished on 25 Aug and COMRIVFLOT ONE/COMRIVSUPPRON
SEVEN/CTF 117 were phased out. The two remaining divisions referred to in the preceding
paragraph were designated Riverine Strike Group and placed under the command of CTG 194.7,
a component of the SEA LORDS task organization. The deactiv.tion of this Mobile Riverine
Force was made possible by the turn over of the major portion of its assets to the RVN.
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Operation SEA LORDS

(S) In an atmosphere of counterinsurgency warfare an innovative force of Navy personnel
in water craft had begun unconventional forays into areas of III and IV CTZ, when in Oct 1968,
COMVNAVFORV directed that Operation SEA LORDS (South East Asia Lake-Ocean-River-Delta
Strategy) commence for conduct of joint operations involving all three Navy task forces. These
were to be coordinated combat operations to destroy enemy forces and base logistics systems.
Land and water LOGs were to be cleared and defended. Pacification efforts were to be concentrated in areas of high population density and economic importance. The operations, then, were
essentially a dramatic extension of river incursions using the most suitable craft available dependent upon threat, mission, navigational requirements, etc. SEA LORDS had no assets of its
own but under operational control of CTG 194.0 "borrowed" such craft as were needed from TF
115, TF 116, and, until August 1969, TF 117.
(S) The concept of Operation SEA LORDS was coordinated naval/ground operations employing the integrated effects of substantial portions of MARKET TIME, GAME WARDEN and the
MOBILE RIVERINE FORCE. SEA LORDS was designed to provide naval support to the land
campaign which was being conducted in III and IV CTZ. The broad objectives were to interdict
the enemy's commo-liaison routes, destroy his base areas, open waterways to friendly commerce and pacify certain areas. These objectives were accomplished by a concentration of forces
through riverine strike operations and raider operations, both along inland waterways and from
the coast, followed by intensified interdiction efforts to keep the enemy out of pacified areas. 187
(S) Operation SEA LORDS had been particularly successful in wresting the initiative from
the enemy in areas formerly considered under his complete domination. Enemy LOCs were
dealt a severe blow, and many of his lucrative fields of extortion were virtually eliminated.
His heretofore secure areas for rest, training, resupply, and recruiting were disrupted. The
population in the Delta was heartened by the US and GVN presence and the people in some areas
were returning to their normal pursuits.
(C) Throughout 1969, SEA LORDS campaigns continued the spectacular successes which
had marked its first three months. This success prompted continuation of the 1968 campaigns

of GIANT SLINGSHOT, SEARCH TURN and TRAN HUNG DAO I, and with continued success
throughout the year these were expanded. Additional anti-infiltration barriers were established
along the Cambodian horder and other operations were Initiated as the success of SEA LORDS
denied the enemy use of major rivers and he began using secondary rivers and canals.

(C) The SEA LORDS order of battle at the end of 1969:
4

CTF 194/COMNAVPORV
CTG 194.0/DEPCOMNAVFORV

Saigon
Binh Thuy

CTG 194. 1
CTG 194.Z

Binh Thuy
Song On Doc

DUFFLE BAG
BREEZY COVE

CTG 194.3

Rach Gia

SEARCH TURN

CTG 194.4

Chau Doc

BORDER INTERDICTION

CTG 194.5
CTG 194.6
CTO 194.7

Cam Ranh
Phu Cuong
Dong Tam

STABLE DOOR
READY DECK
Administration, Maintenance, ACTOV,
No operational campaign
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CTG 194.8
CTG 194.9

(C)

Cua Viet
Ben Luc

TF CLEARWATER
GIANT SLINGSHOT

In an imaginative manner SEA LORDS employed such forces as, SEALS, UDT, EOD,

ground troops, tri-service aircraft and naval waterborne assets in closely coordinated joint and
combined operations. These varied from an insertion and later extraction of a small SEAL
team on a reconnaissance patrol to large scale operations using all of the assets listed above.
One such extensive operation was SILVER MACE II, a description of which follows.

(C) SILVER MACE I1, a coordinated SEA LORDS strike operation of limited duration was
conducted from 7 - 18 Apr as USN, USAF, USA, VNN, and VNMC forces combined to strike
deep into the VC sanctuary in the Narn Can Forest area of the Ca Mau Peninsula at the southern tip of RVN. Under the tactical command of CTG 194. 7, forces participating in this operation included Z9 river assault craft of RIVASRON 13, three battalions of VNMC (about 2, 400

troops), 25 VNN RAG boats, 13 PCFs of TG 194. 5, and various gunfire and logistical support
units such as USS Carronade (LFR-l), USS Crockett (PG-88), USS Mercer (APB-39), USS
Westchester County (LST-1169), USS Hampshire County (LST-819), USS Satyr (ARL-23),
USS Krishna (ARL-38), Navy Seawolf helicopters, SEAL and EOD teams, and a substantial force
of VNN supply craft. A US Army surgical team and a MEDEVAC helicopter were aboard the
Mercer to rexider medical assistance.
(C) Units rendezvoused in the Gulf of Thailand off the western mouth of the Cua Lon River
and on the opposite side of the peninsula in the South China Sea east of the Bo De River in
preparation for scheduled beach assault landings on 7 Apr. After airstrikes and beach preparatory fires by Navy units, riverine assault landings commenced as the 4th VNMC Bn went ashore
in the vicinity of Nam Can on the Cua Lon River and the 6th VNMC Bn was landed near Tan An
on the Bo De River. All landings were unopposed and without incident. The first incident of the
campaign occurred at 1050 on the 7th, on the Dam Noi River, when a command-detonated mine
exploded 30 feet astern of one of four PCFs escorting a VNN resupply force from Ca Mau to
the operating area. No personnel or material casualties were sustained. The task element
later received heavy automatic weapons fire farther downstream at 1130. One MSF soldier

aboard a PCF was slightly wounded but no material damage was sustainod as the buats continued
toward the AO.
(C) The only significant enemy ground contact of the operation occurred on 8 Apr as the 4th
VNMC Bn twice established contact: first with a VC squad in the morning, and again at 1355,
when heavy contact was gained with an estimated platoon near the south beach of the Song Cua
Lon, 3 miles east of Nan Can. A helicopter and fixed wing aircraft placed a strike =onsisting
of bombs, napalm, and strafing fire on the enemy position with unknown results.
(C) Reconnaissance in force operations continued as over 60 assault landings were made
throughout the area during the operation. Further enemy contact was very light as VNMC troops
swept the area, discovering substantial weapons caches, destroying VC bunkers and structures,
and detaining suspicious persons. PCFs conducted gunfire support, river raids, and troop lift
activity throughout the operation. Wide areas along the Ong Quyen, Ban Thanh, Cal Chon, Duong
Keo, Cal Nhap Canals and the Be De, Dam Noi, and along the Cua Lon River's and navigable
streams in the southeast Ca Mau area were searched by the USN/VNN and VNMC teams.
(C)

Eight PCFs, with 6th VNMC Bn troops embarked, sailed the Duong Keo River during
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the late afternoon of 12 Apr for sweep operations in the day's objective area. At 1734, a large
scale, enemy-initiated fire fight by an estimated two VC companies wan unleashed as the PCFs,
in column formation, reached a position 4 miles upstream from the river mouth. Detonation of
two claymore mines from the northwest bank wzs immediately followed by intensive B-40 rocket,
recoilless rifle, . 30 and . 50 caliber machine gun, rifle grenade, and smrall arr-s fire. PCF 43
was hit by recoilless rifle and B-40 rounds which disabled her steering gear and fatally wounded
the officer in charge. The boat beached at high speed in the center of the ambush site as B-40
rockets continued to smash into her. Uninjured crewmen and UDT personnel aboard set up a
hasty perimeter around the boat as PCFs 5 and 31 returned alongside to assist. Seawolves reacted in five minutes and placed heavy machine gun fire into the area, supressing the enemy
fire. All personnel were removed from the beached PCF and PCFs 5 and 31 cleared the area.
Later, a fire in PCF 43 reached ammunition stores on board and created an explosion which
destroyed the craft, one of few that have sustained irreparable damage in the war.
(C) During an overflight of the AO in a light observation helicopter on the morning of 16 Apr,
Commander CTG 194.6 spotted enemy personnel setting up a probable ambush on the Gua Lon
River. River assault craft traversing the area at the time were halted and VNMC artillery
fire was placed on the site, causing two secondary explosions. One company of VNMC was
landed on the site but no contact was gained; however, a potential ambush of the river assault
craft had been averted.
(C) Operations concluded on 1 Apr as all units departed the area. This operation demonstrated again the capability of riverine forces to conduct conventional amphibious operations in
conjunction with riverine operations in remote areas with minimal outside logistical support.
Results of the operation showed 38 VC killed plus 47 sampans and 209 structures destroyed.
More than 4, 400 assorted rounds of ammunition and over 380 enemy weapons were captured.
Seven hostile fire incidents were encountered ia the campaign, including an enemy-initiated
fire fight on the Cai Tu River in Chuong Thien Province on 22 Apr as the force was en route
to the mobile base after completion of the SILVER MACE II operation. Friendly losses ware
five killed, 46 wounded, one PCF destroyed, and two damaged.
(C) In late July a realignment of the TRAN HUNG DAO and BARRIER REEF forces evclved
into a general border interdiction campaign. SEA LORDS' MARKET TIME RAIDER patrols
were expanded to support Operation SEA FLOAT/TRAN HUNG DAO III on the lower Ca Mau
peninsula. Operation "DOUBLE SHIFT" gave support to GIANT SLINGSHOT in the Tay Ninh
AO. In addition two new campaigns, on the Song Mang Thit-Nicoulal and the Cho Gan Canals
were initiated during the month. Althuugh SEA LORDS assets were used for these operations,
the purpose of the campaigns was to keep this major commerce route open rather than interdiction, and therefore these activities are covered in the section on River Patrol Force.
(C) Notwithstanding the expanded SEA LORDS role, there was a general downward trend
in the overall eneray activity, first noted in April and continuing through July. There appeared
to be two basic reasons for this decline: first, the enemy required time to perceive patrol
operations and develop counter-tactics, to include establishing new Infiltration points and river
crossings; second, there had been a general reduction in the lavel of enemy military activity
during the past several weeks.
(C) During August, Operation SEA LORDS, combining th4 efforts of the Coastal Survoillance, River Patrol, and Mobile Riverine Forces (the two remaining.squadrons
of the latter
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being assigned as SEA LORDS assets after Z5 Aug) in conjunction with other US and GVN forces,
placed additional emphasis upon interdicting enemy infiltration routes from Cambodia. At the
same time, these forces played a vital role in pacification efforts along the canals and waterways of the III and IV CTZs. Further, these forces continually harassed the enemy in his base
camp areas. Overall activity for the SEA LORDS campaigns in terms of enemy KIAs reached
a new high of 585, up 60 percent from the previous month. Hostile fire also increased, up to
253 incidents. Friendly losses were disproportionately higher rising more than 100 percent
over the July figures as 13 KIA and 90 WIA were recorded.
(C) In a still expanding SEA LORDS, a new campaign was begun on ?5 Sep in the An Xuyen
Province of IV CTZ. The campaign named BREEZY COVE was centered along the Ong Doc
River and was identified by the task designator of CTG 194.2. October also marked the first
anniversary of Operation SEA LORDS. During the year over 1, 200 firefights occurred in which
there were 3,070 enemy killed, 296 captured while friendly losses were 186 killed and 1, 451
wounded. Caches totaling over 500 tons were captured or destroyed. The eminently successful
interdiction operations reduced the amount of supplies and munitions brought into RVN and substantially hindered the movement of the enemy throughout In and IV CTZ. Waterways, once
used with impunity by the enemy, were now closed to him, backing up his supplies.. This, in
turn, had lessened the frequency and intensity of enemy "high points." Equally important were
the intangible results of SEA LORDS campaigns which afforded inhabitants along the canals and
streams greater safety and freedom of movement in areas formerly controlled by the VC, thus
enhancing economic development ard improving the image of the GVN.
(C) At a time when the NVA was trying to iorce Navy unita off the interdiction barriers,
SEA LORDS forces during November increased the Interdiction density on the barriers alnng
the Cambodian border. In response to intelligence reports placing the forward element of
the NVA lot Div In northwestern Kien Tuong Province and additionel reports indicating the
transit of sizeable VC/NVA units Into the Crows Nest area of Cambodia, reinlorcement of the
barriers was carried out in order to disrupt enemy infiltration south across the Plain of Reeds
into Dinh Tuong Province, or should he choose to move west Inside Cambodia, to oppose his
eventual attempts to infiltrate into the Seven Mountains arca or U Minh Forest, The friendly
build-up of forces was augmented by sailing USS Denewah on 1Z Nov to a new station in the
vicinity of An Long and debarking CTG 194.7 at Dong Tam en route to provide support for the
already greatly expanded BORDER INTERDICTION campaign. By relocating the RAC of RAD
152, previously assigned to the Vain Co River area, having GIANT SLINGSHOT units conduct
operations along the upper Vain Co Tay, and reinforcing the WBGPs with units based at Tuyen
Nhon the Increase of forces was completed. Dvring the month of November, combl.ed SEA
LORDS forces operating in the various campaigns accounted for 254 enemy KIA and 22 captured.
Friendly losses were 16 KIA and 104. WIA.
(C) In December SEA LORDS activities were Increased as enemy killed totaled 378, with
47 wounded through all campaigns. This large increase in enemy nasualties was accompanied
by a decrease in frientdly casualties: 16 killed and 84 woonded. The increased aLtlor, in the Interdiction campaigns was due to enemy attempts to infiltrate men and supplies In preparatien for
an expected Winter-Spring offensive,
(C) Captured documents indicated that SEA LORDS efforts Inflicted significant casualties
on enemy units moving on the waterways in RVN. Real progress"had boen made In the barrier
interdiction since the establishment of thb SEA LORDS Operations. Muf-h of the success could
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be attributed to timely coordination of operations among naval, ground, and air units of the
many different forces in the operating areas. Many statistics were included in the various sections of the operations, however; there were many unquantifiable results which were just as important as the numbers. Intelligence gained from the interdiction operations was extremely valuable both in improving effectiveness of existing barriers and in pianiveng for future operations.
The initiation and continuance of a friendly presence in the AOs had a tremendous impact on the
local populace and, at the same time, a negative impact on enemy forces. The delay and backlogging of enemy logistics made it impossible for iiis units to mount widespread coordinated
attacks on a given timetable. The SEA LORDS Operations contributed to the pre-emption of
enemy operations throughout the year.

GIANT SLINGS3HOT Campaign
(S) In November 1968, plans had been laid to commence Operation GIANT SLINGSHOT as
a part of SEA LORDS. Reacting to inttlligence that disclosed infiltratioi. south and east of the
Parrot's Beak area of Cambodia into Di~nh Tuong Province and the western approaches to
Saigon, respectively, GIANT SLINGSHOT had been initiated in early December 1968 when patrols
were established on the Varn Co flong and Varn Co Tay Rivers west of Saigon. This operation
required the reassignment of patrol forces from patrol areas In the Delta. In all cases, the
patrol gaps left in the GAME WARDEN arear had been filled by MARKET TIME Swift bouts whose
employment offshore was n~ot maximized due to poor wea conditions militating against their Continuouv employment. River assAult craft from TG 117. 2 were also employed in GIANT SLINGSHOT to lift quick reaction forces, and 161 the case of the ASPBs, to conduct patrols. On 12 Dec.
units assigned to GIANT SLINGSHOT had been inc reased in response to orders from COMUSMACV to tighten the defenses around'Saigon. At year's end, S4 PBRs and 29 river assault
craft were comvnitttd to GIANT SLINGSHOT, and plans were being laid to close the remaining
itap in waterway interdiction lines between the Mekong River and Moe Hoa on the Vain Co Tay
River. 188

(C)Operation GiANT SLINGSHOT representou the longest and, during Januarytems
productive segment on the interdiction line. Extending from 5 miles southwest of Tay Ninh
dJown the. ifam Ca Dong River to the Sol Rap Itiver south 0f Saigon and up the Vain Co Tay River
*

t~o Mov Hoa, SO miles west of Saigon, the GIANT SLINGSHOT Campaign ran along and across
enemy isupply lines from the.Parrot's Beak area of Camobodiia into the western approaches to
~Saigon. Operatioils by rivorf patrol and mot'ilc riverine units with US Army and RVXAF ground
forces were carried out alrnoot daily on both rivers. Significant quantilles of enemy supplies
were (Iiscovorod k'n 4.4 armis aod ricy cachio# near the two rivers. These results wore not

achieved without cost as patrol units P-m.munteted hi;-stile flea 68 time*. Losses Included 23
'craft damaged *nti two PBRs sunk.
*(C).
ktneiny activity retnitiled at a Itigh level along the -two major rivers In the GIANT
SLINGS HOT AO during Februa ry. Paetrol craft participated it; Av&rly 60 ground operations by
Inse,ýtin# small rtconnailssance patrols, eompany-sine landing forces. and by providing blocking
patrols. Twice during the month major operations, REEL HAUL I and 11. uttixtsd convoys of
*patrol craft and heavy assault craft. These convoy, were ioried to tarry out river atto-bushoes
and ground sweeps on the Vain Co Dong between Hiep Roa AO G
(Ia )u Ha. Grotind And naval
fortes accounted for 123 citory killod, eight captured, six Not Chank, nine dotaized, 10 satw

I r Lo

pans captured and 48 junks/sampans destroyed. Enemy opposition came in the form of more
than 70 hostile fire incidents and seven booby trap detonations. In addition, enemy attacks-byfire and light ground probes on bases came with the post-Tet high point, beginning on 23 Feb.
(C) Contact with the enemy continued to be frequent during March. Toe mafe than 150 units
committed to this operation worked closely with US/H VNAF ground forces along their patrol
routes. A measure of the high degree of coordination existent between US and RVN forces was
revealed by the variety of reconnaissance operations supported by Navy river craft; troop insertions were made of ARVN, RF/PF, CIDGI PRW, National Police Field Force, and Armed
Propaganda Team personnel along with let Cay Div (AmbI) and 25th Iaf Div soldiers at various
times throughout the month. River craft participated in nearly 100 operations with these
troops, ranging from the insertion of small night reconnaissance patrols to area sweeps by
battalion-size forces.
(C) During the night of 15 March. USS5Harnett County. one of the support 1ST., received a
107mm rocket which impacted on the port side main deck bulkhead, The round penetrated the
bulkhead and exploded In the wardroom. Three Navymnen and one US civilian were wounded by
the explosi-on. £xtensive damage to the wardroom was coatsed by the blast and flooding that resulted from a ruptured water pipe. The attack occurred approximately 2 miles west of Den
Luc. Subsequent questioning of the local populace revealed that the rocket had boetn launched
from a paddy dike. on the west side of the river about 30 yards inland.
(C) River patrol craft, river asiault craft, minesweoping craft, and supportiv uits
u~
from
TF 116 and TF 117 continued interdictisDn operations along the Yam Co Tay aniVVam Co Dung
Rivers during April. Until 7 Apr, Swift boats carried ouit patrols on the Vain Co Rivesr when
this segment of GIANT SLINGSHOT was taken ove~r by PBRs in -rder to allow increased Swift
boat patrols on the lower H1am Luong and Co Chien Rivers in the normal GAME WARDEN arita
of operations. Also participating in this inteedietion canipaignf were. VNN River Assault and
Unterdiction Division (RAID) 70 and 71, As in prior mownths, onumerous operation-4 werei carried
out in support of friendly ground sweeps and patrols*i the river banks.
1C) Of particular signiflcantce during this- month was the kit1 of two helicopters. on the
morning of 2$ Apr, Seawolyno 37* and 38 engaged a target of opportubity, c*ntikstiag o~f ntwov 16
one sairpans+ *bout I mile. northeast of Mot W4. They place4 strik*3 on the targe*t ad tecoived no return fire. Then, while turn ing. away from the ta rget to clear the fCambodian bor~er,
the wing Aircruft. Seawiolf 47, reelvi-d dositrnwaivre fire and radioe~d heiwas #*o#e down,: The
4ircratt crashed~w ondeiplodwtd on contact. The load akircraft spotteod oatd crewmran of the dtownd
ai rcraft attempting to clear the wr ectkage antt wrod to provide cover antd *ttrikctlon.
At this
paint, the load aircraft received five that datmaged th* oil syStem" attd caused a forced landinug
about 3S gnet~ts from the crash site. The crewen-levstst1-4att the aire-Ctafti
sw
uep a defensivo porimtotr. Oav, racd to the burning1 helicooptr to aid the Mn*
Atteumpting to tree hlnanlt.

An untarmed Ann? U14-I trrived on the ecotte anid o-acte a fun in to pick op the downevd peritmsnnl.
ik4avyaUntomatio w-apons tire wounded both door gunnters of the LUHl. -As the personne'l were
'loaded Aboard, Otte mant front Seawolt 38 wns killed by. enemvy fiveatetr ht wasV-W
scit,
inthe
res*iae
ircrT,
ha US casualtisoitaI*e fo-at killed anid four wounded,, Including the door guvw*
Ater. S*A'woli 58 *&a aobservd to be bit -by:;a mortar. ftinig fromt an unkno*n location &and buetel
int faisesfrnt dret ht.Boh aircraftt bad geedw utiaside the Camtitian b~iorde.
(C) task Group l19*,9, comnpond4 of nearly ISO assortud exalt, mwaitaind a4fast tempo,
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of operations in the GIANT SLINGSHOT AO during May. Enemy opposition was most frequent
along the Van Co Dong River although the total of 75 hostile fire incidents for both rivers represented a substantial decrease from that encountered in prior months. The number of contacts initiated by patrol craft also decreased slightly to 69 successful ambushes or evading
craft taken under fire. Both friendly and enemy losses decreased, reflecting the decline in
enemy activity.
(C) A combined cordon and search operation, known as CAESAR II, was conducted on 17Z4 May in an area bounded on the west by the Vam Co Dong River and extending eastward to QL4, connecting Ben Luc and Tan An. Afloat units of RIVASRON 13 and VNN RAID 70 provided
blockirg forces and waterbornt ambushes as an adjunct to ground operations conducted by the
199th Lt Inf Bee and ARVN forces. Er,•:wny contact was light and the results of the operation
were 14 VC killed, four sampans destroyed, and one sailor wounded.
(C) On the night of 22 May, a new combined Army-Navy operati-n, known as BUSHWHACK I, was begun on the Vam Co Dong River. Utilizing newly developed tactics, the concept of operations called "zr Army elements to embark in PBRs and to provide flank security
on the shore adjacent to vaterborne ambushes set by the PBRs. The general area of operations
extended from Ben .
to the confluence of the Vam Co River tributaries. Three VC were captured in this operation, along with a sampan loaded with small arms ammunition, rocket boosters, and miortprs.
(C) The 6tal number of hostile fire incidents increased from 75 in May to 1Z6 in June, resulting in a corresponiing increase in casualties on both sides. Despite the increased tempo
of activity during the month, a sharp decline in enemy-initiated action was noted during the last
v eel in June.
(C) The enemy's elaborate use of booby traps was well illustrated on 9 June as two ATCs of
T1 194. 9. 3 supported CIDG personnel in bunker destruction operations. Sixtv CIDO troops
swept along a 2 mile stretch of the Van Co Dong River, 4-6 miles northeast of Tra Cu, while
RAC conducted EAGLE FLOAT operations. Boobytraps consisting of hand grenades or B-40
rounds with trip wires were discovered along paths from VC bunkers to the river; other boobytraps were found which were designed to detonate as boats beached along the shore. Minesweeping operations by RAC uncovered 100 f3et oý detonating wire. A total of 12 bunkers and 15 booby
traps were destroyed in the operation, and a number of enemy documents were captured. A
special bunker destruction operation, utilizing the high pressure water spray of the "Douche"
boat, was conducted during the early morning hours of 10 Jun along an il-mile stretch of the
Vain Co Dong River. The spray destroyed 16 bunkerc and five -.piderholes, and detonated two
booby traps. Again on the 1Zth, during a day-long operation, the "Douche" boat destroyed 12
bunkers, three booby traps, and four spiderholes. (Note: The "Douche" boat 'Vas another
unique weapon developed for riverine warfare, and consisted kA a water cannon mounted on an
ATC. The water cannon projected a high pressure stream of water for a distance of up to 300
rmeters and could kill a man at a distance of 30 meters. It was developed for destruction of
bunkers and spiderhole type fortifications along the river banks. Secondary explosions had
occurred in many of the bunkers subjected to water cannon fire, and it had proved very effective
"indetonating booby traps.)
(C) On the morning of 19 Jua, a PBR patrol escorting craft carrying RF/PF troops for
the relief of an overrun LRRP position, came under automatic weapons and RPG fire as the
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troops were being inserted 4 miles southwest of Tay Ninh. As the boats attempted to suppress
the enemy fire, an additional patrol and Seawolf aircraft were scrambled to the area. The Seawolves struck the area but enemy fire continued. The first patrol withdrew to rearm. Returning with a third patrol and a Monitor, Allied forces continued to hit the enemy and then withdrew
to permit use of artillery fire. When this fire was lifted, the ground troops made a sweep of
the area and found 50 of the enemy killed. There were no friendly casualties.
(C) July saw increased activity on the upper Vain Co Dong River and, in response to observed large scale enemy movements and intelligence reports of impending enemy action in this
area, additional naval forces were directed to the upper Vain Co Dong and Saigon Rivers in Operation DOUBLE SHIFT. The addition of two river divisions and two LHFTs to Tay Ninh, two
river divisions to Go Dau Ha, and two river divisions to Phu Cuong on the Saigon River; CTF
ll7't provision of a River Assault Division in the Tay Ninh/Go Dau Ha area and the VNN RAID
71 deploying to Go Dau Ha virtually doubled the forces in the GIANT SLINGSHOT AO. Upon completion of the above moves and a concurrent movement of required logistics support, the following message was transmitted from CTG 194.9 to CTG 194. 0: "DOUBLE SHIFT completed in
double time with doubled units ready to give double trouble". 189
(C) These increased operations, consisting of heavy roving patrols and waterborne ambushes, continued for 15 days until enemy activity slackened to a degree which permitted the
double units to revert to their previous assignments. DOUBLE SHIFT entailed 87 firefights,
of which 70 were friendly-initiated and there were an additional 49 unilateral firings. Enemy
forces killed were 34, with 64 probably killed. There were 33 enemy craft destroyed and one
captured. Friendly losses were 11 wounded and eight watercraft damaged.
(C) The significance of the DOUBLE SHIFT operation was that it almost certainly forced
the enemy to delay any planned assaults from the west and southwest of Tay Ninh. Tay Ninh
had been prominently mentioned as an ideal site for the capital of the newly formed Communist
Provisional Revolutionary Government and its assault and capture, in accordance with the
"three pronged attack" as defined in COSVN Resolution 9, would have given the enemy a substantial morale and propaganda boost.
(C) During August an average of 72 PBRs, 29 RACs, three MSMs, and 49 VNN river craft
were committed to GIANT SLINGSHOT. The number of hostile fire incidents (122 in August 118 in July) and the number of two boat patrols conducted (1, 752 in August - 1, 765 in July) were
virtually equal for both months; however, casualties were substantially greater for both sides
during the latter month. Enemy killed increased from 147 to 216 and friendly forces went from
four killed and 23 wounded to 10 and 69 respectively.
(C) The most significant incident of the month occurred on 14 Aug as one VNN and two USN
ATCs were on routine patrol of the Vain Co Dong River 6 miles southwest of Tay Ninh City with
a platoon of ARVN airborne troops when they were called upon to respond to an enemy attack on
an ARVN base camp. The three units made 10 firing runs and concurrently provided illumination. Return fire was quickly suppressed as the US advisor to the camp coordinated TACAIR,
gunships, and artillery strikes. Of the estimated three enemy battalions attacking, 73 VC were
confirmed killed Oy body count while there were c~o US casualties and ARVN losses, were 14
killed and 43 wounded. Two VC were captured along with 42 enemy weapons. The greatest
prooortion of GIANT SLINGSHOT activity and the largest number of caches located in this period
were on the Vain Co Dong River near Tay NL-%h City, lending credence to intelligence reports of
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the enemy's desire to attack in the Tay Ninh City area.
(C) In excess of 120 USN and VNN watercraft were committed to GIANT SLINGSHOT during
September. These forces formad a barrier around the "Parrots Beak" area of Cambodia which
extended to within 35 miles of Saigon and continued to be the most active and effective operation
of SEA LORDS. Even so, hostile fire incidents which had averaged 130 per month for the preceeding six months dropped to 56 in September. Casualties on both sides were down correspondingly as there were 146 enemy killed with no friendly KIA and only 33 WIA. Increased river
bank activity and river crossing attempts during daylight hours indicated that the effectiveness
of interdiction efforts forced the enemy to try to move during times of peak sampan traffic. A
significant arms cache discovered 9 Sep only 14 miles southwest of Saigon consisted of: 6 boxes
of TNT, 1,000 pounds of C-4, two hundred twenty-four 60mm mortar rounds, 150 B-40 rockets,
31 mines, 16 hand grenades, 10 AK-47s and 31 boxes of AK-47 ammunition. In a "turnabout is
fair play" routine, TF 194. 9 personnel observed two floats with VC propaganda leaflets attached.
After examination, the floats were picked up, the leaflets removed, and turned over to NILO
Tuyen Nhon. The favor was returned the following night as US/VNN leaflets were attached on
the same floats and returned to the original position and released. On 3 Oct the 2d Bn VNMC
was assigned to GIANT SLINGSHOT. RPG-53 VNN commenced operations along the Vam Co
Dong and Vain Co Tay Rivers latcr in the month. Operation DEEP CHANNEL was conducted
which was an evaluation of demolition methods for clearing, extending, and connecting the Lagrange and Gay Canals near Tuyen Nhon where the canals come within 2 miles of each other.
Ultimately this would provide a patrol route for river craft to seal off the Bo Bo Canal, a traditionally active infiltration route. Action picked back up slightly in October to 67 hostile fire
incidents resulting in 279 enemy killed; US/VNN casualties were 13 wounded.
(C) On 2 Nov, while conducting routine waterborne traffic checks in the vicinity of Hiep
Hoa, crewmen from two PBRs were approached by a local Vietnamese who volunteered to take
the PBRs to an enemy weapons position. Upon arrival at the designated location, two claymore
mines were found, aimed in a position to fire upon passing -iver craft. This unsolicited act of
passing information directly to the friendly forces was a further indication of the success of
PSYOP efforts. The continuing value of the interdiction efforts in general, and GIANT SLINGSHOT in particular, was shown by the discovery of three significant caches during the month.
On 19 Nov, as a result of National Police interrogation of a 17-year old youth, a sweep was made
during which 150 booby traps, 130 CHICOM grenades, 25 pounds of plastique, and three boxes
of "toe-poppers, " which were boobytrapped with a IZ2mm rocket, were found. The following day,
4 miles from Tuyon Nhon, a cache was located containing 36 carbines, 9,000 meters of electrical
wire, five mines, and a box of fuzes. A third cache was found, in as many days, on 21 Nov. It
contained over 5,000 rounds of small arms and fifteen 82mm mortar rounds.
(C) The GIANT SLINGSHOT Campaign completed its first year on 6 Dec. During the year,
"brown water navy" units interdicted enemy infiltration and supply lines along the strategically
located "Y" shaped rivers, the Varn Co Tay and Vain Co Dong, causing appreciable attrition as
evidenced by the following statistics:
GIANT SLINGSHOT Statistics 6 Dec 68
By VNN

By USN
Enemy KIA
Enemy Captured
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6 Dec 69
By Other

921

118

870

23

7
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Enemy Ammunition
Caches Uncovered

242

By all

Weight in Tons

137

Total

Sampans Destroyed

292

Friendly KIA

28 USN

13 VNN

107

Friendly WIA

454

103

603

Due to the resultant slowdown in the movement of enemy personnel and supplies caused by naval
forces operating on the GIANT SLINGSHOT rivers, the threat of enemy attacks on major population centers such as Tay Ninh City and Saigon was greatly reduced. In addition, these same
river forces were instrumental in preventing the enemy from mounting a sustained offensive by
helping to deny him the necessary manpower and material to do so.

SEARCH TURN Campaign

(C) Riverine operations in the Rach Gia Canal/Three Sisters mountains area of Kien Giang
Province had evolved in late 1968 as the first SEA LORDS Campaign though the effort was not
designated SEARCH TURN until February 1969. Using TG 117. 2 and VNMC assets, these operations had pacified the area to the extent that 24-hour PBR/ASPB patrols had been initiated
in the Rach Gia/Long Xuyen, and Cal San canals between the Gulf of Thailand and the An Giang
Province boundary. The immediate outgrowth of the operations had been increased GVN presence along the canals, outpost development, hamlet resettlement, and renewed aggressiveness
of RF/PF troops.
(C) Also emanating from operations in the Rach Gia AO were the first dramatic successes
which encouraged expansion of SEA LORDS into a major role during 1969,
(C) Operations during January met only intermittent enemy opposition, including the mining
of an ASPB. Patrols by PBR/ASPB were taken under hostile fire six times, resulting in light
personnel casualties, two craft damaged, and one patrol boat sunk. Operations along the Can
Gao Canal by Mobile Riverine Group (MRG) BRAVO early in the month met heavy enemy fire
on four occasions. A week of mobile riverine operations southeast of Rach Gia along the Cai
Lon River also encountered heavy enemy opposition, with eight fire fights and one ATC sunk by
a mine on the 14th.
(C) In February, operations extended out from the Rich Gia - Long Xuyen Canal onto Ba
The, TrI Ton, Chung Ban, Rach Sol, and the Ha Tien - Rach Gia Canals. Patrols were largely
unopposed with no USN casualties in only five hostile fire incidents which were directed primarily at supported ground units.
(C) March also saw continued routine interdiction patrols and support of pacification efforts
in the area northeast of Rach Gia city. By month's end, PBRi had begun patrols of the coastal
area on the Rach Gia Bay where waters were too shallow for Swift boats of TF 115. The PBRs
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also joined with VNN river craft in support of ARVN operations along the Cai Be River southeast of Rach Gia City. Most of the enemy action here came on operations away from the regular
patrol areas on the Gia-Long Xuyen and Soi Canals.
(C) Routine operations by patrol craft made no contact with enemy forces during April.
Patrols by PBRs continued in the shallow coastal areas of Rach Gia Bay. Numerous special
patrols on escort missions were carried out on adjoining and interconnecting waterways, such
as the Bo The, Tri Ton, Gia-Ha Tien, and Can Gao Canals, and the Coi Be and Cai Lon Rivers.
During these operations, hostile fire was encountered three times, resulting in three PBR crewmen wounded and minor damage to two craft.
(C) During May, patrol craft of TU 116. 1. 3 made minimal contact with enemy forces while
on routine patrols in the Gulf of Thailand, Rach Gia Bay, and various other adjoining waterways.
However, an increase in enemy activity over the previous month became apparent and was centered along a 5-mile stretch of the Cai Lon River 17 miles south-southeast of Rach Gia. Four
fire fights occurred in this area, resulting in seven VC killed, four detained, and two sampans
destroyed. Friendly casualties were one USN killed, one USN wounded, and minor damage to
one PBR. The one KIA was the pilot of a Bronco (OV-10) aircraft, killed when a small arms
round penetrated the canopy of the aircraft. The copilot took over, regained control of the aircraft at an estimated altitude of 35 feet over the river, and landed safely at Binh Thuy Air Base.
(C) Ten PBRs operated in the Gulf of Thailand, the Cai Lon River, the Gia-Long Xuyen,
Ba The, and Tri Ton Canals, and various adjoining waterways in the SEARCH TURN AO during
June. Units were positioned to interdict southward infiltration of enemy supplies and personnel
from the Seven Mountains area of Chau Doc Province. The eatire area was unusually quiet and
the report of "routine patrol, negative contact" became commonplace during the month.
(C) During July SEARCH TURN came under operational control of ZTF 116, in August it
reverted to interdiction activities, and the task designation was changed to CTG 194.3, once
again becoming a SEA LORDS asset. Following this period of relative inactivity, the area
around the city of Rach Gla and the group of mountains to the north known as the Three Sisters
became the site of increased enemy infiltration. To counter this buildup and to Interdict the
enemy's movenemts into the Delta, CTG 194.3, consisting of two PBR d~visions, a SEAWOLF
team, and an LST, was formed and tasked to dedicate 50 percent of its assets to offshore day
and night patrols. Since intelligence indicated seaward infiltration betwcon the Three Sisters
and the mouth of Song Cal Lon, the remainder of this force was directed to respond to province
and ARVN requests for support in the SEARCH TURN AO. To reduce travel time to the northern part of the AO a now ATSB was established 16 miles north of Rach Gia.
(C) In September TG 194. 3 with an average strength of 30 PBRs and four Seawolf aircraft
continued routine sorties, waterborne guardposts and Interdiction patrols In addition to support
of the 21st ARVN Dlv. On Z0 Sep an aft gunner on a PBR was hit In the chest by an enemy grenade, which then fell to the deck. The quick thinking gunner retrieved the grenade, hurled it
back into the nipa bush from which it emanated, where it exploded. The enemy suffered 76 KIA
during the month against two KIA and four WIA USN casualties. A minesweeper drone (MSD)
was successfully employed In October on the Col Lon and Cal Be Rivers, in reaction to local
intelligence, which demonstrated that the MSD could be effectively controlled from a PBR.
(C) SEARCH TURN units continued interdiction operations during November In Klen Giang
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Province and the Gulf of Siam. The forces also supported sector and 216t ARVN Div operations.
Enemy-initiated fire fights remained fairly constant during the month; however, enemy killed
increased sharply as a result of increased border crossing attempts. One of the rare losses
of a PBR occurred in the AO on Z0 Nov. After five PBRs inserted 100 troops oý the 168th RF
Co and a reconnaissance platoon 18 miles east of Rach Gia, the boats relocated into a blocking
position. The troops immediately contacted a VC force of undetermined size, believed to be a
part of the U Minh Bn. While providing fire support, the five PBRs came under heavy fire from
B-40 and automatic weapons in tree line-concealed bunkers. Two of nine B-40s fired hit PBR
694 in the radio compartment, setting the fuel tanks on fire. The PBR was abandoned in flames,
and secondary explosions occurred as mortar ammunition aboard the boat detonated. Black
Ponys (USN OV-10s) and TACAIR were placed in the contact area. Upon completion of air
strikes the remaining PBRs returned and extracted the troops. Enemy casualties were eight
killed against two friendly wounded and one PBR destroyed beyond recovery.

k

(C) Interdiction efforts in the AO in December placed special emphasis on the Ba The, Tri
Ton, and So Mot Canals in response to intelligence reports which warned of a possible all out
enemy effort in the SEARCH TURN AO. To combat this possibility 391 WBGPs were mounted,
more than double the 177 of the previous month. Despite the intelligence reports and perhaps
because of the operational preparations, the predicted enemy activity failed to develop and hostile fire incidents dropped. The year ended routinely in the AO with only three wounced in the
last month.

BARRIER REEF Campaign

(C) The scope of Operation SEA LORDS was expanded again in early January 1969 as a new
interdiction campaign, BARRIER REEF, was initiated to complete an Interdiction line patrolled
by US Navy craft extending from Ha Tien on the Gulf of Thailand along the Cambodian border to
Tay Ninh In III CTZ northwest of Saigon. The BARRIER REEF area of operations (AO) extended from the GIANT SLINGSHOT AO on the Vain Co Tay River along the Lagrange Canal from
Tuyen Nhon to Ap Bac and westward along the Ong Lon Canal to the upper Mekong River at An
Long. On BARRIER REEF EAST, a division of 10 PBRs operated from Tuyen Nhon covering
the Lagrange and Ong Lon Canals as far west as Phuoc Xuyen. These units, under the operational control of CTG 194.9, also made occasional probes onto Muoi Hal Canal, south of Ap
Sac. A second PBR division operated from the YRBM-20 in the upper Mekong River at An
Long to patrol BARRIER REEF WEST, the remainder of the Ong Lon and the Dong Tien Canals.
This portion of the campaign was commanded by CTG 116. 5 until 14 Jan when CTU 194.6.0 was
activated.
(C) Patrol operations commencing on 2 Jan contributed to an important enemy defeat when
the presence of patrol units supporting a PF ambush team, 18 miles east of An Long. twice
turned back a heavy weapons company attempting to cross the canal on its way from Cambodia
to the area west of Sa Dec. Reconnaissance aircraft visually spotted the company on the mornIn& of the 14th and most of the enemy were killed by gunship strikes or were captured by the PF
unit. The enemy reaction to these patrols, including the mining of two PBRs. indicated how
effectively this interdiction campaign hampered enemy logistics. Chain-drag minesweeping
operations by ASPBs were commenced late in January to meet the enemy mine threat.
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(C) The enemy mine threat that had developed in January on the Lagrange and Ong Lon
Canals appeared to be neutralized by the chain-drag minesweeping carried out during February.
While ground forces were not as available as in the GIANT SLINGSHOT Campaign, a total of 14
sweeps, reconnaissance probes, or ambushes were carried out jointly with RF/PF or CIDG
units. Another aspect of BARRIER REEF operations was MEDCAP and extensive PSYOP carried out in the vicinity of the major enemy north to south crossing point on the Ong Lon Canal.
(C) In March, interdiction patrol and night ambush operations continued to frustrate enemy
efforts to use the waterways between the Vain Co Tay River and the upper Mekong River. Three
contacts were generated from more than 30 listening posts or night ambush positions set at
'likely enemy crossing points. Enemy opposition was confined to BARRIER REEF EAST where
hostile fire was encountered five times. Two PBRs were damaged and four crewmen were
wounded and two others killed in one of these incidents.
(C) Routine interdiction patrols and floating night ambushes continued as standard operating
procedure along the Lagrange, Ong Lon, and Dong Tien Canals during April. Enemy contact
was, in general, very light throughout the month with only four enemy-initiated fire fights.
During the period 6-11 Apr, intensified patrols and night ambushes were conducted in support
of 44th Special Tactical Zone operations. Troop insertions were conducted on five occasions;
however, all resulted in negative contact.
(C) Contact with the enemy remained light again in May in the BARRIER REEF AO, with
13 fire fights occurring. Operating procedures included routine interdiction patrols, floating
night ambushes, insertion and support of ground troops, and harrassment and interdiction
fire. Enemy casualties were 23 killed, seven captured, and 11 wounded. During 16-21 May,
there was a reduced US presence on BARRIER REEF EAST due to a PBR division transfer for
augmentation of operations in the RSSZ; however, a daily presence was maintained in this area
by the remaining units of the task element.
(C) During June, revisions were made to the normal BARRIER REEF patrol line which
extended from Tuyen Nhon on the Vain Co Tay River westward along the Lagrange, Ong Lon,
and Dong Tien Canals to An Long on the upper Mekong River. This patrol line was established
as a connecting anti-infiltration link between the GIANT SLINGSHOT and TRAN HUNG DAO AOs.
On 6 Jun. patrols on BARRIER REEF EAST (Tuyen Nhon to a position west of Ap Bac) were
reduced and the western portion of BARRIER REEF WEST was extended to include portions of
the upper Mekong and Bassac Rivers and the Tan Chau/Chau Doe Canal from An Long to Chau
Doec. The reduced presence on BARRIER REEF EAST was not considered to affect adversely
the Interdiction effort since the GIANT SLINC.SHUT patrols on the north on the Vain Co Tay
River effectively covered the area, and BARRIER REEF EAST was, in effect, a multiple
barrier, A friendly presence was maintained in the area by the use of ASPBs based at Tuyen
Nhon on a random basis. On 17 Jun, the eastern boundary of BARRIER REEF WEST was extended to Ap Bac, and on 20 Jun. the Cai Cai River was also added to BARRIER REEF. when
six PBR. were airlifted to the river and took up their patrols.
(C) Enemy activity throughout the BARRIER REEF AO remained low during the month with
only 10 hostile fire incident reports. The marked decrease in enemy infiltration across the
canal since I Apr wav evaluated by the task group commander to be the result of improved
friendly operations. Prior to 1 Apr, RVNAF ground troops rarely swept beyond 2 km from
the canal--they now operated 8-10 kme inland. This new aggressiveness, in conjunction with
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the employment of Monitors equipped with 105mm howitzers and Seawolves, seriously hindered
enemy activity. Operating procedures remained the same as in past months with the use of interdiction patrols, floating night ambushes, insertion and support of ground troops, and harassment and interdiction fire.
(C) During July only two hostile fire incidents were recorded and there were no US casualties. An operation on the Cai Cai Canal, which began 20 Jun and terminated 21 Jul, achieved its
objectives
as there was a noted increase in local habitation and no known enemy infiltration
during the period. PSYOP activity, with the exception of broadcasts, received a favorable reception from inhabitants of the canal banks.
(C) On 27 Jul just south of the Cambodian border, a friendly outpost observed a VNN ATC,
flying its national ensign, proceeding at rapid speed up the Upper Mekong River. As the boat
neared the border, warning shots were fired from the outpost without response from the ATC
which continued north. At the border, the boat struck its colors and raised a white flag, whereupon it was intercepted by a Cambodian gunboat. Investigation indicated that the VNN ATC 1244
with seven personnel on board was en route to its base at Chung Thien. The location of the boat
and intentions and status of its crew were unknown at year's end.
(C) By the end of July, with the phaseout of TF 117 imminent, and the evolution of TRAN
HUNG DAO and BARRIER REEF becoming a general interdiction campaign, the two campaigns
merged and are covered from 1 Aug under the new heading: BORDER INTERDICTION Campaign.

TRAN HUNG DAO Campaign

(C) In mid-February, the patrol campaigns on the Glang Thanh and the Vinh Te Canals
were designated Operation TRAN HUNG DAO I. The AO extended from Chau Doc along the
Cambodian border to Ha Tien on the Gulf of Thailand and completed the SEA LORDS interdiction
barrier along the Cambodian border. VNN forces participating in this operation consisted of
units from two coastal groups; (eight command, 23 Kien Giang, and 6 Yabuta junks), 80 reaction
troops, four LCVPs, and two FOM (river craft left by the French).
(C) Although the PCF/ATC operations met with hostile fire only once during January, the
mining of a PBR on 22 Jan near the entrance of the Vinh Te Canal wounded four crewmen avd
sank the patrol craft. The seriousness of the mine threat led to the suspension of patrols until
the 28th when chain drap sweep operations by VNN LCVPs were commenced. Defoliation operations were carried out along the Ha Tien-Rach Gia and Glang Thanh Canals by units of Mobile
Riverine Group BRAVO early in the month. Disagreement of local VN officials, however, delayed defoliation along the Vinh Te Canal, Increasing the threat of enemy-Initiated action along
the canal banks.
(C) During February, daily patrols by PBRas on the Vinh Te Canal, and by PCFs suppo'rted
by an ATC on the Clang Thanh Canal continued. Low water in the western portions of the Vinh
Te Canal hampered operations somewhat and district and provincial forces remained reluctant
to join in operations on this section of the Infiltration barri-e.
With the commencement of
SEAL operations along the Clang Thanh Canal. however, the employment of ground forces began
to show Improvement. On 20 Feb, additional VNN coastal and river assault units began their
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operations from Chau Doc on the Vinh Te Canal and northwestward along the Chau Doc River.
(C) The Vinh Te Canal portion of this campaign, patrolled by one PBR division, VNN junks,
LCVPs, and Monitors, encountered six enemy-initiated firefights during March. Low water
limited operations at times, and the VNN units tended to remain near friendly outposts. The
use of coastal group reaction troops, however, continued to show improvement. Several days
of special blocking patrols on the Tri Ton Canal and general support of ground forces probing
enemy positions on Nui Coto were also carried out by the Chau Doc based units. Both USN and
VNN Swift boats continued daily patrols and support of SEAL operations on the Rach Giang
Thanh. A new development in this segment of the interdiction barrier was the planting of mines
along enemy infiltration routes and in likely enemy ambush positions on the river banks.
(C) The routine patrols of USN and VNN Swift boats, USN PBRs, and VNN junks and FOMs
on the Giang Thanh and Vinh Te Canals were carried out with almost no interruptions from the
enemy during April. Special SEAL, LDNN, and reaction team operations had similar results.
Five enemy-initiated fire fights and two fire fights initiated by friendly forces occurred during
the month.
(C) During May the river patrols by the USN and VNN PCFs and VNN junks on the Giang
Tharh Canal encountered the same quiet and lack of enemy activity as during previous months;
howzver, the situation along the Vinh Te Canal was entirely different as numerous sightings
of VC attempting to cross the canal, fire fights, and mining incidents took place throughout
the month. Intelligence reports indicated that infiltrating VC elements quite possibly were
trying to reinforce enemy forces in the Seven Mountains area of Chau Doc Province. The canal
between the area just north of Tinh Bien and Chau Doc, reported the highest concentration of
enemy activity. From 19 May through the end of the month, there were four mines destroyed
in a small area just southwest of Chau Doc. There were Z2 fire fights which produced 35 VC
killed and one VC captured at the loss of one US and two VN sailors killed and a total of Z5
wounded.
(C) In order to combat the enemyts increased infiltration effort, PBR and VNN junk force
patrols and ambushes, SEAL activities, and DUFFEL BAG sensor missions were Intensified.
Difficulties occurred near the end of the month as extremely low water levels prevented even
the shallow draft PBRs from patrolling portions of the canal, On Z6 May, nine US PBRs went
aground at Tinh Bion and VNN junks, enroute to an ambush site 6 miles southwest of Chau Doc,
ran aground several times. One VNN FOM equipped with minesweeping gear commenced sweep
operations on 28 May. Running aground approximately 9 miles southwest of Chau Doe, the FOM
reversed course and conducted a second run on the canal. Due to this low water level, approximately 56 km of the western half of the canal was without waterborne patrols; therefore, the
number of aerial surveillance missions and night ambushes and patrols by ground forces was 1icreased accordingly.

(C)

In the entire TRAN HUNG DAO AO, USN and VNN forces reported Z9 hostile fire inci-

dents In June.

The patrols and ambushes from Ha Tien northeast on the Each Giang Thanh were

uneventful as personnel and junk searches yielded negative results.

On ZO and 2l June, two

VNN PCFs and two USN PCFCs were detached from TRAN HUNG DAO operations, leaving two
USN and two V*NN CPFs and 10 VNN junks to conduct river patrols from the base at Ha Tion.

(C) The intensified USN and VNN effort along the Vinh To Canal
idable deterrent to the ene.yls Infiltration attampt .4to Cha•
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ticable decrease in enemy activity as the month progressed. The low water problem in the
canal that restricted the waterborne area in May guadually became less critical as the rains
of the southwest monsoon filled the canal. Early in the month, the water was deep enough to
support PBR operations west to the Cay Mit Locks. The deeper draft FOMs, junks, Zippos,
and ASPBs were restricted to the eastern part of the canal. By 23 June, PBRs were able to
transit the entire length of the canal and the junks could support operations to Tinh Bien.
(C) In consonance with the rest of the SEA LORDS operations, the TRAN HUNG DAO AO
was relatively quiet during July. Most of the limited enemy activity was cantered along the
Vinh Te Canal. Intelligence reports continued to indicate the enemy was enlarging his efforts
to infiltrate men, arms, and supplies across the Giang Thanh Canal into the Tram Forest and
across the Vinh Te Canal into the Seven Mountains region. There was some buildup of units
in this area, most significant of which was deployment of one Mine Sweep River (MSR) and two
Mine Sweep Drones (MSD). Commencing 3 Jul, the minesweeping craft began daily sweeps
on the Vinh Te Canal as far as deep water would permit, and also on the Upper Bassac River.
This action was in anticipation of further enemy mining efforts and paid dividends as there
were four mining incidents during the month, none of which caused damage or casualties.
(C) On the morning of 6 Jul, a Khmer Kampucha Krom (KKK) officer hailed a PBR boat on
routine patrol, 16 miles southwest of Chau Doc in Kien Giang Province, and indicated that
approximately 300 KKK troops (described as an independent fighting force) desired to become
Hoi Chanh. The PBR personnel, in coordination with ARVN forces, effected safe passage for
231 persons who brought with them 108 individual and 14 crew-served weapons.
(C) The restructure of Navy assets and evolution of the TRAN HUNG DAn and BARRIER
REEF forces into a general border interdiction campaign closed out further reference to the
former campaigns.
NOTE: Coverage of these forces after I Aug is included under BORDER INTERDICTION
Campaign.

BIEEZY COVE

(C) At the ond of September PCFa operating in the lower Ca Mau Peninaula were replaced
by PBRs and RAC operating on the Ong Dec River in a new campaign called BREEZY COVE.
The operation was designed to prevent enemy infiltration, movement, and resupply along the
inland waterways in the Ong Doe River area and to enhance the G-VN pacification plans. In
addition to the watercraft assigned an ATSH was positioned near the town of Song Ong Doc.
On its Arnmi pontoons were 105mm howitzers to provide artillery support for the new operation.
Of 4 Oct the enemy reacted to the new campaign with the first atmbush of these forces. The
enemy caught one of two patrolling PDRs in an am-bush of 75mm recoilless rifle fire and heavy
automatic weapons fire, forcing the crew to transfer to the second bost as the first PIM was
knocked out. The friendly forces whieh took I1 casualties (one KIA) roacted with Srawolves
and Bron.os killing 14 of the enemy. The boat was later renovered and towed out of the canal

"forrepairs.
(C)

10 NovetOber the forte

in the BREEZY COVE AO were nearly doubled and combined

operations were cood.•cted as VNN and VNMC and PF troops worked with theeUSN boats,
4again PUBR on patrol ware amrbuthad by tht enewy woing recoilless ritll
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sunk and the other knocked out of commission. There were only light friendly casualties and
both boats were later recovered and found to be repairable. An unfortunate incident occurred
at 0530 on 22 Nov when two ASPBs in a WBGP observed an apparently camouflaged sampan entering the Ong Doc River from the Cui Canal. A small light on the sampan appeared to be extinguished as the craft turned onto the river. The sampan was taken under fire and illuminated
as it beached on the north bank. The sampan and all occupants were recovered and found to be
two children, a teenage girl and a 50-year old woman. They were immediately taken to old
Song Ong Doc where they were treated by USN and VN corpsmen and evacuated to Can Tho.
The woman suffered a traumatic amputation of the left hand and the other three suffered fragment wounds less serious in nature.
(C) On 4 Dec, six units departed the AO for operations in the BORDER INTERDICTION
Campaign. Even so, activity increased significantly in the BREEZY COVE area. The enemy
killed rose from 16 in November to 40 in December. Twice during the month, daytime patrols
were attacked by VC units. The first, on 14 Dec, occurred 7 miles from the mouth of the Ong
Doc River as PBRs received 6.8 rockets and automatic weapons fire. The size and coordination of the attack as well as daylight attack was a significant departure from the harassing
attacks usually conducted against the SEA LORDS forces.

BORDER INTERDICTION Campaign

(C) Redeployment of two 9th Inf Div brigades, activation of new VNN RAIDs, and restructuring of TF 117 to become
SEA LORDS asseta prompted a review of Navy forces in III 4nd
IV CTZ. The purpose of the review was to enlhance the interdiction of infiltration from Cambodia at a time when the enemy was possibly attempting to fortify his logistics base and to
rebuild his personnel strength throughout the Delta. As a result, the BORDER INTERDICTION

Campaign, an inclusive name now describing the TRAN HUNG DAO and BARRIER REEFD WEST
Campaigns, was increased in magnitude in August until it approached the GIANT SLINGSHOT
Campaign in terms of forces committed and tempo of operations.
(C) Despite this buildup of friendly forces, the statistics for the month indicated that theil'
enemy chose to avoid -ontact. Enemy killed decreased from 55 in July to 3Z in August and the
US casualties dropped from two KIA to one killed with eight wounded. On 31 Aug, two PBRd
on the Vinh Te Canal sighted two persons, ond of whom was carrying two AK-47s, waving
from the bank and moving toward them. The pair indicated that they wanted to rally as 110i
Chanh and that there were nine mare just across the C~ambodian border who wished to do the
same. A signal was given and all'11 men became Hol Chanh and were turned over to NILO at
Chau Doe.

(C) ýThe BORDER INTERDICTION Campaign used an average of IZ0 USNIVNN craft during
September.. At the begiAnng of the month 300 RFIPF troops were inserted nightly in conjunction with 22 wateroorne gýuardposts (WItGP). By the end of the month the WDOPS increased to
60. In an effort to tighoto the intordietion barrier and counter theocompounding of interdiction
problems due to seasonal flaoding and Itundation of large areaa, a new tactic was used. Sampans were used by friendly forces to exteod the WBOP coverage 'n a 3-sampan post 300 yatds
fromn a P)R. Conventional WBOP tactics were further altered late in the month by using slngolo
boat past* assig4ed to sectors in which they changed stations iraa4uoly.I
These craft were
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augmented by troops,, sampans, air boats, and Kenner Ski barges to achieve the maximum
probability of detection. By the end of October, 141 USN/VNN watercraft and six helicopters
were assigned to the forces of CTG 194. 4, the build up of which resulted in the casualty rate
of the enemy more than tripling. Further evidence of the effectiveness of the new tactics and
increased forces were several instances of enemy forces fighting in their attempts to cross
the Vinh Te Canal while directing mortar attacks against the boats in a seldom used enemy
tactic. The VNN continued to take on more of the responsibility of the war effort in the BORDER
INTERDICTION AO, as elsewhere, when on Z3 Oct, RPG 54 began operations along the Giang
Thanh Can-il after which Riv Div 551 was relocated to the Ong Doc Canal.
(C) The BORDER INTERDICTION Campaign forces were augmented in November to tighten
the interdiction efforts along the Vinh Te Canal and averaged 87 WBGPs per day during the
month. The expansion of operations and the new tactics of using one boat guard posts and Kenner
Ski barge operations significantly affected enemy activity. Faced with heavy losses from abor-.
tive crossing attempts and a backlog of supplies in Cambodia at a time when the supplies were
needed for the Winter-Spring Campaign, the enemy increased his aggressiveness against the
water craft along the Vinh Te Canal. During November, the heaviest enemy-initiated fire fights
yet recorded in the area took place lending credence to the supposition that the enemy preferred
attempts to breach the border interdiction forces rather than effect the extensive commo-liaison
reorganization necessary to make an end run of those forces. After two successful ambushes
against river boats on 4-5 Nov, a sweep of the general area of the ambush site recovered 44
contact mines, which showed a clear intent to fight the interdiction efforts.
(C) BORDER INTERDICTION forces continued to increase both in number aui effectivenes&
during December. The number of river craft assigned to the campaign increased from 180 on
I Dec to 239 at the end of the year. During the same time period. these units increased the number of confirmed enemy killed from 57 In November to 120 in December. As a further measure
of effectiveness, the significant increase in the number of enemy killed was accompanied by fewer friendly losses. There were three killed, 26 wounded compared to November's nine killed,
55 wounded. Various changes were made during the month in the campaign, many as a result
of the seasonally decreasing water level in the Vinh Te Canal. Larly in the montU, the RAC
operating In the eastern sector of the canal were periodically grounding diring transits to
WDOP positions. As a result a 5-mile stretch was declared a "troops only" area. With th4t
RACs restricted from the area, all but six were relocated to the Cong Hoe and Ong Lon CaW*ls..
The remaining RAC& maintained a heavy lift capability for Chau Doc Province and wo"uld Cntin•t
until law wate? forced further change. In addition, by 10 Dee, the water had roacheA such a low
leovl, it forced curtailment of the extensive single boat WDGPs that had proved so waceesiul tht
preceding. month. It was determined that the resultant high banks made single boat operations
too vulnerable. A third change brought an MSF battalion to the UORDER INT.RDICTiON AO to
operate along the central portion of the canal wLere shallow water precluded noral
w'ator raft
operations.

Operation READY DECK

(C) Soon after initial excursions on the upper Saigo River in Auly by tMv Div ;S44 regular
combat operations ban
which ran 35 miles n'orth at Saigon. TP' 116 PRRs vorke4 ii conjune
tion, with the 1st W Div. On I I Aug 'Aiv Div M? was moved to Phu Cuo.W.
ioh Donuad Pro-.
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vince doubling the waterborne craft in the AO. Working from that base the two divisions of
PBRs conducted river patrols and troop lifts, and established waterborne guard posts. Operations spread out on the tributaries and canals upstream from Phu Cuon~g further cutting the
enemly's LOC and interdicting his efforts to move men and materials against the CMD. Other
combat fo)rces, including the, 5th ARYN Div1 RF/PF forcas and the 3d Bde, 82d Abn Div further
expanded the operation. In mid-October these combined operations exec-uted by PBRS of the
RSSZ assets were officially designatee READY DECK. Five days later in a move designed to
make the operations more responsive to COMNAVFORV due to impending turnover, READY
DECK became a SEA LORDS Campaign and the USN commnander of CTU 116. 9. 1 assumed the
designation CTG 194.6. READY DECK was the first SEA LORDS campaign to be commanded
by A VNN offlc'-ýr.
(C) During November as the first full month of operations was completed, frirces in the
READY DECK AO used the WBGP extensively, tn five similar operations during the month,
38 enemy were killed as well as miscellaneovs weapons captured. Typical of the operations
was one conducted on I Z Nov as two PIBRs were positioned In a WROP 13 miles nozthwest of
Phu Cuo,%g. on the Saigon River. The two PflRs had bveen silently watchiag the river and its
bankt; when a crewinim spotted approximately 13-1S VC preparing to enter the river for a north
to souith crossiog. N~ifted for aztion. the two boats held t~heir fire until 10 swimmers were in
the water stretching nearly from oneo side to the other, The PDRfs thesi broke the guard Post
and took both banks and the swimmers uinder firt. A rtillery from the let Dif Div was ca~lled
into the area. Wit~h iluminat--in provided by the artilleryl tho boat crew* were able tf) search
the area and foundi 10 VC KIA and eight packs were recovoro~d. When all firing had ceased 9
the boatts reset the WHOP.
..

(C) The RZADY DECK Campalpa'wuhieh beigan 15 Oct lmcder UJSN c imnand heeauno a cambinod VSN/VNN oparittiomf oa I1I Doc, Thv Cun mwler (A theTl~id Riveritte AreA, a VWN
affier, asstumeid tho colymiad -zf C4G 194. (Vxs tht lorie r
o CTO 0~4..6 as titile
aumo4 the Fo*ttion of iepety. Thearv wtre sowm chan~goer t4 asstws with somo US uttits btwng
relvoaswd from -A!A DY DECK 4Ad VNIN knits 4eoming it-Aa tho opeiratic&. 'Unit* assigned to
CTO 194.6 &ttlwoo ovtuf the year viro.
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basis. A Black Pon-, on routine patrol was diverted to the contact area and began air strikes
at 2046. The strikea continued until 2130 when the Black Pony had expended its ordnance and
departed the area. The helicopters then commenced their strikes and continued until approximately 2215. Artillery illumination was requested and response came from the 25th Inf Div
within 10 minutes. At Z223 two VC were illuminated by flares 200 meters north and 60 meters
inland from the main RAG element located on the east bank. A minute later at least 30 VC
on the west bank opened fire with B-40 rockets and automatic weapons fire. At 2258 hours,
two more Black Pony aircraft were on station and began air strikes on the enemy positions.
They departed at 2320 and NIGHTHAWK aircraft from Cu Chi arrived at 2355 and commenced
air strikes. The sounds of men splashing into the river were heard at 0100, and 10 minutes
later, at least two VC were closing the boats from the west side with one person on the bank
nearby. The area continued to be illuminated and at 0126, the VC again opened fire from the
west bank as four more swimmers slipped into the water. Three of these were killed and the
other one was probably killed. From 0235 until 0320, artillery was spotted into the area by
the USN advisor. At that time a B-40 rocket was fired by six VC on the west bank and the next
few rounds of artillery landed directly on their position as they scrambled up a hill for cover.
The northern RAG element was attacked by 18-20 VC who rushed their position at 0335. At
that point many of the friendly units were running low on ammunition as they were firing into
VC on both banks. A Black Pony aircraft was scrambled once again but due to engine malfunction did not arrive until 0415. In the meantime, the riverine craft and PBRs were still
receiving concentrated enemy fire from both banks. At approximately 0430, both Black Pony
and Spooky aircraft were providing continuous air strikes and illumination. One VNN PBR
znd two RPC were en route with additional ammunition and a VN flare ship was on station over
Phu Cuong. The PBR arrived in the area at 0520 and the two RPC at 0610. Because of dense
fog and smoke, the fixed wing aircraft departed the area at 0545. Illumination from the flare
ship lasted until nearly day break when the possibility of further attack was considered unlikely.
With the fighting over, an assessment of the lengthy engagement was made placing enemy
killed at 37 and, almost miraculously, no friendly casualties.

ACTOV

(S) By fall of 1968
Vietnamization (though the term was not used until President Nixon
took office) had become a matter of national political urgency. In October 1968 COMUSMACV
had directed that a program be expedited for an accelerated turnover of assets to the RVNAF
(ACTOV). The swing toward this line of thinking had been clearly expressed by SECDEF in
testimony befjre the Senate Armed Services Committee when he said, "our orientation has
been more on operations than on assisting the South Vietnamese to acquire the means to defend
themselves." COMNAVFORV had immediately begun tho task of formulating extenaive plans
for tu-nover that were to encompass the entire VNN and require the greatest efforts of personnel inder his command. COMNAVFORV, in pressing for acceptance of the ACTOV prograin, stated:
Accelerated Turnover Plan was predicated, aa
directed, on providing VNN with Force stricture
;.nd ýapability to meet current threat with little
or no assistance. If it Is decided that U.S. is
to remain in RVN, we should return to original
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Phase I and Phase II levels scheduled. If U.S.
is not to remain, and if force levels less than
those recommended are decided upon, it is my
view that Communists will win back uncontested
control of the Mekong Delta and will be able to
resume Coastal Infiltration. Should threat decrease during next 19 months, we can easily adjust to force structure in existence at that time. 190
(C) Under the old VNN Modernization and Improvement Plan the following assets were to
be turned over to the VNN:
ASPB - 20
PBR - 40
PCF - 20

The May Plan, issued after Tet 68, added:
DE
PCE
PBR
PCF
Modernized RAG

a
- 2
- 160
- 80
- 13
-

GCB

-

Monitor
ATC
ASPB
Refueler

- 26
- 104
- 104
- 13

3

(S) In the Presidentts directive to translate the above plan into Phase I and Phase II force
structures, the PBRs and PCFs were revised downward to 80 and 100 respectively. Phase I
was keyed to FY 69 turnover while Phase II was the long term turnover and assumed a reduction
of the enemy threat. The following is a comparison of Phase U versus ACTOV turnovers:

UNIT
LST
PBR
LCM-8

PHASE U
6
100
10

ACTOV
8
250
24

UNIT
LCMM
LCU
YOG

PHASE II
25
13
5

ACTOV
45
13
5

ARL

0

1

YFR

1

1

YRBM

1

2

YTL

4

4

1

2

YTM

6

6

80
0

100
14

CCB
MON

16
36

16
36

YR

PCF
WPB
DE

2

PCE

8

8

Z2
Z0

22
20

PaM
MLMS

^TC

128

128

ASPB

158

158

16
4

16
4

REF
100' UT

On 12 Feb DEPSECDEF approved ACTOV with the exception of the two DEs which were turned
down because of the VNN past record of poor malntenance and utliration. The DEPSECDEF
reconsidered and oi 5 May said:
I have decided to approve the two Destroyer Escort
ships for the Vietniamese Navy that wero deferred in my
decision of February 12, 1969 ..... The actual turnover
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of these ships should depend on visible improvement in
Vietnamese Navy performance and adequate capabilities
to man and support them. 191
(S) The basic principles of ACTOV which have not changed were turnover of:
1.
2.
3.

The "Brown Water Navy" first to be completed Jun 70.
Most blue water assets by Jun 71.
Logistic support assets by Jun 72.

(S) To meet these goals, rapid personnel expansion, a comprehensive training program,
phase-in of large numbers of Vietnamese into USN boat crews, and improvement of the VNN
were required. Moreover, these programs had to be implemented under combat conditions.
The execution of ACTOV required the VNN to nearly double in size in 18 months, no mean
task for a force plagued by major problems. The VNN suffered from poor morale which in
turn led to high desertion and AWOL rates. The available naval assets were for the most part
used inefficiently and poor maintenance led to rapid deterioration of the meager equipment
owned by the VNN. Labor skills were not available to supply the Naval Shipyard with more
than a 60 percent manning level. Wages were low in comparison with other areas of the economy, training facilities were overburdened, administrative problems abounded, and there was
virtually no dependent care or housing.
(C) USN assets could not simply be turned over to the VNN without solving some of the
problems which had built up over the years. Assistance in terms of advice, money, and
supply would come from Pacific Area commands and Washington but, for the basic work,
COMNAVFORV would call once again on the officers and men of the "Brown Water Navy".
Immediate requirements were to increase:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Recruit training fourfold.
VNN advanced training school capacity three times.
Offshore training four times.
English language training nearly 30 times.

(S) In October 1968. VNN strength had stood at 17, 500 and was required to nearly double
in the next 18 months. Force ceilings requested and approved were:
FY 68
FY 70
FY 72

16,985
31,645
33,122

With 29, 500 men 31 Dec the VNN expansion surpassed its goal. Modernization of the VNN also
was on schedule at the end of 1969; however, problems still existed In the form of officer shortages, lack of a responsive promotion system, an inadequate standard of living, and lack of
skilled shipyard workers. The officer shortage would become more acute as ACTOV continued.
The problem was attacked by urging JOS to promote the maximum number of officers during
-: the year. Further, an intensified English language training program for officers was being
developed and approval was sought to send prospective VNN officers to the USN Officer Candidate School, Newport, R, L It was expected that corrective measures would alleviate the officer
problem by the end of 1970.
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(C) Since VNN pay raises were automatically accompanied by an increase in the cost of
living, programs were instituted to allow the VNN to care for their personnel with payment in
kind. A self-help dependent shelter program, with a goal of 2, 500 units to be completed by
Jun 70, was begun in the fall of 69 with over 75 completed by the end of the year.
(C) Also a comprehensive training program was begun to permit the VNN to assume control
of USN craft, bases, and operations. Construction was required at training facilities such as
Cam Ranh Bay Naval Training Center which was built in 45 days. Student capacity was 1, Z00
and most instructors were Vietnamese, There was a COMNAVFORV Small Boat Orientation
School in Saigon which provided its students with basic English training and taught the terminology and operation of the PBR, PCF, and river assault craft. The curriculum included engineering, first aid and gunnery. Graduates of the school were phased into US craft for 12 weeks
of intensive on-the-job training prior to taking their place on the boat crew. When the entire
crew was composed of Vietnamese, the craft was ready for turnover.
(C) To support the turnover of the "Brown Water Navy", ACTOVLOG, the logistics adjunct
of the ACTOV program, was originated. The goal of ACTOVLOG was to develop and turnover
to the VNN a strong infrastructure to support their expanded force. By the target date of July
1972 the VNN would be able to support their operating forces with only advisory assistance.
When ACTOVLOG was conceived it was noted immediately that simply making the VNN logistics
system larger to cope with a larger force was not the answer. The whole VNN logistics system
would require revamping within guidelines based on the following premises:
1.

The VNN required sufficient logistics structure for the expanded force.

2.

Existing elements would form the base.

3. Turnover of USN structure would follow the same pattern established in turnover of craft, but would be carefully controlled so US would have the capacity to support the
remaining US assets.
4.

Logistics turnover was to parallel watercraft turnover.

5.

USN would retain a logistics capability in-country until the VNN was self

sufficient.
6. ACTOVLOG was to be ii combined USN/VNN enterprise. Base construction,
modernization, and turnover were a part of ACTOVLOG, with the first base at My Tho, Dinh
Tuong Province turned over in Dec 69. At year's end, 10 bases were under construction and
19 In the process of modernization. 19a

VNN INVENTORY PRIOR TO FY 69
AKL
Command Junk
Fire Boat (LCM-3)
Fire Boat (LCVP)
LCM-1

- I
-62
- 1
-

Transportation Barge
Tug Boats
(4 LCM-3 - Z LCVP)
Utility Boat (100')
Verdette (3000 class)

1

-10
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V-172

-

7

-

6
4
8

-

'I

LCM-6

-68
- 5

LCM-6 (Fuel Barge)

(

LCM-8
LCM Commandament
LCMM
LCM-3 Monitor
LCM-6 Monitor
LCU
LCVP
LSIL
LSM
LSM-H
LSSL
LST
MLMS
Kieng Giang Junk
MSC
Oil Barge
PC

(3600 class)
(3700 class)

- 6
-14
- 6
-22
-10
- 7
-58
- 5
- 5
- Z
-6
-3
-10
-31
-3
- 8
-1
-6
-z0
-27
-43

POE
PGM
PPC
STCAN

Water Barge
Yabuta, Junk
YOG
YR
YRBM
YTL
Repair Facilities
Naval Bases
Shipyard
Supply Center

Assets Turned Over 1Jul 68 ASPB
ATC
CCB
CSC

(

-44
-48
- 5
- 2

(An Thoi)
(Qui Nhon)

LCM-8
LCU

- 6

IST
MON

- 1
-10

15
I

2
-153
- 3
- I
- 2
-6
8

8

-

I
1

31 Dec 69

PBR
PCF
REF
RSI

1

-

-

90
- 33
-z
-

(Poulo Obi)
(Cu Lao Re)
(Con Son)

USN Bases

3

-

(My Tho)

1

WPB
YTL

-9
-4

Assets to be turned Over In 1970
ASPB

ATC
CCB
CSC

DER
HDU
LCM-8
LCPL

LCU

-30

PCE

-39

PCF

4
- 3

PICKET
REF

-

(Danang)

(Nha Trang)
(Vung Tau)

-36
-18

USN Bases
-

(Qul Nhon)
(Nha T rang)

-2

-

1
2

-1
(Ben Luc)
(Sa Dec)

-

3

(Cun Viet)

VNN Bases

- 6
-12

- 2

(An Thoi)
(Rach Soi)
(Cat Lai)
(Cuu Long)

-11

(Can Tho)
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LST
MON
New Bases

(Ha Tien)
(Kien An)
(Tan Chau)
(Cu Mau)
(Chau Doc)
(Phu Cuong)
(Long Binh)
(Nam Can)

- 4
- 4
- 8

(Long Phu)
(Saigon SC)

(Thuan An)
(Hue)
(Hoi An)
(Long Xuyen)
WPG
YOG
YRBM
YTM
ZIPPO

-160

PBR

-17
- 2
- 1

- 3
- 2

Assets to be Turned Over in 1971
ARL
DER
LCM-8
LCU

USN Bases

(Qui Nhon)
(Binh Thuy)
(Cat Lo)
(Chu Lai)

-1
-1
-6
-2

VNN Bases
WHEC
YFR
YR

-4

YRBM

(Vinh Long)

-1
-2
-1
-1

-1

Assets to be Turned Over 1 Jan - 30 Jun 1972

CSB
HAU
LCM-8
LCU

(Danang)

-1
-1
-2
-1

USN Bases

YDB
YLLC

(Dong Tam)
(Nha Be)
(Cam Ranh Bay)
(Danang)

-4

-1
-2

SCATTOR
(U) In the interest of furthering the Vietnamese Navy's efforts to increase its overall strength and realize its full potential, the USCG embarked on SCATTOR (Small Craft Assets,
Training, and Turnover of Resources), a program to train VNN personnel in the operation and
maintenance of in-country small craft assets (WPBs and associated support units). The ultimate goal was to enable the VNN to employ US craft to conduct effective MARKET TIME patrols.
Turnover was the final goal but the primary concern of the USCG was training of VNN personnel.
While training of VNN personnel was emphasized by the SCATTOR, it was essential that the
present mission of MARKET TIME patrols not be hindered in any way. The success of the training program was dependent almost entirely on the quality of the personnel involved. Due to
language, cultural, and attitude differences which placed a never before encountered stress on
USCO personnel, COMCOGARDACTV directed that special attention be given to selection of
personnel participating in the program. 193
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prospective commanding
(U) The training sequence for SCATTOR began when the VNr
officer (PCO) was assigned to a boat. Next, assignments of VNN personnel to the boats were
the chief quartermaster and boatswain mates. A significant difierence between SCATTOR and
ACTOV was the former assigned the PCO as the first VNN member of the crew, whereas
ACTOV assigned junior members of the crew first. As USCG personnel were replaced by their
Vietnamese Counterparts, they were assigned to staff or inst..ictor billets ashore.
(U) The training period consisted of 15 phases which were scheuiled to be completed in 15
weeks. Upon completion of Phase 15, all remaining USCG personn'l were transferred ashore
with the exception of the CO who remained to make one conplete operational patrol. To the
greatest extent possible, the patrol was conducted entirely by the ".rNN crew. While the identity of the USCG officer as CO was in no way affected, his role on that particular patrol was
that of an advisor and evaluator. When the VNN crew had completed all training, and at least
one satisfactory operational patrol, a combined USN/U,-G/VNN Operational Readiness Inspection (ORI) was held. Upon successful completion of the ORI, an appropriate change of command
ceremony was held.

AMPHIBIOUS OPT'IATIONS

(S) The SEVENTHFLT's Amphibious Ready Group (ARC), with its embarked Marine Battalion Landing Team (BLT) of some 1, 900 to 2, 000 USMC and Navy personnel known as the
Special Landing Force (SLF), had been established by CINCPAC during the late 1950s as a balanced mobile contingency force to meet requir.u-nents throughout PACOM. From the start of
the major US commitment in Vietnam, the ARG/SLF 'ad played a part in either augmenting
forces already ashore or in conducting amph'b",4ous raids along the length of RVN fronting the
South China Sea. Since April 1967 there had been two such forces, designated ARC Alfa and
Bravo. Normally their deployment, as arranged through mutual coordination between COMSEVENTHFLT and COMUSMACV as trade available by CINCPAC through CINCPACFLT, provided for separate and alternating enmployment of the two groups. However, due to the heightened level of the conflict In northern I CTZ which started in the summer of 1967 and lasted over
a year, the two ARCs and their embarked SLFs olten had been used concurrently. Also, due
to the changed nature of the war in iorthern I CTZ as 1967 and 1968 progressed, the forces of
the ARCs had gone ashore .more often and stayeo longer than originally envisioned. In such
circumstances, the ships o; the AI.G often hd stayed offshore in a supporting role and in some
cases had left the combat zone fN., rtkA~ r and upkeep. When the ARC had remained !n a supporting role, the helicopter assault ship (LPHI
provided a mobile secure landing field for the helicopters of the SLF und other V' MAF organic rotary wina aircraft.
(C) The major '-hips of the AGtJ wete:
1. Ampihi•ous Command Ship (ICCO): :ontained communications, operational control
center and other .(ff facilities to support the Oficer in Tactical Command (OTC) and the headquarters eleme'-t of the SLF.
2. Amphibious As!a.lt Sig,(;2' 1 flL designed to transport and land troops, equipment
and supplies bý. means of eanbarked helicopters using the principles of "vertical envelopment".
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3. Amphibious Transport Dock (LPD): transported and landed troops, equipment and
supplies by means of embarked landing craft, amphibious vehicles, and helicopters.j
4. Dock Landing Ship (LSD): transported and launched embarked landing craft and
loaded supplies and equipment for assault across a beach.
5. Tank Landing Ship (LST): transported to and landed on a beach embarked vehicles
and troops, and laterally used as a floating storage depot (or intracoastal shipping in RVN
waters).
Additional ships employed with the ARG as the situation dictated were: the AP, a high speed
transport to carry UDT and USMC reconnaissance units and the LKA or LPA, amphibious
cargo ship and amphibious transport to carry additional supplies and/or troops and, in particular, to augment the ARG with their organic landing craft.
(C) Operation VALIANT HUNT, a search and clear (S and C) operation which had commenced 15 Dec 68, continued into the new year, terminating on 5 Jan. The Z2/6 Battalion Landing
Team (BLT) was re-embarked aboard ARG Alfa ships by helicopters and amphibious assault
craft. While ARG Alfa was operating in support of VALIANT HUNT. ARG Bravo was engaged
in embarking its BLT 3/26 and Medium Helicopter Squadron (HMM) 164. On 13 Jan, eight days
after termination of VALIANT HUNT, the largest amphibious operation since the Korean War
was launched. Named BOLD MARINER, it was a combined assault against enemy complexes
in the previously uncontested Batangan Peninsula in Quang Ngai Province. Using two ARGs
simultaneously for the first time in RVN, the USMC forces joined with the 23d Inf (Americal)
Div and the ARVN troops in the area. The USS New Jersey and two destroyers were offshore
providing quick response naval gunfire support. The link up between Marines from the ARGs
and the US/ARVN wunits was accomplished in less than four hours. Within another three hours
the cordon and search forces were In position to begin sweeping. On 19 Jan. in a tunnel complex, along with 100 women and children, 56 males were captured. Interrogation of the males
indicated they were members of the C-95th VC Sapper Company. This was believed to be the
largest single enemy unit captured virtually intact in the Vietnamese War. There were 11. 500
detainees processed in this phase of the Accelerated Pacification Campaign as BOLD MARINER
terminated on 9 Feb.
(C) Three days after completing BOLD MARINER, DEFIANT MEASURE was initiated by
ARG Bravo from waters off Quang Nam Province. The purpose of the operation was to find
and destroy enemy positions within the Amphibious Objective Area (AOA) in the province to
allow prepositioning of FWMAF prior to Tet. During this period, ARC Alf. left RVN waters
for upkeep and repair, returning to the combat znoe with forces as a mobile reserve response
for Tet contingencies.
(C) With the buildup of substantial enemy forces west of Danang, ARC Alta began Operation
EAGER PURSUIT an I Matr with vertical envelopment using HMM 164 helicopters. This was a
10-day amphibious operation, followed up with EAGER PURSUIT I and continuing until 28 Mar.
During this time ARC Bravo was used in support a! USMC in-country operation. TAYLOR COMMON.
(C) April activities for both ARGs were routine as they both were In support roaes for
operations ashore and no assault# wore ikitiated. In May ARC Alta ade
two landings. The
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first, 20 miles southeast of Danang near the Quang Tin and Quang Nam Province borders, was
a 16-day operation, DARING REBEL, which saw the first use of a gunboat firing in support of
an amphibious operation as the gas turbine-powered USS Crockett, capable of speeds in excess
of 35 knots, fired her 3-inch/50 caliber guns on bunker complexes. The second landing came
three days after completion of DARING REBEL when ARG Alfa once again landed troops in
Operation GALLANT LEADER, and the ships steamed for Subic Bay, P. L and upkeep. ARG
Bravo was largely in a training status during the month and no landings were conducted.
(C) The next significant amphibious action was in late June as CG, III MAF requested employment of ARG Alfa in an assault against enemy elements on Barrier Island, in Quang Tin
Province. The operation, BOLD PURSUIT, began 27 Jun, two days after the initial request for
approval of the operation. ARG Bravo spent most of the month in training exercises off Danang
and Okinawa and then proceeded to Subic Bay where it remained through the month,
(C) Even as BOLD PURSUIT was ending, planning for MIGHTY PLAY was in process.
This landing was made 10 Jul between Danang and Hoi An in Quang Nam Province by ARG Alfa.
Also ARG Bravo made one assault during the month, BRAVE ARMADA. There were no significant operations during the month of August. 194

(

(S) During the first two phases of redeployment, ships of the ARGs were utilized to backload some of the redeploying units and transport them to the redeployment sites. Upon completion of Phase II of the redeployment program, the SLF which had been assigned to the ARGs
were all units included in the redeployment. Thus, the SLFs could no longer be introduced into
RVN without specific authorization from JCS. This major change in the established pattern of
ARG/SLF operations necessitated additional guidance to the task groups concerned. CINCPAC
and CTF 76 had established a basic readiness posture for both ARG/SLFs as 120 hours reaction
time for RVN contingencies. That was further defined as 120 hours from the time notification
was received on board until the arrival of the ARC/SLF in the AOA. The requirement could
be relaxed to a 7-day readiness posture when specifically approved by CINCPAC and when consistent with PACOM-wide readiness conditions. COMSEVENTHFLT could request a waiver
from the 5-day alert posture for out of area operations when considered essential to the accomplishment of amphibious objectives in the western Pacific. Upkeep was normafly to be accompliehed at Subic Bay, P. I. to enable ARG maintenance and SLF training to run concurrently. At
any time the ARO/SLF was at sea, It was to operate along the littoral of the east coast of ZVN
remaining outside the 12-mile limit from the RVN coast. 195

SEAL and UDT Operations

"(S) SEAL
""nconventional

(Sea, Air and Land) Teams had been organized, trained, and equipped to conduct
warfare, counterguerrilla operations, and clandestine operations to include
sabotage, demolition, and Intelligence collection activities in maritime areas and riverine
environments. In RVN their use had been largely restricted to one facet of the basic mission•
that of counterguerrilla operations in a riverine environment. Their extensive training programs had equipped these teans with a unique ability to operate effectively as small. covert
units. Most SEA . operations were conducted under the cover of darkness, a time which the
enemy had learned to regard as his own. SEA I[A had developed the valuable capability of being
able to set an ambush or approach an objective where and -when the enemy least suspected them.

m
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(S) With the exception oi an advisory effort which had begun in 1962, USNSEALS had not been
employed in RVN until 1966. When an analysis of US major operations had focused on the ad-.
vantage of small unit/reconnaissance efforts, the SEALs along with several other small units,
were introduced into RVN. They had been utilized throughout the Delta to accomplish a variety
of tasks aimed at taking the initiative away from the enemy by destroying supply caches, interdicting, and identifying and destroying enemy infrastructure. These missions were frequently
performed on the basis of information derived from their own intelligence nets. The SEAL detachment had grown from a contingent of one platoon at its inception in 1966 to a total in-country strength of seven platoons at the end of 1969. A platoon consisted of two officers and 12
enlisted men. All platoons were augmented by Vietnamese Lien Doi Nhuoi Nhai (LDNN) - (VNN
frogmen). These counterparts of the SEALs had been advised by the SEAL/UDT since 1962.
From two to four LDNN were normally assigned with each SEAL team, providing them with a
Vietnamese language capability and a knowledge of local customs. Hoi Chanh and VC PW
parolees were sometimes used in SEAL operations.
(S) During 1969, SEALs conducted over 1,000 operations with the following results:
Personnel assigned:

103

Operations conducted:

1,000+

Results:
Enemy:

Friendly:

KIA (BC)

395

KIA (Prob)

135

WIA

113

CIA

147

DETAINED

37Z

KIA

4

WIA

41

CIA

0

In addition there were large amounts of weapons, ammunition, supplies. avd documents captured or destroyed. Although the enemy casualties were significant and the KIA impressive,
the data do not reflect all SEAL missions. There were many operation" conducted where no
contact with the enemy was made. These were highly important intelligenc, gathering missions
aimed at pinpointing enemy sttengths and LOCs which were indispe•stble to the Iaterdiction
efforts of programs such as SEA LORDS and SEA FLOAT.
(S) Underwater Demolition Teams (UDT) had the primary misdion of conducting pre-assault reconnaissance and clearance of beaches, The mission had been developed In response
to needs of WW U It ridding the landing beaches of enemy obstacles prior to an opposed atm-
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phibious landing. This requirement had not developed to an extent which could keep the UDT
personnel fully employed in RVN; therefore, some of these men had been tasked with waterway
and hinterland reconnaissance, demolition of underwater obstacles in the navigable waters of
RVN, demolition of enemy bunkers/fortifications, underwater searches, and repair work on
small craft. During 1969, there were three UDT detachments in-country in addition to those
personnel embarked in 7th Fleet ships operating on YANKEE Station. One detachment operated
in the Ca Mau Peninsula in support of SEA FLOAT/SOLID ANCHOR, another was located in
Nha Be operating in the RSSZ, and the third operated out of Danang.

*

(S) Since UDTs were not prinzarily concerned with making coontact directly with the enemy,
they performed a variety of tasks on a reaction basis. Typical ef the type of missions conducted
were underwator searches of friendly shipping accomplished in conjunction with STABLE DOOR
forces of TF A'15 to protect harbors and the vessels in them. UDT personnel conducted 250
missions during the year, desttt.yin4 ,vetr 1, 600 bunkt' s, ;.kt.ucmrts, and fish traps with
demolitions. Also significant amoi-ints ,4 enemy rautitions, 4upplies, and documents were
captured or destroyed by UDT personnel. 196

Naval Gunfire Support

*

*

•

(S) Naval Gunfire Support (NGFS) for units ashore in RVN had been an extension of techniques learned from World War II and Korea. In RVN, NGFS had been used for support of incountry forces and to looser extent softening of defensive positions for amphibious assaults
over the beaches. During 1968, prior to the I Nov bombing halt, the gunfire ships had beet
used in Operation SEA DRAGON to interdict lines of conumtuntcation and to destroy NVN vessels
and vehicles transporting supplies. The use of naval gunfire was particularly valuable during
periods of adverse weather or where terrain or antiaircraft hazards made air support infeasible. FWMAF in RVN, other than USMC, received their shore fire control parties from Sub
Unit One, lot ANGLICO,. Fleet Marine Force, Pacific (FMF-PAC) headquartered at MACV
Awntx. Saigon. For Marine unit* gunfire liaison was organic to each division hadquarters
and to the three 10Smm howitzer, battalions of each division. The NGFS system in RVN did
not have any aircraft permanently assigned or organic. However, aerial spotters in low per.
formance aircraft were regularly available to spot gunfire missions. ANGLICO spotter teams
used voice communications for effective control of NGIFS missions. Throughout the year personnel from Ist ANGLICO supported US, ARVN, Australian, and Korean forces operating within the range of naval gunfire. In addition to gunfire support, ANGLICO TACPs controlled all
fixed wing and helicopter support for the Zd ROKMC Bde. The versatility ot the organisation
was demonstrated by supporting over 60 operations in which its personnel controlled a total of
14, 382 "issions. Throughout the country' the ANULICO operations followed the tempo of the
units they supported. Naval gunfire was probably most effectively used during helicopter landIng zone preparation and firing at built-up defensive bunker complex*s. Naval gunfire was very
Impressive along the eastern portion of the DMZ where it was eaectively tied in with sensors,
antipersonnel radar, and integrated observation device. Other geographical ateas of special
importance in which ANGLICO controlled almost all supporting fires wore on Barrier Island in
I CTZ, Long HI& Mountains in U CTZ, and in the U Minh Fortes In tV CTZ. Task Force South,
in II CTZ, relied heavily on ANGLICO support to compliment artillery covy
age on all ground
operations between Phan Thiet and Phan Rang. 197
(S) The geteral shlp types and auameatsb of those ships avalahle tor NOFS In SFASIA
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were:
Battleship (BB)
Heavy Cruiser (CA)
Guided Missile Cruiser
(LIGHT) (CLG)
Destroyer, Guided
Missile (DDG)
Destroyer (DD)
Inshore Fire Support
Ship (LFR)

16"/50, 5"/38
811/50, 511/38
6"1/47, 5"/38
5"/A V
5"/38 or 5"/54
8-Twin 5" Spin Stabilized Rocket
Launchers, and 5" /38

(S) During 1969 NGFS was reduced to less than half that utilized the preceding year both in
terms of rounds expended and average nimber of ships on the line. In January there was an
average of 11 NGFS ships per day on the line which fired 41, 200 rounds during the month. By
December the average had fallen to 5. 5 ships per day and 23. 049 rounds fired monthly. There
were two major faictors reducing NGFS; first, the reduction of naval vessels due to military
cutbacks hadl resulted in redeployment and mothballing of the only battleship, two of the four
8-inch gun cruisers and two of six 6-inch gun cruisers, Second, fewer targets existed due
both to shorter range of guns and the large number of targets destroyed during the course of
the war.
(S) The Cuarterly Employment Schedulo tor Navy ships for the third quarter FY70 indicated that an average of. four destroyers and one plus LFRs would be available for NGFS missions
after the beginning of 1970 and no cruiser assigned until the fourth quarter, At least one of the
four destroyers wtdld be equipped with 5-inch/54 guns and I CTZ would have priority for its
services. Figure V-1Z shows the effective range of the 5-inch/54 Sun from the 6-fathom curve.
(C) The total naval gunfire axpedituros irom I Jan to 31 Dec 69 were as IoUowit
Caliber of rounfle

Rounds txone

16-inchiM0

693
10, 785
4,065
ý,5S40
158,811

6-inch/47
S-inch/S4
5-inch/38
4. S-inch

l 1,733

3-inch/50
SMK-T/,.R
MK- I 0SSIM

1,90:
60, 161
0,980l

(C) Naval Cunfira GOA I ha 69 to.D• We 69.
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Bunkers destroyed
Bunkers damaged
Samnpans destroyed
Sampans damaged
Secondary explosions
Secondary fires
Tunnels destroyed
Tunnei, iamaged
Treeline destroyed
Trenchline destroyed
Rice destroyed
Rice destroyed
KIA (confirmed)
KIA (probable)
WIA (confirmed)
WIA (probable)
POWIS
pack animals (KIA)
Pack ani*lAs5 (WIA)
Storage sites destroyed
storage sites damaged
Caves destroyed
Caves damaged
A /W sites destroyed
Flighting holes destroyed
Trails Interdicted
Mortar positions destroyed
SAmbush sites destroyed
Foot brtidge destroyed
Bridges destroyed
Rocket positions destroyed
Rocket positiuns damaged
Cult, isted fields destroyed
Trkrils Cut
Vehicles destroyed
Base camps destroyed
"wellwdestroyed
Radio Atmtmifti stations destroyed
FM Itadlo station 4estroyad
MawRutry etructuros destroyed
dani g1d
Masonry .tctutst
Landing Zone's neutr•l•zed

4, 74
164
296
724
868
119
7
6, 180 (meters)
5,792 (motors)
2, 790 (B r)
85900 (pounds)
596
243
171
9
213
11
5
21
7
406
6
30
136
7. 199 (mot6rs)
12
12

11
Z6
26
56S
5
71
Is
t
9
|

-

Su"ly routes i"teo.Actod

Cattje petn destroyed
Catwalks d~tfyted
Roads. out
Kle destrtoyd

4
20.

.O:,:..

I
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Third Naval Construction Brigado

(U) In the spring of 1965 there had been 9,400 Seabees on active duty at various sea/shore
locations with 10 Naval Mobile Construction Battalions (NMCB). On 7 May 1965, NMCB-10 had
deployed from Okinawa to Chu Lai, RVN, to mark the arrival of the first major Seabee unit in
the combat zone. From 1965 until mid-1968 the total Seabee force had mushroomed to a high
of approximately 25, 000 men. At peak strength in the summer of 1968 more than 10, 000 men in
three headquarters, 12 battalions, two Construction Battalion Maintenance Units, a Detachment
and 15 Seabee Teams had been deployed in RVN. The guild up had required Preeidential callup of Seabee Reserve Units and deployment to RVN of US East Coast units. The mission, which
did not change, had been to maintain a state of operational readiness able to provide rapid and
effective construction support to Naval Operating Forces and other Free World Forces. The
Seabee units were required to conduct defensive operations as the deployed situation dictated.
(U) At the beginning of 1969 there were 10 battalions deployed in I CTZ (Shown in Figure
V-13), along with the brigade headquarters and a maintenance unit. The second maintenance
unit was located in II CTZ at Cam Ranh Bay. The 15 Seabee Teams were located throughout
III and IV CTZ. 198
(U) See Chapter IX, Seabee Construction, for a discussion of construction activities by 3d
MCB during 1969.
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Guard Operations

General

(U) Commander, Coast Guard Activities Vietnam (COMCOGARDACTV), headquartered in
Saigon, exercised administrative control over four separate areas of USCG activity in RVN.
These areas were:
1.

Squadron One.

Z. Aids to Navigation.
3.

Port Security and Waterways Detail.

4.

Merchant Marine Detail.

Squadron One

(U) Squadron One was the largest component of COMCOGARDACTV with a complement of
almost 400 officers and men. The squadron consisted of twenty-six 82-foot WPBs. The USCG
WPBs were a principal segment of TF 115, the MARKET TIME forces coastal patrol designed
to prevent enemy infiltration by sea and to provide friendly forces with gunfire support. The
WPB had proven to be a natural for the rigors of war zone deployment. Constructed to make
rescues in Atlantic Ocean gales, they now withstood the demands of the SEASIA monsoons when
other patrol craft had to seek refuge. They kept MARKET TIME stations continually manned
by operating 70 percent of their time underway. Each WPB was armed with five . 50 caliber
machine guns and one 81mm mortar. The crews consisted of two officers, nine enlisted men,
and one VNN liaison petty officer. Squadron One had been commissioned 26 May 65 and divided
into two divisions: Division 11 at An Thoi and Division 12 at Danang. In February 1966, nine

additional WPBs had joined the squadron and Division 13 was established at CAt Lo. Until June,
WPBs had operated out of the three locations until Div 11 was dissolved and the remaining WPBs
were redeployed to the other two divisions. In MARKET TIME operations WPBs performed a
wide variety of tasks. Of these, perhaps the most important, and certainly the most time consuming effort involved the boarding and inspection of hundreds of junks and sampans daily.
Junks were hailed alongside, and the VNN liaison PO inspected identification papers on board.
Even if identification papers were in order, a boarding party was sent over to search the junk
for contraband. The squadron boarded over Z50, 000 junks/sampans and inspected an additional
300, 000 during 1969.
(C) At least six times in recent years, large steel-hulled trawlers from NVN or Communist
China had attempted to infiltrate supplies to the VC ashore, One such incident had occured during March 1968 when four trawlers, in separate locations, made infiltration attempts. One had
been destroyed by USN and VNN forces near Nha Trang, a.aother had been destroyed in a gun
battle with a USCO cutter near the Ca Mau Peninsula. The third had turned back and the fourth
had been engaged near Chu Lai by two WPBs, the Point Welcome and the Point Greywith assictance irom the high endurance cutter (WHEC) Androscoggin, During the gunfight that had
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ensued, the trawler had sustained a direct hit on her bridge, killing most of her crew and preventing self-destruction. The vessel had eventually been captured and towed to Danang, where
enough arms and munitions were found on board to supply an entire NVA battalion.
(U) While counterinfiltration operations remained the primary task of MARKET TIME units,
WPBs were frequently called upon to provide gunfire support. Gunfire was normally directed
at known or suspected enemy infiltration routes and storage areas, although USCG patrol boats
were often requested to provide direct gunfire support for friendly forces on the beach. In
February, the USCG launched its own program for training VNN personnel to operate and maintain WPB assets in RVN. The plan, known as Small Craft Assets; Training ard Turnover of
Resources (See section on SCATTOR in this Chapter), called for VNN personnel to be gradually
phased on board WPBs and receive on-the-job training while the WPB continued to make their
regularly scheduled operational patrols. As mentioned earlier, the first two cutters to complete
the program, the Point Garnet and Point League, were officially turned over to the VNN in May.
Six additional cutters were turned over during the remainder of the year. Under an agreement
promulgated by the USCG, VNN,and USN, all Squadron One assets would be turned over to the
VNN by Sep 70. (See section on ACTOV, this chapter.)

)

Aids to Navigation

(U) The need for an effective Aids to Navigation program had become apparent in the spring
of 1966, when an energetic port development program had come into being, and the amount of
shipping entering RVN had begun to increase dramatically. Ports such as Saigon had become
saturated, and facilities had been utilized to the maximum. The ports of Vung Tau, Cam Ranh
Bay, Danang, and others had been expanding to handle trans-Pacific and intra-costal shipping.
It had become obvious that an efficient Aids to Navigation program was needed to mark the
channels and anchorages of the ports and to provide safe passage for all vessels. The responsibility for maintaining navigation aids in RVN had rested with the RVN Directorate of Navigation.
To service marine aids, the Directorate had used an ex-Army cargo vessel, limited in operations by a small lifting capacity and work space. Due to the limited resources the directorate
held a series of conferences with USAID and the US military commands. As a result of their
recommendations, COGARDACTV had been directed to establish and maintain navigation aids
in support of US missions. Within the first year and a half, 65 buoys had been installed by three
buoy tenders deployed from Honolulu. Since then, the buoy tender (WLB) Blackhaw was responsible for servicing aids in RVN and functioned under the operational control of COMCOGARDACTV when on in-country deployments. Blackhaw established 40 additional buoys and
serviced every aid on each deployment. Aids to navigation in use were standard USCG equipment. The color of the aid system in RVN, however, was reversed from the US system. The
French lateral system was used, placing black buoys on the starboard side, and red buoys to
port as the ship entered harbor, Buoy tending in RVN took on new aspects in most areas.
Blackhaw generally went into a modified general quarters in the ports of Chu Lai, Cua Viet,
and others and had come under enemy fire on numerous occasions. To ensure safety of the
craft and crew, USN UDT personnel from harbor defense units (IUWU) were employed to check
the moorings, chains, and buoys for explosives prior to lifting the buoy. The enemy was not
the only hazard. Smaller ports such as Cua Viet and Tan My had entrances with shifting sand
bars and heavy silting which caused changes of channel direction and loss of depth. One buoy
in Cua Viet was placed on station marking the channel edge in 30 feet of water. Three months
after the placement, silting caused the buoy to rest on a sand bar in the same geographical
position,
:K4
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Port Security and Waterways Detail

(U) The Port Security and Waterways Detail with its four subordinate explosive loading
detachments, functioned under the direction of the 1st Log Comd located at Long Binh. It provided logistics units with technical assistance for the safeguarding of all US shipping and other
specifically designated shipping against infiltration, pilferage, ground attack, and other port
hazards. In general, the Port Security and Waterways Detail's mission was broken down into
three segments:
1. Advise the 1st Log Comd on matters pertaining to handling of explosives and port
and waterways security.
2.

Coordinate with USCG, COMNAVFORV, .and the 18th MP Bde on port and waterway

s e cu rity.

(

3. Advise and assist subordinate commanders and the 18th MP Bde on the technical
operation and employment of river patrol boats and other small craft employed in port and
waterway security.
(U) The principal sub-divisions of the Port Security and Waterways Detail were the four
Explosive Loading Detachments, located at Danang, Qui Nhon, Cam Ranh Bay, and Cat Lai.
Each detachment was composed of one officer and seven enlisted, each of whom received special
training in the handling of dangerous cargo prior to being assigned in-country. The primary
mission of the detachments was to advise port officials on the safe handling of explosives and
hazardous munitions from moored or anchored vessels to the transhipment site. Their secondary mission was to assist in the supervision of loading, unloading, and storage of explosives
in a compatible manner to reduce the risk of fire and explosion. The precautions taken by the
Port Security and Waterways Detail and the Explosive Loading Detachments had been justified
in practice. Extra regulations had been prescribed for ammunition ships entering a RVN port.
Such safety requirements as for a watch officer on deck 24 hours a day, ships facing bow out,
and mooring lines singled up with axes by each, had been strictly enforced. When Cam Ranh
Bay had come under attack in December 1968 two ammunition ships in port at the time had been
able to get underway and sortie in 8 and 12 minutes respectively, without the aid of tugs normally used for such type ship.

Merchant Marine Detail

"(U) The fourth major component of COGARDACTV was the Merchant Marine Detail (MMD)
which was an adjunct of the USCG, serving to carry out the Merchant Marine functions as specifled in Title 14 of the US Code. This detail further acted as direct liaison with foreign government agencies having functions similar to those of the USCG. The MMD in Saigon had been established in July 1967, with the responsibility of keeping merchant vessels underway with mini-

mum delay in SEASIA.

The detail performed all the regular Merchant Marine investigative

duties and had all the authority of the domestic details with the exception of conducting hearings.
Instead they investigated all casualties and acts of misconduct and forwarded reports to the Coinmandant of the US Coast Guard.
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(U) The Port of Saigon has been one of the most active in the Far East, and the majority
of cases handled by the MMD were related to Saigon shipping. However, the detail was also
responsible for all other deep water ports in RVN as well as a variety of others throughout
SEASIA including Sattahip and Bangkok in Thailand.
(U) There were two other areas of USCG involvement in RVN which were not under the
direction of COMCOGARDACTV. These were:
1. Squadron Three--Five high endurance cutters (WHEC) that operated as part of the
Navy's 7th Fleet, and came under the administrative control of a Coast Guard commander in
Subic Bay, P. I.
2. Loran stations at Tan My and Con Son Island that operated electronic navigational
aids for aircraft and vessels operating throughout SEASIA. 199

Vietnamese Navy Operations

(C) The VNN's fleet of command ships, coastal group junks, and river assault group craft
started the year in a relatively routine manner. With newly acquired vessels, the VNN underwent diverse and active participation in operations, especially in actions that were offensive in
nature. The PBR and PCF crews recorded a high rate of utilization and they developed increased proficiency and self-sufficiency. RPG-51, comprising the VNN's 12 operating PBR's,
assumed a new area of responsibility in January when it commenced 2-day patrols of the Long
Tau shipping channel in addition to the patrols already being conducted on the Saigon and Dong
Nai Rivers. The VNN acquisition of this responsibility freed US units for duty elsewhere in
the Delta. A further example of the increased ability of VNN small boat crews was evidenced
when a PCF was required to fire over a hill at an unseen enemy in proximity to a village, The
US advisor in the village credited the VNN with routing an attack and described the shooting
accuracy as "excellent".
(C) The VNN encountered increased enemy activity in February with particularly heavy
attacks immediately after the announced VC Tet cease fire ended. The attacks appeared to be
a show of force as they waned after only two days. River Assault and Interdiction Divisions
(RAID) 70 and 71 were formed 1 Feb as COMNAVFORV turned over 25 more river craft to the
VNN. The new RAIDs were immediately assigned to the GIANT SLINGSHOT AO. On 12 Feb,
COMNAVFORV's ACTOV plan was approved by DEPSECDEF which led to immediate training
of VNN sailors preparatory to taking their place with US boat crews. Late in the month the
TRAN HUNG DAO campaign was expanded to include VNN PCF and Fourth Coastal Zone junks,
thereby increasing GVN presence along the Vinh Te Canal.
(C) In March the first of the VNN sailors who had undergone training under the ACTOV
program the preceeding month began arriving at 14 different bases in the delta. In comparison
with February, the number of junks and persons searched was un over 100 percent in March
which was in part attributable to increased j• nk traffic resultant from good weather. The remainder of the increase was due to the thoroughness of the inspecting force. The number of
junks and people detained were zero for the month which was an indication of the ability of
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MARKET TIME forces to discourage coastal infiltration attempts in their AO. In April ACTOV
continued to move forward smoothly with only minor equipment problems and some communication difficulty caused by a lack of a technical English vocabulary on the part of the Vietnamese
sailors. However, the VNN PBR trainees showed enthusiasm and eagerness to learn in active
patrols. USCG WPBs Point Garnet and Point League sailed on MARKET TIME patrols in midApril manned by VNN personnel with the commanding officer as the sole US crew member.
These cutters were to be turned over under the SCATTOR program. Near the end of April and
the first of May, 88 VNN sailors, all high school and Saigon boat school graduates, began arriving at US Swift boat bases at An Thoi, Danang, Chu Lai, Qui Nhon, Cam Ranh Bay, and Cat
Lo. Under the title Project START (Swift Training and Rapid Turnover), RVN navymen underwent on-the-job training which would lead to turnover of 49 PCFs (Swift boats) by July 1970.
On 16 May the USCG cutters Point League and Point Garnet were turned over to the VNN at
ceremonies in Saigon. On 17 May the first class of VNN personnel graduated from the diesel
engine school at Danang.

(

(C) The Vietnamese Fleet Command units assumed sole responsibility for MARKET TIME
surveillance operations in the Fourth Coastal Zone on 1 Jun. The one USN or USCG ship which
patrolled in deep water off the eastern coast of the Ca Mau Peninsula began forwarding their
reports through the Vietnamese Task Group 213.4 to CTF 115. On 27 Jun, three VNN fleet
command units and Vietnamese PSYWAR team joined with TF 115 forces on the combined Operation SEA FLOAT/TRAN HUNG DAO II1. (Further details on this operation can be found under
MARKET TIME Operations, this chapter.)
(C) During July VNN units operated in all Coastal Zones and in the Third and Fourth Riverine areas. A total of 57 gunfire missions were fired during the month, many of which were in
support of other Vietnamese units, demonstrating the RVNAF capability for coordination and
mutual support. With incorporation of RAIDs 72 through 75 into Amphibious Task Force (ATF)
211, the VNN was able to magnify its participation in the riverine warfare effort which was reflected in the increased number of VNN operations during July.
(C) During August, activities of the VNN were routine. The RAGs in the Third and Fourth
Riverine Areas conducted 2, 161 amphibious assaults and over 1, 300 river patrols. RAG 31
operated in support of a sweep by the National Police along a portion of the Mang Thit-Nicholai
Canal near Vinh Long in the early part of the month. On 27 Aug the VC attacked a VNN hospital
ship which was en route from SEA FLOAT to the SEA FLOAT Annex. The VNN reacted almost
immediately with a heavy blanket of fire supported by a Seawolf which was already airborne.
Within five minutes the SEA FLOAT MATSB reacted with 81mm fire directed on the ambush site,
as MSF troops rushed to the scene. Despite the almost immediate counter-attack, the MSF
sweep could produce no contact with the enemy; however, six double tube B-40 rocket launchers
were captured with three B.40s still in them.
(C) Although the VNN RAIDs had operated with elements of the VNMC previously, it was
not until I Sep that a reorganization of ATF 211 officially included both RAID and VNMC forces.
The initial intent of the JOS was to employ all the elements of the ATF in IV CTZ under the
operational control of the 21st ARVN Div. However, had the proposal been carried out RAIDs
70 and 71 would have vacated their assignments in the GIANT SLINGSHOT AO. The final decision was to retain ATG 211. 1, of which RAIDs 70 and 71 weri a part, in the GIANT SLINGSHOT
Operation. ATO 211.2 was composed of RAID 73 and the Sth VNMC Ba under operational control
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of the 21st ARVN Div, while RAIDs 72, 74 and 75 along with Ist and 3d VNMC Bn were assigned
to ATG 211. 3 under operational control of the 7th ARVN Div.
(C) TF 212 was activated 19 Oct, bringing to 83 the number of VNN PBRs. They were
employed on rivers and canals throughout III and IV CTZs. On 8 Oct, ATG 211.2, composed of
RAID 73 and the 5th VNMC Bn, transferred its operations from the Dong Tam area to Ca Mau.
The VN Marines moved overland while the watercraft including US units of RIVRON 13 and 15
transited the rivers and canals. Meanwhile, ATG 211. 3 operations in the U Minh Forest which
began 10 Sep had resulted in enemy losses of 233 KIA, 37 captured, 101 Hoi Chanh, and 53 suspects detained by the end of October. VNN and VNMC losses were 50 KIA and 194 WIA during
the same period.
(C) On 5 Nov, along with the turnover of the Coastal Surveillance Center (CSC), Qui Nhon,
the VNN assumed the responsibilities for MARKET TIME stations 3D through 31. (See Figure
V-14). With these additional seven stations, the VNN had 27 patrol stations under their operational control. On 17 Nov with receipt of two more WPBs, additional stations in the First and
Third Coastal Zones were assumed. With a general lull in hostile action throughout RVN, there
were few significant encounters with the enemy. The boats and craft of the RAIDs, RAGs, and
RPGs continued in the interdiction surveillance operations.
(C) Activity continued at a low level throughout the month of December. Weather caused a
slackening in the northern part of the country as the number of craft detected and inspected was
down. Two more WPBs were turned over to the VNN from the USCG on 11 Dec and areas IC and
ID of the MARKET Tfr.F. patrols were assumed by the VNN. In another significant event of the
day, a VNN officer assumed conrnand of the Upper Saigon River Operation READY DECK. The
operation continued to be a SEA LORDS campaign and units retained their 194. 6 task designator.

AIR OPERATIONS

Introduction

(C) During 1969, COMUSMACV had at his disposal approximately 246 fixed-wing aircraft
and 239 helicopters of the 1st MAW, 3, 500 Army helicopters, £50 Army fixed-wing aircraft (all
in South Vietnam), and 1,200 USAF aircraft (including a few rescue helicopters) operating out of
RVN. In addition, he had support from contingents of SAC B-52s in Thailand, Guam, and
Okinawa, and from a fleet of naval aircraft staging from "Yankee Station" carriers in the South
China Sea. He also had access to data gathered from several highly classified reconnaissance
programs,
(U) This formidable array of airpower was absolutely essential to the MACV mission. The
mobility of this airpower allowed US forces to roam the skies almost at will, shifting vast quantities of men and supplies, delivering or extracting troops and equipment from otherwise inaccessable areas, photographing and scanning even the most remote areas on a continuing bases,
and delivering awesome firepower to targets in response to high level targeting plans or urgent
tactical requests. The Importance -- and value .. of this quick response capability of airpower
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in SEASIA could hardly be overestimated. Because of it, COMUSMACV was able to extend his
forces while guaranteeing them a reasonable measure of security. In this respect, airpower
performed a decisive service.
(U) Following the Nov 1968 bombing halt of NVN the characteristics of air operations in
SEASIA underwent a dramatic change. No longer was there a struggle for air supremacy.
Forces previously committed to defend strike formations and maintain air superiority over NVN
were made available for intensified roles in interdiction and ground support. Quite properly,
air operations in SEASIA became more subordinate to operations on the ground just as ground
operations were subordinate to the political goals for which the war was being fought.
(U) In the following pages, no attempt has been made to give a comprehensive treatment of
the role of airpower in SEASIA for the period under review. The magnitude of the effort was
such that statistics, for all their inherent weaknesses, must be used to describe it. Moreover,
the various functional roles were complex, often interrelated, and, due to the nature of the support, impossible to evaluate with accuracy except in a general way.
(S) Even in the functional approach, there has been compromise. Interdiction, for example,
has been broken down into out-country and in-country operations. The former, which took place
in Laos, was centered almost entirely on the COMMANDO HUNT campaign in Southern Laos
and served not only to show how that particular operation was carried out but also to portray
the difficulties and techniques that were common to interdiction efforts of that sort. In-country
interdiction was even more vague. The interdiction of enemy troops and supplies in RVN was a
continuous affair. There were surges from time to time but that function simply could not be
segmented into Campaigns. If enemy troops or supplies could be hit before they came into
contact with friendly forces, so much the better. But that could be at any time and almost anywhere, and often was so closely related to close support of ground troops as to be indistinguishable from that function. For that reason, representative examples have been chosen to portray
the highlights, describe the concept, and relate the techniques used in implementing it.
(U) In other instances, such as reconnaissance the functional concept itself needed no elaboration and the magnitude of effort was best portrayed in rather cold statistics. Special emphasis, If any, must be reserved for a surge effort or an important change in policy, equipment, or
technique. Search and rescue, another vital function, had all the warmth and drama one cared
to give It, but again, for the purposes of the MACV history, the statistics told the basic story.
The techniques used to pluck men from the jungles or the water under hazardous conditions were
worth some mention but it would have been superfluous to relate individual rescues except to
illustrate an important concept or technique. This rationale explains why many matters which
received much detailed coverage in earlier command histories (I. e., the development of the
B-5Z support effort) has now been dealt with In a more statistical account of effort expended and
results obtained.
(U) It renmins to be noted that unquestionably the most valuable function of airpower in RVN
was also the most difficult to analyze and describe. This was the function of "close support" of
ground troops which, in magnitude alone, accounted for over four million sorties annually.
There were several reasons for this. One was the fact that all services were involved and in
different ways. The Army flew the vast majority of the "combat" and "combat support" missions
with its armed helicopters. The AF, Navy, and Marines flew TACAIR (which by definition ineluded interdiction) or "ground support." The services understandably differed in definition on
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what constituted "combat" or "combat support" missions and what constituted a sortie. Finally,
as mentioned above, there was a grey area between interdiction and close support in which, for
all practical purposes, the two functions were indistinguishable.

Ground Support

(S) Employing techniques dictated by circumstances and experience, close air support involved a variety of aircraft, performing a variety of functions, under an even greater variety
of circumstances. Moreover, this support ranged from aid provided by a single aircraft, such
as a helicopter gunship, a fighter/bomber, or the combined efforts of helicopter gunships, TAGAIR, "SPOOKY" or "SHADOW" gunships, and even, as at Khe Sanh in 1968 and Bu Prang-Duc
Lap in 1969, heavy B-52 strikes. Flexibility was the key to performing the varied functions,
communications and the airplanes themselves were the keys to mobility, and the various weaponry the foundation for the firepower. The result was what might be called "ever-ready aid" for
ground troops in the RVN.
(S) The magnitude of close air support in RVN during 1969 although reduced - - was such
that statistics have been used to portray it. Figure V-15 reflects the 1969 monthly attack sortie
rate as compared to 1968.
(S) The flexibility of close ground support during 1969 continued to play an ever-present
significant role and helped retain allied superiority in the RVN. It ranged from such ingenious
and sudden uses as that of an AC- 119 using its 20 kilowatt target illumination lamp to provide
light for a surgical operation going on down below, to carefully prepared operations designed
to provide support as needed on a continuing basis. The latter category, which was more typical
of close grourd support than a spectacular incident such as a helicopter discarding its ammunition to make more room for a downed flier, were illustrated by several examples. One instance concerned the use of air power in support of fire bases. Another was but one from a
number of episodes wherein aircraft were used to "prep" important helicopter landing zones,

(:

(S) In mid 196 9, the 25th Ird Div maintained approximately 20 fire support bases within its
areas of operations in III CTZ. Usually about half of these bases were occupied at any one time,
it being necessary periodically to move the two to six tubes of artillery and roughly 400 men
to keep up with the tactical situation. These fire support bases were nearly always in hostile
areas and, because of their size, vulnerable to being overrun by the enemy. This in turn required a solid and timely defense capability.
(S) The basic concept of defensive operations used by the 25th Inf Div to protect its fire
support bases was to establish a perimeter around the base. This perimeter, 75 to 300 meters
in depth, represented the last line of defense against enemy sappers and infantry and it was
expected that fire coverage in the area would come fromthe FSB's own tube artillery and infantry weapons. Outside this area, however, was a large, specified circular defensive area which
could be up to several kilometers in depth. This outer ring was divided in half, with defense
for one half charged to friendly supporting artillery and the other half to air support. The latter would include fighters and both fixed wing and helico-Iter gunships, all under the direction
of a USAF FAC. This control, plus the depth of the zone, meant that all supporting aircraft
200
could operate simultaneously.
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(S) A striking example of this "sector system" of defense took place in June 1969 when the
enemy attempted to overrun FSE CROOK, which had been recently constructed near major
enemy base areas and directly astride one of his major LOCs into Tay Ninh Province. At
0250 on 7 Jun, the enemy launched a ground a, tack, supported by mortar fire. The base hurriedly called for air and artillery support in the designated areas. In response, USAF fighters
raced in with high drag bombs and napalm while AC- 119 and AC-47 gunships supported with
flares and miniguns.201
(S) After the enemy withdrew at 0630 hours, a sweep of the area revealed a body count of
323 KIA of which 207 were attributed to air power. Friendly casualties amounted to only seven
wounded. Subsequent interrogation of PWs revealed that the enemy expected to overrun the base
with ease. They were surprised at the amount of firepower brought in to stop them. (See Annex
0 for a detailed discussion of the defense of FSB CROOK.)
(S) The flexibility of airpower was further demonstrated in its use to "prep" landing zones
in the A Shau Valley prior to and during the multi-battalion htliopter/airborne Operation
APACHE SNOW in May and June. Ten artillery batteries bad their tubes in position to support
the operations but some of the chosen )anding zones lay outside the artiiiery fans. It was therefore necessary to use TACAIR to suppress the heavy concentration of AA/AW weapons around
the zones. 202
(S) In his request Zor TACAIR support, the CGO, M! MAF indicated that "heavy resistance
to landing can be expected" and that "success of initial landinge le dependent upon max TACAIR. 't20f In particular, he wanted 94 prepianned sorties and 28 immediate sorties for LZ
preparation and air cover during the combat assaults and sub sequent contacts with defending
enemy forces.
(S) Prior to the assaults, each landing zone was bombarded for 70 minutes by tactical
aircraft and, in some instanc:.s, artillery. Final suppressive fire was delivered by air caval.y
gunships and aerial artillery. The results of this air offorslve were best described by the CO.
III MAP. wl•. observed the operation:
The resounding success of the initial assaults
by Marino And sirborne units on D-Day (10 May) of
Operuatio APACHECSNOW represented a notable
accomplishment of all concerned. Particularly gratifying to me was the air- tupport elements to meet our
request. , . This surge in ai.r support was basic to the
scheme of maueuver and.mt our requirements in full.
I personally observed the operation on D-Day,
which involved a heliborne assault by (iv- US/ARVN
battalions into the objective area. I w~s, particularly
impressed by the timing of each of the air, _trikes,
which were -do8tly integrated into the as* ult plan.
Thj tontrol of the large number of tactical aircr.et
and hclltopters in constricted air space was suptrb.
The performance of the fighter pilots, ALOs, FACs,
and other controlling agencies was totally protessioal.
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There is no doubt in my mind that the precise application
of air power was instrumental in throwing a determined
enemy off balance and assuring the success of the combat
assault. 204
(C) Perhaps the most impressive example of close air support in the RVN during 1969 took
place between 8 May and 2 July in response to VC/NVA attempts to isolate and overrun the viral
Ben Het CIDO camp. (See Annex H for a detailed discussion of the Ben Het--Dak To Campaign.)
Much like the defenders at Duc Lap the previous August, the troops at Ben Het were in grave
danger if the enemy succeeded in cutting land routes to the east and particularly if he were able
to mass near enough to the camp to make large scale assaults.
(C) During the initial phases of the campaign, ARVN soldiers sought to obviate enemy
strategy by search and destroy missions and by seizing strategic ground to the southeast. Airpower supported with dozens of sorties daily. In preparation for the heavier battle that was
certain to come. the Kontum Air Liaison (ALO) was moved to Ben Het on 7 May and a Tactical
Air Command Party (TACP) was set up at Dak To for around-the-clock operation on 9 May.
Also, the number of FACs and FAC aircraft In the region was more than doubled with the force
split between Pleiku and Kontumn so that the TACP could capitalize on the variations of the monsoon weather. ZOS
(C) Airpower became even more vital after the enemy successfully interdicted Route 512
between Ben Het and Dak To and began massing their forces near the C0DG camp. At this
tim'e, an AC-47 or AC-119 was on station at all times during the hours of darkness; as many
as five FACs could be in the air at one time, each directing separate air strikes, ARC LIGHT
was running in an average of 13.9 sorties per day, and the C-7s were flying in or air dropping
cargo at an impressive rate. (See Transportation section of Chapter IX for additional treatment.) Indeed, the statistics alone for the two months operations gave a good idea of the role
airpower played. The FACs flew a total of 571 sorties, the AC-47s and AC-l9s more than a
hundred; TACAIR accounted for 1, 828 sorties, with 140 flown by VNAF pilots, 9 by RAAF pilots
and 6 by Navy crews. The SAC B-52s flew 794 sorties on 140 separate target boxes, dropping
In the process approximately 19, 553 tons of bombs. The C-7? flew 103 supply mission#. delivering 235 tons of supplies. Because the enemy concentrated fire on these slow moving craft, a
total of 70 fighter escort sorties were flown to protect the Caribous.
(C) Intelligence experts credited air with 165 confirmed KRA. along with an undetermined
portion of the 297 tredited to Joint artillery and TACAIR. 1he latter was also given credit for
an estimated 10 other KBA. Two hundred and1 two secondary explosions were recorded along
with 179 secondary fires. Some 1, 334 bunkers and structures. 33 weapons positions, 2 bridges,
and 120 fox holes and tuannels tere destroyed with a comparable amount listed as damaged.
(C) As with so many battles in RVN. air support at Porn Het was not to be measured in
sorties and bombs. Its real value lay in hitting the enemy at any timeo of day or night, in any
kind of weather, and with tremendous firepower. Comzlned with artillery aud other available
forces. it could, as it did at Beou Hlt, keep the enemy off balance and damage him beyond his
tolerance level before he could mass his forces for an effective attack.
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(S) An example of the use of airpower in a close rupport/spoiling role r.ccurred du, ing the
period 11-13 Aug. This highpoint was triggered by a surge in Communist activity on the night
of 11-12 A'g which, in turn, provoked such a rapid and massive .-eaction on the part of ARVN
and US Forces that a total of 1,274 enemy solliers were killed in the two day period.
(S) In support of the ground forces, a total of 410 TACAIR sorties were flown during daylight hours. At night, 33 SPOOKY (AC-47), 27 SHADOW (AC-119) and 23 SKYSPOT (radar bomb-

in.g) missions were flown. In addition, the 834th Air Division flew 24 C-130, 7 C-123, and 14
C-7A sorties in support of six emergency resupply missions and one "combat essential mission."
These craft carried a total of 405. 4 short tons of ammunition and supplies. (See Chap IX for
additional treatment of resupply activities. ) Concurrently, hundreds of Army helicopters flew
around the clock inserting and extracting troops, providing fire support, flying medevac (DUST2 06
OFF) missions and the like. Additionally, helicopter sorties ran well into the thousands.
(S) Meanwhile, in the week pricr co 11 Aug, B-52s strack numerous times in districts of
Binh Long, An Loc and Loc Ninh provinces where the enemy troops were massing for the attack.
"There is no question, " the CG of II FFORCEV reported, "that extensive damage. . . was inflicted on the enemy as he massed for the attack.,,207
(S) Air support of groui-d activity during the 11-13 Aug period had more than just a tactical
significance, however. It was an admirable example of the one-team concept. It also demonstrated with impressive clarity the mobility and firepower of US and Allied forces and the decisive spoiling effect when those forces were committed properly.

TACAIR Sortie Rate

(S) The month of August witnessed the first phase (A an overall -eeduction of TACAIR support in S EASIk when the 7AF was directed br PACAF to economize in force. Prior to this
directive, the USAF had flown an average of 243 preplanned in-country sorties a day; however,
effective 26 Aug, the USAF preplanned sortie rate was reduced to 200 in-country sorties a
day -- a reduction of 17. 5 percent. 208
(S) Whereas the direct reduction affected only USAF assets, the total number of in-country
sorties flown (which included all FWMAF air assets) declined from a predirective average of
581 to a post directive average of 503. It must be noted however that a contrIbuting factor to
the overall decline in total sorties flown was the redeployment of 18 F-4 aircraft of the 1st
MAAW. The loss of these 18 Marine aircraft, which prior to their 0-Aparture were flying a 1. 0
2 09
sortie rate, resulted in an overall loss of 18 sorties a day.
(S) As part of the Secretary of Defense Project 703, further reductions in TACAIR support
occurred on 1 Oct, when the JCS imposed a limitation -- retroactive to September -- of 14, 000
sorties per month for USAF aircraft (attack/strike) operatiug in SEASIA. This latest limitatlon
amounted to a reduction in 'USAF TACAIR sorties of approximately 3, 700 flights per month.
However, authorization was granted to exceed the limitation during any one month period of
operation as long as the average of 14, 000 sorties per montf was realized at the ter mination of
the fiscal year. Inasmuch as the USAF had al, eady flown 14, 689 sorties in September -- prior
to receipt of the 3CS directive -- an immediate reduction in the allocation of sorties was necessary to eifect the change to the new sortie rate and also to make up for the September overfly. ZO0
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(S) For approximately one year (15 Oct 68 -- 7 Oct 69) prior to the receipt of the JCS
directive, the distribution of effort between in-country and out-country sorties had been fairly
well established at 55 percent in-country and 45 percent out-country. However, the onset of
the northeast monsoon in Laos and the desire of COMUSMACV to increase the weight of effort
in Laos -- to counteract the enemy's resupply program -- resulted in a new division of TACAIR
sorties to 50/50 percent, effective 7 Oct. Later, as the enemy's truck traffic in Laos continued
to increase, additional out-country strikes were required to impede the flow of supplies southward. Therefore, effective 28 Oct, the distribution of sorties between out-country and in-country was changed to 55 and 45 percent respectively. Although not effecting the availability of
TACAI: "immediate" sorties, the redistri•bution of TACAIR employment -- when coupled with
the overall sortie reductions -- resulted in a drastically curtailed allocation of sorties to be
utilized by FWMAF and RVNAF forces in support of their ground schemes of maneuver. When
compared with the 24 Aug in-country sortie rate, the combined reduction/reallocation actions
211
taken in Oct resulted in an approximately 50 percent reduction of available in-country sorties.

)

(S) The impact of the directed reductions and reallocations was not received by the field
commanders as a fait accompli. The
III
M MAF, in his request for an examination of the
allocation of preplanned air sorties to determine the feasibility of increasing the number of
sorties allocated to ARVN I Corps, stated:
This headquarters has received a letter from the
Commanding General I Corps in which he points out
,ae drastic reduction which has been made in allocation of daily preplanned air sorties to ARVN forces.
Preplanned sorties allocated to ARVN I Corps bave
dropped from a high of 16. 1 per day during the month
of June 69 to the present 2. 3 per day. During November 1968, ARVN I Corps was allocated 63 percent of
its requested preplanned sorties; during the same
month (Nov) in 1969, the percentage dropped to 23 percent. l
(S) COMU3MACV's basic position -- in response to continued requests for additional
TACAIR support -- was stated in a reply to CG, I FFORCEV's request for additional gunship/
flareship availability, and is quotedThe number of aircraft fragged for operations in
each CTZ is dependent on where the greatest enemy
threat exists at a given time and the necessity to use
air power with flexibility to counter that threat. Available assets will continue to be allocated in such a way
as to counter the areas of greatest enemy threat throughout the entire RIVN. Accordingly, one additional gunship
has been [ragged for support of II CTZ since receipt of
your request. Continuous assignment is riot to, repeat
not to, be expected as increased threat in other areas
oi RVN will necessitate reallocation of assets as the
situations warrant. 2 1 3
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MISTY BRONCO

(C) To counter the unconventional tactics of the enemy and provide 7AF the wherewithal
to render more efficient and timely support to ground commanders, Headquarters USAF, in
May 1968, had directed TAG to conduct an armed FAC/gunship, phased response evaluation.
The phased response concept -- involving an armed FAC aircraft in conjunction with a gunship
aircraft -- was concerned with reducing the AF response time to "immediate" air support requests. Under this concept, the two aircraft would provide continuous AF strike presence over
unit and make AF fire support as immediately available as registered artilan Army maneuver
S~lery.
(S) The test phase, nicknamed MISTY BRONCO, was conducted from 4 Apr to 13 June
1969 using six OV-10A aircraft supporting the 2d Bde, 25th Inf Div. The primary mission of
the armed OV-10A aircraft continued to be the basic FAC mission, e. g., strike control,
visual reconnaissance, artillery adjustment, and escort. However, arming the OV- 10A supplemented the mission by providing limited but immediate tactical ordnance to support troops in
contact (TIC) until requested tactical air arrived. It also permitted the FACs to attack fleeting targets until additional fire support was able to respond. The OV-10A's ordnance included
four M-60C machine guns with 2, 000 rounds of 7.62mm ammunition, and rocket pods holding
14 2. 75-inch WP marking rockets and 14 2.75-inch HE rockets.
(C) All ordnance expended by the MISTY BRONCO FACs was in accordance with the current
Rules of Engagement and conducted under the same clearance procedures established for employment of tactical air strikes. As a general rule, no expenditure of ordnance was authorized
unless other supporting firoe. g. artillery, light fire teams, or tactical aircraft was not readily
available.
(S) In the evaluation period, 508 armed sorties were flown during the daylight only. These
sorties produced 107 opportunities for the FAC to expend ordnance in support of ground force

requirements. Ordnance was expended on 98 of these support opportunities. On seven opportunities, the FAC did not expend due to evailability of other fire support; on the other two opportunities, there were no expenditures due to an inoperative gunsight and failure to receive timely
strike clearance, as reflected below:
MISTY BRONCO SUPPORT OPPORTUNITIES vs OCCASIONS FOR ORDNANCE EXPENDITURE
Target Category
Troops in Contact (TIC)
Fleeting/Perishable

Non-Time Sensitive
Total

Support
Opportunit
32
50
25
107

Expenditures

,s

Additional Fire
Spt N/R

25

7

48

33

25
98

25
65

(S) In seven of 32 support opportunities, in immediate support of TIC situations, the FAC
provided sufficient fire power to the ground commander that TACAIR or ground organic fire
support was not required. The FAC also provided interim fire support on 18 other occasions.
The remaining support opportunities were mainly FAC-acquired targets during which the FAC
expended his ordnance on 73 targets. No additional fire support was required on 58 of these
occasions.
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(S) The overall results of the MISTY BRONCO evaluation were very favorable and the
ground commanders were enthusiastic with the new concept. The armed FAC provided a limit-

ed but highly responsive airstrike capability to the ground commander and was immediately

-

available for TIC situations. The response time for AF strike support to an immediate close
air support request was greatly reduced by the nearly immediate response of the FAC. (The

average FAC response time, from the ground commander's initial request until the FAC expended his ordnance on the target, was 5. 1 minutes. The majority of this time -- 3.7 min -was delay caused while obtaining ground clearance to fire. ) Additionally, during FAC recon-

naissance flights, small groups of VC/NVA, enemy vehicles, sampans, etc., could be contained
by the armed FAC until heavier fire support could be brought to bear. In many cases the FAC's
fire power was sufficient to destroy the target. The following provides a summary of MISTY

BRONCO sorties and strike results.
MISTY BRONCO SORTIES AND STRIKE RESULTS
Sorties

Flown
508

Munitions Expended

HE Rds
1,171

7. 62mm

Ground Fire

Received

Aircraft Hits

11

2

84,105.

)

Total BDA achieved from 4 April through 14 June 1969:
15 KBA (confirmed)
6 Structures damaged
77 KBA (probable)
1 Motorcycle destroyed
13 Sampans destroyed
7 Secondary explosions
6 Sampans damaged
5 Secondary fires
7 Transportation units destroyed
4 Bunkers damaged/destroyed
2 Rafts destroyed
2 Fighting positions uncovered
7 Structures destroyed
Z Tunnel entrances uncovered
500 lbs rice, 100 lbs of salt, and one bag of cement were destroyed
Enemy guns were silenced on two occasions while in support of TIC
(S) In response to the enthusiastic indorsement of the ground commanders and the- very
favorable test results, the Commander, 7AF directed that all remaining OV-l10Ai.AircraftY -)per- ating in RVN be armed to provide this vitally needed concept of air support to all. UIs gruýihnd
forces. 214 However, a shortage of armament technicians delayed completion of tim project
until 1970.

Air Support for Troops in Contact

(S) In the summer of 1968 the Air Force sent a team of analysts to RVN to study forward
air controller operations. The team collected detailed information on air support to friendly
troops in contact, immediaib and preplanned strikes, communications, delivery accuracy, and
the allocation of strike effort among different types of targets. Although this was a short-term
effort and only covered tactical air operations supporting the 26th Inf Div in III CTZ, the team
was confident that the sample was representative of overall US air operations in RVN.
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(S) Findings derived from the data in the study were:
1. Ground commanders requested tactical air support in less than 8 percent of their
engagements with the enemy; these engagements typically involved large numbers of enemy
troops. The bulk of the ground contacts requested either artillery or armed helicopter support.
2. Primarily as a result of the small number of air support requests, less than 10
percent of the total attack sorties in RVN were in support of troops in contact; the remainder
attack interdiction targets or areas of suspected enemy activity.
3. The response time (from time of enemy contact to bomb delivery) was not appreciably longer for sorties flown from strip alert than from airborne aircraft diverted to the contact (about 130 minutes for strip alert compared to 120 minutes for diverts).
4. Over 50 percent of the air strikes hit targets preplanned over 24 hours in advance,
where intelligence was many times not current.
(S) However Office of the Deputy Assiststant Secretary of Defense (Systems Analysis)
ODASD (SA) analysts believed that the proportion of air sorties devoted to support of troops
in contact was surprisingly small-- especially since the sample only included 201 ground contacts -- and conducted a search for additional data on the subject. A source of data was discovered in the daily MACV Evening Telecons, which included a count of the countrywide total
US/VNAF attack sorties flown every day divided into those devoted to "immeidates", and within
that category, those devoted to direct support of troops in contact.
(S)

The following statistics were developed by ODASD from the MACV Evening Telecons:

ATTACK SORTIES IN RVN
(Daily Average)

1969

(
Total Attack Sorties
Immediate Sorties
Sorties in Support of
Troops in Contact
% Immediate
% Troop Support
% Immediates in Support
of Troops in Contact
US KIA*

May

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

609
204
93

537
151
46

439
98
35

377
96
27

394
125
43

33
15
46

26
8
30

22
8
36

25
7
28

32
11
34

39

26

16

12

15

* The degree of combat activity is indicated by the level of US combat deaths.
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Based upon the foregoing statistics the ODASD analysis reached these conclusions:

1. The AF figure of 10 percent was a good approximation of the average percentage
of total attack sorties flown in support of Allied troops in contact.
2. The number of total attack sorties, immediate sor:•ies and sorties in support of
troops all varied directly with US KIA indicating a relatively consistent response to the changing tempo of combat.
3. The percentage of total sorties used in support of troops varied approximately in
the same direction as US KIA.
4. From 67 percent to 78 percent of all attack sorties in RVN were preplanned, depending on the intensity of combat activity; only Z8 percent to 46 percent of all immediate sorties were used to support troops in contact.
(S) Although the AF survey had not covered gunship sorties, the ODASD survey did explore
the subject and found, 1... about one-third of all gunship sorties support troops in contact with
the enemy. " This finding validated the AF's position that, "The bulk of the ground contacts
request either artillery or armed helicopter support. ,,215
(C) Publication of the foregoing ODASD (SA) report brought forth an Air Force rebuttal,
which was based on ".... a significant portion of the data was misinterpreted resulting in a
series of erroneous findings." The major points of disagreement, and rebuttal are quoted1. Ground commanders request tactical air support in less than 8 percent of their
engagements with the enemy; these engagements typically involve large numbers of enemy
troops. The bulk of the ground contacts requested either artillery or armed helicopter support.
2. Primarily as a result of the small number of air support requests, less than 10
percent of the total attack sorties in South Vietnam support troops in contact (TIC); the remainder attack interdiction targets or areas of suspected enemy activity. While it is acceptable to
say, as you have, that 10 percent of the attack sorties in SVN are used to support TIC, it is not
correct to say that the other 90 percent are directed on a preplanned basis against fixed targets
and suspected enemy targets. The FAC OPS sample clearly indicates that nearly 90 of 661, or
about an additional 15 percent of the missions fill immediate requests to strike fleeting and
lucrative immediate targets and, as shown below, the remaining 75 percent (the preplanned
sorties) are used to support the current needs of the ground forces.
3. The response time (from time of enemy contact to bomb delivery) is not appreciably longer for sorties flown from strip alert than from airborne aircraft diverted to the contact
(about 130 minutes for strip alert compared to 120 minutes for diverts). In the FAC OPS study,
the time interval from the start of a ground contact until first ordnance delivery is defined as
fire support reaction time rather than response time. It averaged 129 minutes for a sample of
four ground alert missions and 118 minutes for a sample of five division diverts of preplanned
missions. However, the definitions and corresponding data in your reports that make reference
to Tactical Air Response Times are quoted erroneously. Our deiinition is that segment of Fire
Support Reaction Time beginning when the DASC (or Division TACP in the case of Division diverts) receives a request for air support and ending with the first TOT. Similarly, we emphasize in 68-4 that these data were available only for ground alert missions and not available for
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division divert aircraft. A further qualification of the results made explicit in our report is
that 40. 2 minute average increment for divert aircraft is not TAC Air Response Time. Apparently this went unheeded, if not unnoticed. Hence, in your report the response time data for
air diverts, as shown in tabular form, is in error. Also, it is noted in our 68-4 that FAC OPS
data includes the holding time within TAC Air Response Time; it is not separated as shown in
your table titled, 'Air Support Response Time. I Although not broken out in our report, the time
from Air Force receipt of a divert request until the fighter rendezvous with the FAC averages
in the neighborhood of 10 minutes.
4. Over 50 percent of the air strikes hit targets preplanned over 24 hours in advance,
where intelligence is many times not current. The section of your report covering preplanned
sorties is erroneous in toto, being based on procedures that were operative prior to 30 May
1968. Since that date, the method of allocating them is, in essence, that 70 percent of the preplanned sorties are allocated by area on a weekly basis, to the major ground commanders to
meet operational requirements within their areas of operations. These strikes are used for
small unit operations, long range reconnaissance patrols, cordon and search, column cover,
landing zone preparation and cover and to counter enemy initiated attacks. Thus, these sorties
are allocated by area and not by specific targets. The remaining 30 percent of preplanned
sorties are allocated daily, but again by area - not target, to support higher levels of conflicts
or to add firepower on newly acquired enemy targets. Thus, preplanned sorties are allocated
to the ground unit well in advance but the actual targets are assigned by the ground commander
just prior to the actual employment. Hence, the latest intelligence information is used in target
selection. 2 16

Out-of-Country Interdiction

*

(S) After the termination of the ROLLING THUNDER bombing campaign in November 1968,
all US out-of-country air interdiction effort in Southeast Asia was centered in Laos. There it
filled two main purposes. One was to support anti-communist efforts throughout Laos, but
particularly in the threatened regions of the BARREL ROLL areas and the Bolovens Plateau
region of the Panhandle. The other purpose was to interdict the flow of Communist war materials from North Vietnam into the Ho Chi Minh Trail system of Laos and thence into the northern provinces of South Vietnam. To this end, over the past several years, Laos had been divided into named and lettered areas to reflect high threat areas, types of interdiction and appropriate rules of engagement to be applied. (See Figure V-16).
(S) The Communist Pathet Lao and NVA customarily increased their activity in Laos during the dry season (northeast monsoon) requiring a corresponding increase In interdiction effort. By the same token, the southwest monsoon hindered both air operations and Communist
ground operations. (See Annex B on monsoon seasons SEASIA. ) The dry season of late 1968
and early 1969, therefore, saw the usual increase in activity throughout Laos, however, it also
witnessed something much more ominous. A great surge of war materials passing into and
through Laos was strong evidence that the Communists were preparing for another major offensive in the northern provinces of RVN perhaps on the scale of the 1968 Tet Offensive. "I
share the concern which Joint Chiefs have expressed concerning enemy logistical activity," the
US Ambassador to Laos wrote in early January 1969. "Southward movement accomplished
would indicate prospects of trouble in northern provinces of South Vietnam in the period immediately ahead. "217
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INTERDICTION CAMPAIGN IN LAOS

CONNAISSANCE AREAS

THANLANH

VIETNA
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COMMANDO HUNT

(S) The logistical shift mentioned above, with its grave potential dangers, had been anticipated by COMUSMACV. In the summer of 1968, he had ordered planning for a sophisticated,
concentrated, day-night interdiction effort covering some 1, 700 square miles of Southern Laos.
(See Figure V-17). The campaign itself, which became known as COMMANDO HUNT, was officially inaugurated on 15 Nov 1968. Thus, its introduction fell into the period of the 1968
MACV command history and it has been briefly described in that document. (See Vol 1, pp.
409-411. ) It was in the first four months of 1969, however, that COMMANDO HUNT matured
into the most sophisticated and ambitious interdiction effort yet attempted in SEASIA. As such
it deserves considerable attention, not just for what it did or did not do, but also for its techniques and patterns which were representative of air interdiction efforts throughout Laos.
(S) As originally envisioned, COMMANDO HUNT had two primary objectives.

They were:

To reduce the enerny's logistical flow by substantially
increasing the time required for him to transmit his supplies into South Vietnam.
To destroy enemy trucks and caches ^f military
supplies along routes leading into SVN. Z16
(S) There were several reasons why COMMANDO HUNT was destined to receive so much
emphasis. The primary one, of course, was the importance COMUSMACV attached to blocking
a logistical flow which could result in large scale offensives againbt RVN. Secondly, the terrain
in Laos was such that the enemy enjoyed a variety of advantages and it would require both extensive and intensive efforts to achieve the stated objectives. The Annam mountain range, for
example, allowed the Communists entry into Laos through three major passes -- Nape, Mu Gia.
and Ban Karai. The Laotian roadways leading from these passes contained obvious "choke
points" worthy of special attentionz however, the road network generally snaked through the extensive karst (limestone) region, which was rich with natural caves for hiding and storing supplies and shielded by a dense jungle canopy. Moreover, the Absence of ditches or fences along
the more than 450 miles of primary roadway in the COMMANDO HUNT areas meant that trucks
could exit the roadway wherever the jungle allowed it. Thus enemy traffic, even during daytime,
could more or loes vanish into the jungle at the first sign of approaching danger.
(S) By western standards, the winding dirt. gravel or corduroy roadways were primitive
but past experlinne had taught US planners not to underestimate Communist determination and
ingenuity. The Communists, for example, proved willing to tie the top* of trees together in
order to completely cover a road passing beneath and the simple expedient of putting fresh cut
"branches on top of trucks proved singularly effective, at least for a time. Indeed, the entire
interdiction effort of COMMANDO HUNT became a fascinating variation of the classical "challenge and response." When an obvious "choke point" was found and hit, the Communists responded with one or more bypasses, sometimes with one dti~berately desiglned to draw all
attention and fire away from the real LOC#. The US successes against truck parks led to increased AAA threats in the area, to increased dispersal of traffic, and to dunrrny parks, trails,
roads, and fords. To both sides, therefore, the success or failure of the interdiction/antiinterdiction campaigns in Laos depended on winning the game of challenge and response.
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(S) For COMMANDO HUNT, COMUSMACV relied on an integrated interdiction force of
control agencies, intelligence activities, strike aircraft, munitions, and the IGLOO WHITE
system, the latter an all weather full time surveillance nexus of acoustic and seismic sensors
tegether with relay aircraft and an Infiltration Surveillance Center (ISC). The IGLOO WHITE
system was under the operational control of a wing level organization known as Task Force
ALPHA with overall operational control of COMMANDO HUNT exercised by the Commander,
7AF.
(S) The basic strategy used throughout the first five and one half months of the COMMANDO
HUNT campaign was a flexible allocation of forces against the enemy in such a way as effectively
to erode his ability to meet the challenge with an appropriate response. In this regard, four
special categories of targets were established, each with a relative priority for force allocation.
Top priority went to some 10 interdiction points at key locations, which were known as choke
points, traffic control points, or simply TCPs. Road cuts at these positions were to be augmented by mining and by armed reconnaissance flights to harass repair crews. Second priority
went to established truck parks and storage areas. It was reasoned that the parks and areas
would be established in generally predictable locations where various intelligence gathering
methods and devices could pinpoint specific targets. Originally it was intended that B-52s,
supplemented by F-4s and F-105s, would work over the truck parks and storage areas, with
the B-54s and the qualified Z'ighter-bomber pilots using radar bombing when necessary.
(S) Moving trucks and truck convoys, which came to be known as "movers" made up the
third-priority target. It was known that the attacks against interdiction points, truck parks,
and storage areas could not prevent truck movement, particularly at night. The plan, therefore,
was to send an appropriate force against truck convoys as they formed and as they attempted to
move under cover of darkness. This around-the-clock pressure method naturally relied heavily
on sensor information and on highly trained FACs using night observation devices.
(S) The fourth target priority was made up of enemy AAA defenses, The enemy was certain to protect vital areas with appropriate defenses. Defenses which had to be neutralized if
appropriate ordnance delivery against trucks and supplies were to be accomplished without incurring unacceptable losses.
(S) None of the target categories carried an absolute priority. The idea was to maintain
pressure on all categories with emphasis varying according to circumstances. In general, however, primary effort could be expected against the choke points which the enemy would be forced
to repair or circumvent. Either way, interdictod TCPs would helf daytime armed reconnaissance by creating lucrative truck parks and storage area targets. 19

Initial Operations

(S) As planned, a substantial portion of the initial effort went into hitting selected TCPs,
particularly in the Ban LAboy and Ban Pha Nop areas. During its "first phase. " which had co.tinued through December 1968, an average of 124 sorties had been flown against TCPs during
the day and 40 at night. This represented roughly S0 percent of the COMM4ANDO HUNT strike
effort for the period.
Ordc.
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(S) As a result of the strikes against TCPs, truck parks and armed reconnaissance against
LOCs, traffic flow had declined more or less steadily until mid-December. Then it had increased sharply again during the last two weeks of the year. Apparently the enemy had responded to the challenge of the previous month although it must be added that US planners during this
period had continually refined and improved existing techniques and developed new ones. Using
sensor data, for example, a western bypass at Ban Pha Nop had been suspected when the volume
of traffic above and below the TCP proved significantly larger than that in the TCP area itself.
Moreover, by dividing the 30 mile by 90 mile COMMANDO HUNT area into four zones, analytical
interpretation of sensor data coming out of the various zones had revealed patterns of logistical
flow and a surge moving through one of the passes could, with some success, be followed as it
made its way south. With the sensors strategically placed, it had been possible to detect roughly when and where a convoy stopped to hide during the day. Over a period of time, this type information had tended to fall into a pattern, indicating the presence of established truck parks
and storage areas and terminals for shuttle type logistical operations. When this knowledge had
been matched with careful photo interpretation of likely spots and equally careful surveillance by
Forward Air Controllers, the once secure parks and storage areas often had become lucrative
targets. In fact, during the Phase I effort, this sort of identification had been refined to the
point where attacks on "Zulu" truck parks (marked in Zulu time, hence the name) began yielding
impressive results. Noting exactly when and where a convoy stopped during the early morning
hours, the possible locations were cross checked with other information to determine their potential as immediate targets, that is, targets to be struck within the next few hours. As the
COMMANDO HUNT report stated, "Often they made excellent alternative targets for diverted
sorties, yielding impressive indications of target damage in the form of secondary explosions
and fires."

-

(S) Enemy reaction during Phase I had been characterized by a multitude of simple but
ingenious expedients designed to obviate the capabilities of US air power. Among other things,
the Communists had devised an aircraft early warning system, using lookouts and subterranean
"echo chambers" which acted as primitive amplifiers. Substantial AAA weapons were
also
brought in, the sites carefully disguised, and dummy ones created to draw attacking aircraft
into expending their ordnance uselessly. At the same time, truck parks had been carefully hidden as much as 1,000 meters off of the roadways, often with as many as 60 hillside evacuatioris
to protect the vehicles. The size of convoys were reduced and a sort of shuttle system was introduced so that drivers had to be familar with only a small segment of the LOCs.
(S) During this phase. the Communists had revealed themselves as masters of concealment.
Underwater bridges had been built to aid in stream crossings and, in clear areas, artificial
canopies had been created by building trellises or planting fast growing vines. During daylight
hours, a roadway might be effectively hidden by zha simple expedient of putting fresh branch*#
2 0
into abmboo shoots implanted into the ground. '
(S) Deception also had played an Impoctant part in the enemy efforts. Besides the dusimy
gun sites, by-passes or ferda had been built for the putrpose of drawing US attention away from
carefully hidden ones nearby. Useless vehicles had been dressed up and placed along the roadways to draw fire; empty crates had been stacked to represent a valuable target; and in at least
one instance stones had been arranged in such a fashion that pilots mistook them for a valid
target. Because they had been obviously monitoring air-to-air voice transmisasions, the Comnmunists had attempted to confuse attacking pilots by simulating the rocket explosions of FAC
aircraft. The enemy had also started fake fires in areas away from the truck park, and storage
areas in order to attract US pilots into useless attacks.
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(S) There was no way of knowing exactly how effective these efforts at passive resistance
to air strikes really were but in the aggregate, they must have greatly helped the Communist
effort. A 7AF Intelligence summary stated:
Although not liberally endowed with all the
sophisticated equipment needed for a modern air
defense structure, enemy forces in Laos have met
this deficiency with ingenuity, improvisation, mobility, dedication, and deception. These ingredients,
when resourcefully combined and applied, added to the
additional advantage that it is we who must seek out
the enemy, provide some protection for the Communist
efforts to move material in Laos. ZZ I
(S) All US forces had attempted to counter these efforts with refinements of their own, the
principal one being increased skill on the part of the aircrews. At the same time, however,
great emphasis had been placed on scheduling and strike techniques which had kept around-theclock pressure on the entire logistical system and which capitalized on the strengths of the
various strike aircraft and equipment. Of particular importance, for example, had been the
control and manipulation of the relatively slow moving propeller aircraft, with th*eir higher
loiter time, as truck killers and armed reconnaissance aircraft.
(S) Since US forces held the initiative in attacking the LOCs, it would seem that they were
doing the challenging and the Communists wore doing most of the responding. But it was not
that simple. The US forces faced the recurring challengo of locating and hitting the appropriate
targets, both complicated and difficult tasks, and of countering each major Communist ploy
with an effective counterploy. Indeed, the magnitude of the problems facing US torces could be
appreciated in the fact that despite our efforts, the CotmunlatRs were generally successful In
their logistical efforts throughout Phase I and waell into Phase 1I.
"On tlance". the US Ambassador to Laos wrote in February 1969, "it would appear that the enemy has successfully maintained his logistical system through the height of th# COMMANDO HUNT Interdiction Campaign
by systemptically opening new routes and reparing old routes,

*

($) Phase It of COMMANDO HUNT ran frknt I Jan 69 through the following February.
Chara.teriaed by a sIgnIficant es•ciation ik Cibli."tt3.
attempt. to got supplit•s through the
Laos LOC. Into RVN and by a correspondIng respouse on the par* of the American forces, thIs
phase was dubbed by the COMMANf)O HUNT report 4 the "Challenge and Respm.ne Phase."
In e0s'eenc, th. Communists ýfrrtavtJ4I their att•em•s to us, the LOCs by negatingj, a much as
poiblhp the Ability of US force- to 4 aad destroy them, Th. US, 3n the other hand, used
facliitlov available to them toobtlate the enPcmny'# use of camouf•ate, by-passes. etc. For the
Communists, this meant mAximraw tnfonirty; for the US it mealt Maximum U'atbility in the
application of availablo iNeoes on the enemy's total logistieal systein in •ot. 23
I$)
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mteto** on the pan o Oz. eneanw iA bki|_iing by-passes around certain TCPs. Desides beiag
boilt with corcealmtnt in••md, th4t. by-passes Alto tried to avoid the pctflaritles (pissing by
slide area, btiween A k.1rt Sormtion and Atriver, hiWrpit turns. fords, etc. ) wh6h made.
TCPi vulpnrabla to interdiction. This hod the foltct of lengthening the LOG and hence the time
nec#essary to mo-wu -uppht, Aloxjg it. One by-pass was forty mtls in legtth, yet It moved sta.-
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(S, In keeping with the concept of flexible yet firm pressure on all aspects of the Commnunist LO~s in the COMMANDO HUNT areas, US forces continued to refine techniques and shift
emphasis as necessary. The TGPs, for example, were struck with diminished force for a
time while increased effort went into making repair work hazardous, i. e. just before nightfall
planes would bomb the TGP using delayed action fuses timed to go off at random intervals.
(S) Meanwhile, considerable emphasis was placed on seeking out and hitting the storage
areas which inevitably resulted when a major LOG was temporarily interdicted or traffic slowed to the point where a backlog became unavoidable. These areas proved difficult to find and in
some instances, suspected areas were turned into confirmed ones by dropping bombs singly in
the region until secondary explosions or fires revealed where the remainder of the bombs should
be placed.
(S) In the campaign against storage areas, B-5l. as well as fighter-bombers were brought
into play. In January, 65 percent of the daily average of approximately 42 sorties were against
the storage areas. During January and up to 2 1 Feb, when B- 52 strikes were diverted to sup* port operations in RVN, the big bombers waere ciedited with destroying 59 trucks, three bulldozers, and producing 1, 650 secondary explosions and fires while striking stowage areas.
(S) fluting Phaseo II. a new program to attack enemy trucks along the internal Locs of the
COMMANDO HUNT areas watt initiated. Known as Operation ROAD RIP, this program atiempted ,to close roads temporarily and funnel traffic into predictable areas by striking specific, road
segment.. The objective was to make multiple road cuts for a distance of about I mile, to be
followed by delay-fused bombs set to explode ait random intervals over the next 24 hours., The
attacks wemre made in the late gittrakon in order to prevent the enemy from opening the road
before nightfall. Then, during the night, continuous watch was maintained with flareships, gunshipe, and flack suppression strike aircraft.
(S)i As predicted, Operation RIOAD RIP and other interdiction efforts had thc. effect of mov'ing the traffic away from the main LO~s. In choosing new route*, the enemy naturally selected
those with cover both moving and storage, a move which US forces countered by bringing in.
C- 123. which sprayed herbicides on the jungle canopy. The enemy then moved to direct heavy
AAA fire on the low-flyingi vulzterable C- 123s. forcing the US forces to provide some* cover and
eventually to fit some F-4 s with 370-gallon herbicide dispensers.
(S) Armed rcnas
Anc lso iwas used with varying deigrees of success during this perio4
primarily against moving vehicles and, when they c~ould be spotted, truck parks and soarage
aregas. The enemy capitalized on the covepr of night and the obscurity of evening hate which
domin-ated much of the COMMANDO HUNT akrea during the dry season. Several extraordinary
techniques were developed to tounter Whi*t One was the 'Pouncer" system developed by Navy
flier. operatingi frewn carriers in the South China Soea. A Nlvavy A-6., using an Airborne Moving$
Target Indicator (AMTI) and leading a string of A-?s and F-4s ini a loose trail formattion, would
locate &and mark the Ibrget with a flare. The 'PNuncer" aircraft would then move in for the kill.

A similar tactic, known as "hunter-killer". used pairs of F-d# in radar trail formAtion. Sehswduled at idusk becaiuse visual target acquisition was roquired, 'these teamus roamed along selected
route* hoping to strikeo truck couvoys as they formed.
(S) It was during this "challens. and response"4 *Als* that MACVt introduced into the COMMANOC) HUNT area two of the mroat lethal weapons in the United Sutots Inventor7. There*worue
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the AC- 123 and AC-130 versions of the SPOOKY gunships which had proven of such value in
RVN. Successfully tested in 1968 (See the Research and Development section of the 1968 MACV
Command History), these sophiticated gunships were ideally suited to the truck interdiction
role. Besides the tremendous firepower associated with gunships, these craft had long loiter
and all weather capability. Also, they carried advanced sensing equipment which allowed the.m
both to search and destroy on the same sortie. A spectacular example of this activity came in
January when a single AC-130 destroyed 27 trucks on a single sortie. In anot.er instance, during the later part of the campaign, the enemy resorted to the use of a clandestine helicopter only
to have an AC-130 detect it with its sensing equipment. The AC-130 located the p".*ed aircraft
under the jungle canopy and, without eýver having visual contact with the target, caused a large
secondary explosion and fire. 224
(S) It was obvious at the end of Phase II that interdiction efforts had been much more successful than in Phase I. Not only were more trucks destroyed (best evidence was that some
2,400 trucks were destroyed or damaged during the two months period, nearly twice the estimated number the Communists kept in the Laos LOG system at any one time) but the enemy was
forced to expand his logistical network and disperse the flow of materiel and men. Such moves
inherently added time and risk to the transit period. The trials and tribulations of getting supplies through Mu Gia and Ban Karai passes and southward, for example, forced the Communists
to increase the flow through Nape Pass. This significant diversion caused a portion of Route 8
to be labeled a "main gate" which qualified it for special attention. The same was true of the
Communist attempt to open up a new route just north of the DMZ. The discovery of this route
promptly brought the "main gate" rating together with the appropriate response. (See Figure
V-17)
(S) By the opening of Phase III in March, labelled "intensified interdiction" by the COMMANDO HUNT report, the Communists had clearly lost the initiative in the challenge and response struggle to bring supplies through Laos. The most desirable option, that of bringing
supplies through the Ban Karai pass and sending them direct to the A Shau Valley during daylight and in good weather, had been lost early in the game. Their next best choice was to move
in large convoys under a shield of darkenss or bad .v-:ather bT . still by the most direct routes.
This option was lost through regular interdiction of the primary routes. The enemy was thus
forced to resort f.- such things as extensive by-passes, truck parks and storage areas, reduced
size of convoys, increased AAA weapons, and extensive repair crews for damaged roadways.
However, each option that carried him away frorr the most desirable one automatically increased the difficulty and cost of moving the materials, including an increase in the internal consumption necessary to keep the system going. The US strategy throughout was to force the enemy to
accept less and less desirable options, thereby forcing a decisive attrition of those supplies required to build up an offensive capability in South Vietnam. 225
(S) Phase III thus witnessed increased pressure on the entire Conmmunist LOG system in
the COMMANDO HU 4T area. The phase also witnessed further refinements of equipment and
to-hniques. One s' ch, refinement, for example, resulted in improved traffic analysis, primarily •hrough the use of sensors. Heretofore, the strings of four or five individual sensors
were treated as one unit and an indication that a vehicle had passed one of them was considered
evidence that the entire string had been passed. The more experienced Target Assessment
Officers (TAOs), however, found that information gained from comparing individual sensor
readings could provide strong evidence of such things as truck parks, size and speed of convoys,
ane, particularly, traffic patterns. By the same token, once the traffic patterns were more or
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less known, changes in the pattern or flow after a strike provided evidence as to the effectiveness
of the strike and what the enemy's next option might be.
(S) Another major refinement allowed a more flexible and effective approach to interdiction
at the traffic control points. In February some experimental strikes had been made using a
"package" concept, that is, using different munitions which were all part of a package. The first
such strike, for example, mixed one laser-guided Paveway (for pinpoint interdiction) with three
AGM-12C, 168 Mk-36 mines, 22 Gravel and six CBU-42 (long life WAAPM). This varity of
ordnance, put into proper sequence, had the effect of interdicting the roadway while making
movement into and about the area extremely hazardous. Also, bombs could be delivered during
the day and the antipersonnel mines and bombs (as area denial weapons) at dusk, making it
necessary to harvest or neutralize them in the dark before effective repairs could begin on the
roadbed. Under the circumstances, immediate road repair was not possible. Moreover, until
the road had been reopened, only area denial weapons or "partial packages" were needed to keep
the route closed. The result was increased flexibility and effectiveness with diminished effort,
especially when the area concept was expanded beyond a TCP to include a particular segment
of the LOC. For this reason, on 18 Mar, interdiction points targeted for packaged delivery were
redesignated "traffic control areas" (TCAs).
(S) It is doubtful whether participants on either side could consider the interdiction effort
in the COMMANDO HUNT area as anything other than a success. The degree of success is debatable, of course, and a final evaluation must be reserved for some time in the future. Even
as the campaign was being waged, however, constant evaluation was going on and indications
were that US forces were winning the battle of challenge and response. Best estimates were
that between January and April 1969, 47 percent of the enemy's logistical input into Laos was
destroyed in transit, 29 percent was consumed in the system, 6 percent went into storage, and
only 18 percent reached South Vietnam. (See Figure V-18). This, apparently, was insufficient
for major offensive stocking.
(S) While that unmeasurable portion of prevention was the big pay-off of the interdiction
effort, there were other gains. From the Allied standpoint, enemy personnel and equipment
losses were on the plus side, and they could note with satisfaction that the enemy more or less
had to replace their entire truck inventory every month. Also the average transit time of supplies that did get tbrough had grown from some three days in November-December to six to
eight days in April. At the same time, a truck or driver on the road had a 45 percent chance of
being hit. (Since these probabilities were calculated only on the basis of road movement, the
already fifty-fifty chance a driver or truck had of being hit in a given week was actually somewhat higher since there was also considerable risk sitting it out in a truck park.) Moreover,
just to defend his LOes, the enemy had to bring in and set up more than six hundred automatic
weapons and antiaircraft guns, serviced by some 9,000 personnel. "All told, " the COMMANDO
HUNT report noted, the enemy "expended 83 percent as many tons of AAA ammunition in Laos
as were expended by the enemy in firings of all kinds in all of South Vietnam.'" 22 6

(S) Basic conclusions reached by the COMMANDO HUNT team evaluating the operation
wore au follows:
The enemy was forced to draw down his stocks
supplied through Laos because of inadequate resupply during the period January through March 1969.
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-The enemy was unable to accumulate supplies from
Laos to increase stockpiles and raise the level of combat
activity within South Vietnam.

,
/

The enemy was unable to accumulate supplies from
Laos for the southwest monsoon season of 1969 sufficient
to maintain the level of activity of the period January
through April 1969.
(S) It must be noted that from the standpoint of air operations, there were many residual
benefits from COMMANDO HUNT. The experience gained, the techniques developed and improved, and the many lessons learned could not help but have a direct influence on future
operations. In fact, since COMMANDO HUNT was an intensified portion of the larger and continuing interdiction effort throughout Laos, the benefits were both immediate and consequential.
One lesson that seemed particularly significant, for example, was the importance of integrated
effort to interdiction, As the COMMANDO HUNT report stated:
These effects on the enemy resupply would
not have been possible without an integrated interdiction effort. This is a significant lesson of
the COMMANDO HUNT campaign. The versatility
of the F-4; the sensitivity of the IGLOO WHITE
system; the coordinated use of fast movers, slow
movers, FACs, and gunships; consistent refinements in tactics, target acquisition, and destruction -- all of these factors had to be orchestrated
to maintain pressure on the entire logical system
and leave the enemy no attractive options.
(S) The overall magnitude of the damage rendered by the strikes reflected in Figure V-19
7
is portrayed in Table V-1.ZZ

COMMANDO HUNT II
(S) The transition of COMMANDO HUNT I into COMMANDO HUNT H - conducted under the
aegis of the 7AF's 1969 Southwest Monsoon Campaign continued to expand and improve the
modus operandi devised during COMMANDO HUNT I. However, a direct statistical analysis
or comparison of the two campaigns would be difficult as the operational area of COMMANDO
HUNT II had been enlarged to include all of the STEEL TIGER area of Laos.
(S) With the beginning of the southwest monsoon in May, the air war in Laos took on a new
perspactive. The predominant flow of moisture laden air from the southwest backed up against
the Annam Mountain range resulted in frequent heavy rains in southern Laos. Many of the
bomb-cratered and unimproved trails and roads that compriced the NVA infiltration system in
the area became quagmires, and posed serious obstacles to enemy truck traffic. Air operations likewise were hampered by poor flying weather. At times, COMBAT SKYSPOT radar
bombing techniques were the primary means of maintaining the air presence so necessary in
a successful interdiction effort,
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TARGET DAMAGE REPORTED AS OBSERVED
(Tactical Air)
Type of

15-30

Target

Nov68

Dec

Jan 69

Feb

Mar

Apr

Total

Av

184

633

78
96
437

211
816
1028

894
436
313
437

761
330
1177
1477

868
304
1294
16Z6

1016
294
2169
1700

4356
1653
5865
6705

26
10
35
41

AA Positions
Destroyed
Damaged
Secondary Explos.

11
2
32

Secondaryfires

30
29
65

100
13
171

25

62
16
152

104
22
438

118

'
112
22
434

207

419
104
1292

136

2.5
0.6
7.6

331

366

1183

7.1

537

1712

1651

1249

1260

1291

7700

0

6
5

9
1

9
17

20
12

16
6

60
42

0.4
0.3

618

1134

1567

859

3138

1794

6455

2272

6871

2934

19783

2110

118

1947

11916

80
6

157
34

113
12

74
6

47
35

124
44

595
137

3.6
0.8

188

658

173

135

54

122

1330

8.0

Miscellaneous
Bulldozers destr.
Bulldozers damag.

0
2

1
0

0
0

0
7

1
3

2
2

4
14

0.1

Watercraft destr.
Watercraft darnag.

1
1

23
4

5
3

4

2
4

12
11

54
27

0.3
0.2

34

30

9

6

99
11

66
14

52
11

70
42

351
93

2. 1
0.6

Trucks
Destroyed
Damaged
Secondary Explos..
Secondary fires

LOCs (roads, bridges)
Cuts, craters,
slides
Bridges destroyed
Bridges damaged
Supply Secondaries
Explosions

Fires
Structures
Destroyed
Damaged

Daily

46

71

Personnel

Killed

Bunkers destroyed
Bunkers damaged
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(S) The most obvious difference between COMMANDO HUNT II and the previous 1968 southwest monsoon campaign was the total lack of an interdiction campaign in NVN. Previously,
when weather hampered the air effort over Laos, it was possible to counter this handicap by
shifting the weight of effort to southern NVN where good weather predominated. From this
standpoint the strain that the NVN had been made to endure because of the heretofore complementary US interdiction cam a-ign in NVN and Laos was now compensated for by greater air
effectiveness in Laos alone. T2
(S) The COMMANDO HUNT II plan was devised to take advantage of temporary breaks in
the weather by maintaining a list of reconnaissance and target priorities. The major reconnaissance priorities included areas and specific locations where photo reconnaissance and
visual reports from FACs had been seriously limited by cloud cover. At the same time, the
priority strike targets were those requiring precision bombing.
(S) The flexibility allowed by this plan was further enhanced by expanding the number of
alert aircraft loaded with precision delivery area denial munitions in Special Munitions Packages (SMP). Also, the proportion of aircraft having COMBAT SKYSPOT capability was increased.
(S) The combination of weather with the effects of COMMANDO HUNT II's pressures
severely reduced the VC/NVA logistical activity in southern Laos. By the end of June, for
example, traffic through Nape Pass had ceased altogether while the number of trucks entering
Mu Gia2 2and
Ban Karai passes decreased drastically. As a 7AF Weekly Intelligence Summary
stated: 9
A review of all available
intelligence indicated
that despite the enemy's massive engineering efforts
during the dry season, the road structure in Laos is
in no better condition now than it was at this time last
year. The cumulative effect of bombing and the record
June rains have hobbled the enemy's supply operations.
Hundreds of kilometers of bypass roads, which consumed such a large part of construction efforts during
the dry season, have been largely abandoned. Main
arteries such as 912 and 966 are closed despite a major
effort to reopen them to traffic.
(S) Undoubtedly a large degree of the success of the air interdiction campaign during COMMANDO HUNT II was due to the refinement of a concept tested during the later portion of COM.
MIANDO HUNT I for munitions employment -- the Special Munitions Package (SMP). The concept was developed to increase air interdiction effectiveness in Laos by:
1.

Closing lines of communication (LOCs) to traffic.

2.

Negating the enemy's skill in road repair and bypass construction.

3. Cause vulherable concentrations of enemy vehicl.s and supplies by creating traffic
backlogs and forcing the enemy to off-load supplies to road storage areas.
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(S) The basic strategy in the employment of SMP was to interdict the road, then overlay
an area around the blocked road with area denial munitions to impede and harass repair efforts.
Road interdiction was accomplished through the use of highly accurate guided munitions with
conventional bombs as backup ordnance. Road repair efforts were impeded with area denial
weapons consisting of time-delay bombs, anti-vehicle land mines, and anti-personnel munitions.
(S) Four packages -- consisting of the following munitions -- were designed for each of
the four missions to be performed:
PAVEWAY Guided Bombs - using laser or electrooptical guidance systems.
BULLPUP air-to-ground guided missiles (AGM).
Conventional freefall bombs (Hard Ordnance) including time-delay bombs.
Anti-vehicle land mines.
GRAVEL and DRAGON TOOTH anti-personnel Mines
(WAAPM).
(S) The Road Blocking Package was carefully selected to use the blocking features of the
terrain t interdiction points. Attacks utilizing this package were made to interdict points
where the terrain features made repair and reconstruc
n difficult and where roads were susceptible to slides, washout, and erosions. The composition of the package was:
ROAD BLOCKING PACKAGE
Ordnance

Force

Paveway, AGM, Hard Ord
Anti-vehicle Mines
Gravel/Dragon Tooth
Long or Short Life WAAPM
Total

6
12
2
4
24

Aircraft
Aircraft
Aircraft
Aircraft
Aircraft

(S) The Reseeding Package was used as necessary to replenish a Road Blocking Package
and was composed as follows:

RESEEDING PACKAGE
Ordnance

Force

Paveway, ACM
Anti-vehicle Mines
Gravel/Dragon Tooth
Short Life WAAPM
Total

"t! ;
O.......
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2
8
2
4
16
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Aircraft
Aircralft
Aircraft
Aircraft
Aircraft
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(S) The Delaying Package was useful on any interdiction point as its purpose was to make
the road impassable for one to two days. If necessary, other ordnance was delivered on top of
this package and presence type ordnance (rockets, CBUs) were used. at night to discourage road
repair crews from clearing the roads. The composition of the package was:
DELAYING PACKAGE
Ordnance

Force

Paveway, AGM, Hard Ord
Time Delay Bombs
Gravel/Dragon Tooth
Short Life WAAPM
Total

6
4
2
4
16

Aircraft
Aircraft
Aircraft
Aircraft
Aircraft

(S) The Harassing Package was employed to stall the enemy by placing an obstacle at
randomly selected key interdiction points. Normally, it was delivered late in the day and followed by presence ordnance over the point at night to discourage road repair and truck traffic.
The composition of the package was:
HARASSING PACKAGE
Ordnance
AGM, Hard Ord
Time Delay Bombs
Gravel/Dragon Tooth
Total

Force
6
4
2
12

Aircraft
Aircraft
Aircraft
Aircraft

(S) Whereas the employment of SMP had proved to be a much more effective system than
using large numbers of general purpose bombs to maintain road cuts, deficiencies existed.
The munitions package roncept, as it was developed for the Laos interdiction campaign, was
possible largely as a result of the specialized munitions and fuzes which were hastily developed
to satisfy the urgent requirements in SEASIA. The PAVEWAY guided bombs, land mines, and
WAAPM used in SMP fell into this category, As with many "crash" programs, the eand product
did not always .fully satisfy the requirement. The land mines used included both 500 and 750
pound general purpose bombs equipped with magnetic fuzes. Although the fuzes detected a target
out to 48 feet, the lethal radius of the warhead against trucks was only 20 feet. In addition, the
bomb's fins remained exposed above ground, revealing the miners location. The major shortconming of the WAAPM -- which were scattered on top of the ground -- was the relative ease
that they could be located and cleared by the enemy.
(S) The development and employment of the SMP represented a significant achievement in
the combining of a stratery with specialized munitions to more efficiently impede the enemy's
movement of supplies. 2 3(S) An indication of the combined effects of weather and interdiction to theenemy's logistic
operations during COMMANDO HUNT IU was reflected in 7AF's Quarterly Throughput Analysis
report to CINCPAC. 231 It stated that the period of 1 Jul to 30 Sep witnessed an imput of 184
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trucks with 644. 5 tons of supplies into the Laotian panhandle and a throughput of 146 trucks with
510. 5 tons of supplies toward I and II CTZI s of the RVN. However, increased enroute consumption and BDA offset the gain and resulted in an estimated 3tockpile reduction of 4, 706 tons,
computed as follows:
INPUT
Less
BDA
Consumption
Thruput
Total

644.5 Tons
1783.0
3057.0
510. 5

Estimated Stockpile Change

5, 350. 5 Tons
-4,706 Tons

COMMANDO HUNT III
(S) Whereas COMMANDO HUNT I had been primarily oriented toward the interdiction and
destruction of material -- enroute or in temporary storage -- COMMANDO HUNT II had as its

primary objective the interdiction and destruction of the LOCs themselves. One campaign therefore complemented the other -- COMMANDO HUNT I to destroy the material while it could be
moved in the dry season and COMMANDO HUNT II to destroy the roadways and deny their repair
during the wet season,
(TS) With the advent of the northeast monsoon -- and guided by the experiences, techniques
and tactics perfected through interaction with the enemy during the COMMANDO HUNT I and II
campaigns -- 7AF published OPLAN 512-70, or the "NORTHEAST MONSOON PLAN", on 15
Aug. 231 The mission of the Northeast Monsoon Plan -- to be conducted from I Nov 1969 to
30 Apr 1970

--

was stated as-

conduct an air campaign against enemy forces
selected targets, lines 6f communication (I OCs), and
LOC-associated targets, and to support friendly forces
located In authorized operating areas in Laos. The objects of this air campaign are to reduce the flow of men
and material into the RVN and to Increase the cost to
North Vietnam of continuing aggression and support to
:nsurgencies in the RVN and Laos.
(S) The 7AF placed a high premium on exceptionally detailed and accurate intelligence information required to keep targeting ahead of the enemy reaction. Therefore, the COMMANDO
HUNT III plan provided for constant surveillance of the enemy by visual reconnaissance and the
IGLOO WHITE sensor technology. Target development by these means -- augmented by all
other intelligence data -- was considered to be the key ingredient of a successful interdiction
operation.Z 3 3
(S) To further exploit the sensor technology of the IGLOO WHITE system, the COMMANDO
HUNT IIl Plan called for 504 sensors -- dedicated to road monitoring -- to be in place by 1 Nov.
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However, the prolonged effects of the southwest monsoon season -- with its inherent rains and
rmarginal flying weather -- limited the implantation of the desired number to 424 sensors in 61
strings by 30 Nov. Despite the lack of the desired number of implanted sensors,, the number of
level. 234
sensor-detected trucks rose from an October level of 293 to a 6, 359 November
(S) The onset of the dry northeast monsoon season again witnessed the frantic efforts of
the enemy to repair his LOCs and his first surge of supplies through the Laotian panhandle.
Input into the Laotian LOCs (measured by the comparison of visually-observed trucks, sensorwas estimated by 7AF to be 3, 026 truckdetected movers and visually-observed watercraft)
loads for the months of October, November and December. This sharp increase over the preceding quarter's 184 truckloads was indicative of the enemy's urgency to resupply his forces in
the south.
(S) Although the logistic input into the Laotian panhandle during October- December was
approximately 16 times greater than the preceding July-September input, the throughput to the
RVN was only approximately 3. 5 times greater. Additionally, the estimated number of tons of
supplies denied enemy combat troops within the RVN because of BDA, resupply of personnel
stationed in the Laotian panhandle, and the reduction for throughput was an estimated 3, 158 ton
reduction in his sothern Laotian stockpile. 235 His reduced stockpile was computed as:
10, 592 Tons

Input
7,489. 0
BDA
Consumption 4,431.5
1,829.5
Throughput
Total Reductions
Less:

Estimated Stockpile Change

13,750 Tons
-3, 158 Tons

Laotian Rules of Engagement
(S) Major changes in the Laotian Rules of Engagement, effective on 27 Sep accomplished
the following:
I.
2.
operated.

Realigned area

boundaries where appropriate.

Simplified, wherever possible, the rules and restrictions under which aircrews

3. Eased restrictions imposed on operations while at the same timo providing adequate
protection for non-combatants and friendly forces and insuring ugainst inadvertent border vio.

lations.
4.

Clarified and simplified target validation procedures for all of Laos.

(TS) As shown by Figure V-20, BARREL ROLL (BR) was divided into three areas, BR
North, BR East and RR West. The BR North was reatricted tj only those operations requested
1
by the American Embassy, Vientiane and approved by CINCPAC and JCS. The purpose of t ese
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restrictions was to preclude Burma, China, and North Vietnam border violations and p'-vent
strikes against the Chinese road building teams operating in the area. All operations in BR
East were to be radar monitored by EC-12iD (COLLEGE EYE) aircraft operating out of Thailand and FAC control. All targets in BR West must be validated by the AMEMB, Vientiane.
(TS) STEEL TIGER (SL) was divided into SL East and SL west areas with a division closely
aligned with easily recognizable geographical features. The SL East rules were similar to
those in BR East with the addition of a restriction against air strikes and armed reconnaissance
within three miles of the Cambodian Border. The rules for SL West were identical to those for
BR West with the exception of restrictions around Saravane. Attopeu, Thankhek, Savannakhet
and Pakse.
(S) The net result of this change was that, excluding the totally restricted area of BR North.
aircrews were now concerned with only two sets of basic rules pertaining to the East and West
portions of Laos. 236

In-Country Interdiction
(S) While most of the In-country air operations were related in one way or another with
direct support of ground troops, there was a significant amount of air interdiction within RVN.
This interdiction covered LOCs storage areas and base camp4 throughout the country but, understandably, most of it was centerea in areas of heavy enemy transit or storage. War Zoae C.
for oxample, served as the gateway to Saigon and the build up for an assault on that city woVld
almost certainly be cantered there. The tn-border area of Taos. Cambodia. and R"
was the
logical enemy romte into the central highlands, and the A Shau Valley, long a scene of heavy
fighting. was a continuation of the logistical supply system through Laos (see section on outcountry interdiction) and the gateway to the northern provinces of ! CTZ. It was therefore very
important to US and ARVN planners that the bulk of the enemy supplies moving into RVN be interdicted on the way to or In the stockpile *anes. Keeping these sto,:kplle* too low to support
a major offensive was the best guarantee that such an offensive would not take place. Moreover,
keeping the major stockpiles remote from the likely target areas virtually ruled out the poesibility of a significant surprise assault on those areas.
(S) Interdiction in-country was a continuing affair throughout 1969 although, as with the
out-country effort, there were peak efforts. The temporary suspension of B-Se raids In the
COMMANDO HUNT campaign in Feburary, it will be recalled, was to counter a threat to Saigon.
Understandably, War Zone C received a large portion of the ARC LIGHT strikes during that
period.
(S) An even more itr.prssiv. example of in-country interdiction. however, took pkace I"
the A Shau Valley in January. Close to Laos and serving as a terminus to the Hio Chi Minh trail
system. the A Shau had long been an enemy stronghold, and US intrusions had been temporary.
US airltround assault teams had been sent into the valley in 1966 and 1967 and during April and
May 1968, a large air/gtouud operation known as Operation DELAWARE had be*n undertaken. 137
(S) Following Operation DELAWARE. a special strike tone, known as Strike Zone VICTOR
(See Figure V-21) had been established, Beiginning 9 Jun 68, air strikes had worked regularly
over this area. Roate 58 was kept closed part of the time but tnterdiction of this vital LOC was
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not complete until 28 Jul, when a combination of 750 pound bombs and persistant CS agents
closed the road. It remained closed until 5 Aug 68 when friendly forces had again been helolifted into the areas for clearing operations (Operation SOMERSET PLAIN). As with DELAWARE, SOMERSET PLAIN had been supported by both B-52 and TACAIR sorties.

*

(S) The enemy continued his efforts to keep the LOCs open after SOMERSET PLAIN, provoking, in turn, heavy response in the form of interdiction air strikes. Between 9 Dec 68 and
6 Feb 69, for example, more than 2, 300 TACAIR sorties were sent into the valley. And for the
period ending 6 Feb, 7AF claimed to have destroyed or damaged 78 bunkers, 34 trucks, and
six bulldozers. In addition, 87 secondary explosions and 32 secondary fires were noted, Finally, "numerous trenches, bridges and tunnels were destroyed."
(S) Because of continued use of the A Shau Valley (See Figure V-21) by the enemy, both as
a storage area and infiltration route, yet another air/ground offe:%sive was mounted. The
Large-scale operation, c'bde-named DEWEY. CANYON, got underway on 22 Jan and came w.arn
end on 18 Mar. Air interdiction, (consistiag of B-52 and TACAIR strikes, continued throughout
the campaign but as, friendly troops entered the areas. the strike. zone was necessarily comnpre),,sed Meanwilile. three battalions of US Marines and twc, battalions of AR VN troops began
moving down the north end of the valley. Little opposition wav encountered initially but fierce
fighting developed in the southern end- of the valLey. Duriag thi8 period, the TACAIR role was
primarily one of close ground support rather than interdiction.

*

(S) By the time DEWEY CANYON ended on 18 Mar, tho importance of anti-enemy logistical
efforts had been reinforcod. Near the Route 922 entrance to th4- A Shrm Valley, for example,
searchers found 11 large caves, 150 to ZOO feet deep. These facilities, which had obviously
been used to store weapons for some years, were eqnilpped -4th wooden floors and heavy iron

doors.
(S) Furtker searching roveal.od aves carvel out of solid rock. well-built bunkers for
storing ammunition, open storage areas under heavy jungle vartopy, and someuhat surprisingly.
carhes ;n old bomb craters. Intelligence experts speculated that the enemy, perhaps hurrying
because of. prossure frorn air strikes, had uimply dumped 3uppileo into the bomnb craters near
the roadways, covered them with it tirpuliste followed by a thick layer of #oil. "This procedure."'
on# report noted, "virtually frustrated aerial observation an~d photo detection, an the site$ re-

sumbled nothing more than that which they actually were, bu~rtb craters.,23

(S) The sirces of the caches found in the A Shau Valley during DEWVEY CANYON (See
Ground Operations taction of this chapter) and in subsequent camnpaigns there and in adjacent
arcvas were strong 4evidence for sevoral basic "realities" via-itvis Inter'diction. One wits the
niuganittade of twe enamy effort, a sure sign of grim eieterxnination to wage offensive operations
against mnajor targets in RVN. Anothar was the inability of airpower alone to achieve complete
interdiction over a long period, isuggesting th# absurdity of expecting compieta Interdiction,
claimilng it. or measuring success by such expectations. The purpose of iguterdiction, as 7AP
mode clear in the COMMANDO HUNT campaign, was to delsky or reduce the flow of supplies
to such -inoxtent that the stoi~plling necessary for large-scitle offensive operations was impossible. Measured by thate criteria. air interdiction, both in and out-country was, to some

*

unzneasurable degree, successful. but not so successful that'air/lircid operatloos. ouch as
SOMESItSI PLAIN and 01MWY CANYON, were unnecessary.
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The 1969 Sortie Rate
(U) ARC LIGHT operations during 1969 continued to employ the targeting and operational
procedures so successfully devised in 1968. (See Pages 418 and 419, Volume I, MACV Command History of 1968 for a discussion of targeting procedures, target boxes, Ground Divert
Force, In-Flight Diverted Force and Bugle Note systems.)
(S) At the beginning of 1969, SAC B-5Zs were bombing RVN and Laos at the rate of approximately 1, 800 sorties per month. While this rate was once regarded as a surge effort, it had,
in 1968, come to be accepted as the norm. The reason, as COMUSMACV was careful to explain,
lay in the fact that the ARC LIGHT force served as his flexible reserve with the punching power
of several ground divisioný. Indeed COMUSMACV had stated that approximately three times the
authorized ARC LIGHT allocation could be "profitably utilized' " In particular, the B-52s could
be used for interdiction, primarily in Laos, in close support of ground troops, and to disrupt
the eukemy when massing for an attack. "The B-52s used in this manner under COMUSMACV's
centralized control, " one CINCPAC message stated, "have become a tool of such effectiveness
that COMUSMACV considers that he has no substitute within the conventional arsenal. Without
the B-.52 sorties, more ground troops would be needed to achieve the results obtained since the
initiation of this B-52 concept. ,239
(S) Despite the unusually high priority given ARC LIGWT by COMUSMACV, the ARC LIGHT
sortie rare proved a matter for some concern, particularly during the early part of the year. In
November 1968, a DEFSECDEF memo had requested JCS's views on variable B-52 sortie rates.
It also had requested recommendations for optimum sortie rates for CY 69 and CY 70. When
this requeet was passed to COMUSMACV, the latter had responded in December 1968 with a
strong recommendation for continuation at a sustained rate of 1, 800 sorties per month. Strategic Air Command, an the other hand, favored a declire to 1,400 Lorties per month for the
second and third quarters, followed by a return to 1,800 sorties during the fourth quarter. The
DEP.CDZF, meanwhile, had tentatively approved a variable 1,400 - 1, 800 sortie rate, effective I Jan 69. The matter was unresolved at the end of 1968, however, and comments on the
24 0
variable rate had been solicited from COMUSMACV, CINCPAC, and JCS.
(S) Continuing to press for tle 1,800 sortie rate, COMUSMACV was sup.ported by CINCPAC.
41
1a a message to JCS, dated 3 Jan, CINCPAC gave the rationale for his view.'
To strike the number of valid ARC LIGHT targets
nominated daily by field commanders would require approximately three times the currently authorized ARC
LIGHT sortie rate of 1, 800 sorties per month. The requirement to strike infiltration routes, truck parks and
base camp areas hadincreased since the cessation of
bombing in NVN. The enemy has continued to move large
quantities of supplies southward. The ARC LIGHT effort
necessarily has been divided between attempting to interdict the movement of supplies through Laos and, in-country,
to destroying and disrupting the enemy's ability to mount
another offensive. Any reduction in the ARC LIGHT sortie
rate at this time would be militarily inadvisable. CINCPAC

(*)

•

-
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strongly supports continuation of the 1, 800 ARC LIGHT
sortie rate until there is some major change in the strategic and tactical situation which warrants its reduction.
Any programmed reduction in ARC LIGHT must be based
upon a concurrent reduction in the field commander's
military requirement, and when military experience and
judgment indicate that it can be reduced.
CINCPAC concurs in COMUSMACV proposal that
the ARC LIGHT sortie rate of 1, 800 sorties per month
be continued throughout the first quarter. Upon the
termination of the COMMANDO HUNT plan on/about
31 March, a reevaluation of the sortie rate should be
made in view of the military situation existing at that
time.
(S) On 16 May, JCS sponsored continuation of the 1, 800 sortie rate through FY 70. In a
review of this r%commendation, the SECDEF noted the "strong support" provided by JCS. With
this in mind, he °aid "we should look for ways to maintain the present sortie level without
raising the cost of our efforts in Southeast Asia. " The SECDEF then added!
Maintaining the ARC LIGHT sortie at 1, 800 sorties
per month will require about $100 million in added FY
69 and FY 70 funds. These should be offset by reductions
in some other part of the total tactical air effort. Considering the large number of sorties that have been made
available by the halt in bombing in North Vietnam, I
would hope such an action could be taken without any significant impact on combat operations in South Vietnam
or Laos.242
(S) The SECDEF then asked for JCS's views on two alternatives. One was to maintain the
proposed ARC LIGHT sortie rate through FY 70 but with a $100 million reduction from "some
other part of the tactical air effort." The other was to establish a rate of 1,600 B-52 sorties
per month while retaining the "currently planned level" of other tactical operations. If JCS
favored the first alternative, it was to "provide specific recommendations as to how the cost
reductions should be achieved. ,243
(S) The JCS forwarded the request to CINCPAC who, in turn, passed it on to CINCPACAF,
CINCPACFLT, and COMUSMACV. The latter conducted a "brief appraisal" of the two alternatives and a "review of the tradeoffs involved."
To reduce the tactical air effort by $100
million, he concluded "would entail a severe degradation in capability. " He calculated "it would
equate to the loss of four F-100 squadrons and closure of the ass.ociated base. Alternatively it

could be accomplished by closing a F-4 base and redeploying three squadrons of F-4's."

Fur-

thermore, retrieval of these aircraft would be "extremely difficult" and "could not be responsive
to new enemy initiatives. " Moreover, if ARVN units were to assume a greater share of the
2 44
ground war, continued heavy and direct air support was essential.
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(S) COMUSMACV regarded a reduction in the ARC LIGHT effort as "equally undesirable at
this time. " However, since it would "appear less difficult to reconstitute the 1, 800 sortie capability.
than it would be to re-establish the TACAIR capability, " the "least undesirable of
the alternatives presented is to accept the reduction in the ARC LIGHT sortie rate from 1, 800
to 1,600.',245

k

(S) Having determined the "least undesirable" choice, COMUSMACV pointed out that neither
of the alternatives were consistent with the realities of the situation in RVN and Laos.
these propositions do not address themselves
to the attrition of the enemy resources and capability to heighten, prolong, and intensify his combat
efforts. I am convinced that ARC LIGHT and TACTICAL AIR, in South Vietnam and Laos, have reduced the intensity of the enemy effort, and have substantially reduced the casualties among the US and
other Free World Forces. Too often these programs
are judged by what got through instead of on a realistic assessment of that which was headed for South
Vietnam but did not get there. My basic recommendation is that TACTICAL AIR remain at current strength
and that the B-52 sortie rate continue at 1,800 per month. Z46
(S) On 22 Jun CINCPAC forwarded COMUSMACV's views and supporting rationale to JCS.247
He added his own belief that both the TACAIR and the ARC LIGHT capabilities should be retained
at current levels, "If a reduction is directed" he added, "the reduction in ARC LIGHT sortie
rate from 1, 800 to 1,600 per month would be the least objectionable."
(S) The issue of the reduced sortie rate was resolved on 15 Jul. On that date, the SECDEF
approved an ARC LIGHT sortie rate of 1,600 per month. The message to the field contained
notification to that effect together with the directive to "take necessary action to implement this
decision. "248
(TS) The 15 Jul authorized sortie rate of 1, 600 per month was short lived as additional reductions were proposed as a part of the Secretary of Defense Project 703. COMUSMACV's
position -- provided to CINCPAC in response to JCS's 5 Sep query -- was:
The ARC LIGHT effort has been employed by
MACV to reduce the intensity of enemy activities
and impair his ability to mass forces for significant
combat operations. Further reduction of the ARC
LIGHT sortie rate at this time restricts MACV capability to respond effectively with intensive bombardment to break up enemy attacks such as at Pen Hot
and the multi-divisional attack in III CTZ on 11-12
Aug 69.
In addition, if reduction in aircraft
from 90 to 75 aircraft is imposed on the Thailand
based unit, the loss of weight of bombs delivered
will be disproportionately higher than the roduetion
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from 53 to 46 sorties would indicate. It is, therefore, strongly recommended that the present ARC
LIGHT sortie rate be sustained as a minimum. 249
(TS) Prior to receipt of COMUSMACV's foregoing impact statement, CINCPAC provided
JCS the following rationale:
Further reduction of ARC LIGHT sorties from
1,60 0 /mo to 1,400/mo will significantly reduce firepower which has been vitally successful in thwarting
enemy initiatives in SVN. This has been the salutary
effect of reducing FWF troop casualties. ARC LIGHT
strikes have enabled COMUSMACV to influence the
battle without major shifts of troop units. 250
(TS) Again, the issue was resolved on 1 Oct when JCS announced that the August/September
ARC LIGHT sortie rate of approximately 1. 400 per month would be maintained until further
notice. 251
(U) The ebb and flow of the ARC LIGHT sortie rate, and its distributions of effort is depictod in Figure V-2Z and the following Table V-2.

The Problem with "Flyers"
(S) During the yea:-, two areas of activity associated with the ARC LIGHT effort merited
special attention. One wvas the problem of a small number of bombs regularly falling short of
the target box and the other was related to an in-depth evaluation of the ARC LIGHT program.
(S)
The short-fall of one or more bombs on virtually every H-5Z mission had naturally
been noticed for *4me time. There seomed to be no obvious reason for the short-falls and
while remarkably few incidents of damage or casualties had resulted from them, the potential
for more serious consequences did exist. As a result, on 24 Feb, COMUSMACV requested
SAC anayayo ARC LIGHT strikes for the period 1.5 Dee 68 to 15 Fob 69, and "Advlse on planned
notions to correct deficiencies that result In bombs Impacting short of the target box. .252
(S) CINCSAC had long been aware of the problem and in rosponse to COMUSMACV'S request
ran a series of studies. They first analyaed 561 sorties between I Dec 68 and 12 Feb 69 in
order to deternine the percentage of aircraft having "flyers." as those unpredictable bombs
were called. The first study revealed that 94. 3 percent had a minimum of one, 91.2 percent
had a minimum of two, And 85. 5 percent had a minimum of three. Overall average for the
.period was 2. 12 "flyers" per aircraft.

A

(S) A second study, running between 26 Jan and 10 Feb 69, analyted 174 sorties to determine the percentage having short-fall impacting 3, 300 feet ,r more from the target box. This
study revealed that 13 (7.47 percent) had impacts 3. 300 feet or more, with two of the sorties
having impacts between 3, 500 and 9. 200 feet. None. hawevopr, tell short of the three kilometer
safety zone.
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ARC LIGHT STRIKES+/SORTIES 1969
Laos

I CTZ,*

11 CTZ

III CTZ

IV CTZ

Total

January

243/1074

24/121

29/111

68/403

24/138

388/1847

February

162/603

20ill0

19/58

149/833

12/62

362/1666

43/238

16/80

44/205

206/1206

18/92

327/1821

April

130/735

15/81

30/112

145/844

2/8

322/1780

May

43/251

34/185

80/381

172/979

9/43

338/1839

June

49/261

26/12q

97/485

146/801

8/35

326/1711

July

79/411

A4/198

33/157

170/940

6/35

326/1741

August

36/146

39/1,42

42/167

198/911

11/38

3.6/1444

September

71/284

34/147

40/125

161/746

9/46

315/1348

October

65/350

4W/163

45/171

144/766

5/15

302/1465

November

111/553

28/7Q

76/244

103/516

5/13

323/1405

December

124/611

28/84

43/155

117/581

7/21

319/1452

March

*Includes strikes/sorties in the DMZ
+Strikes include total number of targets struck

Source: ACofS, J-3, HQ MACV, Summary of ARC LIGHT Activity, Jan-Dec 69.
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TABLE V- 2
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(S) Study three, dealing with 203 sorties between 19 Feb and 14 Mar 69, attempted to determine the percentage of sorties havilpg bombs impact 3, 300 or more feet from the normal bomb
train. This study found that eight sorties or 3. 95 percent of those studied, had bombs fall 3, 300
feet or more short with the shortest impact being 6, 000 feet.
(S) On the basis of these studies, SAC concluded that "we can continue to expect upwards of
90 percent of all sorties to have one or more bombs impacting short of the normal bomb train."
Also, we can expect at least 5 percent .f all
sorties to have an impact that is 3, 300 feet or more
short of the target box, but only in very isolated
cases will an impact approach the three kilometer
parameter. There is no evidence that the method
of release V. e., the off-set aiming of MSQ) is a
factor, however, the studies do show that the num.
ber of flyers increase as TAS (true air speed) increase.
(S) Despite outside engineering assistance, SAC was unable to explain the reason for
"flyers." One probability, suggested by the Air Force Armament Laboratory at Eglin AFB.
Florida, was that the bomb instability was "related to yaw/roll resonance and could be induced
any time during flight." The scientists at Eglin also believed that this instability was "unpredictable." and resulted from "small physical asymmetries and/or aerodynamic reasons.
They thus concluded that "there is no known solution to eliminate the possibility of flyers from
high altitude releases."
(S) On the basis of the above, the beat that SAC could recomn.*ad wad that in light of
"ralities," COMUSMACV "may wish to reconsider the safety buffer ;one clearance for nonco;.batants short of the target box. "253

ARC LIGHT Efitltiveness
(S) Top US military and civil officials in RVN have rarely, if ever, seriously questioned
the overall effectiveness of the ARC LIGHT program. There has been considerable coneIrn both official and unofficial -- in CONUS, however, over the role of the heavy bomber in a limtited, insurgent-counterinsurgent war. To some observers there has been something doctrinally
wrong with using a strateglic bomber in a more or leos txctical role. (One news analyst compared it to killing gnats with sledgehammers. ) Others wondered vocally how the big bombers could
effectively hit mobile targets under heavy jungle cover and the cost effectiveness of using a carpet bombing technique in such terrain against insurgents. Moreover, there was cansiderable
concern at all levels when interrogation of prisoners of war periodically revealed that in some
instances at least, the VC and NVA had advanced warning of the strikes.
(S) One result of this broad concern was an in-depth study of ARC LIGHT effectiveness by
a CINCPAC Scientific Advisory Group. 2 5 4 Covering the period from 1965 to mid-1968, the
study was based primarily on a review of some 2, 800 PW interrogation reports. Not all reports
were comprehensive and detailed enough (fi in-depth analysis but those that were covered Included 18 percent of the 1965 strikes, 13 percent of the 1966 strikes, 5 percent of the 1967
strikes and 3 percent of the 1968 strikes. Even with this sampling the Scientific Advisory Group
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found the reports "relatively consistent." They "appeared to have sufficient validity to provide
an assessment of the impact of ARC LIGH4T on VC/NVA units in the field."
(S) The Advisory Group recognized that casualties alone were but one measure of overr'll
ARC LIGHT effectiveness. It nonetheless discovered that "after the Initial strikes of 1965,
there was a significant general consistency in the order of magnitude of casualties caused by
ARC UIGHT."
The average number of casualties per casualtyeffective strike were highest in 1965 when the figure
was 151. The average number dropped to 50 in 1966
and 45 in 1967 and 32 in 1968. Corresponding to these
declining average- casualties was a decline each year in
the average number of aircraft per strike. The average
sorties; per strike were as follows: 11. 7 during 1965,
7. 6 during 1966, 6.6 during 1967, and 5, 6 during 1968.
This decline in average number of sorties correlates
with the decline in average number of casualties per
strike for the four year period.
(S) To the Advisory Group the above informnation was a "strong indicator" that despite
improved VCINVA defensive measurfts, "ARC LIGHT strikes retained their high initial effectiveness."

In addition (the study went on to say) there is
evidence that in 1965 both the average number of
casualties per unit and the average percent of a
unit killed or wounded increased in direct p~oportion to locreases in the size of the unit struck. In
1966., 1967 and 1968, the larger units Including regltmontsagave increased number of casualties, but
ýthe average percent of casualties per unit tended to
decrea oe as qtrdt size increased. During latter years
cor
jnny-izeunits were often struck with sufficient
seiverity to eliminate .nore than a thirdl of the unit.
(S)

The Group further foundmi that at "consistently high pericent-age of reports indicated that

ARC LUICHT mission* digrupted VC/WVA toperations and ground mitdssions" In 1965. k-r example, 316 percont of 'he sttrikes, As reported by prisoners, gave a "cleat indication" kif die*strikes,

cuptlen of unit mnistinh, In 19l66, this figure woo almost 50 percent Alu1 Itl- prerent of the
bat".tlion or ragimonstal sixe uAnite wore forcea to e-vacuatethe .tr**eit camp facility or
area. In 1967, 44 pereent.of the strikes reportedly resuuirnlIn somje Aegree otitnttorferen%'e
withb the minslen and 4Z perront of the strikes reaulted In forced! ovacuatich of the area fatllities.
The percontagos for 1968 'weroe ovn higher with half of the reported,.szrlkes ltdlcating Interference with or disr'uption of VCIN VA activity.

*~~~~~~~~~SITeffcvewsotht-5.In cauging VCNVA per ionnel to deset ter unite was
another factor considored by the study group. It found that the 1961 figures were "relatively
low" w~tb tnaly Q~ percent of the reported strike~s causing destertions, Int 19466. however, this
figtire ha-ad inrrvaw&'d ito I Sportnnt and in 1947 to 14 Parcent. The figur" for the first hUlf of
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(S) In order to understand betrthe psychological impact of B-5Z strikes, the Scientific
Advisory Group separated the reports indicating troop reaction to ARC LIGHT into two categories.
In one category, the intensity of reaction was "disruptive and intense but tended not to persist
for more than a day or two. " In the other category, the ARC LIGHT strike "induced shock and
trauma that was widespread, very severe, and tended to persist by affecting troop behavior for
as long as several months."
Fifty-two percent of the strikes in 1965 induced
severe but transient psychological effects, while an
additional 12 percent of other strikes resulted in extreme and persistent psychological effects. In 1966,
33 percent of the strikes were of the first category
and 6 percent were of the second category. The psty
chological impact of ARC LIGHT continued hilh in
1968 with 23 percent of the strikes inducing effects
categorized as intense but probably transient while
10 percent were described as extremely traumatlic
and persistent.
(S) Finally, the study touched on the- matter 0f warning of B-52 strikes. The auttistic.
reve-sled that in 1963, a "very high number" of strikes had hit VCINVA troops without. warnting
and that only 8 percent had been "clearly" prea-wsrned. In 1966. the VC/NVA warning system
had Improved to the extent that 35 percenv of the strikes had been preceeded by wakmings. In
1967, the figure had beten la percent but in the fia~st1half of l166~, with the data adwittedly some-*
What inconsistent and the conclusions therefore tenative, only 7 perceptl had bWen proceeded by
warnings. "Thlis was; the lowaest warninfA rAte of any peviod," ther study concluded, "san was#
accompanied by a pattern of highb casualtles, 4itsruption of unit muission *and Intense psychological
(S) Another result wccruing to ain intensivv intordictIon cnnpaiga war roflected in
rotellipence BullotinitTS-&9:
£Enimy Logistic Activitisoo to III Coept- Fu rtie r
analysis of document. fapiariod an aZ Sitpteniber near
1kwg Tay Nimh-BInh Duong pr4#inC' bordna indicatts
that the 10 1s#14NVA &oWettnon is engagtf in supply msl.Woen# and that the tegiinentIs 3d 1itattutio
Oisth
owly
eeetcoriduetioA tombt tApentlUtMs.
le
..

vice activity, it Is.
eftu-§a~
fora mnstavn regfiment to
crOmmit the in~oflty o t. nift.
tOW
suich *PftratisovseOspecially When there 4it rear sentlcp £tflIept'e lin the.
repimntets operatoUal Akrea twtpavrfonn Nt* functiont.
The documents ftend to tonfitri roportet bý prisoners cap'
tuotd tderivg Auglust in SRK I tOat Allied oprtin a*$.
alnwsut completely d~srutvtd. the SR I'sbpply system.'
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(U) During the period 28 Oct through 15 Dee, the massive-fire power of the R-SZa was
agalin employed as. the RVNArFcounte red a major NVA threat ini Quang DMc Province of southwest 11 CT?.. (See Ground Operations sectioni for comnplete details.)
(0I) The gradual buildup in the use of the B-Sts began at a lqw l'evel as five enetny targetst in
the flu Prang areas Were struck on. 341 Oct. As the. intensity of thw one~my attack increased, so
did the renuests for ARC lIGHT striý,es. Fifty-seven tArgets felt the devastations of AIRC
UIGHT strikes in the month oif Novembe an'4mr
ntefrt1
aso
eember..Flo~
ing 18 strikes, between Z and a Dcc, only light enemry and friendly-in~itiated grouind contacts
werep reported as the OaeteU ref\.sed or. was incapable of e0ngagem~ents With friendly forces.
(Uý Niassive firepower was a key point in the defeat d~ the NVA f(_rees. as witftessed by

the over 30 rmilliont pounds of htnnbs doelivered by 8$ SAC fl-SZ

imissions

against eanemy troap

concentrations, sjtaging Areas. and ft rtiflcations in Quang Mc PrOVi*WC bet,*een 31 Oct 4And$
Dev. f'ifty oidihtoef the missions were in the Dau U~p area of aoprAtion-S and Z9 in the BUiPrang

(S)
Fr~
the firitt time sninc septmbee 1'46$, the probability of A SAM batalioa operatin
*xtofVinh. N"VN be.Ati
olt.h
On1. Dec', thve icrvon~ of thr0e R-51st vngaged4 tin a
strike aroinu: An ARC tUmir4 target bow, inl.Rn
at
are-4 of IA~~rpre httilil
sorts
ce~~~~tn-str ~~i*se iSAbtal wetre fired *t thpir aircrmie, 1
Tetrlaeeihn
pos
of the0 R-Stl ee
nnwralou4tmdb
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Aerial Reconnaissance

(8) In 1969, as in previous years aerial reconnaissance proved invaluable as a means and
source of information and data on which to base strategic and tactical decisions. Indeed, in
probably no other aspect of the war was the technical superiority of the US and its Allies so
marked and so advantageous. A variety of more than Z5 different type aircraft, ranging from
the small 0-1 to the super-swift RF-4 were used to penetrate airspace over North Vietnam,
follow the logistical routes in Laos, or criss-cross RVN. The smaller, lowflying aircraft
often carried only pilot and perhaps an observer. All aboard, however, were familiar with the
area below and were capable of detecting even small signs of enemy activity. The more sophisticated aircraft, on the other hand, flew at higher altitudes and carried a variety of opucal and/
or electronic sensors.
S() A broad view of the amount of aerial reconnassiance over RVN and North Vietnam is to
be found in Table V-3.

The NVN Aerial Potential as Divulged thrv Reconnai.sane
IS) Following the November 1968 bombing halt, all aspoctu of NVN's aerial offensive/defesivae posture were in a state of contant upgrade. Air reeonnaissanc" thrýoxtghout the year
S.confirmed
the continual build up of the onemy's Air Order of Battle, Surface to Air Missile, and
Antiaircraft Artillery capability, plus
*idairfield constructios
repair cffort. T1h. m'-ost
dramatic increase was reflected in the enemy's AOB -- .riýariy in total tnmbers of fighter
aircraft.

(SI The upward owing io the NV*N AQI began graehnvily and o wtjor law ripnat was iot noticed
until July when, during A four week period, the MItt AOI iumYtw
Nearly half WZ) of the 48 addItioral aircraft weve MIG-Zsa.

by ap rosimately 4d percent.
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AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE IN SEASIA
Jan

USAF
VNAF
USMC
USA
TOTAL

OTHER

TOTAL

Vis Rec

Photo

IR

SLAR

RDF/EL

FAC

7454
1421
724
12230
21829

774
62
154
429
1419

264
0
39
911
1214

0
0
0
1008
1008

829
56
0
1201
2086

4577
519
194
577
5867

0
0
340
0
350

13898
2058
1451
16356
33763

732
73
0
1069
1874

3914
581
298
680
5473

0
3
321
0
324

13854
1734
1607
14879
32074

882
74
0
1180
2136

4256
697
316
913
6182

0
0
121
0
121

15548
2060
1408
17098
36114

882
65
36
1392
2375

3665
522
449
687
5323

0
0
0
0
0

13646
1662
1571
16179
33058

Feb
USAF
VNAF
USMC
USA
TOTAL

8272
1028
831
11020
21151

711
49
117
492
1369

222
0
40
718
981

2
0
0
900
902

Mar

"USAF
VNAF
USMC
USA
TOTAL

9265
1229
860
12634
23988

865
60
83
492
1500

280
0
28
913
1221

0
0
0
966
966
Apr

USAF
VNAF
USMC
USA
TOTAL

7912
696
853
12123
21584

875
360
139
413
1787

312
1Q
94
609
1034

0
0
o
955
955
May

"USAF
VNAF
-USMC
USA

9943
1511
750
12018

885
64
189
484

319
4z
37
813

0
0
0
953

895
88
15
1356

4611
828
269
685

0
0
0
0

16653
2533
1260
16309

TOTAL

24222

1622

1211

953

2354

6393

0

36755

Jun
USAF

9017

805

272

8

842

4380

0

15324

VNAF
USMC

1429
777

54
166

12
13

0
0

67
11

788
109

0
0

2350
1076

USA
.. TOTAL

10873

441

860

858

1391

388

0

14811

22096

1466

1157

866

2311

5665

0

33561

TABLE V- 3
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Jui
Vis Rec
USAF

VNAF
USMC
USA
TOTAL

Photo

IR

SLAR

RDF/EL.

FAC

OTHER

TOTAL

8429

706

213

0

943

3926

0

14217

1560
600
10263
20852

48
121
412
1287

0
43
792
1048

0
0
837
837

54
0
1371
2368

781
316
244
5267

0
0
0
0

2443
1080
13919
31659

1052
56
0
1430
2518

4496
1027
341
450
6322

0
0
0
0
0

15178
2947
1138
14754
34017

1016
60
0

3607
881
314

0
0
0

14377
2875
952

)

Aug

USAF
VNAF
USMC
USA
TOTAL

8597
1804
622
10506
21529

762
50
12i
651
1584

271
10
54
81-1
1156

0
0
0
888
888
Sep

USAF
VNAF
USMC
USA

TOTAL

8875
1871
488

672
4
1i:

207
14
49

0
0
0

6307

95-f

673

773

934

488

0

10129

17541

1776

943

773

2010

5290

0

28333

982
75
0
906
1963

3003
855
146
482
4486

0
0
0
0
0

14056
2638
651
12199
29544

96.4
77
0
1246
2287

2970
915
95
891
4871

0
0
0
0
0

13346
2903
514
12868
29631

994
98
0

3158
1039
99

0
0
0

13965
3017
557

Oct
USAF
VNAF
USMC
USA
TOTAL

9255
1635
363
9073
20328

630
48
109
464
1251

186
23
33
729
971

0
0
0
545
545
Nov

USAF
VNAF
USMC
USA
TOTAL

8553
1838
289
8785
19465

640
69
90
525
1324

219
2
29
752
1002

0
2
11
669
682
Dec

USAF
VNAF
USMC
USA

8908
1804
351

627
76
76

278
0
31

0
0
0

8838

586

784

657

1068

612

0

12545

TOTAL

19901

1365

1093

657

2160

4908

0

.0084

Source:

Rpt (TS),

Hq PACAF, Summary Air Operations, Southeast Asia, Jan
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1
(S) A comparison between the December 68 and December 69 force levels follows:

NVN JET ORDER OF BATTLE
AIRFIELDS
NVN
Bai Thuong
Hoa Lac
Kep
Kien An
Phuc Yen
Yen Bai
TOTAL

a

MIS- 15/17

MIG- 19

3
16
10(4)
16(18)
5
8
58(22,

MIG-Z 1

IL-28

TOTAL

0
0
1
0
0
9
10

7(3)
0
1(4)
2
49(24)
0
59(31)

0
0
0
0
2(3)
n1
2(3)

10(3)
16
12(8)
18(18)
56(27)
17
1a9(56)

0

30(7)

116(99)

10

89(38)

245(155)

S. CHINA
Peitun /

Yunnani

(TOTAL

82(89)_
140(111)

Note:

Figures in parenthesis reflect 1968 force levels,

(S) In 1960, 15 airfields had been serviceable for operations by the NVNAF, but only three
Cat Bi, Kien An and Gia Lam -- had been capable of limited jet operations. With the exception of Cat Bi, none 'had been capable of handling light and/or medium jet bomber operations.
Phuc Yen, where construction had commenced in 1962, and Vlnh, which had been expanded in
1963, were the only airfields to be added prior to the initiation of US airstrikes on 2 Aug 64.
By mid-1965, an extensive airfield improvement program had been well underway. Between
1965 and 1968, the North Vietnamese had begun construction on two more airfields, and continually maintained reconstruction and repair activities necessitated by US airstrikes. By I Apr
68, the beginning of the partial bombing halt, four jet-capable airfields had been serviceable -Phuc Yen, Kep. Kien An and Gia Lam -- and construction had continued at Yen Bai.
--

k

(S) Since that time, NVN has made a concerted effort to accelerate airfield construction
and repair in order to expand the number of serviceable airfields available for their operational
jet and transport aircraft inventory. The eleven existing jet-serviceable airfields were more
than sufficient to disperse and base these fighters; however, it was estimated that the NVNAF
would have to improve the facilities, logistics and maintenance capabilities at many of these
airfields before any permanent extensive deployment could be accomplished. (See Figure V-23)
(S) Much of NVN's airfield construction activity had been designed to extend its tactical
transport capability toward the North Vietnam/Laos border, as evidenced by the new airfield
at Quan Lang in the southern panhandle, and the improvement and reactivation activity at Na San
and Dien Phu in northwestern NVN.
(5) The NVN airfield situation was forcasted to be:
When all the construction is completed, the
North Vietnamese airfield system will be equal

"k
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NORTH VIETNAM AIRFIELDS
&PEITUM
YUNNANI

A NANNING

*LAO CAI

•%LANGSO

AYEN BAI

APHUC YEN
LAN RANOI * LAS E 0 HAPHN
INA
MAI
A

HOA

NA SAN

"BIUEN
,_._,DIEN
PHUDONG SUONG

A
BAt THU0146AGI
"•&
LACLS

A

AT 81

QUAN LANG

JET SERVICEABLE
TRANSPORT SERVICEABLE

N

UNSERVICEABLE
UNDER CONSTRUCTION
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to, if not better than, all other Southeast Asian countries.
The over-all result of NVN's concerted reconstruction and
construction efforts to date is a greatly expanded jet fight-

er air defense capability.

The NVNAF has increased its

operating range in all directions and also its aircraft dis-

persal and recovery capability.

This has enabled them to

make significant progress in their goal of air supremacy
over their own territory, making an already dangerous
air defense capability an even more formidable challenge. 262

Air Rescue and Recovery

3

(U) Throughout 1969, organized air rescue and recovery was the responsibility of the 3d
Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Group (ARRG), a unit of 7AF with headquarters at Tan Son Nhut
and detachments at Danang, Nakhon Phanom,and Udorn. The primary mission of the 3d ARRG
was the recovery and rescue of downed aircrews although as the statistics in Table V-4 indicate,
a substantial number of "saves" were in the non-combat category. By the same token, however,
US forces everywhere served as rescue units on an "as needed"basis.
Army helicopters, for
example, rescued a number of individuals, including downed airmen, when time was critical and
the more sophisticated rescue equipment was not immediately available.

.

.*

(S) A typical 3d ARRG rescue team was made up of an HC-130 aircraft and crew, which
served as "rescue control" and refueled the helicopters, and one or more HH-53 helicopters,
affectionately known as "Jolly Green Giants. " Also, if the rescue attempt were in hostile territory, the team consisted of strike aircraft such as the A-I, which suppressed enemy ground
fire. As a rule, only after the downed aircrew was visually sighted and the local ground fire
suppressed did a helicopter move in to make the recovery.2 3
(S) Air Rescue andrecoveryin SEASIA was conducted in accordance with the motto of the
3d ARRG, "That Others May Live. " Every effort was made to get downed airmen out safely.
Suppressive fire was used as needed and, during the year a number of "saves" were possible

because CS riot control agents were used.

This had to be used sparingly, however, since CS

could also be a hazard to rescue personnel and survivors. Nevertheless, great risks were the
rule rather than the exception. 264 Aircrews often took ground fire at close range and inl] ql
cases, a pararescue specialist was ready to come down the hoist to assist a wounded or injured

survivor who was unable to get himself into the rescue sling.
(S) The one severe limitation placed on the rescue tearms was the inability to work effectively in darkness. Difficulty in locating a downed airman, the inability of the helicopter pilot to

hover without a visual point of reference, and the virtual impossibility of suppressing ground
"fireat night led ARRG to brief incoming aircrews that night rescue would not be attempted unless
radio contact could be maintained with the survivor and, in his opinion, he could not live through
"the night. The customary pattern therefore, was to expend every effort to get the survivor out
before dark or, if that was impossible, to begin resuce operations at first light the next morning.
Unfortunately, by that time, it was often too late. (See Figure V-24 for a comparison between
time lapse and rescue probability.)

(4
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AIR RESCUE AND RECOVERY 1969

Sorties

.

.

Non-combat
Saves

Total Saves since 1 Dec 64
Non-combat
Combat

Jan

230

67

40

1575

734

Feb

172

34

20

1609

754

Mar

175

41

19

1650

773

129

Z8

22

1678

795

May

164

22

27

1700

822

Jun

106

128

21

1828

843

Jul

58

22

11

1850

854

Aug

48

6

3

1856

859

Sep

49

9

II

1865

868

Oct

63

69

8

1934

876

Nov

70

22

4

1956

880

121

18

6

1974

886

SApr

*

Combat
Saves

SDec

Rpt (TS), Hq PACAF, Summnary Air Operations, Southeast Asia, 'Jan - Dec 69

Source-
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(S) The obvious need for some sort of night recovery capability led, early in the year, to
initiation of two programs aimed at development and employment of night recovery systems.
One system, known as LNRS (Limited Night Recovery System) was an interim measure designed
to allow rescue attempts initiated before dark to continue on into the night. This meant equipping one or more of the HH-53s with such special devicesas; the Low Light Level Televibion
(LLLTV) which would enable the helicopter crew visually to acquire the survivor and assist the
pilot in descending to hoist altitude; or the night Observation Device(NOD), an improved starlight
scope with a greater range and wider field of view than LLLTV. The latter would be used by
the hoist operator to direct maneuvering to the precise recovery area. Also, because moonlight
and starlight would not always be available, the LNRS had to include its own covert light source
in the form of infrared light. Finally, to allow precision hovering at night without visual reference to the ground, the helicopter had to be equipped with an automatic hover and approach coupler. This also meant, however, that provision had to be made for the hoist operator, who ordinarily positioned the craft over the survivor thrnugh voice instructions to the pilot, to himself
move the helicopter into a favorable position through manipulation of the coupler. 265
(S) - Mid-year plans called for in-theater modification for the LNRS to begin on I Aug, with
a year-end goal of six HH-53s modified and based in Thailand. However, actual modification
did not start until November -- delayed by technical problems with the hover coupler -- and by

the end of the year only one HH-53 was partially completed. It was anticipated that
the technical
66
problems would be resolved by April 70 and the modification program continued.2
(S) Throughout the year the use of Riot Control Agent (CS) was employed with ever increasing success by SAR in SEASIA. Normally delivered by the slower flying A-1 aircraft -- utilizing
the CBU-19 CS Dispenser -- CS served to neutralize or suppress the intense enemy ground fire
directed at the rescue aircraft. A typical CS operation was reported by COMUSMACV to CINCPAC in a routine message.

During the successful recovery of two F4D crew
members -- downed at 111437Z Nov over Laos .- CS
was used. At 2230Z a SAR force of Al-s, Jolly Greens
and HC-130P aircraft were on the scene and in voice
contact with the survivors. ' During the four hour recovery
operation large quantities of ordnance and CS were expended to suppress the'g-round fire. Although'ground fire continued throughout the recovery operation -- the helicopters
were driven off three times. prior to the pickup -- its frequency/quantity decreased considerably with each additional
CS strike. Because both crew members (one injured required the deployment of a pararescueman) were recovered
ui•der extremely hostile conditions it was apparent that the
employment of CS made a significant contribution to the
.
success of this aircrew recovery operation. 2 6 7

Aircraft Losses

(S) Between 1 Jan 1965 and 1 Jan 1969, the AF had lost 1, 104 aircraft under combat conditions, including 74 which were de.troyed on the ground. Of the total, 531, mostly F-4s and
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F-105s, had gone down over North Vietnam; 173 (including one destroyed on the ground) had been
lost in or over Laos; and the remaining 400 (71 destroyed on the ground) were lost in or over
RVN. These figures represented a variety of 30 different type aircraft, with the heaviest losses
being in the strike category (A-1E, 94; F-100, 128; F-4C/D, 192; and F-105, 303). Over 100
of the small 0-1E/F Birddog aircraft had been lost, however. 268
o
h
q
i
'(S)
Navy combat losses for the same period had totaled 429, none of which qualified is destroyed on the ground. Of this total, 386 had gone down over North Vietnam, 27 had fallen over
Laos, and the remaining 16 had been lost over RVN. Heaviest losses had been in the A-1H cate_:ry, 45; the A-4C/E/F, 178; F-4B, 56; and the F-8D/E, 56.
(S) Marine combat losses had been 303 of which 46 had been lost to enemy action on the
ground. Forty six of the losses had been A-4s, 42 were of the F-4 category, but the majority
had been rotary wing primarily H-34s and UH-ls. Marine losses had broken down into 28 for
North Vietnam, 8 in Laos, and 267 in RVN.
(S) The VNAF losses for the period had totaled 130, of which 26 had been lost to ground
action. Ten A-1G/Hs had been lost over North Vietnam, and the remaining 120 in RVN. Predictably, the vast majority of the losses had been.in the A-IG/H category (78) and the H/CH-34
helicopter (27).
(S) In all, the Army had lost 837 helicopters during the period, most of them UH-ls and
OH-6s; ninety two of the 837, however, had been destroyed by enemy ground action. In addition,
.the Army had lost 87 fixed wing aircraft of which 19 had been destroyed on the ground. All of
the Army losses had been in RVN.
(S)

Combat losses for US and VNAF forces for 1969 were as shown in Table V-5.

Aircraft Losses in Laos
*

"(S) With the 1 Nov 68 bombing halt and subsequent concentration of the US air effort into
Laos, NVN predictably strengthened their LOCs and their Laotian antiaircraft defenses. To
provide greater security for their major LOCs and their trucks and supplies transitting those
routes, the NVN more than tripled the Laotian AAA order of battle. At the time of the bombing halt there were about 200 guns located in Laos; however, by the end of the dry season in
1969, the gun count had peaked at almost 600. During the subsequent rainy season, the count
showed a slight decrease, down to a level of about 450 to 500 guns. With the advent of the dry
season the gun count rose steadily, and by the end of 1969 had surpassed the 650 mark,
(S) As a result of the increased defensive posture and the increased number of sorties
flown in Laos, 120 USAF, USN and USMC fixed wing aircraft were lost to hostile fire from 1 Jan
to 31 Dec. Statistics revealed that the greatest number of aircraft combat losses occurred in
the 4,000 to 5,000 foot altitude range. From those losses where the altitude when hit was known,
**aircraft flying at an altitude of 4, 000 to 5, 000 feet accounted for more than twice the number
of
aircraft lost at any other given altitude. At this altitude, the pilot was within the effective
range of the entire gamut of AAA guns the enemy had at his .lisposal.
(S)

Light antiaircraft (LAA) guns -- 23mm, 37mm and 57mm posed the most serious threat

*to US M~rcraft.

Because of their large number (over 300 gun3), versatility, and the operating
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AIRCRAFT COMBAT LOSSES 1969

USAF

Laos

SVN

Laos

Feb
NVN

17(i)-::

0

16(3)

12(1)

0

6(3)

16

0

11

0
0
0
0
0

32
0
5
2
55

0
3
0
0
15

0
0
0
0
0

49(16)
0
2
2
59

0
1
0
0
17

0
0
0
0
0

45(5)
0
12(6)
1
69

0
1
2
0
20

Army
Navy
Marines
VNAF
Total

0
0
0
0
0
0

12
0
1
1
0
14

0
0
0
0
0
0

5
0
1
1
0
7

9(1)
42
0
7
0
58

Jul
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
0
1
0
0
7

USAF
Army
Navy
Marines
VNAF
Total

9
0
1
0
0
10

Source:

Rpt (TS),

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

4
0
0
1
0
5

9
26
0
5
2
42

6
71(15)
0
5
0
82

()

6
0
1
0
0
7

0
0
0
0
0
0

15
0
3
0
0
18

(

13(3)
49(8)
0
10
0
72

1
0
0
0
0
1.
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altitudes of US aircraft, these guns accounted for 40 percent of the aircraft lusses. The next
greatest threat was posed by small arms (SA) and automatic weapons (AW) -- 7.62mm and
14. 5mm -- which accounted for slightly more than 20 percert of the total losses. (These guns
were particularly effective against low flying aircraft due to their high rate of fire, mobility
• and wide deployment.)
(S) The enemy had indeed .Ieveloped a formidable AAA defensive posture in Laos with his
* AW and LAA. Together, these weapons accounted for 60 percent of the aircraft shot down in
of the losses, while the A-is and the F-105s, 16 perLaos, with the F-4s incurring 252 percent
9
cent and 15 percent respectively.-6
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